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F.Mii- 4CC2

- ~t- f  i i"' January 1st, t w .  (Sunday) 1

Memorandum:

5he negroes say the weather of eaoh of the* first 
12 days of the year determines what the dominant weather 
will he in the 12 months of the year.

January, 1950, I take it, is going to he wet, for 
it began a slow gentle rain about 5 o'clock this morning and 
has kept going along steadily ever since, Nothing oould 
he better for the new oamelias on Arenbourg, for the 
temperature is mild and the moisture will eliminate all 
air pockets about the roots.of the newly transplated 
things and some of them may even put out blossoms during 
the current month. f
Vic? ■ ;* to 3:, i ■ ' ?

The .ceiling was low all day Saturday, with the 
humidity high frqt no rain. After penning you a few lines,
I sat for a pleasant hour at my desk, all lights out, 
contemplating the world and the White Garden where the 
sun dial stood out impressively, for the cloud coverage was 
thin and the moon was big and round behind the difsuing 
gauze. Occasionally a fan tail moved lazily in 
dark'ness just before me where the aquarium spans the 
row of window panes. On the far side of the 
window, Grandpa sat motionless on the birds* 
buffet on the level with the aquatic doings*

At .peace with the world, I was on the point of 
calling it the end and the beginning of a year, when 
a darker shadow plit the bamboo hedge at the far end of the 
garden. One husky figure, a second, a third, a fourth, and 
all equally stalwart. The honkey-tonk had closed and' the 
Dark uke, son frere, son beau-frere and le petit roi, 
were Crossing the greensward. .It was silent and impressive, and 
just to intensify it, as they reached the gallery, the 
door silently swung wide, ghostly enough to be noticed by 
the dark hosts,?even though the house was without lights.
I know not if they had been operating on credit or if, in spite 
of the past couple of weeks of vacation, they had somehow obtained 
some money. -Bu1< however that may be, they had secured a 
bottle of wir*e when the ’’poor man's club" had dosed, and 
were bringing it by to drink a toast to the new year with me.
They remained a half hour, perhaps, and then were gone. It 
was a pleasant termination and beginning, and sleep was sweet in
tnQ wake. •

WSri
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On Sunday mornings I can never find any weather reports for 
the Uulf area, and so 1 can only guess that rainy weather

'IB --- - -  .hQ rains!’,/
wasn*t too

may continue fqr another day or so* Naturally +] 
and resulting puddles discouraged pilgrims and I 
dry when I responded to an invitation to an 11 o*clock, 
dinner across the fence.

I suppose all the nenrys or most of them, departed 
for South Louisiana before noon. Madam Hegara is being 
dropped off at Mansura and Pat goes on to L. S. U., while 
J. and Celeste and probably Paynie tand Prances, are 
scheduled to dine at the Baton Houge °ountry Club tonight 
with the General and Mrs. General. Tomorrow they go on 
to New cleans for the game. Knowing perfectly well that 
J. a. never could sit ptill long enough* or stirr up sufficient 
interest in any Kind of a football game to make him 
"stay put" and that ^eleste is as much interested in a 
football game as Grandpa, I can only ponder on the 
impulses that i$pell people to go flying up and down the 
State in showers of^ain. And at the same time, I am 
wondering if it isn‘t about time somebody made a survey of 
the American mania for sports, professional and otherwise, 
to deterrain just what small percentage of the people 
jam the amusement- centers really do go for* Here are 
a couple examples of a case in point, twolpeople having 
not the vaguest interest in football and yet hell bent for 
'heaven to be among those present Surely the world would 
be impressed if showq the toatl number of Americans 
attending sporting events in a single season, but what 
the total would indie te is something else again, and perhaps 
somebody can some day firgure it out for us.

f*, ./'t t  0  v ‘ 1*3 ” © / / v  ’• a V  *  '

I finished Mrs. Nesbitt*s White House Diary. I liked 
it. Obviously she did^t care much for Alexander ^oolcott 
or ^arry Hopkins. I can understand her lack: of enthusiasm 
for ^r. Woolcott, for he, really could be bag-ish enough if 
he felt the impulse* but I must say I never knew anyone 
of my friends who ever got jabbed at, and his relations with 
me were both affable and delightful.

. j'';' .j — ' : V  ^  '• ^  "

I never knew anyone who knew Harry Hopkins except Lyle and 
'he was crazy about him. ,Mr. Hopkins used to get down to 
New Orleans quite frequently during the early 1940*8. I 
may have mentioned that Mr. Hopkins was scheduled to spend 
two weeks at Melrose along about 1943,*if I remember correotly. 
He was to have shared Yucca with me but just before he 
'started for his woff the record” round, an urgent telephone 
from Washington called him back there, and .so far as I know,
'he never did get back to Louisiana again.

t

Mine. Aubin-Atocque1 s grandson mixed whiskey with gasoline 
' with the usual results, but t shall speak of that on the 
morrow. And 'so 1950 gets under way and may be be kind to you...

4 0 0 4

Monday, January 2nd, 19S0<

Memorandum:
How nice to redeive such an elegant fat letter in ^°day s 

post, and may I hasten tq thank you a Million times, not only 
for all the pleasure that it gi.es me :in 1 the 
Hew *ear started off on the right foot, but also for all the 
labors it represents in a billion diiferent lines of endeavor.

A series of interruptions prevented me from ^ite oOTipletB- 
ing the letter,.but 1 am verer sorry about suoh deprivation, 
for that but means X have the promise of a^iti°nal pleasures 
^waiting me in my armoir when anothertday rolls roun •

Your oard reveals that appended to your letter is a oommunioa-
tion from la Sllsworth and the A. A. 0. form.  ̂3t
this has been effected and bpouase of your thoughtfulness, shall h l v H  full month to study the item before X harangue the 
Alexandria outfit. ,

But getting back to Christmas and $he uew •••• 
well I appreciate all you had to say, and how odd it seems to 
start offP1950 in Smith ■‘■‘own. But I am hopng that eonoesslon 
enabled you to revel in a measure of rest and relaxation on 
the following day, and if so, then all the sacnficies ar
W M t M «  that L. J. and all .eye ^ o u t f  or Christmas.
fhe blouse sounds perfectly entrancing a*14.1 !“ r  
to know that you could progress from tree to tree m  such
sympathetic company.

And what a holiday break for you that Moguls in the business 
world arranged travels at this particular season, for any 
lessening of pressure at such a time is heavenly in itself, and how 
well do ? know, what with the resulting benefints for m 
the form of your elegant communication.

Another interruption^. — and there have been s 0 y e s t  
terday. I think 1 mentioned that a great gr^dson of *
came to an abrupt-end Sunday afternoon, fading down the 
road, he had just passed the Melrose gardens when his 
pick-up truck ran off the road and was blocked from a 
!n?o the river by a couple of trees on the brank between which 
it wedged. But the jolt threw Jodey Boo*ue from the . |
left side of the driver s seat to the right side, his neck

>
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"being slashed hy the half opened window, and he died sitting 
there, his cigarette lighter still flaming untouched hy the 
blood that streamed from his throat. It took Parish medical 
authorities over two hours to get down to pronounce the man 
dead of natural causes, and during that prolonged interim 
this gruesome specatacle sat there in the driver s seat, 
his almost severed head sagging below his chest, almost into 
his lap, with all the attendant gore all over the place.

First one relative and then another came by to see me with 
a request that telephone calls be put through, and this, of 
course, I gladly carried outf Tonight I am still putting 
through calls to people not remembered in yesterday1s excitement.

t

My friend Bill Jones was one of those who came last night 
to effect ooramuni cat ions, and what with Bill being a college 
man and quite acquainted with telephones, it was restful to be 
able to turn the business over to him. f I hage just learned, as^ 
between this paragraph and the foregoing that B i n  Jones is tonight 
sitting in jail, which seems odd, since his half million dollars 
should have enabled him to provide a bond, but I suppose the color 
business may be a factor in his present situation It seems „ 
that while he was-here making telephone calls on “Beholf tt the 
Rooque family last night, his young son, a minor, borrowed 
one of the family cars, and succeeded in running down some 
white woman somewhere or other, - perhaps in town, and so the 
father has been arrested as responsible for the s ort comings of 
his offspring. Surely 1950 is getting off at a bang for 
Cane ^iver mulattoes this year.

••

But returning to your letter, how charming th t you should 
be able to set me straight about the M0nticello house of William 
Bache. I take it this must have been another grandson of 
Benjamin franklin, since the one.who was with the old man in 
Prance-was ss usually deferred to as ”benny", although 1 
suppose it might have been the same individual And how charming 
that you should have run up on Mr# .Lewis of Deftis and Clark 
fame, ^he volume I read didn*t do much about the Charlottesville 
neighborhood, and I am delighted to have this additional 
information you mention about the explorer.

^rs. Coombs dropped in for a moment this noon to extend 
season s greetings. She said that she and Dr. Coombs were at 
some secial function the other night and chanced to meet a 
Mrs. Baker who asked them-if they had ever chanced to be down 
this way and if they had ever met that mulatto, who 
presided over the destinies of the place since Miss -Cammie’s death. 
She said she had been down this way early in November and 
had been surprised to see the mulatto’s picture 4n the 
Picayune, in an article about Melrose, the mulatto gazing at 
a portrait of his grandfather, c l think she. must be the bag who 
found such a splendid likeness in the planter and mulatto son 
portrait, although at the time I though she had confused me with 
the planter, not the son. la Baker really must be wonderful, 
and is that proof that sometimes I

sin >

« ‘ s . . ' . 4  : .

Tuesday, January 3rd, 1950.

Memorandum: * ; ..
1 ' • v

Your grand New Year’s letter to hand in this morning’s 
post, together with the booklet covering the American Art 
Council. 'j

Today*s message and yesterday’s embraced the grandest 
promise of felicity for the Rew Year, and by a stroke 
of good luck, by two meandering secretaries passed this 
way at different hours, both yesterday and today, so that 
I had the unusual happiness of being able to run through 
both communications twice, - a delight which is seldom mine, 
but a circumstance that 1 shall remember with ever so much 
gratitude throughout the entire year.

I want to thank you for your suggestion regarding a 
communication directly to the*presiding diety of the A.A. R.C.
I shall take a clipping from the Alexandria paper of the 10th, 
if the coverage is any good, and attach it to a letter 

for the director of that organization, and I have no doubt 
that the Council will approve the idea and may be counted on 
to push the D. A. R. ladies along in the right direction, 
especially when the project is brought up for consideration 
as a national undertaking. How pleasant it is to have you 
working in such a vigorous and helpful way in putting this 
business over. J It is always so much fun when we can attempt 
such,things together.

And may I thank you for acquainting me with so many 
interesting particular about doings in the book world.
I am glad to know that Mrs. Ohesnut’s Diary From Dixie has 
been re-issued. I am hoping this neitf edition may include 
additional material, for, as you may recall, much she jotted 
down never found its way to print because of personal episodes 
wherein many an associate, politician, etc., during the struggle 
did not arppear in a very favorable light. What with all the 
years that have elapsed, it would seem as though such 
data should now be set forth' not so much to reveal un
pleasant rolea played by certain people as in order to 
provide everyone in this day bnd age with a better understand
ing of the people and times which Mrs. Chesnut knew so intimately 
from Charleston to Richmond and back again.

I am glad the slant on The Unhurried Years was pleasant 
although brief. I don’t know the volume about the Alabama 
plantation you mention. We ought to eventually investigate it, 
don’t you think.
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During the holiday rush, I held up ary returns of 
Heading Books to the Dew cleans Public library, thinking 
everyone in the *ost Office Department from here to there 
♦had enough to do with other mail without bothering with 
Talking s0oks. I accordingly find myself at the moment with 
something or other about ^hina which probably would not be 
read if 1 had something more appealing. I think the title of 
the book is "Donald of China” and is by Sells or some such name* 
Frankly 1 never head of Donal before but he seems to have been 
an important figure in the ^ h i n a .  of from 1900 to the present.
An Australian newspaper man who never learned Chinese, he 
had lots of friends in various political grohps and is 
said to have exerted unusual skill in pulling wires. His 
first claim to distinction was his scoop that told the 
world and the Japanese military machine just where the 
Bussian fleet was stationed in 1904 or 1905, and thus 
made its destruction possible; In view of the arrogance 
that steadily mounted in Japanese quarters following that 
event, I wouldn t think the revelation that made their 
rise to power possible would be anything to be particularly 
proud of, but then I never did understand the press very well 
anyway, especially when it paid a reporter to sacrifice anybody 
or anyting for a scoop.

I am glad you mentioned the Lowell Thomas broadcast 
about the capture of the animal on Ferdinand Street, a news
cast T had missed. Sometimes I hear Lowell Thomas and sometimes 
I don t. His broadcast is at 5:45 in this area, and frequently 
we find ourselves at supper at that‘hotlr I never find old 
Kaltenborne any more and would you know if Slmer Davis is doing 
business.any more, for T can't find him either, although 
frankly, I haven*t searched very hard.

* . .»• • i, * •  »

It is interesting^that in the same mail with your 
letter comes one from Cousin Lucy wherein she refers to the 
same absence from the mails that you remarked upon. In both 
cases it isn t personal animosity but lack of time and 
memory, I thfnk, especially as the bottle seems to make such 
big demands on la bag's time these days. A card from 
Miss Kate today remarks how pleased she was to have a 
letter from la Grignan, saying how delighted she was to have 
J. u.- and ■Csleste with her 'on uhristmas day. That is 
pretty funny, unless one wants-to concede that she was 
indeed telling the trutfc, what with all the pleasure she 
derived in denouncing them up and down, in and out, worng side 
around and other end to. But I shall make no reference to 
such a statment when writing to Miss Kate, for she obviously 
- still falls for the same old line that in the past fooled so 
many.Ho sign of the football enthusiasts from the Sugar Bowl.
A big wake tonight for Jodey M0Cque, and the threat of a freeze 
before morning.- *o much for local doings, and now little old 
Yucca and I must get to the Tender ^eaf tea table....

Wednesday, ^nauary 4th, 1940.

Memorandum:

A chill, sprinkly day with the promise of a hard freeze 
tonight, - the one, I reckon, which didn't develope last 
night.

But the freeze may come or not as it pleases, for the 
Arenbourg children^are all bundled up in some fine pajamas, 
and no matter which way the thermometer goees, they will be 

as snug as bugs in rugs. I wasn't quite so dry or snug when 
I was warpping them up, but back-at *ucca, a quick change and 
I, too, was prepared for whatever turned up.

Frankly, I counted on seeing no one today, but Ora came 
down this afternoon, bringing with her two Mrs. Matesons,, senior 
and daughter-in-law. The elder is a good, friend of ^iss Lucy Morgan, 
and had made the trip to Louisiana on two counts, she said, - 

to visit her son and daughter in law and to carry out Miss Lucy*s 
request; that she make a pilgrimage to Melrose, before returning 
to Bennland. T believe the lady*s home is somewhere in Michigan, 
but 1 take it she spends much time in Dorth Carolina. She seemed
delighted with her tour, in spite of the weather.

*

■ Ora and I didn't get much chance to chat, but we shall 
get caught up at seme other sitting. She said she saw Bat and 
th: General at the Montheleon hotel in Hew Orleans and was 
so glad to be able to say Howdy, Borhaps there is the key or one 
of them for the popularity of football games.

I got a little reading done last night but uot of much 
account, - that Donald of China business. The biographer of 
Mr. Donald sets forth Sun-Yet-Sen, or however the name of the 
first ^resident of China's name is spelled, as unbelieveably 
visionary and impracticle, - to the point of a simplicity bordering 
on foolishness. * For example, he quotes Dr. Sun as saying, following 
his rise to power, following the Manchus, that no foreign loan was 
needed for Chinese currency since the Government could publish as 
much paper money as might be needed, and when that was worn out, 
they could publish more from time to time as more was required.

This reminded me of that list somebody made along about 
Chirstmas time of the ten peopletof 1900 to 1950 who were the 
greatest or made the greatest impression during the first half century 
As I reoall H0s. 1,2,and 3 were Asiatics, Gandhi, Lejaine and Sun-Yet- 
Sen, with ^s. Roosevelt as next in line, as I reoall. I don^ 
recall who contrived the list, but it was an interesting one. '-Some 
of the others included Dr. Einstein, Dr.Sohrieber, y. Di R and 
I have forgotten the rest. *
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I don**t recall if 1 mentioned yesterday that 1 had a 
te ephone from ^rs. Holloman who told me the pictures, snapped 
of Hmanuel ^rudhomme (at Hncle phanor's) last week, did 
not come out suitably for reproduction. I still don't understand - 
why that portrait could have been removed from the wall for 
photographing, since we were permitted to touch the thing and 
it certainly wasn't nailed up. Perhaps we shall be able to 
get it at another-go-round. Obviously there is no~ accounting for 
a Prudhomme whim, and I suppose they would drop dead if they 
knew ^rs. Holloman's photographer cost her ten dollars for the 
trip which- produced nothing lucky that the Hollomans have enough 
money if they have to bump into too many Prudhommes in the course 
of their literary pursuits. i may have mentioned that Mrs.
Holloman's husband is of White, Holloman and White, the two 
Whites being ^rs. ^and's late father and her brother.

r  ' * ‘ ?

And while I think of it, may i respond to your inquiry regarding 
the color scheme in my living room and boudoir. The walls are 
white and the drapes are white. The latter are are Osnaberg 
©r ^uck or whatever that heavy cotton stuff is made of. the 
sofa on which Celeste figures in the picture is red, a rather 
orange red, with a sufficient design in th piece of'flowered 
chintz (glazed) as to embrace quite a spectrum of yellow, blue, 
etc. ~̂ At the moment I have Indian rugs on the floor, - black and 
white, or rather biack and gray and quite nettral. The portraits 
on the walls and the west end of the room, save for the fireplace 
and mirror being solidly in.books, their mlti-colored bindings 
I guess are the dominant note. A couple of Belle's 
winged chairs, - upholstered in a vague dark plum spotted with 
gold dots are the only other colors in the room. As I haven't 

written the owner of the chairs in a couple of years, I have no idea 
as to when he might be going to want them I had a note 
from him a couple of weeks after seeing him in Alexnadria for the 
day, and it was my understanding he was remaining in ̂ arista for 
some time, ^e suggested he migTit be able to use some of his books 
that-were here, for they came with the other things from Puerto 
Hico along about 1942 or somewhefe ;about the. But at the time I 
could think of no way of forwarding a packing case of books over
seas, and so i let the whole thing slide,,and slid it has, ever 
since. i 0w<p him a letter, and i reckon i shall be writing beofre 
long, but at the time the request came for making this comparatively 
small shipment, there was so much cooking in this neighborhood and 
the remoteness of Melrose from ^ew Orleans to effect arrangements for 
forwarding the things impelled me to delay the whole thing until 
circumstances were more favorable. I certainly have been leisurely 
enouglnafayutoMoir the bed tester is trukey red which has faded to 
old rose. The draperies at the windows are white, the chairs 
unvarnished straight back light wood with more or less white cushions 
The rugs are the same as the living room. The walls, of course, are w

Thursday, January 5th, 1950.

white. ^ut, ^ord, 
screaming, and so i

xucca- isn t half detailed and little Yucca is 
shall fold. I'll try to do better next time....

Memorandum: ■.
■ • • t ■ . : ,i

A slight heacache on going to bedfast night; a slight 
case of sniffles on awakening this morning. I guess I should 
have used some of the stuffing on myself that I tucked 
around the* Arenbourg children.

According to my radio, Dallas and Port Worth were under 
sheet's of ice and Shreveport talked about 2'0 degree thermometer 
readings, but Gulf breezes must have staved off the 
onslaught, for while it has been chill, there has been no ice 
and about Saturday I shall be undoing the winter garments in the 
Arenbourg camelia section.

What with a drizzle going all day, I didn't do much 
flouncing about out of doors, merely enough to get Miss Sally 
some nandina branches and some narcissus to decorate her altar for 
tomorrow's services in her chapel.

And ]}y good luck 1 was able to round up a heap of s4;û f 
from the ^hristmas batch of mail, and that makes me feel better 
already. Then,1 when proper readers came my way, I was able to 
"study the booklet you so thoughtfully forwarded and marked 
for my attention. It seems to me that the'Alexandria Project is 
just the thing to further and round out much that the undertakings 
of % .  Goodrich hasn't touched upon in his pursuits, and I have a 
feeling he will agree that the thing is worth while. By and large 
it would seem that his organization has concentrated for the 
most part on items in museums and’galleries. Possibly no means 
of delving into private collections ever occured to them, or 
perhaps it seCmed impossible to ever contact the people who 
might chance to have but a single canvas that would be of 
interest. ; * " .
:

L presume, too, that their slant has been more on the 
strictly artistic‘side, since artist and art expert^ often 
incline to view art objects but from a single angle, whereas 
the Alexandria Project will proceed on the theory that many 
a picture and many a print have historic as well as artistic 
virtues. I expect to take a number of such prints to Alexandria 
with me to demonstrate how they reflect a phase of the country's
developement. Por example here af lucca are a couple of 1______!L
prints of the late 1860's or early 1870*s, one entitled:
"A Gentleman of Color”, the other "Poor White Trash . They
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were "brought out at the time the Carpetbaggers were in the 
ascendency, and, as the titles suggest, the over-dressed 
"Gentleman of Color" is on the up and up while "The Poor 
White Trash" is very obviously on the down grade.

I shall also take a oouple of rare prints that I 
obtained in Mississippi a number of years ago, one"The 
Battle of Corinth, Miss#n f and the other "The Siege of 
Vicksburgh". ; These were printed in the late 1880*3 and 
early 1890*s and not* only give an interesting geogr aphical 
concept of the country where the battles were fought,* but 
also reveal such details as Confederate and Union uniforms, 
flags, etc., and carry a somewhat lengthy caption, giving 

names of Commanders, names of the companies p rticip.ating, 
etc. I have never seen any others in this series, but I 
assume all the important battles may well have appeared in 
this series. They were printed in Chicago but 1 am rrot certain 
if they were deisgned to appeal to one faction only or if they 
were rather kept pretty much in balance, with a view to 
selling them to the veterans and families of veterans whose 
histories in the 1861-1854 scuffle would offer an appeal for 
preserving the event in this form.- At. the moment I do not have 
the name of the Chicago-printers, but 1 shall mention it at 
another sitting, for it might*be possible that we w uld stumble 
over others, should the name be familiar* The two we have 
here, - about 2 feet by 3 feet, are not frained, and although the 
edges are frayed, they will be*nice when framed, especially 
with the torn edges showing, I think, as wall decors for 
Arenbourg eventually, don*t you think so.

’ ’ . . 2. 1 ' " .' v/, ■ ^ v v. , - -J •" * • o

: With all the racket'going on about the Hew Hampshire physican
who introduced an air bubble into the blood stream of a dying 
patient, I ran across a new twist in making things easier for 
a cow to give birth to a calf. The Hogiers are white trash, - 
once removed from the hills to the Cane River country, living 
up the Bermuda Hoad just beyond Sammy Balthasar’s. Mr. R.*s 
cow was experiencing difficulties in bringing her offspring into 
the world and, by way of lending aid, if not comfort, a tractor 
was pressed into servioe. The cow was tied securely t<5 a tree, 
a rope tied about the calf’s neck, the other end to the tractor, 
and the latter started off slowly in low gear. Of course, something 
had to give, and Lo.* it was the mother. 'Don’t ask me how it was 
that the poyr calf’s head wasn*t pulled slap off, for I don’t know. 
But it wasn t and the day following this operation, both mother 
and child were reported holding their own. In times past I have 
heard of hill billies doing str/ange things but this latest twist in 
animal husbandry beats anything I have stumbled over thus far.

And now for a cup of Tender -̂ eaf and a ;Kaool with little 
old Yucca fussing about the tea tray and generally delighting my 
soul as I further explore the doings of ^r. Donal of uhina....

4012

Friday, January 6th, 1950.

Memor andum: «
The weather remains damp and chill but no T®6 

formed and 1 believe the bitter elements of the Canadian 
blast have turned definitely in an Eastern direction. I 
hope it peters out before it reaches Manhattan.

Mrs Hand telephoned me this morning, saying she 
would be glad to run'up and get me on Sunday afternoon, so 
that I might spend Sunday night in company with friends who 
want to give a dinner party, and so forth and so on.

It was certainly kind of her, but naturally I 
demurred, for 1 don’t want any dinner parties and I 
prefer to run down that way along about Monday noon, and 
before I get away again, I shall have seen enough people.

She says Dr. Hand, remains flat on his back but there 
is hope that he may be removed to his home by the 
■nprt of next week. I am so glad for h^m> for he ve 
a feeling that everyone must be ever so much more comfortable 
there than any other place, regardless of the excellent 
arrangement* that must obtain for him at the hospital.

I take it there must have been something in the 
Alexandria paper about Monday's song *°rt a
three invitations came by post, - two dinners, one tea.
And tonight at supper, or just after, when we were alone, 

c the merchant planter handed me a note from that lady who 
must have been contacted today. I haven t readthe 
note but I suppose it envisions some such business 
at the board.As"Saturday’s post will not get responses 
delivered before Monday, my regrets will be a little 
late in arriving in each case, but since one doesn t 
decline invitations before receivingthfcm, one will 
have to accept the refusals whenever they ;do ar*i™, 
even though dinner may be but in the offing. Dining a 
Clapny, it goes without saying, rit but completely out, 
although there is a chance that I may remain over night 
with the Hands, returning here on Tuesday, the 10th.
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You will not he surprised, therefore, should there 
he a one day skip in the usual measured tread of 
comnroni cat ions, hut it will, of course, he hut for a 
day

On the home front a little comedyof dogged faithfulness 
and tears is being played out, the whole business 
impregnated with a rural touch that could scarcely 
he" found in an urban setting. %ttie, the cook, has 
a most repulsive colored hog, all spotted in white, red 
and black so that no one could ever determine its 
basic color. At pecane time, after hogs had ravaged 
the Melrose bulb garden, J. E. put out an edict that 
all hogs found in the gardens would be slaughtered 
forthwith. And to make the manifesto impressive, 
several so discovered were shot. In the case of 
Mattie’s hog, its owner finds an unusual problem in that 
the animal insists on following her where ever she goes, 
frequently breaking through its pen to catch up with her, 
s whenever she heads across the cotton fields toward 
the gardens. The hog is about the size of a Police Dog 
and seems adept in breaking down most barriers, and 
usually before ^attie makes it to the big house, the 
hog is slap at her heels. , :

lou an readily imagine l\ow many complications 
automatically ensue, for ^attie is panic stricken for fear 
her hog will be shot if discovered inside the garden 
fence and since no amount of beating will persuade 
the a£imal to go back home, save at ^attie's heels, Mattie 
inclines to drop whatever she is stirring on the stove 
and head out across the cotton fields, her hog apparantly 
entranced to be galloping along at her side.

Mattie, being a terrific bag to start with, has easily 
succeeded in working herself up into a series of spasms 
over the fate of her hog, and can reel off endless 
pictures of some horrible disaster awaiting her 
prize animal. And, of ^course, the net result is that 
the hog is having a wonderful time in view of all the 
attention being bestowed on it;;Mattie is having a marvelous 
time, pleading the cruelties of Pate and the exhausting 
labors she has to undergo to maintain her animal free from 
gunshot wounds, .while the kitchen and especially the dining 
room is in a complete shambles, waiting for Mattie to 
make .two or three trips back and forth from her home 
to the big house, and back home with the pig and so on and so 
forth but endlessly. It’s all so humiliating........

... |
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Sunday, January 8th, 1950.

Memor andum:
A quiet week end with the weather turing warmer as 

yours turns colder, and a promise of rain for the morrow, 
which I really don’t need tut which would do your local 
reservoi*s so much good.

I did a little gardening Saturday but not too much, what 
with my sniffles just disappearing and feeling little in
clination to get "all steamed up" and tjra.8 targe into a 
bark for the morrow.

I was entranced to get a little reading done, last night, 
too and I finished the "Donald of ’'hina" volume which 
certainly gives an interesting picture of the ohina we 
hqve heaid atout in the first quarter of the present century, 
and the one we have watched from afar during the second 
quarter. If lir. Donal is as remarkable, half as remar hat le 
as the biography indicates, he was really a wonderful man.
The latter quarter of the took, dealing much with his association
with the "Genissimo" and the latter'b remarkable wife,
whom Donald called "Missimo" gives a concept of those
two personalities who certainly must be more widely known than
anv other two members of their race, I find myself wondering
what has become of them af late, now that the Heds seem
to have taken over the country pretty completely. According
to Earle Albert Celle or whatever the aut or s name is, the
interruption and partial estrangement betvtfeen Ronald, as
their intimate adviser on the one hand and the '^enissimo
and ’’Missimo* on the other, was due to some plain talk
Donald gave them regarding the extravagant doings °i
some of the "in-laws", X suppose among to Soongs, - possibly
T* V*i’romI1one paragraph 1 read some days back, I gathered that 
in*somebody1s opinion, perhaps Eonald’s, was that tne chief 
wrong of the Beds lies in the fact that they are solely in
terested in the worker from whom they draw their 
nolitical and financial strength, and not at^all concerned 
with anyone else ^ome to think of it, much ned propaganda 
I have seen during the past 20 years does seem to have 
concentrated on the virtues of physical effort, and 
the way the Heds have the thing rigged up makes.the ditch- 
digget the ideal unit in a lnad that has scant use for 
a saint or a

Well, so much for all such speculations# beg your pardon 
■ f r a t t l e d  along so endlessly on the subject.
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if or local lore, here is something I "bumped into yesterday 
and liked, as will you*

Last evening Peter passed by, saying his tooth was 
hurting him and did 1 have an asperin. I did. In a 
few minutes he reported the apin gone and that was 
that. Peter sat by the fire while I was busy at 
my typewriter. After a little I«stopped and turning to him 
remarked that 1 thought I smelled smoke. He explained that 
it was a bit of string he had ignited to inhale the 
smoke for, as he further explained, "that's sure cure 
for a headache”.

"But D thought you had just taken an asperin, Peter?”
4

”Yes, sir, 1 did, but you see D done took that m  for 
my teeth. I'se a-takin1 the string smoke for my head.”

Don't you love that.
But I must get 09 for Yucca is making a racket with 

each tap of these keys, <The little old thing reminds me 
it is tea time, for it is after 10 and I haven't had my 
supper as yet. I had pilgrims at 4 and Celeste dropped 
by at 5 to invite me for coffee, and before I left her 
house a raft of people came whom I didn t know and merely 
addressed with a "Hail and Farewell". *

t

I telephoned Mrs, Hand at 6. She said the doctor 
had tried to sit up today but the effort was too much for 
him. She said he was looking forward to seeing me tomorrow.
I have decided I shall return here on Monday night. A 
couple of more invitations came through Saturday and three 
different cars came to the front gate today, bearing 
invitations to dinner during my Alexandria visit.I have 
too many things I want to do here during the current month, 
and so I think the best way is to dine with Mrs. Hand at 

noon, jam in a visit at the hospital reel off my tirade 
to the Hevolutionary Daughters, swallow a couple of 
polite sandwiches, some chieken salade and pink tea or whatever 
accompanies the birth of a National Project, and then 
withdraw as quickly as possible.

After all, I like sleeping in my own bed and there is 
nothing for me quite like the Arenbourg dawn, no matter how 
closely other dawns may resemble it, — don't you think so...
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Monday, January 9th, 1950.

Memorandum:
If I had good sense, which I need scarcely tell, I 

have not, I should probably be folding up my beard, but 
somehow sleep will be so much sweeter, after we have had 
our nightly little chat.

*

I think everything went off perfectly, and although
I am tired, it is the 3? kind of tiredness one doesn't mind, 
at the end of a day when labor has been arduous but 
pleasant and the desired results seem to have been 
accomplished.

* I'll follow it through for you, if you please:
30 a.m.> Someone knocked on my door. It was Andy 

to say his mama wasn't doing good and Aurellia had sent him 
to tell me. I got dressed and went to the big house where I 
sampled the medical profession by wire. D finally secured 
a physician.
6:00 a.m. J, H. dropped by. He said he couldn't get 
away today and that a car and chauffeur would be ready for 
me whenever I wanted same. . -

& a.m. breakfast.
7:30 a.m. Arenbourg.
9 a.m. coffee.
10 a.m. Mr. Brew and * headed for Alexandria.
II a.m. gave ^rs. Holloman dictation.
12 noon. Dined with %s. Hand. .
1 p.m. drove to the Baptist Hospital, and spent an hour 
with Dr. Hand, *’ound him gay but weak. They say he will be 
in bed for week, followed by a long recuperation at the 
Hand Camp on Cane Hiver.
2 p.m. drove to ~rs. Hand's mother, %s. White. Chatted 
with her ih her lovely old living room for half an hour.
2:45. Orated to a crowd of the gentry, dishing up the 
Alexandria Project. I had not noticed the press in an 
adjoining room where, in the midst of ray song and danoe,

p H I
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a' "billion flashlight bulh started exploding quite unexpectedly.
Somewhere between 3 and 4: - Much business session got under 
way, immediately following my performance. I was asked 
to remain present, but I retired to an ante room to adjust 
my D. A. B. Day tie and consume a Kool.

I was invited to return to the gather where it was 
announced the meeting had unanimously adjopted the Project.
That was all X wanted to heftr, but it was only then, of course, 
that conversation got under way. There followed a 
collation of crab and shrimp salade, a billion kinds of 
sandwiches, etc., at., etc., and fender Leaf tea. I thought 
of my poolr little old Yucca, sitting all alone on my desk at
home.

After the biggest piece of food resistence was over,
I met and chatted with each member individually. There 
were a few guests from "ew Orleans, a couple Begents from 
Chanters in cities in South Louisiana., They invited me to 
address their organizations in February. The fashinnable , 
young matron, Mrs# hunter Bierson, rushed up to a groups 
with whom 1 fas chatting, ^rs. Hand being among those present. 
"You all are having cocktails with 1rma at 5. We are 
expecting to come to our house for supper afterward. I could 
have murdered her, but J smiled knowingly and went along.
5:00, I drove ^rs. Hand hpme, and while she was preparing 
a cold drink, I telephoned the Pierson residence and asked 
the servant to say T would not be able to come to supper*
5115. Said goodbye to “rs, Hand, and . . . . .
6:14 back home and entranced to be here.

I chatted with •*. h. a while to cover the Pierson episode 
and suggesting a "blackout" be inaugurated. .He concurred in 

■ the matter. Delivered a few messages to Celeste from Alexandria 
people. . . , . •
7*30. Got to work on some additional stuff , covering details 
of the Project for reference by the invidivual members of the 
several Ohapteys represented at the meeting, find knocked off 
a few bread find butter notes.

And so played out my day. The weather was warm, with 
intermittent showers that failed to catch me at any time as 
1 moved from place to place. Tonight the sky is ablaze with 
stars, and, having sketched this little outline for you,
I am ready to fold......
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Tuesday, January 10th, 1950.

Memorandum;
I am sorry to disappoint you but the flipping is merely 

some drum beating of last week and of no interest. But I send 
it along, since it may, —  or may not, - eventually fit in 
with the subsequentipress'notices.

It has drizzled and rained all day, and the only 
satisfaction come in the weather report which says the 
percapitation streak runs from Texas through Louisiana, Tennessee, 
Ohio and Hew York. I hope your reservoirs got a heap.

t 1 t ‘ -

My day, in spite of the weather, 'seems t have been almost 
as busy as yesterday's line up. Only today's program was 
catch-as-catch-can, and was concerned primarily with my negro 
•friends, so many of whom seem to act as though I had been 
away for weeks or months. It's a curious thing but many 
whom I haven't seen in weeks suddenly, in spite of the rain, 
donverged on Yucca today, having heard that I had been away,- 
friends whom often L donft see for weeks or months on end. It 
seems to have required 'a National Project to pry me loose from 
the plantation. It appears to be a local sensation that I 
should have indulged in such a kew departure.

I had quite a flock of first class mail today but none of 
it of primary importance, and as I had so many interruptions, I 
didn t take time out to devote myself much to the services of my 
secretary. There will be time enough on the morrow when the 
rain will still be falling and when some o the quiet proceeding 
Monday, will have been restored along the bayous.

Aurellia did come to see me this afternoon. She wanted to 
confide in me about some of her plans. "As soon as mama gets her 
check", — and I believe the Old -̂ ge Pension checks come in on 
January 20th or 21st, she plans to move to Natchitoches.

I certainly wish X knew where X left off, but T don t, 
what with ^r. Brew having tapped on my window quite unexpectedly
at a later hour than usui.«

The mail turned out to be of scat interest, but X shall 
send along an enclosure or two regardless.
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From the clerk, I learned this morning that a New Orleans 
car> containing several ladies stopped at the store yesterday, 
asking to see me. He didn‘t get their names. From quite 
another source, I learned that they had spoken with one of my 
colored friends, asking if he thought I would like a statue 
of the Blessed ^artin. I certainly would. I reckon I shall
be having a line from one quarter or another before long, and 
I am all prepared to say Yes. If one should come to hand,
I think x shall "rig up" one of the little rooms on the 
gallery/giving on the white garden, converting the same into 
a Chapel. It will be a simple affair but adequate to delight 
my Baptist negro friends and sufficiently impressive to 
infuriate my mulatto friends who/being Catholic,-will resent 
having to kow-tow to a black saint. I'll probably paint the 
interior .of the room all white, contrive a vague sort of alter, 
whereon I shall place a couple of iron candleabra do-dads, 
see if 1 can't find the old pre-dieu that used to be kincking 
around the place somewhere and have a couple of little crude 
benches £ewn out of cypress. All in all; it ought to be quite 
gay, don t you think. Just to give it a touch of authenticity,
I shall attempt having the t ing consecrated, although that 
may be something of a stretoh, but I shall spring that trap when 
some of the younger and less hide-bound prelates are about.
The Chapel of the Blessed ^artin under the lucca roof which shelfers 
me certainly ought to make the pillars of St. Peters rock a little 
but that will do them no harm. ~

t
o ^oing hack to the interruption, 1 was perhaps speaking of 
Aurellia. She told me her mother's check from the State comes 
on the 20th or 21st, and that she-plans to writhdraw immediately 
thereafter and-will live in Natchitoches where she expects to 
have her baby She hasn't told Celeste that she plans to leave 
because she fSels the racket that always accompanies news of the 
loss of a servant would be too difficult to bear under present 
circumstances. It must be admitted that Celeste does go into 
a tizzy invariably at such times, always blaming the servant for 
not notifying her in advnce of the intention to leave. It never 
seems to occur to her that if she would carry on less, she might 
be more likely to receive a notification in advance. But that 
is the way she is made, I reckon, and the same old surprise 
parties will forever be bobbing up.

. I believ/^thgu Dark Duke plans to take over Aurellia's house 
when she moves and possibly i may be able to assist both the 
departing tenant and the one just arriving to some mutual 
advantage, for the one may have items to dispose of to advantage both 
to herself and the in-coming occupant, and however that may be, I 
am hoping the changes of residence may be advantageous to both parties 
I'm afrid this letter is mighty dull Perhaps I may hit a better 
lick on the morrow......

■b
*
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Wednesday f> January 11th, 1950,

Memorandum: « «
e ?

'The enclosure was a surpise, since it had been agreed that 
all notices on and after the 9th, would appear as straight news 
and not under the social aegis. ^

But I think I shall be able to clip this particular item 
in such a way that the social department will be eliminated, 
pasting the actual news part on a blank sheet of paper for each * 
of the National moguls who are to receive them. Perhaps 
the straight news item with a more elaborate account will appear 
under another headline in Wednesday's paper, - I hope. In the 
mean time, I send this one along for what-it is worth, if anything.

The rains continue and this morning I was soaked twice, 
once at Arenbourg and once at Yucca, where I had a couple of men 
difging ditch to.drain off water from-the foundations of the house 
where the eaves had been sending a imposing amount of torrents 
slap under the house. But the temperature continues high and getting 
soaked with clothes on was but a prelude to getting soaked in my 
shower, and so * didn't mind at all#

After a prolonged absence of two or three .years, I actually 
got down to call on Miss Sally today, and so feel inordinately 

noble for -merely having done something which was my duty, too long 
ne lected. Celeste appeaaed in a shower of rain on my gallery at 3, 
saying she was running down to Maganolia and would I like to 

accompany her. * certainly would, for I had about made up my 
mind to throw care to the winds and accompany Dr. Knipmeyer on 

morrow, for a round at dinner, which I was contemplating with infinite 
bad grace. But this opportunity to slide down today in the rain, 
and thus be able to stay not more than half an hour or so gave me the
loop hol.e I had been looking for and I made the most of it.

I was a little surprised to learn that she seemed to know
more about Monday's doings than I did, but subsequently J learned
that both her sisters, - Mme. David and 4“me. Pierson, had telephoned 
her*immediately after the doings on ^onday which accounted for her 
knowledge of what was cooking. *

You will laugh when I tell you that I received a letter 
from -tt-elen Baldwin today, asking me if I had any idea*where she 
might get in touch with Carolyn* It was a bread and butter note 
and among other things contained some addresses I had asked for, which 
I have not as yet been able to transcribe to envelopes. She reported 
a safe trip home and said it was her understanding“t M t  Carolyn" 
had planned to go down to Mor&anza or where ever her house boat is to 
see about it and that she was under the impression she might pass
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this way, and if so, would 1 try to find qut where she might 
"be reached by mail. Really, Carolyn is what ^rs, Denry might call 
'a sight. Isn’t it a pity that Carolyn, having so many excellent 
qualities, should fall down so flatly In correspondence, hut 
perhaps that is the way God has in keeping things more or less 
even. Personally I enjoy the cntact with Carolyn when she passes 
this way, and aftdr her departure, I set no expectations afloat as 
to when, if ever, I shall see her again# Surely I have learned 
not to look for letters and I don’t propose looking for her. She 
is such a grand person thatf i am always delighted when she passes 
this way, hut I am never looking for her, so that when she does, which 
you know is rare, it is alright hut nothing which has provided anyone 
with a keen relish of anticipation.
' I reckon this letter must he fairly hodge -podge, for I 
have been interrupted four times since beginning it, what 
with a magician performing at the honkey-tonk, .tonight, and 
different friends passing this way to inquire into the mysteries 
of such business, - such as "Do he really eat elecrtic light bulbs”, 
etc.,:etc.

^nd one youth who h^s no sense at all and was a little high, 
apparantly, passed by to show me his new 32. revolver. Somebody is 
likely to feel the effects of it before the week has play out, but 
there is always a chance it may be lost in the cotton rows, more 
like tiny canals.

I read a couple of pages from Will Durant’s TheStory 
of Philosophy, a 1933 thing, * believe, which I had never 
dipped into. I liked the introduction to this new edition. In 
it I found a phrase which seems to be excellent; -"we learn 

mord and more about less and less and less and less^about more 
and more". d© was speaking of the inordinate concentration in 
"fields of scientific research, the scientists who put on blinders 
to keep themselves from seeing anything but the tiniest 
segment of some particular limited aspect of one manifestation of 
life or another, etc., etc. Phis isn't exactly news but being 
a facile expression of sensations we have all experienced, it 
is pleasant to remark u^on when encountered in print.

■kittle old Yucea iS starting to eye me with a tell-tale 
look, but while my impulse is toward the lender Deaf section,
I am bound to knock off some mail beferp calling it a day.
I meant to say the other day that I sometimes hear Gapitol Cloakroom, 
or some such program, Monday nigh s, I guess, over the Columbia 
Dysten,^and this week I heard the Chairman of the Republican 
Nation Committee, and i must say if his ideas reflect his 
party’s, that outfit hasn t learned anything in the last 20 years.

But my lack of coherence demonstrates my need to break off anyway, 
and so I fold herewith. Do hope you are getting some of our 
rains.;,.,. :
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Thursday, January 12th, 1950.

o Memorandum;
e t '

This inordinate warm weather continues, the 
ground too damp to ;do gardening, the air too warm to 
want to. Thefifirecast for tomorrow is "Cloudy to partly 
cloudy,and warmer". J. fl. plans going somewhere at the 
end of the month and every year when he heads out on such 
mid seasonal jaunts, everything has a way of freezing un, 
so 1’m looking for a frost on the 29th.

liirs. Rand telephoned me this morning. She said 
Dr. Hand is ever so much better and there is hopes of taking 
him home in a week or two if he continues to improve.
She said there is still buzzing about Monday’s doings and 
■that she has given my address to a couple of Regents from 
somewhere or other who have asked for my presence in their 

- t February conclave, »
* £ '.; - - h y  ; ; v '' 4 51 shall be glad to have some of the forms", as mentioned 

in Mr. Dansford’s letter, which I am forwarding, - the letter, 
under separate cover. I am glad everything there is alright.

My secretary had quite a go at the enclosure from 
Sister. There seems to be nothing in it of interest, ex
cept that it seems to reveal the same disordered mind. I 
sometimes wonder if to any observer like yourself who has 
seen her communications over a twelth month period, — if there 
appears to be much variation or intensification of the 
flightness. Frankly, so far as my contacts with her have 
evolved, I don t see» much difference or change, since she 
has always manifested such curious ways of doing things and 

t expressing herself. There seemed to be/a feeling in Shreve
port ,that her case was growing worse, but so far as I can see, 

f it ijsn’t a bit different than it has always been, and I 
am persau&ded people who haven't known her before don't 
recognize her rattle brain on early contacts, and so,-after 
a few months have elapsed, conclude that she is changing, 
whereas she is merely being her usual self.

There was doings next door today in the form of company



from the Mansura neighborhood, some of that same crowd, - 
#The Children Among Strangers" outfit of & last October,
I chanced to be at Celeste s when they blew in at 9 this 
morning, but * retreated through an opposite door as they 
entered, and never did go back: to spoil any of their 
card games.

Somebody from the college telephoned today while the 
knipmeyers were here and so 1 did not take the call. It 
had something to do about all the new Professors and their 
wives hoping for an invitation to come down on Saturday,
I shall telephone them a cheery I?o on the morrow, I guess,
I don’t chance to have anything on the docket for Saturday, 
but if*the weather lets up a little, I should like to 
do a bit of gardening and nothing is quite so devastating 
for gardening as pilgrims* nnl.es§ it be bees*

A half dozen more letters or so, and I shall be nearly 
caught up with pre Christmas mail, I am ashamed to confess 
that there are still several non-descript gifts which haven*t 
been acknowledged as yet, but I am determined to get to them 
before the week is done. There seems to be a growing tendency 
on the part of some people to have stores mail fruit cakes and

• the like, with a card inserted from the don ier (or is it one V ) ,  
Be that as it may, I have two fruit cakes, two little boxes - - 
of candy and some kind of a smoking gaget which have come 
through such channels, and from people in large cities, -
San Antonio, Lew rleans, Chicago, etc., to whom I never 
write, and whose addresses I have forgotten* In each 
instance, I carefully preserved the wrappers in which the 
things came, with a view to acknowledging them promptly, only 
to discover no address at all, save that of the store.
I suppose I carry a few hundred addresses and telephone numbers in 
my memory, but I seem to be mighty poor at holding in mind 
•the more complicated numbers which I use but once a year.

• , *S

The current warm spell seems to safes make me so sleepy 
-fehat I don't get far with my reading. To hand has come 
a thing which I believe is entitled "Jefferson, the Virginian" 
possibly by Malone, or some such. I shall let it sit for 
a while on my front gallery until I am done with the Durant 
Philosophers. If ^alone be the correct name of the author,
I must say * don’t remember hearing of any such, but I shall 
give you a report later< Almost anything on Mr. J. , however, 
ought to be to my xifciBE*
< Little Grandpa, the gray cat, is fixing to have kittens 
again. I suppose she knows" what she is doing but she always
puzzles me*by finding the highest, most difficult place t o-- 1 h
climb during her pregenency. Lightly and half a dozen times 
a day she scales one of the pillars of Xucca and apparantly 
plans to receive old Mr, Stork somewhere in the attic. She is 
what might be styled a sight.... .
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Friday, January 13th, 1950.

Memorandum:
I heard a remark at the store this morning that delighted 

me:
«

"Today is Friday the 13th and there ain’t but one 
other-all this year. It comes sometime in October.

I certainly hope it comes around the middle of the month.
It has"rained off and on all day, which would have enabled 

me to get much done inside if there had not been too many 
■pilgrims. And between pilgrims,others were callers such* 
as Gelemence whom  ̂hadn t seen since Garolyn and -uelen were 
here. She passed this way to say she had completed a picture 
as ordered by one of the girls and wondered if I could mail 
it for her. I could*

Except-for the ssmth, the weather wasn’t so good for those 
who were moving today, and lots of scuffling back and 
seemed to be the order of the day. Elmer, the one time oook 
who baked the trukey intact, was one of those leavings *^unng 
the past year she has occupied a house across the river from 
Melrose. She now goes on one of J. H. s pi^ntations 6 or 8 
miles up Little River. In the past ten years, Elmer has occupied 
10 different situations, being an extreme example of that 
type of person who seems unhappy if forced to occupy^one dwelling 
more than a twelth month. Locally, among planters, this 
tendency seems to be considered a negro characteristic, but well 
do I recall many a family in Manhattan who felt bound 
spend 11 months of the year in search of an apartment a little 
different from the one into which they had just moved.

I suppose all people are more<or less nomadic although it 
always comes as something of a surprise to me when in studies 
about Americans I run across the statement that they are 
among the more nomadic of all civilized people. It is good for 
me to have this brought up on occasion for I must say that 
~ ~ a  I Irnrroa ncmnllv tend to StSV PUt. and aS
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you know, I tend to tolerate almost anything to avoid even 
the th'ought of changing residences*

The current heat wave has set the Chinese magnolias 
to "blooming and on Monday, while passing through a wooded 
section 30 miles below here, I noticed two wild azelias in 
full flower. Surely we can't expect to get through the
balance ‘Of the “so-call e d" w iht e r wi thout a freeze, and' a heap j
of these more daring arborial numbers are going to get
pinched.

I felt sorry for ^adam Regard today. She sent a letter 
to the xQst uffice,- addressing the evenlope with the name 
of the person for whom it was intended, the street and the state, but 
omitted the*name of the town. The omission was called to her attention 
but she failed to grasp the necessity of putting down the name 
of the town. She is so wonderfully kind and active for her 
80 years, it is pitiful to notice this little tell
tale indication of a mind that is beginning ever so slightly to 
Slip. : -VT ro ; ' .2 5.:

"  .. __ r . . . .  ( . . ;  ... i . ... r

' I hadn’t seen Taffy in ever so long until tonight at. 
first dark when I returned from supper. There on my 
doorstep sat Taffy, just as big as life and twice as natural.
About 9 o'clock, I stepped out on the gallery in repponse to 
a bang on the scr.een door by old Grandpa, only to discover 
that Taffy had learned the same trick of catching a d a w  
in the screen and pulling the door so it'would fcang when 
releasedy * t -

The s ction&l cireles^which I laid out around th§ 
sun dial, .. giant's be^rd edged with narcissus bulbs 
is now ever so pietty, all the bulbs having; come into , 
flower, making little broken circles of white against 
the accompanying ones of green, and the whole:j seeming to; ■ .. 
be a xxg horticultural appendage of'the witejcolum ana the 
metal dial.

And#now I must get some stuff done by way of a form 
letter to which the clippings from the Town Talk will be 
joined, and thus. — I hope, - set the £. A. H, girls to 
work, further afield.

^nd so little old Yucca will have to wait, although if 
he is really reflecting his master*s-impulsehe must be 
kicking up his feathers in protest at the delay of the Tender
Leaf tea hodr......

Sunday, January 15th, 1950.

How nice to find your elegant letter of Tuesday 
in Saturdayf.s post.

*

And thanks much-much for sharing thb enclosure with me, 
and for being so thoughtful as to send along the clipping 
of the new Wolrd Telegram Sun. I had not heard of the 
merger and of course was- ever so interested, for I used 
to read the Sun religiously. Somehow I always used to like 
the Saturday edition particularly, it seemed so complete 
that it suggested the Sunday Times. And thanks for telling me 
that Ward Morehouse and H. I. Phillips are-being carried 
oyer to the new set up. Somehow it seems especially wonderful 
to me that . I. Phillips is still active for it seems to

• me he must have been on the Sun for at least a millioh years.

When one paper absorbs another, one or the other dies, 
of course, and it seems too bad that the good old Sun so 
long such a distinguished journal, should have to fold up. It

• Wl11 Torever be remembered, I suppose, *as’one of the great 
papers in the history of Hew York journalism.

I can't *remember anything much about its editorial policy, 
but I assume it was pretty much on the rugged individualist side 
if not ultra conservative. Apparently I didn’t read its 
editorials much more than I did the Times, but the caper had 
so many good features and such extensive news 'reports that 
it always stood high in my estimation. f I don’t reme ber 
if Herr Voltz read it or not but it seems to me he would 
have relished its completeness. * *

1 am floored that you should have had another round of 
^outh American visitors,t * never knew there were so many 
people in South America and that so few of them ever 
staid put”. One great advantage in living in Hew York is 

the number of people you seeing passing through, and, you most 
certainly agree, it is its big disadvantage, too.

Proportionately the same may be said of ^elrose, X reckon, 
_but numerically we haverthe advantage on Gane Biver as opposed 

* to you on the Hudson. *

: : - . i i
' V \«

' r / > ,  R f  •» f" J

Memorandum;
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And while I think of it, let me refer to the Pilgrimage 
^article. I have never sent it because Ora has never brought 
"it back to me I have spoken to her about it a couple of 
times, and shall mention it again. Perhaps she has mis
laid i*t. I shall try doing it again if it doesn*t come to 
hand shortly. There was a matter involving the big sum of 
one dollar, - actually just that, which involved round 
after round of legal scuffling, and because of my desire 
to never involve such matters in local scrutiny, I 
leaned pretty heavily on ^ra and her husband and they were
ever so kind and-accommodating about the whole business r , ..
that required quite a bit of their time and; all their 
confidence. In view of these circumstances that transpired 
just at the time Ora had undertaken pasting the Pilgrim thing 
together, I have naturally not felt impelled to make too 
much racket about’ the manuscript. I shall, however, 
ask about it again this ¥eek, but I mention the other 
matter in order that you may the better appreciate my 
inclination not to stir the'Pilgrim too persistently.

last night at sapper, J. H. remarked that some colored 
man had just dropped by the store, remarking he had seen Dr.
Wenk with the boys, in Cloutierville. This afternoon about 
3, Dr. Wank.,appeared on my gallery'with the two children.
They were all in hunting costume. We sat of the gallery for 
a few moments chatting when some pilgrims came. I asked nothing 
about when he had arrived, and I suppose he assumed I believed 
he had merely spent the day in the -hills with'his blunderbuss.
He asked if u. H. was'in town. I told him I supposed so. He 
said he thought he would be.' Celeste's car was at 
her front doo* but he asked nothing about her and did not 
stop to see.hen. Where he spent the night, I wouldn*t know 
and -wouldn't ‘oAre. ^ast year he parked here. It is nice 
to know he found another habitation He was very friendly, as 
he invariably is^ith me. I suppose he didn*t dare, had he 
wanted to, pass by Celeste!s, following the big racket on 
Christmas night, for what with news ever reaching his wife 
that he had called next door, there would have been a gurantee 
of a panic, I suppose.

It was good to have an account of your Hew Year *s doings.
It all sounded a little hectic and I am so glad you remained 
over night on long Island. Isn*t it good that you had a measure 
of quiet before the work week began again. I certainly have 
been lucky these recent years to be able to’wind up the old 
and< begin the new year in the quiet of Yucca* I must confess 
I do seem a little unsocial when I turn î y telescope on myself 
when considering, such matters, but for those who must have a 
heap ofexcitement on that date, my presence would scarce be 
noted or my absence remarked, and so I salve my conscious, 
and confidentially I find myself as*happy as a, clam enjoying 
the quiet of my own society, little old Yucca, my reading Machine 
and thoughts of others, with one of whom I somehow invriably feel 
such thoughts, regardless of space, are being shared......
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January 16th, 1950,

Memor andum:
More rain and a little cooler, but mighty little work 

outside.
But I had a fairly busy day regardless, what with pilgrims 

this morning and a telephone from ^rs. Holloman, saying she 
would like to pass this way this afternoon* She came and 
we did quite a bit of work, although jsx her sister from 
Tennessee or some strange place came wit her, and three 
isn*t so helpful in dictation.

She did bring a couple of items with her of interest, in
cluding *a note from the State library quoting some authority on 
musical American, stating that in 1854 the Black Swan appeared 
in England where she gave a special performance for 
Queen Victoria

She Is referred to as The Black ^wan, born in 1809 and 
was buried in 1876 under the name of Elizabeth Taylor Greenfield. 
Good old lostell had mentioned a pamphlet which he found mentioned 
as comprising some 1q or SO pages, and I believe it is entitled 
Elizabeth Taylor Greenfield, the Black ^wan# Howard Tilden Tulane 
library does not possess a copy and so,we are casting about in 
Philadelphia _ the University and the Historical Society, for 
a copy *

I shall be interested to learn how the Taylor gets into the 
picture, since the Black Swan took the name of her former • 
mistress - Greenfield, and up jtfm to the present, I never 
heard hef mentioned as Elizabeth but rather as Eliza. As slaves 
had no last names, it will be interesting to discover how that 
turned up. I take it that she must have begotten a 
family*, since Mrs. Andrews of California must be her grand
daughter. ^erhaps Taylor was the husband1s name but she retained 
the Greenfield as a last name because of her fame as a singer.

Be that as it may, it is fun continuing the search fofe 
particulars which do somehow seem to grow slowly but definitely.
It is remarkable how close this lady nearly escaped contemporary 
recognition, for I reckon n0 one would likely have given her 
much thought, had the letter Mrs. ^oore tossed into the trash basket 
at Connelly*s Taven been permitted to remain.there. Surely she 
, - ^iss Greenfiei^ not Mrs# Moore, ought to get another grip 
on fame if, as I hope, the Picayune does give her a fair 
amount of space when the current article is ready for print.

*--
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I take it the Alexandria Town Talk must circulate a 
little up this way, in view of the telephone Gelest had today 
from a niece or great niece, of^Lestan Erudhomme. our 
favorite local diariest. * have forgotten what feis woman1s 
name is. possibly ^ebillieux, or some such, but I do recall 
her first name isT^uiie, "named after hasten1 s sister. She 

asked Celeste if she thought I could ever been persuaded to 
come to Natchitoches. It seems ^iss Julie has some old 
portraits; she wants me to see, and as she lived in the old 
house, - a charming one, built by Kq stan's papa in the 1850*s,
I shall welcome-the opportunity to explore -both-portraits and 

h0me.It was so warm last night, I didnH feel so very 
sleepy and so got around to read a couple of chapters from 
the Irwin or rather the TDurant volume on Philosophy. I like 
the study of Spinoza whose name somehow finally got changed 
to Spinoza. Mention was made about his visit, at the Commander’s 
invitation, to visit the camp of the Prince of Conde in Holland, 
at some time or other when the Prench and uutch armies were in 
one of their endless scuffles. Nothing was said about 
his correspondence with the Princesse Palatine, Louis XIV’s 
sister-in-law, which used to be rather brisk}, if I recall, 
but mention was made of Nouis XIV’s offer of a house 
in Paris for the noble philosopher.

A little further along something like this struck me as 
gay, — Italy got the Renaissance, Germany the Reformation and 
Prance Voltaire. c

£l£ 0 Z TO ̂ 3 X w J'1 •'' ^  r . r.

And did I mention the reference to Prancis Bacon and his 
death in the early 1620’s, as a result of over exposure when 
he experimented with stuffing chickens with snow on the assumption 
that thus frozen, inside and out, they might keep for an in
definite period. It seems^to be Standard Brands ought to —
l}ke^something like that, especially as it transpired along 
about.the time the Pilgrims were tripping over Plymouth Hock.

Well, so much for a literary evening, which wont 
be persudd much forther in the reading department tonight, 
for my sniffles have come back and my head feels owl-ish, 
and I think P shall fold up rather early.

As for the enclosure, it speaks for itself. There is 
something rather odd about it in that reference is made to 
a "Mrs" somebody or other, and that letter Is from a descendant 
of Grandpere, who, in turn, as you will note, they refer to 
as a, negro. Now the Picayune never in its life ever„ referred to 
any colored, woman as "Mrs.*, and yet here that title is accorded her. 
I suppose thi-s notice is put in to discourage other Metoyer 
descendants from taking pen in hand', but would you think such a 
casual article would have impelled so much doings on any score...

V? ' ■ ' I
{jiu,^U^uAx. y a*
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Tuesday; January 17th, 1950.

Memor andum;

In accordance with your suggestion, I pass along 
the particulars regarding the Givil War illustrations.
A great deal of fine script appears under each print, but 
it has to do with details regarding the battles and so 
I have not included it.

The other letter from Alice’s sister, ^ary Whitaker,
. may or may not have passing interest. In the quotation she 

gives from the illustration of the Doe’s nead, you will 
notice, the name Harris appears, - and possibly the other man 
who was closely associated with Audubon during the summer 

* of the year noted in the quotation. The men were in the
Mississippi Valley during that summer, but *n view of the 

i . mention of M0unt Vernon, I am a little at a loss to know just
where that might have been. I doubt if it was the George 

\f/MM ̂ ^ ashington plantation in Virginia, and so far as' I know 
r , (I1 Audubon was not in Natchez that summer, where there chances

to be a Mount Vernon plantation in the Kingston neigbhrohood, 
not far from Mantua. But this point is of scant importance, 
although I may eventually trace it down. < T

The weather remains much too warm, and it tempted me 
t to garden today, but my sniffles are still with me, and I 

thought it wise not to get up to my hips ^n such business 
until 1 am rid of my cold. *

<

Accordingly I remained rather close to ynx Yucca, and 
. was glad 1 did so, for Mrs. KoHoraan Passed this way, and I 

am glad I-didn’t miss her, for she had some data that was of 
considerable interest regarding the Metoyer geneology.

The article in the Picayune, which 1 forwarded in my 
last Memo, set her to work trying to establish the actual 
birthplace of Augustin Metoyer, in order that she might 
pass along particulars to the Picayune. I think she is 
"singing songs to a dead mule", so far as the Picayune goes, 
for I doubt if its editors care a hooot about the matter.
Nut I am glad she felt moved to do so, since she was able to

— I---- - i—  get some Church records that seem to clarify one or two paints
that have long puzzled me.
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You will recall that in his Will, Grandpere didn’t 
mention his son, Louis. If today’s Church records she 
photo-stated are correct, Grandpere never had a son hy the
name of Louis.« *

According to her record, * from the St. Augu tin 
Church, Thomas Metoyer (white) had a number of children, 
the first born being twins, Augustin (Grandpere) and 
Suzanne, and then came several others, including Louis.
In the enumeration of Augustin’s children no mention is 
made of any Louis, and so 1 assume that the young Louis who 
built the big house at Melrose in 1833, must have been 
the son of old Louis, brother of Augustin, and as old Louis 
died in 1832, I take it old Louis lived at lucca which must 
'have been abandoned by young L0uis for the big house (Melrose) 
when the old man died.

.Mrs. ■Holloman is giving me copies of the photo-stadt material 
and we shall eventually incorporate them with our data* The 
Suzanne mentioned by Lr. Over dyke in his letter to me some months 
ago, must have been not Augustin’s twin sister, but perhaps 
a daughter, of Grandperb, - the Suzanne who was the largest 
slave holding planter of the female persuasion in Louisiana.

I apologizb for burdening you with all these details, but 
since I have dwelt on related matters so extensively in the 
past, I send these new factors along for what they are worth, 
and if you wish, shhll be glad to send along the photographic 
copies of the ieoords when they come to hand. One disturbing 
thing about the records is that they are records contrived in 
the 1880*s, more than a hundred years after Grandpere*s birth.
I can’t imagIda why these records covering births, marriages and 
deaths a century earlier, should have been set down, and 
are considered authentic by the Ghurch, unless, perhaps,
the earlier records had become so frayed-that a transcript-------
had to be made, and was so made, with the result that some 
clerical numb-skulll at some later date, ’’cleaned up” the 
place, and destroyed the books which had been compiled at 
'the beginning of the advent of civilization in this area.

I do know that one Father Hegis in the early 1900’s 
burned a great many of the local records, but I had always 
suppos^d they were contemporary ones when he, himself, was 
begetting mulatto children by his parishoners, and therefore had 
an excellent motive for suppressing details regarding such 
doings. . '

- 9  - - '

I thought of your hnd your kindness is sending me the 
newspaper clipping of the de ^igne betrothal some weeks ago
when tonight ^owOll I'homas really went.to twon reportint the___ _̂__
wedding at -^eloeil, although#he didn’t attempt the name.
Zia, all in biaok, with a black tiara, and that I should have liked to see.....,,..

, I n
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Wednesday, January 18th, 1950.

Memorandum:

I l f  meandering secretariat hasn’t appeared, and so I have a 
bit of mail tucked in my armoir to be absorbed either later tonight 
or on the morrow* < < « *

I went to town this morning on the invitation of l̂ iss Julie 
Prudhomme. You would have loved the visit, for she lives in the 
sed&te brick house on Pront Street, two or three doors below the 
lady doctor, in the home Lestan, father of the diarist, built 
in the 1850’s.' The'present MiSS Julie, perhaps in her 60 |s, is 
the daughter of Sado, brother, — the younger brother, of Lestan, 
the diariest. The house was built for oomfort and for indi idual 
privacy. The central hall, for example, has ^ts doors on each 
side so placed that no one in a drawing room on one side of the 
hall can be seen be anyone in a drawing room on the opposide side 
of the hall. Both sides of the house have doors giving into 
rooms sO that one may enter or leave without having to go through 
the central hall. Lestan, the diariest, had his apartment on the 
second floor. The dining ro6m, in an elongated oblong, runs 
three quarters of the way across the back of the house. At one end of 
this room is a fire place, while at the opposite end is a little 
enclosed staircase, at the foot of which is t3̂ e side door which 
Lestan used to enter or leave the house, and while the door actually 
gives into the dining room, the little staircasecusts off a section 
of the room, and one may still see the rods where the curtain 
blocked off the tiny vestibule from the dining room, so that 
Lestan, the diarist, might come in or go out without getting tangled 
up with any dinner parties that might chance to be in progress.

At the b^ck of the house is a two’ soty ”L,f, - the pantry, 
kitchen, cook s quarters, etc., and there is much brrick pavement remain
ing of what was originally an entire garden paved with brik, save for 
the sections in which shrubs and plants flourished
* Miss Julie has many souvenirs of "little” Lesan, letters, books, 
etc. Celeste and Madam Regard were present and Miss Julie’s 
sister, Clothilda, (Mrs. Lester Hughes), and so talk was 
brisk’ and of necessity light. I shall go back again to chat with 
Miss Julie alnne - {

‘ I heard one thins of a c ntemporary panic which I want to pass 
along. What the Hew Y0rk press could do with this, if It should fall 
into the proper hands. It was recited by Miss Clothilda, whose
husband is the Natchitoches district Attorney. ~~— —~— -- —

Bach season a variety of entertainments, lectures, etrc. , invariably 
are presented at the 0ollege, - Cornelia ^ t s  Skinner, Martha Graham, 
ymphomes, etc., and among the other items scheduled for this season
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is a group of actors who are scheduled to present Shakespeare's 
Taming of the Shrew. I believe they are expected to arrive this 
week, andt in advance of<their arrival, as is the custom, a list 
of the number of people in the cast was forwarded and reservations 
made by the college committee. Among those so many in the present 
list, are two negroes, whom the committee assumed were probably 
ehauffers or so such, and reservations were accordingly made 
with’ Dr. Johnson, the Hatchitoches negro physician, who usually 
attended to the housing of people of color in such cases.

But picture the consternation of the oldsters on the 
committee, when, as of yesterday, 1 believe, it was discovered that 
there are two characters in the Shakespearean piece who are 
colored, and the two negroes for whom reservations were made were 
not chauffeurs or sevants but actually members of the cast.

Some of the old die-hards<are frantic, for, as they see and 
fear, if negro actors were ever permitted to perform at the 
college, all the negroes in the world would next be trying to 
matriculate for courses, and that, of course, would simply kill 
the stiff necked. At first the idea occured to them that the 
performance should be cancelled, but as the contract would then 
force the committee to pay for the performance regardless, and 
subscribers would thus be cheated out of their tickets, that 
presented a problem. Then there was hopes that some white people, 
blacked up, might be substituted, but some twist or other 
makes that impossible. At the ̂ moment, everyone is going around 
in circles and no solution has been discovered v
interruption....

 ̂have read your elegant letter, one of the grandest efer coming 
to hand, Row sweet of you to say so many lovely things. It was 
nice you saved the account of the D, A. R. doings until^an hour of 
guaranteed quiet, even though the report on that parciular day 
must have been pretty dull reading, set forth in Time Table style, 
if I remember correctly. But in spite of its humdrum recital, 

i,t apparantly conveyed a couple of thoughts intended expressly 
for you and, I, in turn, are as 'happy now as you were on that 
occasion, what with your letter to make life worth while.

^nd*thanks for telling me about new aspects of Manhattan, 
t<he situation of the new United Rations headquarters, which sounds 
fabulous, and all. And the clipping is timely, too, about the 
Princeton publication of volume 1 of the Jefferson papers. The 
book on Jefferson I am reading is by Dumas Malone, and is being 
effected, - there are to be several volumes, from funds provided by 
the ^ockekerfeller Foundation, - the Raura Spellman, branch, I suppose. 
It is dull enough, in a way, and yet dull only as concentrated food 
is dull, so that hard tack for the casual person becomes 
excellent fare for the enthusiastic soldier in such fields of 
endeavor. •

i t . *nd{down I. fold, but little Yucca is so beautiful in the 
a^hile^8^  sec_tion» 1 shall not have him jumping OopaGpla bottles for
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Thursday, January 19th, 1950.

Memorandum:

It's Arenbourg's birthday, in spite;of, and in part because of 
the sudden drop in the temperature to around 40. The dampness 
continues.

Rarly this morning I found an excellent opportunity to 
obtain some gardenias* and what with the promise of widely scattered 
showers, the moment seemed-perfect for making the most of 
the unexpected availability of some exceptionally nice plants, 
perhaps a couple of feet high, and withal ever so bushy. And so 
I laid hold on them and my dint of much marching up and down the 
road, succeeded in getting them planted before the thermometer 
began dropping around noon. I,placed them in Unit JJo. 3, in an 
uneven line among the magnolias and lilies hard by the dividing 
line between Arenbourg and Uncle d 1Or1s. I think they should 
form a nice back-drop in such a situation, as view from almost 
any place along the terrace. The ground is terribly rich, having 
once been the sight of an ante bellum barn. A couple of years 
ago I set out a flock of them in the same situation but 
the prolonged dought "cooked" everyone of them before they had a 
chance to demonstrate what they oould do on such rich fare. Per
haps this year1s amounts of rain and sun will be in better balance 
and some of these willtake hold. At least they are starting out 
under favorable circumstances, and so their chance of survival 
is at least a little over 50 per cent.

I have read a little more from the ^umas Malone Jefferson, 
and I fin<J it the most complete thing I have run into, including 
the Bower s biography# I believe this long work ends with Mr. 
Jefferson*s departure*for iSurope. I certainly hope the author 
succeeds in completing that sucoeding volume soon, for that 
ought to make excellent reading, if carried out with the same 
regard for detail as the present first volume exhibits.

I am glad yod heard a portion of "Missimo's" speech, just 
prior for her departure for Formosa. I missed it. "The racket 
that exploded over the radio last night when there was much to do 
about releasing some version of the Wallaeereport of 1944 or when
ever, regarding Washington1s attitude toward the"Genissimo" 
recalled to mind how Donald of ^hina had had hard going, se 
far as Mr. Big of China was concerned. I find myself in a 
quandary as to where I stand in.regard to all this business. I 
hear so uoh talk about "political parties" in ghina, and yet I
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cannot imagine such a thing Democracy applied to hundreds of 
millions of starving, uneducated people is perfectly ridiculous, 
of course. Obviously there must be some kind of a Mogul to 
direct such a mass, and I incline to think China was lucky during 
the years she had the "Missimo" to temper the political 
hurricanes.

Except for a very few characters in the political merry-go- 
round as were rattled off by the reader of the Donald book,
I kept in mind but a few with any distinction as to which might 
be which. Apparently Donal, — and the author of the book, .. 
had considerable admiration for some young Marshall from the 
lorthern provinces, but at the present moment I have no idea if 
this may be the man currently in power in &e& China. The 
youth to which considerable space was given had originally 
dominated Man0huria but later, on Donald's recommendation, 

merged his forces with the "Grenissimo's". Donald made a 
tour of Europe with the young Marshal tin-the 1930's, when 
everyone was on friendly terms, - the four I mean. ;It was 
the same ^arshal who later had something to do with the kindnapping 
and then the releasing of the . "Genissimo". Donald wrote several 
people the man was unquestionably a potential power in the future 
of China# I wonder if he could be the same one that is temporarily 
on top ^  this new Bed set up# , .

The local tendency for flying up and down the road seems to 
be going full tilt, again. Yesterday J. M. spent the day in Baton Rouge
returning after midAight. And before noon today, he was off
agAin for $ew Orleans I wouldn't know why he didn't spend 
the night in Baton Rofige and proceed from there, instead of coming 
all the way back here, just to start back over the same road again° 
this morning. Celeste takes ^adam Regard to Mansura tomorrow, and 
will leave her there when she returns here Saturday, to start out
with J. Xi. for Memphis on Sunday, to be gone for two or three days.
It makes me tired, just to think about it. But they all seem 
to relish it, and so long as I don’t have to follow suit, I am 
enchanted. ~

A very timely present came to hand this morning just before 
Dr. and'^rs. ^nipmayer arrived. I had run out of Sherry of which 
Dr, M. is very fond, he likes port alright but prefers the other.
And about two minutes before they got here a package came 
from Dr, and "trs, Yaeger. Dt<was a bottle of some kind of wine, 
the like of which had never passed my lips before. It isn!t 
Sherry; they tell me, but has a Cherry base. Bq that as it may 
it was timely and. good stuff, too. I have the bottle soaking *
at the moment, and if the,labels come off, I shall send them alone
with this liemor. I take it the beverage is imported, but it 
is possible there may be an American equivilant". I remember once 
how entranced 1 was to discover that MacyTs Creme de Caeda is the same 
as the same haverage imported from France in indlv.dual bottles . —  
whereas ^acy has its supply brought in in bulk, I believe. I thought 
y°u night like to inquire if there be an American duplicate of the
present stuff. -4 so, it ought to be grand......
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Friday, January 20th, 19*50,

Memorandum:
? * *

ItTs Arenbourg's birthday a0ain, may ! tell you..,,.
I had in mind to set out some Pink Perfection camelias 

this season, and I may be able to find some later, but^ 
they are rather scarce and Incline toward being expensive.
I did find some Opalousas Pinks, however, and as they are 
quite lovely, too, I invested in them at this go-round*

It remains cloudy and damp but if is warmer and 
thus is advantageous for'planting, and for the next year, 
we ought to ’keep our fingers crossed, so far as these 
items go, and I hope they will go on for a couple of hundred
years at least* 1 „ ‘I talked with Alexandria this morning and was perfectly
delighted when told I could chat with Dr.Rand who is home 
from°the hospital. He told me he was able to sit up for 
an hour yesterday and is already making plans to pass some 
time at £is camo. I reckon that may be a few months yet, but 
it is pood to know he is looking forwardwith eagerness to such 
an outing. He had mapy things to tell me about his reading, 
and I recommend 'the Dumas Malone book to hini which I think he 
WX11 relish especially the sections touching on gardening 
at Montidello, etc.

t . . V g  g; g ■; g ' g ,g:. Mg .... 'g;gg;MW-g

And as I disconnect the Alexandria hook up a call came 
through from Hatches/ It was none other than Mrs. Friday 
Byrnes. The connection was fair and I made the most of the 
opportunity to make inquiry regarding half a dozen points., since 
myXgrapevine in Adams bounty seems to be an intermittent 
sort of instrument. Roane called to ask if she might make 
plans to drop over this way with Alice before long. It^seems 
Alice plans to visit Hatches btfore long, - before long being 
Alice's phrase, and one which only she would know the meaning of 
Roane says Alice*s book seems to be going along alright and 
everybody in Hatehez, of course, is picturing himself or herself 
in one character's role or another. Roane says she nas 
selected the heroine*s role for herself.

« X asked her about *̂.8. Brandon. **he said she hadn't seen 
her lately but understood she had come through the operation — L 
alright. She said she understood further, — and this was good 
news°in a way, -..that Mj_ss Dellie was taking an apartment in
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Mrs. Moore1s house, somewhere in the neighborhood of 
Arlington. As those two ladies have been good friends for 
so many year^ and have many mutual enthusiasms, they 
ought to find common satisfaction in dwelling under the 
same roof, I imagine. I imagine I am definitely not in 
Mrs. Moore’s good graces, but perhaps this new association 
may repair destroyed fences, - or tear down more. The 
important thing is that Mrs. Brandon is apparantly alright, 
and is going to remain in Matches, which, for her sake, I am 
ever so glad, for I doubt if the Atlanta sejourns were ever very 

'restful or satisfactory to her, except for her association with 
her sister.

r asked Boane about oil. She said she 'had to admit that 
a well had been brought in on her Beverly-Plantation, slap 
across the road from la Maisonette which she rigged up for 
Dt. Miller years ago I assume Boane has always had 
wealthy, and now, o*f course, this oozing of black gold will 
pile up additional reserves. Just another illustration in 

* the opulent -^atchez country of the old saw♦"Him what’s got, gits.
Sometime I would ask you, or rather, X ask you if sometime,- 

and ther is no rush about it, - y0u would kindly look in the 
Manhattan telephone book, for a thing which may be listed as 
"Society of the Blessed Martin". Eventually I should 
like to write to that organization whiuh, if memory severs, 
used to be situated in or near East 51st Street. I don’t 

! know how such Societies, - if they be, are listed in the 
Classified Book, but possibly a telephone to somebody like 
your friend, Erancis, Cardinal Spellman, may produce the 
address. I pray you, however, not to go to any troulbe 
about this business, for if it doesn’t turn :up, - the listing,- 
at first glance in the telephone book, just let me know and I 
can telephone Bishop Greco of Alexandria, and X presume he 
will be able to supnly the address. At the moment X can t 
think why I want to~write that Society, except that, if and 
when Yucca gets jacked up again, I propose to go "ahead with 
the Chapel, and it is possible that the Society may be interested 
in the business, should they be advised of the plans.

M may have mentioned in an earlier letter that Miss Sally 
nearly when wild with joy when she heard I was contemplating 
such a business and offered to assist me in every way. Off hand 
I can’t think how she could do a single solitary thing to 
help, excpet to brow-beat the local priests to consecrate 
the thing, but I think 1 can do that under my own steam.
I can’t imagine a Catholic Priest lending himself to blessing 
,a Chapel contrived under the roof of a non-Catholic, but 
if the local one- should balk/ I think I could push the Alexandria 
Bishop into making a trip up here to do the business, and that 
would really" occasion a flurry in local Catholic* dove cots.
Well, Lord so things turn, and don't you think a bowl of 
Opolousas Pinks at the feet of black old Martin ought to be nice.

4 0 3 8

Sunday, January 22nd, 1950,

Memorandum:;
Human being being what they are, you will take it as 

a matter of course that X am complaining that it is too humid 
out;side and too lacking of humid qualities inside.

In short, somewhere or other a water pipe has broken and 
the result is that all faucets are dry. And I want to plunge 
about in my tub, - but not in a dry one.

But tomorrow is another day and Puny will be here before 
dawn if he doesn’t encounter too many beer bottles tonight, 
and thus X shall be able to work on my long beard by sun up, - * 
or failing that, T can at least take a short swim in Cane Biver, 
what with the thermometer in the upper 70’s.

It seems to have<been a fairly busy week end, but I don’t 
seem to-recall why Saturday was especially so. Today, however, 
there were lots of pilgrims, and that somehow always eats up 
time alramingly fast. But X was glad to see Ed and Horace Band 
this morning. They came by on a dual errand, to tell me or 
their father’s progress, which seems to be satisfactory, and 
Ed wanted to take up the matter of a letter X wrote him, re  ̂
commending that Mot Wells have its named changed to .Alexandria 
S-pa-_ He said he had shown it to several member of the 

""Cntinber of Commerce and they want to know if they may publish it 
in some paper or magazine or some such and if they may use it 
on the air. I told them to go ahead, although frankly 1 don t 
remember now much about.it, since I merely tossed the thing - 
off in a gay mood, and since the thing was intended solely 
for Ed 1 certainly made no effort to keep the thing within 
such abounds as public gaze might recommend. But it seems 

that the Chamber likes the idea and wants to do something about 
it, and they certainly have my benediotion, if anything 
had to say will be of service. *

And this morning, too, X was delfghted to haye a flock 
of Viennese youths and maidens who were charming. They seem 
to be a group here from Austria,on some kind of a Choral or 
group singing tour, and wQ*9 scheduled to perform at the 
college this afternooon. 1 promised to tune in, but too 
many other people got between me and my raaip. The youths 
retained the military correctness approaching the mechanical 
in.their bowing and handshaking, and the little gestures
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brought baok a whole flock of memories of different climes and 
different civilizations, and their Shadows striking against 
the bac -drop of Chinese magnolias and bamboo were somehow 
more than shadows, and I found myself hoping a few petals 
would get tangled in their curls and thus take back a fra,igra>ice 
of lazier days and ways when Gane River has disappeared and 
the blue Danube has come back into focus.

Monday, January 23rd, 1950.
t

Memorandum;

I can’t say the magnolias are at heir best, but probably 
are seen to best advantage this week end, since it seems improbable 

another week of high temperatures can possibly ensue, and of 
course one good frost, and th&s year’s flowering will be 
finished, .But I am glad they could see this manifestation of 
a ’’flowering Congo" in an American setting, for it may provide a 
pleasant memory when they glance backward in days and years to come.

A stilted dinner with Dan, after which he returned to town, 
and the rest of the day I was quite alone oh the plantation, ex
cept for a few negroes who were all showing signs of too much merri
ment on Saturday night.

I was o-lad to see Dr. and Mrs. ^oombs with some guests of 
theirs. I volonteeered a tour for their guests, more on the 
horticultural side than the historic, and that was pleasant. I 
did not ask them to sit down, however, and it was as well they 
didn't linger .too long, for there weie other people, mostly on the 
dull'■side. f

I did rea<| quite a bit last night before folding up my 
beard, and am convinced the Dumas Malone Jefferson is about the 
“completest picture of his colonial life that one is ever likely 
to run acrosss. Re could have dwelt longer on doings ao Monticello 
when the Hessians were quartered in the neighborhood, but tnat is 
because I could stand a whole book on that section instead of a few 
pages. He himself says that many will find the space allotted to 
Jefferson as Governor too wearisomef and it does .cover a period 
in which nobody shines to advantage, due in part, thinks Mr. ^aloae, 
to the fact that the Constitutional amendments or rather Constitutional 
limitations iposed on the Governor made it difficult 4for him to do 
.uch any way, and apparantly in those years, at least, Mr, Jefferson s 
medium wasn't so much executive as legislative nthinkable in 
the role of dictator, admirable as a philosopher and an initiator 
of legislation. .• - '-

Well, so much for the book Review business, and I shall 
be depressed When I am done with the book, for like wading 
through some of Saint Simon, some of it may seem a little too 
detailed while being perused, but one suddenly recognizes with 
regret that.with the closin of thetbook, a doorway has been closed 
on a whole era, a phase of life at once fascinating and fabulous.

It is almost g and I have a few things to attend to, including 
a trip to the cistern for even though little old lucca may not go 
swimming in the tub, at least a couple of turns in the Tender Deaf 
Department are quite withinthe realm of reality forthwith.*....

___ . ^*1*- -   w f i ^  .-r- ̂

How nice to have your elegant letter of Tuesday, the 
17th. I haven't quite finished it as yet, as one of my little 

. helpers was called away and the ‘other hasn’t appeared as yet.
If he does come, fine, and if he doesn’t, they the armoir 
will hold more happiness for me on the morrow.

And &ow thoughtful of you to send me page 2 of the 
Picayune. nA fair exchange is no reobbery” according to the 
-old adage, and what with my copy having gon forward to you, 
we. are now both possessed of the same item. I have 
aaletter to send, which I dictated to Mrs, Holloman for her to 
send to the Hicayune in pursuance' of the article in question.
It is ijrith a hatch 4of stuff that I want to runt through, for 

I haven t had * it read back as yet, and so I shall send it 
along shortly, and perhaps you may want to attach it in the 
neighborhood of the clipping itself, as it is in pursuance of 
that one.

t

And thanks for telling me of the curiously little issuing 
and withdrawing of the invitation to the ^xesident’s 
daughter. * hadn t heard anything about it and was ever so 
eager, of course,^tofhave the details. In line with such business 
that section of Helen's letter which went forward to you yesterday 
will be to the point,—  her reference to the doings of the 
League of Women x Voters.

t  ^ ■

The warm weather continues to obtain, and what with H# 
being away, I made the most of the opportunity to get a big 
sweep done at ^elrose, with six men cutting bamboo all day, 
and with the prospect of twice as many on the morrow. Last year 
there was scant opportunity fot such business, and this on
slaught not only makes up for ttoo years but also affords 
a heap of less virile stuff to make a go of it, since nothing 
in the plant world I ever head of has a chance to grow in 
opposition to bamboo which literally "takes the place” if 
not slashed down once in a while. It seems so odd that Mr# 
Bachelier and several people in town never had any luck 
making the stuff grow. I never have much luck making it stop.
Mr. Bachelier was forever after me to try planting some at 
Arenbroug but I never wood. I can have enough fun keeping up 
with the weeds without taking on a bamboo forrest.
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As anticipated, Puny'was here at dawning, and it was 
good to have oceans of water swirling)about in the dried up hath 
of Sunday night.

But each day brings its measure of mystery, and today*s 
is of quite a different order. A few little mice got passed 
Grandpa, and somehow entered Yucca which is more or less tight 
adn seemingly impregnable. 1 reckon they may have dashed in • 
an open door at sometime when pilgrims were scuffling about. t 

. have been setting a trap for them nightly and catching one  ̂
for Grandpa's breakfast each morning.' The trap is one of those 
flat pieces of wood with a heavy wire that slaps over when 
sprung, and usually knocks the unfortunnate'mouse into the 
next world in a twinkling. This morning about 4 o'clock I 
heard the thing bang in its usual manner, but it was a dis
appointed Grandpa who greeted me at the door a first day for 
I could find neither the mouse nor the trap. The Dark Duke 
passed this way this noon, and I set him to work fiding the 
one or the other which I suppose must be somewhere here in 
my.boudoir, but he had no better luck than I. He finally 
came to the conclusion that the mouse is hiding the trap and 
is a-fixin*" to set it for me tonight which'is a topical 

Dark Duke twist. Apparantly he doesnft know the verb tiptoe 
for ne only ussxi uses the first syllable, and when he departed, he grinned wide and said:

"When you're fixin1 to take off your shoes tonight 
and thinkin. about a-feeadin for bed, you better be sure you 
tip light about tne house for that old mouse will sure enough 

have his trap all sot by then."

My Mr# Brew returned for a few moments, and so I have 
the balance of your letter, ^he cippings go into the armoir for

♦ Jpmorrow s delectation. anr so glad to know what is going on 
in theatrical and literary circles. I hope the Martha Graham 
things aren t too ultra Picasso. I think her oriental dances are 
the most pleasing to my taste. That Bodgers and Hamerstein should 
have tossed off another opus, The Happy Time, seems nothing short 
of a record in speed, DickaRodgers never struok me as being any
thing like haxnett kane, but their volume seems suggestive
of a common parent. She South Afrioan story sounds wonderful, and 
I am so glad you mentioned it, for often 1 reverse the card on 
cartons containing novels without ever taking them from the Post 
ffice. should not like toxauuids jtBn miss the one you mention.

* - v ^
And may I congratulate you on your remarkable memory. Yes 

tnere are cottonwoods on the margin of Cane River at Arenbourg *
but how you ever remembered that is remarkable. I shall ---
spend much of the morrow at Arenbourg, for MQirosQ doesn't 
need me in the bamboo department and I am bound to stir thinss 
about with a stick where the Opolousas Pinks are doing business
M iK  su s ”“11' - “» “ S V ff lT S .
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Tuesday, January 24th, 1950.

Memorandum:
t

Prom were I sit, we appear to be up to our hips in summer.
With all doors open the balmy breeze from the South is blowing 
tons of perfume from the Chinese magnolias through Yucca, and 
a pretty moon temps me to trudge up the road for a little turn 
before calling it a day.

And it has been a pleasant<day, quite aside from the 
delicious weather, fox I was busy from first day until dark, and 
although a little tired physically* I seem ready for communing 
with the stars before folding up mf beard.

t
* « - . f ....

' 1 had»a good go at things in various sections of Arenbourg,
and it is pleasant to report that thus far the new camelias and 
gardenias are looking as pert as possible. Perhaps they will be able 
to get well established before the ineveitable Winter swoops down 
and ruins other foolish trees and bushes that seem to be going 
ahead, regardless of the calendar, just^as though Spring had 
arrived.

I turned more men than P had anticipated into the bamboo 
this morning, ‘perhaps a dozen or more. But those who had 

labored yesterday should have known the ropes and so be able to 
acquaint their new associates with the mystieries of the doings.
But whether they did or not, I didn't care, for 1 had determined 
on Arenbourg, «tnd Arenbourg it was that received my attention,,

This afternoon, right after dinner, I had some Orinoco banana roots 
set out at the i4orth Mast and ^orth West corners of the Afrioan House. 
The Otlnocos are the larger variety, you may recall It has 
always seemed to me that anything so definitely African should have 
a suggestion of banana plants in its neighborhood, and this summer 
we shall see what the effect may be.

People came from Washington, D. 0,* by appointment, and 
some other folks from South Louisiana and some from town, but 1 
give them scant time, for quite unexpectedly Mrs. Holloman and 
her sister arrived, and I wanted to devote most of the afternoon 
to them,- We-didn't get much dictation done but I did learn quite 
a few things of interst about ^ew wrleans doings and various 
tefforts being made to track down additional particulars about
the Black Swan, etc. I Aleo wanted to give some other letters f»r
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data covering Augustin ^etoyer1s mother. Some rumor once had 
it that as a slave she had belonged to St. Denis, and * have 
Sent off inquiries tb various places where data regarding the 
property of St. Denis might still be extant. 1 think most of 
the early French grants to property in this area, turned over 
to the Spanish in 1763, were moved to lensecola, FI or i day, the 
Spanish chief repository in colonial times, and were never turned 
back to the French when ‘“‘apoieon when Louisiana went back to the 
French, It is my understanding they were transported first to 
Havana and*thence to Segovia, Spain where the college or monestary 
where they were housed was destoryed by fire during the scuffling 
that went on in Spring in the 1930’s,'perhaps 1937. Still there 
is always a chance that some family papers may be uncovered, and 
these we shall pursue.

Hrs. ^olloman saw Miss Alberta on Saturday or Sunday. I 
understand she saw Hostell, too. You will be amused to learn that 
little idiss Alberta confided to ^  s. n0iioman that I am an 
atheist. Little Mj,ss iS such an understanding soul*

As for the Enclosure, you will enjoy Mary’s letter. Her 
review of ^lice’s book has an interesting slant. I can’t subscribe 
to all her ideas, but 1 find she expresses them interestingly.
^omehow there seemed to be a shade of conservatism F hadn’t expected.

I must say it does seem rather long since I wrote her inquirying 
about “rs. Brandon, but ■£ don!t blame her for not writing, she 
has such a busy day forever confronting her, I don’t know how 
she got the idea I did the telephoning the other day, but 
apparantly the fact that telephone connection had been established 
as between Hoane and ttte. did have an effect.

I can’t subscribe to her position that one shouldn’t 
discuss the curious doings in "atchez merely because one knoww 
its people and ?has family connections there. On that 
theory, the Southern Congressmen would be justified in forbiding 
anyone to discuss lynching, since only those living in the hill
billy sections of Georgia or fennesseee should be entitled to 
discuss man’s inhumanity to man except in spots where such 
crimes against civilization take place.

And If, as was so much the case in Natchez, the local residents 
set themselves up as something extra special for the rest of 
the world to admire, then they should be the last ones to 
object if people did" stop to examine them a little. *f course 
what really is killing them is that one of their own fellows has 
had the courage and good sense to set them out as they really 
are. I haven t seen anything about ^lick's book, of course, and - 
so have no means of knowing anything as to its value, but if 
she did give some of those stuffed shirts a good going over, I 
am all in favor of that part of it.

4044
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Wednesday, January 25th, 1950.

Memorandum:
' . * * * '  * s i i

Again it’s Areftbourg’s birthday.
Somehow I don’t seem to get much of a kick out of a 

social frolic among human being but I never seem to tire of 
Arnebourg’s anniversaries, and wheaver the s ightest excuse obtains, 
whether it be some strain of music like fha Waltz of the Flowers 
or merely an impulse*to dig in theground, I find myself in the 
midst of my own doings, but going full swing, and liking it.

• 1 < /'

Be that as it may, I heard tractors going full tilt in the 
direction of the old Jean Baptiste Metoyer plantation, across the 
river and just below St. A gustin’s yesterday morning. One of 
the Melrose tractor drivers told me it looked as though 
the Jones people who now own the place, were ploughing in the 
spe near the house where once a lovely garden had been cultivated 
from the time Grandpere’s twin sister had lived on the place and 
where the largest of the mulatto houses had stood until a few years 
ago. Ho much had survived the devastation of the years, but I 
did remember to ancient gardenia bushes, and so I galloped over 
to ask if they would care to sell these. They would. It is 
wonderful how people are willing to sell something if somebody 
else will only stay the owner’s ploughs long enough to rescue 
the thing from utter eradication.

It wasn’t the best type of weather obtaining for transplanting, 
what with the unusual warm weather continuing and a spanking breeze 
tfrom the Gulf. I don't know if these old bushes even have a 
ghost of a chance, what with the sap up when it should be do*n 
and the drying breeze blowing so lustily; But then I remembered 
Mr. Bachelier’s sage admonition: "The time*to transplate is 
when you are ready, regardless of the season", - and while I 
can’t subscribe to this in every instance, still here was an 
emergency.

And so I dug the plants and transported them to the terrace 
at Arenbourg,,trimming them back severely so that the root 
system wouldn t feeli too great a strain on it commisary department 
to supply food at a time when normally the bushes would be 
dormant. It seemed to me worth the chance, how^ever, and while 
there probably is nothing very special about the flowers that 
may develops, still they will be of the old fashioned variety, 
and sentimentally it will be pleasant to have these fragrant
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reminders of an ante bellom gasden of the Metoyers blooming on, 
down through the middle of the 20th century*

•A rather'heavy mail' today, made up to a ;large extent of trash, 
impelled me to do a hit of trash basket dumping, and I notice 
I inadvertently disposed of a letter from Hobina which I intended 
sending along. It covered nothing of particular interest, except 
that she said she had had a letter from 81 Charlotte Street,_ 
thanking her for a Christmas gift, - pleasant^surprising since 
she had sent neither a gift nor a card. Gertrude Hobters Smith 
said that she heard from little Cammie from time to time and that 
as she was exactly like her Mother and therefore capable of 
acquainting her with all .news about Melrose, she doesn t 
write me, now that the Madam has gone, knowing that it would 
be difficult for me to find anybody to read a letter, Don t 
you love all that. I have written G. R. S. perhaps four or five 
times since Hovebiber of a year ago but as I have never had 
a response, I* have let the contact lapse. It is heartening to 
know she gets adequate particulars about Melrose from Sister, 
and so relieve me of the pleasure ahd responsibility I had
experienced in the past in regard to 81 Charlotte.

*

In the literary department, I have finished with the 
Dumas Malone opus ahd am impatient to know when the next volume, 
devoted to Jefferson's European experiences, is scheduled for 
publication. This first volume is really excellent and more 
complete than anything I have ever read before. In this book, 
ongHs conscious of a degree of sadness that must have permeated 
Jefferson s life that other biographies seem to have given 
less Emphasis. Malone points out that in building Monticello, 
Jefferson's expenditures were well within the bounds of wisdom 
in so far as his personal fortune at the time was concerned,_ 
for his own inheritance, £lus that of his wife's, provided him 
with ample means for such an undertaking. But because of 
the melting away of the Virginia currency values following 
the Revolution, plus the fact that due to some legal twiBt, 
he had to pay twice for certain debts that caught up with 

his wife's estate, his financial burdens from the 1770's were 
al ays pressing. And then there was the extremely painful 
scandal centering around extra marital relations, prior to> 
his marriage', in connection with the wife of one of his neighbors, 
which tormented him all during his Presidential years. Jefferson 
affirmed the relationship as having taken place prior to his 
own marriage, but the bag in the case, who must have been a 
terrifici bag to bring the matter up not at the time but only 
after Jefferson had become Minister to France^.....these and 
his own deep affection for Mrs. Jefferson and for his children, 
must have constantly kept a cloud on his otherwise serene 
horizon.

Grandpa has been knocking at the screen door and so I have 
responded with a saucer of milk. And through wat is left of 
the bamboo hedge, I notice-a light shining from the windows of the 
house across the fence, so the Memphis hejir $ust be concluded.• ••
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Thursday, January 86th, 1950.

Memorandum: ^
c *

I wonder if summer can really be ;coming to a close at 
long last. Tonight the static was so trememndous I couldn't 
hear any of the local stations, k indicating, I assume, 
that the cold front which passed Arkansas yesterday but got 
stalled above Shreveport, may actually be breaking through.
I shall believe winter when it arrives, however, for the 
thermometer remained in the 80*s today, and among other things, 
the banana plants which shouldn't bat an eye last before mid March 
are already up a foot or more. -It is all so confusing.

My morning was busy, and as usual on Thursday, it was 
broken inhalf by the advent of Dr. Knipmayer. I had hoped 
he could read a letter for me, - from Miss lellie, which none 
of my secretaries could decipher. But Just as we tried to un
ravel it, Celeste dropped by with one of her local prelates, Father 
Colvard or some such, and so Miss Dellie's^epistle will have 
to wait.

Celeste took off again this noon for Mausura, but will 
be back sometime Friday.

Everything seemed lovely in Memphis but I heard no news 
of interest. Dr. Knipmayer remarked that the h0W ur]_Qang paper 
reported that J. M.Js name topped the list of something or other 
about the Cotton Council, but so far as I know, that isn't news, 
for he is on so many Federal Boards that a half dozen more or less 
wouldn't reveal anything unusual.

I sampled a,other book last.night, and liked what I read.
It is "Civilization on Trial” by Arnold J. Toynbee, or some such 
name.„ I wish old Xenophon would pay attention to my suggestion 
and have the name of the title and author spelled out.

•• • • t

I shall not attempt to retail what I have read thus far 
but I shall remark on a point or two that I think interesting, 
such as the fact, as he points out, that Science has established 
that man has lived on the earth at least 600,000 years, and 
yet during only 5 thousand years does there appear to have been 
anything like what we style civilization. 'What in the world 
was going on during the other 595,000 yeafis, — if anything.
Of course I realize that 595,000 years and' a nickle might buy one 
a cup of coffee, but still I find speculating on* TsUbh. matters to 
my liking.
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Dr, Toynbee, if thaVs the way it is spelled, thinks that 
in the final consideration of life, about the only thing that 
really matters much is religion He thinks that all of the 
15 or 20 civilizations the world has known, all of them have I * * 4 
cracked up and gone to pot as a result of the various grades 
of society, the various classes they developed, which, in the end, 
tore them to pieces. He says it is a misfortune we don*t know 
a little bit ahout.̂ tiie religious of other peoples, and he feels 
ithat the vast number of people living under the sign of Islam may 
eventaully give the wheel Q% Civilization another turn, after Wester 
Civilization*has played out. He says that one thing about the 

people in Islam, they are not race conscious, and what with 
race and class consciousness being so prominent in our own contemporry 
civilization, it may be that in the end, we shall break down on 
that score, - unless we can take a page from Islam and try to 
eradicate such "holier than thou attitudes.

«■>
Eventually, perhaps, all the phurch-goers will suddenly 

drop dogfna and start practicing religious, and then the end of the 
story will be different* ~ ,t ; , ,,

As 1 contemplated such business, the Dark Duke tapped at ray 
’window. He was on his way to the honkey-tonk but had stopped off 
for a few moments to say Howdy, I wished for a taoe recording.
For we fell to talking about animals, and it was but a step to Emma 
and how readily one may talk with a mule persuasively and effect 
all kinds 5of miracles through the sympathy the voice establishes between 
mule and man. He went into some detail explaining how the animal 

without sensing what is required, will get off on the wrong foot, 
and how the muscles in the flanks will begin to quiver to 
show mounting nervousness, and possibly fear- of an impending beating, 
when becoming conscious that whatever it is that is being done 
isnTt being carried^out according to the master’s wishes, r was 
fascinated by the direct quptes, as to tone and words to be employed 
in eliminating the animalfs nervousness andconveying the idea as 
to what precisely is desired. The performance was so convincing 
‘that I could readily envision myself as the mule and perfectly willing 
to stand on my head, so soothing and convincing and re-assuring 
was the monologue. Except for Archibald Sutledge’s Prince and 
my Dark Duke, I know of no other individuals whose peculiar 
gifts were so marvelously fashioned for this vanishing breed 
of horse power, so fast fading from the e.arth.

I had several telephone calls today from Natchitoches and
Alexandria, people asking if they might pass by on the morrow to
see the magnolias, They are at their pfcfe of perfection, and if
a breeze rises tonight, their cloudy beauty will be strewn
all over the piacfe, but on the ground and definitely not on the 
branches..... :
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Friday, January 27th, 1950.

...

Memorandum:

a typical winter’s day in Louisiana, _ cloudy, chilly and 
altogether charming5when viewed from the insice looking out.

The thermometer dropped 40 degrees from yesterday’s 80 
and what with the sun heavily veiled, the grass looks twice'as 
green and the Chinese magnolias twice as white Qr pink or purple.

I had apportioned my day well in advance, and of course nothing 
at all dovetailed according to schedule. But in the end, the 
routine, although out of joint, came to a satisfactory, conclusion, 
and now I am pleasantly tired and sleepy, and what with this little 
covexsation and the promise of a turn on the disks with Dr. Toynbee 
I shall fold up ny beard and sleep ere lo ng.

I made a short round at Arehbourg before breakfast, 
planning to make a second round after bacon and eggs, but I found 
a half dozen workmen waiting: for me, anxious to be given an 
opportunity to. make motions at v/ork. Before ! had time to skip 
to the Lost Office with the mail, %s, Goorabs, dropped by, 

bringing several garments for children that she thought 1 might 
be able to dispose of. Appointments for morning pilgrims were 
cancelled, and I devoted myself to planting, transplanting, 
digging up and cutting out a billion things long over due.

J *
After dinner a flock of people, shunted from the morning - 

schedule, arrived. I was glad to see ^rs. Leyton Cunningham 
again. But we had scant Opportunity t, compare notes, 
what with other people arriving. Mrs. Cunningham is a descendant 
of Benjamin Metoyer, brother of Thomas, - grapdpere’s papa 
and we always have fun talking about her distinguished"colored cousins.
It was her daughter, you-may recall, who TTgured onthe circular------
staircase in the Aswclll article in Collier’s.

The political side of Louisiana got a showing in the persons 
of Mrs. Albert Fredericks, wife of Govener Long’s Secretary and 
Mrs. Dodd and her son wife and child of the present Lieutenant 
Governor* The younger Dodd had a fixation of Grandpa and 
Graddpa addres children, and so the combination was perfect 
and Grandpa was toated all over the place, through the big house, 
the African House, Yucca and Heaven knows where all** And both 
toater and toated seemed to love it* *
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Education was prepresented in the persons of Dr. and %s. 
MoGinty, or however ?the ^resident of the College spells his name.
Ee and his wife ashed if they might come down some afternoon soon 
when there weren’t so many guests. I said I would telephone.
That will put them off until Spring breaks through, and in the 
m an time. I want to do gardening and a couple of billion other 
things.

And on the social side there were people from Alexandria,
Eaton Houge and Hew Orleans, but I didn’t even both to have them 
sien the 5’uest -Book, for another flock of Sthopians had 
arrived,5armed with briar knives, axes, swords and spades, and I 
out. the pilgrimage business short in favor of planting.

, It doesn’t necessarily mean anything, but it is worth noting
that the merchant planter asked me at supper tonight about renewing 

, a passport. He said he understood round trip tickets to
Europe are selling at |4QQ.00 and planes are flying half empty, ’

Ipot be surprised to hear of a London or Paris week end one of these 
days.I think I have not thanked you again for the very 
interesting clippings in your last letter. The Peter 
Jefferson Prayer Book was so timely, in view of the Malone 

\ study. I must ask Miss ^ellie about Thomas Jefferson’s 
1 wife and her relationship, the lady being a Wailes^ for
1 Mists Nellie’s family were from the Southern Maryland and Northern

Virginia counties. I thought of a possible family contact 
when reading of Mr. Jefferson’s relations with banker Morris, 
for whom Levin Wailes at that period was fixing to do surveying 
of the 3,000,000 acre tract in Georgia.

In the doings at Beloeil, I failed to find any reference 
,to the black tiara as reportedly worn by the Empress Zita.

I am glad to Have the clipping on the Carl Van Vechten gift 
to xale. I hadn’t thought of that man in years^~and I think I 
never read anything of his except, possibly, The Blind Bow BnyT 
and I don t seem to remember much about that except that it had 
as style reminding me of The Portrait of Dorian Gray. I liked 
the point the President of Fiske made, in stressing the need to 
consider the achievements of people of color, not so much on a 

.. gracial basis as on an American.

I enclose a copy of the letter written by one of Grandnere’s 
descendants about Grandpere hailing from Laiti. So sorry to dis
appoint the lady, for Grandpere's birth certificate, or rather 

- his baptismal entry was made in-^atchitoches Parish,

One glance at my leather desk clock with little old YueGa in 
d tween, and something tells me it’ is Tender Leaf time, after which 
we fold.... ' - ~ . .
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Sunday, January;29th, 1950.

Memor andum:
The Shreveport Weather Bureau says the thermometer will 

drop about 60 degrees between 9 and 10 tonight, and I certainly
hope they could be wrong again.

I write a little after 8. The sky is cloudless with a big 
round moon gilding sun dial and bamboo. I guess it must be 
about 80, as it has been all day. It is difficult to imagine 
a 20 degree reading within a couple of hours from now, and I . 
shudder when I contemplate what will happen to the foolish plants 
and trees, so many of which are putting out their tender new 
Spring leaves.

If memory serves, it snowed all day last year on this final 
Sunday in January. But it is difficult to imagine the thing 
as being possible to repeat itself under present circumstances.

In anticipation of the blast, however, I did quite a 
bit of wrapping things up at Arenbourg about dark tonight. I 
hope the poor things don’t smother before the cold arrives.
The Yucca living room and boudoir are a bower of flowers tonight, 
for thinking I would get ahead of Jack Frosty I picked armfuls 
of sweet olive, marcissus, johquills, camelias, etc. The 
joke will be on me if again a hot blast from the Gulf drives the 
cold front back to Oklahoma or where bver.

In view of the wreck that the frost will make of the 
Chinese magnolias, I was-.a little more liberal about letting 
in pilgrims this Sunday, for it seems imperative that one 
should share such beauty with everyone who cares enough about
it to come. - f. + •v * *"

The Hunter Piersons of Alexandria were here. They asked 
me if P had heard that the Colonial Dames want to join with 
the D. A. B. in carrying out the Alexandria Project. I 
.hadn’t.

Dr. BQison was up from Lafayette, Having asked if he 
might come and record the magnolia blossoms on film. He could. 
Dr. Fletoher, President of Southwestern State College, was 
here, too. 1 was glad to see him again, for the last time I 
met him, Dr. Fletcher was but one of several interesting people 
here at the time, including Birgham Young’s grandson, and"so~
I hoped I would have an opportunity to chat with him today, but 
of course, I never did, what with so many other people 
passing this way at the same time.

mss
ill
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Dr. Fletcher and Dr. kelson had dined with Dr. and Mrs. 
Rand. They said Dr. Rand was ahlQ to get to the dinner table, - 
a piece of neww that* of course delighted me.

Monday, January 30th, 1950.

It was dark before the last of the pilgrims were 
gone, and some of them got little evidence of Southern 
hospitality, what with ^renbourg getting some of my attention 
before first dark arrived.

Pat came up from Baton Bouge Saturday afternoon, and he arid 
X dined*with Celeste this noon. But -right after dinner, all 
the henrys flew to town, as usual, and so  ̂didn’t enjoy much 
moral support.on the receiving line.

It goes without saying that I didn’t get much reading 
done this Sunday, and°what with a slight headache tonight,
I think I shall not attempt much exertion in that direction 
tonight. I did read a little from Arnold Toynbee's 

Civilization last night. He expressed the opinion that the 
two great imponderables weighing heavy on the shoulders of the 
English speaking world and pracitcally non existent in the 
Islam world are racial segregatio'n or cast systems and 
aloholism. He finds these perhaps two of the greatest weaknesses 
in the one camp and the two elements possibly holding the 
greatest promise of future felicity in the other. He 
admits that dt is almost impossible to envision Islam as 
contributing much to civilization within the immediate 
future, and yet he reminds the reader that it was the 
Creeks and Homans who asked: "Can anything good come out of 
Hazareth".*

I was a little growsey while reading one of his chapters 
on Soviet Russia, but perhaps I shall dip into it again.
Somehow between what he had to say and what I had to think 
while "wool-gathering” was this: thatRussia inclines more
toward being oriental and occidental and twice has had to 
turn to the West toincorporate a scientific "know-how” into 
her ways of doing things to bring herself up to a psor-with^ 
the dominant powers of the world, - first under Peter the Great, 
and once under henine. The question a tomatically rises in my 
mind, now that she apparantly has swallowed four hundred 
million Chinese orientals to boot, will the Soviet or Russian 
peoples always incline to be just about one step qr more behind 
the .other great powers when it comes, - if ever it‘must, to 
a show-down as to which type of civilization is goin to 
come out on top. Personally I have always had a feeiing that 
there is a vast weakness behind all the racket issuing from the 
Kremlin, and while Russia has manifested an enormous ability 
to take punsihment, I don’t recall that stie has ever demonstrated 
muc|i ability in the last eouple of hundred years, to take on any 
body her own size.

c «*

I knew at the outset this note would be dull. It turns 
out even more so than was to be expected. Perhaps 1 shall improve 
on the morrow. Let1

Memor andum;
How nice to find your Friday letter in this morning’s post.
Perhaps I should begin by saying that, as usual for 

January 1950, I went to the Post °ffice, according! to schedule, 
without*coat or sweater. -For in spitecof all the talk and dire 
warnings on yesterday’s radio programs, the cold snap never 
did break through to the Sane River country, and before dawn 
really got under way this morning, I streaked up to Arenbourg 
to unwrap the oamelias and gardenias in hopes of saving them from 
being stifled in all their winter wrappings. 'Today s thermometer 
readings have continued in the 70 s or 80 s, and the Weather Bureau 
didn’t even apologize for having frighted the nape jessamine into 
their long red flannels to no point.

I am so glad you enjoyed Martha Graham’s performance.
I think I shall ask the college if she is scheduled to appear 
in Natchitoches again this year, and if so, I shall invite her down 
before she makes her appearance'. If she should be listed for 
an appearance during the bpring, I shall possibly be able to arrange 
birthday parties for the African House and lucca, for iu snould 
celebrate^ its 200th anniversary with some kind of festivities 
some time thia year. What I hope to do is to' have a Pfimative 
Show "rigged up* in advance of whatever the celebration may turn out 
to be, and thus«acquaint the guests witn an aspect of local Art i/vhich 
many of them still^know nothing about.

1 ' - . . .0 •; ... : ;■ m-
s

And may 1 thank you for your kindness in sending along 
the ^exingt on •-“•venue address of the Blessed Martin Guild. I 
find your^suggestion excellent, — concerning the doings that 
may arise as a result of the consecration exercises. I shall 
take this.occasion to inquire if the Guild has any branches in 
Louisiana - and possibly something interesting may come from that.
Hew urleans has Plenty of black nuns but I know not if the Blessed 
Martin has-any devotees, - outside myself, - in the Gulf area.

I thought of you on Friday night,‘hoping your little 
annual get together was a happy one. I like the idea of dinner at 
■l’he White Turkey. the name is so suggestive of gumbo on Little River
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I appreciate every particular you so generously passed along 
'egarding your research covering the doings of Messrs harris 
and Audubon aldng the Missouri where the doe’s head was painted,

am equally enchanted to know that Levin and Rebecca Covington Wailes 
'his wife, are also pictured in the Stanley Arthur book, I have 
the gravest doubts as to the probably fate of these Wailes 
sketches, for Miss "ellie, who never thought them sufficiently 
flattering, was inclined to feel they should never be*: displayed, 
and thus with her advancing years, it might well be surmised that 
they would disappear with her passing. It is doubtful if any of
-htfr- Wailes kinfolk would--appreciate them either.— as of. historic - — ...
value if not artistic triumphs. It is interesting that their 
caption in the Arthur book should indicate they were executed 
'in^Uatchez, for in reality, as you know, they were tossed off 
at Washington, Miss,, where the Wailes family was living at the 
time Levin got Audubon the job teaching at Elizabeth Female Academy, 
founded by the mistreds of The Black Swan, It goes without saying 
that I am glad the reporductionS in the Arthur precludes the loss 
of their likenesses, although it does seem a pity that the originals 
should currently find ‘themselves in k such a hazardous situation.
The one of B, L, Q, Wailes, y0u will recall, was used by Sydhor as 

a frontispiece in his Gentlemen of uld ^atchez.
The ^adam once trded to start negotiations with ^iss Dellie with 

a view oY purchasing the originals but the matter got to first base.
I hoped that when Louisiana opened Oakley as an Audubon memorial, they 
might find a permanent ’place there*, but that was doomed to disappoint
ment, too, although Miss JJellie did consider loaning them at one time.

I think 1 on'ce mentioned the splendid diary, kept by Mr, Gordon, 
Audubon’s brother-in-law, I think the date ise1804, and covers among 
other things a journey Mr# Gordon made in company with Abijah Hunt, 
uncle of David Hunt, Mississippi1s greatest planter, Abijah was 
a promine‘nTmerch'a'hf^Tn~^S^dhez in the period covered by the diary, arid 
he and “r. Gordon were traveling n-p the river from Dqw Orleans, either 
by horseback or by boat by easy stages, Mr. Gordon goes into some detail 
regarding the refined hospitality extended them one night at a plantatiion 
on the Mississippi where they were entertained over night by a mulato 
planter and his family and how,Mbefpre departing, Mr, Sint asked 
his mulatto ost if tnS latter, would not permit his guest , Abijah, 
to take 0ne of the mulatto7s charming daughters with him, "to remain 
under his protection" at his home in the Hatchez country. The father 
demurred. Some day I hope Mary Whitaker will let me borrow.this diary, 
for it seems to me a-pity that this very-interesting intimate picture 
of early life on the lower Mississippi should be lost to posterity and 
denied circulation among people like us who find these sidelights on 
the old days so interesting. c , .

Tonight the sky is again cloudless with a friendly fat moon enticing 
me to a little turn as far as Arenbourg and back before calling it 
a day. At supper somebody said a telephone conversation with Shreveport 
reports a cold spell obtaining there but here a warm, balmy breeze 
from the Gulf makes shirtsleeves the order of the day _ and night.
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Tuesday, January 31st, 1950,

Memorandum:
M I. wonder if I ever shared the enclosed poem, The Wind and the 1 

Moon with you. I ran across it by chance today and at first 
thought, I envisioned the possibility that you might have 
made this copy for me. But then I discovered th^t you 
couldn’t possibly have done so, since there is an error in the 
title, and you don’t make errors. And so 1 conclude this must 
have been of my stirring, from some author, perhaps Eugene field, 
and so I send it along on the chance you might enjoy running 
through it again, even as I did when running up on It quite 
unexpectedly.

I was straightening out a desk draw during the noon hour 
when Murrel nd the Dark Duke passed this way. I had Murrel 
read it. The Dark Duke liked it, -"whosoever wrote it made 
the words match so good".

A half dozen gardeners fell into my lap this morning and 
as these occasions are rare, I devoted myself to local doings 
all day.- for the most part, I kept them busy moving bulb 
things, narcisus, lilies, etc. ^eaven knows it is a mighty 
poor time to move narcissus, but the day lily and milk and wine 
lily sections will find the move to their liking. I made 
borders along the brick walk immediately in front of the 
big house and around the towers. My motive was less for the 
decorative scheme but more to concentrate some of these 
items which , for lack -of <f ore-thought when a anting, the 
Mistress had often just stuck this bulb or than in the 
gound where ever there chanced to be. a vacant inch of unoccupied 
soil, with the result t«hat while attractive as a "millle fleur 
design, they never did blooms at the same, time, and never 
did bloom at all, for the most part, since untutored 
haymakers would attack the weeds in the garden with abandon, 
and the prospective flowers wouldn t get much of a chance to 
ever come into flower. How, at last, there is a bit of 
greensward where the mowers can, mow grass, while the lilies may 
equally have a belated chance at bursting into bloom before 
getting their heads chopped. .

And as though I didn’t have enough to occupy my attention,- 
-giving constant "encouragement" to my.. Utopian helpers, I 
decided at the same time that a chest of draws (interruption — shoul 
be cleaned. Heatly I stacked the big old draws on the old
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tench on the front gallery, each trimming over with Millions 
of "tresors11, with a view to removing each separta item with 
gentle and loving care, - especially a stack, of anieent 
stained.glass window panes,, etc. But Grandpa and Little 
Grandpa had other ideas, for no sooner did I turn my take that 
I heard a terrifidc crash, and glancing tackk saw "tresors 
and cats alike, flying in all directions. The gallery was 
a mess, tut I left it just as it was for the Balance of tne 
day, and only at first drak did  ̂take time to gather up 
the perishables. The balance sits where it fell on the 
trick pavement, and a mighty disordered looking heap of 
trash looks in the prevailing moonlight of the moment.

I was lucky in having no pilgrims until nearly 5, when 
Rosalyn Aswell came ty to see me. .She had a ^rs. Wylie with her, 
and Mrs. Wylie seemed to be a friend of Miss Robina, and so 
our little contact, although limited in time, was pleasant 
while it lasted.

Rosalyn was entranced at the appearance of the fading 
Chinese magnolias. She wants to try painting them. I 
invited her down for the <|ay and perhaps she will come 
later in the week. Van Gogh is her favorite artist and 
she has in mind doing something vaguely suggestive of his 
simpler flower otx. arrangements. She envisioned a single ̂ 
stem of magnolias, perhaps not more than two blossoms, a little 
on the purple side for coloring, and only that and a 
truquoise vase or some such. I hope she really responds to 
her impulse, and the field af Ar..t might find another jewel 
in it treasury. ,

£ i .  $i xtronu r*evx.v' j — « «
And speaking of pictures, reminds me of a couple of 

photographs I stumbled over today in the hurly-burly of 
pushing- some historical Quarterlies around infc the 
library of the bi house. . Imagine my utter asotnishment 
when those two items which gave me so many bad weeks and 
yesps suddenly came into view, — those phonographs about 
which! had had such a struggle *ith various Natchez 
correspondents about. Of course how these items ever 
got into such an unexpected place, I have but the vaguest 
notion^ £till, I am naturally entranced at having; 
discovered them, and £o will be able to head them back 
across the Mississippi forthwith.

A note from Mrs* Eolloman indicates she is still scuffling 
around with the. mulattoes, and expects to entice her husband 
to explore certain Natchitoches records in the Court house one 
day this week. The Picayune has already advised her that 
Cane River civilization lends itself to an article for some 
historical journal but not for Picayune publication, as the 
subject matter Ids of but liminted inter st for its readers". ~- 
But she doesn't seem to realize this is a polite way of telling her 
they will not publish an article about people of color. I guess 
we shall be lucky if we are able to squeeze through anything 
about the Black Swan..... .

Wednesday, February 1st, 1950.

Memorandum;

I*gmess the cold snap must have struck us, for this 
morning it was a delicious 50 while the radio was talking 
about net works of power lines in the Dallas area which 
;had been snapped and splintered by the ice sheet descending 
on that area during the night.

%

The mist ahd rain in these parts made visions of such 
a situation easily imaginable, but with the promise of 
South ^inds from the Gulf tonight and tomorrow for this 
section, summer* will undoubtedly be back again with 
the dawn.

Rather early this morning I had several visitors, each 
looking for the other and never, apparantly catching up with 
the endless chain. An old Cane -River resident had died, 
one Richard Sapp, aged 87, a negro 'who, strangely enough, owned 
his own little 30 or 40 acres. I gtiess he has 8 or 10 

■ children, one of his daughters being the wife of my friend, 
Dee-dee (Robert Anthony) of Httle River. If placed end 
to end, so to speak, the grandchildren and great grandchildren 
ought to reach from Richard1 s cabin just below Glemence's, slap 
to St. Mary's on the J^ayou, 2 or 3 miles dway, where, I suppose 
the funeral-will be celebrated. According to the latest plans, 
the services will be held next Sunday, after which the body 
will be "deposited", - as the negroes sayt - the Little 
River graveyard, hard by St, Gary's. "e

. Last Thursday Dr. Knipmayer told me Richard didn*t have 
a Chinaman1s chance to survive _ diabatis and senility 
Dr. K. had quite a harrowing t£le to tell about the attempts 
to get Richard attended to over a period of six weeks.
One o£ his sons, - Fellow, - telephoned Dr. Knipmayer, 
or called at the Thursday clinic, to inquire about an 
appo ntment for hi-s father. * Dr. K. told Fellow to bring 
Richard, - who had to be carried from the car to the office, - 
on any aay of the week except Saturday afternoon, Richard 
accordingly put in an appearance in fallow1s arms at Dr,
K.1 s office on Ghirstmas Eve; when the place was: closed—  
Ghirstmas Eveja, being among other things, on Saturday And 
so Richard was toated back*to ^elrose and was hauled baok 
to Natchitoches again 0„ the folowing Saturday night, - 
New Year's Eve The - following week, after receiving a letter 
from Dr. Knipmftyer recommending Wednesday or Friday, Richard 
was brought in again on late Saturday afternoon.

Then, the following week, a son from New* ur leans telephoned 
to ask if papg, pouldm+'M—  /
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sent to the Charity Hospital in Alexandria. Dr. K. made 
out the required' papers and off to Alexandria they toated 
the much traveled Bichard But by this time, and manifesting 
unusually good sense, I thought, Bichard flew into a rage 
when arriving at the G arity Hospital for he had decided dying 
at home would Joe pleasanter. His furj was such that Fellow 
asked if the Charity Hospital couldn’t send Bichard over to 
the Asylum for mental cases across the block. That was 
donei but the mental institution trotted out their rules 
which clearly states a patient, to be admitted, must be 
armed with a paper, not from the Par.sh Health head, but 
from the Coroner. This paper they did not have, and so 
back to Melrose came poor Bichard.

Well, at least, in the endf he got what he wanted, and 
Sunday ought to make possible a fine funeral, and Saturday 
night an even bigger and better wake., — aft̂ er which 8 or 10 
children will start squabbling over the 30 nr 40 acres, and 
in the end they will fall into patchwork quilt of Mr. Hyman's 
designs or the more gracious and more expansive Melrose pattern.
> . Thus endth the story of Bichard Sapp, and you will agree
it is amply long, a little exhausting, and possibly slightly
on the dull Side. c - J

&

I didn't accomplish too much today, what with the rain 
and the visitors but after supper I did manage to 
finish Civilization on Trial’1, and  ̂ like d Dr. Torynbee's 
philosophy. I guess m- ind wandered a little along toward 
tne end for I found myself envisioning what is going to 
happen one of these days when I step into a circle of people 
either all negroes or possibly some mental light weight 
pilgrims,- - for either extreme of humanity would nrovide the 
best stage, and o4n taking my bow, I shall quite seriously 
and solemnly announce that "I am looking for God". Of course 
I realize everyone may turn and bolt, which will.be alright, 
or someone may slip out and flag down a assing^ car to summon 
the asylum, but if 1 get as many rides up and down the road as 
poor Bichard, that will bjp a sort o-f recompense. The ooint of t 

rQma^H is cased on the theory that in some people we discover 
quite a bit of the ■‘-'evil, and in others quite a bit of God 
And since my intentions would incline me to be more interested 
m  the latter than the former, I thinfc something really inter
esting might ensue, were such an unexpected statement to be 
made, don t you think so. I shall be careful, however, 
not to make such an announcement in the presence either of 
Madam Regard or Miss Sally, for both of them are so religion 
ridden of the cut and dried variety of formal religion, that 
either one or both of them M i g h t * -  at ray neck and smother 
me with fanatical adoration, 3xtm 
1 - ; > ■

# Itf this sin't among the poorer letters ever penned, then 
I give up. I d better anyway, for Lloyd Gs* t Douglas, The
S sherman, is kir*i*ing me on disks.#....
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Thursday, February 2nd, 1950,

Memorandum:
And you, even as I, have heard a dozen radio announcers today 

set forth the fact that if the ground hog shall have seen his 
shadow, six weeks more of winter is due us.

The important word in that statement'is "more", for 
if we get six weeks "more" of the sort of winter we have been 
experiencing up until now, then you might say that summer is 
actually upon us.

The drizzles continued in these parts, with only a second or 
so around noon for the inevitable gleam to shine forth and 
cast the shadow, after which the drizzles began again.

t

It has been fairly busy, however, in spite of the 
discouragement for outside activities obtaining. Rarly this 
morning some Hittle Biver friends arrived, saying they had 
been awakened by the ringing of the St. Augustine's bell on 
Little Biver, announcing the passing of a local resident. The 
man was Oscar Moody, possessed of as1 about an extensive a progeny 
as Bichard Sapp, The funerals for both will be held on Sunday, 
it is said. With two wakes in the offing, Saturday night is 
bound to be a shambles. *

The Knipmayers came by as is their custom, and in’spite of 
the ditzzle tpis afternoon Mrs. Band came by with three ladies, 
one of whom was none other’than Miss Kate Davis of Hatchez *who 
seems to me to be just as spry as ever, in spite of her 97’years.
She had much gossip from Uatchez but not so very much news.. She 
remarked that Ferriday Byrnes whose height is about 5 feet, now 
tips the scales at 260 pounds, which sounds as though he'might 
be'styled a 5 by,5 man, any way you look at him.

t -

She gave me one piece of news that was depressing, — the 
famous and perfectly delicious little old Lawyer's Bow, where 
dwelt and practiced more celebrated legal lights of the ante bellum 
South than any other spot of like size i„ the nation is being torn 
down and converted into a parking lot* What a birthright, what 
a mess of potage.

Miss Aate asked me to come to %tchez and make her home my own 
while there. It was certainly kind of her - but places to park 
seems to be the' least of my needs to worry about as regards Batchez,

*
Hi
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X read  a l i t t l e  mors from the .Doup'las otnic? ipc?+* nio’irh 
f ish e rm a n ,  -  ahd haven’ t  d isoovered  a s  y e t  why the*

H  p o p u la r .  I t  read s  a long smoothly enough hu t a f t e r
W o ? n p G\ Pagy!S ° r i t ?e la d y  1 n o u g h t  was d e s t in e d  to  he the  h e ro in e ,  has been k i l l e d  o f f  and I don’ t  f in d  m vself too  much
I t ni s r o u i t e 1no<!oihT:(lhaSp9rl® to  £?y c h a r a c te r  thug f a r  p re s e n te d ,  v ’ » --Ov.'e /e r , t n a t  one of them, may tu r n  out to
IS a«iS+f5??t  g l l  a?g l e r  in  ^ i s q u i s e ,  b u t  even a s  the  w r i t e r s
to haT8 M n t H v s r i r  have a way-of doing,- so «* . Douglas seems 

„ t n v e d  to  p i l e  up ev idence  t h a t  throw s s u s p ic io n  a t
^u=t L o o n V>e a s ° ^ o ^ - ? t I ingTthe  f eadSr G°raPl®t®ly in  the  da rk  ?v Z°?° as P03®1^ 10* 1 reckon a f lo c k  of people
a I  don’'J* S'® i t  always seems to  me
L f ? ?  ? !?  of tim e to  be fo rc e d  to  f lo u n d e r  around i n  the  fog 
t r / i n  to  determ ine  which p e rson  i s  w hich , and no t n o sc’i 'b lv  be ab le  
to  d isc o v e r  any i d e n t i t i e s  u n t i l  the l a s t ’page. X I h a l l  p f rh a n s
onnwhich9o? ? h !h ° ' haS | 9ad th9  b00k wh0 may 8 a t l a  *> t e l l  meP 
and a t  th o f r , r « L ^ SSr  Qhar? o t a r s  I  should  *oous my a t t e n t i o n ,  
o - r  t  r ,  6 V tag6 0f th8 t a l e » i t  ™oul|i  seem t h a t  a fem ale 
to  HS11 I1 h0 h s r i s s 8 d  n e r s e l f  up as a boy and has gone o f f
c a l l e d ^ e t e r ^ n d 5? ^ " * ? 7 b 9 . t h !  ' ^ d i v i d u a l  who in  th e  end s h a l l  be c a n e d  t e t e r  and th u s  have fo o le d  me b u t  c o m p le te ly .

the  iJan e filiv e r th i s a f | ernoon a t , » l i t t l e  mix up in
she took  a a m ig o  n# >,l d * *• r s ‘ ^ aild l o f t  M iss K ate w ith  me w h ile  
t e re  S},a lpST‘ ,, £? i}er o tn e r g u e s ts  down to  see Ciemence. While
fo? o ienenca  ^ f b h a t , a 0anv£ 3 she had s t r e t c h e d  on a f i n e  frame 
:  '  110 had bebn d isposed  o f ,  which must have been a s u r p r i s e
a nr?  ^  h? V ° ° n t r i7 e d  th e  th in g  w ith  the  r e q u e s t  t h a t  ’ 
t h in s  m q  j ! ,  Pa i !l t0 d °n i t  f o r  h e r s e l f .  Q lem enoe 'to ld  her th e  
t L  lu i f fw a v  L ? L ‘aSr da" g l t ! r  8 h°“ 0 , -  J a c k ie ,  who l i v e s  on*«■» iffis a a  1 *-**•  * *•«•*
heaa ^ a l b l r d o l n * ^  S??t 9 r  d? ahen H8l8n and Ga ro ly n  were

An hour l? ? I ?  ^la a e n f ’ 3 t u t  d id  not f in d  her  a t  home.
Mrs. Hand w ith  g M . t s  L r i “ d a n d ^ S  “ d a F Z t V r  | h9r9af1:9r
Olemence's and thence back t o ’C a s  -  a ? flSi r .qS, I ° n t  d°?n t0  l a t e x  (ii p-p-nr>p •hvr.v, v+ to i e z a s ,  — and 1 never saw them a g a in ,

a p i0 tu r8  3h8 hsd o o n tr iv e d  a t
i t  t h a t  t h a t  m u itah« J  f °™ M ded to  Ha l9 n . x tafes

j  ,  J ?  ?L S? | e. the  item  which r e a l l y  belong to  Madam ^tana. i^n  t  t h a t  a b u s in e ss  to  u n ra v e l .

X am ° o r rv  to  ??°hvd£ i n ss  in  t h i s  “ e ighborhood .
so onfl V ?  yv th a t  th9 t u t t e r f i y  l i l i e s  a re  up 8 in ch es  or
??ld  ?nap and the h”?«nS t0  ooimlj* J u s t  ons S°°da t h F ™  banaixS f«d b u t t e r f l y  b u s in e s s  wont be w orth
season^s^bette^behaved D° h0P? y0UIr e s e r v o i r  departm en t.......... * 11 g0QS SWl mmingly in  the  .

Memorandum;

The d r i z z l e s  c o n tin u e  and what w i th  the  thermometer down 
to  th e  mid 4 0 ’ s ,  i t  r e a l l y  seems l ik e  w in t e r ,  even though 
the  v e g e ta t io n  g iv e s  no su g g e s t io n  of such a c o n d i t io n .

A note from Budolph today  i n d i c a t e s  he w i l l  no t he ab le  to  
make i t  over t h i s  way d u r in g  th e se  mid term  days of r e s p i t e .
He s t a t e s  h i s  rea so n s  a s  tw o ;-

F i r s t  the i c e  storm s a re  so had he f e e l s  he must remain a t  home 
where v a s t  damage has been  done h i s  p l a n t s ,  a t r e e  smashed, e t c . ,

<
and

second ly , he i s  p lan n in g  to  pu t on or p a r t i c i p a t e  in  ano ther weaving 
show as of F ebruary  7 th ,  and i s  bound to  knock o f f  some 
a d d i t i o n a l  examples of h i s  handiwork b e fo re  t h a t  dead l i n e .

He apo log ized  fo r  adsiis ing  me of t h i s  s i t u a t i o n  a t  such a 
l a t e  date and hoped i t  d id n ’ t  inconven ience  me, the  u n c e r t a in ly  
about h i s  p l a n s .  F ra n k ly ,  I h a d n 't  even supposed he would 
make i t ,  b u t  a t  the  moment I  c a n ’t  th in k  why I hadn’ t  taken
the m a tte r  i n t o  a cc o u n t.  .■ v

I d id n ’ t  need th e  e n c lo s u r e .  , 'I  s h a l l  respond th e re  i s  no 
m a te r i a l  i n  the  Me l r o s e  l i b r a r y  and t h a t  I s h a l l  no t be going 
to  town.One of these  d ay s , by the law of a v e ra g e s ,  the  i ja jo r  and 
minor p l a n e t s  sw ir l in g  around the second son are going to  c o l l i d e ,  
and knowing b o th  p l a n e t s  as I do , I c e r t a i n l y  don’ t  want to  be 
among those p r e s e n t .  The c le v e rn e s s  of the  one and the  u n su sp ec t in g  
u n th in k in g  a t t r i b u t e s  of the  o th e r  m ight somehow r e s u l t  i n  a 
b rush  w ithou t sp a rk s ,  b u t  i t  seems to  me i t  would be happ ie r  
fo r  everyone .concerned  i f  the  one d i d n ' t  w i l l f u l l y  put h e r s e l f  
i n  the  p ro x im ity  of th e  o th e r .  But f o r  a l l  I know, th e re  may 

.w e l l  be method in  such madness.

C u rio u s ly  onogb, I  hav en ’t  r e s p o n d e d t o  Miss K e l l i e ’ s l e t t e r  
from Vicksburg as y e t .  In  the  f i r s t  p l a c e ,  I pu t the  th in g

.

La

»
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away so well that I have failed to recall its presence whenever 
anyone who might he able to decipher it passed"this way. Then, 
too, I have heard such conflicting reports about the lady’s 
pians, whereabouts and intentions, ranging from three 
different geographical localities as the site of her 
permanent home and where she has moved between one report and the 
next. Yesterday Hiss Kate told me she had gone to Atlanta, 
while a letter today from her sister in that city sneaks of 
her as having tentatively stopped in Vicksburg, prior to 
returning to'Natchez before going to Georgia for"the balance 
of the season, I think 1 shall write her in care of her sister, 
and so just let Chance and the letter qatch up with her.

I was glad to see Mrs, Cloombs who passed this way for 
a few minutes this noon. She told me of a group of .colored men 
who attended the trade school formerly in town who are currently 
day laborers but want to-become preachers, but who haven't the 
means of going through the upper grades to equine themselves with 
sufficient learning to read from the Bible without stumbling 
and to harangue a flock with sentences that are coherent.. This 
group, being of a religious persuasion, have selected one or the 
other of the Biblical prophets as their mentor, and in fact 
have formed a little society among themselves, which they 
proudly style:"Children of the Profit"*

And 1*11 bet they are, too.
- .'I ’ ' g v J

Mrs. Coombs had an inspiration and communicated with 
the local school board, asking that she be given books of the 
upper grades when their physical condition made them no longer 
serviceable in the public schools. The law had to be stretched a 
little, for_ such books, torn or.broken, are supposed to be 
destroyed, but if the word "Obsolete" were written across the 
title page in pencil, $he imuasse might be circumvented, and 
so a flock of books were acquired in the higher brackets of 
Grammar, etc., and all this of course delighted,^xs. Coombs and 
^laturfilly enchanted the "Children of the Profit”.

Earlier in the week I intended.mentioning that I had stumbled 
over the final moments of a radio program on Sunday night along 
about 9 or 10 o’clock, perhaps 9*30, central Time, which I believe 
was called "I Take Your Word" or some such. It reminded me of 
one Bob ■‘■rout show of last year, "Who Said That", and curiously 
enough one of the former^participants in that urogram, - the 
present or latest ex- Hrs. Elliott Roosevelt Was among those 
participating. You might sample it, if, indeed, you haven’t alrdadv 
done so. Tonight I shall listen io Capitol Cloakroom over 3
Columbia which I like, even when the politicians interviewed 
annoy or frighten me with their stupidity. But I must 
get a flock of letter out before then, for I am behind schedule.

Sunday, February 5th, 1950.

llemor andum:
Full summer agin and the forecast for tomorrow is Fair and 

Warmer*
tAnd fair weather brought pilgrims, and what between the 

palid and tinted sections, I have been too busy forcorrespondence 
or reading. >

The McGooks were here and after them some Hatchitoehes gentry, 
and then Ed and Horace Band. And between times the ebb tide of 
the region, returning from the funeral of Hiehard Sapp.

Of all the chatter from the towns folk was a mere morsel, - 
a reported small announcement in a local paper that the scheduled 
Shakesuearean performance of framing of the Shrew had been canceled,
That was brief enough, *but it does have a seed of hilarity about 
it, in view of all that has gone before, don't you think.

{ -
The enclosure is of no especial interest, although I 

thought the vignette of Massachusettes in winter was pleasant, 
and it is always interesting to have impressions of ^lice’s 
opus. In view of the mounting doctor bills that accompany 
the vanishing eye sight of Alice’s husband, I do hope the sales 
are impressive, regardless of the worth of the yolume.

I did manage to toss off a few more pages of £he Big Fisherman, 
and things seem to be gaining in momentum now that at long last, 

the fellow giving the-book its t tie comes into view. In the 
end, I have no doubt, it will be clear why a quarter of the 
hook had to be written about Arabia before one got over into 
the land of John, the Baptist, Jesus, Peter and the rest, but 
somehow at this stage of"the game, I am reminded of those first 
couple ;of chapters in Cone With The Wind which, according to my 
understanding of the thing, were written at the publisher's 
request, long after the novel itself had been completed and 
submitted for publication. I must read the Mitchell book again 
sometime and see if,"as J felt on the first reading, the opening 
Chapters were the least interesting. A joke a paragrph in 
length lacks bang if a chapter is required to explain it in 
advance. The same idea pertains to a novel that requires 
a mountain of stuff before the main character ever makes his 
initial bow. © a © * *

t



Death claimed a third old resident of the Cane River 
country on Saturday, - an uncle of Fugabou, Gustin Syriacque.

. He is said to have been between 70 and 80, and gave the 
impression of being in his 50’s. His psychique was superb, 
and his arms and shoulders particularly something that made 
him a bronzed Hercules. A worker in iron, it was he who 
made the andirons in Yucca’s living room, the ones carrying the 
letters ”1” and "S", fashioned years ago for Lyle. Somehow 
his passing brings to mind that old concept about the wisdom of 
always being ill if one wants to learn how to take care of 
one's self and live long, for Gustin surprised everyone by 
dying, for no one ever thought of his age. For years on end, 
everyone has expected such oldsters as Joe Rocque and Geline to 
pass;Out from month to month, 'and yet in their 90’s they go right 
on ailing and living while Gustin, never sick a day in his life, 
just drops dead in the neighborhood of ;75.

On occasion, I have heard Geline refer to Gustin as ” a boy”, 
which is understandable, what with her 20 years his senior, but - 
there is something of the identical humor about it that came to 
the surface when Louis Maurer at 100 used to refer to Alfy in 
his mid 60*s as "that boy”.

The mention of funerals may have little to do with the 
.movies, and yat there seems to be some relation, even though 
it be nothing more than the termination of the American cinema 
careeer of. little Miss Bergman. I hear that case discusssed or 
rather reported in news broadcasts and the whole thing seems 
odd. If only she might have borrowed the bachelor’s bidet that 
once served Madame Metoyer. What with the Baptist0Belt and 
Catholic Action screaming for a withdrawal of her films from 
theatres, it seems to me somebody ouL:ht to take to the air to 
forego the slapping of Bibles and to start enunciating a few 
gems from the teachings of Jesus. I suppose the High Priests 
of half a dozen denominations take a page from the Hatchitoches 
reasoning about a presentation of Shakespeare, for surely if 
a negro were permitted to play the part of a negro on the stage 
of the college theatre, then all the negroes in Louisiana 

twould be storming the Registrar's uffice with a view to 
matriculating in,the college. And if anyone should chance to 
see ^iss Bergman s interpretation of Saint Joan, he or she 
will immeidately^rush and scurry about to beget a oibi ild out of 
wedlock. The big point of the Old Testament seemed to be 
Justice and the Hew Testament mercy, but contempoary sects seem to 
have, forgotten both when it comes to'modern application.

The Golden Rule was wonderful, and yet I sometimes think 
that even greater was the line: "Come, ye, who *are heavily laden, 
and I will give you rest".......
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February 6th, 1950.

Memorandum:

How nice to find your nice note in today's post, together 
with the clipping covering the Southern hejira of the ^uke and 
Duchess of Windsor. *

Unless teir plans are. greatly altered, their path will 
lie too far to the Southward to include Meirose on their agenda. 

For some time the Hatchez Garden Club has been writing, asking 
that they pass through the Bluff ^ity, and one tentative 
plan called for them to motor from Hatchez to San Antonio 0n 
a line that would take them through the Cane River country, but 
apparently, _ if the newspaper account is correct, they will 
follow a bee line from Tallahassee to Houston, passing through 
Hew Orleans. A week ago they would have enjoyed the 
Chinese magnolias but February will hold few flowers of 
any (particular note, although Yucca and the African House 
might have made up for the absence of the floral department.

In view of the curious winter we have been having, 
camelias in Florida should be at their best about now, even 
as they are in Lafayette, Alexandria, Hatchez, etc, and so 
theier arrival at Madam Baker’s yught to provide them with many 
a pleasant blossom,assuming that the Baker place, of which I 
never heard, hold ample camelias, as I have* no doubt it does.

And speaking of travel, the local merchant planter., told 
me today that he leaves on Thursday for a 'three week jaunt.
Mexico was,, given as the place. How that will fit in with 
news in the letter last forwarded as an enclosure, - not the 
last, I guess, but next to the last, I know not. But what 
with a change of situations coming at this moment, it seems 
to hold much on which one might speculate, were one interested in 
such matters.

I took the couple of men T found absent from the 
Moody funeral today and set out a heap of bamboo along the 
margin of Cane River, - the Hast bank, between the bridge 
and the Rand Camp and a little beyond. J, H. suggested I 
take the same opportunity to set some out on ^renbourg, but 

naturally I demurred. For some reason bamboo seems almost
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impossible to transplant successfully, but one it takes 
hold, nothing on earth will ever stop it, and I am looking 
for no ~ugean Stables. But between the bridge and the Band Camp 
the bamboo will be decorative and pretty, assuming it ever does" 
take,: and should it ever start spreading, the best it can do 
is to jump the Band trail into the cotton patch, and I am 
not at all worried about that. After all,*the tractors ought 
to be able to control that, should it happen, and even if it 
should linger on, there at least would be*no flowering 
shrubs whose existences would be jepardized by the spread.

At Yucca, little ditches are being cut to drain off 
rain water from the eaves, preparatory to the jacking up 
of the house, the pouring of concrete trenches as a permanent 
foundation. I d n ’t suppose operations will get under, way 
until Mexico has been toured, but I am always in favor of 
have the ground in readiness well before a dozen stalwart 
Fthopians begin getting all tangled up in a heap when brick 
and concrete start flying. I am also leveling the ground 
of the back gallery, so that when the brick arrive for the 
new pavement, all will be in readiness. Gradually, too, I 
push things around in what is to be the Chapel. I had the bale 
of yellow cotton, housed there for the last dozen year§, and 
have placed it in the African House. Taking 500 pounds’in 
weight from the floor wont make much difference when the 
jacks begin functioning, but every little bit helps, and 
I envision scant yellow in the eventual scheme of*the Ghapel, - 
mostly black and white, if possible.

The slothful qualities of the local D. a . B, organization 
becomes more apgarants 'from day to day. 1 think 1 mentioned 
l communiGated with the Regent some weeks ago, offering to 
provide the gals with particulars regarding the song and dance 
for the 13th, —  neww items that would appear, in the local 
press that would acquaint residents of the region with 
news concerning the survey, so that cooperation might 
flow from non-members, and thus make the tabulation the easier 
and more complete. Up to the present writing, I haven’t had 
a peep by way of response, and as the three Natchitoches 
papers'go to press within the next day or so, it is,obvious 
that nothing will be filed for publication in advance of 
the da^ I shall appear. The lethargy manifested in this 
insignificant instance is undoubtedly a tell-tale reason 
why we hear so much drum beating over the air and in 
the newspapers whenever some project is contemplated, such 
as Tar Bon Campaigns, etc., for if little old cells such 
as a D. A. R. organization can't ever stretch out its had to 
pick up something from a silver tray for its own benefit, 
how in the world can we suppose anything more remote would 
receive so uch as the bat of an eyelash.

But enough of such business, and esides, little old Yucca 
is eyeing the coke department and I concur in the impulse, while 
shuffling a couple of pages about the Big Fisherman.I...

■

-■ Sff-

Tuesday, February 7th, 1950.

v ,

Memorandum;

Safely tucked alsay in my armoir is a registered item, arriv
ing by the same post which brought a second letter bearing 
a Friday cancellation date. Seeing two secretaries were 
T’fixin,n to head this way, I assigned the thinner letter 
to the less experienced reader, expecting momentarily the 
other would appear before we had Completed it. I have 
waited an Inpur since the departure of the first, and as the 
second hasn t arrived, I assume he must have fallen in the 
cistern or the honkey-tonk, and so, with the fatter letter 
under key, 1 at least ha^e the assurance of a pleasureable 
sitting on. the morrow, whether the postman brings anything 

« or not. 1 ~ t

And may I hasten to congratulate you on having such 
bright eyes and deft judgement to discover some of the prints 
at this early date. Really, you are remarkable. You ask 
which oft the ones mentioned seem to be the most important. 
Frankly, I don t know, since Chancellorsville is the only 
familiar name in the list. I am wondering if Argosy 
or some other shop or possibly the library might have a list 
of the prints made in this series. With Vicksburg and 
Gettysburg having been the two most telling battles of the 
war, so far as decisiveness is concerned, I suppose they 
may have been the'most popular, and therefore the least 
likely to be found. We have the Vicksburg one, of course, and 
even though frayed and a little tattered at the edges. It 

twill eventually lend itself for framing alright. That we 
should also have the Battle of Corinth impells me to assume that 
the number of different subjects may have*been extensive, since 
Corinth, while important, probably wasn’t a major battle.
1 am wondering if sufficient subjects were covered so that 
it might be possible to concentrate exclusively on battles 
fought in the Mississippi Valley, or its tributaries.
And * am merely asking your opinion, since such a concentration 
of region might have especial interst if assembled with a 
concentration on that limited theatre of war.

our mention of Fort Donaldson sets me to stirring my 
memory as to where that may have been. I don’t suppose that 
has anything to do with Donaldsonville, &a., on the Mississippi, 
for I guess no battle was fought there, as for the 
other items you mention, some, of them may have been Mississippi 
scuffles, but off hand, I don t recall any of them, either in* 
this region or in the Atlantic States. As for prints

mm
f. ' . V -Jje
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t*hat may have “been included in the list, I suppose Shillok, 
or however it is swelled, would he a top knotcher. Mansfield, 
Louisiana - a federal defeat, may or may not have been, and 
it was from Mansfield, ^a., that Banks retreated to 
Grand iScore, Matchitoches, "Arenbourg", Cloutierville and 
Alexandria. I don’t imagine any of that campaign was included, 
since it shed no glory on the Federal armies. The 
capture of Natchez was such a walk-away that I suppose it 
n0ver did get recorded, although it may have, and of course 
the capture of the Forts at the mouth of the ississippi, * 
and I seem to have forgotten their names, should have been 
recorded piotorially, since 'they pretty much sealed up 
the West. I don t suppose old ’’Silver sppoon butler s 
capture of Mew urleans was depicted, either, although I 
wouldn’t know for certain.

Forgive me for going into so much etail, but I feel the 
rsaltation of some of these names and the inquiry as to what you 
feel about the possibility, - if some of them do exist, - of 
making: a concentration on the battles in the Mississippi Valley ,- 
I^ave forgotten my subject, and so shall conclude by remarking 
that I shall welcome your opinion on such possibilities.

And you ask about "Fabulous Mew Orleans”, and I may sayfthat 
the Madam was looking for a copy to give someone, but I don t 
recall whom. I believe one of the children borrowed the 
Melrose oopy last Christmas,*or else, if returned to the shelves, 
* it was put in some different lace from which it usually stood. 
The 1936 editon, I assume, must be a first editionf although 
I am not sure Wasn't this re-issued a couple of years ago 
by the Basement Bookshop or some such in ^ew Orleans, 
along about 1947.-  ' •• • t ** ■ - ■ * . . <_..  ̂  ̂.... ff.

I certainly enjoyed every word you had to tell me, and 
I appreciate the enclosures, including the review of Mme. 
Chestnut’s book, all of which I shall get to examine on the 
morrow, along with the item, snugly awaiting a new day in ray
armoir. s.c:

Bosalyn Aswelll telephoned this morning to ask if she 
might come either todky nr tomorrow to paint Chinese magnolias.
As she didn't make it today, I assume 1 may see her tomorrow.

With*the thermometer at 80, and the clover climbing, I 
devoted myself to much weed cutting at arenbourg this morning, 
and considerable lawn mowing at Yucca around thetsundial 
during- the afternoon. Memirovski’s "Mouches d Autome 
is one thifcg but making hay in February is something else again.

But in spite of the heat, my day has been ever so pleasant, 
tha&ks to your kindness, both ,$ or .'what I have digested and what' 
awaits me on the morrow,...

1

Wednesday, February 8th, 1950.

Memorandum*
Thirty million times wouldn’t half suffice to say how 

happy Arenbourg is over the prospect of its new birthday 
celebration.. . One thing or another has delayed the tractors 
from churnning up things on the terrace, but so ething tells 
me it^wont be long now. And 1 $m contacting a couple of helpers 
to assist me in stirring up the'qarth around the pears and 
persimmons and generally setting half a dozen things to 
rights, - if possible before a cold wave hits us, - and assuming 
such an event might continue to skip, to get ahead of the 
resurgance of Spring which is of course already all over the 
place. And then, too, I have an idea that Arenbourg would 
welcome some Chinese magnolias, al\ the others having 
bowed before the rigors of weather as of yester -year, and I 
am anxious to see if we might ̂ experience better luck this go- 
round, As these must be planted when the Iqaves begin putting 
out, I had better get connections established with some source 

: of supply immediately, for the local ones are in leaf, - and 
may get caught, while I am hoping that a supply house from 
further to the %rih may still have some that m^y still be 

within the ice belt. Y0u may be sure I shall tkeep you advised, 
and may I thank you on 'Arenbourg’& behalf for such an elegant birth
day, and on my own hook for all the fun I shall have at the 
festivities, —  doings which somehow, never seem to be accomplished 
in any solitary fashion but^always in partnership with the unfail
ing spirit that always and ever attends me as I march up the road 
in that direction.

And ma^ 1 say thanks, too, for all the' fascinating bits of 
news you passed along, and may ,1 thank you sincerely for your 
kindness in offering -to make transcriptions of notes penned by 
hand with which I sometimes have to tussle, I have an idea 
Miss MeHie will be back on her machine eventually, but in 
the mean time, it will be grand to think of being able to

pass the hand contrived items along for your puzzlement and
clarification for my secretary.

It is good to know that Standard-Oil is back in his 
accustomed channels. What a wonderful story the events of his 
life for the past SO years would make. I reckon he would never 
keep a diary, but if he aid, wouldn't it be fascinanting. But

^ a n a ^  tha^.is that he and his family must once more
feei treir feet on firmer ground, and let ue hone that none of'S3.*1 l"» •» «•*» 5»uoi uL ,L”,«

»
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I am glad to know that dinner went nicely at The White Turkey 
and that Mjss Cornell was able to rise to a high level, even 
.thought the earlier<part of the piece was slow in getting under 
way.

And how nice that the little girl friend*s birthday party was 
a success. And I am truly glad everything seems to have been re
strung, and this time in harmony, in the Albert-Martha menage.
As I think of their ups and downs and place it along side 
the Standard Oil interlude, and then contemplate what obviously 
is stirring in Dora’s soul, _ that soul, by*the way, always seems 
to get stirred about this season of the year, — I can only ponder 
on the wisdom of taking a long view of any episode in life^ 
and by such a perspective, never get into a panic, - I hope, - 
about momentary flare-ups*

I an,glad you mentioned the broadcast on 3?* D. :R* *s birthday, 
for I missed it, and until you mnetioned it, 1 did not know 
of the death of Helen -^ayes’ child* Having her on the program 
would have added much to it under any circumstances, 'but 
under the peculiar ones, it miust have been wonderfully moving,
I often wonder about news broadcasts, and how it is I remain so 
much in the dark about items, — so often the ones of real 
human interest, for come to think of it, the net works really 
seem to do very little on that particular banch of the news, and 
jus-t ,the things that the majority of .listeners, I should imagine, 
would be most interested in, For example, during the 
past week, and I guess almost every d y for the time since 
•December 5th, - and possibly before, I have heard every announcer 
to a vast amount of spculating about what the coal situation 
was going to be within a week or so, what it was supposed that 
John L, Lewis might do, and whether the ^resident would invoke 
the Taft hartley Act, etc,, etc,, ad infinitum ad anseum, most 
of all the talk being speculation about some twist in a coal 
strike, - a scarcely a word about the doings, joys and sorrows 
of human beings, except as such emotions are naturally a by
product of all those more mundane possibilities, I guess that must 
be one reason why Lowell Thomas may be so popular, for I must 
say he devotes more of his broadcasts to such aspects than 
ayone else I can, think of off hand. And yet, with the days getting 
longer, fthe plantation sups later, and so from here on out I shall 
probably not hear him much until about next< November.

So many other things you mentioned I want to refer to, 
but shall have to qave them for another sitting, X hope the 
film based on the °olette story turned out alright. What with 
Dora remarking about the life expectency of people in Natchez, surelv 
Colette must be some kig to the Bluff City, for I*m sure she must 
be.at least a million.

Hosalind Aswell came this afternoon to oaint magnolias 
and did quite a bit of work, and wants to return. She tells > e 
James is on the water wagon p
— i-----L ” * oor
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Thursday, February 9th, 1950J.

memorandum: « *
The rain began a little before day light and has con

tinued in x spasms of varying intensity all day* It still 
sprinkles, and although cooler air suggests an eventual 
cessation, I should be surprised if we had another day 
or two of damp,
* J* H. left for Mexico this morning and this'afternoon 
the ladies from across the fence are in tow, presumeably getting 
new hair-dos and facials so that .they cmay be thus fortified 
as they head out for South Louisiana at the first suggestion 
of daen on the morrow. When Monday rolls around, and I 
head out for Natchitoches, I don’t know who will entertain 
pilgrims. I am reminded of a saying: of the Madam’s when 

ever she was ̂ casting about for an excuse not to go some place 
or other:

' ■. ... ' ' ' ; U *

? ’’After all, somebody has to stay at homej”

From the enclosure you will note that Life sent me some 
advertising today and along with all the other stuff was 
this curious hole dappled card which may or may not mean 
something or other, I might say that my subscription seems 

- to me coming: in smoothly as usual, and my assistant could 
not find anything suggesting a date of expiration on this 
card. For all I know, one is supposed to" hold the thing up 
and read some curious bit of information in the pattern 
made by the perfections. If you can make anything out 
of this hocus pokus, it will only go to prove that you are 
more in step with the latest wrinkles in"modern office practice 
than I.
• - cAs for the; other enclosure, you will find one or two 

paragraphs interesting. I like the sly lick at the Dormons 
and I must say in view of past performances, it is very much 
to the point. *

I am reminded as a classic example of Caroline *sability 
to dwell inefinitely in the rarer ether of an instance often cited 
by the ^adam. One sizzling ten days in July, Caroline 
spent at ^elrose, arriving from Briarwood in a car which had 
picked her up at her gate. She was wearing a light wash 
dress that required laundrying daily, but Caroline, without
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so much as a comb or a toothbrush or a handkerchief, 
naturally never gave a thought for what she might drape 
about her person while her only garment was being 
waahfed and ironed/ Every night one of the servants would 
stealthily remove Miss Carrie1 s dress from the Madam1 s room,, 
where she slept, and between the hour little &iss Dormon had 
fold up at night and unfolded in the morning, the dress 
would be refreshed with a wash and a press, and the lady 
would don the thing on rising, never once during the 
ten days, and so far as I know, not until now, — ever 
realizing what had transpired to make her wardrobe adeouate 
for the visit.

A cduple of letters from Mrs. nolloman came to hand today.
The one envelope contains a lot of stuff in reference to 

efforts sue and her husband made in the Natchitoches records, 
establishing the location of the plantation of Louis 

Metoyer, formerly known as Yucca and now styled Melrose, 
when the legal mind really gets under way, it is terrific 
don t you think so. _ *

I shall send some of this stuff along for your delectation 
as soon as I have had an opportunity to make a couple of notes, 
i am Struck by the reference td "page after page of the slaves” 
belonging to ^arie Therese, alias Coin-Coin, who, of course, 
was Augustin s mama. It seems there are some very orecious 
records in the hand of St. Denis and others, kept in the 
vault, and one or more of these have to do with Coin-Coin 
but since ^either of the Hollomans could'interpret them, their 
contents will not be explored until someone this coming week 
can be pushed into the vault for a few minutes.

This question of the racial status of Marie fhresse becomes 
m?rQ ;asCinating and fabulous, for it is everybody's under- 
tanding that she was the black mother of Thomas MetoyerTs 

children, and of course it had to be from a Congo native 
that the Yucca architecture came into flower in this' remote 
region. And yet it seems strange indeed if this remarkable 
woman, - assuming her to be pure negro, should have held 
so much property and slaves in a land where few peonle 
of color owned any property and no record is extant of a 
pure African ever held any. Some place or other I have heard of 
a Therese, "daughter of the. Indian hunter, Brevelle", — the 
phrase possibly being found in the American State pepers, or some 
such ancient record. *nd yet if ii should turn out that Augustin*s 
mama was that lady, there would be no accounting at all for the 
Congo architecture, - and regardless of other considerations there 
^ St}QpSL ? r f i^ tely Afri?au ^uild^ngs erected slap here. Wq h  ̂t,a ~wirl of speculation goes on and eventually we may discover 
t.e missing link in the whole remarkable chain. 7

as cl2se Baton ~̂ ouge where Secretary of honors* Waa it but a couple of weeks ago someof the -redencKS wefe here, and how time and the Windsors fly

C \ w
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Friday, February 10th, 1950.

Memorandum:
There must have been a great flapping on my front gallery 

last night, for when I stepped out this morning to toss 
grandpa and -Little Grandpa their morning snack,~Loi .Little 
urandpa had had a visitation, and I guess there must be three 
or four cherubs nestling about her person.

I don t know if a cat is supposed to be predictable or not, 
but one thing is certain, -Little Grandpa isn't. I may 
have mentioned on one or two occasions before, she has begotten 
her offspring atop the pillar supporting Celeste's front 
gallery. Fpr remoteness and difficulty of reaching, that 
situation certainly took the cake. And I suppose just to show 
tnat, she can be different, she has selected my front gallery 
wnere there is more traffic all day than any other spot within 
the confines .of the ^elrose gardens. When tidying up the gallery 

the other day, I momentarily plhced a cardboard carton on the pew 
from u-randpere s original church, and big old .yellow Gran&oa 
immediately hopped in. And so T left the carton tuere, and 
put in a nest of yellow cotton, thinking a yellow cat on a 
yellow couch might look alluring. Of course Little Hrandpa 
i meaiateiy had to share the same, and nô v that she has converted 

ini/O a maternity ward, poor old big Grandpa is perched for the 
night on the block of wood by my doorstep, and mother and children

,_as Honiesoic as though they had occupied the anartment all their lives,

I mustbe quite alone on the plantation tonight, and it 
occurs to rae. that I have used the expression before, meaning

not adone but merely the solitary white person about, 
ut there seems to be a special frolic in town tonight, and 

another^ at 5t. %tthews, and something or other down Magnolia 
* which, from plans 1 |ieard expressed from various quarters 

ooday, most of the colored people’were fixing to get their 
footsies" into'the big road, too. And so, I reckon, I am 

indeed alone, and, Brrrrother, do I like it.

T suppose Geleste and Madam .Regard got off by the danw's early 
light, ior I saw no evidence of them around 7 o'clock when 
I into Aurellia at the side gate. She chatted for a
moment, — I wish there had been a wire recording, it was 
so quaint, so freighted with ponderous considerations and such 
a mixture of joy and satisfaction about one thing or another, 
she says she isn t going to move? that .she isn't poing to 
have a baby after all; that Bessie is going“  have ofe in

*
*
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April or July, that the white gentleman is helping -Bessie out, 
and that her (Aurellia's) main worry now is that the child may 
not he % girl, ™cause,* think little girls is so nice"*

Aurellia, as the Madam might have pointed out, is a sight.
Well, so much for that situation.......
Yesterday morning Geleste asked for an appointment with me, 

to ask my opinion as to whether curtains should he secured for 
the hig house upstairs, Hobody knows where the ones are the 
Lladara knitted or rather wove, hut an ordinary guess would 
prohahly place them in Shreveport. She wanted my opinion as 
to material. I recommended scrim as first choice or dotted Swiss 
for second. I ^ave her a hand at taking measurements. Half the 
family will fulminate madly when they are encountered. Tho other 
half will never even see them. In-the mean time Geleste will 
have a lovely .time ordering them in Alexandria and once they are 
hung, an /trier slight twist in the original personality of the 
house, a.s from 1900 to 1948 will have transpired,

I assume in tomorrow’s post or in Monday's I may expect 
to receive a line from the X), A, acquainting me with the 
time and place Monday1a session is to he held. Those hags are 
really remarkable.....and I ’ll het a dollar to- doughnuts they 
are so busy thinking up what they will have by way of a supper 
that the mere business of notifying the guest speaker will he 
hut a detail which may or may not ever occur to them.

* . . .  ' -a ■■ ■

My old friend, Johnny Burden, of Detroit came to see me today, 
Johnny is Bichard Sapp's grandson., He came down out of the 

Michigan snows for, the funeral. I hadn't seen him in five 
or six years and as he has grown at least a foot since last 
I saw him, I didn't recognize him at first, "/hen I knew him, he 
wasn't much more than 5 feet six or - eight i-nahes In the
mean time, he has moved skyward There were several..other negroes
here at the time Johnny came, and'so I didn't get an opportunity 
to get many details about how he finds things in Detroit, for 
I feel it is never good to make comparisons before plantation 
negroes, what with the sorrow I always reel when one of them, 

thrilled by accounts of urban life, pulls up stakes and heads 
out for some metropolis or other, especially, as was the case today, 
when not one' of tjie youths, can read "a word or have the vaguest 
notion about such things as simple arithmetic, .

It seems to me the enclosure had something or Other of 
interest in it, but it has been so long since i read it that 
L have forgotten. Oh, ges, the higher~infant mortality of
the vary young being greater today than it was among the ante 
beHum slaves. I could dj some s eculating on that point, 
but fortunately for you, I must be near the' ned of this note, and 
thus you escape.,,,,.. • .
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Sunday, February 12th, 1950,

Memor andum: ̂ ... . T X

Full summer continues, hot to the mid 80*s and humid 
to the point of occasional .showers.

a- ' .• , ■ > *. ■ t

I talked with Dr. Band this morning, and although he 
was in bed at the time, he expressed the opinion that he 
would be up and about the house before noon. He asked me 
if a letter had come to hand in Saturday's post from Dr. Mattas.
I had received none. He said he had a letter from him earlier 
in the week, asking if he might be able to communicate with me 
at Melrose, and Dr. Band had advised him affirmatively. The 
old doctor really must be getting more- remarkable as he inches 
along toward a hundred, for I suppose he wants to contact me for 
data on his stupendous historical account of medecine.

Last night I did a little reading from Robert Sherwood’s 
"Hopkins and Roosevelt", or probably the title is the otherway 
around, I like the book.

Two particularly nice* things about the present edition is 
the fact that Mr. Sherwood himself reads a Prologue which runs 
for 15 minutes, and he, in turn, is followed by Harry Hopkins, 
for in this edition is included a speech made by Mr Hopkins to 
the users of Talking Books, recorded at the time the Federal 
porject for manufacturing these machines was inaugurated.
You will agree that by including the voioes of these two men 
in this edition gives it a remarkably additonal interest.

Disagregarding important points cthat may be discussed later,
I shall remark upon my pleasure in running across familiar 
old names herecand there in the section 1 have read thus far.
And when I c^me across that of Howard Huixter who was 
later to sucoeed to the post as Director of W P A, I found 
myself for the first time considering the parallels between 
Howard and Harry. The author, for example, suggests that 
Mr. Hopkins personality must have reflected in part the 
religious enthusiasm of his mother, an ardent ^ethodist, and 
I remember Howard speakihg of his father saving been a 
minister, - a Baptist, if x remember right. Both men begot 
sons by their first marriages, and both men were divorced at 
least twice. Mr. Hopkins had great leanings toward the race track., 
while Howard Hunter so contrived Biisebusiness as to always be 
in ^ew Orleans during the January racing season, for he was a 
turf enthusiast, too.. Both inclined toward liequor, and yet 
both were denied its use, since both suffered from stomach ailments. 
Perhaps these parallels aren't stiking, and yet it does seerax a 
bit odd th t two men so intimately associated with each other,. .. g ' . ‘

. « •    — — — —   ---------------------------------------------------- --------------- - - *

J
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As for social doings al on«-Cane RiV-fiX.. in the colored 
section, Saturday night seems to.have been something of 
a hurly-burJy. My second secretary seems to have been in 
some kind, of a scuffle, having been knocked down and kicked, 
while in anothertscuffle, Bookey had fco be taken to the doctor 
to have a lip sewed up. Charlies Turner hit Spirit in the 
head with a oar crank, and Little Flam’s mama unsuccessfully 
tired to enter "Cousin Lug's" house, armed with a revolver, 
the pistol toating mama being the present wife of Sam Peace 
of whose doings you have read in The Friends:of Joe Gilmore,
I don1t know why Peter didn’t get tangled up in all this 
business, although he confessed to me this morning that 
he had whipped another youth, a stalwart number fullly 
his size, in the road when the latter tried to conceal 
himself in a h^dge as Peter was passing. I saw the 
limb which had been employed as s cudgle-switch, and 
in view of Jeter’s strength,,I fancy the victim must be 
feeling a little sore today.

All this doings is in part the result of :Payne henry 
jessing into plantation operations, for he has no sense 
in such matters, and accordingly always loves to put a 
finger in the pie whenever J. £i. .absents himself for a week or so, 
T>\is week he notified all local honkey-toks they would have 
to remain closed on Sunday. This i -palled everyone to get 
high enough on Saturday night to hold them over until 
Monday’s dawn. It also has undoubtedly moved more far seeing 
rogues to set aside reserve libations for sale tonight, and 
if the place doesn’t go into a tailspin before Monday rolls 
1 round, it will be remarkable.

I had a little note, from Ora, yesterday which Paynie brought 
down from town for me. She had written it Friday, hut feared 
it miuht not reach me before ttoo late, and so had sent it toy 

#messenger. She had heard P am alone on the plant tion, and 
‘wanted to say that she would be glad to skip a couple of 
hours from the college library to slide down and pick me up 
“for tomorrow’s D. A. R. doings and take me home for supper 
. with her and R. B,, and then the two of them would bring me 
home. 1 thought it very nice of them, but I demurred, for 
transporation"is the least of my problems, my chief worry being 
how I can best avoid ev r making use of any.

blemenoe came to see me Saturday. She said she didn’t 
have any ne^s hut wanted,to ask me something: -

"You sees, I was.chawin' on a bone and I done broke 
my rack slap in two, and what 11se wonaerin' is; Can sioh a 
thing be kindq. welded together or does 1 has to«get a slap 
new one,...Yon see, me, 1 saved my 4 gold; teefies, and what 
I was a-studyin* is that maybe I could trade.them 4 for 
a whole new raok,............”

4 0 7 6

Monday, February 13th, 1950,

Memorandum:
The rains continued all night and the major portion of 

the day. Tonight a cold wind is blowing from the north, 
possibly foretelling the end of summer.

I can’t imagine what twists may result from a cold snap.
Already the ancient persimmon sprouts I had hoped to^graft 
this year are so advanced with buds that grafting this year,
I"o'uess, will be impossible. And what will happen to the 
trees themselves, thus in full bud, once a freeze strides 
them, i can’t imagine for certain but can guess rather too
closely.? * .

There was no first class mail and I accordingly telephoned 
town to discover the magical hour this afternoon’s meeting would 
he held. The’hour reserved for the guest speaker was

Celeste returned from ^ew Pberia at noon, *ome society 
or other to which she belongs was meeting at the Sutton ho e 
at 3 and as the D. A. R. pow-wow wa scheduled for the college 
neighborhood, I had her‘drive me to the college library which 
I thought might afford me an excellent opportunity to say nowdy 
to °ra and to have a look at both the library and the campus.
Ora did not chance to he in when I arrived, but did linger 
long enough to chat with Sugene Watson, the head-of the institu
tion. After that I sauntered about the campus, for the sun, 
by souq miracle, had come out. momentarily. 1 examined the 
remaining three great columns that still remain as silent sentinels 
of the great house of Jddge Bullhrd which had been built there 
r>;rior to 1836. I wanted to get some notion of the _ situation as 
it must have appeared in ante helium times and admire whau is 
left of the grand perspecitve from this unusual elevation ahvoe 
the former Aed *viver basin.,

At 3:45 I put in an appearance and was immediately 
introduced. The"speaker took the opportunity to make a 
rather more elaborate reference to Melrose and me than i nad 
expected, and as though mail from good old Postell had been 
examined, rnontioned the cultural influences set afoot during 
Mrs. Henry’s life time, and how ^elroso had now entered upon a 
third nhase and how nobly the tranditoton of ^rs, ^enry was being 
expanded and perpetuated. On hearing this, I dismissed whatever 
opening lir]e I might have used, had there not been such an 
elaborate introduction, and assured the audience, many of whom had
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known the Madam, that ^  appearance before such an august 
group was more of a break: with tradition, so far as the -iadam 
was concerned, what with her famous, if not notorious, avoidance 
oft anything smacking of town or town meetings. Qlhis start seemed 
to p'et the proper reaction under way, and the speech ran along 
alright. About the only individual in the audieiice I knew 
was Hosalyn Aswell, and it was pleasant to have such an artist 
present for a talk about Art*

as was to have been expected, the Project was adopted, followin 
a brief session of the organization,- foliowing fay speech.
A- collation followed and a-mighty good one it-, was. - Celeste 
was waiting for me when I broke away from the throng, and 
we headed- South.

;5he spoke of the pleasures of the past week end, and 
remarked u^011 her pleasured receiving a Valentine greeting,
‘--lbeit a little premature, from Quatorze today. In my 
role as Due de Hauzun, I had to admit to myself th&t nothing 
came to me from iy>me# de ^-ontespan who, as you know, is a member 
of the royal entourage*

9ft stopped at ..first dark'at Beaufort^ Mme. Oloutier 
and Celeste had mush to dish about, for the Cloutiers are recently 
back from South Louisiana. 1 was delighted to have an opportunity 
to talk with :.ir. Cloutier, a grand person, „ and such attributes 
in spite of his vast business acumen and successful plantation 
operation on an extensive scale. 81 guess this is about the second r 
time in my life  ̂ever did chat with him and he asked if he might 
not come down to look over ûcdsa and the African house one oi these 
days. Celeste and I were home by 7.

t " .
I want to read some more of the Roosevelt Hopins book 

tonight tfor I find it interesting, and especially as it not 
only gifes so many fatere sting .paraonaLislants on people of 
the administration but, for me, somehow fills in some of the 
blank spaces which scant newsapaper readitig during the 1940's 
left more or less void in my own understanding of operations on 
the Washington front.

In view of the complaint of Mrs. ^es’bxtt about Mr, Hopkins and 
his strange demands for curious food combinations, I was interested 
to find a reference in a private note of % .  Hopkins, stating 
from Warm Springs that the food there was as bad as that in ,
Mthe W. H. menage". I was further interested to read 
Robert Sherwood s remark that White House food wasn't so bad 
when "the chef” stuck to plain dishes but that it left much to be 
desired when mere fanciful attempts were undertaken. I don't 
recall if Mrs. Nesbitt ever mentioned Mr. Sherwood, although 
vaguely it -seems to me there was some reference to table clothes that 
had been pretty badly mangled by all night workers on speeches fur 
the ^resident. *

Forgive the length of tnis book review, a-q pardon me while

Tuesday, February 14th, 1950.

Memorandum: <
With a brisk bseeze blowing and the thermometer in the 

4Q!s, the banana and butterfly lily leaves look pitifully 
out of order, which, indeed, they are.

Errant Mr. Brew turned up today, - the first I had seen him 
since Friday. Fortunately mail has been scant and my Hr. Murrel 
Williams could manage it alright.

I asked Mr. Brew about the signs of Spring as are reported as 
being in surprising evidence among the piscatorial inhabitants of 
Cane River, ‘he told me he fell in the river yesterday while 
engaged in capturing them, for while local citizens are using 
hook and line, they really aren’t fishing at all, for there is 
such a concentration of these dwellers of the deep x, - and 
usually in the neighborhood of the spillway, that one merely 
throws in a line with an unbaited hook, jerking the line out after 
is has disappeared a foot or so below the surface, and the 
hook catches a prize at almost any place along the body, - usually 
in the gills, but not always, for it frequently catches a fin or 
penetrates the belly. Off hand, this must sound like 'a mighty tall 
fish story, and I certainly wouldn't expect anyone to believe it, - 
and I should doubt it myself if, in times past, I hadn t witnessed 
such a peenomenon. The greatest number caught in this-manner 
measure# about IE to 18 inches. Wiley Anthonyf using bait, 
caught a number yesterday averaging;from E and a half to three feet in 
length. ,

In view of the plans outlined by Mr. %rae«ss in an accompanying 
letter, I shall, in making ackno lodgement, make no reference to 

* fishing potentials at Melrose, for such-information might well 
throw the harness travel plans-into a dither.''

* - * * . .

The letter from Friend Postell delights rue because I kii'ow how 
enchanted he must be at the prospect of hyaing the photostat machine 
he;mentions. I have no doubt he will return to. spend a' few weeks 
on Oane River-this summei* and perahpS'he will be" able' to bring* 
said machine with, him.-- ̂ f-:-so,-he may te .aole to obtain likenesses of 
the rarer documents in the vault of the ^atcnitoches Gouittjfioi.se,
,and if so, we may, through that medium, bf Hie to g&lft/-ore 
particulars about-Marie Therese, still such a shadowy figure, 
although the examples of her creations are so visibly in evidence 
after all these years. .. . • ! ,
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Tow bits of information, mildly odd, came to my attention 
this morning. In the poet came an i;.vit-tion for me to address 
the St. Denis Chapter ‘of the D. A, R.' in Natchitoches on February 13th, 
The envelope bore my name and the balance of the writing ran 
"Melrose Plantation, Natchitoches, Louisiana.”, What with the 
writer of the letter being a resident of Natchitoches some 60 odd 
years and a pilgr im to Melrose many a time, it does seem as though 
she might have been a bit more precise.

xind the other of nevtfs came in a most round about fashion,
I telephoned lire. Peyton Cunningham for an address, and slap off 
the bat she offered me congratulations on my impending portrait, I 
floundered around while trying to marshal my mind sufficiently to 
discover what she was referring to and a glimmer of light broke 
through when she added:' r;

"I was chatting with Ilimray yesterday and 
bubbling over with enthusiasm at the progress

he said Bosalynd was 
she is making”.

Now off hand it would seem as though anyone ought to know 
if he is or is not sitting for a portrait, but it .appears 
such a fact had not penetrated my thick skull, automatically, after 
dhe congratulatory statement, I began figuring out'how such a 
business to which I ‘must have been a party could have transpired 
without ray knowledge, and I came to this conclusion:f • p - 'g , ' ■■ ,

/hen Sahara Agwell was here painting Chinese magnolias the 
other day, she amassed her floral models in, my living room where 
I. left her to hex own devicesfor an hour or so while ;I business myself 

* with gardening in the African House area. Later I passed by Yucca 
and she called to* me, saying she had finished .the preliminary sketch, 
and I hauled out a coke for a fiive minute chat with her. As 
we exchanged five5 or ten minutes of small talk, she asked me if 
I rnindeo if she sketched my likeness in a little notebook^ she had 
on her lap. Naturally I didn't have any objection and thought 
no more a .out it, not even thinking to ask how she had made out when 
in a couple of minutes she had put the no too ok b̂ tck in her purse.
I conclude that from this pencil sketch she must have felt inclined on 
the following day to attempt a likeness on a larger scale, - but that 
is sheer conjecture’on ray part, in view of what Lime, Cunningham had 
to refer to in quoting Herr Aswell,

■'/hen Aosalyn was here a week or so ago with 4rs. Wiley, if I remember 
correctly, albeit vaguely, there was talk about her regret in never 
having taken a likeness of the Aadam in oil, and we speculated about 
portraits, the desireability of incorporating in such pictures some 
symbol indicative of the interests of the indiyidual being paint, etc., 
but t»;at is all I recall dboutsuch a topic. Today the lady telephoned 
me to say she had been among those present on Monday when I had 
haranged the multitude and how she had to Restrain her impulse at the 
dime to rush forward and ring my hand as an expression of^whole hearted 
a proval with what I had to say. I asked her how the magnolias looked 
after she ĥ id applied the finishing touches, and she said she wasn’t 
satisfied, bhsfc must admit that they looked fair, neither she nor I 
ade any reference to anything suggestive of a portrait, and there

—m m tim; I:'jL Jel JJ-1 IE 15 M -1 I
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Mednesady, February 15th, 1950.

Memorandum: _
I am completely be-fuddled by the present season.

Today has been one of gorgeous sunshine, following 
a night of star-spangled skies. The thermometer in Shreveport 
touched 32, and was probably a little less thafc that down here.

Some of the banana leaves look cooked while some don’t. 
There was no ice in the mud puddles but there was half an inch
in the bird baths. t t

At Arenbourg some 'of 'the pear treses haven't bloomed as 
yet, - obviously of the later variety, while other trees are 
in full-leaf, while most of the crepe myrtles show now signs of 
expanding buds while others are in full leaf, as the earlier 
pears. And just to set the seal of confusion mind,
a big old white lily which comes Into flower in July, 
unfolded it's white glory about 10 o’clock this morning.

* Isn't that- a twister to a season already topsy-turvy,
I am uncertain on another point, too, for I haven't 

determined^as yet if Neath stalked on ray front gallery last 
night or if ^ittle Grandpa merely whisked away all three of 
her children* to a quieter day nursery. I found her nest of 
yellow cotton on the brick pavement where it had fallen from 
the bench on which it had been reposing s? since that big old 
bird deposited the children there last Thurs ay or Friday. I 
noticed no evidence of any kind of a struggle and so 1 am 
:honing the altered situation was of the mother's own choosing 
and that the children are merely in hiding somewhere and not 
vansihtfd from the face of the earth. I realize of course 
that all these speculations must make fascinating bits of 
news, and' yet, since they are part and parcel of this house
hold, I follow my natural impulse to mention them in passing.

I am glad to report that Dr. Rand’s health appears to be 
imrpoving steadily. I talked with him over the telephone 
i iis morning and he sounded ever so gay. He said he g 
out for a ride every day and. that before know he, he 
sliding up this way to call on me

will be

a a  * *
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Referring to the enclosure, I am wondering if X 
would be trespassing on your goodness if I should decline 
to accompany the? three individuals on the mission indicated
00 spend a^day at the Court douse in a three way go at 
trying to decipher some old documents, — I reneat, I am 
wondering if I should respond by saying that X could secure 
assistance in the matter, not by adding a fourth or fifth 
person tô  take over the Court Records, but on ,the contrary,
1 might be able to get some of the documen e regarding 
b°Xd-C°in accounted for by sending a transcript of the 
original French to you, tentatively I shall make such
a response in acknowledgement of this letter, naming no names 
and guaranteeing no time limit. This would leave the 
matter in suspension.if circumstances, either in business or 
on tne do estic scene, assuming a flock of South Americans 
mi&nb suddenly appear, so that you might easily decline a hand 
on a whole flock of perfectly legitimate grounds^

n̂a?T Xs more, of course, this pursuit of knowledge regard
ing one ^ana Therese, f,w,c. , has nothing whatsoever to, do 
about any impending articles on which we are working, and 
ror the life of me, I can’t understand why the Hollomans are 
going oo so much trouble about drawing hack .the cloudy 
veils of the colonial period on her behalf. But since she 
was undoubtedly one of the greatest women Louisiana ever possess-id
of II re^ dentf, and since she undoubtedly is the builderof iucca and the African nouse a truly remarkable 
woman measured from a vast assdrSment of angles, it seems to 
me wonderful indeed that this lawyer and his wife should

to make such a diligent search, especially in 
v of tipir definite lack of enthusiasm, even interest, 
member ra°S °Z Whi0h Ma4am® ljetoyer was such a distinguished

on fR  °;lavfa the interest of the haste a of %s. Holloman
d?X I? naticm io do the records, on the grounds of 

rahnt i®Salf?tl0.m1?4* 83:14 a “ighty dull one it is, and 
rt e a R  S intsres| is to he charged, I wouldn'to=Ve notion,-- nor do i oare, just so long

enn?rihnt«ntiV1^®’T ’ n? 4ou ^’ on fch0ir part, they thus
t at haRtnn n ^ irf in3 U fht a shadowy figure of greateaess t..ac .iaw too lon5 been shrouded j[n darkness.

the Bi»^iaf.y0UlW0^1^ 1)e as interested as I in :the pamphlet on
a s ^ s o ^ f ^ i f t n - a o ^ h 88?4 11Slcms for your deleetation, just f! ??mss t0 hand* Being filed in our paraphaialia,
o L o S R I n o e s8 e L iSf,T«  ttSOrfl? S°?t the future when’wheS von anfl ’t R  employ it i some study or other< yo nd 4 may Be aole to combine Sorces on suoh studies.

Memorandum’beenRirf^a outrafe°nsly dullon the morrow., " * shall be so happy if I may do better

r "

■ X >
■
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Thursday, February 16th, 1950.

Uemorandum:f  X ' ' x ' ' • - X X , • ' X

It has been a good day at Arenbourg, in spite of one 
social hazard at lelrose that came near wrecking me.

The day was glorious as only a full day in, Spring can be, 
and with sun up, I found myself busy at Arenbourg.

Back home for a 7 o’clock breakfast, half a dozen odd jobs
including the mail, «. out-going, and thence to the store for 
in-coming.

When the clerk handed me my quota from the Post Office 
Department, a picutre post card chanced to be on top of the 
letters. Celeste chanced to be along side, and in her usual 
friendly fashion, - but a listle extra social, it seemed to me,
inquired:

"Oh, you got a picture post card. Who is it from...."
c

I told her I hadn’t the vaguest notion and she asked if 
she might observe the scene thereon displayed. But she didn’t 
stop at a glance at the front but turning it over, remarked that 
she.would read it for me. And having read it, she looked puzzled 
and said:

a  *

"How odd...... this seems to come from the same place
J. H, wrote one to me. Who is Irma T,"

How that was a good question, I thought, but like so many,
it was none of her business, and would bring her no particular
enchantment if she should find out. And so I lied and said:

"Why, you k.ow Irma X.......Irma.Tillinghast, that
iri,ud of Mr. Pipes in Hatches* Don’t you remember X told you 
about her good luck in winning a Guggenheim Award to study 
Indian painting ip the South West and in Mexico."

I might as well admit that I thought that was pretty good 
myself, -Ijust off the b%t like that. Thank Heaven She didn’t remeber 
the months she made inquiries in late 1948 to learn .-the address of 
one Irma Tucker in order to send an acknwoledgement for the 
flowers for the H-.dam’s funeral, hearing her card.

I&it any way the whiskers are sliced 
close shave. ' k , * I don’t like a
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But once oyer that hurdle, I was able to get bach to 
Arenbourg before the Knipmeyers arrived, and except for an hours 
interlude during the afternoon, contending with pilgrim problems,
I spent the balance of the day making ready for Spring at 

Arenbourg. : '
I had an opportunity to some rather sturdy, albei.t small 

crepe myrtles the other day, and I planted quite a few in Units 
LTo. • 2 and lumber l at Arenbourg, Assuming they are properly 
grouped, or were properly assorted when purchased, the, eventual 
effect ought to be rather nice, I think, for I planted two 
at a time, uniting one watermelon red with one pure white one, by 
iheans of a stout chord with which I tied them in t o or three 
places along the two foot stalks. I shall tighten up these chords 
several times during the summer, and they will probably 
develops into what appears to be a single bush carrying both 
the red and the white blossoms With all the recent rains, the 
ground is pleasantly damp, and 1 believe these have a good 
chance to grow, although i must say it is a little late in 
the season for crepe myrtles to be planted, November or December 
being probably, the best months.

••••, .. < •

With the aid of a willing helper, I spaded around all the pears 
ana persimmons along the grive, which was quite a chore, and 
abound some of the pecanes and quite a few of the larger 
crepe myrtles, while at the same time Peter was going full 
tilt on a tractor, re-ploughing the drive and the terrace, I also 
set in a couple of persimmons, - ones that had vanished from 
earlier,plantings, and made a move in the direction of clipping 
the hedge, but i didn’t get far in that direction, - what 
with the sun dipping low behind the liontose hillls about then

I am entranced to report that the .two-©Id gardenias rescued 
from destruction a week or so back appear" to be satisfied with their 
new situation, - at least their leaves are green and new ones 
are puttine out. And thus far the Opoulsas Pink camelias, although 
pretty tiny, are looking ever . so pert.

- 1- • ■

I am physically tired tonight, but the kind of tiredness 
t at gives satisfaction .when Iby dint of stirring the ground with 
a stick, one feels that something or other has been accomplished, 
even though the undertaking has covered nothing more than kicking 
out the red carpet for old ^rimavera.

/
You will find a couple of things to provoke a smile in 

the letter from Mad am "Zeeweeg”. She is" bound “to ?be a charming 
woman, her letters are unintentionally such a panic.

And so to little old *ucea and a cup of Tender Leaf, a page 
of the Sherwood opus, and thence to my pillow,.,.,.

I’ll bet Are*nbourg will sleen good, too, ;,,,,

Friday, February 17th, 1950.

Memor andum:
Another marvelous day, with much digging about at 

Arenbourg, with®a vivid recollection in mind of a line in 
the Dew Orleans Item last summer, when a critic of Clemenee’s 
pictures remarked In print:

”lt must be fun living on Cane River”.? *
There were various things to claim much of my time at 

Melrose but I devoted a fair share to arenbourg somehow or 
other and loved the clean fragrance of the newly turned earth.

But I didn’t go at it ’’hammer and tongs” the way I did 
yesterday, and accordingly * may be able to stay awake long 
enough to run through a couple of pages of the Roosevelt-Ho&kins 
opus tonight. I like the book. Obviously it is rather more of 
a reference volume for students of the inside operations of 
a great nation in times of peril, and off hand 1 should say that- 
the biographical quality of the volume dims out when diplomatic 
papers spread over unusual lengths. But since I missed most 
of” these”when they were-being brought out, - assuming some or 
most of them were, I am learning a lot and benefiting greatly in 
bringing my concept of situations and circumstances into better 
focus.

I was a little sleepy when 1 read one line and so am not 
sure to whom it’was attributed, probably Hopkins, - and I am 
not certain of the precise wording", but it was something F. D. R. 
must have relished if he ever heard it; -
*1 tfertter to squander the tax payer’s money than
the tax payers.”

Somebody should have tossed that line into politician 
Truman’s address to the Democrats last night, a re-braodcast 
of which I heard sometime or other in the wee hours. His 
delivery was poor, for he muffed too many pertinent lines.t 
But I guess it isn't much of an inspiration to write a speech, - 
or deliver one against the Republicans. .1 can’t understand for 
the life of me how the Old Guard or Old Guard-ism still persists 
after;all these years, as reflected in the Policy Statement, 
co’Qtrived by the big wigs of the G. 0, P a couple of weeks 
ago, Everything they set forth seems so Negative and so 
completely lacking in new ideas, - or old ones dressed up in new 
finery. Somehow or other the Hoover approach to all problems
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stili êerr̂ s to: domnate Remubllcan Party thinking, and I 
find a mental picture of *the great engineeer" flashing through 
my mind every time I hear* anyone quote from"party Policy 
plantform, and I am reminded of a line in the Sherwood 
hook wherein somebody or other, in speaking, of Mr..Hoover's 
blighting presence, comes forth with the opinion that if 
anyone should place a rose in the ex-President!s hands, it 
undoubtedly would automatically begin wilting.

h  0  ,* - - < ; h  • >̂ > 1

A note' from Dora calls my attention to the Sunday night 
radio show of Horace Heidt, re co me rid in c the .same to me,- 
primarily, I suppose, on the grounds that people of color some
times have a place* on the program, and One Jes'se Owens, he says, 
is currently a runner-up for some special prize,- I gather.
Personally I up-set the entire house in rushing to choke the 
radio i the'E. Heidt program steals up on me before I 
realize what is cooking, for I never did like contests much 
anyway, and there is never sufficient satisfaction for me in 
hearing one person win when I contemplate the natrual depression 
that must be the lot of all the others who do not. In this 
instance, Dora can have all the program possible withouth the 
slightest draining of any of that particular ether wave on my 
part. As a matter of fact at that same hour on Sunday nights I 
sometimes listen to a perfectly outrageous Bible Slapper out of 
Gulf Port, Mississippi who is., to hysterical he is positively 
fascinating in his bilityto insult anybody?s intelligence.
If memory selves,' this particular radio Divine is named Jessup, and 

he promises to heal the sick by prayer, especially if you will 
send along a donation with your account of your problems. And 
the killing part of it is that I know half a dozen colored 
people, — particularly the slightly wayward mamas of particularly 
wayward children who are forever sending in donations”to the Rev. 
Jessup wfth the hope that this 'quack will, through paryer, con
trive to prevent the wayward children from getting too drunk on 
Saturday nights. Surely A. Lincoln remarked correctly that 
"You can fool some of the people all of the time....

In spite of the heavy rains recently obtaining in this area,
I think we shall have no trouble with water. Ihe fields on 
each side of the Montrose Lane are under water but the level 
has dropped an inch or so in the last £4 hours, and what with 
clear weather ahead, the water will reced further from day to 
day,» P expect. I guess the two million acres under water 
in Louisiana is. centered on Jonesville, about 60 miles straight 
East of Melrose ~n the road to Hatchez. But that section always 
goes under and so its present situation isn't surprising. I 
smiled c: to myself when 1 heard the River Commission announce that 
the Mississippi flood gates would not be opened between Baton 
Rouge and ^ew urleans. Billions of dollars spent for said" gates, 
and so far as I know, they never have been opened, not even in 

1945 when everybody in Louisiana had damp feet....

Sunday, February:19th, 1950.

Meraor andum:
Fortunately the Saturday mail was light for my entire 

secretariat, consisting of Messrs. Brew and Williams, a ong 
with half a dozen other negroes, found themselves in jail.

By some loop hole, Mr. Brew and three or four others contrived 
to get themselves released Saturday evening, but Murrel,_Bookey, 
Smith Browsie, Charlie, etc., will not be turned out until 
Monday.

The thing is a mere manifestation of hilly billy police 
methods and may not otherwise be explained, and the boys will 
probably have a fairly good time, what with better food, probably, 

than they would get at home and perhaps a more comfortable place 
to sleep. * , 5

On Saturday noon the body of Horace Ghapman, a negro about 
40 was found in Gane River at FrencMe's honkey-tonk, hard by 
St. Mathews. It had been in the water a week. Heavy headed with 
wet groceries on Saturday night, he had engaged in a scuffle 
with Smith Browsie, and supposing he had cut him severely, 
apparantly ran away in the direction of the river and fell in.
The boys who.were standing about at the time were taken into 
custody this past Saturday, awaiting an autopsy. Accidental 
drowning was decided on as the cause of death, with some of 
the youths released, and the balance, apparantly, kept in jail 

'over^the week end on general principals or is it les. Except 
for Charlie Turner who is inclined to be rather boistrous,
Murrel and Bookey and the rest chance to be the quiet and
most well behaved on Melrose. And thus the "innocent by-standers
again take the rap.

On the home front, the merchant planter quite unexpectedly 
returned on Saturday night, several days ahead of schedule, 

which is usual. I dined with him today and we 
were flanked by Celeste, Madam Regard ano. Dan, I saw him for 
but a second alone, giving him the brief opportunity to 
chuckle over a story Celeste had told him about the 
intellecutral or- cultural pursuits of Miss I. Tillinghast of 
Hatches.

A more elaborate report will undoubtedly be for-coming 
shortly relative to life in the Southwest, Pan American 
relations and so on.‘
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The weather continues fair hut is a little cooler.
I nfever can find ahy weather reports on Sunday, hut assuming 
the atmosphere remains about as yesterday and today, tomorrow 
should prove excellent for gardening, - I hope.

I like Saturday nights because I usually am able to 
get a little extra reading fitted in to my s cedule, last 
night I traveled to the Casa Blanca Conference through the 
pages of the Sherwood book and thus succeeded1 in getting 
*a much clearer concept of' a heap of thin; s that transpire at 
that time than I had previously been able to secure, and 
especially all the racket that went on among the petulant
Free French doings at the time.

% * ' «
The more I read the Sherwood book, the more I* 

appreciate t;.e mass of direct quotations and summaries of 
documents ertaining to the time, and the more I find myself 
hoping so .ebod^ will do a book, possibly along the lines of 
that book about Washington during the Civil 'War, - Washington 
Bevel H i e , or some such, in which the author will preseiit 
a picture, centering on the White house, having to do in 
1 rger measure about or with the salient personalities during 
the Boosevelt regime. Ur. Sherwood with a.single line, disposed 
of two personalities, -"The President was scheduled to*entertain 
the Duke afid Duchess of Windsor at noon.”

r If memory serves, Mrs. Uesbitt disposed of the same
luncheon with not much more elaboration. It seems to me 
the Duke and Duchess are the most romantic figures in the 
contempoary social world with hn unrivaled background of 
politics and romance that will forever make them unique 
figures in the topsy-turvy world of the 1930's and 1940's, 
and Anyone doing a hook about the White House in those years 
' should stretch the account a little beyond a mere setjSnce.

While at Celeste's this noon, I saw something that .suggests 
that perhaps Death did not stalk on my*front gallery the 
other night, as I had supposed, or that if the Grim Wreaper or is 
id Beapter did stalk there, -Little1 Grandpa snatched the ̂ victims 
fro Him. Bor as I stood on Celeste's gallery, little Grandpa 
very quietly scaled the trellis supporting*the wisteria vine, 
and leaped Qver atop the pillar where her^earlier boods had been 
cradled, My guess is that perhaps, following the assault by the 
do.._.s on. my ftont gallery the other night, she transported 
her children*to safety where no one but herself might have access, 
and so, perhaps, one of these days, the little faMly may again 
ut in their i ppearance back at Yucca.

And so to Another round with Hr. Sherwood, a cup of 
Tender ^eaf and to bed.....

M
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"lord, make'us truly thankful for this food we are about to
receive, for nursin* up the body for Christ sake. Amen, — and 
take these other boys apetite away and give it all tome."

Monday, February 20th, 1950.

Memorandum: • '
I jotted down the above blessing, as dictated to me by 

the Dark Duke. He dropped in to see me for a moment this morning 
on his return YJith his wife and children from a wee.-, end in 
Alexandria where he said both his sister and his brother-in-law 
had provided elegant repasts, one on-Saturday night, the other on 
Sunday night, and the baked chicken and the big old Virginia ham 

looked so pretty when they sat down to supper, he just lifted up 
his voice and called on God for the blessing as phrased above. He 
gave me a sly glance, remarking that it4was a pretty good one, he 
thought, hut the boys at the table didn t seem to think much of it.

* « O
The full summer weather continues, bringing with it the 

billion things to do in the out of doors, including the accompanying 
hobbles imposed by the inevitable'- road runners.

Today's list wasn't so very long, but the arrivals.were 
so s aced as to hinder my undertakings. Paynie's wife dropped in 
about 9, scuttling my hopes of saving coffeee time, what with Celeste 
and ^adam Regard having left early for Alexandria. Celemence came 
a little later, then D0g and Clyde -anthoJjy. ITood Brazeale, the 
lawyer, came for dinner with J. H. and one o'clock saw a flock 
of men to take~a; pass at gardening.* J, K. had asked me before 
breakfast if I didn*t want some men. I asked for 2 only, and 
was given 6.. r ' . ! '

t t

^rs. Combs dropped in about 2 o'clock on her way to Alexandria 
#here she is taking a course'in reference to her Welfare Work. Che 
very kindly runs through her somewhat elaborate notes for me, so that 
I am thus able to get the high points in contemporary trends in that 
field, Phe Dark Duke had returned just as she arrived, and so 
I asked him to remain, — and on two counts, first because I thought 
he might glean a little from what was read from the notes, and 
secondly because I was curious to discover if he really would get 
anything, and if so, what. I was surprised and inneressad at 
what he understood and;remembered and wanted to elaborate Up0p after 
Mrs.:Combs had departed, H© has a good mind, rather quicker than 
Peter's, hut never having had an opportunity to go to school, 
he is naturally handleappedby his limited vocabulary, if that, indeed, 
is'the word to use when one fails to understand the meaning of words 
not in day 16 May ‘parlance. * * * 1 *

, . m.
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..card from orace and Carolyn Hill 409

And between all this and the gardening section, the Aguarellas,- 
or however one spells the-name, arzived. X hadn’t seen them in 
ever so long - the artistic couple who labored so mightily on 
me in the dental department a year ago, although it seems like a 
million,

*  t # •" 1 - ' • ‘ X •

About 2 o’clock all my friends who spent the week end in 
jail arrived home, They passed this.way to see me, but what with 

other things cooking, I asked them to try a contact with me on the 
morrow, and be prepared to tell all,

I read a little more of the hooseve.lt Hopkins book and liked it, 
but have made up my mind somebody now ought to take all the 
material and write a‘biography of Hopkins. ‘The other night I 
ran across a line in the Sherwood book, indicating Hopkins’ tendency 
to use" cuss words'., even when speaking of poety of which he was 
ever .so fond.' The. occasion was a reference to some particularly 
pleasant bit of country side in England, and Hopkins remarked tnat 
is none reason why the British write such God Damned good poetry”.

■ I intended referring' several days' ago to how splendid I found 
a letter, uAed in the book, signed by G. Borglum, the sculptor 
of the stone faces in the Black Hills in the I9&O’s or 1930’s. The 
letter is to Hopkins pleading for allotments of \72& funds for the 
Arts Project. The letter rakes, -n my opinion, with that.of, say, 
William Allen White, at his best, as in the Editorial on the death 
of his daughter, Phis Borglum'letter has undoubtedly received wide 
publicity-print, but I had never heard of it before. Perhaps 
it is in that letter, rather than  ̂ something of Hopkins’ writing, 
that the reference to the fate of cne rose in Hoover^s hands is 
mentioned
.„;a.. An.d right than and there an idea strikes me: - why in' the world
haven’t everybody or hasn’t everybody who has any feeling at all 
for culture, joined hands fn a series of boradcasts over all the 
major net works, preferably on sustaining time, of cbtirse, but if that 
avenue be closed, 0n paid programs which might ultimately be sponsored. 
Surely all the artists, art teachers, turstees of museums, museum 
staffs, etc., etc. not to mention devotees of the liberal, cultivated 
minds, who, up to Aow, seem to stop short with music I shall 
c rtainly explore this matter with ^r. Hansford 0I? hi£ first go-round 
at ^elrose. Obviously I shall return to this subject over and over 
again when I have had an opportunity to give the matter a little 
thought4 And some day somebody will contrive a picture gallery 
for youngsters, paintings or illustrations on a grand scale of the 
aspects of life, both real and imaginative, such as pictures of 
their favorite mytholigical and folk lore heros and heroines, etc., 
where a taste for this sort of thing might be inculcated early.

* Well, Lord, t ere is so much to be taken under advisement, and 
here I am at the end of the page.... m i s e r e . ,

Pat Tuesday, February 21st, 1950.

Memoir andum: • i: 1 ’ o,i
To hand your elegant letter of the 10th et cetera, toget 

the grand assortment 0% clippings which I have devoured with
Poor you, what with all the hospitality you have had to 

of late, the weather acting up not to mention the Winds of v 
intensity that have blown from at least a couple of direction
I never cease to marvel at the prodigous amount and varity of 
labor that y0ll take with such stamina Please, but please do 
yourself a little respite if and whenever you can.

I aii sure conversation must have been,aver so brisk and i 
formative duping your recent sessions with leg of mutton and 
all.Surely there'must be a billion side lights on as many 
subjects, stretching all the way from ^939 to 1949, and it 
must make interesting, if not too depressing listening.So little 
is known of situations in any particular place, and how much more 
the dark we must have been when night settled down on Europe a 
decade ago. . ’

And how And and thoughtful of you to pass along some of these 
Pictures of the contempoary scene. isn t ita reminder of the 
Sneak Easy era ±n America when today everyone in Europe living 
under the Verboten sign is now rushing inpo literary evening devote 
to banned books of yester-year. I need scarcely assure you of 
my interest in such little side lights and I hope you will detail 
them endlessly, should any occur regarding any point as time 
marches on. Aside from the obvious stupidity of Iron Curtains, 
it has always seemed to me that one of the most deplorable results 
stemming from the sealing off of knowledge, . 0ne people from 
another' - that after the Curtain has finally been pierced, it is 
unlikely that either set of human beings, after years of being 
thus separated from knowledge of the true doings of each other, can 
ever come to a full apureiaation and appreciation _ even a belief 
in and an understanding of the mental viewpoint of the other. T-° 
you have no ei anything along this line, - .or, by some miracle! 
manifestation that" such gaps can actually sometimes £e filled 
and brought into comparatively true perspective, do pass the w| 
along. t " f .

How characteristically generous of you to share you? libr: 
with5 those to whom the books will mean so much. Another star 
gleams in your crown and again I bow m  utter admiration..
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As for th£ clippings, I. -have enjoyed them enormously. Isn’t 
dhe quotation from Churchill regarding splashing paint in Eternity 
so indicative of his originality of expression. i*nd speaking, 
of that gentleman, I understand, as I have never known before, - 
thanks to the Sherwood volume, that all through the war, Churchill 
was forever opposing the direct invasion of Europe from the West, 
having forever"tired, and persistently, to carry out landings in 
the S<puth instead, - Dalmatia, Greece, Bulgaria, Rhodes, etc. ^s 
yet I have discovered no explanation of his viewpoint in this 
matter, and I am wondering if you recall having seen anything 
accounting for his opposition to the Channel attack. I understand 
from the present volume that an invasion on the Channel would have 
been attempted in 1942 had he not successfully contrived to get 
the African campaign adopted as a substitute, and his persistence 
continued through 1943, - and right up to within 6 or 8 months from 
the June, 1944 operation Perhaps everybody know . why lie maintained 
this aversion to the Channel invasion but I do not, and, again, 
on the other hand, perhaps only Churchill knows, and, should that 
be the case, perhaps no one will ever learn.

•a-nd thanks rauoh-much for the Times and the Herald Tribune 
clippings covering Shakespeare as it is not presented in Batchitoches, 
I haven’t quite decided what I am going to do with these two items, 
but I think I shall stir up some kind of a business, using them 
as a basis for the doings. What with two weekly newspapers in 
town, and one of them rather inclined to be sympathetic to our 
friends, I may pen a line to the Editor, telephoning the other, 
and so, if possible, get the pot to simmering in circles where 
Entrenched Die hards might, I hope, get scalded a little when 
the pot boils over.

The summer continues with an unending rain begining late 
during the afternoon, contiuing into the night. There is enough 
water'"in unwanted places in this section, but I think the ground 
is sufficiently dry to absorb a great eal more, and so far as our 
side of the fence is concerned, tonight’s drizzle will do no harm.

A topical turn «in the snuffling going on at the Cont House 
was confided to me today. Ho reference should be made to this, 
since don’t want either secretary to know of it. The youth who 
became•involved in the business, and so dragged in many others of 
his acquaintances, expressed himself to me, on assurance of con
fidence, - that he is' completely at a loss as to why he ever said 
the drowned man, Horace Chapman, had attempted stabbing him on 
the night H. Chapman disappeared, for, as my informant explained, the 
man really hadn't so much as glanced in his direction at the honkey 
•tonk, and he has been mooning about at the store all day, - "in 
a brown study"» wondering why he ever came to linv ^Imself and 
his friends u^ with such a business. , Well, so things turn, and 
how nice if this paper weren’t go abruptly breaking off....

14092

Washington’s Birthday - *sh Wednesday, Feb. 22, 1950^

Memorandum; . a •'
wWe killed a hog today and my wife'last night, she 

dreamed that Mr. Francois was on his place up the road, a ploughin 
away without any mules in his flower garden, and so we thought 
we would like to ask if you would like to come and have 
supper with us tonight a little after first dark, what with 
the fine hog we dsrait done killed today and all.

Thus spake little Elam along about 4 o’clock this 
afternoon when I responded to a tap on my door.

Perhaps I should explain that the big day in any cabin in ; 
the Gane River country is hog killing day, and an invitation to *
dine at the home of anyone celebrating said ritual is rather \
special. •

The A^arellas had pkssed by Yucca not half an hour before^ 
little Elam tapped, bringing along a bottle of wine of which they had'• 
not time to remain to sample with me, being in a slow hurry . and 
so on accenting the invitation to dine, I sent along the wine, ;*
and so everybody was licking his chops well in advance of 
first _ dark.

It was-.little Elam, when fie was little, who presented me 
with t ie finest gift I ever received from a^Cane River negro, - 
a little frog he'brought me for my fountain in the Jardin des 
Confidence, and now that little Elam has grown and towers 
over me, he is still a person to my liking, altnough sbme of 
his recent doings, - channeling tractor gas into private 
auto-motive wagons of his own, etc. , suggest he is 
temporarily off the straight and narrow path, and for^that very 
reason I wanted to commune with him as his guest. His brother- 
in-law, Charlie 'Turner, who spent last week in jail and who had __
pummeled ray assistant secretary the week before, was also present,
"and Charlie’s brother, Robert, together with the wives'of each 
and two or three little children of each.

The food, although simple, was marvelous, the pork being 5
seasoned in a fashion that only deep South negroes could contrive. j

And the conversation, equally si pie, was somehow as marvelously $ 
flavored with spiritual condiments whose identity would be 
as difficult to separate and label, but whose effects on the sensations 
were as deep and as satisfying. ^

I have just r turned home by the a light of the new moon, and: 
my desk clock points to ten minutes after ten.

h ;
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i The Tine weather continues once more, following yesterday's 
rain, and the promise is for fair weather straight ahead, - 
I hope.

Bricks for the hack gallery pavement began arriving 
this afternoon. I guess about a thousand were delivered, and 
a thousand more, at least, will be required.

Tilth Plant tion work suspended because of the lingering 
dampness from last night, there were lots of people from the 
place dropping in to see me, and we all had fun assembling one 
thing or another:by way of materials for tomorrow's labors on 
Yucca, I have ‘beenturning over in my mind for some time how 
some sort of water could be introduced into the White Garden or 
on to the gallery thereof, and today I guess I solved that matter.
For ever so long I*have eyed with yearning a big old sugar pot, 
perhaps 6 feet across, whose iron casting suggests the thing 
must date from colonial if not ante bellum times. It is 
beautifully shaped, the delicious curves tapering deftly from rim to 
base. My callers assisted me in moving the t ing to within reach 
of a faucet, and scurbbing produced striking effects. Tomorrow 
we shall apply a steel b.ush to the rust, and within a week 
it will look alright. A base will be required for it to rest on, 
of corse, and I worked out the design for a pedestal of brick,
Similar to those used on the gallery pavement. But then
ray-memory began sefving me better and I recalled an ancient *°
mill stone that had once figured in the old mill that was incorporated
in the original great barn, the furthest unit to the East, -
Yucca, the African House, the Barn. *nd so I shall roll this mellow
item of colonial days*, placing it on the gallery as a focal point
in"the whole scheme,.-.slap under the punka, with the great
sugar pot atop the grindstoneand the pot itself brimming over 
with water, flecked with a few dozen goldfish, and the * surface 
gaily decked out with the purple or lavendar flags of 
the water hyacinthss. ~ y

C * " • v t ' "*
It sounds to me * as though, if the thing ever egts rigged 

up, it re all., out to be rather nice.
Well, so much for local doings, and I shall break off at 

this point, for I want to hear a broadcast'about a Hed Hiver levee 
breaking on the East side of the river between Montgomery and Alexandria, 
which was reported a little earlier in the evening when conversation 
over the dusky supper table was going full tilt and<1 merely noted 
Jthe news cast while remarking upon it to no one, what with 
convers ation being so rich and fulsome of folk lore 

at the time.
°no more note regarding the dinner. The local custom was 

mantained as a matter of course, - >the gentelmemen being given 
a table in one room where they fined by themselves, while the 
ladies and children dined in another by themselves, and it 
was all the merrier*it seems when we joined each other, - a kind "of 
reversal of formal dinners where the ladies withdraw following

Thursday, February 23rd, 1950.
S-\

Memornadum;
Hurly-burly is the word......
Back from ̂ renbourg by 7:20 to find three men waiting 

for me to do some gardening. 3:21, and 8 men arrived to 
jack up the house.

I This was enough to keep the wheels turning rather briskly, 
but in the morning there were a couple of telephone calls 
thrown in, not to mention the usual Thursday Knipmayers.

Afternoon and more men for the jacking up business 
and the sisters D'orraon blew in bearing me a pot of 
elegant hyacinthss, - rose ones. <

The jack up job was a botch, for J. H. loves to got 
anything done with a lick and a promise, and he calls the job 
done w ereas it really isn’t weel started. But I guess it 
will .hold the house for another stretch, and then we shalll,
I hope, have the excitement of doing it all over again. Originally 
he had sent the men, not to jack up the house but to lay the 
brick pavement on the gallery, precisely where vast 
excavtions have to be indulged in to' get the jacks under 
the house, I shall enjoy the odd sensation of level floors tonight 
and tomorrow when they develops 30 degree angles from north to 
South, I shall feel right back home again.

’.Veil, let's get on to the iormons. Heally, they 
looked quite s p if fy , "Ole Virginie", a study in gray, and 
Caroline, likewise in a tailored suit, but hers in dark green 
wit light — interruption,.,..

I guess I was speaking of little Miss Dorraon and her 
chic green suit and hat of like color and material. She 
was bubbling as usual, but this time over the new.log residence 
the 3)orisons are building this summer. They sold some timber 
from Briarwood an had the loggers cut enough round trunks of 
trees for their house. Log cabins of squared wood are air-ish 
enough, of round logs even more so. But the Mormons are 
impervious to comfort in their own dwelling although they 
always revel in the amenities of households maintained by other 
people, and since they spend much of their lives at home, I 
guess they" don't mind chink holes through which wintry blast 
can penetrate in December and bugs on end in summer. But if 
the Dormons get a tenth of the satisfaction living the place that

/ . • • V, ' ■’ • . ' - ■ V-.
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they .orive in the anticipation of d ing so, then 
their log cabin fill most certainly not have been in 
vain.

Thanks to a short mail, I had an opportunity to get 
caught up on some more clippings, all from you, and they 
delighted me, I i
-iar; Prom D i x i e

so glad to know that the new edition of 
includes material which the earlier edition

omitted. It is pleasant to know that Mrs, Ohesnut'a book 
served Ben kmes /illiarns .in wri ting his House Divided while 
he in turn could/return the gensture by supervising the 
ei&ting of this new eidtion of the Dixie opus, I don’t 
recall ever having heard House. Divided mentioned in Talking 
Book Topics. If X had to read a novel, .-I suppose I would enjoy 
it as much as any I can think of at the moment.

laving stepped out to supper last night, I didn’t get
opportunity to have a fitlal go at the Sherwood book. At

my last sitting I was readiiig about that strange cicings whentne ■^resident, Colonels Kno;c and atimson, pretty ipatch of allthe
t t l «

? era
ship

all on deck
- staff and top officers of the war were on the 
Iowa, In mid Atlantic wheir one day,

one of the protecting cuest-ro;
on the destroyer know \vho was
Mr. Sherwood observes, had tb
he probably would have hung
and j urnp e d ov e r b o ar d.

torpedo came charging slap at
while they were 
e Iowa from 
Iowa. Jo one

Did X mention that Celeste went to a specialist in Shreveport 
yesterday about a sore eye and was told t̂ was a nerve thing and 
that she was undoubtedly flying about too endlessly. Back home 
at 6, there was so e kind of a doings at hex house■and tonight she 
has gone to some,kind of a party In town, but the eye department 
is all well and so we live, it appears, in the best of all kinds o 
1 orIds. , , . ?

At .drenbourg this morning, I discovered two-or three dozen 
great lilies in an expectant .state, their blcrssoms seeming to 
have matured to the point of unfolding today. Accordingly I 
bro at home a full armful, thus adding a heady perfume°to 
the Yucqa living’ room while the banging of hammers and creaking 
of jacks added contradictory elements to the atmosphere, as 
the outside opposed the inside- with racket versus harmony.

I am pleased to report that the Arenbourg sweet olive is 
heavily laden with blossoms again, and is apparently putting on 
new growth* What kind of a year this is going to be for vegetation 
X can not imagine, out they say the bug crop is voin0, to be 
wonderful, what with Spring lasting all winter..... t<

I
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Memorandum

Friday, February 24th, 1950.

Today came your grand air mail and I hasten to say how 
noble of youx to offer to lend a helping hand in the translations 
about Mme, do in-Coin. ' , *

But under no circumstances, should any come to hand, let 
them push you about, for nobody has to catch a train, and if 
and when you find the leisure and the impulse to have a go 
at them, and you aren’t wearing yourself to a frazzle thereby©, 
then and only then will you give them so much as a glance, I 

hope. ■ '
There is a otter that arrived today containing two or 

three hand written pages, which I assume to be the material in 
question. But I was so pressed for time all during the day 
that I never did get an opportunity to. do inore than read one 
leetter, and naturally the one selected did not bear an 
Alexandria cancellation.

I am so glad there is 
promise of no more visitors 
immediate future, and I am
that you may have 
rumage aroulid in
awaiting your fir

glams of sunshine holding a 
o your busy household within the 
ping this promise hold true and 

a whole flock of week ends in which you may 
billion things that I'am sure axe 
t moment of relaxation.

My radio speaks of r in and chill in your region. But 
be of good cheer, for what with Spring bombarding us daily from all 
quarters, Manhattan is bound to give way to Melrose temperatures 
eventually. :

I somehow carved off a "couple of hours for gardening by 
myself at Arenbourg, the dawn was so marvelous, and back at 
Melrose I had two or three gardeners scuff ling''about 
while 6 or 8 men were working at Yucca, hauling sand into which 
the brick were to be set, etc., etc. Twuice during the day’ 
they had the pavement about a quarter laid, and twice I made 
them take it up# After a while X got tired and just let hem 
go ahead. The surface when completed, will be about as undulating 
as the Atlantic in January off the Grand Banks, and the designs 
they seem to be contriving are so unbelieveably bad that the whole 
thingt becomes fascinating, and probably after it has been used 
a week or two, nobody will ever notice the design, and a few 
generations hence, when archiolo- ists are excavating for 
remanents of old.mulatto Arts, they will uncover this 
rare example, entirely contrived by negroes, indifferent with
Spring and worn out by too .much for nights on .end.
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•Sis or eight of the boys, not today18 fcborers on 
the Xucaa project, but engaged in other plantation activities 
passed this way, - Puny, ^eter, Log, etc. and Log regaled us 
with an adventure he had experienced this’raorning when to the 
lest of the cement m  the Mousrose nills, he and Bookey and % .
Brew were searching for some tract of land J. n, owns over
there, for they had been sent with a big old truck: to bring
back; ”̂ andy-^0thin^duit''1iili';dr/illis s. live begrond'The' ~ I
cement and as they are invariably mean if not vicious to the
colored people, the boys were hestitant about inquiring as to
the location of the hQhry property. But finally, Log decided
he would stop the truck and go to the next house theycame to.
As he gathered up- all his courage and headed out, the other boys 
opened up a sack of crackling, by way of a bit of breakfast 
while waiting, and Log admonished them to save him some.

But Long never got ..to the house, for no sooner had he 
approached it than three white bull dogs rushed out at him, 
fortunately he regained the cab of the truck before the dogs 
caught un with him but somehow in the excitement, one of the 
other boys dropped the paper sack containing the fried pork.
There the three boys were inside the cab, their food on the 
ground just 3 feet perhaps immediately beneath the door of the 
truck, and yet they couldn’t reach for it, the dogs were so 
vicious, (They contemplated the fate of their breakfast for a 
moment or tow, trying to think how they might retrieve it without 
getting an arm or a leg snapped off, when one of the big old 
bull dons came sniffing around the cab door, and then, discovering 
the sack of cracklin’s, sniffed even more madly at it, glancing 
the while, hirst at the sack then at the boys in the cab. 
haturally they expected to see the food evoured with no
<q«.ick" sna-p---of -j the mi- hty jaws-,- wexs ""mt'Straken# Instead
the dog disdained the colored man1s food, and neatly raising 
a hind leg, sprinkled the spilled sack, and thereupon 
trotted off. Hill billies are mean to begin“with, but I must 
say their animals, while just as mean, are, — it must be admited - 
even meaner and more subtle. *

I somehow worked in about 50 college students from Shreveport.
I guess they were, but didn't do more than give them a
little chat about early ^elrose, it provides such an excellent medium
for poling iun at Shakespeare ds not presented in one Louisiana
college, and after tat 1 let them had a look at the outside
of t-.c, buildings. Dr. Hrwindropped by to chat with J. H # and me while
we were ooserving the stange patterns developing on the Yucca
pavement*. ̂ He had much to say about the prsnt nromise for
boll weevil this year, which seems to be~wonderful, what with
no cold t is year to kill any bf them, - and so the day
played* out, and tonight I shall sleep \^ithout too much"Tender Leaf
or merwood to set my head nodding.....#9

Sunday, February 26th, 1950*

Memorandum:

Another lovely day but cooler.......

As you have undoubtedly noticed, I found an opportunity 
to glance at the penciled stuff from Mrs. Holloman before 
the departure of Saturday’s post, and so I sent the whole business 
along. Please don’t, please, put yourself through in making 
the translation, for we can send it along to her whenever con
venient, I have no doubt you will make a copy of these 
documents for our file, when turning the originals into 
English. If you should care to do so, you might keep the 
duplicate in one of your own scrapbooks, files or whatever, and 
I shall send along her copy to her

Under sepaate cover, I am sending along the photostats of 
three other papers which you may, I hope, be able to decipher 
without too much difficulty. Eventually the originals should 
be returned with a copy of the English rendition, but, please, 
please don’t feel rushed about these for we are not going to 
use them in any article, and why she and her husband have generated 
so much interest'about them, I cannot imagine, except that he 
and she seem to be the type that might get interested in anything, 
and loose the zest with just as much speed.

They came up and spent this afternooon with me, and after 
a sitting of four "or five hours, - one expounding legal terms endless 
ly,^the other chattering away at a great rate about everything from 
Maria Therese Coin-Ooin through the Black Swan, Oeneral Devereux, 
old Audubon, <et cetera, - the antiphopal clattering along to left 
and right of me until they migjdcxd mounted their horseless carriage 
and diappeared into the shadeww of first dark.

I did enjoy running through the Melrose Abstract with Mr. 
Holloman* Eor a few salient points, thinking you might 
find some clarification of them pertinent.at this time, I shall 
do a Herr oiloman, and rattle off a few: - no record exists that 

we know of during the occupancy of this property by the parents 
of Augustin, Louis, Suzanne, etc, but obviously they did life here 
as the presence of the African House and Yucca atest. In the 
1790’s, Louis seems to have been given a patent, obviously,
I should say, to property in the family Louis died in 1832, 
and^his son, Louis, built Melrose, He died in 1837, leaving 
a minor, Theophile Metoyer. In 1847 the property passed to
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the brothers Hippolite and Henry Hertzog. Much litigation 
ensued following the Civil War and they lost it in 1869 to 
s*ome aeople whose names I have forgotten, - merchants in 
Hew Orleans, I believe, who never occupied the place but 

had if operated, I suppose, as absentee© landlords. Old Joseph 
Henry acquired the place in 1884, and on hig death in 1898 or*1899, 
it was acquired by John Henry, husband of Ganmie Garret Henry.

But enough of this business, and the mere reading of what 
I write must be as tedious as I am tired of having heard the 
particulars reeled off with such monotony all after noon.

* * • > : $ * * • '

On Saturday morning the brick gallery of Yucca was finally 
fitted together-, and it really doesn’t look half so bad as it 
should. Tomorrow concrete edges will be contrived on the garden 
side to hold the bricks in place, and the steps to the two doors 
from the house and the two perfecting rooms,"- the Chapel, etc,, 
will be contrived, and then, I hope, the workmen will deoart, 
following a generous sanding of the bricks to fill ‘in the* 
little crevisses. The thing was such a hurly-burly Qn Saturday,. - 
getting the bricks to fit together as the final stages were 

reac.-.ed, that I matched myself to Airenbourg to garden, since 
I concluded nobody could ever get the workers out of their seemingly 
hopeless scuffle, fortunately they somehow extricated themselves.
... ■. . „ .... . ■ ’• : . . t 1 ' . ' _  ̂ 1 f .

After they had gone L got hold of Huny, fugabou and Hzra
who rolled the heavy old mill stone into the center of the
gallery* py some miracle not a* brick was borkeu in the doing.
Then they placed the big old iron sugar cauldron atop the 
mill stone, and that bit of .ardentdecore, under roof, was 
accomplished., later the lark ^uke passed by and wanted to see
how the big old pot would look'with water in it, and so he went
to work filling it. Then, fust as a gesture, I floated some 
water hyachinthes on the surface and slide a few gold fish into 
the shadowy depths of the dark cauldron _ collapsing with log 
on an old bench to admire-our handiwork*and revive out 
spirits with a glass of wine. I really think the,place'is going 
co look rather nice when all tne piles of sand, cement, wheelbarrows 
shovels, brooms, etc., are cleared Hway, and I cfan make use of 
the place to work on scrapbooks or whatever.

Hrom the two attached slipps, you will gather from the 
one tnat J. H* must nave deoosited the Sutton check, covering 
Bachelier hush money in my favor. He handed me the*slip and° 
c.. e check book., which balanced very nicely against reparations 
X nad insisted upon, as against û e amount indicated, which  ̂ asQurre 
to be a couple of hundred dollars. I nave signed a blank check which 
I suggest you make out to the extent of putting your name on 
same, X ;shall never draw on the accouot a o. I ask that you always 
feel thflt it is yours and in case of rr.y death, I trust you will J 

I--'1 to AjnVi on it instantly. In. the mean time • it will be nice ■ 
■to consider it -.e....dps as a little insumtice. .item or whatever you please,.;.... . , pr p 0 < . -
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...... *, Monday, February 27th, 1950,

Memorandum: «  ̂ *
A s you may have already noticed, the enclosed clipping isn t 

much, but  ̂ send it along for the record regardless.
Today has been full-full and I still haVe so many 

o ds and ends to attend to before folding up my beard that this 
Memo may be a little d filer, - but happily briefer than usual.

By dint of main force and awkwardness, with much
pushing and hauling and a little whip cracking, the brick P ^ e n t   ̂ .
giving on the white garden is completed, and is tonight under a bedspxad 
of sa°d an inch or two thick. The sand is spread over the entire 
surface so that it may trickle down between the individual bricks 
which are not set in cement but ra*ther_ are fitted togctner 
in such a way as to eliminate all the suggestion of moaern 
creation, and the sad seeping down, will hold them more or leifi 
firmly in place. I had an apron of cement spread along the 
endge of the allery on the garden side, perhaps 6 inches in width, 
which will act as a bulwark against spreading on that side, and 
an ample line of Giants Beard, edging the same, sill completely 
conceal the cement.

Asdie from the half dozen men contriving the brick steps from 
the nailery to the two doors, - two bricks high, but therefore requiring 
up a single riser, I had half a dozen men in the gardens, and 
they reouired Constance supervision, for what 1 was 
contriving there could be comprehended by no one by me, and 
there was°some vagueness in my own head, although 1 was  ̂
concerned more by the means that the final end I had envisioned 
about re-grouping day lilies, re-Arranging borders, etc.

I<had devoted a cou le of hours before sto up or Shortly 
thereafter to ..renbourg, where'I'had Euuy heling me with 
rigging un some thing in anticipation of'doing some grafting 
either late this week or early next. It is good to know 
that ground is "ploughed". * t
-• t Sprinkled through these activities werejthe .inevitable 

pilgrims. Some physician from town Whom I do dot know, - a 
Dr. Moody, I believe, passed himself off as a great friend of 
some of the Henrys, - but at supper I learned this was quite tne 
opposite from the truth. Dr. Moody had the nerve, — on this, his
first visit, — to bring a Dallas physician with him, the latter

■m
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being pleasantly high. I resented not the pleasant state of 
his frame of mind, .but the effrontery of nyone bringing such 
a'guest, what with all the honkey-tonks between here and town 
where they could have found a heap more stuff for which the 
one physician was obviously inclined to have as first thought 
in his mind.

After leaving, they returned from their car, bringing me a 
bottle of whiskey which I declined. I glandly would have taken 
it to pass'.along to some of my colored friends, but it was 
more important, 1 felt, to snub them with the bottle than to 
to give~nr,?ch consideration to Saturday night extras in the local 
frolic department.

Things were beginning to jeJLl on the back gallery, and 
T had hoped to devote the rest of the evening to things 
there when Dan nenry brought a couple dull friends of his for 
a bur, making ca scramble of the finishing touches in the 
gallery business. t ..  ■' .

A couple of other doctors arrived about the same time, 
one a rather famous surgeon, an that threw things further into 
a tangle. $et result; - supper was two hours behind 
shoeilule, and I am two hours behind in everything, including 
sleep. ‘ '

• \ j ,/ y  .• ' -j v ' : ® - «- -- • .

I laugh when  ̂think of ^rs. Hunter Pierson's remark to me 
three or four Sundays ago;

"What in the world can you possibly do* all day in a place 
so remote as this.”

I felt like saying I can consume a heap of endrgy 
restraining myself from batting people with" foolish questions just 
like you are propounding. <

* ■ . L
On early Sunday morning Joe DooTs honkey tonk was broken in to 

and a case of whiskey lifted. Joe Doo is the s n-in-law of the 
former♦Mrs.eClarence Oompton, and operates the honkey tonk which 
appears, I think, in one of the snapshots of Cane Biver, taken 
from the terrace at Arenbourg, - the place just at the far end 
of the Melrose bridge, - on the West b&nk.

The culprit who did the stealing was ^ove Williams, uncle 
of my second secretary, who broken into the old ^elrose 
store a year or two ago, stealing some hoes or hoe handles, I have 
forgotten which, - the same to exchange with some merchant planter or 
other or fire water. The Sheriff took love to twon "on Sunday, and 
arrested Clyde Claude ^mmettt Davis for worrying his‘former wife, 
Jackie, the complaint being filed by one ^lefmence Hunter, mother of 
Jackie. h. hauled both of the gentlemen back .to ^elrose this 
morning. Hud so things turn, and so X turn to a couplQ of other 
things, including my downy couch....

i
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Tuesday, February 28th, 1950.

Memorandum;
Another busy day, and another day of full blown Spring, 

with all the breezes from the direction of the Gulf and withal 
as balmy as such seasonal items are supposed to be.

«v
Early this morning I worked with Tuny, cutting twigs from 

various persimmons, including the splendid ante bellura one I talked 
so exhaustively about along in November, and some from giant 
oriental varieties. These twings were then carefully wrapped and 
placed in the ice box where they will remain uritil early next 
week when we shall devote ourselves to contriving unusual 
combinations on the Arenbourg collection. What with the season 
so entirely out of joint, it is difficult to judge what may 
result from this year’s grafting, which will probably be in the 
etreme, successful or a disaal failure. But it will be 
fun in trying, and if success favors the enterprise, then it 
ought to be twice as good as such horticultural exploits turn out.

At Yucca i put t e finishing touches on the White Garden 
gallery. A couple of men helped me shovel up the sand from 
the pavement, and after the same had been properly swept and re
swept, we laid down some old rugs, carted out the furniture, consisting 
of benches, chairs of the home made variety, with cane seats in 
some cases and cow hide in others. With the iron cauldron 
standing slap beneath the punka this year, there is every suggestion,
I imagine, that it may have been placed there in order that the 
soup/- or whatever may be cooking, - may be cooled the more 
readily,

A young mountain of sand that had been dumped in front of the 
gallery had to be moved, 6 or 8 huge truck loads, I guess, and 
that was a job, but the men worked with vigor. I find that 
occasional intervals for a cigarette or a glass of wine or 
some such really turns out the'work, and today we turned it.

This afternoon, among other things, 1 edged the gallery and 
the beds of butterfly lilies which emphasize the projecting 
chapel and its counterpart to the west, and the whole business 
looked rather spiffy and awfully Le Hotre when we were don©.

In between times there were pilgrims, and one or two were 
very nice. Along about dinner time, J. H. introduced me to 
a former Hew Orleans banker who.was bassing this way. I asked 
him to ram Lain for soup with the clerk and me and he did. He

___ ___
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seemed to know ever body in % w  Orleans and had many an amus ng 
tale to tell of -Lyle and particularly h s enthusiasm for Mardi 

< Gras. He gave am excellent descirption of this yearTs Comus.
Ball, - which, as you know is as reserved for the elect as is 
St. Gellas’s ^n Charleston I believe the man's name, prounced 
like Borden is probably spelled Bordaun or Bordaun or some such, 
apparantly has as keen an eye for social details as for banking 
and he had many an admiring word for the Duchess of Windsor.
On the day following the ball, somS one had mentioned having seen 

j him -chatting with her and remarked non ravishing she was. He 
said they mentioned her age as 55, which was the first time he 
had tought of numbers since he had seen her the night before, for 
he found her one of those people whose ages are of no interest 
or consequence to the person in her companv And I guess that 
is one of the nice things the gallant Dqw ^rleaus gentleman could 
have said . 0 „ ̂  * : * J  ̂r, - ~ ~

If this letter seems a little more disjointed than usual, 
just charge it off to the racket going on outside, for about 
8 o'clock a vast terrestrial cannonade began and for the last 
half hour or so the crashing and flashing have been impressive 
to the extent of knocking the electricity out completely from 
time to time, fortunately it has returned again after intervals 
of veayying length, but the change from light to dark, inter
posed by tremendous flashes during the interim have contributed 
nothing to keeping my mind on our conversation. , •

The ground, - where it isn't under water, .is getting rather I
dry, and I am glad to this little shower, which will probably 
add little if anything to the sedtions where floods are 
currently obtaining, for those water, I suppose, come from 
above here, and what we are getting tonight will only dampen
things furt’er to the South. 7 - - ' ~ _ --- - h j« •. . ’ . ■ . \ .. :  ‘ ' ’ . .. _ .    , ., ‘ . / |

I have but ten minutes reading to finish the Sherwood book.
I thought I would get to it last night, but sleep caught un 
with m© before I got the disk to whirling. Tonight I hone”to 
explore this final part, I am glad I read the book for”it 
:-has afforded*me much information I lacked and enhanced by admira
tion for Hr, Hopkins and Hr. Boosevelt, assuming the stock of 

* the latter had any further place to go upward in my admiration.
In the last chapter thus far read, I was interested to learn 

that while Mr. aop^ins didn’t think so much of some of the 
things turned out by the federal Writer’s Project, he was 

, really proud of the State Guides and, after quitting Washington 
and t iking a house on 5th Avenue in Manhattan, he had a set of 
the latter in his library.

$ * t
■ ; * The storm seems to have withdrawnwith only a faint flash

and a remote rumble now and then to recall it to mind, but the 
gentle rain continues to "dropeth from heaven", and I like it

sou . 4104

Wednesday, March 1st, 1950.

& * )$f

Memorandum;3 ‘ ' * « v  ̂ ” 4 > ’ * v 7 ‘ ^ '* _
In spite of all the heavenfcly banging that went on last 

night, only about' an inch of water fell, and while it was 
sufficient to perk up the plants, it added nothing to 
the flood situation in these parts, I think.

Today was cooler and tonight the moon is rnagnificient.- I 
feel bound to make a little turn to Arenbourg after this little 
chat with you.

Because of the dampness this morning, J. H. decided 15 or 
20 field hands could be better employed at the building trade than 
in ploughing and accordingly he waved a wand and set them all to 

mixing concrete and pouring the same for a new foundation and 
flonr of a garage he is building along side the store. I know 
of nothing he likes so much as getting a couple of dozen 
negroes all tangled up at some job or other that trhough the 
nature of the business inclined to get them but completely 
wangled up in whatever is on the docket. He requires at least 
three or four to set out a harmless iittle old camelia, perhaps 
a foot^in height, and when the operations require something more 
masterful in outlay, he is really in his element. I saw 
10 men this morning, all armed with hoes, and each one falling 
over the next man, at mixing cement and sand in a little old 
borx about five feet long and three wide. Gravel was flying at 
a great rate and carpenters were hammering away at forms for 
the stuff to be poured into, J. H, the while standing along 
side, throwing.out suggestions about something of which he 
knows and cares nothing, and the negroes all giggling and jumping 
and loving it.

Months can go bye without the gardens being able to 
raise a single harmless gardener, but then comes the day when 
something really ought to be done and ten times as many people 
are set to csx chopping weeks and rare plants with equal abandon, 
and he and the gardeners, so called, are all in the ?th heaven.

i ^  k0 a wonder if the three car garage, made of cement blocks
i.sn t finished before a couple of days have passed, I think he has 
delayed building the thing for at least ten years.

----  \j ux UvU UUU IS wXJLp-BHUW. BUBCflSSB
tut everybody concerned with the doings is having fun and that seems to he the main thing. s tun’
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At long last I finished the Saerwood hook last night. I 
liked it.

^nd tonight, after returning from Arenbourg, I shall sample 
a page or two~of Chaucer's Canterberry Tales. As I understand it, 
this is an edition in modern English, and pehaps I shall get 
something out of it. I have tried the thing in the 14th century 
original English and never got very far with it, so busy was I 
trying to find out what the words meant that I never did get much 
meaning out of any of the completed sentences. One Alexander Scourby 
is listed as the reader,, and so I may still get less out of the 
meaning of the words than I do out of that rare artist’s rendition.
But that is always a. great satisfaction in reading verse of this type, 
for in such a set up I can just read, re-read and re-read the same 
page, gettin sufficient out of the performance to make the 
sense of the written material quite secondary in importance. The 
Scourby rendition of anything comes closer to making the spoken 
word as unimportant as the words warbled by an opera star, and I
fuess hr. Scourby could read- the Bonx Telephone Book for Talking 
ooks and the thing would automatically satify the reader.

A nice letter to hand from -^rr Postell which 1 inadvertently 
carried out? with some trash to be burned. He philosophized much 
on the Why of #ardi Gras which strikes me he might better start in 
at a basic unit easier handled, to wit, - the Why of Saturday night.
Ha is also doing, some big mathematical calculations with some kind 
of; a statistieal~slide rule,oand his findings turned over to 
an expert, in the: higher brackets of calculous, the whole to dertMne 
something or other based on his recently acquire knowledge that 
in ante helium times the plantation working 30 slaves or less, 
without an ovarseeer lost 6 and a half days yearly per slave from 
normal labor, whereas plantations equipped with more than 30 slaves 
and employing an overseasr averaged a yearly work day loss of 
15 days per slave. It seems that he now has this compilation all 
in hand, and now, it: seems to me, ..if , he can only get the Why 
of Aardi Gras on the same instrument, he may discover something 
or other, but at the moment, I canTt think what.'

But in spite of this rallery, probably spelled more simply, —
I really ; ad mire the work the man is doing and* the heritage 
of ante helium medical lore .in particular is going .to be the 
richer because of the splendid work he is rescuing from oblivion*

I had an unexpected request tonight, from one of my coal black
friends who dropped by for a moment on his way to the movie at the
honkey tonk. Me, said he had heard I "am rigging up a chapel’1., and
as he is na-filin' to get married" by ploughin time, he wondered if
I was going to Jet "colored ■ niggfc#s'~like me" in to the pl---.ce for
such a business. Th,..t certainly sounds like the advent* of a g gay
Spring..... .just so long as the guests don’t fall into the sugar pot....

IlihSSiSSiilia

CkiMui.

msMSIP

Thursday, March 2nd, 1S50‘4

Memorandum:
After an entire season of winter on t e calendar and summer on 

the thermometer, the latter at long last seems to have come into 
conjunction with8the former, and actual winter seems to have really 
arrived.

< ■■ " ;b ■’ ' \  ̂ ' ' f : { '**■**»; , r  .rk l . g  • ( . - .̂'1;
It sleeted this afternoon, - hot much, but enough to suggest 

that the Arenbroug children might merit some warm "undies" tonight,
And tonight, - I write at 9:30, - there is something or other dropping 
from on high, too solid for rain, too globe like in appearance to 
remind one of snow. I reckon they are ice pellets and along 
about midnight, I suppose, next suitimer's promise of a banana crop 
will be gone glimmering.

But in spite of such doings of the weather, I found myself 
fairly busy today, and the Chapel came a step nearer reality.
I was supposed to have carpenters this morning but drew only 
gardeners. This afternoon I received whft 'I had expected in the 
morning. The net result for the afternoon's labor was four 
crude benches of rough lumber which 1 like ever so much for the 
somewhat -plain interior of the Chapel with its mud walls and 
Cypress supports, at once holding up the building and the mud 
walls in place. I don't know how many pews it take to make an aisle, 
bht I reckon this four, contrived today, ought to turn the trick.

Tomorrow or some day next week I shall contrive a cross about 
8 or 10 feet in height an&do something about a stained glass 
window. Then a few coats of white paint on some of the stationary 
blinds and some kind of an alter* contrived, and the thing will begin 
taking shape. When the pair giving on the gallery are opened, even 
though ajar but 6 or 8 inches, the colored glass will be within 
view, and the whole effect when viewed from beyond the ancient 
sugar cauldron, will be alright, I think.

Except to go to the Post Office this morning, I never did 
get out that way8today, but I understand garage building is 
still going along merrilyj. H, went "somewhere this afternoon, so 
I reckon the cement mixers probably slowed down to something like 
a mile a minute or so after their chief source of inspiration 
left the field to their own devices.

:
|IHI
i*is
a
I! • §
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Came the Knipmeyers this morning and while the sitting was 
pleasant, i«t added notching to the sum total of my knowledge of .
Parish doings and inwardly I was a little restive,, begrudging .. ̂
the hourthus spent, what with all the doings going on outside.
After supper, Dee-Dee and the Dark Duke passed this way, and they 
had much to reveal about the settlement of the late Richard Sapp, 
who was Dee-Dee’s father in law. They say there' is to be some 
kind of an auction on Saturday, March 18th, at which time 
certain farm gear and a few household iterns will be disposed of 
under the supervision of "lawyer Williams".’ If R. B. is 
going to handle that business, perhaps I had better^attend, just 
in case there might be some odd item of negro contrivance, suitable 
eventually for Are ibourg, that may come up for sale. Don’t you 
think so* *V*'

In speaking of one of“the Sapp ladies calling at his house 
one day and while there attempting to alter the established 
customs of the household, Log spoke of his suppressed annoyance 
with the visitor. He'said; ’

"I sure used to think I was black alright, but after that 
bag had dipped into how my house should be run, I found out that 
my color wasn’t really black, but just the first primer coat,
’cause before she got gone I was really what you’9d ̂ call black, and 
none of this pile stuff like I looks now, and it Tooled like 
my belly was a-swell in1 Just like one of them fere ’big old frogs 
a-puffin’ up in the Spring time and ready to bust..,.,."
and I suppose t fat is where the Dark £u.ke is unusual in that he 
not only has a sense of humor but the rarest' of qualities in 
that de partment, -his. ahility 'to sea..hm hilarious~_lie-hinse 1 f may appear on occasion.

After my return to Yucca from a little tour to Arenbourg 
in the moonlight last night, I undertook a couple of pages from 
the Ganterberry Tales, and found both the contempoary rendition 
of the ancient English land the polished presentation by a . Scourby 
equally laudable. Iwas so pleasantly drowsy that I would keep 
nodding in the middle of the page, but I don’t mind doing that, 
for not only does it indicate I am able to relax readily for 
sleep 1 probably am ready to undertake, but it also affords me 
an excellent excuse for re-reading the page. And so I lead 
the two pages a couple of times each, feeling the richer for 
going over the same ground a second or third time. The only improve
ment in the present edition is the absence of a biographical note 
on the author. It seems to me I do recall that Qhaucer was 
a customs official in ther London of Hi char the End, and that he 
figured at Court where lie enjoyed co siderable popularity, but 
I still should like to raaember more and I must*say I am sorry 
ti.Q Library of Congress had never accented my recommendation that 
Talking Book records carry a brief sketch of the author's life.
1 e r ;̂UJ,C0 t •m-se and so I guess me lay escape a frost or freeze, an<

Memorandum-: t '■ f ‘ p
A drizzle kept going last night, so the cold never became 

intense enough to do any harm to the tender new leaves.
It has rained all day and continues sprinkling tonight, 

with a promise of more for tomorrow.

I have been soaked three times today, but each soaking 
was followed by a hot bath, and so I feel as secure as the 
tender new green leaves.

Celeste wanted to take some plants with her to South 
Louisiana when driving yonder this afternoon, to nark Madam 
Regard there while* J. H# and Celeste are in Chicago.

:

At supper J.- H,’-was remarking how odd it is that 
the local power people are finding it impossible to find 
people to make the Chicago jaunt for the R. 2. a . meeting.
He said he realized I would decline but that he might as 
well invite me to go if I should care to. Frankly, I 
wouldn’t, I: believe a special train leaves from this area 
and all expenses of travel, hotels and a couple of hundred dollars 
are allowed each traveler, the number being determined by some 
magical*formula in advance. Up to this day before departure, 
the quota allowed has not been filled. I reckon the Chicago 
Chamber of Commerce wouldn’t feel too flattered to learn that 
people can’t even be paid to visit their fair city,

A few.days ago I promised Celeste I would dig her some 
plants to take to South Louisiana. I never like to 
round such things up in advance, what with the drying uu of 
the roots if thus exposed to the air. Well, nothing had 
much chance to dry out today, for with torrents falling from 
on high, my big problem was keeping things from being 
drowned, including myself.

But after I had disposed 'of that job and rigged myself uu 
into some ;iresh clothes, I noticed a little ditching 
was in order to let off water piling up along the 
new brick pavement, and ditch I did, and soaked again
I got. *♦*#•*
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Later I decided the day was perfect for determining 
precisely ?i?here some of the low spots might be at 
Ir^nbourg, and so r undertook, that little survey, and thus 
the jpatcEwork of dry and wet played out their pattern, and 
finally, on returning to Yucca, pretty spattered up with 
mud, I poured myself into the bath tub for the thrid time,
LoJ now water came out of the faucet, ?^hich is always a 
rare sensation. With all the liquid falling from the 
shies, it would seem as though cor plaints about nothing to 
dip one *s self into might be a little over doing the 
■point. " .

Somewhere in all the day’s doings, I got a thron in 
my finger, and got it out again. It makes fiddling 
with this keyboard a little touchy, but it is merely
a momentary annoyance.

In spite of the incldnent w-ather, J had quite.a few 
callers and a couple of telephone messages came through, 
asking for tours, which, naturally, I declined. Why 
anybody should want to head out into such weather and 
such mud puddles, I cannot imagine. On the 13th I have 
promised to receive 40 from the college, but I am not 
going to bother with too many other people.

I suppose % s .  Holloman ought to have some more news 
regarding the Black Swan,,before long. In the notices thus 
far unearthed, there is no reference to little Miss Eliza 
Greenfield being an accomplished pianist,, and yet the 
extended account of her appearance in Bichmond, Virginia, in the 
newspaper of that city in"the 1840’s dwelt at considerable 
length upon her accomplishments- in that field. One 
quotation from an Albany, ^ew York, newspaper records that 
Governor Hunt and the entire Legislature attended the Black Swan's 
concert in that city in the 1850's* .as for her remarkable 
artistry displayed at that concert, however, only matters 
relating to her voice., its unusual quality, fc its range 
beyond that of Jenny Lind, etc., were touched upon and nothing 
about her playing. * I.am under the impression she may 
have played her own accompaniment on occasion, although 
I can’t seem to Yemember where I stirred up such an impression 
and it may be more iraagiiSative than real. .

But enough of such speculation, and I must knock 
off a couple of letters, skim through a -.page or two of 
those Qanterberry doings, and thence to bed, for tomorrow 
I am expecting Puny to pass this way with a view of stirring 
up a cross, and so the Chapel to the Blessed Martin will 
take another step forward.!....

4110

Gard<
Imrne diat e 1 y above,- 

the■Chapel.
note 4 lines near 
door, These are the 
four benches.
a. Blessed Martin 

statue.
B. - Stained glass 

.window,
0. - Big old cross.

Memorandum*
* > , - k ‘ •' ; ' C. ’ h' . *' " . . % f ,

Memorandum l .
You 11, of course p be perfectly entranced w th one of 

my .infrequent but nevertheless initable sketches. I have talked 
so much about the Saint's Chapel, of late, that ;I thought perhaps 
this bit of kindergarten design might make a little clearer all
the stuff I have been writing.

Puny and Little King gave me a hand on Saturday morning, 
and the three of us contrived the cross and set up the stained 
glassjhis among week we shall do much- s±px slapping about of 
white paint and rigging up details generally, The cross is to 
be painted, a foundation for the Blessed Martin, the benches and 
the floor and stationary blinds. With two sides of the Chapel 
being in mud, the Miite cross, benches*, etc,, will form a pleasant 
contrast, and what with*a little alter contrived and spread with 
s snowy cloth, I think I ought to begin casting about for 
an almoner, preferably a colored one, and possibly of Protestant 
persuasion, "in.the event I strike a snag in getting the Chapel 
consecrated by the Catholic arm of the Church, I shall as glaf ‘ 
employ the services of some untutored layman of Ethopian 
origin, and in the eyes of Him for whom such a project is 
the institution, in my opinion, at least, will be as haly 
place if thus dedicated, since the hocu-pukus part of the
se-eras to me i significant, as contrasted with the purpose 
the C apel itself in contrived, don't you think so.

I
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Black Swan near the boiling point, - and then §He can dwaddle around 
in the early Hatch it oches ‘recb;rd,s ,:a^ long $s she pleases. What is 
to be hoped:, of 'course, in the 1st ter, is that some fragment in
a manumit ion ■ I" “ i“ .ii." per’ will ia-aicate to whom she belonged before

financial position asarie Therese became free and Tn such

He said

to undertake the building of YUCGa and the sponsoring of a family 
that inoludeji _  A uj^gidya, .Busanne., ----^  --

Geleste told me before her departure y.esterday that she had 
talked with the Hands while in ^lexnadria the-other day- and that 
Hr. Hand had expressed the hope of coming .to Spen& a little time 
withlme this'afternoon. When it:got to be 2 or 5 o’clock, and 
I saw nothing of them, I gave him a buzz and fopnd him at home. —
M s  pulse got out of line last night, and his physicians had reco mended 
he stay put today. H© said he was so glad the.beat got out of 
whack-before he made the trip, otherwise they would be laying 
the blame on'his frolic;up and down the road. But now that he s is 
assured that nothing can provoke the business as well as something, 
he will feel quite free to make a little round one day this coming* 
week, when the weather is a little more pleasant. low clouds and 
much dampness obtained all day yesterday and .today, butil 
around 4 or 5 oTclock, this evening wb̂ en a nale sun tried to 
break through for a while before fqlding up. And so closes 
a happy week and with the: premise of much pull in?-- and haul in-
S 8e» f s.o:f:f:ry *sek*and 1 - j s u ,

londay, march 6th, 1950.

Memorandum: ,
It just occurs to me that I probably mis-dated yesterday s 

Liemo the 6th instead of the 5th«
Be that as it may, full summer sunshine came back today, after 

several days ofrcloudy weather.
The plantation didn11 labor, vjhat with the dampness, inside and 

out, over" the week end. What with'a lot of trash to be cleared out 
of the Chapel, a flock of the friends turned to, and lent a hand,—  
piny, Httfe £ing, 3sra, the Hark Huke, Yank, Peter, Paul, and so on.

The net re suit_is-that I got the stuff out of the way and about 
everything in readiness for splashing some paint about, I recnon aoout
tomorrow.

Xtrs wonderful'to me how much time can be consumed merely 
getting decks cleared to do something, and how dull the mere reading 
of such nonsense can be.

But from the Bnreveport epistle, you will find an alternative, 
not much less dull, but probably the spelling, at least, maybe even 
mor original thap mine.

And as :or what may be the'lady*s source for getting particulars 
about Cane Hiver doings I cannot imagine. Mr* hazarded tn ^
-uess that some oi "those old mulatto folks must be working lor ner. 
The Hark Huke consulted later on the point, remarked t_:at . f
he didn’t know who mad more or less sense, — in the colored dearth , 
the mulatto or. the negro, but he was mighty sure o_ one blac 
nigger “hat's they calls log" what is going to have a scuffle with 
oi©» st. Peter long before he ever goes to work for such as tnat in 
Shrevenort, — therebye displaying a heap^of sense, it seemed to me, 
albeit I am bound to be a little prejudiced*

After all the cloudy weather of late, the dawn looked so 
transparent and the night so new washed, it was exhilerating tp 
mar oh up the road to spend a few hours attacking blaCi. berry busnes 
now in full bloom* They have a bad nabit of running all

v- i «•> i
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facing the Bermuda*Hoed, and climbing over the tender shoots of 
the Louisiana Switch Cane that, with a s few gaps, seems to he 
taking hold fairly well. The stuff is slow in getting established, 
hut once it has finally made up its mind, it makes a wonder screen, which 
of course is precisely what we want in that quarter*

There is a wake in town tonight, and half the deeper hued 
local population will he swelling the crowds around Jackson•Square, - 
I believe they call the place. The corpse is that of a woman 
living on the of Bed Biter in the Montgomery, neighbor hood,
but half the world between Bed and Little Biv8rs are kin, and so 
they stream- to town, which must be a strange jpti kind of a wake, 
the business carried on in a funeral home where, for all I know, 
half a dozen other knots of mourners fpr other newly 
departed souls must probably, on the law of averages, be assembled 
for the same purpose.- I<#uSt make inquiry tomorrow to discover how 
anyone knows into which group he should place himself. I suspect 
the whole thing must be rather on the dull side, since probably 
the spirit of the town will have completely eliminated the rare 

quality that goes to make up a real deep-in-the-country wake,

I shall run the risk of repeating myself by remarking that 
when wakes are held locally in negro cabins, it is usually the 
custom for all the women to remain indoors, sitting about 
more or less in a circle,<with the chairs or benches as far back 
aginst the wall as possible, leaving space for the coffin at one 
end of the room, and ample space for new-comers to view the remains.
The men usually do not linger inside, but rather, after a visit of 
resrect, join the.others out of doors where for hours on end they will 
st: ad j^one big :Jroup or several smaller ones, talking about all
sorts of tings, weather, crops, local gossip  almost everything,
but quite in contrast to tlie subject uppermost in the minds of the 
ladies inside, the men-almost never make any reference to the 
departed, unless there was some unusual circumstance connected with 
the death itself. Usually a series of bottles of varying qualities 
of wine or whiskey-pass from hand to hand, the hardness of the licquor 
pos bly exceeded only by the occasional arounds of black coffeee which 
is brought to the men from time to time. It always fills me with 
wonder how these affaires can go on so indefinitely for after the 
first three or four hours, I have usually had enough*and am ready 
to leave. Perhaps-everyone doe's remain not much long than that, with 
the size of the group never increasing or decreasing much, what 
with new arrivals replacing those who have already been in attendance 
for a tired or four hour stretQh,

Something tells me a wake on these lines is not possible in a 
funeral home in town, and tint t e Whiskey from a town honkey-tonk 
wouldn’t seem the same, if drunk inside, and the drugstore coffeee 
would loose uch of its zest, consumed over a counter instead of 
in half darkness under the open sky. Forgive the length to which 
I .rave recounted all t/_ c details. Per :-a s, if reports axe adeuate, I
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may counter with, briefer ones- on the morrow. *

(JuuJtkj
Tuesday, 7th, IS50.

Memorandum: .

May-congratulate you and pin many an additional oak leaf 
upon your person for the elegant translations'you made of the 
altogether baffling transcriptions made by Mrs. Holloman. I am 
afraid you pressed yourself unduly on these papers, however, and 
I am hoping that.the photostats were taken more leisurely. But 
still * must thank you heartily for■your .noble industry and the excell 
©nee of your success, and thanks to your efforts, the picture of 
llarie 'therese Coin-Coin comes into focus a little more clearly.

-ofore if the lady did or did not write, 
e, shows she did not. ther did her son, 
•heir garndeur didn't s^em to hinge on

JL aad never thou
but the "documeut, of 
for t ha t matier, a ad 
such an acquirement.

sour
■et

peculation regarding the possibility, judging from the 
it Marie, Therese begot a child in slavery ' sounds

i our
aocumeoo b  ̂ c
conclusive. The presence of the name Le Comte, *m  subsequently 
spelled in -a variety of ways in legal papers, all such names, being 
from a common ancestor, I take it, interested me ever so much. For 
it was the Prudhommes whose lands in early times bounded the lands 
of colored people on the ^orth, and it was the Le Comtes or Lecomptes 
which^ad joined them- on the South I may have mentioned before 
that Lecomptes owned Magnolia ana two* of their daughters married 
EertzogSj accounting for the present name as owner, of Magnolia*
Old Mr, Mecompte gained considerable wealth by marrying a Buard 
heirhess. Assuming that Yucca was an old established plantation 
by the 1794*s and 1795*s, and remembering that the person of color 
quits naturally leaned more or less in legal att rs on white 
people, it seems but natural the Marie .Theresa Coin-Coin and her 
nei bhor, ^e Comte, might well have appeared before the- proper 
ahthoritieS to transact legal papers, since the' name of a white man 
on such documents p^vould be more likely than that of a second colored 
person to back up/the word of the petitioner*’

I have run through these documents but once*, but shall have, 
another go at them tomorrow, and shall undoubtedly find some 
other particulars upon which I shall want to speculate a little 
with you#

-  r ,*, * f  ‘ h " bf-h th  , 'r ¥  'v f f i M  v . f  * ± a  4 \  ■
It is heartening to know that after so many busy weeks, the 

present one in one segment at least may have eased a*little, and 
if only you are taking this opportunity for a breathing snelll and 
not additional work on my behalf with these old tapers, I shall he
happy indeed.

• • •
sm
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%  hands are rough and ry tonight, for I have been workin 
most? of- the day ?in transplanting things at Arenbourg, - and the 
earth somehow always leaves the hands feeling so dry) while 
balance of the day I spent in arranging bricks at Meirose, 
helping two or three men r had to assist me in putting down 
little aprons at the side gate between the big house and 
which for the past 50 yearsphasJ.een a mud . puddle, - thr gTound ’ - 
under• tne gate, more than the gate itself , „ and a like apron 
under the lueca gate which also, so long as I have known the 
place has beeii coo soggy in damp times, The Madam was forever
saying: ”As soon as J. d. goes to St. Louis.... " — and Chicago
served Just as Oood for the current purpose. While at the 
business, 1 put down'a couple of litle Tprick aprons between 
the"two pillars.are each extreme of the gallery, giving on the 
White Warden, - the brick pavement of last week merely^coverinp- 
the snace where the gallery flooring originally was, while 
today s little aprons I extended .out”on to the green k  sward 
in the lawn, ‘Hone of these undertakings could possibly be 
worth mentioning, except as they indicate how on the Jump I 
have been, and, I suppose, too, that I really do feel a certain 
satisfaction knowing-that ait^r half .a century these little 
Mtoms, so .vQConseauehtlal 'in "themselves, have at last been 
accomplished, „ and ii killingly enough, such things have 
°o oe undertaken for the benefit of others when they are not 
present to oppose It’s Just a piece of that inherited quirk which 
-used to resulu in sog.y, half rotten wood being palmed off 
on the big house and all- the little houses each winter, because 
the autumn supply had. always to be saved until the preceeding year’s 
supply hadjbeen used up, it' the result that instead of ever 

wing thi$ year s supply, nobody ever got anything but last 
.ye.ax s. which, had-heap savedMta >,dacay~&l 1- year to uee up-the 
-preceeding year’s coidage. If I never did anything more than break 
that vicious circle years ago^ life^wouldn’t have been in vain. And 
in 1350 we shall have islands of brick pavement in mud nuddle Places 
and since I Wear^boots when it is wet, it doesn't matter a whit to 
me. but 1 think it will be a neap easier or\ the soles of such as
tne mercnant planter, who uses the pathways the mosts and is ever 
the most unmindful of the5 hazards, even though he "never wears 
boots^ or rubbers. It’s a curious set. up alright, but breaking 
the thing down at* one point or another every once in a while is 
a heap of fun,

1 read a little more from Chaucer which, or some of which turn® 
out to be quite Rabelaisian than I had supposed. Perhaos my * 
first attempts at reading it years ago in the ancient English

Sllp rne* iiIr• A * Spourby does his usual polished 
Job, telling each tale in quite a different voice, which is an 
accomplishment in itself, quite aside from the smooth rendition 
of the whole business. And so to fender lead and tender pillow....

■

| C J l J M a X .
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We&nesda; March 8th, 1950.

>randum:

Bright and sunny witn 
the Artie which the sun never see 
about, .

3reeze off
:ed

the
bn

ice cakes from 
able to do anything

I began the day at .Arenbourg, but after a couple of 
hours dec'bed both Peter and I were getting no where, except 
when we would kindle us a fire and stand about, doing what we 

‘ could to help out the sun.
And so we returned to Yucba where we went ih for painting 

of sorts. At first dark tonight, the four pews I painted in 
white looked pretty spotty, the paint being applied a little 
too heavily in Places, But a second coat will fix up a smoother 
surface alright! I also gave the big: old cross k first coat, while 
Peter tainted the frame of the stained glass window and ’tne facing 
about the double blinds giving onto the V/hite Garden The 
Chapel is beginning to take on shape and a vague atmosphere, ana 
second coats of paint can be slapped on any old time between now 
and the■end of summer, for the effect has been achieved and the 
details may be applied at any old odd moment, ' Personally; when 
undertaking such a Job, *• not that it is my habit to contrive 
Chapels frequently, but whenever 1 am trying to set a thing in 

I like to drive straight trhough to the. end without 
ption," But the ’.feather Man promises the wind will move

order,
.nterru i. But the We at her

d the Gulf dnring '
if take ■anot:her go-ri
for I 1rant. to slay
si ana witc h 0ane c

around twoard the Gulf during the night, mid so at dawn tomorrow
X shall uAu»a ------ —  -- ■ - ■w *
-•Pth Andy for I want to slay a lot of black_berry_bushes, etc.,
so the
at best, during the ensuing season.

theSooner or later Lousiaiana will begin feeling 
effects of the Mississippi Pilgrimage season, I expect. I 
have done little radio listening of late that it is no 
wonder I have heard no publicity from the latches nei. borhood. 
t The clerk tells me he hais seen but a couple of lines in print 
announcing the opening of thiess this ) year’s doings If

mory serves, Miss Myra never made a peep about it in*her letter 
last weak, although she must have been slap on the thresh-

hold Be tL.it ag it th# tide will begin flowing before
long and the ebb and flow will swirl-in this direction before

V. ... M
„  jf. >? X
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I have well started with my paint pots and my weed knives.
• *

And speaking ofUiss Myra reminds me that in acknowld, a- 
■ *eat of hex letter the other day, I remarked moon the pleasure 
1 was experiencing in running through Chaucer's Canterberry 
Tales, and how much I misled we might have a go at them together 
mr,at with her enthusiasm for the Heading Machine which she had 
before mentioned as having he rd in operation some place or

tire first fade,other. 'It hap:shed that I had-Just finished 
which was beautifully and sedately done, - t ’reek mytholieiaal 
thing and quite suitable "to be put in all mains’1. * °

Picture my csssxr consternation wjhen a night or two 
1 : terfollowed the Knight1 s. Tale by that of the Miller * s 
rale, which* so out does the 3ii|elasian element in Bocc^o" -or should adjective the pro • v —  - a -- *-■» *< f -T1

 ̂ -  ̂ ■*•■*■* —names be re-adjusted, that if 
on ray suggestion, dips into the Miller Ts haughtiness
O V  +  o v V iT t * T  „  T- _ -i- 1. ___  1 - . V-J “■she will certainly think I am both lewd and brazen.

i e vind was so cold today- that plantation v:or;f was 
suspended, save for tie cement block'laying on t e neu " ■ rai‘9. 
Fortunately every day of late seems to provide a funeral for 
those who find they have time on their hands. Sunday Monday 
Tuesday and Wednesday have each had services in one graveyard*or 
another,_and the killing part of it is that 1 don't seem to know 
or ever have heard of any of the people playing the final but stellar role. *

' V '* v • «.
,, f'-‘3re is a tjrnica "ring-around-rthd-rosie" soanial ding onlocally, and withal stirred in such a fashion as could- ae 
ddplioated alao.st np-aheze else, it would-seem to one like me who 
i'jcs «.£ound so little* 2ae widow Brow* ■» a hag vjith half a 
V?n * and mama of little Jilaa, is currently the
f n h ? 1 f'~a r?aa8’, h f  a8„an urr-a:rried lady, draws a fat check monthly from the Jelfare Office, hich, with San’s assistance,- 
j-oi his mama is on old age pension, the ’.naan Browii is able to

sh® purchased in little Siam’s name since . e thought It might not look right for a lady on \7elfaxe to 
oe buying automobiles* little ^lam who maintains his ^amilv in 

;parate menage is his mama’s chauffeur on occasion; but they 
s2at U d s° tfa wid9® Brown, since Sam doesn't drive, gets 

h h h  f P 6 0 whisk her about from honkey-tonk to honkey-toSk. 
" i P 1 ’‘I?®* “®?ur<ai.y. I suppose, doesn’t like that arrangement but neatly cuts nimself a piece of pie by stbuning out from his 
own hearth stone when the widow Brown is abroad with her new 
onuuiieux, - who is little King, and little MUa thus assists
il*llin« * . whll? 815ay th3 hours while her husband ® '' ;bjlo/Qd. Isn t Aane Hiyer wonderful, and rerhans after
nil, tne Ganterberry Tales aren t so ancient after all uben re^d along this bend of the river...* ? wnen read

Thursday, March 9th, 1950.

Memor s ndum <

One of those odds and ends days wherein nothin •• in ' 
particular seems to have been, accomplished, but one°somehow seems to have been busy.

We had quite a frost last night which did its usual 
twists and turns, "cooking" the elephant ears but doing 
no harm at all to some canas in full flower along sideT

The air was frosty when Andy and X,’ a little before sun ur 
headeo. up the Bermuda noad. ./s ot quite a lot accomplished 
in giving a breathing space to the Stitch Cane, marking 
out places the while where new roots must be set in again.

After a brief*breakfast at ^elrose, I returned to Arenbourg 
until 10:15 when the Knipmeyers were due. And so the day 
played out, Jumping from one place to ano her, and 
thankful withal that no pilgrims showed up. ' ,

The breeze has moved around to the South Bast, and will 
be slap off the Gulf on the morrow, which will mean high 
readings in the 80Ts instaed of in the 70’s as obtained today*

^Bver so long ago, if memory serves, I believe you made 
.mention of a volume called "Audubon1s America" which came out 
along about 1940, I believe. In any event, the item came to 
nand today, and so if I get around to the literary department 
tonight, X think X slialX put aside Mr. Chaucer1 s Pilgrims" for 
a while and see what the present volume has to offer^ I dinned 
into tne first page this noon for a out 2 minutes and was im
pressed by the author's observation that perhaps old James J. 
was more widely acquainted with the America of'’the first half 
of the 19th century than any of his Contemporaries. I had 
never thought about his wide acquaintances^, both geographically 
and in the human department, - a fried alike of Daniel Boone and 
•Daniel -»eb£oer ,and the startling contrast of two such personalities 
made the impression the deeper, I expect.

I hope I can keep awake for five minutes or so, for 
1 feel sure a whole series4of delights are ahe^d, although 
that conclusion is arrived at mere y from things mentioned of 
the volume a long time back, - plus the once sentence or nhrase mentioned above.

I# am pleased to say that the postman traveled light
today in first class mail, which gives me an excuse to

I M i m t k  ill H Im I n v ; *
‘ lip -

f - ■*> *,
.

•; h -.. |
'p.\r *y * 1 pn*- j
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slide over the correspondence department lightly# Yesterday f 
I had such a hatch of"trash, - polite nothings from various ‘ 
puarter which had to be acknowledged hut duiker than dull,

I understand James *swell is in $ew fork this week, - on busi
ness, I suppose. It would seem to he an excellent time for me 
to contact*’his wife for a sitting, hut she is probably busy, 
and I know X am. -It will he fun to wait and Bee what, if any
thing happens to the reported portrait.

" J. H. telephoned from OEi'cago this afternoon, saying they 
are scheduled to get hack here tomorrow [Friday) around mid
night.* It is my understanding that next week he heads out for 
Washington, 3). G. , —  some Cotton Board meeting or some such,
I suppose. A while hack he had to resign from one or more 

Boards’̂ - off hand it would seem that it might have been Federal, 
hut on the other hand, one of the resignations was from the 
1, S. U. Board, I believe. The thing hinged on the fact that 
for which ever it is, the State or Federal, one is prhibited 
from holding down more tfian so many jobs concurrently so I take 
it the L. S. U. Board must.have been less luc ative rftan some 
of

frida^ , March 10th, 1950.

0 jL gi -> —*. « •
e other

u.Q© •
Board must.have

I used to ]wonder what would
:hould reverse itsel:

/hat would happen if all this flying about 
but then I remember the time when Ayle

was co hi a in in g about how mice Week ill used to be until
►he 'got on the water wagon, and how impossible he was to live with  ̂
during such, - f or tun?- tely brief, periods. later I had an 
opportunity to see how Mr*, Faxon himself behaved when he, too, 
climbed aboard the same vehicle, and 011ly then did 1 fully 
appreciate just what he had in min'd when speaking of Weeks in 
a"like' situation And so perhaps it is just as well that the 
flying about the-*country- is ever so much to "be desired,, for.
•%he-'-alternative is Impossible to imagine and possibly were any of 
them ever to turn stationary, life really would be but different.

I. caught a glimpse of little Grandpa’s two surviving off spri 
oday. They remain, atop the pillar on Celeste’s g llery, and look 
s fat as butter balls, ihe little yellow one, colored in honor of
^randpa, ’ mus c 
and mighty uni

of

ive sue combed to the wolves, but t.-.e two gray ones, 
terestir.g in design,,;%mm to be'in the pink.

In the”mean time, both0Grandpa,and little Grandpa seem to be falling, 
down- on their job, for 1 -saw. a big old field rst runniia along 
the pickets of garden fence today. Af the dinner and supper tables 

. we have been caning on Swift or Axmoir’s finestX  u e  j  w  AwHLi v u  e  u  c a w i n g  l jl  ***  w  w  ^  w  y

frozen chicken, and-what with the plentiful supply of bones, 
the cats must have grown disinterested in food on the hoof But 
too much nonsense has already been reported, and so I break off 
for a din into •ndubon1s America.... . .

My face feels as drawn and dry as though x had been 
out in one of Dora’s Oklahoma blasts. I guess I scrubbed 
too hard with turpentine to get paint off. I must cast about 
in my mc&ecine chest and see if I can’t find some greasey stuff 
to take out the pucker before folding up ray beard.

Things popped on all the 1 ,%or fronts today, and tonight 
I shall probably not get far with %. oadubon’s America, but 
that is from sleepiness and not from lack of interest in the volume,
for it is a grand item, I find.

I headed-out early for Arenbourg where Peter had the 
disks going early, and"the whole terrace and the drive were gone 
over and over, and all in all, I reckon the Johnson Grass must
be feeling miserable tonight, I hope.

Back at Melrose for Breakfast, - and why with a big B, I 
know not, except, nethaps subconsciously * remember having an 
apetite after the bracing breeze on the terrace, - and putting 
thereafter a couple of youths to work at digging Switch Cane, 
in anticipation of tomorrow’s additional setting in of the same
at Are rib our along the Bermuda Hoad. Pin

S ISi
ana thence to work on St. Martin’s Chapel at Yucca, detei 

to finish that item today or bust; - and I guess I did about
I reckon.the floor probably hadn’t been scrubbed in a 

quarter of a century, and, Br r r r other, t did that floor 
get a scrubbing. I sent up to the honkey-tonk where 
unmarried boys were dallying, since only the married men were 
working todayf and down came Murrell a-jumpin’. Mops and paint 
brushes, church pews and crosses,, were ;all flying abou 
unbelieveable abandon. let result: - the Chapel really loo 
something, in nothing more, indeed, than iraproverished gent

.From the depths of an old pit, I discovered_ a 
lantern, perhaps 2 and a half to 3 feet in hei 
after 'the"manner of the one on the post appearing m  your 
painting of Melrose, but-a little larger. B 
a counle of the glasses, — there should ha 
I put~ he thing in the bath tub, scrubbing # 
tons of soap suds, following the bath of lux by a nor-nor 
shower, after which I rigged up some kind of a 
business, nad hung the thing from a ra: 
of..tM chapel. I .reckon one might sear 
first entering the place, but before one 
the eye, and somehow it gives .the plaO' W'

1

I
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Back and -P A*yI  OI to ALV 0 lIn nil y 0* 1 M V  w  X  M> fi. cotip le  o

the idea* s t r u c k  n1© \j*jL 4. j 1 C.i L> l a l f d02 en r31 g Oil
adeq u a t e  t o h o ld 4 4-z o 6 a m m a s Q ac xl , V3Uglit
some th in g w iti , tnd so I s c u r r ii . 0 d it im a
re d and yellowrj ri ’■« Mgst m las i n bloom.1 an d t l l e s e  I
s c a t t a r i n g then  a t V an uage noii i t s a lo n g  the
and wonder i'ag' hov " * hCI 1 L' w a s t : l a t  I t r ie d to pa
when f  : a a i ing afdund wi t h  ssuch i t e ms vJ  fit © ce

£ times and th 
I flower pots, 
to 0 done 
found some 

e I transplanted, 
brick gallery 
s for havin'*

with so much other business to hand.
But one thing led to another and before I knew it, I had 

rotted a few butterfly lilies, too, which I shall pr obably s want 
to park along side the great cauldron when July blows hot and 
I should be satisfied with the billions of t e same stuff 
growing all over the place. But that seems to be the way 
I garden, _ not so much on variety as q Ki stressing the types 
I:like, and never being satisfied that I have enough of what I 
>ve most*

And so the day. unrooled, and it must make tiresome reading.
I hope the Weather Hah may be wrong, for he threatens rain 
tonight, and tomorrow, which, if the rains do come, means that I 
shall not get much done any place 0n Saturday. But still,
 ̂blush when I think of the amount of neglected desk work that 
awaits me, and perhaps a little shower will provide some recompense, 
altho gh 1 must say * should like to put a couple of things more 
in order at -renbourg*before I take u13 this Underwood for a pro
long sitting with same,

kevertlng to the *udubon .volume again,,...-I must remark upon 
' the in ter ostia-* f ashion in which the author handles (the 
aterial, ana how thus far, - he doesn’t seem to have given 

the um sual amount of space that so many bio raphers of James J. have 
devoted to the Pinies of Oakley Plantation, And curiously enough 
he sets aside quite a few references to Beechwood, the old Sterling 
home where r̂s.~ ^udubon 'taught for several years. I used to walk 
over to Beechwood from The wot t age when staying-with Miss Louise, 
but while M realized at the time that Mrs. a. had,taught 
in the little school house at The Cottage, I hadu t realized . 
until now that the adjoining Beeohwood was the sa&e'Sterling 
home where poor little Miss Lucy had busied herself while friend- 
hud: amid was busy with his birds.

a/ell, so things turn,- and next week will be a other week, 
and perhaps I shall do better in the corrsspo deuce department,
I realize only too well how infinitely tire same my recent communica
tions must have been. I shall try to perk up'a little after 
0ett ug through with Monday’s pilgrims, 40 strong.... .

StA-JV .
March 12th, I960,

memorandum;
*  - ‘ . ,a. a-

■■ ■ ov noble of you, and in spite of your illness, .to undertake 
-sue n a• piece Oi work, and now grandly you ave transcribed and 
translated the ancient Butchitoches documents. <

Your grand, grand letter to hand in Saturday is post, to aether 
with C:*G Bsgistered letter containing the photostatic materialand all.

I cannot begin to say which' swells me more wi5th nride and 
gratitude, —  your tremendous industry or the' excellence with' 
which your grand work has been excufced. The material*Itself 
contains so much of interest that I shall run through it,

gone 
shall

might be illuminating to discover if Buth Gross did much 
research about the St. Lenis family in her book on that gentleman 
1 think.she published under the name of Buth Gross, although she 
was married at tne .time she wrote the book at Melrose and it 
may be listed un the name of Buth Gross Palmer. If she gives some 
f©neology, some of the names .-appearing in the will of .ima da 
St. Lenis might come into better focus. Among other things, it 
seems to me in connection with th t family that de Meziere 
married a daughter of St. Lenis, which would account for the 
presence of his name, - possibly on behalf of his wife - in M» 
de St. Lenis’ will

The pressure of many and varied demand: 
centration over this week end, - and all of 
trading, - I-have failed thus fkr to brin 

, cept of the life history of**srie Theresa < 
documents thus far produced. Off hand it 
might run thus, - but this is oure conjecl 
the future builder of *ucca was, as a <
Lenis whose widow bequeathed her to 'on« 
that for some reason or other, she was 
sometime during the next ten years she 
1768 begot her first born children, - the 
Suzanne, by I. uejtoyer, and tj ‘ 
in 1752 and the birth of he: 
all,;- that she built *ucca, „„„

R fcsfis %' i m M ik  m m wm m
■ ,***-.*.♦ m  v , ■ h  - j

lisiiss
iiiS lt llp lRii ' i n  . ...h - 1

ngs
1 I Sg ' 1 :| / i!
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know how t h i s  p icture  puzzle shapes up i n your own 
a "better s to ry  than anyone prior"  to th i s  year of gr 
dreamed about,  to r ,  of course ,  nobody ever bothered 
about her u n t i l  now, be ing  always content to follow 
l in e  of merely concentrating on her son who was cer 
remarkable man, but not by h a l f  was he remarkable w 
ag a in s t  h is  mother’ s remarkable career *

fom.jr^ow ...I sh a l l  run.over these  papers and the
you sent l a s t ,  week, and see how much of~& p ic tu r e  I 
the s e v e r a l ,  when a l l  p ieced  toge th er .  In the  mean 
be gif d uo have your i d e a s  0?] 4.he ch ronolog ica l  dev<: 
of t i e  lady*

good mind. I t 1j 
a ce ,  1S50, ever

about inquiring 
the e a s ie r  

t a i n l y  a 
hen stacked un

e a r l i e r  ones 
can make of 
t ime.  I s h a l l
1 opement

. ., ^ 7  s i n c e r e s t  thanks to you for your n o b i l i t y  in s e t t i n g
a l ig h t  so many beacons fo r  me, and thanks to «*>■
of the ham
aorosB the Louis iana  country of the 18th century w i l l U e  made 
p o s s i b l e ,  *

. ^  ° n the home f r o n t , .  J .  ^  . a n i ^ e l e s t e  returned from ' Chicago
in the wee hours of Saturday.  Both declared they wouldn’ t f e e l  
tne i  pulse  to head gat  fo r  Chicago again , —  but e v e r ,  i t  a l l  seemed
ll 0 COlCX End 8tV filld OW 1 & n lri y\ o* t +■ >»  ̂̂ *u /-»  ̂ ~ Xm — fidQ 1 s,stj

i&y to compxQ; ending th i s  f a s c in a t in g
your s k i l l f u l  handlir

course

to cold and gray and somehow lac k in g  in the atmosphere that 
year s t r ip  at  th i s  time to uanhattah so d e l i g h t f u l .

Celeste  came over on Saturday morning. Qn the hack g a l l e r y ,
I asned hereto o ®n the doors to S t .  ® ar t in Ts  Chanel. Her r e 
ac t ion  was a . l i t t l e  d i f f e r e n t  than I had expected" so f a r  as her ex
p re ss io n  of the f i r s t  impulse made i t s e l f  m an i fe s t ,  'instead.,-of 
exclaiming , ow dar l in g  . or some- such, she j u s t  stood th ere ,  s a id  
notnmg for  a l ong _ i n u t t p y g x L * a s  1  y noved, turned
■ baC'5:"'tov-sme' said"*

^ only known t h i s  spot a s  a n old® catch—F l l  for the 
L a s t  t r e a ty  f i v e  ye; ,rs ,  a place I  never wanted to venture toward, 
k? im press ion  0f ± t  a t  | h i s  moment i s  simnly t h i s ,  - that  while
?£? "  V an *ouee i s  d i f  f e r e n | , ~ t h i s  spot from here on will: , always be 
f n$ m° f t Pteoious on.Melrose for me."  ffcat was sweet of her,  and 
I r e a l l y  think she meant i t .  1

h e r  on Satttrd«^  “ ? on* SKe'u 'fcea I t ., r I coital esioned
i . r. h >d0 a r e l i g i o u s  scene ,  »  a b ap t i s in g  or some suoh, a s  the
h e T  h  k  y 0 i h  Buh  00uldn t  l i n 3®r * « .  a s  Puny and Ihad a U  tne persimmons to g r a f t  on ^renbourg, -  but of thet  a t  
another s i t t i n g *

. ■ ■< v • , V ~  « V ' ; ’ - “ .... ■ ... -..x vkkx'b.. :

«■ »  ^ K i s s e s
2  2 S  “  2 S £ * V “ *

“ on" « » ° » » » ■  *uP t t . t . A f f l K , ;

C w l;

J

Monday, “ aroh 13th, 1960.

SOX
Memorandum; - * *-

linaxkVv>.'3, to b l
i b ,A ehill rain during the morning,*0111111 

ithe afternoon, aid we.male the most of i t ,  -  ".ism, 
Dark Buki and Peter, all of whom lent me a hand hot:
and Yucca. ;1 tox êvom T  n m

. . hlb X grcoX wod .xot T Q &
But In yesterday*b Memo, I.he

s s s s - « ‘ S 3 r£ * ‘ 2 .” w-
whiah, £ thtak, have a apla

Mith one or two possible 
along the drive 'r'“  '  "

late au
•v

and
loud _ ,
only the pa____ ______

* . ,

This “ H  ^
few extra 
hoys whf « 
a heap of«
The big

e s t in g

t^fceo'
inside and cut,
stroke Of the to ema.ci

We alee to<
t h e i r  ‘ '

1M 6 1
80 fOJ 
with

■

.......... i a e r » t a t
:>h
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knov hoi; t h i s  p i c t u r e  puzzle shapes up ±n pour own pood mind. I t ' s  
a h e t to y  s to r y  than anyone p r io r  to t h i s  year of g r a c e ,  1950 ,  ever 
dreamed about ,  f o r ,  of co u rs e ,  nobody ever bothered about iamuirinm 
about : s r  u n t i l  now, being  always content  to fo l lo w  the e a s i e r  
l i n e  of merely c o n c e n t r a t in g  on her son who was c e r t a i n l y  a 
re. -rfcab.le man, but not by h a l f  was he remarkable when stacked uu 
a g a in s t  . is  m oth e r ’ s re . r u b l e  c a r e e r ,

fpmyr^ow I  s h a l l  run over these  papers and the e a r l i e r  ones
you sunt l a s t  week, and see how much of a n i c tu r e  I  can make of 
t  ,.e s e v e r a l  , whan a l l  pieced t o g e t h e r .  In* the mean t ime,  I  s h a l l  
oe glad to  nave your id e a s  -she c h r o n o lo g ic a l  de v e lo p m en t  
of  fc s lady .  ’ "

^gfrin my s i n c e r e s t  thanks to you fo r  your n o b i l i t y  in  s e t t i n g
a l i a m « . . n y  beacons for  me, anc. tnan.-S to your s k i l l f u l  handling 
ox t .e •‘-amp, ny way to compre. ending t h i s  f a s c i n a t i n g  course 
a c r o s s  t. e L o u is ia n a  country of the 18 th  centur  w i l l  be made 
p o s s i b l e ,

.  ̂ ° n t  .e home front,- .  J .  and-. J e l e s t  e re turned  "from' Chicago
. ss  noa.rs of 3a '..rday, l o t h  decl  ..red they wouldn't  f e e l  

tne i  u l s e  to he d out for Chicago a.g in  , - -  but e v e r ,  i t  a l l  seemed 
to  cold c.wid gray and somehow l a c k in g  in  the atmosphere t h s t  made l a s t  
year  e t r i p  at  t h i s  time to Manhattan so d e l i g h t f u l .

d e l e s t e  cxme over on Saturday norning. On the back n a i l e r y  
I  a sued her to o en t  e doors to  3 t .  ^ . r t i n ’ s Chapel,  Her r e 
a c t i o n  . a s  a l i g t l e  d i f f e r e n t  than I  had ex p e cted ,  so f a r  as her ex 
p r e s s io n  of t e f i r s t  impulse made i t s e l f  m a n i f e s t .  Instead,  of 
e x c la im in g  ,,x‘ow d . r l i a g ”. or some such, s e ju s t  stood t h e r e , sa id  
nothing for a long ini.ite^ and tJr;.en., as though n - ' -n lne ly  m o v e d f e r r i e d
b a e . i  vO "ae WTjU a i d ;  * «

1 n a v e o n l y  known t h i s  spot as a n o l d * c a t c h - a l l  for  the 
l a s t t - a e n t y  f i v e   ̂ye r s ,  a p la c e  I  never wanted to venture toward.

- i r s u  im press ion  $£ i t  a t  t h i s  mo :ent i s  simply t h i s ,  -  t h a t  while  
o “ t r  can iuse i s  d i f f e r e n t , " t h i s  spot from here on w i l l  always be 
e most -r e c i o u s  on Melrose f o r  me.” fh a t  was sweet of her a ,d 
r e a l l y  th in k  she meant i t ,  ' .*

Olemence parsed by on Saturday noon. 3he likeri i t  I  
,er to  do a r e l i g i o n s  scene,  -  a b a p t i s i n g  or some such, as 

Unapel £ only o i l .  But I  couldn t l i n g e r  with h e r ,  as Puny 
had a l l  the persimmons to gr f t  on ^renbourg,  -  but of t h « t
another  s i t t i n g ,

e

I  r turn  the two s l i p s ,  in  f u l l  
mine i s  t h i s ; - l hanks -to, the u n fa i l in g  
f'O on a u ^renbourg.  I t  w i l l  be n i c e 5 
how t r i f l i n g ,  in t -  c t  as long as no 
Knowing you hold a s l i u  t  at  c;

commissioned
the
and I 
at

r p r h e la t io n  of your p o s i t i o n .
_ kindness  of Lydia L e e , : th in g s  
•keeping t h i s  account ,  no m atter
I.vie , ‘-iiid i  u w i l l  make me happy 

i f  and w h e n . . .  x •be f i l l e d  out
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Monday, ^aroh 1 3 th , 1950*

♦ ' l r  ■ Q  ■ '

Memorandum:
A c h i l l  ra in  dnrlng the morning, *ehi l l i o  r  sunshine during 

the a ftern oon , and wo<mate the most o f I t ,  • Elam, Beau, the 
Bark Buko and P e te r , a l l  of whom le n t me a hand both a t  Arenbourg 
and Yucca.

But In  yesterd ay1 s Memo, I .b e lie v e  I  touched on work at 
Arenbourg on Saturday with Puny. I t  was warm and what w ith the 
persimmons in  lo a f ,  me put oat from 30 to 40 g r a f t s ,  a l l  of 
whloh, I  th in k , have a splendid chance to "ta k e”*

With one or two p ossib le  excep tion s, a l l  the persimmons 
along the drive were equipped with throe typos o f wood, so th at 

. when they come in to  f r u i t ,  eaeh tree  m ill  hang fo rth  c lu s te r s  o f 
, the sm all o r ie n ta l persimmon, the largo wapanesc typo w ith the 
t in d en ta tio n  around the upper center o f the f r u i t ,  as though 

a s tr in g  had been tie d  around i t  during growth, and a th ird  
v a r ie ty , being the la rg er b e a u tifu lly  ©ranged f r u i t 'o f  th e  
unrecorded s t r a in , in to  which X wont a t suoh length  during the 
la te  autumn. Puny i s  adept a t  suoh business 'and I  was glad  
to  lend him a hand in  the doings, fo r  the whole process i s  in te re s tin g  
and I  l ik e  smearing around w ith the pot of b o o 's  wax, try in g  to  
lend Mature a hand in  e f fe c t in g  a p erfect operation Horn i f  
only the p a tien t d oesn 't d ie , a l l  should go swimmingly.

* This aftern oon , fcaafc a t Yuooa, S t .  M artin 's  Qhapel got a 
fern e x tra  touches of white p a in t, and th at was-fun because the 
boys who a s s is te d  more motivated by the sport of the b u sin ess , and 
a heap o f«odds and ends were given a  n ice fre sh  ooat of paint*

The b ig  s ta tio n a ry  b lin d s , giving on the white garden, more 
p ain ted , and i f  you have e v e r . indulged in  painting b lin d s , you 

need not bo to ld  of the problems involved, what with two surf a c e s ,-  
in sid e and ou t, being almost lnperativo to  be handled a t  the same 
stroke Of the bruah. <

We also  took down a big old eolwmn standing in  one corner of 
the Chapel, -  a duplicate of the one forming the base of the sun 
d ia l,,a n d  gave th at a onoe over with a s te e d  brush to  take o ff the 
1836 ooat of pain t * applying a fresh  ooat afterw ard. And so on and 
so fo r th  during the afternoon, which sped by e te r  so s w if t ly , what 
with everyone working lik e  beavers and much giggling  and laughter 
accompanying the bu sin ess.
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It’s wonderful to mo how neww gets around. I suppose 
Celeste’must hate been in' town on Saturday, - she went to South 
Louisiana Sunday to pick up Madam Eegard, - for this afternoon 
1 had a telephone from town from some lady, unknown to me, 
who said she had heard of the new Chapel to St, Martin at Melrose 
and asked if she might bring down a oouple of Beverend Fathers 
with her to view the same. I told her the rumfrs. reaching her 
must have been out of propdrtion to fasts, that it was-true there 
was a little dubby hole that had a cross in it, but even the 

oaWT0B8 'had been removed for restoration prposes and that 
the tting would net be in order for how long I did not know.
In short, the answer was but If After all* following in the

l*Si* **§e 0£ *«rney, this Chapel is .going than^to the oleries, and most definitely 
it is not going to be a pilgrimage item* don’t yqu think qo.

I got around to read another page or two from the Audubon’s 
T21]^8JLand..,,£? "Xth Audubon's story, quoted

*** P?5Mfhed works, about the Bunaway slave.
H a !£ ?? ? n?®0lf writi ^  a big a* ia Bunaway,and a email letter for the nomn it modifies, and I know not why. ]

J ^ . ; P iso^ x^apPfaed in Louisiana where Audubon was living s
t }° hare b!6n 0a^1®y ** Beeohwood and yet from hid account of having gone ten miles westward beye£d his

tlTli . *±*2* t i  thing out •x«V»ily, for
Sf1!,8 *?8t.01 Plantation wouldohavs taken him slap across

not through a canebrake, as described. These 
i1!*! no eoneequenee whatsoever, are nevertheless
fun to fathom, If possible, when trying to establish the precise 
routes old *ames J. traveled in this section of the oountry.

... *5 ???££??» nootof whioh is quoteddireetly from
Soa° * °£ 8 tocks, is the story of his one and only

« 5 2 S 2 l V lth *a88al8 "herein his life was threateaed.He a
L £ f . po28£ ! ! i V 5 V i4£or-l,eaIt®“a4* thB °fMerriweather lewis on the latches frees at the hands of seoundrsls 

It st^ueVme on rdsding this that if historians have mentioned 
* f ^ £ 8 aoootnte of the Traps, it may well h# that

8a 5?" ia « r S  8°?* H * ’ 1  18 l*4 to identify ..in my own mind the namo of Marriwoathor Lowis with tho
ffp?4^tloal .£ 8?Bpe0* there are nilliona of 

h!srd*?f ^ wiB « «  01«te business, hut wouldn t he able to give the first name of either explorer,,so 
that the oasual reader of Traee history might wall stumble 
aeross the acoount of the murder of ^erriweather lewis, and
administration̂  - * "ith th8 gr8at 8x*lalt °* *• J«ffarson's

• ’ ' *"* ISFX'l w

... I soo this Memo has gone completely historical if not
literary, and so I had bettor fold up at this point before 
getting bogged downain some othermatter of secondary interest*....
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Tuesday, Marsh 14th* 1950.

Memorandum:
The postman rang twice and thrice today.

To hand your elegant letter* plus the Bliza Greenfield 
article in the theatrical publication, plus the Manhattan 
telephone book.

*

f interruption prevented me from quite finishing your letter, 
reckon my assistant seeretary may be passing this way later 
tonight, and so X shall undoubtedly have the balanee before bed time.

$  £ 0.0  S f i l J / ;  €n''X)S: 4  ^   ̂ t{ t ^ i ***'*w

I laughed at your gay description of your preparedness for an 
Arotis blast when leaving home in the midst of a snow squawl, only 
to discover full summer sun biasing as your emerged from 
the subway down town. It has often seemed edd to me that Balias 
and Shreveport should be having sueh different atomppherio conditions 
from Melrose, but the Geneourse versus 42nd Street is an even more 
striking twist.

A. f ■; .. 1 . 5 ‘X£i XOf. *•*? J.** JL-3*Cl IH'  ̂ v,-.. U  wi-, vi v ' vc» w .l v*

We had a heavy frost last night, but now that we are 
passing the "Ides of Mareh*, perhaps we shall ail be escaping 
chances of much more blizzards for this ‘season.

It is so good to hear you volee the prospeet of eventually 
turning thoughts with view te a little outing in this direction.
If at all possible, I trust it may be accomplished before the 
Intense heat of summer sets in. I need soarowly remark upon the
weleome that will always be yours whenever the proper moment seems 
convenient for you. It is nice to avoid holidays in this area, if 
possible, so as to avoid too great a concentration of Henrys, but 
that is of but secondary consideration, for the important thing is 
that you give yousself a little trip whenever it is convenient for 
you, and the chips may fall where they please. As for myself, in 
regard to the prospeet, I am going to continue to "hold the thought".

In your oharaeteristic thoughtfulness, you marked the magazine 
so that X eould turn to the portrait of Madam Greenfield without 
need for any search whatsoever. There chanced to be several people 
at the store when X went for the mail, and J. *. asked me to meet 
ihem, and before I left, Celeste came in, and while chatting 
with some other people passing that way, X couldn't resist 
opening the magazine;~so that o,. my way home, walking with 
Celeste, X called her attention t# the picture, and she expressed 
her astonishment at how you find time to do all the wonderful things 
you do for me. She echoed my sentiments but precisely.
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I am really appreciative of the Manhattan telephone book, for 
while at the moment X cannot think of any address I need at this 
moment, X know perfectly well that I shall have occasion to refer 
to it often* 1 have always kept one of batches, Bew Orleans, Baton 
Bouge and Shreveport to hand, and I find I am forever using them, 
as I shall be turning to the present arrival in days to come*

What with a brilliant sun all day* X did quite a bit of 
jumping about*,' although a cool wind and a thermometer reading 
in the 50*s did a lot to epqourage ay industry to keep circulation 
brisk* It was one of those days when I seem to hate little to 
show for my labors, although X did get quite.a bit. of trimming and 
panning done* Beturning to Yucca from Arenbourg a little 
after 4, X found that as X arrived by the back garden, the Bark 
Buko was just entering Yucca by the gate on the front* 
seems he had been telling her about the doings in the ol 
Chapel, and she had asked if she might sometime be brought to 
see it* Of course X was glad the place was baekain order 
again after all of yesterday's doings, and I took them both 
in, dossing the doors behind us. A^d thus we sat in the little 
curde white pews for half an hour, :looking at the pretty reds and 
blues of the stained glass andremarking upon this or that 
feature yet to be undertaken* ^axime is a simple, kindly soul, 
and while tfX seldom see her more than once in .a year, it is always 
pleasant when Log does bring her around for a little chat*

Olemenoe, looking like something just out of a band box, passed 
this way this nooon. She wanted' to have another look at the 
Chapel and the white frame in which cl plan to place her 
"baptisin'* opus, should the thing turn out suitable for the 
place intended* A negro primtive in such a place, nailed against 
the mud dwells of the place, ought to be ever so harmonious, X 
Should think* But Blemence #is expert in contriving surprises, 
and there is no telling what she will eventually contrive, for 
while it may turn out to be something fol£*lors-ish with a 
religious flavor, knowing her as I do, I shall be quite 

* prepared to discover on examination that she will have tossed 
off a $ ring circus, br some such*

The #ditotts note in the Audubon book, relative to Joseph 
Macon make8 me wonder why X never did investigate that character 
a little more* You will recall khat it was Hasoa who did the 
foliage in so many of Audubon's pictures, and excellence is sited 
in such early plates as —  plates ft, 5, id, etc*, being cited* 
Audubon thought the bey was Id but in reality he was but IS, and 
lived to apparent ripe'maturity, dying in the 1880*8. 1 am
wondering if he did any other illustrating comparable to the 
backgrounds of the Birds of America* — Such a nice day, 
thanks to that thrice ringing postman and you*.*#

Wednesday, “aroh 15th, I960.

Memorandum t
"

It bps rained all day, pouring all morning, drissling all 
afterneen, with a gause like mist plotting out the black of 

night. t :
I did no work outside at all, although Y did manege to 

accomplish quite a few odds and pnds thigsinside*
I guest it must have rained out my secretariat, toe, for 

no one has showed up as yet, but since the mail was light and some 
of my friends could spell out a few letters, I waded through what
ever stuff there was, and so shall have an opportunity to run 
through your lest of yesterday more carefully again tonight, should 
any one show up, and f am hoping to get a glance at the article in 
the magasine, too, about Bljna Greenfield, and in writing the name 
recalls to Aind that under her picture in the magasine, I believe, 
the caption gives her the name of her mistress, - Bliaabeth, only 
going to prove how difficult it seems to be to do any researoh 

.without finding some point or other at variance with others*
I wanted to thank you yesterday fpr passing along so many 

interesting points in your letter.that space prevented me from 
making reference to at our last sitting*

Xt was most kind of your to offer to let me borrow the 
Clipping quoting the Secretary of State in his staunch affirmation 
of friendship for .Alger, hies. By some rare chance, X had heard a 
15 minute discussion of his statement on the radio, and s was 
ahlt to hoar the whole thing* I agros with you that it is out
rageous the way some of the Senators, particularly those from 
the lorthorn tier of States seem to fool perfectly free to ruin 

every one's reputation with oompioto imunity(M), - and X suppose 
it is their freedom from suit that impells them tosling custard 
piss at people,;knowing full well that they cannot be sued for slander. 
That old Wary or lehr ask* or where over, apd the one you mentioned 
from limseonsi seem to be particularly offensive in such doings* 
Personally X can't understand how thq jury arrived at the Biss 
verdict, for it seems to me the whole ting was s mighty flimsey 
business* And to think that anyone of his standing should be rail
roaded to jail on charges leveled by somebody like Whitaker Chambers 
seems almost i possible#
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* had heard nothing of the maritime diffioulties in the 
Baltimore area, hut it is good to know that apparently the tanker 
got away before the pot started boiling over. The power of 
lirry Bridges on the West Coast oame in for discussion some time last 
summer when some friend of Pat's was here, after having graduated 
from ^eland Stanford or some such plaee out there. George Mouton 
was the youths1 name, and he had circulated quite a bit with the 
union erowd. purely as an Interested spectator but: never as a member.
He admired Barry Bridges for many of his undoubted examples of 
being sufficiently Clever to pttt over what he wants. I was impressed 
by George*sr statcmentont, however,I that no one ever hears of any 
other personality .n the West Coast shipping circles, except 
Bridges, whe is said to get rid of anyone in the organization 
whose success «- minor problems suggests be is suitable for or as 
material for-tie Bridges Job, and thus by eliminating all top- 
notch people in the governing group of thf union. Bridges succeeds 
in keeping the headlines exclusively for himself* I have 
often wondered if something like this happens in the John L* Lewis 
set up*
i r t f i  Q j  \ ,3 .-D/..v XOq J 0 Li+j Qv. ... OB +*■ « i4 i  2 ... %«jYO

You will be amused av the enclosure. Good old Postell referes 
to ^rs. Holloman as Hiss Enthusiasm and, in responding to him, I 
usually write it as<a single word, li seen thus! asm I notice he is
beginning to ponder on What it is that sweens her* off her feet 
into one strange direction or another, and * am glad she is currently 
trying t get caught up with an Indian while I Continue to digest 
the photostatie: translations before passing them along to her*

1 talked with Dr. Band this morning and was enchanted to 
hear him answer the fphoai. He said he has been going to his 
office from Z to 5 daily of late, and that, of course, is wonderful 
news, indicating, as it does, that he is undoubtedly on the mend.

He said m>couple of his grandchildren were getting their tonsils 
out todays and Friday j and that his son, Paul King Band, D., is 
flying down from his home in Hartford, Conn*, on Saturday, or 
possibly Sunday, and so they may not make it to Melrose this week end, 
but that he plans to come for a.nice long visit one day next week.

1 cut myself a fine piece of pie this afternoon and nearly 
got begged down in-the thing, along with Peter's help. One 
of the curtain rods of my bed- seemed to have loosened from the supporting 
ring atop the tester* fe decided the only thing to do was to 
remove said tester, which sounds simpho enough; but is quite a 
handful what with the thing resting about ten feet in a skyward 
directidn from the floor, is both heavy and cumbersome, and because 
of its ancientgathering of fine, faded material, cannot be rested 
on anything from the time one picks up the-tester from its ten 
foot resting place and places the thing flat on the fleer, fe did the 
thing and repaired the proper gagets and got the thing back, but 
JU8t how i am not sure, tomorrow, being warm, ought to he grand for 
weed pulling at Arenhourg, and X shall aooordingly he astir early....

Thursday, March 16th, I960*

Memorandum*

full Spring 
much accomplished, with billions of things to be done and not too

Still,^Thursday always taking a toll of time, I guess everything 
went along alright, considering the day of the week*

'■ H O  i  iiv» ■'> u  a  :  • ; J * t  - * a  > ■ - j  c:  i . } . -  ■* v  -  •

Either in this or under separate cover, P' 11 send along a 
couple of enclosures. You will like the one from Helen Baldwin who 
somehow succeeds la making even, her nmiseres" take on an hilarious 
note.Mrs. Coombs dropped by for a few minutes this afternoon on her 
way to Alexandria* She had a most extraordinary story to tell 
which I shall pass along eventhough it be a bit involved, About 
a year age, her mother, living in a house by herself in Alexandria 
waB quite ill and Dr, and*Mrs* Coombs used to run down to spend 
as much time as they Could with her, parking their car on the 
street in front of the house. One day & huge truck baoked out 
from a driveway across the street, smashing the Coombs car 
pretty badly. The construction company, owners of the truck, had 
the Coombs oar taken to some rather large oar concern in 
Alexandria and put back in shape again, Mrs, Coombs called 
at the repair plant a oouple of times on appointed dates to pick 
up the oar, but as she had to return to Matohitoehes, she left 
instructions on her second visit that the ear be delivered to 
the address of her mother, where later, on returning to call on 
her mother, she pioked it up*

for about a year her mother has been receiving mdst alarming 
telephone calls. A man, calling himsClf "Gety" or^Kotehy" 
or some such would ring the lady up at the oddest hours, use 
perfectly outrageous language to her, frequently on sex subjects, 
and assure her that on such and such a date he would come to her 
house, and would probably murder her before he left. The 
policetapped the telephone wire but the calls were so infrequent 
ithat the call when made, was somehow never traced. Once Mrs. Coombs 
sister4was present when the call eame through and once Mrs.
Coombs son was with his grandmother. It must Have been pretty 
nerve racking But now, after a year, the oulprit has been oaught.
In his last telephone oall, he said thafc that particular day was going 
to be lucky fur him and uniueky for her. To keep him talking, she 
inquired the reason. He said because the G. cheek he was oing
a would Be worth #895.00 — gond news for him, and that

night he would kill her, — bad news for her* < ™
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A check through the Veteran's Bureau, narrowed down possibilities 
andftader Sheriff Kelly's supervision, %s. Coombs mother 
was asked to telephone~the automobile plant, saying she was 
speaking from the Veteran's bureau and wanted to talk with 
someone there regarding their oheok for $295.00. The loud speaker 
in the plant put the 'call out on a public address system, calling 
for somebody by the nickname, - unknown to people at the plant, - 
but recognized by the veteran to whom the check was due. ^rs.
Coombs' mother recognized the voice immediatelyt and the culprit 
was nabbed. He utrned out to be a very light mulatto and among 
other things in his possession, they found a list ofelderly, 
wealthy women, - people such as ^rs. Wetamore, Mrs. Hemingway and 
others whom I chance to know. Why he should have compiled such a 
list, if he has been using it, or merely contemplated using it, 
no one seems to know. It is assumed he must have taken names 
from slips in the plant, giving addresses to which cars were to 
be delivered^ 5QV00 edeiiiqes teb&u .to aMd al redtfjtM

f And now what t0 d0 with the Jail, turned overto a Government Psychopatheie Hospital, - with a gpod chance of 
him being turned loose shortly, - or what...... Odd tale, isn't it.

I . / ,  + C r£vtfQdi£[&7& i  X lB liS I  HOiifW I
* • Vox dinner today came three R. 2. A. officials, and talk was 
light but rather amusing in spots. Is it was a bachelor's 
gathering, some of the jokes were a little on the thin edge,
and here is one 1 thought rather good;
$ - •• * ',o * lc\-1S * q ■i $ 7 1 if) a ' mo %%

A pair of robins set up housekeeping, - nfwly weds, and 
the male was mighty* proud of his dashing wife. *'he nest all 
neatly in order, the female labored mightiy and brought forth 
a blue-blue egg which proud husband thought the most beautiful 
ih the world. i'he next day the female repeated the process and 
the male's pride in his spouse knew no bounds. On the third 
day, the wfie begot another, but when the husband stepped up to 
the edge of the nest'to admire, he was crest-fallen. The egg, in
stead of being a beautiful robin's egg blue was just a nasty 
brown. Haturallyhe eyed his wife and started a racket, whereupon 
the wife blurttei outs

* "Oh, stop making such a fuss. After all, I only did it 
for a lark."

Wen, so muoh for the feathered side of Spring, but there 
is a news item din the haying department that pleases me, for

• after fussing for a year on my own hook, the plantation, —  at 
long last, - has bought a meter lawn mower, so that the greenswards 
at *elrose may be in better order from here on out. A dozen years 
ago they had one but J.' insisted the plantation simply can't 
make them work, what with the colored operators always insisting
on taking them apart* and not putting them back together again.
But today we £ot* one, - ppd 1 :am hoping J. may be proven wrong.
At lê -st the grass got out once all around for this season, and 
the thing hasn't*played out yet, so 1 am holding the thought......
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« Friday, March 17th, 1950.

Memorandum:

I have found myself thinking of you so often today, wondering 
If the descendants of. old St. Patrick were cluttering up 
5th Avenue with their old parades, and making navigation about 
Manhattan as difficult as cross-town travel usually is on 
ethis date. - .

. - ' • « • '
Come to think of it, it was on the 17th of March that the 

P. D. R.'8 were married, wasn't it.

Well, in these parts,, the weather has been perfeet, and 
, now teat day is dene I find I am tired and satisfied with being 

so, for it was one of those work*a-day<times when one can glance 
back.at it, feeling that something has been accomplished.

I can't think off hand what makes me bo puffed up with 
satisfaction, for there was a lot of squirrel in the revolving 
wheel about it, but I did get in some good licks at Arenbourg, 
and that always seems to please me regardless.

i .
I don t think mucfc of privet for hedges, but still it is 

better than none, and what with some excellent plant's coming 
to hand, I set out a line bf them from the corner of the 
Bermuda Road, along the South line fence, slap to the Alphonse gate. 
In a couple of years these will be high enough to cut the view from 
the road, and in the mean time, if circumstances* afford, I 
shall plant Switch Cane in between the privet, and although the 
growth of the latter will be slow, it will eventually dominate 
the privet. I started counting the number of plants, perhaps 
2 to 3 feet in height, which I set out, but I lost track, but 
roughly I should guess &  hundred more or less, and probably more.

Eventually they can be chopped out in years to come, but in 
t£e mean time they will serve their purpose, and so*the green screen 
isolating Arenbourg from the outside woild iises.

On returning from the Post uffice a little after 9,
I found the Dark Duke had passed this way?during my absence, 
either.at Arenbourg or across the fence, and finding some paint pots
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ha had gone to work on the stationary blinds in the Ghapel winfc,- 
and for the balance of the day busied himself, doing a very 
neat Job on those 'facing the garden and those giving on the 
African House* -during the afternoon, while Andy was busy helping 
me at Arenbourg, 1 returned to ^cea to find little & lw  had joined 
Hog and the two of them were swishing paint brushes for all they 
were worth.

It was then that the first prayer was enunciated in the 
Ghapel* And quite unexpected it was, too* The Hark Duke, in 
admiring the stained glass, pointed to one that was especially 
pretty )omterri opnr Jek&pomted tp tje glass, > 
and as his finger touched it, - a beautifuly amethyst pane, it 
crashed and broke* Poor Hark nuke, he leaped in the air, as 
it was falling, crying in supplication to the lord to save 
the pieces* f ’ . *

As I saw the thing falling*.X faded out of the picture, 
so*that when the pieces had been gathered up, I had returned, 
bearing a duplicate, the sight of which seemed to stun rog as 
much as his anguish over the destruction of the other* * It chanced 
that X had One extra pane, and although I had completely forgotten 
its whereabouts until that moment, the memory Returned automatically, 
and it was after the releif that Log experienced that he said:

"We've sure done a heap of talk ng about whosoever we*re goin* 
to bury Or nfarfy from this here °hapel, but at least there wont 
be no doubt \n my own mind as to which one said the first 
prayef*Haven t become used to the muff led (chugging of the 
motor lawn mower as yet, and several times today X have instinctive
ly thought of the % n d s  as possibly being on the river, only to 
recall that it is nothing more than Clyde Glaude Emmett Davis — in
terruption. .... A frolic at the honkey tonk seems <t© impell every 
one in the world to drop by 'this way to say Howdy on their way*

But there is no great loss of time without nome considerable 
advantage, and my last caller was my second secretary with whom 
1 ran over a bit of borrespondenco, and was altogether enchanted 
to discover a* line skipped at an earlier reading, - to wit that 
Hife is coming my way, thanks to your generosity, and for ever and ever 
so* long* How nlpe of X<i|c» - how infinitely nicer of you* And 
may 1 remark in’passing how timely was a recent issue which X just got 
around to turn through last night just before falling asleep* It 
was the one containing the article and the grand pictures of The 
Mississippi Blver, up and down whose stream I seem to have been doing 
so much navigating of late with one James J. Audubon* And so 
the pleasures of sttidy and the enjoyment of exploration by picture 
have again, as so often in the past, been united, thanks to your 
unfailing kindness to me* And at the close of this busy day how naturi 
it is that I should return thanks to God for my Lady of the Lamp,*.***

Sunday, Uareh 19th, 1950*

Memorandum:
• A fairly busy week end, and withal pleasant*

The nicest part of it was the Bands, — Dr*, Mrs* Horace 
and Haul King, - who oame this afternoon* They didn't stay 
long but it was pleasant while it lasted* Dr. Band is walking 
slowly with a cane* Mrs* Band seemed much as usual in 
appearance but somehow seemed more tired than her patient*
I guess *the nurse, when connected by family ties, has a 
really harder time than the patient*

While we men sat on thtf gallery, as. Bund stolled 
about the garden, collecting an elegant bouquet, and I 
never did get around to open the fine bottle of wipe she 
brought me. *°ut they will be back during the coming week 
or next week end, and X 'shall save it for,then when X go to 
the camp to dine with them.

Saturday afternoon was a hurly-burly ! Mrs* Holloman 
telephoned in the morning to ask if she might come by 
in the afternoon. She brought her IS year old son with her,- 
aLchild weighing; I should*guess, about 225 or 230, and 
inclined to go to sleep in his dhair as soon as he sits down*
X should be in a panic, if he were mine* Mrs* Wells also 
oame along and Arthur XiaSalle who was here last summer with 
his mother. The LaSalles are the people who are restoring 
the old Brangler plantation, * the Hermitage, down on the 
Mississippi somewhere below* Baton Bouge* Mrs* Holloman, 
to say something nice, confided to me on the telephone that 
Arthur LaSalle had asked if he might come to *elrosc with 
the Hollomans, and had tol*d her that his first contact 
with me, "it was just like traveling 55 miles an hour when
you suddenly atrike a brick wall I can’t find much in
that to preen my feather about, if I am consider myself 
likened to a brick wall, or a crash or whatever* But 
the LaSalle boy is alright and we had a pleasant ihat*
You can well imagine how much work*could be accomplished 
in the hour they‘were here*

.<  ̂ v ■ y . \  ̂ f \ .1 i 52'
On the way out, % s .  *oilOman asked my opinion regarding 

the chance that she mfght be able to get up here one afternoon 
without casting about to find someone to accompany her* X told 
her that since she is "free, white and over 21*, she ought to 
be able to make up her -mind without any opinion from me, and that 
if she ever hoped to get‘any articles for the Pfcayune com-
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pleated (pleted), she had better begin making up her mind. Isn't 
it odd how people who feel social secure don t have to bother 
about dragons and duennas while people like her can raise such 
a question, as though* anyone in Nhtohitoehes Parish would know or 
care if she earns alone or with a billion chaperons. After 
all, I am beginning to wonder what panic she may have stirred 
up in her own mind when, on occarsion, she. has arrived her to find 
some representative of the Natchitoches gentry present. How some 
bags seem to like to think upproblems when non exist* Eerhaps 
the faot that her present * husband is old enough to be her grandfather 
may be an element in her quandary. Off hand, however, it seemed to 
.me like amight foolish question 

! • V;'. '
It ‘recalled to mind how the Madam used to laugh when someone 

from town once asked her if She wasn't worried about what people 
might say, knowing that Lyle lived at Melrose. She would then 
quote Lyle as Gospel: * " ......

•  v t ? L  •. V * S ' T  a* .  «  i i i .- i . i  v* A ‘ I

"Listen, Aunt Oammie, if you can just get it established in 
people's minds once and for all that y ep. are a little off then 
you willl never have to worry about hSw terrible anything you may 
do, for no matter what happens, people will always then pass it
°***ith remark: 'Well, you know, she always was just alittle ofxT%  ■ . * * ® ”. *'

1 had a few enolosures-hut don't seem to see them at the 
moment, hut X think there was nothing of any partioular interest.
In Saturday's post'eame a letter from that»hreveport number 
saying she would he donw on Thursday the 23rd, in a station ’

haul home plants. Thusday; from where I sit, sounds dullish at the moment. *: r O ^
_This morning about 4:30 there was mueh flashing of lightning 

M d  banging away after the manner of some titanle alarm olook. S 
Ashowerwhiah the planters didn't want same aasoadlng from on 
high. By r I eould no longer resist the impulse to marsh up 

to Arenbourg to see how the hedge of priTet was holding up, after the
no matter how it appeared, the shower to give it a lift. I was not particularly surprised, 

hut none the less gratified that every l'eaf was as pert and 
green as though they had never been moved.As hedges go. it
*111 never be too satisfactory in thickness, but nothin^ will tver beat it in ability to thrive. nothing will

• I ohatted with J. H. at the store for a few minutes on my 
return to Melrose,~prior to breakfast. Be flies t* wLh?rjL« 

tonight, and had planned returning tomorrow, hut considered the.3KB8ig ?:« a?^sia.‘v. 1 “ * 1 *»;* «•*U
* fath4B •*«**• Perhaps, aftertSI ft. & n i s % & « ;  you

»
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Monday, March 20th, 1966.

Memorandum: <

I saw something pretty at Arenbourg early this morning,- 
something, in fact, * had never seen before, — a baby armadillo, 
ok however the animal spells his name.

To tell you the truth, until today, I never thought about 
what a baby armadilo might look like, and so my enchantment in 
finding out was perhaps the greater because I had never contemplated 
such a thing.

As I entered the side gate, 1 notice It couple of newly dug 
holes in the ground, their apperanee suggesting the sise a couple 
of broom handles, & foot apart, might have left, had they been 
driven into the ground A or 5 inches and then withdrawn. The 
petals from a red rose had fallen on the ground just beyond them, 
but on the opposite side of the hedge from me, but As the 
leaves were thin at the base, I was attracted to them, and 
bending over, started to put my hand through'the hedge to 
gather them up, they were so pretty in their shimmering bath of 
dew, when-my eyes caught sight of a full grown armadillo, - obviousl 
a mother, assuming it is the mother that looks after the babies.
She was a dull gray color, but then along side moved something 
about the sise of a half grown rabbit, but as pink as a new boiled 
shrimp. On second glance, noticed as it moved out from behind 
its .parent that it was a replica in minature, and my day was 
well begun. 1 have no doubt them must*have seen me, but they 
are curious animal, frequently reacting not unlike a "'possum* 
to surprises, and neither 'Of them appeared alarmed or frightened.
I had to take several steps to get around the oorner of the 
hedge to see them without the Intervening bushes, but when 
^ reached the other side, they had both disappeared, and I made 
no effort to search for them. L don't care much to have them digging 
holes all over the place, but I guess Arenbourg can a*fford the 
hospitality to this mother and child, and so 1 hope they found 
a few fat grubs or whatever they eat for their morning repast.

I am enchanted to report that the always delicate white 
wisterias which 1 had planted with some misgivings at Arenbourg 
are all looking as vigorous as Can be, and are in flower at 
this comparatively early moment. I am keeping their tendrils eut back
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so that the concentration of energy will go into the roots and the 
stem, *80 that eventually the timbre 11^ effect rather than the 
Tine type will be the result* I don t much favor too many Tines at 
Arenbourg, for in this rich soil, a Tine of almost any variety 
is likely to "take the plaee" before one can catch up with it. 
Besides, in the case of the wisteria, the umbrella shaped arrangement 
seems to me particularly delightful as the best possible medium for 
displaying their drooping, honey sweet blossoms, draping the 

' gray of the stem and the tender green foliage sq delightfully.

A'hat with other' things to attend to, 1 have been neglecting 
to cultivate the mimosas this past season to any extent, but 
apparantly at least two of them are almost beyond requiring 
any particular attention, for they are as sturdy as can be, and 
already are putting out young leaves. If the. weather continues 
mild, i have no doubt they will be in flower rather earlier than 
visual this year. Once before I mentioned, I believe, how once in 
a white a mimosa starts hehding off in some unpredictable 
direction with the ultimate of abandon, apd such an one is behaving 
just that way at Yucca this year. It seems to have put its roots 
down under the Northeastern corner of Yucda, - slap under the 
Chapel, and has shot out a limb, or trunk or whatever the thing 
may be called, ia an Easterly direction, perhaps to the extent of 
14 or 20 feet, - In the general direction of the African House, 
x laugh evary time I glanee at the thing, it seem* to ridiculous, 
heading off into space for no apparant reaseon, - en an 
are beginning at the ground, of course, and ourviijg so that the 
tip of the thing is perhaps 18 feet from the ground, - and not 
a single solitary twig or branch to do anything about its barrenness.

A couple of men at work in the gardens of ^elrose, cutting 
out a heap of'stuff, things originally planted i,n too close 
prosimity, the one to the other, and now, after years of growth 
ana a couple of years of neglect, so encroaching upon each other, as 
likely to ruin the ohances of eaoh other for ever producing anything 
U o£ 2 satisfaootry effeot, - Bose of Sharon 15 feet in height with 
a 80 foot live oak growing slap in the middle of the same, 
crepe myrtles 18 feet high, pushing Chinese magnolias all out of 
l®Xa*. xt'B a consequence that one has to make up his mind as to 
which of two sueh impinging plants' is to be nurtured and which 
disposed of, and while I can stake sueh decisions with the greatest 
seeming nonohalanee, still, inwardly, there is always a twinge when 
X have to turn thumbs down on either the one or the other. 6

. w *'; *• t#1?Ph??9d thi® afternoon. Be said he flew to Bew Orleans to Washington in three and a half hours, which seems like fast 8 
flying for mere commercial travel, but I am sure he must find 
such speed ever so satisfying.

Had in mind to touch of li ararv v
in horticultural. Berhaus I -v „  , ^ P Xnts, but got bogged down

erhaps shall do matter on the morrow..,
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Tuesday, March 21st, 1950.

Memorandum:
Another beautiful busy Spring day, and" except for 

one guest for mid day dinner / no pilgrims, by some miracle or 
other.

How that the dawn arrives a little earlier than a month 
« ago, * seem to be getting in more work at Arenbourg before 

breaking fast, and that lends both apetite and satisfaction.
Celeste dropped by after 9 o'clock coffee to assist me 

in taking the measurements for the Lbwells that will 
out the direet daylight from each side of the stained glass, - - 
a height of "2 yards and 35 inches", as Puny figured it the 
other day. I gave Celeste the ^owells and* she took them home 
to Madam Regard who wants to make them for me Peer Madam 
Regard, Bhe is going to be so disappointed when she finally learns 
the Chapel is to St. Martin de Porres and not of fours.

Clemenoe had passed this way before I had returned from the
* Post Office and had set up her "baptisin'" scene in the Chapel 
before I arrived. It's a typical Glomence, not in one of her more 
florid~meods, but gay enough, with perhaps 20 people or more
in the rural festiyities, a preacher ringing the bell, converts 
in their white robes, & cduple actually in the water, and the 
Ohuroh in the background decidedly going down hill. Primative 
it is and deolidedly negroid pictorially and so a think it 
will aue very nicely for the department for which it was stirred 
*P.

J £ v  l! V  i j  « • • ' v J  *  * , “  ”

I am rather curious to know how she to&ted the thing the
miles between her cabin and Yuoca, for the oil is still fresh, 
and 1 have it flat on the floor tonight, hoping it may eventually 
dry. * As it is approximately 20 by 30 inches, and what with a 
25 mile breese afloat this morning, I can't imagine how 
the artist got it that far without having preacher, congregation

• and converts all one great big smudge.
«

I chatted with her for a few minutes but couldn't linger 
long as 1 had some gardeners who heeded a bit of supervision at 
the time. Clemenoe said she would be coming baek to see me in 

0 a few days And would then tell me the Identity of the several 
characters In the pieee. I have already reootnized a couple of 
them, but shall want all the details in her inimitable delivery.
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I am approaching the end of Audubon s America, and shall 
*e depressed when 1 shall have finished it, — it is so interest
ing, At the moment I am with him Up the Missouri riwer, and 
much of this section is given directly from his Journal of the 
trip, I know not if only sections of the Journal are included 
in the present boot or if Audubon himself shipped a few days 
now and then in his entries, There is much talk about % ,
Harris, but unfortunately the Journal as quoted ships from 
July 1st to' July jth, - or thereabouts, so that July 4th and 5th,- 
the date's mentioned in his script on Mary's head of the doe, are 
omitted. His impressions of the Indians is Very unfavorable.
He is passing through the same country and meeting with the same 
tribes that Lewis and Clark mentioned so frequently, and also rathei 
ujnfavorably, too when they were making the sbme up-stream 
journey 40 years darlier. How much the manners, customs and 
social aspects of the tribes had altered in those 40 years, I 
wouldn't know, although an Editor's note indicates that in 1837 
from 50,000 to 150,000 of them were carried off by smallpox, 
reducing one tribe, at least, to only 25 members surviving the 
scourge. . « ; ; :. t .7 ^  i ''

There is an interesting chapter, too, on Mr, Audubon* s 
visit to several ^ew England cities after fhme had beoome-his, 
and fortune was smiling in his* direction. His contact with 
Daniel Webster was chiefly interesting because Mr. Webster 
had never, paid him anything on the Elephant Edition, to which he 
had subscribed years before,• but blandly subscribed to the 
smaller'edition with the bitd biographies, - the big plates 
costing a thousand dollars for the original sbuscript!on, and 
the smaller edition $180,00. Webster, as I learned from the biogra] 
of Andrew uacfcson; read Some Aonths back, was always behind in his 
♦debt payments, and this.in spite of the fact that-he was the 
dominant Republican figure for a number of years * and while 
holding his Senator's seat* made no bones about calling the 
attention of the Bank of the U, S,, - controlled by old Nicholas 
Biddle, that his retainer's fee from that institution was due, 
Surely mondern ethics would frown on a Senator accepting 
annual retainer's fee ffom an institution holding a monoply on 
the banking business of the nation, especially when its charter 
for renewal4was coming up, .but that didn’t seem to enter in to 
Mr. Webster s calculations in the slightest, but it probably in 
<a large measure explains his opposition to •'ackson his 
fight against the Biddle outfit. 1 1 1

©me to think of it, I find that every once in a while I 
like Some book with inordinate delight because mentally I find 
it placed in the catalogue of "must volume’s" for eventual re-reading 
and sharing on the gallery at Arenbourg. * W t  you think so....

' Wednesday,:. March 22nd, I960*
* ■ *

Memorandum jr*„ .7 + f *0Cr A3 non£is d.till
Another splendid Spring day, a fairly heavy frost 

last night and a tempering breeze today that kept the 
thermometer around 72,

It seems to me it is time for the swarms of black birds 
to *be descending upon us, but they haven't appeared a© 
yet. But the red winged black birds are here, and busy as 

< bees, fixing to set up househkeeping, I guess. A half dozen 
of them along the margin of th^ river at Arenbourg this 
morning kept buzzing about my spade, looking for some 
early worms, I reckon, X like their songs, especially the one 
that suggests Ban sounding *a single note on his reed.

And speaking of wood wind instruments, I must remark upon 
just that in its natural state Which X have heard several 
days during the past week. Occasionally some of the school 
children can't resist trying to get themselves a fishing 
pole from the bamboo hfeadge behind the "sun clock", and although 
they usually fail, they do succeed in breaking off a 
stalk now and then. When this dries, the tattered end being 
sometimes from 4 to 8 feet from the ground, a weird and rather 
pleasant note 1b struck when the" winds passes through. Of late 
there has been a 25 mile wind out of the Borth and the resulting 
sounds from the hedge, varying, X suppose, by the size and 
amount of splinters in each broken staff, brings for a variety 
of notes that is delightful. On Monda^ a couple of 
mocking birds, apparently entanced at the music, sucoeded 
in getting themselves all tangled up in attempting to 
imitate several of the notes all at the same time; let to 
be out-done by the mocking birds, some raucous blue jays joined 
in the feathered hubbub and some black birds, - the red wing 
breed, w*£e ever«so busy, but quite independently, in voicing 

/.their usual program. The whole thing was gay, and particularly 
when a sudden •gust of wind would increase the volume and possibly 
altered the scale a bit, for automatically the mocking birds 

2i%nd the blue jay would attempt to adjust their chorus te 
suit the new key, with results that were both charming and 

. w f M & i i C T 73 t o loitaoe of• **V I w  Mil m 11 v w v v •

This noon X took time out to jam Clemenoe's "Baptisin'"
into a white Train and hang the thing in the Chapel, It
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seems to strike just the right note, a sort of comic 
relief to the surrounding austerity, . the orude benches, 
the beauty' of the stained glass, the nobleness of the 
fluted oolume, standing in one oorner for the Greek 
philosophers, the somewhat Imposing white Cress for Christ in 
the other, - with mud walls surrounding the whole save where 
the trim stationary blinds to the East and Horth let in a 
filtered light without permitting the Yision to be distracted by 
whatever grows in the gardens beyond*t '

What convinced me that the Cane Hiver primative had 
touohed just the proper note was the reaotion manifested by 
some of my untutored negro friends who passed this way for 
a Howdy on their way to the honkey tonk at first dark.*
To those like Peter who never heard of "the glory that 
was Greece1!, let alone the meaning of the word philosopher, 
the picture was the thing* '

"Hah _ hah.* in quick succession, a suggestion of 
gaiety, mingled with surprise* "Tea know, Slemencc, she done 
hit that one jus* right* That’s a sure ’nough baptisin’ alright, 
and Lord] look at this here one here, sure is Bara's mama if 
it s anybody, getting there late for the doin^, the last 
one to get in the picture, and you can see she already a-fussin’ 
’cause they got things rigged ufe without waitin’ for her 
to say how it ought to be a-doin*“*

< : ;
Obviously during the past 600 yearb there has been something 

lacking in most Churches, but now that*we have a Cross 
for the religious minded, a Greek pillar for the intlleotual 
and. a picture for the simple souls, perhaps St* Kartin’s Chapel 
will help bridge a gap that will att least offer something to a 
little wider, even though more limited circle, if you will 
pardon the paradox* ~

I had a couple of gardeners going full* tilt at ^lrose 
all day They worked very hard, and really what with the 
mechanical lawn mower thrown in, the place does appear to be 
a little more in order* '3am Peace who has enough Indian blood 
in him to make him as taciturn as a toad came up to me 
the gardens this evening to remark that £n his opinion 
the placethadn t leaked to revived in’years* Bain is predicted 
for this week end, and dampness with heat will induce a 
tropical surge that will take some scrambling to keep up with, 
but if some semblance of order has been established in 
a haphatard sort of way, then the on-rusH will be the easier 
to control or at least to contend with.

Much gaming at cards across the fence all afternoon 
wih a fancy supper at the end of the thing, I suppose. I 
was kindly invited to break bread with the guests but 
declined. After all, I’m already having fun******
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Thursday, March 23rd,'1950.

t V  ■■ ■ . . .  • ! -• . i  ;.r J . .Memorandum:
*

A Grand Pay, - thanks to a billion siroumstanoes, all 
t centering sround the primary one, - your elegant letter of 
Saturday last past.

I have read it<but once, but shall read and re-read it 
between now and the week end, - what with so many cardinal points 
it covers and in a fashion that completely delights me.
y  :- <-> • f ,f i \ j X f U i  „ 'I 1 *1J 'v>,5 x... c ^

first off, may I pin no end of laurel leaves about your person 
for all the grand research accomplished in my behalf and passed 
along in such delectable style. <

It goes without saying * am tremendously interested in all that 
you tracked down about the Blaok Swan and the geneology of the 
3t. Dennis family* I shall have occasion to refer to it often 
at sutsequent sittings and I shall always feel indebted to you for 
the whole range of flood lights of information yoU have turned on 
these fascinating points for our mutual*understanding of this 

all but forgotten history* When I stop to think of the 20 years 
.Lyle spent in this Parish and the flight through the records of 
one h, Kane, both of them passing themselves off for writing Louisiana 
history, and neither of them ever touching upon the kernel of truth 
which you in such a removed.locality have brought forth, - well,
I am consumed with admiration and gratitude*

And how nice to know, even though so much of it was devoted to me, 
that the past week end could be spent, not in chasing to the ends 
of the earth, but rather in delving into matters thathold so much 

for the more perfect understanding of the region that is likely to 
. always mean something very special to us. Let us hope for more 
frequent and more prolonged week ends of that particular stamp.

1 1 ■■ , . ■- '■ •• * 33 2 if a * * - -
Various demands on my time today prevented me from reading 

your letter without interruption at a single sitting, and I want to 
run through it again and agin before I touch on some of the 
historical points. I do want to thank you for having "acquainted 
me with doings at &yde Park on the 17th, which soriiehow I had missed 
if they ajLd get reported on the air* And I am glad the lady is 
sitting for her portrait, and what a gracious way she expressed 
her approval of the artist’s efforts* What a perfect combination, 
a report of hex; doings through the pen of Lydia Lee of Lyme.

1 potice I keep backing up to re-strike letters in this Memo, 
so if'it'appears more difficult to read than usual, just charge it
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off to the lateness of the hour, for I am writing a little later 
than usual, and to the fact that l have a thron in each thumb and 
a cut’on thb end of my index finger which tends to make me pick around 
with more delicacy than

I had a couple of carpenters at and around Yucca all day, piddling 
while X wasn't present, which was about all the time, for I spent 
the greater part of my day at Arenbourg, and feeling good and tired 
tonight as a result, - the goodness of satisfaction in having 
done a heap of things I wanted to do, suoh as trimming hedges, 
stirring up ground around the little crepe myrtles planted 
about the elephant traps, discovering a couple of grand oaks that had 
grown up in unit Bo. 1 without my notice, - not too far up, but 
with a trunk as big around, X.guess, as a silver dollar, while 
those on the terrace which are just where X want them are thriving 
alright, but expanding their hip line not at all, it seems to me,
I had Anjty helping all dayt and when we were finished, and had 
done little more than clear out a tenth section of the Unit lost 
in last year's weeds, X felt more or less satisfied because the stuff 
that continues gorwing, sheltered from the average eye by clumps 
of weeds intentionally left standing, it appears with the cutting of 
some of these weeds that some of the things X had envisioned are 
really taking shape, and sq many things are looking so well, that 
the effort seems all the more heartening* X might say in passing 
that the mimosas are putting out leaves and all 4 of them are looking 
as sturdy as can be, -i m  sdnloq gaidsnjtoas't ©so

On the home front things seem to be going alright. M. B. 
returned from Washington at midnight and so 1 saw, him this morning.
X am always glad when he is about for although X never see him much, 
the momentary contact is pleasant. At toffee Celeste told me that at 
her' party yesterday she heard X was having my portrait painted. I told 
her 1 was glad to'hear that and if she could get me any additional 
particulars as to what progress is being made, X should be entranced to 
find out. 1 shall find some good excuse to call up Bosalyn one of 
these days, and perhaps X may then find out for?myself.

We were not honored by any visitors from Shregeport today. Perhaps 
tfce morrow may bring "them forth, perhaps it may be July before the 
pleasure isn't ours. X suspect, however, it will be soon, for while 
she talk8 about taking home banana plants, what she is really coming 
for it to raide the iris garden. She taught me a trick a few years 
ago when she wanted to be particular mean to one of her mother's 
friends, . to wit, by cutting of* the single blossom any plant 
produces, no one for the balance of the season may tell where such a 
type may be located. She really had something there.

With your grand Saturday letter reaching mo today, and figuring 
parcel poet might take a couple of days longer, it seemed but 
logical that I should forward a little package to you in today's 
out-going post, forgive., me if its advent is premature. And 
again my thanks for having made my day so very happy......

Friday, Marcht24th, 1950,

Memorandum:
Spring seems to hafe moved on, —  Borthward, — and full Summer 

spreads over the bows and bends of Cane Biver.
X had a grand time at Arenbourg this corningl but X can't seem 

to remember exactly wkdt In particulai enchanted me, there have 
been so many hours and pilgrims between me and morning, xerhaps 

. it was no more than to see the tender sprays on the white wisteria 
plants or the milk and wine lilies'blooming tin the rank grass. I do 
know I dallied long,* hot getting back to Yucca until 9, and 
feeling as fit as a fiddle after a hot-cold bath and a round of
^coffee, strong enough to curl one's perruque*

•

By some Law of compensation, I enjoyed both the worst type 
and the best of pilgrims today, and as the worst came first and the 

•best last, the day finished quite satisfactory. The nice people 
were from Northwest Louisiana, or rather northeast, . the 
Mississippi Biver parishes, while the worst was with 4 or 5 people 
from Shreveport, brought here by Madame Cloutier of Beaufort.
Curiously enough, and yet perhaps by some unfailing gemeologicai 
twist?, the real bag of the party was a Mrs, Somebody or other, 
born Cora Bee Menry, and' cousin of the local brood. X never laid eyes 
on her before but had heard the Madam refer to her as a bag and a 
recall how she put her foot down one day when Sister manifested 
great love for her, and the Madam thunderedl*fu.t never wil she 
come here."

fell, she came today, hnd seemed civilised when X was presented, 
but she managed to get off at a left foot start, and mainted it . 
to the point of getting intb the oar before the others did, without 
bothering to say Goodbye to me, or even "Go to &ell •

Celeste, whom they had dropped in to see for a moment, spoke 
of the Chapel, and theta was much talk about it in advance. As 
we approached the big house, after leaving Celeste s, Qora Lee 
suddenly bolted from the group and galloping dofn a path, sudenly 
lifted up a foot and kicked poor old grandpa, net so well at the 
moment, who was 3k flattened out on his side i* ..the sunshine. *e 
jumped up thunderstruck, not even running away, not being accustomed 
to such unprovoked attacks.
»■ • , TO 0•• •’4- ■*

**I just can't stand the sight of a cat or a dog" she explained* 
Horses f love, but just to'see one of those things sitting en 
somebody s lap simply dirves me oraiy."

© j  ,

J elevated an eyebrow and said X love to see a marebeing fondled
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She said she didn’t understwd me, I didn'tin such a fashion, 
bother to explain.

a ft hous0» she wanted to know who the lady was with the black duck in the corner of the picture, I told her it was thefirit * 
American upera singer, JSlisa Greenfield.

n r , J ■ ■
What nigger told yon that," she Inquired, "ton oan tell that 

to the other, some of whom are from “llinois. hut-yon 225't Hii that sort of.stuff to me, a Southerner". 7 11
-  ■■ « - •  —W v u l . - i lO I t©  iB - i - w y  i v  u l  **#>•&R . i  a  w . . . '  8  0<1 . 3

said !££& & & ! £ &&. ab?ul wh!? they would he shown the Chapel, I 
•a4r «<*?vWomlvn * *?• An4> ***** the usual amenities on the part of the others, that tour was finished,

t «wu•■t$£T0I *}£21X.BD X WOflJ

... rss.v;1srfiu:.r‘ <

Ih.il .Mn.lp.tion had l..n pr.JlSli t.p ™ . n “ L u S ‘"

,n™.t?d*8p#ala?g 01 Su,ann? impells' me to speak of the item eolne. forward to yon in yesterday's post, fhe oltiami ateMn, ,? f?inv.
frame while alright of an intersting hit oflrohiteoturf tbl °k 
?*»■* l* “  original ante helium itfm. havlnf oioe hJlS^ed to s,,.™.

Bi?5J Iik® 4* both for that reason and heeause it *
yof « r ^ T e 0Sootsl«0to<>h 4 h!t.Prlnt °* appropirate 8i»*.

fenimlne l e a d i V ^ o ^ o a M i . ,

hutJfterttheBflrst1f «
think yon may find it convenient to keon a ?«n»4-i <?- c _,*rat far> 1 seotiona, outside the dry reliwisna to marlc the
p a s te d ,to g e th e r , might Mke 21fM e iM tiM 12torwh l2 ? l  l f  p roJ>e r ly « t  andannotated? I hare .included thi Hiat?r^e o?a?l«?hnn,,approprlat*1y 
in the name diary, and thought it miehX erentnair^ foliage, inoluded

wading through it this yfa? 0? Sent att8mI,t
oceans of time for suoh h^daehel^'if have
he able to supply it, as L hare the otheryoonf*ho?ndi?Si?8,i.I,ma3r later consultation, together with a ~°°Py--0lmd J® hook form for visits to “antua b&fSrtlr vanlafiet -------° ** -wtua uvxufv rauisnoa xrom ^ne'^TUliSS^odfliS?11̂ . °* * n

Sunday, Maroh 26th, I960,

Memorandum: j i
Whenever anything, no matter How vaguely tinged with Beligion, 

becomes oontroversal, a measure of sueeesa i# guaranteed*Our little 
Chapel accordingly is on the way to sueeess.

About 8 o'clock last night Puny tapped en my window. He said he 
had something confidential tb tell me, Mrs, Hand and some ladies 
were at the camp Saturday afternoon. Puny remarked to her that 
he knew I would be glad to set that she got up. She told him 
she wapn’t coming bye, she Was so upset about the Chapel, "so 
vatholie that the Cross is big enough to hang you and Mr# Pranoois o 
at the same time** She told Puny it was something neither 
Miss Cammis nor^Ayie would have oontrlved. She didn’t know anything 
about the Greecian column or tho painting of the Baptist baptisin’ 
for all she could remember was the huge Catholie cross. 9

Poor Madam Band, her long months of worry has beep to wearing• . *.. •
1 promised £uny I wouldn't breathe a word that he had confided i me,
5his morning about 10, Horace and |d Band passed this way. They „ 

particularly asked to see the Chapel. P gather they must have heard 
the thing discussed I showed it to them. fchcy were delighted 
and urged me never to let anyone discourage me from maintaining the 
thing.- A thought that nice of them. ' They brought an invitation from 
their mother to come over for dinner at the eamp I jfcoght that nice, too. \

f u ^  ' ” x ...... , 4 4  fn r* .-■% '-:T v  hg  /  •. Z. Q 0

As I was walking with them to the side gate, we met J, *. and Celeste 
who were touring Dr. and Mrs. Mays and Dr. and *rs. (Smith, Jone, Scott 
or some such) all ef *hreveport, Dr. Aays being President of the Camelia 
Society at the moment. **e all chatted for a few moments, and 
while the J&and hoys and the ladies and * were-ehatting tinder the 
fig tree, J* H. -.glfed'the two doctors to the Afrioan House, and 
on leaving called towme to say ho was going to show tho doctors 
the new Chapel. %  •*.’ is a sight, for he himself had never seen 
the thing, and i wonder *he knew were it was situated so slightly 
does he seem to heed Celeste’s ohattcr. *

I dined with J. and Celeste and then went to the Bands for 
coffee, but they had waited dinner for me, and P did pretty well by 
myself on the second go-round. The wind was so high, we dined
o?Bi x « £ t e I £ P8 °f l0M* 1 "at WUh Br* Han4,Bank«  Bolton and wifo

.
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Mrs, Hand remarked the boys had seen the Chanel during their 
Vi8J*vnn J310 * told her I was so glad* for as she hadprobably heard, I was throwing all the contents of the place into 
the byou and returning the assortment ef east off trash that had 
formerly occupied the plaea,* She seemed astonished. I coupled 
n6 ky a second, that D wasetching out all the
plumbing fixtures at Yucca and having all the electricity removed, 
making preparations to run my radio, reading machine, etc by 
cnadle power, *n order that things here would be just as they had 
been in ante bellum times. With that, poor, tired lady. I think

MfSl? f°r she hazarded the thought that she might
I I I ?lt: <*** Bh* «3k Miss Cammie and >yle never liked uatholies and eoulff never have stood for a Cross
L resiled to her mind the friendship %s. “ehry had for a Quarter of 
® ;it:$ i&t*eT Baumgartner., the lochl priest, her care aSddaily visits for 50 years to %e. *ubin-Hooquo. Celine etc and 
asked her if she had so* soon forgotten Mr. Baohelier* fAndt'asked
apartment in adison Street in ®ew Orleans etc.etc and ended 
I L l L .  ^  that it was the Catholic, BiptisVor Alberta

t*10 adam Byle resented and that neither of them cared a hoot to what faith anybody subscribed.
U 3h« then confessed that she had feit the impulse to help me with

^ h » o t 8*!!i?«™ttl«haad i 0”ly Plan#d * kittle theatre on 1f*ilery,n?he ®ohld have done something about seeing I had
?2ti thrJ^ht ?JTi? proJeetor lo* “*•••.* m m m * Beffre she gets t hr ought with it, I oan see easily enough that *adam Rand win >>.
proriding me with oandlos for the alt ax piew art I i k u T i ? 2 * tllm.

I was enchanted to find Dr. Band seemed so muoh hotter nhvaioaiiv 
• spirit, and that ̂ iadsm Rand was ohviously on the mend in th. y
latter department, Under- the circumstances, it wem.d to me juat as 

to mention a oard I had reoeiTod yesterday from the S » t  
of the Texas and Paolfie, advising mo that a M O  p L S  oolo«*“ s^rs* isss.*::*
poor *adam Rand know about the latter, I suppose she wouia’h^h«ir,o. 
nightmares tonight, in whieh the Dope would ho Ti swine t h i h w ^ T i ? 8

SSSKSSi£ “  1 « bapti8in

my mail is to town by a denary to be nested I Vwatvi *«+ . a ,
and shall sond it g g  it r S f f i  & T 2
yo«  «a*al da*. “ ‘ that the latter may ho the iiooit « 2r a H t  Sin ho for mo as telepatheti-eally I share it with you..." 1 111

»■ A
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Monday, March 27th, 1950.

Memroandum:
Between 2 and 4 this morning we had such an elegant shower. I 

am hound to remark upon ft. All day Sunday the wind blew mightily 
from the South, and the ground, already dry, was almost parched when 
night epae on and the breoio slackened. Then came the rain but with 
dawn, the wind returned, and so, what with a brilliant sun accompanying 
it today, I suppose we are almost as dry again tonight as we were24 hours ago. .♦

As a consequents of the dampness, the tractors and tractor 
drivers remained idle today, and so the Dark Duke and Peter passed 
this way about 7 o’clock this morning, asking if they might go to 
Derry to pick up the 3aint. They could, and after their return,
I left it to them to open tthe box whichalooked forever like 
a coffin, and to unpacks the likeness, alheit a little small, - 
4 or 5 feet in height, of the Blessed Martin, and set the thing up in the ^hapel.

Thinking they had completed the job I had in mind to ~ 
join them on the back gallery when I heaid Peter say:

"Ho, B0rd, 1 ain’t goin1 to tear off that paper to see if he’s 
really inside it. What if he move., Besides, Bog, what if we do 
get off the wrappin’s and you try to pick him up off the ground and 
he slip one of them Saint arms around you nook and chokes you."

And so 1 thought it better to loiter the brothers Baptiste 
solve their own problem, they seemed to be having so much half 
serious, half pseudo vqodeo about the business.

Half an hour later I put in an appearance and everythin* was in order. Dog expalincd: ’ ^
"You see, we was a little touchy about bringin* forth the 

Saint-until we done seen him good, but after that, we was sure he 
was jus another Baptiste, and now I what’s married with two boys of 
my own, A claims him as my own, while ^eter what ainTt married, he 
allows as how he is his sure enough....." r ’

accompany him through the gardpn on his way outT~and the moon'Ts"
wwal Atia *marvelous. &

. # • * *
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It isn t important, but quite revealing, in view of all the 
talk that has gone before, that one Postell, in lines not identical 
but certainly parallel tto those taken by others, sees nothing 
in oommon, except the negro characters, in the statue and the mural, 
I shall write him a note tonight, recalling that there is 
another oommon denominator, - God*

for all I know, perhaps Catholics and Protestants don't like 
to be reminded that there is just a chance that the God of eaeh 
is the same but if the Chapel does little more than to make sueh 
an idem dawn insome tight knit brain, it will well have been 
worth while.

While I have it in mind, j.et me respond to your recent inquiry 
regarding the present status of the remarkable persimmon, some 
of whose twigs have been grafted on the Arenbourg*orientals. Up 
to the present moment, no classification or name has been assigned to 
this particular strain, .from one quarter comes word that the 
item in question is merely a variation of an early American fnative) 
fruit, from another authority I learn that the native American 
was never of such imposing girth as .is the Arenbourg fcind Up to 
now, that is where the matter stands, and I am expecting a clarification 
ot the matter shortly, and should it fail to come to hand before the 
end of the ensuing month, I shall stir the embers a bit and get the 
heat going so that the whole thing may be brought to a boiling point 
before agriculturalist generally have become lost in the great out- 
of-doors as full summer sweeps across the various educational and 
Governmental havens harboring such gentry during the Winter time.

A strange and quite hideous contraption has suddenly come into 
being on Alphone1st property,.immediately adjoining Arenbourg. Somebody 
had a wonderful idea to contrive a baseball park beginning at the 
honkey-tonk, running to the Alphonse gate and thence back to Uncle d')r's. 
Ah 8 foot fence of plankst one joining the next, has risen like an 
ancient stockade. I sent out word that if and when a baseball 
flew over the fence, it was to remain where it fell and no one was 
to search for it.under any circumstances. A chicken wire netting has 
now been rigged up atop the 8 foot planks, and yesterday's wind made 
the whole business sags to precariously that it had to be propped up 
all over again tbday. The thing will last for about 4 •months, - if 
the wind doesn t blow too hard, and after thatthe baseball park will 
have been forgotten and the fence used for kindling In the mean 
time, I like its presence, for it makes an impenetrable screen and 
so long as it stands, it will give the new hedge along that line an 
opportunity to do a bit of climbing before the fence itself collapses.

. The error in reasoning by Alphonse and his son is to be found in the 
nearly everybone of the potential customers of Sunday spends 

all his money <>n Saturday night, ad if two hits be left on Sunday, 
whet the games are played, the money will go not for admissions to a funnj 
bail bark but for more of the same fire water that made things hum 
on Saturday night...,. 8
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Tuesday, March 28th, 19504

Memorandums*
Another summer's day with the thermometer in the 80's, 

in spite of the continuing high wind which carries dust 
from the Southwest in quantities that dims the billiance of 

, the sun.“ I can vaguely but definitely imagine what it must be 
like on the Great Plains.

I don't recall such an uneeasing breeze over such a long 
peribd. J* tells me that the heavy rain we had early 
Monday morning^has so dried up that ploughing is made difficult 
by the hardness of the soil, and much of what is ploughed 
instantly takes to the skies.
* Mrs. Rand oame by this morning, accompanied by B.
Randolph. While I was giving a few final pointers to the gardeners, 
they walked around a bit, and before leaving, asked me to have 

coffee at the camp with them at l q'clock. I accepted. I 
assume they must have visited the ^hapel for the lady demonstrated 
her ability to exeroiex a woman's right by obviously changing her 
mind to the point that she now is in love with the whapel and 
asks me if I mind if she oasts about to find a little organ for 
it. Naturally 1 am all in favor of that, and so the Yucca 
section housing St. Mg^tin moves out from its temporary shadow.

• *

Other visitors today included Clemenoe. She was fixing 
to go tô  Alexandria where her sister lives, she told me she had 
just lea*rned that her sister's daughter and husband had had a 
disagreement and that the husband "had stobbed her to death over 
the heart with a big old knife". . I inquired as to the probable 
date of the funeral. Casually she explained that she didn't 
think there would be any, for "although he atobbed her to 
death over the heart, the doctor say my sisters girl ain t goin' 
to dib and so I'm a-fixin' to go down and see how she*'s a^makin' it."

Alright, Clemenoe, and wont Bora love that one.
.  ̂ 0 3 *  £  ( v *  •  ^  *v w •Jv

Along about first dark tonight, Puny tapped on my 
window. said he had heard through Peter and Bog that 
something had happened yesterday, and so, after his day of work on 
Red Rlvdr peeane,groves, he had come by "to sec the boy", for 
a second it didn t occur to me what-he t was driving at, and then 
I remembered (how<;the brothers Baptiste had referred to 
the statue. 'And‘so Buny sajr it, half by match light and half by moon
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and exuded delight in the same childlike manner that invariably 
Bjoves the untutored negro of his type. I told him of 
Mrs. Rand's change of heart and his delight increased, explain
ing his enchantment over the latter by the remark that "when 
good people we likes seem heavy hearted about something us-es likes, 
it looks like us-es heart gets wearisome, too, even if we ain’t 
feelin* no different about how we felt before*.

And then came my secretary feeling a little below par, having 
just sliced off the end of a finger while fiddling with the engine 
of his tractor. And so we read no mail tonight «; and there 
wasn't so much to explore anyway, for it seemed*to* me Puny's 
entertaining chatter wither. Brew would do the latter moire 
good than the patient having to do the talking. I gave them 
a glass of wine and they went their separate ways, Mr. Brew taking 
an anti-pain pill and a mild sleeping potion along* with him, 
guaranteeing him a night’s sleep regardless.

I am in the doldroms of things to read at the moment.
J-he 50 *reat American*s" progresses but without much 
inspiration, although X have learned a couple of things I didn*t 
know about one or two people, such as the fact that in his youtji, 
Robert *ulton was a portrait painter and did a minature of Benjamin 
Franklin. . I

fhe enclosure is of scant interest, but I send it along 
regardless. The reference to Glemenee has to do with a message 
passed along on Glemenee*s behalf the other day, wherein little 
0. ^unter said ;she would like to "mark off a picture for 
Miss R.’s bathroom", *ust what Glemenee could have had in mind, 
no one but she h*s the. slightest notion, but I thought Robina would 
a predate the direct quote, as apparently she did.

One more note on somewhat odd reporting of the local health 
situation and X must fold; , Andy was helping me at Arenbourg today. 
He spoke of Aurellia having to take thedr Mama to the hospital 
in Alexandria. He si ad his Mama and been pretty thin of late 
and last evening she had had, not one stroke but fits., - five in 
a row. And so they called a doctor and~ she was feeling better, and 
they helped her walk to the oar, and that the hospital called 
this afternoon to report she was doing fine and would be back home 
in a few days. I chanced to see Dr. Yaeger later in the day and 
he mentioned the case ap one of mal-nutrition, and said the lady 
had fainted 4 or 5 times but responded readily to a restorative.
So far as I oan recall, this make today outstanding, one lady 

strokes in as many minutes and another lady stabbedwith five xa as many minuses and another lady stabbed tot
de&th over the heart, — and both of them giving every indication 
of an immediate return to normal activity.....  * J

I
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f Wednesday, ^arch 29th, 1950.

Memorandum:
Another lovely summer’»s day except for the high winds 

which have shifted to the ^orth and less dust seems to permeate 
everything. «

I like the fair weather, it gives me so many opportunities 
to undertake so many things outside. But the fine weather does 
have the draw-back of making it pleasant for road-runners to 
run, and too many of them are heading in this direction.

One batch this morning, however, proved to be the exception 
to the rule. It was perhaps 10;15 when * was making a quick 
look-see at what the gardeners were up to when I encountered 
4 people who appeared quite civilised. Unfortunately the 
first man got things vaguely off on the wOrnfc foot by saying 
he was acquainted with narnett **ane and wondered if he might 
be speaking wither. Mifcnon. I winced but admitted all.

He said his name was Stearn, send he presented his 
associates, two other gentlemen, * and. they were as well as 
Mr. Stearn, and a charming woman whe, to me, looked precisely 

• like pictures we have all seen of Amelia Bar hart* She was 
delightful, too. ^
I gave them a quick look at the outside of the Weaving House 
and the Bindery, in inside glance at the Studio and a 
fairly thorough once-over, inside and out of the African House 
and a brief look at myt living roomUtbe gallery on the 
White Garden side and the Ghapel. I asked if anyone knew 
what time it might be.••••11s36. X lied and said I had an 
appointment at 11:30 and that the tour was over, without ever 
giving them a glance at the big house. They seemed ever so 
appreciative. On the way to the front gate, stearn sighed 
and said he only regretted he couldn’t wrap up the 
Afrioan House and the Ghapel and take it With him. Haturally 
I liked that.

And when saying Goodbye, he asked*if sometime he might 
bring "my wife, who is so interested in old* homes". I told 
him tO‘do so by all means and that we could have little 
Miss Dormon here or not, as the wife pleased.

• * * »

»
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I threw little Miss Dormon in just on a chance, and to 
find out if *r. Stearn was the Mr. St earn I thought he might 
d«. He said: Oh, you know Mrfcgs Lormon, of course....she
was so kind as-to give my wife the set of drawings she did 
former Louisiana Wildflower book It was indeed then Edgar 
B. Stearn, and it was *my wife" wfto has kept the BOrmons 
on an annunity for heaven alone knows how long. But I 
let the comparative incognito 0f simple Mr. Stearn remain 
complete, ^e said that he had had an opportunity to see 
quite a few old •Louisiana homes but the flavor of none Tftrthem 
could compare with Melrose; I am glad he liked it and

f ^ + L 88?- the? ?11 away whil* there still remained much for them to want to see, for their noact visit will 
hold other "tresors" to view for the first time as well as older ones for them to en^Qy again.

n 80 tham to “atahitaohes via the Joyeous
°°â »  f°r allThfliIr9ad about Journal of the Soung Man or ffasniojj j. lyle s opus and were entranced at the 
prospect of treading that sail.

Stearns' tried to presort. Hosedown; I imagine I
they may have burshed against much of the Audubon lore in

inquire fromV? s?” rn then
!hV  ?mS t0 .ha7a to Audubon's painting

their teSer tSen2.airOP9an mUSi0 wh9a both ahildren werf in \ j
... - f* 'it, I must tell you one t,-.ing- Hr,

thoughts amusing. He was so delighted 
* onrdenos8 of the Ohap.l-that he expressed 

‘ *  ^ a*f®^9ryb0dX seeing it would be equally entranced.
th?t‘h® was quite wrong and that the Baptists were 

ha7inS a Cross and a, Saint in the'place
on the Sal I°siid."2o? 1 ™ ? ^  ̂ Qaus® 1 bad the baptisin’ mural w-? n  p.w.w* ^a**i j.9^ course, I really don * t mind, sines perfectly right in saying that only the

J 1*® in the South, and boththess brackets of society seem to like the ulaos But
I must-admit I find it odd to be damned flomtSo*sides by the Catholics and the Brotestants alike " • ^

V‘JT : .* I'ftfci’UOO S* h X  VSaind Mr. Stearn; oai bis oaoii

for aood^ea^I ?oth for ainoerity’s sales and
undertaking *i *&lmB 7<m 101 yovoeunaerrating, - I think it’s a damned good ide.,* I

cassin^thi80. ^ 0? ° “!*s9t 9t Piigrias. and the other sets w?y  ̂matter. From where I sit, I am
did^flf6**?*00^!?04 t?at 1 did aQ3r gardening today, but 1 did get a few things done, and now forthwith I fold
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Thursday. March 30th# I960.

Memorandum; ,
Thirty million adjustments would be insufficient to 

T get me straightened around so that I might properly judge 
if it is in reality your birthday or that of Arenbourg*s and 
mine. * -

I awoke to a marvelous day and everything went along 
swimmingly until the post arrived, bringing me not only 
all kinds of lovely surprises via the Easter Bunnie, but also 
a fat envelope containing printed material of surpassing 
delight and best of all, an elegant letter. And all in 
one post.

f v  .* ■■ ' t : -J’ luiQ X L -

My first impulse at dawn was to hope that your day might 
be ever and ever so happy, but by the time 9 o^^oofc and 
the post had arrived, 1 knew fell well it oouldn t possibly be 
half bo nice as mine. - r

Frankly, I hadn*t contemplated concentrating on Arenbourg 
* tomorrow, escept by myself, but what with a,birthday to 
'be considered, I shall ask assistance so that preparations for 
the on-rush of Spring may be that muoh better effected.
Arenbourg says its thanks, - and may I add mine.

And speaking of Mrenfcourg, the pictures are marvelously 
clear of little king, the nandina hedge and the mimosa, - not 
to mention the weeds. I am entranced to have them, and eventually 

* when turning through my scrapbook, I shall he encountering them an 
one Lydia ̂ *ee of ^y#e, with each turning of the pages.

' • . . ■ ' ■ • • ' t ~ w  w . ' v .

As between this paragraph and the one immediately above,
I have taken a little, turn in the moonlight. With one of
the elegantly wrapped oadies or two in my pooket, and inhaling
a Keel, * betook myself to the .terrace to sea what best might
be on the docket bright and early tomorrow morning. I
stopped at the honkey-tonfc,to see if one of our Ethoplan assistant
might be at this wpoor man s olub , and Lo. I was successful
in making arrangements for^companions at gardening on the
morrow.

I haven* t as yet had an opportunity to read all the 
printed material,-which, of course, guarantees me infinite 
pleasure at each §ubseguesnt sitting. I did, however, read 
a portion of the article about the Hew rleans Catholics of color, 
and find it ever so inf ormative. I shall .got take up the 
date of 1699 as the founding of the Crescent City, for although

3
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that seems to he pushing it back a few years further than I had 
supposed * it isn’t of the slightest importance, for the main 
thing in the particulars it gives covering theefforts of one 

branch of religion to do something positive about the racial 
business, _ or to consider it a thing about which too much has 
already been done. I shall read further and speak, further 
on this subjeot. The van Gogh item, from the Metropolitan, 
is a gem, of course, and 1 am going to run through it billions 
of times. And now nice of you enclose the lovely cards, both 
so splendid and both so individually distinctive of their own 

1 particular mode and manner*'
I hope you were able to snatch a glance of greenoin the 

Botannical Gardens on Saturday. But even though the color 
be laggardly in putting in an appearance, the open air and 
promise of Spring in the offing would make the outing worth 
while, t *•

# " j « -  • - 'j «

And let me say how much I appreciate the*news items, the 
Tilloah encounter and doings in his department of grandchildren and 
expectant grandchildren. Wasn’t that a coincidence that you 

• should have bumped into him slap at the time your hands were 
heavily laden With items bearing an address that, had he seen it, 
would have set him into fits of curiosity,

- - .... 1 - ■ -----..... . - - - ...................................  I i
.

The Willie episode or latest trend is discouraging. Boor 
L. J. Why, I wonder, must she bear such heavy crosses. Sometimes, 
since reading your account of the latest<wrinkle from Binghamton,
.if it wouldnTt be the kindest thing all the way "around for 
her or .some member of her family to advise the Veteran's Bureau 
of his apparant instability mentally naturally nothing would be 
mentioned regarding the .aftermath of'theBong Island business, but 

_ merely a statement as to his prolonged silences, his apparant
absence of adequate sense of orientation to civilian life, etc,, etc.
It is my understanding that the Veteran's Bureau provides marvelous 
care of the mal-adjusted of the post war period, discharged 
veterans, etc. Assuming it is possible to bring a mind back into 
balance, how wonderful it would be if treatment under Government 
experts could effect such a thing* I have no doubt such a course 
and a hundred others have been considered, and each probably has 
some draw-back about it. If by treatment, howevcf, the 
patient could be restored to normality, how marvelous it would 
be that a potentially good life might be saved; - and if it 
should turn put that.it is beyond saving, then better it is that 
the attention of the authorities be called to the situation, in 
order that such a heavy fcurden as the possibility of him breaking 
out into some violence, might be lifted.

And so sunshine, and shddow,inter-ply, but I hope yourxha day 
has >een a^l sunshine and ocens of it. Mine has, thanks to just one 
I*. L. and how Good is God to hate created such a lovely lady 
with a lamp, ,evi ;
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Friday, March 31st, 1950.

-Memorandum: < • ■ •. . ... . ' •

What an elegant message, penned on the 29th, on what an 
elegant piece of stationary, bearing the likeness of my 
favorite Eew England Church at Old Byrne, Really, little 
Miss Lydia Lee is something.- t

I am glad 'the *,eoli,, came through safely and that the 
air mail, suggesting you^hold a red pencil in your hand, brandish
ing it madly, when wading through the manuicript of B. Chase 
of Mantua. .

As for Grandpere's greeting, he did not 'pose for his likeness.
The little old magnolia on which he is standing I have left in 
its somewhat decrepit state merely because when I am returning 
from Arenbourg, good old Grandpa is usually whiting for me, and 
as I approach, he hops up on the twisted trunk of the tree, 
sticking out his neck in hopes that I may give m him a couple 
of tugs at the ear. Usually he doesn’t hop in vain And while 
Carolyn and Helen were taking pictures of the sun dial,
Grandpa hopped up in his usual place and he and I went through 
our aooustomed ritual without realizing until later that 
somehow or other we got in the way of Helends'camera.

An endless telephone message from la Holloman to say she 
. had Just heard from the Picayune and asking if she could come

up*for dictation shortly, Mr, Ogden, the Editor of the Magazine 
Seotion, feels the story of the Black Swan merits an article 
all by itself which comes as a complete surprise, since the Picayune 
is so notoriously frightened<of the word color. But of course I 
am all in favor of expanding the material covering the Greenfield 
lady, for as composed originally it was but a 5th part of 
a single article,* stemming from the D. A* R, survey, which had 
•been pushed in rather quietly, with the realization that 
probably even that little bit would be rejected. But now 
my. Ogden seems less color blind, and so we had better strike 
while ther Iron is hot. I have no idea as yet when the ting 
will be published, but* I can dieatate enough in an afternoon to 
make the material available immediately.

It occurs to me that since the whole article'will be devoted 
to Eliza Greenfield, we should have some pictures to go with the same.

.... I have the one eil, and thanks to your kindness in sending me
the Theatre Arts Monthly, a sketch from that might be used, were 
two likeness thought adviseable. If but one is used, the
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portrait here in my boudoir will he satisfactory, for it has 
already been photographed, and came out rather nicely. Just 
for fun, 1 am going to try taking a likeness or two with the 
new films-in my own camera one of these days, and see how it might 
turn out.

As Mrs. Elizabeth Greenfield, as you know, onoe owned the 
property whereon is built the lovely little old mansion of Gherokee 
which Charles and Myrtie own, a photograph of that house might 
be used in connectiion with the article, I should think, and 
some time between now and tomorrow, I shall think up another 
illustration that will be in 'harmony. Anyway, X am glad the 
Picayune has broken a prece dent and decided to do an article 
devoted exclusively to a negfb, - the first in its history, I guess. It 
seems to be a step in the right direction, anyway.
« In spite of Shreveport and St. Louis pilgrims today, * have 
been fairlybusy, spending most of my time at Arenbourg, as 
planned. With the asistance of a couple of extra pair of 
strong arms, I got most of the magnolias, gardenias, pears and 
persimmons hoed, and a young forest of mulberry trees cut down.
The latter grow like weeds and I am forever having to use an 
axe on them. The wind has been high all day, and although 
from the South, it tended to keep the thermometer down in the 
60’s. According to my radio it is raining how in Shreveport, 
and the forecast is for rain generally in this area tonight and 
tomorrow with the temperature in the 8&*s# And so the 
elimination of the weeds about the Arebourg children, and the 
resulting opportunity for them to drink deeply from all impend
ing showers, l believe today*s little birthday oelebration ought 
to be a success that will somehow carry over for days ahead.

You will like the enclosure from the Catholic, «. Postell.
It came today in response to a note from me. I may have mentioned 
in an earlier note that he femarked that since the Chapel of 
St. Martin de Torres embraces both a statue of the Saint and 
a mural’Of a negro baptisin', apparantly the only common 
denominator was the coloring of the Saint and the figures in 
the mural, and that seemed insufficient to attempt to secure 
a harmony \tl the sanctuary. In my reply, I admitted that 
a single harmony -did exist in the statue and the painting, but 
only in ooloring, as he suggested, but I backed him up against 
the wayi by my next query: • But speaking of a prevading harmony, 
isn t there one you have completely ofrgotten. — God*

Hence the present Postell rejoinder.*

Such a pleasant day altogether, thanks to your elegant 
air mail, thanks to all the happinesses in yesterday's post, and 
with With the promise of additional showers of blessings for Arenbourg. 
May I say thanks again to you for so many happy birthdays......

Sunday, April End, 1950,

Mem or andum;

Marvelous weather, with just the right little sprinkle 
on Friday night, followed by cloudiness on Saturday to give 
the Arenbourg‘the moisture for which they had been prepared.

business, however, isn't so satisfactory, for 
the balmy weather seems to have set all.the road runners in

w i t h °ne drunken exception, the people have 
fraaafcly tirsd at the end of Saturday, and think I shall lock the front gate tomorrow until the end of the 

Easter holiday period has drawn off some of the meandering 
millions.

From IE:30 until 3 p.m. on Saturday a couple of delightful 
people were bare. I forget their name at the moment, although 
I have it somewhere or other. The man was With Life for 10 
years and could tell me things about that organization of inter
est. I mentioned the Whitaker Chambers episode and he said 
everyone in ^uoe publications recognized that Chambers was

®*e*yone wondered how Luce could stand him, but stand him he did.
t ” • .

, * a?^®d me if 1 had ever been in Natchez. They said tthey
j;nf 0pis°!e tSe pl8ce th*t would make them remember it. They had gone to the Post uffice to get their

mail, and while waiting at the General Delivery window, the 
Parcel Post window was handing out a hig, oia sack, of heans or 
dried peas to a rather elderly woman for whom the package seemed 
rather too cumbersome for her to manage readily. The man accord
ingly proffered his assistance and the lady graciously accepted.

any P“ t}<mlar sleganoe of her clothes and her
r uld? V 00k at twlM- 0n thanking him,the lady said that if he and his wife were to be in town for a dav 

or two, she would be delighted to hare them drop by her house. She
f.If t*Sm*h!r n??e aF? address, which meant nothing to them, and later that day thought they would'look up her apartment or
°°“ age or -whatever. Miss Myra, of course, was the lady, and Devereux the cottage.

< The couple are doing a thing tentatively called "Literarv
* iot?raa-H What br°u«ht them here was the ho“ s of 

fnBdnSf<n0met^lns about Harriet Beecher Stowe's opus, an early

While the husband was shooting pictures, 1 chattel with the 
lady, a
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She said they have done a book, as yet not published, but along 
the same line, - "Literary France, photographically.

She mentioned Vienna as having been her home. Her father 
was an associate of the ^riee of Swartzenberg and was a member of 
Franz Joseph,*s cabinet, along toward the end of the Emporer's life.
The Swartzenbergs suggested the Szeigs, of course, and we were off,
I asked her if she knew -^eopoldberg and was delighted to know 
she did, and the little graveyard and she spoke of many of the 
people buried there, including the old ^rnce de Ligne. It was 
a pleasant chat all around for me, and I think both husband and 
wife felt rested on leaving and'that their visit had netted 
them some photographic material of value.

%s. Rand and her sister, Julia and some of their guests 
dropped in immediately afterward and there were four other groups 
before dark, so naturally I had had enough when A could 
turn to n̂ y reading machine. The "50 Great Americans" is 
too sketohy to be much, but it has been worth reading, not the 
least reason being that I learn from it, in the biography of 
Mark Twain that he himself disdained the "horse-laugh* quality 
of his books which he wrote only for the financial rewards, 
and always gave the script to others to read to take out the real 
stuff or he himself removed-what he really1 thought, after the 
manuscript had been completed and ready for the publisher.
I was glad to run across this statement, for I, myself, could 
never struggle through Mark Twain*s stuff, and what with its 
popularity over such a long period having been so wide spread, I 
used to wonder what was the matter with me that I never could find 
much enjoyment in the stuff. The present authors of this 
biography say the only serious thing he ever did. pothomously 
printed, A believe, was "The Mysterious Stranger" or some such title 
which I don't remember ever having heard about. - 

'. *
Two letters from Washington on Saturday, and the one from 

Cousin Josephine isn't of any interest, I guess, but the one 
from Carolyn is, of course, if for no other reason that she 
at long last has taken pen in hand. On the next trip she and 
Helen made, I wanted them to make it when there was a moon, so 
that I could the better convey a theory I have about incorproating 
some night pictures of the Little Biver region so as to compile 
a series of.photographs for a book of photographs of the 
plantation that would somehow embrace elements other than the 
clear out outlines of high noon and by softening thelandsoape 
in certain sections, somehow inoporporate a feeling more akin 
to the human touch of the painter if possible. I believe 
such a thing qan be effected, particularly where great trees,
‘and bannered mosses are the dominant feature of the photographs, 
f my calendar is correct, the girls have accordingly, by some miracle 
hit on the darkest week-end of the month, buX that doesn*t matter, I

I can explain my thories and we can try them out by contrasting I
noon-day shots with twilight effects of analogous or identical 
soenbs, and thus determine if the' thing will work.

Bo hope5 your s

Monday, April 3rd, 1950.

Memorandum:
I think you re going to Uke this story. It really 

doesn't amount to much, and you may imagine you detect a «
"Mee-ow".or.two in it, but actually it isn t written because of 
that but rather because it gives a faint shading, without which, 
one of thp surfaces of a neighboring personality would' be lacking.

First off, here is an imaginary situation: Let us say a 
youth considered the poss9bility of going to a costume ball, 
wearing the finery of an ante bellum planter. An old neighbor, 
living 8 or 10 miles down the road. - a lady who adored costume 
parties, applauded the idea and eventually sent word by two of 
her girl friends, living next door to the youth, saying that she
would be dlighted to contribute some 
costume, a rrince Albert coat, a shi 
In delivering.the message, the two n 
they, too, would like to do somethin 
might need a pair of ante bellum pan 
out to suit him or at least.tack up 
sent a message of thanks to the lady 
thought, of course, since she was ne 
and at the same time thanked his nei 
good will, and even went to far as t 
taking measurements, pointing out t 

eto. As the time for 
lady down the road, - W 
neighbors began to ask 
the new material for thlPW 
dispatch, and .cuffs proper: 
a. great successs, both tfor 
his paraphanalia, and parti< 
experienced a degree of sat: 
part in the preparations.

or other toward the 
th stocks or some such, 
ors told the youth that 
o. Ferhaps the youth 
ieh they could properly 
cuffs. And so the youth 
the road, - only for the 

nown to give anybody anything, 
s for their gesture of 
the ladies to help in

to be used, 
feheard from the 
next door 

I hem in 
was secured with 

id the costume ball was

Jhad finally assembled all 
s next door neighbors, who 
Having played such an important

Curiously enough during 
contriving a ^hapel and sen 
something. It was such a p l ^ _  
Madam Begard brought me the M 9 B  
like to participate in some way.

h of 1950, Miss Sally heard I was 
d she would like to contribute 
t, graceful gesture. Celeste and 
:e and added that they, too, would

„w F_____ r_____________ I needed a pair of owe 11 curtains
to cut the daylight from each side of the stained glass, - and how 
right you were in your recent query about its origin. And they 
assisted me in taking the.measurements. As the local merchant- 
planter carries lowells in his fine emporium, 1 assumed the Job was 
practically done and was applicative of the part*the ladies had under
taken to play. After a week or two, they asked me about*the 
material*and when it would be available foi them to put in the hem.
I bowed myself out of their drawing room, cross the road to the store,
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and retarding in a trie*, presented the material on which the elder 
of the two ladies immediately set to work to run up a fine seam, 
and loi the lowells are now hung and mighty pretty they look, too.

Beoause I kjaow of, no one in .this world so directly opposite 
in kindness and generosity, I wanted Miss Lydia Lee of Lyme to hear 
of this. And what a lesson it presents to me, for now if 1 ever find 
a man starving on my doorstep, I shall know hy example exactly what 
to do; to wit, - assure him without his asking that I; want to 
make a substantial contribution to his efforts in securing 
nourishment, and in*proof thereof, offer him an empty plate and 
a fork, so he may be thus all provided fo;r by my kindness as soon 
as he secures something to eat. Lon t yout think so.....

Leat, sunshine, high winds and drought, — oh, yes, and 
pilgrims. So turns this first Monday in April. The 
gentle rain of a couple of days ago started the grandiflora 
magnolias at Arenbourg to putting out new leaves, and * feel that 
wateir applied at supfc a time to their feeding system induced 
considerable growth. And so py labors at Arenbourg today have been 
nothing but toating water, and what with the breezes having died down 
with the coming of dark, I think gorwing pains.should be felt 
all over Arenbourg betw§|flflgow and dawn.

2?he nicest piIgrii 
possibly manufacture^! 
formal education but 
suavity of the JSdgar B. 
best. Iheyjiad never hj 
about it but were never] 
On departing, the man 
wife saying this was thj 
had ever made. Lord, 
into a wi 
believed

iy were frpm Minnesota, a man and his wife 
mil farmers, without other-than 
Ly good souls, next to the scintillating 
:n type, I like this bracket of pilgrim 
>f Alrosa gefore, had never read a book 
is anxious to see what was to bes seen, 
to give me five dollars, both he and his 
■ that had meant most to them of any they 
?rivtlege to giye such people a glimpse 

' ')ut progably never <juite

^hile
a print of the head of u(
some such by an artist,_____
may recall the story LadHHhatj 
Qh'rist asked a woman foi^orandl 
Veronica noticed something on t 
and discovered the likeness of 
painting gives the impression t 
is merely the head of Christ.
10" by 10" or some such. I am. 
larger size or not. I think ev

1

will keep an eye open for 
known as 3t. Veronica*s V*ii# 0r 

.eve, whose name eludes me. You 
> carrying the oorss to calvary, 
if to wipe his face. Later

after He had returned it to her 
[ce remained on it. The 
ras is of linen and the portrait 
seen it in one size only, about 

ling if it comes in. a much 
tly it might be nice for the Chapel.

^-Supper, . . asked me if I knew ^ranees Parkinson Keyes, whom
he doesn t. He said she had sent him a book, arriving today "All 
Th3.s Is Louisiana a fiarpep publication. He said*there was a picture 
of Xuoca, the African House and the big house, le must have forgotten 
to send it over. What I want to see is the written material to 
discover, if possible, where she got her particulars

Tuesday, April 4th,. 1950.

Memorandum:

The weather report this morning proved correct* At 6:20 
the forecaster reported that a cool mass of air was moving 
out of the Horth. It passed Shreyeport at 5;25, tumbling 
the temperature downward with remarkable speed. At Melrose 
the thermometer was in the upper 76* s at that hour. It remained 
there until 8:55 by my clock, when it started skidding in 
this area, and It has been in’the 60*s all day, with 
faint sunshine that made out of doors laboring a delight.

Gora*s pralines, as mentioned in a letter from Mrs. Bowman 
the other dajp, Came to hand this morning. I am afraid they 
will not reach you when the Baster bunny makes his Sunday 
rounds, but perhaps they will taste as good early in the week,
I hope. I had intended to return the Albert Schweitzer book 

long ago, but ne&leoted to do so, andj so I am sending it 
along with the parlines. I have also; included a photostat 
which Friend Posts11 sent me the other day. thinking you 
might find a few familiar names at; this bond of the river on 
the map. I haven t had anyone who could go pver the map with me to 
my satisfaction and so am pretty mueh in the dark as to most of 
its details. As I understand it, the?only date on the thing is 
in the statementJ " *

t «

"Approved, 1858". ‘ 1 '
■' L $4And that doesn* t seem ’tofc igAaxi much and is certainly mis

leading, since one would asf.sutae -that 1858 might be the date the 
map was compiled. But as the stream is given as "Bed Elver", we 
know the map was have been made pr$.or to 1838 when Bed became 
Qane River.* Then, too, Yucca's owner is given as Louis Metoyer, 
and we know possession had passed from ^ m  to Hipojyte Hertsog 
in the 1840*s. ...f 1 * r c

* And so I am inclined to think the name Walmsley doesn‘t mean 
much either, since he may have b^en merely an official who«* 
-approved the map in 1858, and I*have about concluded that this 
map* may represent the results of the. final decisions as 
effected by the Land 0ffiQe under Legin Wailes, immediately 
following the purchase of Louisiana by the U. S. Government.

®y0s 811(1 penetrating Judgement may discover some definite date that will establish the year in which1 these 
tracts and their owners were set down on paper. laterally I
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shall be curious to learn who seems to be owning Arenbourg so 
far as this map goes,?

I take this map to be the earliest extant of U. S. maps 
of this region. What we shall probably never know is when 
the Yucca-Arenbourg tracts were originally granted and to whom, since 
the original grants, apparantly to Marie Thsrese Goin-Goin Metoyer 
must have, already been broken up, possibly by her to allot 
portions of the same to her~aeveral children prior to th*
Louisiana P jrchase in 1803, Undoubtedly the’original grant 
was from the French Grown, confirmed by the Spanish Grown and 
divided to_the several children so that when the U. 3. Government 
took over Louisiana, the Yucca,<Arenbourg and adjoining tracts 
had already passed from the-ownership of the mothef to the 
children, and so the federal Land Office merely confirmed what 
in reality was an accomplished fact, and by this confirmation 
obviated any need for detailing previous owners.

. . . .  J «
I suppose Augustin Metdyeis name appears in a tract more or 

less across the river from Louis Metoyer, Q» the same side of 
the river with Augustin *etoyer was Suzanne Metoyer^ plantation 
and it will be interesting to see if it is indicated. I am not ’ 
sure if either State or federal Government in the early years 
of the 19th century admitted that women could hold title to 
land, and therefore if Suzanne's name does not appear on a tract 
near Grandpere sf then it is undoubtedly because it may have had 
to be listed under the name of a man, possibly Augustin or another 
of her brothers. Since she* was the holder of mote slaves than 
any other woman in Louisiana, it would seem as though her tract 
should have been rather extensive. 6

,L spilled a eup of ooffee alone with “adam Eegaid this 
morning, Celeste being in town. £Sjie reported in confidence that 
the Knipmayers had told ^iss Sal̂ Ly. of my °hapel, - thdy had asked 
me if they misht, and ^iss Sally inquired of‘Celeste if it might 
be true that had a baptisin' picture on the wall. It seems* 
the response floored both Madam Regard and Miss Sally for 
Celeste instantly jumped on Miss Sally saying she was unkind and 
generally out of order to criticise what I had Contrived in the 
religious field. I declare, this yhapel business is a sight.

. J ■intended to mention the other day, regarding your report 
that there was another coiored Satin, - Benidict, the Moor, - or 
did I mention it already. *nyway, at the risk of repeating myself 
i would say that "the Moor" sometimes in olden days indicate7that 

p?£?on b?ar^ f  that extra name was of JJorth African origin * 
atd although possibly black as midnight, ws likely to have been of 
Arable desoant, and therefore Sematla as to raoaratherthan 

1V9“ ?S the 6™*? majority of Mohamadens of today ara
? £ * Tt«emvt4° Probably mak.es their antipathy forthe Jews, being of the same raoe, so virulent P Ior

Forgive this dull episble. I'll try to’ do better on the 
morrow.••••

J
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Wednesday, April 5th, I960.

Memorandum:
'Torrents of sunshine but a oool breeze keeping the 

thermometer down to the upper 80's.
A couple of promises' to receive people today impelled me 

to devote most of my time to Melrose with a view to spending 
pzactically all day tomorrow at Arenbourg, having arranged 
for some assistance in the hoe-waving business on Thursday.
The Madam used to laugh at me for trying to plot out a schedule 
24 hours in advance at Melrose, for she declared that no sooner 
were plans formulated than a dozen unknown things began to function 
to knock them into the middle of next week. I trust tomorrow 
may prove the exception to her rule.

Too sleepy last night to read much, I did explore a brief 
biography on George Washington Carver of whom I knew nothing 
except the reports of people who had had contacts with that 
remarkable scientist. I didn't know before, fpr example, that 
out of the red clay of Alabama he re-discovered the royal blue, 
lost for thousands of years, with whichcithe Egyptians had tinted 
the tombs of their kings./ The biographer remarked that while the 
peanut was the t ing which seemed'to capture the publicfs imagination 
so that people'often forgot that that lowly plant was but one 
of dozens of things to whieh this remarkable man set his hand, - 
and made life the better for having done so.

The enclosure from Dora is striking, not only for its 
language but also, for example, because it mentions for the first 
time what he has been up to, or where he has been putting in his 
work-a-day life while in Oklahoma. Naturally I never made inquiry _  
regarding this point but curiously enough, when people who had 
known him in Louisiana have aksed me what he was doing, I 
invaribly but vaguly siad I believed he was associated with the 
University of Oklahoma. rHis letter, of course, requires an immediate 
response and the 'burden of my observation will be that he who hangs 
on for one second longer in the situation in .which he finds himself 
inevitably wins.

Perhaps I mentioned a day or two ago I might stir ,up an 
article for the Picayune on certain private Chapels. The 
idea struck me as I penned the above paragraph that I should do one
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on forgotten chapels of the (*ane River country, if L can find some 
appropriate phrases and the right kind of photographs. I guess"''’ 
the article could hang primarily on *le BreveiiQ»s gf. Augustin, 
since everybody, including Colliers, seems to have photogrphed 
the place, but nobody has appealed in print with the thing, so 
far as I know. Little old St. kary * s-on-the-Bayou is so 
charmingly situated that it ought to make a good :picture even 
though it is merely an oridnary colored Baptist Church* Then 
there is a Catholic Church In the neighborhood of Bayou ^atchez 
which,on occasion, it is *said, has a picture that weeps tears or 
sheds blood or some such non-sense, and that ought to make 
copy, for it is remote and comparatively unknown. Then there 
is St. Augustine*s Baptist on Little River which is chiefly remarkable 
because the common field hands a few years ago demolished the larger 
S$. Augustine s and rebuilt the same church with the same materials 
reducing the thing x by a quarter or a third, and the whole 
accomplished within a month or two. And for sheer achievement, that 
really beats anything I ever heard of in such a line, for common 
field hands are not famous as carpenters, and how they eontiived 

this fete, and sawed the* stuff correctly so that it came out exactly 
as planned is something I shall never understand unless I merely 
charge it off to a miracle Let's see, that gives us a couple of 
Catholic and a couple of Baptist Churches, and by putting in 
Miss Sally s private Chapel at. Magnolia and our own little Blessed 
Martin outfit, It guess we ought to have*filler enough for a couple 
of pages in the ficayune. Doing the thing with Carolyn would 
be more to my liking but frankly* that girl fades out of the picture 
with such complete abandon, I think*I shall have my hands full if 
I try to achieve a photographic book with her, counting myself 
luofcy if contacts aan bs sufficiently maintained with that little 

c will-o *-the-wisp to ever Joint pictures and text together.

As for the Picayune, or any other publication the reason for 
printing such an article, I suppose, would hinge od the St. Augustin 
wiauroh, with the other five units thrown in for amplitude.

<

- 1 ^  hoping that if CaBolyn does stay for a couple of days with
a view to doing some stuff for the State department, we can track 
down.a couple of vanishing mules so that with them we can being to 
lay a frame work for the JSmma story in pictures. This would x leave 
the Church business to la “ollomanTs camera, and while she isn't 
muchvof a photographer, still the shots might be sufficient for 
newwpaper stuff. In a way, I hope 1 don*t see the Holloman 
woman before Carolyn passes this way, for Carolyn might have some 
ideas for a quick article with some quick but fairly good pictures.

J1** *»o such unpredictable bags, it is difficult to guess 
which choice to make, and yet it does seem to me there must be a story 
in the religious thing that would have some appeal, if to none others 
than the Miss Sallys and the Madam Regards.......

Thursday, April 6th, 1950.

Memorandum:
©

, Of course I did practically nothing I had planned 
for today, although both at Arenbourg and at Yucca, I 

. dijd undertake the "cutting of a few pieces of pie".

Mrs. Hollpman telephoned this morning to ask if she 
might take dictation this afternoon. I agreed and felt like 
boxing her ears to boot when, upon her arrival, I discovered 
she had altered some material I had given over the 

. telephone the other day and forwarded the same to the Picayune 
without my approval. There wasn't anything espeically global 
about the changes,, but I strenuously object to a person of 
her limited knowledge undertaking such a move when it isn't 
necessary. I had given her krs. Greenfield's name as Elizabeth 
and the Klack swan as Elizabeth or, rather Eliza. She eliminated 
tjie use of any first name for % s .  Greenfield and substituted the 
name Elizabeth for Eliza for the slave. She never had been able 
in her research to find any first name for krs. Greenfield, 
she explained. I asked her where she thought the first name came 
from and in whose honor Elizabeth Eemale*Academy was founded.
She then broke ‘down and confessed she had discovered that I 
had been mistaken about Elizabeth Romaic Academy having been 
founded by Mrs. Elizabeth Greenfield, for after consulting certain 
Methodists, - including her husband who is of the persuasion 
and aftern confirming the matter in some book or other, she ' 
found that it wasn't Mrs. Greenfield, as I had dictated, who 
give the money for the establishment of the school but quite 
another person^ ..a Mrs. Roaeh.

She seemed dumb-founded when I explained to her that 
Elizabeth, widow of Jesse.Greenfield, married Benjamin Roach but 
strange as it might seem, had retained her first name, Elizabeth, 
in spite of having married a second time*

What a bag#
Well, there is no use wasting energy by elevating eyebrows 

'With such a pice of baggage, but i did lay down the law that no 
more stuff was to go forward for publication without a final 
check being made following any changes she might see fit to 
contrive.
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I gave her dictation from 1 to 3 and then sent her 
packing across the river, with instructions to get some data 
from the, priests about some clerical stuff I wanted, and told 
her not to come hack until she had heard from me.

The article, as finally submitted, had been bounced in so many 
quilts that I could scarcely recognize much inherited qualities of 
its papa but perhaps the dishy qualities of its mama shining 
through will make it more popular if not possessed of some 
of the more stalwart qualities the fond parent had expected.
The important thing, of course, is that if printed as is, and of 
all things in such a Southern newspaper as the Picayune, it will 
cause a flurry in the Gulf area, and what with the I). A. R.’s still 
coupled* with the singer of color, ought to supply marvelous 
fireworks to make the Anderson-Congressional Hall episode when 
copies are sent to the, proper metropolitan columnist and magazines. 
Thanks to your timely suggestion, copies of it will also be forwar- 
ed to publishers of such magazines as Our World and Ebony and 
should, I should imagine, lead to something in that quarter.

From the enclosure from Hew Orleans., it would appear that 
something may be forth-coming concerning Joseph ^ason, and I 
imagine almost anything might be whipped up for a Picayune 
Magazine Section since, so far as I know, nobody has ever done 
anything albout him ±r\ t^P newspaper field. It seems odd,- 
come to think of it, that Stanley Arthur should be supply such 
material to me for such a purpose, and would probably seem odder to 
him if he suspected the ultimate destination. 0f the data for which 
he has been asked.

*

On the home front, the weather remains cool and dry with 
a weak sun slanting through thin clouds# Tomorrow will be 
the same but warmer according to the Weather-Bureau, with 

' a promise for showefs, - I hope, for Saturday This will give 
the Arenbourg children a nice drink and tend z o  cut down the 
road-runners.

Fat came home from I. S.U. this afternbon and his father 
and step mother will arrive sometime tonight. The General is 
scheduled for tomorrow night. J. H. told me Sister called last 
night and said she would pass this way en route to Alexandria 
on Ffiday morning* It is always good when she and Joe are here 
at the same timet they both have such luxiant perruques on which 
they can wear each other out.

Saw Celeste for a moment this morning, just before Hr. Knip- 
mayer arrived, the first time in two or three days. She was madly 
dusting blinds on the gallery of the big house, having apparantly 
succeeded in wearing herself pretty well to a frazzle before the 
week end gets under way. Her several dusky assistants were oozing 
mirth and saying nothing....•
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Friday, *pril 7th, 19601

Memorandum:
Good 'Friday, and I find myself wondering how it got such 

an adjective, for it seems odd indeed that the day set aside for 
recalling Chrises death should be styled "Good”.

It was a case of all hands to the pmmp for the waking 
hours today. Along about 9, the entire tribe of wenks 
blew J.n. They remained until inner was half over, whereupon 
Sister and her husband flew out for Alexandria, leaving the 
children at Melrose, where they picked tyem up, as I understand 
it, along about 4:30?or 6:00*

Sister was sober, and put me in mind of what lyle used 
to say about Weeks Hall being, so much more disagreeable when 
on the water wagon.

They scrambled all over the place, much more after the 
manner of ants the people, it seemed to me, and now that 
the children are gettingtinto the 8 to 11 year old class, full 
od energy and completely uncontrolled, their visit was as restful 
and devastating as a tornado.

I spent the entire afternoon at Arenbourg, and liked it.
I had a couple of yquths helping me and we accomplished much by way 
of discouraging weeds, cutting down young black locusts and similar 
embryo trees, aiqd generally tidying up the place.

X guess the persimmons don t get much of an opportunity 
to grow naturally, I keep such a constant watch over them.
Haturally I am curious to see how the grafting is ooming along, or 
more precisely, if the grafts are getting established, and from 
the swelling of new buds along the newly attached stems, it seems 
to me we have a pretty good, chance of having most if not all of them, 
"catch”.

I sent out a call at sun down for anybody who had vising the 
little old ^atholic Church on Bayou Hatchez, where the figure of 
a man is said to appear through coat after coat of paint applied to 
the outside of the building. I got fully particulars from two 
or tnree angles, and so about convinced 1 may get a little paragraph
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or two for the article on forgotten Cane River Chapels. Some 
of the negroes visiting the Church report seeing the manifestation 
which ,is saj,d to grow In size the longer one contemplates it.
Another set of observers report the bust of the man and his arms 
are strikingly apparent but that the head is more elusive. With 
5hese particulars to hand, and some additonal observations scheduled 
for the telling this week end, 1 think there will be quite a 
nice voo-doo touch that may disturb the Catholic element a little 
but which ought to harmonize nicely with the superstition of 
the local natives in anything relating to religion, ghosts, etc.

The enclosure from *da Mazurette is heartening. I am 
so glad that, after all these years of being flat on his back,
Charles has at long last consented to receive medical attention

A note from audolph indicates he will pass this way 
on Sunday evening. That will be soon enough, what with the 
number of ppople scheduled to be here for the week end.

, I took time out before sleep last night to dip into 
David Donal's "BXIXd Lincoln's.Herndon, or however the name 
is spelled, one *erndon being A. Lincoln's law partner. It 
starts off as though it might be a good.book, and as Garl 
Sandberg remarks in the Preface, it is rather remarkable that 
this exhaustive study has been effected by.one Donald whose 
parents ware Mississippi planters and therefore in a section never 
too famous for its enthusiasm for Abraham Lincoln.

I shall break off at this point, for the hour grows late.
While busy with mis-spelling aerndon, the General tapped at my 
door, having just arrived from baton Rouge. v:

- 9 asked ye to come and sit with the family for a while at
the house across the fence, but of course* 1 declined,ffeeling it 
better never to make any exceptions to my rule about going to 
any gatherings at that place after night fall. .And so the General 
sat with me for a while, and that is always a pleasure.

. 9 seems to have a slight case of the sniffles and says 
that the Joe nenrys telephoned from some place in Texas saying 
Joe had developed flu or some such while driving in this 
direction and that they think they will turn back home to 
enjoy illneas under their own roof•

Joe is inclined to be rather eratic, and it will surprise ] 
not at all if m he should appear quite unexpectedly along about 
noon on the morrow, or perhaps not put in an appearance before next 4th of July. .

i s° turns the world in this section this Good Friday.- I 
hope the weather in Manhattan for the week end will be more 
pleasant that the broadcasts of impending colds and damps for 
that region indicate..., *
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Sunday, March 9 th, 1950* •

Memorandum;

A lovely Easter in ‘the Cane River country, and I am hoping 
the rumors of snow sifting down on the 5th Avenue parade are or 
is false. •

. . .  '  . . .  • '  i j  . .  . .. , . . i . ?  . . ; .  ^

Yesterday I brought an armful of Milks and Wine lilies from 
Arenbourg to grace the statue of •good 'Old Martin, and this morning 
when x went to Chapel, the air was heavy with their perfume. ‘The 
first-flush of dawn seeping through the stained glass was particularly 
lovely, intensified, I guess, because three of the older negroes 
tapped on the gallery floor, to ask if they might sit for a little 
while in the sanctum scantorum. Lt somehow rounded out 'the
human touch and made that early hour seem a little more significant.

«

And, as the day progressed, I looked back to that early hour with 
greater satisfaction, for it represented about the only quiet moment 
of the day, although 1 did listen between 6 and 8 to broadcasts of servioee 
from Mont Royal Chapel at Montreal, the Colorado Garden of the Gods 
and the Hollywood Bowl and found the music of the former and latter excep
tionally fine.

Mrs. Rand came, bearing a bottle of wine to me in the morning, and 
inviting me to dine with them at the camp, but I declined, what with 
the family circle here forged for breaking up immediately following 
a final gathering at the board at noon.

t

After speeding the parting guests and returning to *ucoa, 
a tapping at my door announced Rudolph's arrival. We started to 
collapse momentarily when Dr. Rand arrived. A* drink, and he returned 
to the camp.

Celeste, Madam Regard, Rudolph and 1 picked up Mrs# aana and the 
doctor about 3, taking them to open house at Beaufort where 
among other guests were Dr. and Mrs# Stafford. Dr. Stafford had been 
Dr. Rand's associate years before and had delivered all the Rand 
children. They live* in Baton Rouge and were enchanted to see their 
old friends again. This was the first time Rudolph had ever visited 
the home of "Uncle Barcissse,,, and that gave him particular pleasure, 
being acquainted with the Journal of the ?oung Man 0f fashion.

After a collation and chatting with dozens of guests, we pulled 
out. On nearing Mgnose, We noticed a oouple of cars by the gate, and 
so * descended from*the charriot, while the balance of the oooupants went
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on for tea a±k at the Rand camp.
I found Mrs. Renee BaSalle and son and a Mrs. Barker and a few 

gf her 13 adflt etiildreii awaiting Me. I spoke of Mrs Rand when 
I learned “rs. Barker was an Alexandria resident, and the lady said 
Br. Rand hud delivered her 13 children. What a day of delivery all 
around.

I gave them a quick little tour, Mxs# ^aSalle asking if she 
mirht come hack one1 day shortly to discuss plans for the restoration of 
The Hermitage with me. She says she has satisfactory architects and 
engineers, hut before proceeding any further, she would like to 
talk with me about several details, relationship of house to restored 
gardens in the offing, etc., etc. We set a tentative date for next 
week.
1 Before I bounced this group over the front gate, another group of 

people, kin of Frances Henry, appeared, and another tour. Before 
theydleft, ^udolph had returned from the Rands, and as soon as we 
were alone, I proposed getting out of our ^Sunday clothes to relax 
in plantation garb. But at that Moment Celeste arrived, asking if 
she might have a glass of wine with us. She might, and while we sipped, 
some negroes knocked on the otherside of the house, asking if someone 
might telephone a message for them. One might. f

And so the day played out 'and after second dark came other 
Easter guests, breaking in on the conversation which we never did 
seem to carry to any point on any particular subject.

Rudolph was in ^atchez Thursday and Friday and Saturday,
I believe. He says Mary* Hambdin s Mistletoe is lovely and touched 
on a few details I think ^ary must have omitted from her decriptive 
letter of some months back.* For instance, he mentioned the lovely 
pond to the right of the house where floated a flock of Canadian 
geeetee among the fleur de lis, etc. I don't recall any mention 
of this pond before.
: i t * ' " ‘ ,,, ,,

Rudolph knoww some people fromerly from Dallas by the name 
of Miller who bought a colonial house in town, the one time home of 
the buildet of Melrose (Mrs. Kelly's Melrose). It was from the gneral 
plan of this town house that the larger country mansion was laid out 
in the late 1840*8. “The town house is balled Holly Hedges, and, 
seems to be restored and furnished with taste, the furniture being 
more Directoire than Victorian, which is certain,more in keeping 
with the colonial period that what usually finds in many of these 
earlier dwellings.

But the hour runs late and Rudolph is simulating sleep in spile 
of my tapping, and 1 am not going to have^to simulate sleep in.about 
a minute. I hope your Easter, snow or no'snow, held something of 
happiness and gobs of relaxation.' Your Easter bunnies were so nice 
to get my happy Easter under way....
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Monday, -April 10th, 1950.

Memorandum:
The sky has been cloudy all day, the humidity high along 

with a breeze from the Gulf, but no rain has fallen. It seems to 
.be a toss up if we shall get a shower or clearing skies before 
dawn.

The unusual dryness, induced by the recent high winds, has 
impelled the plantation to slow up on it cotton planting, in 
hopes a bit of moisture may tumble down from on high to hasten 
germination with the planting of the larger stretches of 

cotton fields. *
Rudolph got off just after dinner. We had a pleasant 

little chat this morning and at dinner, although I really didn*t 
see so much of him.since his arrival, for what with the Beaufort 
interlude and subsequent pilgrims, and a couple of visitors, 
it was rather late when we folded up .our beards, and I have no 
idea if he kept awake long, for I fell asleep my head hit the 
pillow.

tHe said he sees^J.ames Cunningham frequently and the latter often 
speaks o| coming to elrose. 1 asked him to discourage such aspiratior 
on James part, for T instinctively felt he got into too many things 
and-otherwise violated hospitality. Hudolph said, - and this 
was a mild surprise:

**Vi[ell, James went on the theory that nobody was here who would 
be likely to read the books he wanted, and so felt no qualms about 
lifting them from lucoa and ^elrose**.
. I knew someone had lifted some of lyle^ but had attributed 

the entire business to that friend of little Miss Alberta who 
passed this way last July It seems we do know some nioe people.

t -  <
In view of the .exceeding childishness of so many of the programs 

on the air, their endless Soap .Operas, Hill-Billy Bands, etc., the 
thought oeoured to me the other day that some philanthropist 
could really confer a blessing on humanity if he would operate 
a sufficiently powerfulJjoradoasting station to reach lots of people,

—  giving primary thought to quality progfMj which might not appeal 
to those possessed of the average la year child*s mind, but to 
gray matter a little further developed. I suppose it might have 
to operate at, a loss, and yet perhaps it might be like the
Washington, % s s . , traot x triad to gat John D. fioakerfellar to imv:: iKMursffs: jsz
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An interlude between this page and the foregoing, during 
cwhich first,one and then a second laggardly secretary arrived, 
and I have had the delights of a grand conversation with you.

What bright, bright eyes you have, for what you detected 
at the right of the picture of the nandina hedge are bananas.
I planted half a dozen roots at the point where the Hast extremeity 
of the Masion de 1$ Heine, * its front gallery facing the river, 
should eventually spread it? brick pavement. The plants did 
rather well last year, reaching a height of 6 or 7 feet.
Within a year or two there should be an imposing group, since 
each root usually begets three additional stalks each succeeding 
season.

I am glad to know of the Hare publication relative to the 
photograph of the Black Swan. I appreciate sincerely your kindness 
in offering to have a copy made, but I am .using a photograph 
of the oil portrait of the lady for the Picayune, sent to the 
paper some time back. Curiously enough, the photograph of the 
portrait turned Qut ever so much better than the original, since the 
background, too dark in the original, Came out very light in 
the photo, thus bringing out the ebony of the Swan*s coloring 
in splendid releif.

I haven*t sen able to track down "I Take Your Word" during 
the ast few weeks, too much static obtaining, at the time-of the 
boradcasts. I believe I know Mrs. Woods of ^ampti, that town, as 
you know, being just above Natchitoches, oa the way to Briarwood.

- i am glad to have news of Anita and Agatha and it is pleasant 
to know they will be seeing ea£h other shortly. Your mention of 
Uadine reminds me that I haven t exchanged letters with her since 
the response to her last one of a year or sofago, perhaps, which 
was forwarded to you at the time. I probably should have skipped 
reference to the ^adam's death, had I beonawriting her, for 
following the time she-so unaccountably kicked over the traces,
I thought all mention of her might better be omitted. 1 also 

assumed it was Hadine who had a quotation from some well known 
poet, contrasting unfavorably southern gardens as opposed to 
northern ones, • a single slip of paper, perhaps 10 lines 
quoted, and posted from l*os Angelos, or some such. The Madam 
never suspected, i,n fact, she was in such poor mental condition 
at the time it chanced to arrive, that its import never struck 
her and she found the poem rather pretty. And for such a shaft 
to be shot seemed a little futile and, assuming Hadine did send it, 
quite out of keeping with her ordinary sense of balance,— the only 
other being the somewhat wild letter forwarded about the same time.
. . . vJ •- J. * •  ' .. .... ■

So glad you liked the cherry beverage. It is possible B.
Maoy may buy the same wine in bulk and bring 4t out much less 
expensively in bulk. Again my thanks for a grand, rand letter...
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• Tuesday, April 11th, 1950.

Memorandum: 4 '
1 3  ’ t ■ ' " •• . . . . . . . . . .  ’ . ; ....

A lovely day and lots of things: to grab off the minutes so
that night came down on me before I realized the day was half spent.

And there was the social side, too, which was pleasant, little, 
Lestan*s niece, Mrs. tester Hughes, born Clotllde Prudhorame, 
came to see me this morning, ^eleste was having some ladies for dinner 
at noon and Miss Clotilda wanted to pass bye *ucca. We chatted 
a little but too soon were joined by Celeste and gome of her 
other guests, proving for the millionth time that only two can 
talk". *

It was noon when they left and I declined the invitation to 
join them either at the board or at dessert. <

This afternoon Mrs. Band, her sister, *̂ ulia, and B. Bandolph 
came along about 3 o*clock or perhaps 4$ and remained for an hour or 
so.

Madam Hand told me quite frankly that Sister had come to 
her house last Friday and had asked her to come up here and drag 
out certain types of Hatvie Louisiana iris, and then send them to 
her by way of Frances Aand Jack who is coming down this way from her 
Shreveport home later this week. *

I told Mrs. Hand I thought Sister ought to have any flowers 
from ^elrose she wanted, and that as far as I was concerned,
Mrs. Band could always have anything she wanted for herself, including 
the big oak, if she felt so inclined, and that she didn t have to 
explain anything to anyone as to what disposition she made ^f her 
hauls. But, I hastened to add, the rest of the AQnrys didn t want 
Sister to \ e  hauling things out of here be cause she has hauled 
so much more than everybody’s share during the past 30 years, and 
that 1 would say but definitely -Ho <to such a roundabout proposition.
I pointed out that under normal circumstances the transfer could be 
effected easily enough without anyone being the wiser, but no 
sooner had we, — Madam Hand and I accommodated the bag, she 
would hasten to Melrose and announce that Madam Hand and I were 
despoiling, the garden behind everybody*s back. Bor that is the 
way she invariably bites the hand that tri es to give her a hunk 
* of meat.

I explained to the ladies I had to go to Yucca, - we were in the 
front garden, - and that I would expect* them to drop by when they
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had .^completed their stroll. i sent a gardener to them, fortified 
with much big cardboard cartons, spades and wrapping paper for 
whatever they dug. I remained at Yucca until ^adam Rand appeared, 
and accomplished by my absenae precisely what seemed best for all 
concerned under the cirumstanoes.

On the side of the servants, a embryo racket seems in the 
making, ^attie, the cook, with the voice of an outraged duck, 
apologized to me on Sunday morning, saying she was sorry her 
little boy had worried me^o, for "Sam Peace say you was complaining 
about my little boy makin' so much noise, banging your gate with the 
bell on it".

Nobody likes Hattie‘s 7 or 8 year old child bpt so far as 
I knbw, he neve* rattled-the bell on my gate in his life. I 
told her 1 didn t know anything about the business, since I had 
never heard of*the matter before, ^ater I learned that Sam Peace, who 
is Matties one time husband, - he figured in the Friends of Joe 
Gilmore, loathes Mattie’s illegimate offspring with an incredible 
virulence because ^attie has taught her disagreeable brat to 
mock Sam in the rather peculiar way he has or rising on his toes with 
each step, and it is assumed Sam had a single desire in making up 
the tale, to get Mattie to keep the child at home and not be forever 
dragging him around her place of culinary.operations where bam 
constantly bumps'into him.

So stews the pot in that direction.
I am so glad you told me about the project of some time back 

in which the united Nations contemplated some kind of an institution 
wherein the peoples of ali Faiths might find mutual satisfaction in 
worshipping God, each sect to his.own especial method* I hadn't heard 
of it until you spoke of it but the idea sound grand to me. As 
a matter of fact, 1 haven't been so pleased about (such a subject since 
I read in the Memoires of-^arco Polo how qld Kubla Kahn celebrated 
the chief religious day annually of the three greatest religions 
of the world of the 1400*8. I  might add that little Qld Miss Glotilde, 
being a rather strict Catholic, mildly surprised me today when, after 
viewing the Chapel, and learning that negroes might visit it when 
they pleased, declared that "Baptisin' or no Baptisin', I think 
the spirit behind this Chapel is about the best * know of in the 
Parish". So there you have it, — me and Kubla Kahn and the United 
Nations. Religion, you must agree, as well as politics, makes
strange bed fellows.<...

A letter from Dora which * inadvertently misplaced, speaks of running 
through the Omnibook version of Alice's "Natcher Woman". Dora likes 
Alice but doesn't like what he reads in Gmnibook, In your opinion, 
does that publication fairly reflect the general tenor of most of the 
books it boils down and serves up in modified or shortened garb.
I have never, read Qmnibook and would have to be acquainted with the
original varsibn of a book, I suppose, to get an adquate
idea of how the condensed offering might or might not conform.....
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Wednesday, April 12th, 1950.

* < •

Memorandum;
1945, and the Red River flood flowed by Melrose in the 

Cane River channel at its maximum height; Mr. Roosevelt died 
and the first grandiflora of the season unfolded its lovely 
waxen chalice, ** ♦

1950 and dry-dry; the Fresedential health in apple pie 
order and the Melrose magnolias still in bud

.... t a v

1945, as of May 8th, and the first* gardenia of the season 
blossomed and Hitler committed suiQide. «

1950, April and the gardenias are begriming to show signs 
of embryo buds while the world fumbles around with the Atom.
And just why I set down all this stuff, I haven't the vaguest 
notion.

Another lovely day and thanks to*partial cloudiness, work 
* out of doors swung along under ideal conditions Tonight 
the cloudiness seems a little more intense and 1 am hoping 
for a shower I don't mind saying Arenbourg needs it, for it 
seems to me we scarcely* ever get more than we can manage. What 
is surprising that even the cotton planters concede that 
a little shower wouldn't do any harm.

- t t

I think the enclosure holds nothing of interst. It 
is from Brigham Young's grandson, C. Young Cannon, but it 
may indicate tha$ he* is a civilized person, and even if 
such letters don t entertain, they somehow afford a measure 
of pleasure as afi evidence of good souls scattered about the 
earth.

Mrs. Combs telephoned today to say that one of her 
charges,*a colored youth, has just*been released from 
Reform School^and at'the moment is unable to secure any 
employment, ^aving seen people giving me a hand at Arenbourg, 
she wondered If at the moment there would be any work 
there for him for a day or two, so that he might not find 
too much time hanging heavy on his hands immediately after 
his return to civilian circulation. What with soe much 
planting of cotton going on at the moment; * could readily 
make use of a husky youth to corner some of the stretches where 
the new hedge is dying to get a head start of the surrounding 
weeds, and so * reckon the youth will labor Friday and Saturday 
with me on that projeot, and in the coming week, the Welfare
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Office hopes to locate something for the youth in town.
It is pleasant that the needs of the three concerned coincided 
so nbatly The ohly important thing about the whole business, 
however, is that the youth get started back, on the right road,
ATifl weeds or no weeds, if that is accomplished, the concerted
action in this initial step will have been ever so worth
while !

From the telephone conversation, X gathered that the office 
felt that if the youth could present himself in town as having 
assisted in lawn cutting or weed pulling or whatever in some 
nearby employment, he might find a permanent niche more quickly 
in town. I hope.

I I

Ora telep Oned me today, merely to say that she hadn't 
forgotten me, but that the convention of librarians in 
Hew wrleans, - which was busy and withal pleasant, was 
followed on hfer return home by too many days in the 
hospital attending one of her sons who developed some alarming 
nasal difficulty. She said she found a patophlet or book or 
some such on Versailles which she bought for me but which she 
was determined to delivery by true hand rather than by post.
As we chatted, it struck me she could find something in the 
library for me, - if Quakers ever went in for divorces. I am 
under the impression they did not believe in divorces, and if 
so, Mrs. ^olloman^ change of the Black Swan text to make 
Mrs. Greenfield a Quaker, will be all the more hilarious.
'And apropo of nothing at all, did * ever mention i how 
amusing i found it upon a time when Bernard Fay was
reading us something in French, - something about Benjamin 
Franklin, 1 suppose, and how he pronounced Quaker as though 
it were a French word, and if you don t think it sounded funny, 
merely trytn saying Quaker in some Simple sentee, all in
French, such as She'is a Quaker, or some such.

:  "

My Lincoln ^erndon'reading came to an abrupt halt last 
night when 1 discovered the Library had failed to send me the 
final third of the volume. Accordingly 1 turndd to a rather 
intersting volume, - "We Who Speak English". I don*t know 
the author* s name at the moment, but he seamb to be quite 
a sane individual, which certainly is remarkable, since experts 
in language are so often inclined to be sd r^gid in 
their particular subject, and this man doesn t seem to be 
at all. His primary fule for pronunciation seems to be based 
primarily on what is pleasing to those with whom we are 
conversing, and sdoh a liberal approach must make his 
theory anathema to many a school teacher up and down the land.

Aside from Andre Mauroi?, it seems Cornelia Otis Skinner 
once wrote a thing, also called Family Circle,'and that volume 
appears on my holding shelf.* '* shall sample it shortly, and 
if the lady is half as entrancing with her pen as with her 
spoken word, it ought to be entertaining.,,..

Thursday, April 13th, 1950.

Memor andum:
Hot the offer to make a hem.....but the whole garment, - 

St. Veronica*s Veil, reached me in this morning*s post. I cannot 
' tell you how surprised I was, and how moved I felt by your 
lovely gift for the Ohapel ItJLs perfectly grand, and while it 
will strike a perfect note a*galnst the mud walls, and while others 
will like it for its' sheer beauty and its appropriateness, I 
shall always love it because for me it will always represent a little 
bit of you.

The surprise element but completely floored me for what with 
Time playing the tricks on all of us that it does, the calendar 
would have pointed to not more than a week back, had I been asked to 
name the date on which I made inquiry about this item. I suppose 
it was the error that made the surprise so complete, since I 
never in a million years would have supposed my letter had more 
than reached you by now, when Lo. (to quote la Beaumont), here 
arrived the fruits of your response to my inquiry.
It*s going to be a while before I hang it, for I want to try 
two or three different treatemen$s in the framing. I may be able to 
find some old cypress boards at Arbnbourg or some old cedar planks 
at *ucca, rough and unpainted, and somehow I may contrive these into 
some sort of a frame. If this works out to my liking, 1 shall then 
give the picture,**- but of course not the frame, a coat of shellac to 
preserve it from the humidity. There isn*t the slightest question 
in my mind that your gift is going to be the dominant note and the 
most striking element in an atmosphere which is going to make 
a profound impression on everyone, and particularly, to quote Will 
Peroy, on the only two elements of the population that matter, - 
the negroes and the artstecrats.

I cannot tell you how enchanted I am with this splendid item, 
and several clusters of oak leaves should be draped about your crown 
for having so marvelously con rived such a gift that will mean 
everything to the Chapel while automatically its presence in the Chapel 
will automatically convert the same into a special oratory just for me, 
what with the presence that will forever stand forth whenever I am 
in this talisman of yours. f..
» • . *

And your letter came in today’s post, too, ,your Easter letter, 
which Is one of the lovliest anyone could have written. I have so 
many things to thank you for, what with all the particulars you included.

Uext best to seeing the Viennese collection at the Metropolitan 
with you was accompanying you on the delightful tour your pen afforded.
I don t recall ever having seen a salt cellar of Cellini's, although

&
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I have read of thorn, and'it seems to me ]jie has something to say about 
one or more in his autobiography I don t recall ever having seen 
a reporduotion of the Clouet of Charles IX, although, if it be etched ' 
rather than painted* it does seem to me I recall 0ne he did both 
of Charles IX and his bride,Mary Stuart, the famous Scottish Queen 
whom the world never seems to remember as having first been Queen of 
France.

As for the cradle of L'Aiglon y011 mention as being in the same
exhibition, could this b o ’the- one, possibly in mahogny with a
bronze -or possibly wooden figure of Fame or Glory or some such, 
standing at the head of the cradle and from whose uplifted arm the
canopy of the cradle was susended. H  seems to me * have seen
sketches of this, but it is a little‘hazy.

e

I am glad you were able to dine with your girl friend on Easter.
For both of you, the turkey was twice as good, being able to attack 
it jointly I am hoping the freedom from having to prepare a banquet 
ip your own menage gave you an opportunity to dip into a heap of 
other things which otherwise might have had to go unfiddled with had 
you been confronted with half of South America eframoring at your’own 
board.

t '

^ow nice that you had an. opportunity to dip into a scrapbook.
1 wish x had taken time to turn through it before it went forward, for 
then l might-have been able to say what house one of my inimitable skethes 
passed itself off for being. If Elizabeth Brandon Stanton1s corres
pondence appeared in? the book, it is possible a sketch of Windy H l l  âxioi

b®01Q *2 the volllme» - or any one of a hundred other houses.J-he Windy ^ill anor House was more or less in two parts - the 
earlier section"being in the rear of the newer seotioh the two 
units being united formerly by a dining room-gallery attached to 
the front of the Osman section and the rear' of the Stnaton part The 
Stanton lfront) section made up of front gallery, hall with stairs 
in the middle, drawing rooms on each side, with flankers beyond the 
drawing rooms. One endered the dining room by going straight throuw 
the central hall, from front*to back, and this i0ng oblong room 
ran the entire length of the Stanton (front) section of the house.

I smiled at y<j>ur account of the fortunate encounter with the 
census taker. Isn t it odd why some people are so violently opposed 
to such a measure,^and particularly as the data compiled is of such 
inestimable value both for the present an untold generations to come.

,* ' j  j '  *j '& . t X  „ < * >*v *.* 1 • • * • v  ’ - - i  y  v  y  *3"* *•* *

From £he enclosure, one gathers-that Friend Postell has had quite 
enough of rs. Holloman Don Worsley rounded up the papers, - Metover 
etc., as mentioned in connection with the recent L# S. U. list I * 
shall not mention them to Misenthusiasm tut she wouldn't*know how to 
interpret them, *even'though she should stumble over them. Surely 
she and -little ^iss Alberta were made for each other mentally and 
. ^  iu favor of each of them getting all the pleasure they can find 
in their mutual helter-skelter conversations. But I must break off
and. no, happy has heap niy day, thanks to you and all your kindness to me..
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Friday, the 14th, 1950.

Memorandum:

Another grand day, thanks to God and to you.
Your letter to hand in this morningTs post and I am tremendously 

indebted to you for all the information therein contained, and most 
especially as to your own good self.

The data covering Joseph ^ason sounds marvelous. On the strength 
of some of the points you touched on, I made a couple of notes 
at the top of a page, after which X wrote a letter to Mrs. Holloman 
regading the same. On second t ought, however, I think 1 shall 
not mail the letter, but shall await her next visit when I can pour 
forth the stuff which by then will have been fairly wdll formulated in 
my head, ^fter all, if I dictate the stuff rather than passing along 
notes for her to get dizzy about, I'shall have at least saved some 
time and possibly a few hopeless snarls. If I haven't already destroyed 
the letter, I shall attach the same herewith, feeling you may find 
interest in a couple of the points I suggest be covered in the article.
It is possible the parallel between intrinsic value as they compare 
with artistic ones may be a little far fetched in the example of 
Louis XIV meiti melting down the marvelous wroght royal plate 
with a view to reducing it to silver. As it is possible I may have 
a response from you prior to my first opportunity to dictate the article 
to la Holloman, I shall appreciate your own reaction as to whether this 
example is too far fetched or not.

• * x 1
An inter uption, as between this paragraph and the one above,

<to satisfy the need of a stalwart youth who, being unable to 
write passed this way i;o asi$. me to assist him in penning a love 
note.’ As so oftqn in the past, I find myself regretting I did not 
make a carbon copy. His dictation was unfaltering and delivered at 
such a reduced speed as to suggest he was conversant with the time 
element involved in taking down the spoken word* He indicated the 
termination by a slight wave of the hand, and the presence of a new 
oaragraph by a double wave of the hand, ^ut what was really astonishing 
about the rather long epistle was the blank verse in which most o - 
was dictated while two paragraphs were in perfect meter and rhymed, I 
be!iev2! without,the writer Ive? sensing it. Such manifestations are 
exceedingly rare, of course, but they have happened two or 
times over a spaA of years and I am always as amazed at such manifesta
tions on their appearance a sedond time as I am the first.

If tonight1 s somewhat; elaborate weather report is to be accepted as 
correct, it is almost as surprising in another way as is the poetical 
giftsaof the yô Lth cited above. Ihe Weather Beurea asserted the 
high for that city today was 65 and Alexandria 56. What with Melrose 
in between and‘registering a 76 during the afternoon, I can't seem to 
make suoh ense out of such
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My second secretary brought me a clipping from the Natchitoches 
Times which I should have included herewith had he not inadvertently 
put it 'hack, in his pocket. I shall see him on the morrow, I hope, 
and if not, try to secure another clipping for your delectation.
It is a brief account of a report made hy Athenese de Meziere 
to Governor Ungaza, - if my memory serves, and the spelling of 
that name makes me think my memory doesn t serve. The article 
states that in ^ 7 6  there were about 500-whites and 400 blacks 
in Natchitoches, - meaning the Natchitoches country, I assume.
There were also about,50 male and female Indian slaves, — an 
interesting note, don t you think, since we seldom think of the 
Indians as being slaves. There was also an account of the 
exports, I take it for the fear 1776, and although this is 
from a newspaper, always subject to error, I believe my memory 
so far as the figures go, is correct: to wit
1 000 horses, . which seems like a heap.
i. i, : f < * I

100 mules.
30.000 packages of tobacco., (probably the ±x staple at the time)
9 quintals of indigo. ( haven11 the vaguest notion what a

quintal May be, and have no one to consult a dictionary.)
36.000 deer skins. And I shudder to think of the slaughter.
5.000 pots of bear oil. (^nd I*d like to know how big were the 

average size pots.
The Most striking feature of this lest, of bouse, is the 

commodity which does not appear, — cotton. I believe cotton 
didn’t really get to going in Natchitoches Parish until along 
about 1800, — it seems to me I have heard the date 1804 given, but 
that may be merely the first record of its presence. Still, this 
early 1800 date is near enough, for, as you know, the Mississippi 
remained true to indigo, Tobacoo and Sugar, the latter ,in 
small driblets, until the traveler in Mississippi brought neww 
of the invention of the cotton gin and old Daniel Glares slave black
smith, contrived the first 0ne ever to operate in the region fanning 
out from the Guld.*

^  v \ j • A J  i.. Vi* V .vV ©*■*'•* *1. * W  V  - , tl- ' j. .

I have no doubt that Marie Therese Coin-Ooin in the 1776 period 
must have been taking pot shots at bears, so to speak, and 
banging off deer from the gallery of ^ucca, for such quantities 
of these animals would suggest they must have been all over the 
place. N0 wonder the wooden bars, still intact, closed off entry 
of bears and panthers at all windows. But I suppose much of 
the exporid material may also have been timber or barrel staves, 
for the islands of the West Indies, then without wood, and needing the 
barrels for exportation of molasses to Europe. Porgive this 
endless speculation about old days at xucca, but I shall probably 
return to it regardless from time to time.....
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wHe (Josephs Mason) now draww flowers better than any man 
probably in America."

from a letter of James J. Audubon to his wife,
Lucy Audubon, 
and further,

"in another letter, Audubon said, after having heard of the death 
of Josephs father: "On that account, I am more attached to him.....
••••••"His talent for painting is fine, his company is quite
indispensible", #1

In another letter, he says after having heard of the death 
of Joseph*s father, "on that account, * am more attached to him.•••••..

c

April 14th, I960.

Dear Miss,
The above are a couple of quotations which.we may find convenient 

to use in the article about Joseph Mason.
I am digging for some rather elaborate material, both in the 

-•Hew orle'ans and New York ar^as, and have no doubt we shall 
have adequate data within a few days to contrive an article 
with dispatdh. 1 am under the impression a single sitting might 
enable the frame work,to be well s%t up, and only a^second 
sitting to polish off ’the connecting material which appears to be 
abundant.

You will recall that the author of Audubon's America, in referr
ing to the rift that developed between Audubon and Mason that 
to that author*s way of thinking, Audubon was probably wrong and 
Mason was probably right in whatever the controversy was about.

I have no explored any Ohio Historical Society, although I 
should imagine, if we need additional particulars, we might well 
find such in the Cincinnati Historical Society*s records, for 
I Relieve the Mason family lived there and therefore that Society 
would undoubtedly *be more conversant with the history of the Masons 
than any other.
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In the Audubon*s America book., you mayrecall that a number 
pf the plates for which Mason did-the backgrounds are enumerated 
by number. Perhaps we can use some of these for illustrations.
I think we should play down ^udubon and play up< Mason. One 
point to stress, it seems to me, is the fact that it was 
Mason1s artistry that, made popular the more scientific 
ornithological pencil work of Audubon# Audubon*s brid drawings are 
gems, much of whose popularity depends upon the magnifieient 
setting as conceived and executed by Mason# <

Once during the wars, of the, Spanish Luacesatoru, the French 
treasury waer completely exhausted and thus pushed to an extreme,
Louis XIV ordered all the roayl plated melted down and the silver 
converted into currency. Accordingly knives, forks, platter and eve; 
the great silver tubs of the giant orange trees of Versailles were 
oast into the furnace. But this treasure of inestimable value 
depended less upon its pure silver than the exquisite artistry of 
its workmanship, so that civilization lost a king*s ransom 
in precious moveables while the Government gained scant if any advantag< 
through its heroic conversion of its art objects into a few measely 
bars of silver.

Unquestionably if stipped of their Mason settings, Audubon*s 
birds of the Mississippi Valey would still be interesting, but 
at the same time it must be conceded that it is the coupling 
of the Mason artistic treatment of flowers and leaves that gives 
these plates their popular appeal and their artistic triumph.

» .
It is*LWith suohtthoughts in mind that I think we should approach 

the sketch of the forgotten career of Joseph Mason. We should 
strive to detract from neither, but rather to cite them as another 
one of those remarkable combinations of history, wherein the 
gifts of one individual so perfectly supplements the attributes of 
another, as in mechanics, for example, the case of -the Wright 
brothers, in literature, Beaumont and Fletcher or Boswell and 
Johnson.

But these and other details we shall examine when next you 
p$ss this why. . - v. v . l

. I trust, your week end .over the Easter holidays in % w  Orleans 
was pleasant and that by now Mr. Holloman has completely recovered 
from his recent indisposition.
• « ,*9100. I i.w Q-llJ , X. i ■

With ,kinest regards to you both, believe me
r ' - '' " " . .

: - x x ox, . sincerely, ... -

francoie mignon.
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Sunday, April 16th, 1950*

Memorandum:

A busy week end but withal ever so pleasant, with the 
thermometer on the oool side and the pilgrims few in number but

* excellent in quality.t ' '
I had hoped to get out a raft of correspondence this morning 

but other 'things and people intervened, and so tonight I shall 
have a go at a dozen or so, but not until we have had a little 
chat.

It will be a pleasure to write Madam Marco, ignoring her 
depressed state of mind to the extent of. not mentioning it, naturally. 
And to Carolyn I shall ask her to bring the lady she mentions at 
another time. If she can fly down from St. Louis for a week end at 
Melrose, she can fly down from Washington or where ever she may be 
located fbr a later go-round. Assuming that Helen plans to come at 
the same time Carolyn does, it will be a case of nTwo*s company, 
thr^e*s a orofod", and while I can "eat two and sleep two**, three

* isn t to be t ought of at the moment.

And then there is the letter from Sister which will hand you a
laugh, — she and her plans for a |aunt to Manhattan. I shall
respond in a vague strain saying the last I heard from you the 
matter of a European tripMI wont mention Agatha*s name) was 
mentioned, and as soon as I learn more particulars as to when 
you will return, I shall advise her. You may be sure I shall 
not touch on that point again until after she herself has returned 
to Louisiana But in writing this, it occurs to me you really 
micht he ouritfus to see the b$g, and if so, just let me know, or
better still write her direct* _ Mrs# B L# Wenk, 936 Ontario Street,
Shrevepoert, *“ouisiana. Frankly, I can’t imagine much pleasure, save 
that of actually seeing the phenomenon,-bnt I leave it up to you. 
Personally, if I dwelt alone in an igloo on the South Pole and 
there was an opportunity to seeing one single human being and 
she was it, I should block off the front entrance with a cake of 
ice, but perhaps that only goes to show how disagreeable I am. In 
any event, I shall indicate fn my response to her that a European 
trip is the big thing at the moment, and she can guess as best she 
can if it is already in progress or is something scheduled ix for 
May.

A letter from Bobina indicates she gets her new car on Monday, 
and may get down this way sometime next month, possibly while MigB 
Alberta is here. She planned to go to the Blue Bonnet Festival at
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Marlin, Texas, this week,end, so I expect we shall have a report 
covering Dr. Miller shortly# Monday, April 17th, 1950*

I saw the rands three times today, Ed coming to see me for 
a little chat this morning and to invite i&e for dinner. I declined 
the latter, having accepted Celeste's invitation to dine with 
her family. I dropped by the camp aronnd 2 o'clock, however, 
to chat with Dr. Hand for a bit until the Gordon Bandlphs came.
Back-home 1 had a couple of lawyers from Shreveport, praying for 
a tour, and as it was concluding, we met Mrs. Hand, her daughter,
Frances Hand Jack of Shreveport, and ^s. Randolph, and it turned 
out they were acquainted with the pilgrims, thus giving them an 
opportunity for a pleasant exchange of amenities, Mxg# Hand bourhgt 
me what she was pleased to style "my supper". From a preliminary 
investigation, it appears to be a mountain of spagetti with a 
sprinkling of little onions through it, all contrived in some 
marvelous meat sauce, and under a blanket of grated cheese; 
atf equally staggering portion of potatoe salde which a sampling 
indicated to be out of this world. Adding some slabs of 
ham and of turkey, a flock of green and ripe olives, a round of 
three kinds of muffins and a quart jar- of custard, and you have 
a general idea as to what I have confronting me, if an when I get 
hungry before I am through galloping up and down this keyboard. It is 
to be hoped that some lucky wayfarers, late heading home for 
Little River or so such, may pass along the far side of the bamboo, 
and seeing my light, hazard the hope that something to sustain them 
on their journey may be waiting for them at this end of the ^hite 
Garden.

If i am unable to get the clipping about exports from this 
area in 1776, as mentioned in yesterday's memo., I shall at least 
be able to get a transcript which I shall send along eventually, thinking 
you might wish to paste it in one of your scrapbooks. I think I 
shall paste one in my Yucca volume, for somehow, .as I think of it, 
the pictures brought up in the mind by that list, the astonishing 
abundance of animals gives a ̂ sjjbcial tone to any picture of Yucca 
when one considers its surroundings 170 odd years' ago. As I 
glanced at the barricaded windows giving on the front gallery this 
evening, considering that the list had omitted mention of everything 
in the animal line save deer and bears, I found myself instinctively 
reflecting that it is bound to have been "bars 03; bears", any way you 
sliced it in those days when ̂ arie Therese Coin->oin was raising her 
Children in this house, the twins, Augustin and Suzanne being 8 years old 
at the time the de Meziere report to Unzaga was filed.

It has been trying so hard to rain but getting no where, and although 
the sky is fetarless tonight, it is obvious it isn't going to rain.
*nd tomorrow morning weleste and Madam Regard and a couple of grilx- 
friends head out by car for ^ew wrleans for a three or four day frolic 
and the squirrls go round and round in their cage, finding the 
exercise just too Harper s Bazaar and coming out eventually at precisely 
the point they went in , Save for one hem, of course.....

Memroandum;
' ■ '...^  ^ ' ‘ ■ '■  ̂ "■ '' ' ' w  ‘ •;'v ' r

A nice fat envelope in today's post, and thanks a billion 
for your grand letter together with the remarkably clear 
photostats. * f

'I didn't get around to explore the maps until after lamp light, 
and so I have arranged :to have my secretary to pass this way 

in the dawn's early light of the morrow, when we shall further 
go up and down the land claims together. *

I am impressed by your suggestion regarding the possible 
relationship, as between August and Augustine, and I shouldn't be 
at all surprised if they may have been thfc twins, the latter 
sometimes referred to as Suzanne, Suzette or just plain old 
Tante Zette. If Mrs. Holloman will only make up her mind and 
get the photostat or transcript of the Baptismal Record, already 
paid for long since, that document may throw some light on the 
matter, although since the extant document was rigged up from 
the early reoordsxfxam in the late 1800's from the pre 1800 
Register, subsequently destroyed, it is quite possible that merely 
Augustin and Suzanne may have been entered at the later time, since 
these two'names may well have been firmly established in the publio 
mind a hundred years after their birth', as a convenience in making 
a sharp line of difference when referring to them.

From my preliminary glance at the map, I would gather 
that Arenbourg's first division line must have falben just inside 
either the Metoyer or the Roubiaux properties. This is the 
first time anyone around here ever realized that Mrs. Joseph Henry's 
father owned property in this section, so far South of Bermuda where 
in 1818 he built his residence on his Reform Plantation and where 
the house still stands. Curiously enough, there is a curiously 
narrow strip, about 20 feet wide along the Northern line of 
Arenbourg and which is more or less being planted on my part as 
a part of Arenbourg. This is a thin slice of land which J. H. 
acquired by gift from his father about 35 years ago, 
and lies between Arenbourg proper, once Metoyer property, and 
Alfred Liorenz lands to the JSorth, old Emanuel Llorenz having 
been an ante bellum Spanish tailor who came to this Spanish 
colony to dress the King's troops, and ended up by marrying one 
of the mulatto heiresses. Seomday I shall R. B. to run back the 
title on this narrow strip, and I shouldn't be Surprised if it 
turned out to be a sliver from old Francois Roubiaux* original 
grant.
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Bv telephone I jotted down the data, as covered hy the enclosed 
list, covering points revealed By the 1776 census, I judged 
the spacing poorly when I had it read hack to me, so it doesn t go
on a single side of the page, hut, if you want it for your
scrapbook, you will perhaps he able to transcribe it in a more 
compact manner for pasting. Within a day or two, 1 shall re
arrange the data from my notes, and tack the paper in better
grouping, on the inside of the shutter that protects the wooden bars
in b v  boudoir window, giving on the front gallery. Architects and 
historians in particular, are always interested in the presence of these 
bars, and this notation, detailing the number of deer and bears 
rounded up in 1776, may more clearly suggest why, -in view of 
the enormous numbers of animals, including the panthers, these 
openings were protected as they were, for Yucea must have been 
years old in 1776, and, as you will eventually note in the Chase 
diary, pathers were still a problem in this section in the 
I860* s when Yucca as “about a century old. 
i riv

1 am enchanted to report an error on my part in my prediction 
we probably would not have rain last night. A little after 
midnight a'gentle drizzle set in and perhaps almost an inch of 
rain came drifting down from on high. We really needed i$ ana 
what with things at Arenbourg having lately been-provided with 
nice * loose earth about their feet, I think, they drank deeply for the 
balance of the night. A thick cloud coverage kept the sun from 
shing today, and there seems to be about the same promise of 

rain for tonight. Of course the cotton planters, after one 
initial splash, are hoping for clear skies and high^temperatures, but 
<if it rains again on 0111 side of the fence tonight, the abundance 
will not be too great, now that growth seems to be poised for its 
gretest effort of the year.

Before 1 had finished my stint in tossing off a dozen 
letters last night, I had the good luck to have a couple of 
volonteers to assit me in disposing of largess from the Rand larder. 
There was one'item, a bouncing aspergus and avacado salde, 
which my helpers disdained as ’’white folks1 food”, and I am 
sure they were perfectly right? for I found it delectable, and 
was doubly enchanted to concentrate on it, since without anyone 
being deprived of a fair share of the-entire repast, I got the 
lion*s share of this particular item. *
* I heartily approved Lloyd*s "We Who Speak ^nglish" chapter wherein 

he expresses approval of the Southern phrase "you all"? a position 
that undoubtedly must slay? the more g± tight-lacedlexieographers.
Lloyd declares, and I agree, "you all" is employed both as a
courtesy and for clarity’s sake "How are you all" and
"Sam, you do this or that,*andJohn, Henry and August, you all do the
other thing"; Lloyd says what confuses non-Southerners is the way
in which Jack Benny, Rddie Cantor? etc., employ it exclusively as
a singular rather than a plural form. And so Goodnight to
you alone from all us—es.........

Tuesday, April 18th, I960;

Memorandum:

It was only in the dawns early light that I +v„
marveious artistry of the splendid map! reaching .me in yesterday's

How X s all treasure them alwavs for contTHTw ?A __ . .
gained from "the sun-s only rival la!t nigh* ' 2St
stats bpt the handiwork of my ladjr of the lamp. ? photo-

Hot enough oak leaf clusters have been asseumbled „n

' ad9mu a t e V aSt aboutS°n mi!drfo” s^perl!tives°butrfind°n!thingS m S

form9verIintmvlltreat goes with°ut saying that I shall treasure^em*
sheer goodne!! and indL^ry^n m f ^ h ^ f  l o T t C k s V *  y0UI „ to ;you, am I able to formulate o ^  /

w it^ p e o p le 'liv in g ^ n  th is 'se e tio ^ ^ t^ is^ r o m ^ o u ^ w h o 8^?1^ 0? Wit\  
! f ° ? h reSi0D that 1 should f^nd everything lf! olear^o^e
^ f 1̂ * ^ rK 11S-r? ^ r0Pertie8 aS tk6y o m 5 iS * £
brightly S 2 T S E T  £  a&  h w
so much light, so much understanding, so much affeStioiion f r o m ^ ^ r ^

Ts o h ^ o v ^ : tWlu “ n S Sn o f h i £ & g
h!d“it not 1been1for̂ hiŝ remarkable fiifj001®? Jhe w°rJd wô ld he today 
own existence,™™ “  ?0dlV ?  my

exerpts and observations regardin^the^otnti tosethsr with the most exoe 
of .the local reSLn; !o perle“ u r o S r i f y i n r Z , ?  3ffiCeomg upir ,pst ,arve-pis a<l of ueqtflT/i0 ? S ., ^kional details regard-

y  the aid of my Slass, I
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oould readily determine all the finer points of regional land claims.
•50 mucp. that waacloudy before has now become so clear. I shall 
speak in detail of many of these points later. At the moment, my soul 
is so oonsummed with gratitude and admiration that I shall forego 
mention of technical details for another sitting.

Yesterday's clouds gave way to pure blue and gold today 
This afternoon I could hear the tractors going full tilt beyond the 
bamboo hedge, getting the cotton planted in the fields sufficiently 
damp to insure immediate germination.

f^ rly tusy daJF. what with doings at Arenbourg tis intoning, 
pC-?Iims thds afterB°°n, and, — and quite unexpectedly, .Sister and the 
ohildren and Dan Henry and Hina ilolnnesss at post-supper time. Dan has 
teen in the hospital in Shreveport for a few days, _ a hemmeroides operatioi 
1 believe, and Sister brought him to Melrose tonight, and Hina kindly
df°J9 hif ear 4oto £?r him. Sister seemed to be pretty high, and asked 
me to make a round at the big house to see how Dan is doing at 2 a.m.
J. H., for whom Tuesday night is searosant for gambling in town, sent
like 1948 S0I7ant to ask ms to make a round> too. It all seems so muoh

j..,1111?!,*9 ?v9T t0 S99tt me at Yuooa for a few moments before sundown. She wants to return when little Miss Alberta comes to paint.
“h®, seems to be much as usual, and I am glad to have had an opportunity
a Viotrol^of1̂  S f9” mor ntS: Sha seems t-° think I ought to havea viotrola of my own, — an interesting idea, and threatens to send me hers
1 „pu  ̂“y foot down on that suggestion, but mightily although 1 did 

hf? kindness. she pointed out that her leias propfrty was 
Layi^ L \ 1V d6nf> ~hut somehow tat didn't seem to out much ice with 
“9 * C;?fgh her impulse was oertainly of the kindness. She and Sister and 
f h« L hl! J l ! "  returned to Shrefeport along about 8 or 9 o'clock tonight.?

-they make it safely, although I should have been happier for Hina's 
sake *iad a more sober driver been at the wheel than Sister.

t " ~  ̂■' ' * ' ‘ U , ' " * ' . . ,tt . . - ; r
_  Between^Arenbourg and pilgrims today, I rounded up some lovely old

0at0n PiQlL9ts which I shall use forthe framing7©?14 the St. Vernoioa 8s portrait of Christ. I meant to ask, ever so far back
artist whcfdid t L t ^ n v T ^ ^ 1?® fh°ut. thf biography of Gabriel Max, the ’ 
S5. f . ! f v j ^ h * * a k l °Tli(9wtst ?f portraits. I at. jransaoked the African 

w °  1° fi“d some 014 hand made square headed iron nails, 
the ?4.f0?nf* ?ot only the 8 smaller ones required for framingthe portreit, but also one huge one which X shall drive into the 6

m?d W!lls t0 su8p9nd the portrait from, by means
been t?aaeui?r.^f "l19 f°!“ a forgotten bale of hay which I havebeen treasuring, - the wire not the hay, for ever so long.,

And so tings turn at this bend of the river, a bend never so beautiful

and thenPm^ohin° to Ar9nbou?gntoaserthe“ ame^ny?eLity!?li! handiwork*

Wednesday, April 19th, 1950.

Memorandums

* 1 have already discounted the fact that any new piece of
furniture or an new note of decors appears ever so prominent 
when first installed. And yet^ in spite of the generous discounting 
I am convinced that your contribution to the Chapel dominates 
the entire sanctuary.

I assembled the ancient pickets from a crumbling fence, re
enforcing my materials with some elegant ancient square headed hand 
made nails, and what with a bit of sawing and hammering, I had con
trived a frame, the Ike of which has probably neyer been seen on land 
or see until this 19th day of April in the present year of Grace.
The wood is weather-beaten with ah occasional fleck of gray-white,- 
a forgotten trace of white paint applied a half a century or so ago.
I avoided any attempt at making the corners meet, but rather 
intentionally extended the picket point two or three inches beyond 
cWhat would othwise been-the corners of.an oblong, one picket point 
protruding at each corner. With just a little imagination, one 
might hazard the remark that the whole thing had.an alarming 
suggestion of a crooked cross, but since everyone is trying to 
forget the swastika, am not bringing that point up. I didn't 
drive the nails completely into the wood, but left from a quarter to 
half an inch above the surface of the wood. The picture itself 
when thus encased, has all the white border eliminated, with ohiy the 
narrow black strip outlining the Veil. After searching more 
beams in the African House, I found one more j>ld ̂ square headed nail 
and that I drove into the cypress beam fbrining the £ South cornice’o 
of the Chapel, and from it I suspended an old rusty strang of hay wire 
to which the picture is hung against the mud wall,, and more or less 
midway between to upright cypress beams encased in the mud

t - « •

The exquisite quality of the painting, already striking 
because of the extreme simplicity of its own background of the 
veil, seems somehow doubly enhanced by the ruggedness of the frame 
and I must say the picture so completely dominates the Ghapel that* 
the stained glass, statue and the great Cross-all. seem to fade into 
nothingness as one steps into the oiatory rand is'struck by the 
spelndid spirit this c»eation radiates.

If my "Ho” to Carolyn doesn't deter her visit and Helen's, I 
shall have them take some flash-light pictures of the place, for 
I am impatient to rush off a picture of your triump in making the 
Chapel but a complete succeed.
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It didn t rain 2 cents worth today, hut threatening clouds
prevented me from doing much in the farther reaches of the Thursday, April 20th, 1950.
neighborhood. But I did get in a few licks at Arenbourg early
this morning. The grandiflora magnolias are certainly putting j ' ' i.
out new leaves, and I am hoping some new growth, too.

The more I have thought of something that happened at supper 
last night, the funnier and the more tragic it seems to me.
Sister was no higher than usual, and her strident tone and 
erratic speech, forever revealing her lack of balance, somehow more 
or less conceals from me at least when She is beginning to get a 
pretty good edge on. In the midst of supper, the children withdrew, 
and the little girl was fiddling around8 at one thing or another, when 

suddenly, following muchatalk, addressed to the table on her mother*s 
part, the little girl began skipping about, saying in a sing-song 
gaiety?

t !
If*Tee-hee, ha-ha, ho-ho, mama*s drunk again. Tee-hee, ha-ha, 

ho-ho, — mama*s drunk again."
Both Uina and I elevated an eyebrow each other*s direction, 

but no one else seemed to think much about what was issuing from 
the children*s department. And then, in the midst of things, Sister 

yelled at her daughter;

"Gammie, bring me that whiskey bottle over there on the sideboard 
and go tell ^attie I want some more coke."

; c. t  ■ ' r ‘ t -• 1

And so the child delivered the whiskey bottle and danced on out 
to the kitchen to deliver the message, still repeating as she 
skipped along: *'

i )  / .  t •' j  1 . •  • w  % ' ■' ..........  . .

"Tee-hee, ha-ha, ho-ho, mama’s drunk again.1*
I suppose there may have been three or four' colored people in 

the kitchen,, and apparently they were as shocked by such carryings-on 
as an civilized human being might be, for in mid morning, when I was 
returning from Arenbourg across the cotton field behind the white 
garden, where the tractors were planting, one of my ebony friends 
slowed up his machine as I was passing and with a full moon grin, 
half whispered:

"Tee-hee, ha-ha, ho-ho*w
and with ashake of his head and a wave Of his hand, stepped on the gas, 
and instantly was deep in getting this year’s crop in.

You will note from the enclosure that I sent Miss Myra one of
I think her response characteristicallyour humming bird feeding bottles, x nex response cnaracte

gay.The Pierson letter was mailed on Monday and reached me today, 
whioh seems leisurely enough as a Jaunt, what with the distance bhut 
18 miles At that rate this out to reach you by mid May

Memorandum;
 ̂ . 1 ' v ■ Q l j  1 . '« . . ■■ < ■* 'J _< YJ V
Knipmayer Bay, and the lady accompanied her husband today 

for the first time in about a month, * guess. She wanted to see 
the Ghapel. The doctor ushered her in. She seemed drawn to 
°St. Veronica’s Veil, and after sitting-for a few minutes, 

started to ieave, when her husband asked her if she didn’t 
intend looking at.the statue. She said the picture had had such 
a profound impression on her that she had completely forgotten to 
glance about at anything else. After a second day of considering 
the item, I still believe your contribution to the Ghapel is 
the most moving element in the sanctuary. «

The day has been delightful, all blue and gold, with the 
thermometer in the pleasant 70*s. I suppose it must have been in 
the 40*s last night, for the Shreveport ’’eather Bureau announced 
this morning that lasjb night’s low broke all records for April
19th during the 75 years thâ t station has been functioning.

< •
■; I suppose it is this prolonged, comparative coolness this 

Spring which has discourage the influx of insects, but regardless 
of that point, the ^arqsh B. D. T. program is in full swing.
This afternoon a;couple of men came to say they would return on 
the morrow for a going over of the place. I G. K.ed that 

neww item, £o far as the rest of the establishment was concerned, 
but asked them to do Yucca forthwith. I reekon they probably 
prefer doing Yucca to any of the other buildings,forrthere is 
less work for them here than in any other building. Last year’s 
method proved so satisfactory, I followed the same line of departure 
this year,' — having them spray .the front and back galleries 
thoroughly, walls and ceilings, and stopping abruptly right then and 
there. My theory is cthat since the ~mosquitoes do not originate 
within the house, if they are thwarted on the outside, it isn’t 

’ important to spray the inside. As you know, a white film stains 
mahogny, and I guess all dark woods, and oasts a film over gold 
leaf, therebye requiring no end of covering over of furniture and 
portraits, or having thorn all hauled out of doors. And so, with 
all that'excitement eliminated,. I am enchanted to toss a few benches 
and brio-a-braQk from the;galleries to the greensward and just 

• let the sprayers do their worst. I had them do the Ghapel, too, 
of course, puting one of Madame Aubsin Bocque’s old nightshirts 
on the Blessed Martin, which was something of a riot, and 
removing the little crude benches and your Veronica’s Veil. The 

~ whole operation for Yucca was over within 5 or .10 minutes, and 
for the balance of the Spring and probably well through July if not 
the entire summer, the galleries will undoubtedly be insect free.
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.. J  i?.]:68*1?6 °2P elis 0tis Sinner's "Family Cirole, and f nding it altogether charming in its early chapters, she has"' 
somehow succeeded in giving such a convincing picture of the 187}Qs 

1880 s whQn her parents were making their respective bows. y 
Since there is a reference to the Atom bomb in one of the paragrpphs,
1 tiie book must be post 1945, and therefore the title seems
a little striking, assuming as I do that Maurois1 Gercle de Camille 
probably appeared in English under the same title. Gome

1 guess his book, which I never read, was a novel whii« 
the Skinner opus.is history and probably will become autobiographical 

, ?? Ptogifsses. Under the circumstances, I don't suppose 1 ' 1
aonfesBaT ™ould much confusion, alt ough Fmust
. ^®ss X should be a little startkdd, say if the one time Mistress

Swan°™sWWay Sh0uld toss oli 80 autobiographical skit entitled
Orleans T C®1®8?® aot having returned as yet from ^ewrleans, . . edinea at the big house and had the verv un^lea^ant
neww to relate regarding the "inks. Sister telephoned him last ni^ht 
to say the whole shooting match would be down for the week end Sha*
t h i V m a v I r ? ?  SU°h 7^ ! ations b9for® and then not lppe«elf*x hope is may be the case in the present Instance, but I shall know ^
only when bunday has come and gone. What with her unexpected
1 *"*"*•*. “ight, X had no occasion to aS^er he? lastletter, going on the theory that her visit precluded anv exchange

Z u o n 6L v L f L St^  A0°0XillSl* 1 thUS have h a n oeo?cSf?n

It P?lr?s? thif \  ®?P®otinS ^  spend a couple of weekstrirf ma? ’ I00* 1 sia°«ely hope'the YellowstonetooP for all t“d a orui8e ia the Yellow Sea would be fine,
. . . j n H  i S  h .tzti . a : i ‘ i s ? : ; ; ;

aiming in this direction. Of course th«re -r«r» + I
hyath! end^of thffifst * £ Pt£ °t h" * 8 ? " e ' 'f6r she woald h f  so bored

so delJhtfuii^nai? 2* Arenbourg wonderfully bracing this morning, 
b?nt! !fv?ewyo? ? L  con^nuL94! ^ 0?51116 ® * P ® « W ° a °a which Iwfs

t t .  i « .  „ ; , b „  s k . 1 "

■ 2 « « : : . T ; l T r : » r b X % r s ,me to bed.... ake 11 bao* will probably have beaten

Friday, April 21st, 1950.

Memorandum:
According to, my calendar, Spring is a month old, but today 

it really was convincing, what with the thermometer in the 80fs, 
and a balmy humid breeze blowing straight in from the direction 
of the Gulf.

s —

It was one of those unsatisfaootry days, however, after which 
one seems weary with having accomplished little at which one can 
point with pride. Still 1 guess a few things were undertaken, 
even if little appears to show for the effort.

One thing 1 did do at Yucca which satisfies me, however, 
and that was to add a new note to my boudoir. For ever so 
long 1 have had a colonial piece of fire arms, weighing Heaven 
knows how much, and only today did I find a place for it, - 
slap over my door. It is one of those old, old rifles one 
pushed the pwwder into through the 7 foot barrel, with ledd and 
wadding after it, and then knocked yourself into the middle of 
next week when you pulled the trigger, the kick on those 
ancient pieces was so terrific. I had been pulling around 
through some old lumber in one of the ancient barns when 1 
^tumbled over an old timey powder horn, contrived from the 
cow with the crumbpled (I hope I spelled that crumpled) horn, 
and thus, turning up the ammunition department, I decided it was 
high time to do something about the old flint lock piece 
it self, and so now it hangs above my chamber door, the 
powder horn suspended just below it, and while it lacks all 
the verve of a 1930 sawed off shot gun, still it does seem to 
have a harmony that goes along alright with * the mud walls 
and barred windows of Yucoa*

I also discovered a huge old oxen yoke, with a big old 
rusty iron ring still attached, and I strung that up on 
the gallery, for no other reason that it somehow made me think 
of Coin-Coin and the type, of horse power which must have 
obtained in her days when Yucca was young.

Some Dallas bankers were here this afternoon, and two of 
t em asked me ij! the yoke, which delighted them, was for sale. 
Ismiled wearily and wagged my head horizontally. One of them 
said:

"We want you to come to Dallas to visit us anyway, and

» • • * *
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when you start, you remember to bring that big old yoke
witfci you, for many an oil millionaire in Dallas would trade you
a well for the thing."

How unimaginative some bankers are, and what flights of 
exaggeration they oan take on occasion.

1And speaking of Ooin-^oin, I am sending along what came to 
hand today from “rs. Holloman. My second secretary didn't 
seem to read the typed stuff very readily, and I gather there 
must be a lot of Holloman renditions.from hand written French 
in the stuff, -^either he nor I felt much like wading through 
the. stuff, and so I am not quite sure of what it covers, but 
I assume it must have to do with several births, probably beginning 
with Coin-Coin's children. I i

I didn t bother to run through the synopsis of the 
Yucca-Melroee -Abstract, which is unquestionably correct in every 
detail, what with Lawyer Holloman being to meticulous. But re
gardless of its probably dullness, I thought you might like to 
have it for your scrapbooks. If you should ever make a copy of the 
birthcrecords, I should be glad to have a copy for my scrapbook 
sometime or other, but I don’t care when, and if never it will 
probably not be missed, for I can always consult with you if 
I need som^ point or other, and it seems to me I always get 
information directly from you in spite of the intervening miles 
with ten times the speed l ever acquire any I search for through 
the elusiye services of others slap on the spot.

And all of this must have a depressing note of some kind. I 
suppose it stems from the fact that I borrow a half dozen 
cheap wine glasses from Celeste to guzzle the bankers, and 
one of the glasses was broken, and that depressed me, although^ > 
the pattern is an open one and can be obtained readily in 
town. Having a mania for washing my glasses in oceans of 
soap suds and boil water rinses, I seem to be forever smashing 
up my stuff, and today was one of those moments when my supply 
was approaching the vanishing point. I can't think why the 
breaking of one such glass belonging to another should depress 
me, and Celeste was sweet as pie about the p business, but still 
I regretted the episode.

* almost forgot to say that the ladies returned home last 
night after a most successful frolic in the Crescent ^ity, it 
all turned out so Harper's Bazaar.

A bright spot in the late afternoon occured when three 
friends of Mxs# xland passed this way, one a Baptist, one an 
Episcopalian and one a Catholic One seeing the Chape£ the 
baptist and the Catholic ladies* a minute apart, but without 
the other knowing it, asked if a moment might be spent alone 
in the hapel. Naturally I liked that, and they both agreed 
your gift dominates the whole place,.,.#
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Sunday, April 23rd, 1950,

Mentor andum;
How grand to have your nice fat^letter of Tuesday in Saturday's

post.
. ' It is good to have these elegant vignettes of tUie local scenes, 
and particularly those in which you are playing a part. And I am 
so glad you "were able to get tor Carnegie for the Anderson concert.
1 love the titles you mentioned as being your favorites, and I am hoping 
one o'r more of them may have • been included in her program.

*
If chance favors, and my secretary should pass this way tonight,

I want to open the armoir and w run through your letter again, for 
there were several points * want to touch on, but shall do so at a 
later sitting. 1 am particularly interested, too, in what you have to 
say about the5 points touched on in my letter to Mrs. Holloman regard
ing the ^ason matter. I shall include the idea or comparison which 
you1 approved, when the article reaches the boiling point. I shall 
be glad to have particulars from the Duke publication concerning the 
same subject. I should prefer you to keep the magazine for your 
eventual Americanna collection, should you be able to jot down the 
salient points from it for me. the advent, of the tanker and all, 
however, puts unusual pressure on your time and energy at the moment, 
you might send the magazine along and I shall return it in. due time, 
although the exerpts would suit me as well, for then I wouldn't have to 
bother prodding la Holloman about returning the same to me for return 
to you. She seems so dilatory about returning this although is perfectly 
responsible, I believe. # - .

If has been a hurly-burly week end, with everybody passing this 
way and few if any gaining much.

f * was delighted to see the lady doctor who passed by this afternoon 
to chat with me for a while before the Amerioan Region blew in. ^t 
seems the Horsleys have purchased a two acre plot of ground a couple 
of miles above ^atchitoches and are expecting to build on a little 
lake that has been carved out there.

It seems there has been something of a bust up between the Aswells 
and the **orsleys, much to Dr. Eleanor's regret, for she is very fond of the] 
The split camd’ not over money affairs, although the fact that the 
Aswells are broke and money paid by the Horsleys on property, to be 
applied to a site for a ^orsley dwelling, will probably always cause 
embarrassment on the part of the Aswells, since the money advanced to 
them as a personal loan was to be applied on the property in the *swell 
name.,, but when taking title was Advanced, it turned out the property 
was already so heavily mortgaged that there „as no financial considerate

th3 °wQ.ra. ..
on
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I also learned that one of our local Melrose pirests, father *hucy, 
is a mental case, which possibly accounts for his unusual briskness 
in tearing bout the countryside on his fine motorcycle, which 
among other things and dones of brass and do-dads, has no less than 
three headlights on the contraption* By comparing notes, we confrimed 
our long standing opinions that H e  Brevelle Church is, indeed, a sub
tropical Siberia for recalcitrant members of the order of the Holy Ghost.

gur conversation was borken into when pilrims came, and the latter 
were followed by a couple of hundred American ^egionaires and wives, 
after which arrived several people under the wing of the Alcotts, half 
aister of %e. Cloutier, and as they pulled out, a flock of people 
under the guardianship of %s. George button pulled}n, and Hr, Hand, bearing 
many items of food, 1 * * guess, which, come to think of, I haven’t ex
amined as yet, but i *had scant chance to say more than howdy,-as
people from the sugar cane country arrived, followed by.... but
wr«at s the use*

'"- V  -4 * * X;. ? • j
But in view of such circumstances, you will readily appreciate why 

my brain is foggy and: I should relish the services of a secretary.
*nd speaking of <the latter, my 2nd secretary, *Wrer, didn’t appear 
the other evening, and on inquiring about his absence on the following 
day, he explained he had gone home.,right after plantation work, as his 
eye was worrying, him, itching and such like1*, ^e said he tried putting 
some soap in it to wash away the itchinc but that made it itch only 
the more, Then he remembered he had a small bottle of iodine and 
after putting that in his eye it seems as though the itching let up.
He still has his eye, too, and marvelous to say, can apprantly 
still see with it. frankly haven*t the vaguest notion what a con
centrate of iodine might do to the optics, but I should imagine it 
mgith be a little rough*

J&y week end was further confused by the presence at a nearby camp. - 
Mr. arding s, - of de ^ontespan, xhe merchanu planter spoke of 
her presence to me Saturday day afternoon, and 1 assumed she might pass 
by this way, but fortunately she did not, and A made no move to spread 
any hospitality by dropping by the-camp, although I did recommend that 
the lady be advised not to pass this way at any time on Sunday, since 
there is no need ofthe present mistress of melrose and the maitresse 
du roi bumping into each other half way between the front gate and 
Yizccstt

I intended saying in my last letter that you might advise me if
you notice any particularly striking omissions from the Church records
forwarded on Friday or Saturday, those transcribed by Mrs. Holloman.
1 f*_9asting al30ut *0T dates covering M. and ifcne. Thomas Metoyer
and if any wives or husbands .of the children do not appear in the list
I migljt still be able to get particulars from such bister's as Joe Hoooue
eta no* in their 80-s and 90’s. *ut let me break off, for I a T  9
positive this letter must *be unusually hodge-podge, reflecting mv own
hurly-burly after suoh a full up, hot summer’s of rest"
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Monday, April 24th, 1950.

Memorandum:

in aerlal grapevine, ir snowedPoured in Hew York, while at Melrose all day a pin-
gaT! “°isture, perfectly administered, to P 

cotton fields and the Arenboug chilren alike. The 
weather remains warm tonight and the sky partly overcast so 
today s heavy dew will provide a maximum of benefit 
throughout the neighborhood*

What, with the elements being thus in abundance, I 
usied myself under cover for the most part. A game index 
finger lent persuasion to puttering, too. i burned the 
thing the other day and I hit these keys haltingly, using 
my middle finger to double for itself and the index. It’s 
a slow business and will explain the brevity of this U0t6|

1 haL fll5* nevertheless, rigging up the Melrose taperstry or the Yucca Goblein or whatever. I think I
eouPle.of y0ars hack that GiQmence 0ontrived an 

^?o^n°rdl?a?y fQ0ni° quilt which in ths patchwork of white
sr?ens and blues, incorporated rough suggestions of Melrose, ^oca, the African ĉruse and so on.

a-«̂ HvQ^oofateL ^ he ?r?cil0 today and found that the somewhat
1?ad itself advantageously for a bedspread, since the individual pieces tended to obscure the whole 

composition as a pictorial item. Accordingly a tried it 
out as a mural decoration and discovered it looked very well 
on the gallery facing the “hite Garden, in the blank space 
between, the windows of my boudoir and living room And? 
so I tacked the Arras to a wooden poll, attaching the latter 
to wires suspended from the ceiling. The p splash of

r?^hQr, n*G0 and cllild-like primative quality of the handiwork harmonizes pleasantly with the simplicity 
of the old gindstone and ancient iron sugar cauldron 
in its immediate foreground. Bust in the atmosphere will shortlv 
tone down the whites and reds, while the light from an intense 7 * 

will fuse the whole spectrum Into a pl“ sin? 
inter-twining of strang color combinations and stranger designs.

10 my surpslse, I kept awake long enough last nieht 
to finish the Skinner "family Circle"! I like it. Since
"cirol^^wa'rthfl^04 ?f ,th586’ however,- 1 am not sure circle was the happiest choice to describe the group
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Tonight I hs&ll have a go at ^ax Eastman's The 
Enjoyment of ^oetry, read by your friend, Alexander Scourby.
I am under the impression this iH a collection of essays which 
I think 1 shall like. I heard Eastman say once thatpractical 
people and poetical people differed in this respect, — that 
the practical knew where they wanted rto go and how to keep 
eve'ry other consideration than how to gat there out of 
their minds, with not satisfaction ever experienced since 
the attainment of one goal left them incapa le of enjoying it 
but’ rather automatically provided another point to be stretched 
for, whereas the poetical were interssted.less in the goal 
than the journey and go had more fun along the way, without 
perhaps ever attaining anything, culminating in the end, by 
being equal to the paraetical souls who, after they once, had 
arrived, were never able to admit it, or even recognize it, 
since'the wish or aspiration w still shone from one more 
hill like the -&ouse with the ^olden Windows.

You will love the cultural oallibre (probably with one 1) 
as reveiled by a remark made this morning by one of the 
wives of' accompanying the American iegionaires. She, it seems, 
is connected with the Welfare Vffice in town, and this morning, 
according to Mrs.' Coombs to passed this way for a minutes 
on her ‘way to Alexandria this afternoon, had much to say 
about her trip of exploration up and down Cane River yesterday. 
Mrs. Coombs asked her if elr;ose had been included on the 
tour, and t'he response waS .affirmative, with the elaboration 
that some man had showed them "a lot of funny looking buildings”. 
She asked Mrs. Coombs if she had ever been here and Mrs. Coombs 
admitted she had and was also acquainted with the- man who showed 
them about. . , . . t: 2

The woman asked where in the neighborhood i lived, since 
none of the houses appeared to be occupied. Mrs. Coombs 
told her * occupied the house where the big picture of Augustin 
Metoyer hung.t But this the woman doubted on two scores,
first, "because he didn't tell us he lived in that house", and
second, "it must have,been some other man anyway, because 
the one who showed u$ through wasn't dressed;up at all like 
rich people who live in houses like that"*

Don't you love that.

Obviously I must get me some peacock feathers, or at the 
very least, the tail of a turkey gobler.

So turns the world and I am still puzzled as to what 
miracle it is that makes democracy work.......

4 2 0 0

Tuesday, April 25th, 1950.

Memorandum; 5
* A lovely night and I write a little later than usual, for 

I fell asleep in my chair at 6 and have'just awakened at 11*
I know not if any of my elusive Secretariat passed this 
way or not. A fairly heavy mail still rests here unopened 
before me. I should imagine if either or both of my sturdy 
assistants had peered in at me, they would haveawakened me by a bit 
of window tapping, - but one never knows, for perhaps they would 
assume it better not to disturb me. '

It is pleasant to report that my ailing index is well on the 
mend and by the morrow I should* be aole to fly along at normal 
speed again. And that will be well, for * notice some 
personal letters that may require responses, — friend Postell,
Waco Helen, Atlanta Miss Hellie.JSoxman Dora' and so on.

9 j  t
t  ■ * > • * * * * *  r  y

I think what wrecked me this afternoon wae^the appearance 
about 5 p.m. of John Gibson of; ̂ ontgofnery who brought a man for a 
tour. John is Annie*s husband, and hasn t a bit of sense.
He provides one bit of comic relief, however, for he always 
does all the explaining of things, emphasising whatever he 
fancies important which usually turns ouc to be the new faucet 

, on a water pipe or the protruding end of a pipe, left there by 
oil drillers a year or so ago. His flight into the historical 
field is arrestingly imaginative, in witness whereof I cite 
his explanation of the big house to his friend, pointing out some 
unevenness in the bricks and explaining that the house was 
formerly a monastery which, I know not how in his mind, accounted
for certain warn places in the brick pillars.

*

Glemenee came to see me at noon, accompanied by her big 
old black German police like dog. The presence of the latter 
set my mind to turning" on the mystery of how animals so frequently 
reflect the attitude of their mistresses toward other animals. I 
thought of the General s wife in particular and how she dislikes 
cats and how her old bull dog instinctively manifest* a "mad" 
whenever he eees a cat, and how the one time daxhund of Mrs.- 
Rand reflects that lady's dislike of the feline world, and 
naturally * puzzled and pondered over the possible reasons 
why some people can only like one type of animal, approaching 
a fixation, while feeling impelled at the same time to 
loath another.type, and how this somehow gets fixed into the 
mind of the animal which chances to be the object of adoration. 
Grandpa;chanced to be stretched out at my feet when Glemenee and
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her big old canine companion arrived* Old Sheppard 
paused momentarily on reaching the gallery, and then, as by 

* some'sixth sensed, realized all was well, and came trotting 
slap over to Grandpa and me, nosed my leg a little and licked 
my hand once, and then, putting his his head along side Grandpa1s 
front paw and neck, gently sprawled beside us, both animals 
completely relaxed and in harmony with each other,
Grandpa stirring only sufficiently to rub his nose along 
Sheppard‘s jaw, and then going back to sleep in infinite con
tentment and sedurity.

The present year is likely to be remembered in these parts 
as having been scant in winter and scarce in spring, for 
the mildness of February has continued its thermometer readings 
up to this point, with the constant parade of cold masses of 
air from the Rockies bringing the temperature curve for April 
precisely in duplication of that of the average for February 
weather in this section. Monday's warmth and humid 
qualities varied little during the night by. about 8 this 
morning, through 'cloudless skies, rolled down another cold 
mass of 'air, keeping the thermometer steady in the lower 70*s 
all day, in spite of the brlliant sunshine, which, without 
the cold air, would have skyrocketed into the upper 80's, I 
suppose. Tonight, at 11, the thermometer stands at 45, and 
the cotton is likely to catch pneumonia or whatever, but 
vegetation on our side of the fence is profiting by the mildness
of noon and will not be effected uniavorably by these midnight dips.

* .

Sunday, a week ago, Eugene, the clerk, and his wife, went 
into the country and picked a heap ofmayhaws which they converted 
into jelly, and this morning I was presented with a pint jar 
of the stuff, which was excellent. I know not how to spell 
mayhaw, but if the spelling is anything like the pronunciation, 
the above will do. I believe the mayhaw is a member of the 
hawthorns family, growing on shrubs some 51 or 20 feet high, and 
the whole bristling with thorns. In fact, 1 rather suspect it 
may be the same thing as the sloe from which I brewed ray famous 
wine of a year or so back which BureIlia found so strongly 
suggestive of that delicious hog-wash she had enjoyed so much 

when a child when she and Bessie would revel in the spring water 
of the hills where the hogs had wallowed. But there was 
nothing hog-wollow-ish about the mayhaw jelly, and I am bound 
to get some additional particulars about it. Bor one thing,
I must askif it be true that the modern way to cover jelly 
with parafin is to place the same in the bottom of the jar, 
pouring the hot jelly in on top of it, whereupon the stuff 
instantly rises and forms a film that seals op.t the air at 
the top. Sounds remarks le, - if it works.....

Wednesday, April 26th, 1950.

Memorandum:
Another lovely sunny day,, with a minimum of contending with 

pilgrims and a maximumof energy expended on the end of a weed cutter.
Botes from Carolyn and Helen, indicating they will be here 

Sunday night or Monday, -Which neatly eliminates the usual Sunday hurly- 
burly^ ant I shall hold the t ought the weather may be fine so they 
may secure a goodly number of photographs*

A note from Bobina indicates she is heading out for Balias for 
the Opera on Saturday and Sunday, and I: wish I knew where Helen 
intends staying, for she, too, is spending those days in Dallas for 
the same purpose. These two ladies have never met but eventual y 
they wTll? and I expect they will hit it off. pretty well together 
for they are both all wool, and both of them are possessed of that rare 
accomplishment, - of which Carolyn seems to have none, — dependability*

In the gardening section, I am delighted that the gourds seem to be 
off to a flvTng start. 1 may have mentioned the General purchased some 
seed in town for me when-here at Easter time, and I got them into the 
ground on Good Saturday, which, according to local lore, is precisely 
the day to plant gourds and watermelons if one expects to produce-a 
good crop, Ihe idea seems basicly falsa to me, what with Easter flying 
around the calendar, the way it does, but the chill of thes past wee*cs 
doesn t seem to have held up germination and I assume we may have 
something of a crop t£is year. Wrens and warblers seem to like the smadr 
ones as framework fpr their nests, and once or twice I hav£ had 
cardinals who seemed to find.comfort in some of the larger ones. Mrs. 
Band is forever making table decoration do-dads with every type of 
seed gourd, weeds and heaven alone,knows what not, and if my Easter 
planting has something by way of results along about November, 
shall ^ive her a flock of the things while Clemenee and I will probably 
stir up some kind of a huge cluster of the various sh_aPe^ , ^ b® ^ ht 
so suspend somewhere against the mud wall o| the Chapel, which migh 
given an extra rural note to the place, don t you think so.

r- * ■ ■■

With ^ay not too far in the distance,  ̂am surprised the grandiflora 
magnolias are so far behind this year. Sxcept for a few big explosions 
on the top most brnohes of the oldest tree, there seems to be slight 
likelihood we sha 1 .have any excess before the piddle of the month when

»
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little % s s  Alberta is scheduled to appear, paint pot in hand, 
to record .them in canvas. One of the most distressing things in this 
world, so far as across the fence is concerned, is the fear 
a few blossoms map not be available a week from tomorrow when 
some kind of a bridge game is on the docket. Home sizzles, so 
to speak, while the grandifloras stand pat.

How wonderful it would be,5 - and yet how awful, if the 
biggest worry in our lives hinged on whether a grandiflora would 
explode a week from T hur sday. '-f- ~ ~ —  — —

A little delgation from the Little ikiver school came to 
wait upon me this afternoon, bearing a message and invitation to 
attend a frolic out* that way tonight. It is a lovely night and 
would have been pleasant, but what with1*half a dozen other 
things cooking, plus the fact that I shall have to be out that 
way next ^onday night, I decided I had better decline. In 
her note regarding the -kittle Biver gumbo as of next week,
Helen referred to it as the party in the back country, which,
I thought almost as clever as phrases turned neatly, by one Lydia 
Lee of Lyme, so the secretaries, not being invited, will never 
dream- of localities involved. I reckon I may have mentioned 
prior to this late date that Dee-kee is giving a gumbo, and 
since several of his children will be present, -Little ^obert, 
with whose picture you are acquainted before the sun dial, and 
Log, his son-in-law, and Peter and perhaps six or 8 other gentlemen, 
together with their wives and pffspring, so that the gathering, 
if gather they do, should provide q ite a "family droop", and 
quite aside from the pleasure of tasting the excellent eooking, 
there will be a fine opportunity, I think, to obtain some night 
pictures of the countryside by still sets, and, I hope, some 
interiors of the various family members, which eventually, I 
somehow feel, might be of unique interest, and particularly as the 
remoteness of any place on earth, together with its ancient customs, 
gradually vansihes. What with Monday tending to follow both 
Saturday night and Sunday, it will not be the most advantageous 
time in the world for a gathering of this sort, but one must strike 
while the iron is hot, so to speak, and thus I have accepted 
the invitation regardless.

.  ̂ frankly surprised Carolyn took my "But definitely Ho” with
such good grace. Well do I recall when others were concerned,« 
how they would write, asking that they be told frankly if 
it might be convenient for them to come with guests, and when told 
that frankly it would not, they would be fulminating in their beard 
at me for having taken them at their word.

And thus the world turns round, and tomorrow is Knipmayer 
Lay and I believe the Aands are scheduled to entertain at their 
camp, but, assuming I receive an invitation, I shall decline, 
for I have a heap of stuff I want to stir around with at Arenbourg 
and water festivals at the camp will have to wait. Per aps next 

Sunday I may not at least have the *
merican LQSic>n on laP.....

.Chursday, April 27th, 1950.

Memorandum: «

A cold air mass hovers over Little Hock, but is not 
expected to make its way any closer, what with 15 mile an 
hour Gulf breezes wearing the invader out. In these parts the 
thermometer jumped from the 5D‘s this morning to the 80*8 by noon, 
and parasols of gauze filtered the sun and husbanded the 
moisture.

4 t

With a helper, I decided to do much hoeing at Arenbourg, 
but what with the promise of cloud coverage for the afternoon 
and tonight, I decided gobs Of watering would lend encouragement 
to a heap of things, including the grandiflora especially, for 
they are putting out much new growth and I believe in all the en
couragement they can take when they are so obviously in the mood 
to increase their stature. And so buckets of water flowed and 
flooded, and the sun didn’t come out much and so tonight everything 
from bottom most'root to'upper most leaf must be all astir.

s <

The incoming mail continues rather heavy and I seem to be 
running behind considerably for me, what with items that appear 
likely to be of scant interest still uuopened as from Tuesday.

The enclosure from Edgar E. Ste^nfwith its attached letter 
from Stanley Arthurisn t of great moment, but one does learn a 
bit of additional data^from every communication, if would seem. If 
y0u would care to keep the Arthur notation, I should be glad 
if you would copy for-me what he has to say about Joseph Mason, 
you to keep theitem I am sending, if you please, and With me
to eventually receive the copy you make.

• - -  *

Lhe letter from Caroline Lormon contained the gourd seed 
she referred to. It was kind of her to give instructions as to 
planting, but nevertheless characteristically dizzy on her part, 
sinoe she knows I have been raising gourds for years while she 
hasn t been. In faot I have been supplying houses for Briarwood 
beatnered inhabitants for years,and I am wondering how dizzy Miss 
Dormon thought I ever contrived to bring forth* said gourds.
Another point which is mildly hiarious is the fact that those 
I planted at Master time are already dp and flourishing, which 
means they will probably be heavy with fruit long before the 
Lormon seed get to doing much business. Among other things.
"Carrie is a sight.* * «
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A letter from ^iss *“ate lerkins indicates that she is 
' in a panic,' not having heard from me in a couple of weeks and 
from Sister in a couple of months. 1 do try to write her at 
least once a week, hut I reckon I must have let a couple slide 
by, although I do recall that last Sunday, - a lette she probably 
receive af|er posting one to me, was written in spite of the 
American Region crush, which certainly ought to entitle me to at 
least one skip.

Mrs. Holloman sent me a big old photostat of a document 
which appears to have been neatly slit into two parts, apparantly 
in transit. It is in French, and if you don't mind, I shall 

eventually send it along, since it is from the Natchitoches 
records. I asked Nr. Knipmayer to struggle with the opening 
paragraph, heavily laden with all the veribage of the period.
I gathered from what he read with some difficulty that it has 

< to do with somebody* s slave who ± stole1 * * * * * a turkey, or s me such.
I believe the thing is dated 1766, or thereabouts* If this 
be true, one of the most interesting things about the document,—  
which is a riduclous statement for me to make, since I know 
nothing beyond the first few lines, is the fact that the form 
used by the representatives of the King of Spain in louisiana 
seem to be those used by representatives of the King of France.
For if l caught the date correctly, - 1766, Spain was in control 
*of Louisiana, as and after 1763, but the legal document 
mentions his "MOst Christian Majesty”, _ the title always 
employed by the King of France, as you will recall, whereas the 
King of Spain was always7knows as "His Most Catholic Majesty".

I don't know when I shall get this item into the mail, for 
a dozen demands may prevent*me frpm getting it posted for the next 
few days, a translation doesn t appear too difficult, it 
might be nice to have. But if circumstances do not make such 
a rendition convenient at the moment, please just set the thing 
aside, for **rs. ^olloman had it photostated on a hunch that it was 
something bearing upon Cane Hiver lore, whereas, from this 
first elance, I see‘nothing to bear out such an at sumption.

I had expected a flock of Hands today, but it seems they
aren't coming until tomorrow. Somebody or dther from the college
telephoned to ask if they might have the afternoon'of May 9 th.
In the closer foreground, the Bural Electrification Administration
is being entertained by the ^resident of the Valley Electric, - 
which means h # iS going to have open house at one of the camps 
between here and the bridge, on Saturday night. Until just
the shortest time ago, I assumed the Valley Electric covered 
merely this section of Cane ^iver, but it seems it runs 
from someplaoe up Shreveport way to haven knows how far South.
^ut no matter where it runs, I, personally, run for comer when 
first dark comes down on *ucca, and Saturday night's party will 
have to make it without any moral support on my part. So things 
whirl, and now 1 must turn to doing some mail....

$
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Friday, April 28th, 1950.

Memorandum:
• " *  *" *

I am entranced..•• • •
Your most excellent letter to hand, giving some hint of 

the possible blessings impending for May.
You must be as busy as a bee. I shall write but briefly 

to afford you time otherwise spent on reading.
My telephone, Natchitoches 4901 (four nine, zero one) appears 

on an accompanying slip for your convenience. The mos 
favorable hours for reaching me are 9, 11 and 5. Any time 
between will be alright, too, for I shall foresake Arenbourg to be
at home base. <

There are three extensions on the local telephone. I shall 
advise when you call as to whatever measure of privacy may exist, 
and it is possible it might be compleje.

I should think a card to Celeste, saying you foresee the 
possibility of a jump to Mexico and if possiole you will drop Ny 
^elrose, either going or, ppming and that it will be nice if you may 
establish contact.

I have included Miss Alberta's New cleans address although 
she may possible be here when you are in the crescent 
you have any choice as to hotels there, the Montheleon Hotel on 
Royal is the one partronized by the conservative gentry, the 
Roosevelt being more modern and neauveau (nouveau).

I am distracted by a huge blow from the South which has just 
blown down most of the bananas on the front gallery, carried 
off my garden rake, hoe, weed cutter, etc. Branches are hurtling 
through the air but the sundial still stands.

I shall not write you after this memo until I have heard 
further neww from you. If plans go according to hopes, I 
shall next week advise the Rands of your possible advent in tneir 
citv. 1 have included their telephone on the accompanying list. 
They will be delighted to take care of you and to see you get 
here or are conveyed to proper transportation facilities.
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• < «

I waited to pen these lines after the storm, curiously enough 
a big breeze without any rain, but it has been carrying on 
for a couple of hours, and so X delay no longer. The 
electric current, of course, has been cut for hours, and 
as X write in complete darkness, you will forgive whatever 
odd margins, etc., characterize this note.

Another point regarding the Hands.,...in the event that 
circumstances should warrant staying over night in Alexandria, 
feel free to stay with them rather than Hotel Bentley, should they 
invite you, for they will always be entranced to offer you 
accommodations and it willbe- a distinct pleasure for them to enterta 

»
"fts ,between now and the next time I write, I shall keep 

a brief day-to-day account of the changing scene, and pleasantest 
of all will be the day 1 can Jot down the arrival of Miss Lydia 
Lee of Lyme. • *? ■

Bon*t try to write in the mean time, unless At be but 
a post card to advise of your progress, for you will be much 
too busy to take Underwood in hand, and everything will be 
so perfect if you make mental notes to take up when we eventually 
establish direct contact*

Again may I repeat my entranced state of mind, and the 
twister outside seems tame as contrasted with the happiness 
you letter of today has brought me...*

4208
i.

Memorandum;

Saturday, April 29th, 1950.
„ ,n A5s^ ^  Wind, blowing from the South from 11 last night 
until 2 this morning, flattened the bananas along the 3s front 
gallery, and blew down a couple black locust trels<on the 
Arenbourg line near the terrace. One crashed over a

3?art of i U  fime fizzle all day. Idid not attend H. A. A. party at -S'ugabou camp.

Sunday, April 30th, 1950*.

Cloudy and humid. Dr. Hand called in morning, , X nromi«?ad 
c?ffee oamP immediately after dining with «F. H

and ^eleste. Arrival of pilgrims, however, cancelled visit
of#4 arhf 1?|Q* Wh0 t? ?arolinQ Mormon, came with partyof 4. is an architect at Lake Charles, La., and is P y 
commission to build an African House, after the manner of

^  ?cco?di^ y  devoted much time to taking measure- ments.# On leaving, he expressed the opinion that the
unique quality of the colonial buildings here merited nutting them under * glorified bell Jars. puling

Later ^rs. Hand, "aud xattison, *rs. Gordon Handolnh and 
2elma came, bringing an elegapt salade and a black chocolate 
cake., forecast for tomorrow is showers.

Monday, May 1st, 1950,

It began raining at 10 this morning, log ĉame by to say if it 
didn't r%in any more, we would be able to get to Little Hiver tonight.
But the rain contihued, increasing in volume. At noon *eter dropped 
by. nQ said he had heard something like a roar off Cloutierville way 

* around 11. Later at dinner, the clerk told me a tornado had 
torn things up in the CioutiervilleLLerry section, demolishing 
a colored school and injuring several children. Ground 3;30,
Helen arrived, the heavens still teaming.# As X greeted her at the 
gate after her long Jaunt from I’exas, Helen's fellow visitor, Carolyn, 
up from x,iew Cleans, rolled in. *t was raining so hard, however,
Carolyn didn't recognize Helenas ear And Helen didn't recognize 
Carolyn, and it was only after X followed Carolyn half way through 

• the g rdens that 1 caught" up with her and realized her identity.
Log came at 5 to say the bridge across the bayou had been washed 
away. We had a pleasant evening at *ucca with 4 or 5 friends, but 
regretted our inability to do anything about partaking of the goose gumbo 
that had been prepared beyond the pecanS orchards, at the moment under 
water. Tonight a terrific cannonade goes on in the heavens with but 
a mild breeze stirting and only a normal fall of rain. garden is unde
two or three inches of water.
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* t

Tuesday, May 2nd, 1950. '
•

It was still rain .this morning at dawn.- During the night 
gusts of wind had flattened buildings in Montgomery to the East and 
up-rooted trees from Bermuda to Natchitoches to the ■“orth, and 
torn up thing around to the west. Electric current was off 
until noon. Carolyn and ^elen ”lay long”, passingly ucca around 10*45. 
They ran down to see ^elemenoe after dinner, but finding her not at 
home, departed their separate ways around 2t with n*er a camera 
having clicked onoe dutng their visit. Helen left five dollars for 
me to give Log for the, slaughtered goose tha was never tasted, but 
I put it in fan evenftope and mailed it to her, for the gifts she 
brought b,t way pf clothing will more than compensate- for the goose 
and some consideration should be given the one who travels such 
distances and so generously provides for looal inhabitants, not only 
in clothing but groceries of various types as well.* A heavy 
post, including a neat package and two letters frbm Miss Leo and 
a flock of other first class mail, none of which has been opened, 
the package being saved for a week hence and the letters until 
the washed out secretaries appear. * xonight a brave moon sails 

through a cloud flecked sky, as though to remind one of what the 
weather might have been last night but wasn*t.

Wednesday, May 3rd, 1950.

Hot and humid. The senior class of the Natchitoches colored 
Trade School asked if they might make a tour. They could, and 
they came, about 50 strong, at 2. It was so different from the 
American Region, I liked it. A letter from little % s s  Alberta, asking 
if she may come on May 11th. A letter from Nina Mclnhes, saying 
little ^iss advises her she is to be at ^elrose on the 11th for 
a visit and that* she hopes N^na w i H  come, too. What a remarkable 
lady is little ^iss •*, Puny dropped by for a brief chat. He 
says Mrs. Hand is still worried about the Chapel, and said she 

' would forgive me, however, for contriving such a thing if I would 
let uny steal the Gane Biver Gobelin from the gallery at ^ucca 
one of these dark nights. Mails heavy Laurel H m ,  Devereux, etc.
-I m bogged down wit correspondence what wit too much.time at Arenbourg 
to pay much attention t Underwood. Telephone communication is still 
cut with outside^worId Accordingly ordered some extra copies of 
the Hioayune of May 7th, thinking Miss Lee might not be in touch 
with her usual source of supply and might want a couple of. copies 
of the Black Swan article for her scrapbook.

Invitation from Little Biver school to attend their final 
exercises tomorrow night. Think 1*11 send a couple of chickens 
for their gumbo instead of going on my own hook, remaining at home 
to get caught up on stuff.
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2nd sheet.

Thursday, ^ay 4th, 1950.

. .. Arenbourg at dawn, with a good breeze to cut the heat and
humidityseemingly at least. Pilgrims from Dallas, friends of Helen*s 
about 8fa.m. Hounded up men^to get magnolia^ grandiflora for 
ueleste s triage party and somehow got off some mail before 9. Ihenoe 
to renbourg miere eter with traotor was doing the terraoe, and back
=? v ‘■niPm®y?rs* "inner at 12, delegation from colored sohoo'at 12:30, Arenbourg at 1 with Andy, bath at 2;30, Ora coming as I
tS-LS'iS  ?081h  britl«in8 the Lipina folio of Images deersailles. *̂ Le is heading a Committeee to get an organ for the
resbyterian uhuroh in town. Must send her something tonight. Back 

to renbourg and back by 5 to rip off beard before supper. Hosalyn 
Aswell came before had finished. Not much news but lots of talk 
about reading, especially thrillers, and she mentioned Brighton Hock 
as to ner liking. t sounded pretty gruesome from her review.

celeste came at 6:30, bringing me a piece of cakefrom her party 
which reminded me I must write ^rs. Gordon Handolph, taking her for 
AhlKhUf6- Gh?G0l^te cake she brought me on Sunday. Andy came at 
6 ;45, bringing hack tools used at arenbourg. Paind him and returned 
to eleste ana ner account of the party and how she and her mother had 
squeezed in a confession at Wiruoh, following the card cutting 
contest or whatever thumping your partner*s ace* is called.
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M§9m

Friday, “ay 5th, I960,

Memorandum: t
*our elegant air mail with the ^ason enclosure today, and my 

sincerest thanks to you for giving me particulars regarding yo-uax 
altered schedule. I shall continue to send Memoranda until the 12th, 
as you recommend, and even if one or two should he late in arriving,
X am certain they would he held for your return. ’ > E=~

:I spoke with Dr. Hand about the possibility of your 
advent in Alexandria sometime during May. He was Just as kind 
as ever and recommended that.* advise you to telephone them whenever 
you reach Alexandria and that they will he delighted to put you 
in a car and whisk ypu to ^elrose, or, if the time element were such 
that you would prefer to remain over'night, they will he entranced 
to have you with them. They are lovely people, as you will discover, 
and quite aside from the pleasure your presence in their home will 
afford them, you will at the same moment provide them with an 
added excuse to get into the big road and head out in this direction, 
and as some of them are forever coming or going, this added excuse 
will delight them a..

It occurs to me at this moment that it might he well for 
you to have a good Shreveport address, Just in case the plane should 
by some chance set itself down in that city. f You know

Bohina ^enholme,
401 Commercial building, '
Shreveport, "Ta.

I do not know her office nuinber hut her home telephone at 
825 Wilkinson avenue is Shreveport 7 - 5775. I may not mention your 
possible advent to her, - or I may, - hut in either case, you may 
he sure you will receive a most hearty welcome. If she should 
not he free to drive you down “here, she would most certainly put 
you on a bus or a plane* The bus should he taken to Natchitoches 
from whence you could telephone here and I would meet you, or you 
c uld take a plane from Shreveport to Alexandria where the Bands 
wouldhave the red carpet out, * might add that there is a coolness 
between Mrs# Hand and Miss ̂ enholme, and I seldom mention the name 
of the one in the presence of the other. 1 believe the coolness 
is on Madam Band’s side, induced perhaps, although I am not certain, 
by a vague regret that the ^adam's friendship and mine was so 
steady in both directions, * Alexandria atfd Shreveport.

I foresee hut one cloud on the horizon, the chance that the 
West ^oint graduate# and his bride may he here from Germany during 
June or July but that will merely mean more people and that is all.

w.
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- mines from the eneral today, hut not any• ,1 had some QliPP thQ fa0t that he was prohahly
Letter, having departed yesterday, I b6J;i®^0».pressed for time, naviug p datIiv It is probable that 
Ihurchilli Downs for tomorri® ^ r“|*the fLily, some time may 
on the return evef she lives/possibly Sasington
or ^hiaago1 and as the General u  *«* to^ome^ere ^ t h a ^  
aththitJtlme,htnufhaving us a mparatively fxea during June,
I hope. ,

little1 Miss Alterta usually stays here about 10 days, so 
I assumê  she will he backin ̂  Orleans *.
Myra Olarke *ains house a.- h9,j,P® ti0 may he visited without
pleasant lor you to ■ i . * as gvioh as too many oompanions,contacting her, if circumstances suon as *00 at
might make it seem more adviseable^to^a11 tL t
a subsequent go-round. I -a 1 ^  b,;t shall leavesis s a v * . -..«»•.» «»»■»»i*
find yourself therein company with other people.

I find it a coincidence indeed that in reality you will
not be in'flew Yorkwhen aisterblows^in.^^I have^h ad^
nothing from her ®£“ eo^'tatvepoi^ground’again, however, let 
of her plans . lives6 at 285 Wilkinson Avenue in
methftnci°ty a number-

ss«” • “< »*»“ «rL'tis.1::.;: m ss.a...within arm’s rea.oh, am sure, and^i^ ^  Hin, should you see 
HI6?°at°S^?er ll 'n o t  to bf advised of your presence, assuming 

you’wish to avoid the bag, 1 hope.
I sutmose- X shall think of other possibilities that may 

b'e touohedPon at subsequent sittings between now and the 
1 2 th mv fihal witting date. In the mean time, I sha 
make mental notes to include if any comes to mind.

It has been a hot busy day for me, aach upand^down the road 
to Arenbourg and too here and accomplishedHolloman who spent most of t,« .afternoon h e r e ^ ^  P
comparatively little. e ai s0 x let her borrow it

s s ™ « «. - «««• *■»
couple of weeks* ~ t

I think of you so constantly, hoping that preparations for 
7 hlniiBv mav not be so vast and involved that

^ r w  lfbe U r e f o u t ' b X r J o u  start. Do cut corners 
all you can and try to get a bit of rest before heading out 
if you can. I moor! Rrtcrcslv add how antrflnoAfl
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Sunday, % y  7th, 1950.
t' <lJ

Memorandum:
I send this air mail by Celeste1s suggestion*

6Unimaginative simplicity is the word,, and withal so 
Wonderful.

I didn*t see Celeste yesterday, but 1 dined with her 
and J. H. and Madam Regard today, After dinner, Celeste asked 
if * could give her a moment alone. Seated on the gallery, 
she confided to me she had wonderful news, —  a letter from you 
and that you......but then she read the letter. It never

has crossed her mind thatfI might have heard.from you and so I 
let it all be a surprise.

She is perfectly enchanted at the prospect and has already 
made the most elaborate plans on how "to sleep you” during your 
visit. She said:

"First I thought Mother might sleep at the big house and
Erna have her room here, and then, after speaking with •l. ii.
about it, I decided it would be .nice if she and I slept-at the 
big house together, so she wouldn*t be frightened, sleeping 
in that house all by herself....”

Shades of little Miss Alberta Ben Bolt.........
And fter much talk and expressions Of delight, she

said she would write you an* air mail and asked me if 1 wouldn*t
do so, too, just to be sure you would feej. ever so welcome. So 
he're I am, ? *

c ' v ~
But quite aside from all that, it is n4.ee to know that she is 

almost as tickled as either of us about the prospeot an& 
probably by the time you arrive* Pat will be home from **; S. U. and 
the three of you can occupy the big house together.

The Rands were up today and asked me for dinner but I 
declined. Dr. Rand came over after dinner with some friends, 
and I rode hack to the camp r̂ith them to chat for a little 
with ^adam ^and. 1 told her of your impending visit, and she 
said to b& sure to write you, _ she forgot to insist on an air mAAl, 
and to tell you she would be perfectly delighted if you will only 
telephone her on your arrival at the air port and that she will 
be delighted to pick you up and whisk you up here the minute 
your plane arrives, — unless you would like to spend some time with
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them at home before coming up here. And what with the Doctor 
already having expressed his delight at the prospect of your 
visit, the red carpet, as you ee, is all poised for the unrolling.

And so there you are on the threshold of your advent into 
the deep South, and may everything in between run along as 
smooth as silk. Undoubtedly little Miss Alberta will have long 
since returned to -̂ ew Orleans by the time you reach ^elrose, 
but hos? free we shall be of other guests or members of the family, 
only time will tell. Oeleste brought up the matter of the 
S. G. juniors,, and assumes they will not come until July, and 
that will be to the good, for the quieter it is*during your visit, 
the better I shall like it, and the less the place suggests 
5th Avenue and 42nd Street, the more restful it ought to be 
for you by way of change*
*T . • ...... v5 : ' ■ : ‘d ’ S'Ci. *  • u  v v ' v T

There is~at chance that Carolyn and Helen may pass back this 
way early,in June, to catch some of the shots they never did get 
early in May. Hut if they come, it will be but for one night, 
andthe four of us could have fun.together after the two of them 
had busied themselves wit cotton culture during the day and you 
and 1 had had a good go at everything from scrapbooks to 

Arenbourg and back again. - ■- ; :
' . • ’ ■

It's going to be hot-hot by June, I suppose but the 
back gallery of ^ucca will be pleasant enough, what with the 
j[oint effort sc of a big old electric fan on the brick pavement and 
a swinging punka overhead. ■■ *

It occurs to me you .migfc want might find it conveninet to 
sand a paokage by Parcel Post directly here, should you have 
in mind, a  of heavy shoes or cotton stockings for the 
Arenbourg weeds-or some kind of a odd frock for ounging about in, 
that you wouldn't care to toat all the way to Hew urleans or where- 
ever before reaching home base. And so I hope if -such a move 
would be helpful, you will send anything you wish to me, and 
I shall hold it confidentially, naturally, and the same or what
ever you wish added to it, can be sent back to 908 by parcel 
post from here, and at any time following your departure that 
is convenient. I am not very imaginative about plotting 
travel thoughts in advance,, but I know you will feel quite free 
to make, any arrangem nts along this line or any other, should 
they come to mind.

The Black Swan article wasn't quite so bad in today's 
Picayune as I had anticipated. Of course the thing was gummed up 
considerably with much eliminated by la bag, and, in one place,
I think 1 detect the stupid„historiaal tampering of little Miss 
Alberta, of all people, but the important thing is that the 
article henceforth will be in print in the Picayune files for 
future readers to consider if they care to.
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Monday, ^ay 8th, 1950.

t

Memorandum:
Hot and humid with a promise of more for the morrow.

f e

Hot the vaguest suggestion of a gardenia in this nieghborhood. 
Perhaps they are waiting for the first wpek in June, whichdwould 
be ever so nice. Our surviving bush at Arenbourg holds several 
buds and before sunup tomorrow,. I shall have a word wi^h it, 
recommending it hold everything for another month, don t 
you think so.

Mrs. Combs, the lady Hudolph styles Brunhilda, passed this 
way today. She brought some tings for some of my little Biver 
friends, clothing her children had out-grown. I was glad 
to learn something about the present scuffle going on at north
western State College where charges and counter-charges have been 
flying tick and fast in the press, particularly of the ghreveport 
and a ©w Orleans papers during the past week. With. Dr. Combs on 
the faculty, word comes more direct than through the press, but 

, in the present instance, it seems, the press has been comparatively 
mild. The ^resident who has the backing of the Administration, 
and colleges in Louisiana are fearfully subject to politics,,- 
and to get back to the *rpsident, he appears to have stirred up 
animosity on all sides, not only as a pawn of Baton Rouge, but 
through lack of adroitness on his owp part. But quite aside 
from his ineptitudes, he‘made a blunder the other day when he 
instructed one of the officers of a student organization to recall 
by letter an invitation the organization had extended to ayor 

Morrison to speak at some college dpings. The youth wrote 
one letter which the President asked tp see, and not liking 
the hint it contained that the withdrawal of the invitation 
was due to politics, foroed the youth t sign another. The 
youth did os, but added a post script and then mailed the 
letter in the sub station post office located on the college 
grounds Sensing a post script might have been added, the 
President, it is said, gpve instructions that the letter should 
be taken out of the post office by one of his assistants, which 
was done, and the post script accordingly dicosvered. But 
once a letter h^s been posted, of course, it is under the 
protection of Uncle Sajp, and tampering with the mails is a pretty 
serious charge. And so the papers;began beating the drums, and. 
the college, at this last straw of strange doings by pupets out of 
stings worked from Baton Rouge, and the fat is in the fire.
I guess the president's goose is cooked, any way it may be turned.
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I had a round with a coke bottle todaythat gave everyone 
in the store a start and didn’t hurt me. 1 picked up two 
unchilled bottles from a case and I guess one of them, slightly 
nicking the other, was in such a frame of mind as to explode, for 
explode it x± did, and with an impressive detonation.
I had need of a manicure anyway, and to assist, the flying glass 
shaved off about a quarter of an inch of finger nail as neatly 
as you please, the piece of glass, in no way deterred by such 
a minor obstacle, drove into the palm of my hand, but as the 
splinter was large, I .pulled it out easily enough and in a few minutes 
my hand had stopped bleeding and X could assure the hnagers on,

* frightened by the explosion,, that nothing was amiss. Three or 
four times I have had coke bottles do odd tricks, but as these 
mishaps have always taken place in hot weather, I assume that the 
temperature is a contributing cause, bolstered, possibly, by 
an unusually high charge of carbonated water, to boot It seems 
to me 1 did once hear of someone being knocked cold by the top 
of the bottle which, in exploding, struck the man in the temple, 
but that is the only fatality I can recall, altough every summer 
brings at least one report of the playfulness of this type of 
pop, and X reckon it does, pay to handle the unc&illed stuff with 
delici.cgeiy.st get. further particulars about a witch doctor, taken up 
by the authorities not long ago, after a number, of skulls had been 
foundconcealed about his cabin, or buried under his gallery. The 
Sheriff gave several to. Dr. to/bs for his laboratory and, on hearing

,, I would be glad to have one to frighten pilgrims who are forever
getting into places out of, bounds, he sent one to me today by
%s. Combs. She placed the skull £& on the floor of the car in
front of the back seat, as she was driving to Alexandria alone, and 
was stopping off here to deliver it. Mong the road, having 
completely forgotten the thing momentarily, she slowed down to 
give a lift to a colored woman and her little boy who were trudging 
along the dusty highway. In view of their much heralded 
fear of such objects, you may well imagine their consternation when, 
after they had climbed in and the car had started up, their eyes 
suddenly ouahgt sight of the unexpected, object at their feet.
It seems to me this perfectly unimportant episode ought to supply 
the pattern for a splendid story. The time should be at midnight 
of coprse, and perhaps the wife of a physician driving herself home 
from a smart soiree in the country, tbe lady in much evening gown etc. 
rrpbably the husband who had accompanied her to the oarty had been 
suddenly summoned to an emergency thing during the,-evening, and 
after finally hoping to return to the party, had telephoned his 
wife he would not be able to make it, recommending that she have 
tsomeone drive her home in their car. But the lady, accustomed to 
driving, and wishing to inconvenience no one, merely gets into the 
car, unmindful of the presence of the skull the doootr has forgotten 
on the floor in back, and so heads for x home, when she is flagged 
down by a negro who for some reason has to get somewhere or other 
possibly pursued by the Law or some suoh. And then, as he considers 
some form of violence, suddenly catches sight of the skull

Tuesday, May 9th, 19 £0.

Memorandum:
Arenbourg, the ^hapel of the Blessed Martin, Yucca,moi-meme, —  

it's everybody’s birthday, thanks to" little Miss lee of Lyme and 
I am hoping that in spite of the pressing demands of last minute 
preparations for her voyage, her day may have caught a measure of 
the reflected happiness which she bought to us.

Your air mail bf the 5th came in this morningjs post, and 
30 million efforts on my part would not convey to you how happy 
1 am to have your perfectly eleghnt letter. I marched to Arenbourg 

slap after dinner to consult with "the children" and see what 
would be next. It was a happy hour I spent there before having to 
gallop back.

I intended telling you to keep the Postell photostat but 
must have forgotten to mention it. When the wonderfully 
clear reproductions in your true hand came to me, I found 
they would be perfect for my scrapbook and I thought you might 
enjoy having the big one, but you can look for it again, if it 
fits in nicely with your arrangements “for Cane River data.

And may I mention the Chdpel of the Blessed Martin and in 
^what perfect harmony the beautifully contrived iron work fits into 
the scene. I find their weight and material so substantial, and 
yet the design and lines so wonderfully wroughtthat they 
suggest a certain basic opulence that fits into the general 
tenor of the piece better than anything else could ^ossibley have 
done. They stand before the stained glass window oh the 
white bench that temporarily serves as an altar. The contrast of 
the dark gleam of -their metal stands out maganificiently in contrast 
with the white tapers they support, and the entire tuqit appears to 
supreme advantage, thus placed before the brilliance of the 
red and the blue of 'the square panes. I think you are g;oing 
to like them even 'as I loved them at first sight, ^o wonder 
Williamsburg put on its seal of approval.

And may I thank you, too, for giving me such a splendid account 
of The Wisteria Trees" of which, of course, I had heard nothing.
I am so glad you and the girl friend could spend such a pleasant evening 
together. Miss Hays seems to have brought forth another "The Gherry 
Orchard" and your kindness in giving the impression of the 
whole piece pleased mb no end. I should imagine the balance 
between colored ana white and the inter-play orf racial personalities 
must have been particularly effective The last time I saw

■
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"The Cherry °rohard“ was at the 14th Street ^epetoiry Theatre and, I
if memory serves, it was Eva LeGallienne and Kasimova dominating 1
the thing* There was something awfully Slavic about their determination 1 
to get through to Moscow or where ever it was they were or were not 
going. I should imagine the Hayes treatments of going from 1
the plantation on to Hew Orleans would be in quite a different f
vein and at once notalgio and lovely. Somehow your account 1
was so splendid, it was almost as though 1 had been present with 
you and such a lovely picture of your evening^ entertainment 
went along so nicely with the lovely card enclosed with the —  
candelabra and the candles. What happiness your various manifestations 
of thoughtfulness have brought to me.*

The clerk must have come down from town a little earlier 
than usual this morning, for he tapped on my door a little 
before 6, bearing a cake, - a chocolate one, his wife had 
baked* for me. I reckon Celesta must have told him it was 
the day it was well in adyanoe, but the gift was a surprise, for 
we don-t visit back and forth, and I was entranced she remembered 
i liked chocolate.

<k

Celeste and Madam Regard gave me one of those Awning stripped 
or striped red and white summer dressing gowns that can be tossed 
into the tub at any moment, if ever worn, which is also problematical.

After my r turn from Arenbourg at 8j30, 1 had to say Ho to 
a delegation for colored students from Minden, where ever that is,- 
up Shreveport way * guess. They should have written ahead for 
a tour of course, and what with an appointment made in advance with 
a flock of bags from the college, that schedule had to be 
maintained, of course. Picture my surprise, following the tour, when 
arriving on my back gallery where the tour ended and where 1 
expected to toss them cokes, imagine my surprise, L repeat, when 
it was they would not only brought forth the cokes, but the 
biggest old birthday cake 1 ever had, a good 8 or 2 and a half 
feet across, and withal white with muoii name written on it in 
nasturtium colors and gay arrangements of flowers surrounding 
the cake itself-but stillresting on the plate, which was the 
biggest thing in galss sinoe Dr. Hofstader stirred up the Croning 
Glass eye. I suppose Celeste must have told the bags in advance 
that their tour coincided with my natal day, send that was 
alright, although 1 should 'have been as happy, had she not 
heralded it qui-te so far. Still it was a pleasant surprise, 
and the oddest thing about it was the fact that I didn't 

know and never had seen a single one of the SO or 30 bags who 
were giving theoollation, ^nd so, when the tour wa^ done and 
we all said Goodbye, d couldn t tell for the life of me who 
had been host and who had been guest uf course there was tons of 
cake left, and so I removed the chocolate cake -^ugene had brought 
me in the morning, reserving it for myself, and put a section 
of the other cake, equal in size to the plate, and thus was able to 
send cake up the road, even as it had come down in the morning.
And so turns out the day, and colored friends came and cake \?*as all over 
the place and candles burned fcfcein the C

Wednesday! May 10th, 1950.

Memorandum:
Full summer and not much opportunity to labor with much 

zest during the major pa'rt of the day without melting a way to 
a grease spot.

Herr und Frau Combs dropped in this afternoon. They 
had been looking over the prospebt of insects in the cotton 
along ^ane Biver. He told me he thought they were good, 
what with a boll weevil suddenly hopping up on his windshield as 
they were driving across the broad Magnolia acres. It's 
certainly going to be bad if those things decide at long last 

* to work on automobiles instead of cbtton.
1 think both of them are rather depressed about the 

outlook for education in the State. The Nbw 9rl?ans and 
Shreveport papers both carried additional blasts against 
the administration.* At Baton Bouge, ex-Senator Fredericks 
stated that he proposed to appoint the Natchitoches College 
head for anpther season regardless. This gave the‘newwpapers 
an opining, for such appointments are supposed to be made 
by an 11 man Board. It is said Fredericks is pretty much 
running Louisiana the way'he pleases in his role as 
Executive Secretary to Governor Dong who has been ill for 
a number of^months. A politician, the ex-Senator has 
about as much vision as one would'expect to find ^nder a chip 
in the hill billy country. If it be true that people 
get the kind of Government they deserve, they surely Louisiana
doesn t deserve much and is getting just Lbout that amount.

o
The clerk and I dined alone today, whqt with no guests 

and no ^enrys about. J. went to Memphis this afternoon 
and returns tomorrow, I believe. Monday was the day, as I ' 

recall, that the Wenks were threatening to go to :New York, but 
knowing them as 1 do, they may well have gone or not gone. I 

5 have heard nothing, either direct or indirectf from that 
quarter. I certainly hope Nina Mclnness didn t tell Sister 
of her intention to come to MQiXOse during little Miss A.'s 
visit. And speaking of the latter, scheduled to arrive tomorrow, 
we have heard nothing from her but she will eventually 
be telephoning from town probably, either tomorrow or Friday.
Her inordinate ability to gum up her travels fills me with 
•astonishment and admiration, for in spite of her vast preparations, 
she never makes a schedule and yet somehow or other manages to 
get through, in spite of everything. "A special God for 
fools and drunks", I suppose, and little MiSS a . doesn't
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believe in stimulents, —  that’s why she dtinks a billion 
oups of coffee a day.

*  - - ■ t  i 1 •

I can’t think, why I am so far behind in my correspondence, 
but such seems to be the case. I note from Helen indicates she 
made it home alright but the route from here to Waco last 
week was frought with many fallen trees and toppling telephone 
poles Only God and the State department probably knows where 
Caroly^may be. ^elen said she got the impression that while 
Carolyn s job is interesting, it is inclined to be a bit on 
the lonely side, what with flying about the country as she 
does, and Helen says she will be glad when Carolyn settles down 
on-her Marshall farm. So will I, for if ever I feel an impulse
to drop her a line, I shall at least know where to address it *♦ •• •

Since Sunday quite a few pilgrims, none of whom I haven't 
chanced to know, have asked if they might see the portrait 
of The Black Swan. I am always surprised when people, and 
especially those not at home base, read such items in a newspaper. 
Perhaps I mentioned 1 got a letter off to time 'with a 
bigger T), enclosing the article and pointing out the 
XJ* A. R. paradox. 41 never see that magazine, although it 
is on the local subscription list, but, should any reference 
be made to it in that periodical, * reckon 1 shall hear* about

1 think 1 forgot to say in yesterday’s letter that you 
should have no worries about inconveniencing the Bands or fear 
of not finding them at home, for there is always somebody there 
and as they usually get under full sail before dawn in the 
morning and never fold up before midnight, you aren’t likely 
to disturb anybody' no matter what hour you may telephone 7532.
I am not certain, but 1 am under the impression Ed. Rand his 
wife, Florence, and their daughter, ^llen locket, are 
living withe his parents at the moment. But in the event 
their telephone should be out of commission or some such. Dr.
Rand s office number is in the telephone book and his 
secretary, ^iss Dunbar, will set you straight. In view 
of your elegant letter of yestferd^y, I dropped Mrs. Rand a 
.note, passing along ttia news that she would*undoubtedly be hearing

J'?u „duri“g the week of June 5th. You will' of course feel S 
just as free to accept their hospitality if, by chance, you 
should contact any of the children,' for they are just m  
kind as the ^ands, pere et mere, and will be delighted to 
take you from where ever your plane sets down to where ever I 
armunder the impression they are not far from the air port #too 
and so you shouldn t have tj wait long for them after telephoning.
t  miJniS’bt hued friends called late last night, we
lighted the tapers in the Ohapel and chatted for a while* It was
plete!!frt RIld SOmSh°1'1 fSlt that iu spirit Lydia mad® the circle corn!

i Mm
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Thursday, % y  11th, I960*

Memor andum:
. A week ago,when Ora dropped in to see me for a few minutes 
before attending the party next door, she asked my advise about 
how a letter should be contrived to the‘Estate of «. H. henry, 
telling them the Presbyterian Ghurch in Natchitoches, to which 
their Mother belonged, was trying to raise money for an organ, 
and whether it should be on a personal basis, - the approach, or 
X recommended a straight business letter, and that was that.

In the following mail, however, I naturally sent hetf a little 
contribution. Hence* the letter enclosed, and don't you think it 
kind of haWyex Williams to want to weave a prayer-rug for our 
Ohapel*

And another nice thing happened today. Before dawn or rather after 
dawn but before sunrise, as I was passing through the bamboo hedge 
of the White Garden, heading for Arenbourg, I saw an old negro 
couple rather fertively pass through the side gate into the »*hite 
Garden and just a little hesitantly approach the back gallery, 
pause for a moment* and then open the door to the Ohapel and 
enter. Naturally I continued on my way to weeds.

On my return to**ucca a couple of hours later, I made 
my.usual round of the yhapel, all properly closed and quiet.
Only one thing was different, — an old fashioned water glass, 
turned purple by a hundred Louisiana suns, stood on the floor before 
the little bench I call the altar, and in it a little nosegay of 
field flowers. Somehow the stained glass behind the altar grew misty 
before my eyes. It had all been accomplished so quietly and 
the little floral offering was so pitifully meager and sweet.

! Just before 1 started for the store with the niail at 9, 
one of my ancient negro friends tapped at my door. He wanted to 
tell ir̂e that* he and his wife had been to uhurch this morning,' for 
it was 15 years ago this cotton chopping time that their son had 
die'd and tfhey "felt JJLke us-es wants to go to a place sich as it 
hecausen of him and everybody say you say it’s alright for us-es 
to go to your church."

And so, what with such testimony in a single day from two such 
widely separated, spaces on the social ladder, I cannot give much conern 
to people" like ^adam Band or any of the Ratohitoches gentry who contrive 
to work themselves into a stew because Yucca houses out ^hapel.

a

not.

. • •«*
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And in today*s post comes a letter from L0is Lester of Waverly. 
am not sending it along because I want to quote from it eventually 

in the ^ason article. Frbm one setence in the letter comes the 
surprising morself of news, suggesting, or not implying but 
rather leading me to infer that everybody seems to have had 
a finger in the Audubon bird pie, for in her letter, Lois 
remarks in passing that on one of the plates of the original 
Elephant Edition, is penned on the back, - I believe in Mr. Audubon's 
hand, that "this bird was drawn by ray wife, Lucy", - or some such.
Before we get done with collecting such information, I shall not be 
at all surprised to learn.th&t Mr. A.*s c ntemporaries, everybody 
from Abraham Lincoln to Queen Victoria and back, splashed in at 
least a couple of feathers in the imposing assortment*

<And from Hobina'comes a letter saying that she is writing' to 
Briarwood to invite Caroline to drive with her to Melrose on 
Saturday, May 20th, giving them an opportunity to spend the day 
with everybody, including little ^ % s s  ilberta. She says her plan 
is to pick up Caroline ea'rly and drive to Melrose, taking Caroline 
back in the evening and spending the night with her at Briarwood, and 
so get back to Shreveport on Sunday. It sounds like a good plan.

And from Lora oomeb a package of birthdhy shirts, some pastel 
shades of the sport variety, and each with' down swing neck lines 
except one which is something after the cut of' my favorite shirt 
presented to me by that lady of Lyme, only instead of being pale-pale, 
it is somewhere between canary and maize, which, if I ever appear 
in it, ought to drive all the local orioles crasy. .

-_,ATn 2^h e r p e ?*S of mental confusion, nothing has been'heardfrom little ^ise Alberta, scheduled to make her bow on the 11th* 
PayniQ^came puffing in to see me about first dark in a complete flurry 
after <having talked with % n a  “clmies’s husband in Baton Aouge today.
U  seems that Ulna’s husband saw the tfenks at his home in Shreveport last 
night, and from his wife and the »*enks he learned that JJina and some other 
lady was or were fixing to come to spend 10 days at .Melrose with 
i ^ H 8 Jiss Alberta. 1 had expected Aina to oome for a little visit 

’Boaioely expected her to he here for the duration of little ’
Miss A. s visit. *s to the identity of the third woman, I oan’t 
linogineeither her name or station". Paynie was in but a complete
K ? : .  f  J9y W° w  wan* t0 000uPy “other’s room, eto., eto. he aiso told me Joe and Juanita would be in tomorrow from Texas 1 
information he must have picked up from J. A., I suppose for J ’ H 
and Joe do much telephoning in lieu of letter writing. ’ ’ u

And so the wheels turn and May n t h  draws' to a close.

1 reckon I should have made this “emo shorter, what with all 
the preparations you hhve to make, prior to your departures But 
one more day, after which you will he addressed the last one for a 
little spell, and then your vacation will really start in earnest 
I hope all is running smoothly and you are able to get an occasional 
your y°U n0t bS t0° tiI9d at6the“ omen? o?

Friday, May 12th, 1950*

^emorandpm:

And so the week runs out, fstill hot and humid with a 
cloud coverage making it seem more so.

And by the time this comes to your true hand, you will be 
practically ready to take off. The enclosures will^suggest what came 
in today**s post. Isn*t it grand that the Manhattan-Mexican jaunts 
coincide so perfectly. I have responded to the letter of la bag, 
remarking upon the delights of the thermometer readings, in Manhattan 
in ^ay and the higher altitudes in Mexico, both of which will 
insure delights for the repseetive travelers, .and naming nobody. But 

I did add, just for good measure that I understood Joe and Juanita 
are plannin, to come here on the 20th of May, thus forestalling 
a visit on Sister’s part, and so leaving the road open for Robina 
and Caroline.

Mrs. Ra’hd came this afternoon with three ladies. She had 
received a note from me in the morning and wanted to say with yow much 
pleasure she looked forward to you impending visit. I wanted to 
get a line to her so that she would have your namewell fixed in her 
mind, for she probably has never seen it spelled out<£eforef

She seemed to be ever so much mor like her old self and 
was as gay as could be. She wanted to know if I wanted the old 
contraption she has for grinding out beaten biscuit, with a 
view to putting it in the museum. 1 would. She also entranced me 
by bringing the first gardenias of the season, for the local bushes 
still seem to be holding back their explosions, in anticipation, I 
thihjj; of your impending visit, furiously enough, the older bushes 
of Meirose seem ever so much behind the same geneology in the 
Arenbourg department, which seems odd, indeed, since the older the 
bush, the earlier they usually seem to grow into little mounds of 
pdrfumed white.

Early this morning, Celeste went on a fiolic with some of her 
girl friends to Shreveport. I talked with ^ina long distance, 
advising her to stage her visit along about next mid week sometime, 
^rom Her I learned what none of us new here, - and so typioal 
it is that we should 1̂ hus get information, - to wit, that little 
Miss Alberta will arrive in Natchitoches about 1GL30 tonight, 
instead of on the 11th, as we had earlier been given to understand.
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§he usually stay $ here hut ten days, which ought to put her 
hack, at 823 Royal well before your arrival in the Orescent City.
I need scarcely need add that should you contact her, it would 
he sufficient to say you are a friend of mine, poised to take 
off for Mexico, for unless Celeste mentions it to her, she
wont have b worry about your Melrose plans.
'

And while I think of it <in speaking of Mew Orleans, it is 
said a restaurant named Cobb's has good food I don't it know where 
it is hut I believe the place is well known. It has none of the 
fashion of. Antoine’s which at the moment seems to he living 
more on past prestige than present food excellence. I think 
you will find the food at the Montheleon Hostel good, too, if you 
are able to get away from the nouveau «set up of the Roosevelt to 
dine. I think Rew urleans food is as safe as that of any 
American city and, probably the sea foods, if you care for shrimp 
and the like, cwill he excellently prepared.

i * »» - -i * • ~ J o  ' n  i i O I  J jift, t ' " '- "
as you probably know about Mexico, I need scarcely remark 

thatits food is dubious and it is host to avoid native dishes 
unless pretty thoroughly cooked, with a care given* to avoiding 
any greens or other raw things. In Mexico City, it seems to 
be the poncensus of opinion that one should eat at * American 
restaurants, Chase and Banborn, if I remember correctly, being 
one of thp more popular.

Oh, yes, and if you should find yourself, while South of the bordeJ 
in the Bill Spratling town of Tasfco or however it is spelled, do 
by all means contact Nathalie Scott for as an old resident of the 
country, she ought to be able to give.you a heap of helpful 
hints, and she will be particularly gald to contact one who will I
be seeing the Rands so shortly.

■*nd so, as the old phrase hast it, "all that remains for me 
do is-to speed the parting guest*. ,

j  y X  0 . • . V -  ivtS •. v /-* •' ' . >> ■ v  ••• • - - • >*. •■ 1 ’ *--1 v • -- • ’ .....  ■

I shall be traveling with you in thought from the 18th 
forward, hoping- that every minute of the trip may be grand, and 
at the same time oounting the days to the 5th or 6th of June or 
whenever it is convenient for you to pause in your flight along 
about that time* ; rxjir

• v '
furiously enough I can’t get L. J. out of my mind, knowing 

full well how muqh she is going to miss you during the impending 
weeks, but her losq is my gain and she, too, will be counting 
the days..*.. ;•

to

4225
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Sunday, May 14th, 1950*
Rina telephoned just before supper last night, I took the 

call in the office. I recommended she come down Tuesday, spend ■> 
t e night and return home Wednesday, giving her an opportunity to 
do a little painting and chatting with little Miss A. felt
odd about the withdrawal of the invitation Celeste had extended, 
and doubted if she would come. 1 appreciated her viewpoint.

t '

Dr. and Mrs# Rand.came this afternoon while little Miss A. 
was sitting with me on the gallery at lucca. Celeste came over.
Cover sation good. Dr. 'Rand brought me a clipping about the Ratohez 
Carden Club buying the 'Driest1s house of Spanish Jimes, planning to 
move it: to some ~site, the present owners intending to tear it down to 
create a parking lot. Dr. Rand said he had received a note from 
Dr. Mattas and* the latter had dedictated some book to Dr. Rand.

•
The Rands took my guests to their came for a chat and a whiz in 

the speed boat. I demurred their invitation on the hoax I was 
expecting pilgrims. I broke my routine by having .supper with 
little Miss A. at Celeste’s, just the 4 of us, including Madam Regard. 
Little Miss A. got out on a limb, denouncing people of 65 and over 
with relatives of wealth who accept uld Age tension checks. I tried 
pinching and pushing her knee under the table, to get her off the track, 
what with Madam Regard doing just what Miss a . was complaining about, 
but little Miss A. ’s only reaction was tp ask me what I was pushing 
her for. -

Monday, “ay 15th, 1950.
People from Ardmore, Oklahoma draw up at the gate just as 

I am going to the store. Ihey mention having seen the Swan pticle 
in the Picayune and inquired if it might be possible to see it.
It would, kittle Miss A. says Mary Rose Brandford is living in Santa 
Pe, ^ew ^exico where she is courting some newspaper man, her son living 
in Rew °rleans attending lulane To mys® surprise, little Miss A. 
seems to like, the Chapel A letter from Mrs. Holloman, asking if 
she can pass this way on Saturday or Sunday, "hat with Robina and 
Caroline D. scheduled for Saturday, I respond with a* great big Ro#
recommending- she come some week day, since she is free after 10:30 a.m.. * ' *

Grandpa wilts under the unusual heat. He has never cared for 
milk and always gives his share to Little Grandpa and-her offspring.
Meat seems to be the only thing he does like. Three times during 
the past 5 days he has spent most of the time curled up on the 
gallery during- which time I have seen little grandpa bring him 
a nice fat rat she has capture. Without•taking a mouthful of the 
meat herself, she brings him the freshly dispatched animal and 
having placed it«beeide her friend, has turned and walked away, whereupon 

. Grandpa has manifested signs of a returning apetite. This is 
the only instance I ever witnessed such attention on the part of 
one animal for another, but the friendship between motherly little 
grandpa and her friend, altered Grandpa, is extraqrdinary.
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Tuesday, ^ay 16th, 1950. 
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Marvelous weather hut humid, and so found myself all a-driop 
before good sun up at Arenbourg.

t Mrs. Hand oame in afternoon, bringing Mrs. Gaston Porterie, Mrs. 
V/atamariL, Des Evans and Ed.’s little girl, Ellen, with her colored nurse. 
They were for my delectation. but for the African House she brought 
a .beaten biscuit grinder, an ante bellum contraption when ample 
strong arms there were to beat the biscuit, after which they were 
rolled through the grinder on this outfit, looting much like a 
clothes wringer, the doe coming through and resting on a marble slab 
which forms the top of the thing, which is about the size of a 
sewing machine. The rollers are of copper or iron. Once on the 
sl,ab, the stuff was cut into whatever shape desired and put in pans 
and baked. I guess it was a good idea but it does seem like a lot 
of excitement in contrast to a rolling pin or some such flattening 
agency which certainly would have taken up a lot 1st room and a 
heap less care. •

! t *
She also brought and planted for me a fine gardenia, placed 

at the end of the front gallery. It is said to bloom periodically 
throughout the year. She brought another of a smaller"variety, but 
the plant itself .of imposing dimensions, with the idea of 
putting it in the Chapel. I sent back by her a*big old pot 
of red (President) and white (Eureka) cannas for her Mother

A galaxy of fire flies compensated the-White Garden tonight for 
the absence of the moon which is two or three weeks will be combining 
*ith them and little Miss lee to make the night perfect. {

Wednesday, May;17th, 1950.
Hot and' humid, letter from Hobina saying she and Caroline Hormon will 
spend Saturday at Melrose, arriving about 10 a.m., Caroline to 
meet Hobina somewhere along the main highway between Lhreveport 
and Kampti. What with the project dependenat upon tjie Dormons, it 
may be 12 or 2 before they blow in. Little Miss A. gave me a lecture 
on Mrs. Eddy's religion. She explains Charles had little or no 
chance of getting well on it since no husband or whife has much 
opportunity to practide the required faith if the spouse doesn't 
join whole heartedlyin the business It's lucky for the Baer people 
that asperin works’on the taker and correction of a man's headache 
when the tablet is swollowed depends upon whther his wife subscribes 
or not. little Miss a . had on a^gay gingham dress on which I 
complimented her. She seemed pleased and said she paid 50 cents for 
it at a garbage sale. I expressed astonishment, - Patou out of 
the tr^sh can. She asked me if I had never been to a garbage sale,
I hadn t. She explained people give things to a group and the latter 
sells it at reasonable prices. I opined it must be something like 
sales I used to go to in ^atchez, but there they called them 
rummage sales. She pondered on the word and allowed as how that might 
be the term they use in Hew wrleans, too.
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Thursday, May 18th, 1950.

Manhattan minded all day, .what with this being 
the magical date for % s s  Lydia's flight intofreedom.
Gver the fence H&rper Bazaarpreparations proceed in antici
pation of a card party Saturday afternoon, and concentra
tion of efforts to make everything spick and span must have 
impelled a hastey reading of"the mail, for I was told 
-of a note received in the morning mail indicating a friend 
would be in Hew Orleans today little Miss Alberta sat until 
8:00 with Celeste on the lat*ter‘s gallery and the two, returning 

to the big house, thought thejf heard a screen door close as 
they entered the place. *11 lights were turned on in the 
house and they scre-amed for me. I pointed out the only 
prowler was a dog which had entered the kitchen through 
an unlatched door and departed by another. "little" Hiam 
dropped by to chat for a few moments before going to the 
honkey tonk for a conference about next Sunday's baseball 
game. I understand he is the1 star ^elrose member of the team, 
hq wanted to ask me if it‘was true that tie vines which 
run so rioutously along fences and through the grown cotton 
plants are really, as people say, the metamorphosis of the 17 

. year locust which, they say, after gxax* going into the
ground in the autumn of one year, comes up as a tie vine the 
following summer. le says the old folks say they can always 
tell when next year's crop of tie vines are going to be 
plentiful, since the prediction can be made by the abudnance 
of inseect sounds at first sun down, for by noticing 
how many locusts are then "sawin' on their fiddles", one 
can determine that a like amplitude of tie vines will be 
present the coming season. t

Saturday, May 20th, 1950, ___________
JL heavy shower about 3 a.m, unfolded scads of gardenias 

and magnolias which I gathered before 6 for Celeste in anticpa- 
tion of her party. At 11 camea flock of plantation friends, 
knocked out of labor by the heavy rains during the night.
I let them entertain themselves on the gallery while my 
secretary ran through the mail with me as I disported in tne 

tub. There was a grand letter from Miss lee, indicating the 
decks had been cleared for departure, and enclosing oo: munica
tions regarding her Louisiana visit. In the morning s P0SJ » 
too, came a package which I take to b® for Miss Lee» m probably 
7 league boots or some such, and so 1 didn t open it. ihe 

lormon-Benholme duo arrived a little after 11 and remained until 
4. Everything was ever so pleasant throughout, and 
the Sherry Hobina brought was excellent, wit a glass of it, 
or rather half a wine glass of it starting Caroline’ tongue going 
a mile a minute-, little Miss Alberta disdained any stimulant, 
being devoted to unadorned black coffee 20 times a day. Little Miss 
A. couldn't resist her unfailing impulse to start an argument. 
Somebody mentioned how upset the ^adam was following her mother s 
funeral, not because of her Mother's passing but because M 
her own daughter was drunk. "How do you know she was drunk , h 
aueried little Miss A# "We sent her to the ^eirose laboratory , 
was the answer. "I never knew they had one" was Miss a . s response.

lltiill
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Sunday, May Slat, 1950,
' # c

’ little new moon tonight. I wonder from what vantage
point it is being viewed by the Louisiana traveler of Lyme.

« ■ ■
Weather marvelous, - hot, humid, all blue and gold and 

a+P?'naSant ^ 99Z9. About 50 pilgrims, per schedule, arrived at 10 a.m., being a group of historically minded people 
from central Louisiana. About a third of them were interested 
in the tour, I reckon, which is a high average. The 
rest were the type that likes to spill over into the kitchen 
t? view the modern butaine ga's stove and confuse the cook 
while the glories of ante bellum colored culture are being 
expounded in the library. I contacted perhaps three 
civilized members of the party which is also a high average 
when such a number requires looking after. The Hands were , 
at their camp in force, - 5 cars at least, but I believe it 
was mostly the younger set.

Long moved from Little River to ^ane River the little 
house hard by the spillway, across the road from Clemence.

talfc W1?h me about "rigging up" his new place. I
hiim a hundred fQ0t of wire fence that willstretch along the public road in frdnt of his place, and

so discourage his offspring from getting run over. We 
talked about his hogs and chickens and where they would be 
be concentrated in order to allow the planting of 
flowers and shrubbery, &

My second secretary, referring to a faucet left running
?nPthH area W° £  : W i o u s  it seems to^e usedtn ' "^plaining that the watef was filling the pot

h® said! it _mas running it briefly and was near about ready to run over*. w* *

It,I? r
mmSI®

H |g |g |p .
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Monday, May 22nd, 1950.

Ourious how my mind travels *up and down the country from 
Manhattan to Mobile, and why it should be turning Mobile over 
and over I can*t imagine. Perhaps a post card from 
Alabama may indicate Old -̂ yme has slipped down in that 
direction.

«
An allegory expressed musically might cover a local 

episode.
Say, for example, Tschaikovski had composed a symphony 

entitled Melrose. Its copyright was held by the Henry- 
Hubensteins. A group of music lovers, being unable to 
view the score any place else, requested permission to inspect 
it. The Senry-Rubensteins, being the -owners, granted 
permission, but turned the group over to the conductor whose 
role * might play. The pilgrims came and, to their enchantment, 
not only were permitted .to examine the score but were 
entranced when the conductor offered thema whole rendition 
of the piece, ‘together with a vast amount of additional 

material which he had labored over all by Jiimself, - material 
quite outside the limited Melrose symphony but compositions 
of exclusive interest to the pilgrims in other fields of 
composition. On getting ready«to depart, the pilgrims in 
a burst of appreciation and enthusiasm, pooled expressions 
of their * appreciation to the conductor and presented him 
with the same with the suggestion it be used as he pleased to 
further his research which he had so unexpectedly shared with 
them. The wife of one of the ^enry-Rubensteins chanced 
to pass at the moment, and thrilled by the enchantment of 
the pilgrims, subscribed to their impulse and insisted that 
conductor should graciously receive their expression.
Everyone ^eemed happy about the whole thing and au revoirs were 
said all round. -r> »,«.«' .

*nd then, this morning when*1 went for the post, one 
of the Henry-Rubensteins said that his wife had spoken 
of the matter and that the corporation couldn*t accept the 
gift. I hadn’t thought of it as a gift either to 
Tsohaikovkki or th the copyright owners, but rather to 
the conductor*who had done what he could to interpret and 
add to the enjoyment and musical knowledge of the pilgrims, far 
beyond the limits of the mere reading of the socre of the 
Melrose Symphony. Still, the conductor could see the 
copyright owners view point and so the gift was turned over 
and a check to an equal amount was forwarded with a letter, 
written by the copyright owner to athe leader of the 
pilgrims, saying no gift could be accepted on the part of 
the Menry«Hubensteins.

* t
It has nothing to do with the case, but the conductor 

out of his own pocket had twice paid for having the stage 
prepared for the reception of the pilgrims, a week ago 
when they had been expected, according to the copyright owners, 
and the following week when said copyright owner^ recalled
thfdstf ofrthe visit! r fc had b" n mad9 °” hiS part re6ardins
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Tuesday, May 23rd, 1950.
w Aki 1- L  l '  y  il J  •! '4';- ' *- ■ : 1" f a . •. • v- U  x  s
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following Friday ngihVs rain, everything in the vegetation* 
department is jumping and the power lawn mower is silent, waiting
for a missing part, lost last week* The grass is climbing to
astonishing heights all over the place.

Mrs. Combs dropped by and dropped in t*o see little 
Miss Alberta dn her lastest efforts of her paint brushes*
After Mrs. Combs departed, little Miss Alberta said she^ 
seemed like a ?nice person but it was seJLdom she could like 
ayone who worked for tt e welfare department* baid little 
Miss ^lberta: nIf people, would pay attention to ,life and 
work the way I always have, there wouldn't be any need for 
welfare porkers and I -ouldn't have to help paying their 
sfc&aries with my tax money."

The elder Morgan or old John j). tcouldn’t have expressed 
^heir own ideas on the subject more pointedly.

While at supper, I was advised Miss Bowman of the 
college had arrived, bringing a flock of pilgrims with her.
They waited and at first dark 1 prepared to give them a 
quick tour, all the houses being in order, for i had made 
a round immediately following the Sunday tour with the 
Historical Society people. On entering the Bindery, I 
noticed what I-took to be a sprig of pecane leaves on the 
floor, but on gathering up the spring, 1 discovered the 
object to be a number of bills which must have fallen from 
my pocket on Sunday, immediately following the departure 
of the pilgrims when 1 had made a round of the buildings 
before putting their financial contribution into a little 
tin box of its own. Misere.....now the Henry-Rubensteins have 
forwarded a check, reimbursing the pilgrims for what was 
thought to be the amount they had leit, and here is some additonal 
money which must have been in the original contribution and 
lost. The -̂ ord alone knoww how much!else may.&ave been 
sacttered ^bout, since naturally I did not count the money 
when it was handed to me in handfuls. On receiving the 
check, they will think somebody short-changed them in making 
the return. There has been such a rumpus, as between 
husband and wife, in the family of the copyright owners, that 
bringingiup the matter again would;be like tossing an atom 
bomb into the midst of things. I think 1 sha 1 give the 
money to the wife and let her hand it to one of the 
officers of the society whom she knows personally. 1 hope 
she meanders to his fair city before long so this mess, - so 
uncalled for, can be cleaned up a little, although the stains 
of misunderstanding will p obably never be quite rubbed out.
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Wednesday, May 24th, 1950.

A letter from —  of all places — Mobile*....

A telephone this afternoon at 5 from $ew Orleans....How nice.
Forever I shall marvelat the elmination of Space and 

Time and how they both are obliterated bythe daily presence 
of those we cherish most who, by being forever fith us, never 
really seem remote so that the sound of a voice, perhaps not 
heard in a year or a decade, sounds just as familiar as though 
it had been heard a few minutes before.

*•■■■'* x’ ■

The day all sunshine and gold and, hhppy omen, my pet 
gardenia put out Its first bloom this evening.

Thursday, May 25th, 1950.

The weather continues splendid and it was pleasant to * 
think of Miss ^ee possibly heading out for South of the Bio Grande 
as 1 scuffled around among the weeds at Arenbourg, for starting 
in that direction means an earlier trip back in the Arenbourg 
direction.

The Mnipmayers came in the morning, with little news save 
a Government statement that the country i's short 800,000 cats and 
that the high death toll taken by automobiles of skunks, plus the 
other shortage, means the country is facing a rat problem of 
serious proportions,

Mrs. Holloman came in the afternoon. 1 did some work with 
her while somebody's Aunt Lottie who came with her entertained 
little MiSg -alberta.

The lark passed by this evening. He likes the new
place he is now dwelling on the Spillway bayou. In spite of 
the mid summer temperatures currently obtaining, he says he 
has to close his windows by midnight, the breeze from, the 
river is so cool. I hope air circulation next Christmas will 
not be as strong proportionately,

Friday, May 26th, 1950.

I found little grandpa dead on the lawn near the big house this j
morning. She must nave found some poison recently put out by the 
larish health lepartment. fur was vsiet „ WQt, however, which seams
odd. 1 can only suppose the heavy aew of the grass could explain what other 
wise would suggest drowning, I am wondering where her kittens could have 
gone, for they haven t shown up today. I had little ^iss Alberta make 
a sketch of the original St, ^ugustin's Church as appears in the portrait 
oi Graridpere, feeling it may be of interest both for the article on 
oane *iver lurches and also for data or articles on the Centenary of
^ t h e  sketch of the building in the portrait having been painted in 1836 _ & 1
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Friday, ^ay 26th, 19501

A Lew Cleans letter from Lydia, clearly indicating she has 
. ..seen and comprehended more in one or two little tours about the
\ Orescent City than most people who visit the place annually for a

life time. And thus onoe more is the truth established that 
we find at the end of the road to Paradise about what we have brought 
with us, *

* A package from fiobina containing - summer candles for the 
Ohapel, little lew, fat ones that will not collapsewhen the termometer
gets to carrying on, and yet, in spite of their smallness of stature, 
theyrwill burn ten hours at a stretch,

I enticed little Miss Alberta to *ucca where she made a sketch on 
canvas, stressing browns and graens,- of the original St. Augustin’s 

Church, from the original painting of ^randpere. I think it 
ever so much better than the one tossed off previously, -firing the afte 
noon someone remarked something to her an me t bout 'the *ucoa chapel, 
wherein sh? remarked she was convinced * must be a Catholic sinoe 
she couldn t imagine anybody contriving such a Chapel for anyone 
belonging to another faith, I take it she would consider building 
nothing of the sort unless it were to the glory of ^ary Baker -Sddy.

Saturday, May 27th, <1950,
C ° ;: "J-< kittle MiSS a , left by bus for ^ew wrleans this morning.

She was ready with duffle at her feet and hat on her head on the 
front gallery thre^ hours before it was time fox her to start. She 
sensed L&ynie didn t much fancy her presence here and doubts if she 
. ill ever come back*

In the afternoon a messag from the merchant-planter indicated 
Madame da monte span was in the region. I was invited to 
pay ray respects at*a nearby camp, fhe master, I think within 
her hearing, asked me what I thought about having her to supper,
I thought not, even though the place is comparatively void of 
people, Celeste having »aken a two day retreat at some religious 
institution In the Alexandria countryside and ^adam fiegaxd 
having gone to spend the week end with ^iss Sally at ^agnolia,
Ihe General came about 8. o’clock to spend the night.

correction.* ., .. 
actual dates covered 
Monday, May 29thth, are

through Saturday June 3rd, I960.
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Monday through Saturday, 4 '
May 28nd - May 27th, 195Q... -i. v- K ‘ 1 r *; ;;;

What a disappointment fox the great Catherine had Potemkin 
been incapacitated just at the moment preparations should 
have been started for the glorification of the country
side ill anticipation of her long awaited trip to 
the Crimea.

As for my part, I had planned dusting off a heap of 
weeds at Arenbourg and smoothing out a half dozen grass 
plots at Yucca in anticipation of next week's visit, when 
Lo! I awoke on Monday morning to discover X was possessed 
of all the outward abdonimal curves' of a prospective mother.
At the bast of my stomach buldged what 1 hud supposed to be 
a tick into a full blown oarbunfcie. The ramification 
of the darned thing, spreading and swelling all through 
the sex department made stading or sitting upa torture. And 
so I* remained pretty much flattened out all day, getting up 
only to go to the rost Office and to pass by Celeste’s for 
a shot of coffee, realizing that if I admitted I 
remained flattened out, so much fuss for attending me would 
knock me out completely. Assuming there isn’t much to 
do in such a physical situation but await for the expanding 
business to complete its concentration. 1 continued to stay 
put while plans for pretty-ing up the wrime&had to go 
by the boards1 completely. *nd thus Catherine will 
view her kingdom in a light even less favorable than it usually 
appears. And while the disappointment at the initial view may 
be the more dsiappointing and depressing; still, being a 
soul of substance and imagination, perhaps she will even 
conclude that it was better that way, for with realities in 
evidence, plans for future*developements may be the more 
intell gently pursued.

But even though i had been able to mosey about, perhaps 
little would have been accomplished for the rains this week 
have been torrential andalmost daily. Cane Biter is higher 
than at<any time since the flood of 1945. Grass and weeds 
thus standing in water have flourished seodrely .without any 
chance to the power mower or the weed knife disturbing their 
activity, but the same moisture inducing growth in that 
section is undoubtedly- -f-avox-i-ng the- magnolias and 
persimmons and pear trees, and so, in the end, the week 
will not, perhaps, have been all on the debit side

Pat came home for a ten day vacation on Wednesday, after 
which he will r tu. n to a, U, -^w School for Summer school. 
*ome kind of Mrs, band, Millard Cragon, or some such, came to 
see me on Wednesday, ne had seen Paul ^ing in Boston last week, 
and the latter had recommended that he pass by Melrose to see me 
on his return to Lew urleans. I wish he had come last 
week, for he might h&ve had a better reception, but somehow I 
managed to give him a little tour, and H spite of much twisting
and revolving about on my chair, did succeed 1---
patter of conversation going for a couple

sprue ui mucn uwisuing
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Sunday, May 28th, 1950.
Hot and sunny until 9*5 30, with thunder showers the balance 

of the day until night when a brilliant moon appeared about 
9.

The General and I breakfasted alone together,
Hq spoke of the Derby and the pleasant social time at Churchill
Downs, He mentioned a recent reception in Baton Roufce or
Hew urleans for Frances Parkingson Keyes and said he found
her cold, aggressive and thoroughly unsocial but said he
liked her book about Louisiana, He said he t ought it
would be a pity if the Republicans nominated Kisenhauer for
President in 1950, since the General was no politician to start with
and would probably win and that his Presidential office would j
probably end up by tarnishing his military fame. He said
he was doing alright as ^resident of Columbia and had been
hired for that post for two cardinal ieasons, * to
attract money even as .did .Nicholas Murray Sutler, and to
weed out Communism in the institution, especially in Teacher’s
College, I presume the first re-.son is correct but 1 doubt
if the second is I have no doubt the' millionaire friends in ! |
the Churchill Downs set and thb heavy brass in military circles
incline to find Communism unddr every political and educational j
chip,

; - ... . |

I was glad to dine along with J. and the General at 
noon, immediately after which the.^enrys departed for%town, I 
went to the Hands for barbecued chicken at 4 and didn t get 
back until 8, The food was marvelous, the crowd rather too 
extensive and t e desire too strong to get back home again, for 
conversation was dull, what with the conversationalists captured oy 
the nit-wits to play cards. The half dozen children present 1
had a wonderful 'time swimming from tne dock and the rowboat 
while the grown ups app&rantly *ot a kick churnning up Cane River 
in the' speed boat while the others dabbled atcards, hone thing 
tells me I am likely to go later and return earlier in the 
future, what witi. all the stuff around here I want to do, ̂ 
including the reception of my own friends who, living not in 
Alexandria, wont need to go in for water sports and card games j
while visiting me, '

l
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Sunday, June 4th, 1950,
Pleasant day. Few pilgrims. Little activity.

Dr, Band came and gave me some kind of a shot. Advised hot 
pads now and then for the caxbunkle•
Frances Band and £, Randolph came with him, both bearing much 
food by way of a solitary banquet. Folded up at first dark.

Monday, June 5th, 1950,
A letter from Miss Lydia from the capitol of Maximilian and 

Chaxaotta. Wednesday will be the magical day. I talked with 
Mrs. Band who will be at the air port. I crept around a little 
but lack sufficient energy to exert much physical effort, Horry 
peasants can't be dancing on the hill sides as Catherine pursues 
her journey into the Crimea,

Tuesday,, June 6th, 1950. T.
a plane is winging its way up from South of the border, it 

was so pleasant to contemplate the trip via Houston to Lew Cleans,
Clif Byrd passed this way about 4, bringing somebody or other 

with him. Conversation was dull. I thought myself so adroit when 
I succeeded in engineering them beyond the front gate just before 
supper. Half an hour latter I didn't think my doings so very effective 
when J. came to supper bringing both of the callers with him.

Saw Patfor a few minutes jaftai -Supper,--, -~say& ha is returning 
to Baton" Rouge Ftiday in his new car. I didn t know he had one.

v/ed. and Thurs. June 7th and 8th, 1950,Happy are they whose days are
oue~n®ss that iaRividual episodes cannot be separated fox individual recording.

Friday, June 9th, 1950,

A cloudy, gentle dawn; a mocking bird's song and goodbye.

t r e a t e d ahl8k , T  t?6 *iarth* a EiH6le roEe saved and
life o ™  hve^t- ?“ortal. sooner or later inlire, one urenth from tm s  immortal flower, - one alone but it i=?
worth a million ordinary breaths." ’ DU1; lX 1S
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Friday, June 9th, I960*

Memorandum: ' .

Shirty million times would not suffice to express numerically 
the zest and delight marching with me as I proceeded to Arehbourg 

this morning. 9

She sunshine broke through the sagging clouds a little 
before 6. Somehow Arehbourg seemed so very special this morning, 
as though the finger of an angel had been placed upon it the day 
before, the magnolias looked so much greener, the lilies so much 
whiter.

S cam back for breakfast at 7:15. She weather continued to 
hold. Back at ~renotburg until 9:30 when the heavens sagged and 
torrents came down from on high. I was soaked as I labored, and 
loved the drenching, for the dampness were tears of joy and 
the perfect bond bdtween heaven and earth and yesterday and 
tomorrow was set and sealed.

After a quick bath, I found precisely the place I sensed 
1 would best enjoy the lovely wooven piece from South of the 
border, A as a Mexican Goblein, gracing the wall 
immediately to the left of the portrait by Hon. It looks 
so pretty on that white space and,3as you know, is so situated as 
to greet me whenever 1 enter the room, glance from 
my downy couch or Ghat with my secretary here at my desk.
I think you will like the position, too.

It was still raining at dinner time but Bat and took
off for monroe regardless. Joe and Juanita arrived about an 
hour after their departure, furiously enough Joe didn*t seem much 
distressed to have missed his son, - their manifestations of 
affection are so strangely expressed. They haven*t seen each 
other since* Christmas but will probably make contact by the 4th 
of ^uly. One other commentary from Joe:

t "That boy of mine is certainly bad about writing, I 
don t believe he has written me a letter in six months, - yes,
I am sure it is six months because I noticed it in my desk the 
other day when I told myself I had better make up my mind one 
of these days before long to answer it."

I haven't seen Celeste and ^adam Hegard alone but understand they
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got baak about .10, or 10*30, t so 1 take it they 414 a hit of 
shopping or some such

X must mark today on my calendar, too, as bei“S °»9 ®°r® *n 
which I almost enjoyed respite from pilgrims, —  almo-t hut not
quite.

The Junior Chamber of Commerce hah petitioned to have a 
Melrose tour on Thursday but haa turned down flat, a 
of photographers who had been lined up to record some ® .
rtro'cni nation’s doings this week, telephoned during the a ay to 
esk. if they couldn’t come down. I demurred, saying the !|as
closed. Shat, said they, was precisely why they *<5a°®“®*i was
with free spaces to record shots for their cameras. But again i . as 
disagreeable and said Eo, since recording cameras were certainly 
worsf t h S  non-recording pilgrims as clulterersof houses a-nd gardens.

You may accordingly appreciate my surprise when I iouiid a
or co of them on the front gallery of tne big house 

when I returned there with Juanita who had walked over to uoca 
,/ith me to commune for a moment in the ohapsl. t seems 
thev had bumped into Joe Henry at the front gate and he î ad̂  
let*them in. He made the presentations and asked if he mign 
accompany me on the tour. I welcomed his companionship out 
said that except for a peep at the House tnerewoui
be no tour. She photographers were enchanted, assuming, * suppose, 
that the ^frican.nouse would supply a toe-hola from whidh pt^r 
desired ends might be reached. It was already too late m  th 
evening to get pictures, except by flash bulbs c°n^ T L n  
requests, 1 foiebad them even the second story 01 the African 
House, i’hen they all wanted to see *ucca and I was 
herded the whole posse out of the gardens and oh the far side 
of the front gate. 1*11 bet some of them will be trying bo mate 
another round on the morrow which, of course, will oe something

6lSQ An^so comes to a close., this memorable June 9th, so 
preoious because of the beauty' of its Corning star whose beams 
will radiate my surroundings for so many a aay ahead.
I reckon for each of them, the glory of the prophets was not 
th; t they lived on earth but rather because they once caught 
a glimpse of Paradise, and even though it was but fleeting, 
it was ~eqo gh to inspire them from then on and rorever. t

A word of greeting to the girl friend and 1 shall say 
Good night, your caudles for a quiet ten minutes will cast 
shadows about the Ghapel." ■‘•‘hen the doors “ L  t®a&firehave a cigarette on the gallery, watching the lanterns of the fire 
flies in the bamboo and the more permanent constellations higher 
above the hedge, grateful to God for being so good to me.....

1
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Sunday, June 11th, 1950.

Memorandum:
I dined at J. H.’s today. On every side I heard such phrases as

’’She is a darling girl"....’’One of the nicest persons ever to come here" 
etc., etc., and if your ears haven’t been burning, it isn’t 
because there has be^n any absence of delight and pleasure that 
your presence brought and the memory of it left green.

ii.ll yesterday and today 1 have found myself wondering how the 
balance of your journey is progressing, hoping against hope that , 
the strenuous past few days and the absence of sleep haven t made 
you too tired,’

Twice on Saturday did word come through from Caroline dormon.
The enclosure, cancelled from Aliston, Alabama, reached me in the 
morning while after supper cousins of hers from dake Charles 
passed this way, after having spent the afternoon with the sisters 
of Briarwood, where they had but recently arrived from^their 
travels. Apparently they must have dropped the letter in 
the post just before heading out for homeland then raced the 
Tost Office department to reach this side of the'Mississippi before 
the penned epistle could be delivered. The dormons, in fine, are
sights, f u

The Joe ^enrys pulled out for Conroe in the Houston area 
about 6:30 this morning Juanita came to see me Saturday noon 
right after dinner, She said she had heard«such lovely things 
said about you over the fence. May T congratulate you and 
express no surprise but infinite admiration for all the pleasure 
you afforded those with whom you came into contact.

The dormon kin folk who passed this*way chanced to know 
the address of ^rs, doty, the expert seamstress who used to 
do remarkable quilting on ^awaii.^n coverlets years ago for 
t e Madam. X have been trying to catch up with her fox two or 
three years since Madam Cloutier had some stuff she wanted her 
to execute for her. Acquiring this bit of information afforded 
me an excellent opportunity to get off a note to Beaufort, and 
it ;goes without saying ttliat i took the opening to mention 
your delight at ,the contact with her and her husband and 
the beauty of their home. I must get Old -Louisiana reeled off 
on Talking Books so i can have the pleasure of reading the chapter
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Monday, June 12th, 1950,

about lit‘tle -̂ e'stan skipping over to visit Unale Baroisse,
Uncle Phanox, i».unt benjamin and so on.

Dr. Band came to see me this afternoon and .spoke again 
of the happiness his Wednesday contact had afforded him and his, 
he brought a mountain of food, sandwiches, 8 deviled eggs in 
some kina of a wonderful salade sauce, a gob of sragetti in 
a sauce seemingly made of creamed, ,tsomato soup, shot through 
with dioed chicken, not to mention a dessert note unlike the one 
seried under the cedars last Wednesday, the deep dish brimming over,
I am glad the Dark Duke passed this way along about first dark for 
even though P made him share all this with me, I am still 
as stuffed as a tick,

nr. Band and 1 turned through the magazine you had left 
for him, and had an opportunity to speak of several points of 
mutual interest before some of his guests came over with Florence,- 
Bd.1® wife. After th^t it was hurly-burly, and in the end, I 
lied and said I was expecting pilgrims when tpey asked me to 
go back to the camp with them for a while before night settled 
down.While on the subject of the Bands, I sjiall pt down their addres,
Dr*.and ^rs, king Band,

Georges Lane,
Alexnadria, Louisiana, -

and thife address I am*sure you have, but it occurs to me it may 
not be within ready reach, an$, in case you should care to dron 
them a card, the above will serve the purpose, Une thing 
about the Bands, they never write letters, and so, in the event 
you receive no response t your card, you will ot be disappointed.

1 think of it, I would refer to one aspect of the 
opring Pilgrimage artiole I intended mentioning when we were 
running through it,That is the matter of illustrations, should 
you decide to submit it to a publication like Collier's. 'She ideal 
approach to the publication of this particular article would be with 
a view to having this merely the first of a series, of articles, 
somewhat after the pattern of the Archibald Rutledge articles 
that used to run in the Saturday Evening Dost years ago, Perhaps 
it would be premature to refer to such a matter whan submitting this 
initial effort, but, if you. think so, it might be alright to 
insert a paragraph or append a post script, .stating that if 
the Editor should so desire, photographs, of historic ^elrose 
buildings could be supplied But this is merely a suggestion, 
ana however it strikes you, after running through the rough draft 

of the article itself, will be the determining factor, for your 
own reaction to such a suggestion will receive my whole approval 
which ever way you decide.

I

Memorandum j
(

Sunshine fend humidity continue to keep things growing 
mightily.

Another week of this and tempers will begin to get 
shorter and scuffling will probably be the order of the day when 
the 19th arrives and every mother's son —  and daughter —  
celebrate the day in fishing parties, a picnic in the open, 
possibly a baseball game and undoubtedly a bang-up swing out at 
the honkey-tonk. *

Mattie complains of a misery in her head, or rather she 
did complain of it this morning, but by supper time she was 
all ship-shape again, having applied her unfailing rememdy for 
such ailments during the day by making herself a little sack 
of red pepper and knotin^ the thing in her bandana about her 
.head, fortunately that seems to cure almost everything from 
'headache to wfcbbley ankles, - and at the same time appears to 
make the wearer of the charm impervious to heat,

Berhaps I had better turn Herr Bostell over to Mattie 
when- Ije heads in this way, looking for local cure-alls.

And then there is the case of Wylie Anthony and his wife, 
Honey. ?/iley is very Jealous of Honey and as both are bags, 
he is probably intuitively right. But Honey has one up on 

M m  for by some hokus-pokus which seems to consist mostly of 
magical si, ns cast in M s  direction as she waves her hands 
in front of him,, and Wylie's head automatically starts 
nodding and in a minute or so he is fast asleep. And sleep 
he continues until Honey has returned home from a frolic in 
the big, road, perfectly assured from long experience that 
her husband will never awaken until she repeats the hokus pokus 
signs and admonishes M m  to be-stir himself. Acquaintances 
passing the house during Honey's absence have tried to: awaken 
Wylie but have had scant success. The Dark Duke, Deter and 
Ezra were discussing it the other day and remark that while 
the man, usually sitting’ in a chair, will lift up his head and 
open his eyes momenarily, his head falls back down on his 
chest again after a second or two and he continues his sleep, 
friend fostell really ought to go to town* on that one*, I should 
think.

D believe the enclosure*is of scant or no interest whatsoever,
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other tfcau to show the Manhattan travelers brought home hotel 
stationary with them, for the letter was posted in Shreveport.
In the same post from the same source.came a letter to

asking when the children might come down, so it looks 
as though we would be having a visitation shortly. The 
presence of the children here by themselves is pretty much 
a matter of indifference to me, - it is the bringing of them and 
their eventual removal that casts the.shadow of coming events,

A passing pilgrim today had much to say about Mr. Kane and 
a manuscript he is said to be grinding out about old John 
Maodonough, or however that old miser may have spelled his 
name,* Undoubtedly Mr. ^ane will spin some fabulous romance 
about the old skin-flinttand the heraid-Tribune will again 
Sound the trumpets of Fame about "the South1s greatest living 
historian . Fouar will forever be the thing about which books 
will be written, - power and the people possessing it, for 
I suppose such tales represent a fascination, and particularly 
to those who would be possessed of ;.he stuff, but'being denied 
t'hat, find excitement about reading' of t^ose who have- had it 
in their grasp. And old MaoLonough certainly was rich, and 
wealth, like military domination, is a force. By the terms of 
the Maodonough will, the city of hew -rleans, - and Baltimore, 
too, I believe, have to set aside- ^ day each year and direct

^ildren attending the institutions founded on money from the 
will, to honor the name ofthis old fellow who seemed to prove 
to his own satisfaction that he was smart enough and hard enough to 
grasp a no end of money, - by fair .means and otherwise, - but 
clearly demonstrated throughout his long- career that he hadn*t 
the vaguest notion as to how the stuff. could be spent either to 
his own advantage or that of any one else. Sometimes J. have
relt sorry xor, so etimes-I Jrave felt annoyed with people who 
sat m  the midst of the fields, white for the harvest, and could^t 
summon up sufficient imagination to garner a blade of grain 
x0* ^ e  benefit f their neighbors,1 Eow they,, - and old Macdonough 
got that way may be interesting but it is certainly going to 
take a lot of embroidery on Mr, ^ane's part to make it palatable, 
it must be admitted, however, that J^ane, of all people, is 
probably tne best qualified to talk about avarioeand the manner 
oi knocking^ down psople to get -to the front row in the financial 
section, being the prize bird himself in that particular department,

î ut speaking of writers, I, am wondering why I didn*t think to 
have you get in touch with **lice W&lwprth Ur ah am while in the 
crescent ^ity, for I know the two of you would have hit it off 
famously. Oh, well, there is recompense in the realization of 
a heap of unfinished business, for that holds the promise for other 
adventures in another go-round..., * ™ Qr
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Tuesday, June 13th, 1950.

Memorandum:

Sunshine and humidity remain the order of the day, but the 
former in sufficient strength, I think, to put the shoes to 
rights, and I have accordingly boxed them and they will go 
forward in ths same post,

I have used the original wrapping in which they came, and 
mention the fact so you may dispose .of the paper accordingly.

I have enclosed the Documents of St^ln in Natchez, thinking 
you might eu&oy browsing through them occasionally, T  believe 
this is the only complete transcript ever made of them, - the copy 
going to your true hand and the copy I have in our old bookcase 
from the estate of Jean Baptiste Metoyer. Much of the data is of 
minor interest, perhaps, and yet probably some of the pages are 
of particular interest, as they reveal both colonial edicts covering 
manners and customs of both the Batchez and latohitoches co ntry 
at a time when Spain controlled both communities. If memory serves,- 
and I have never run through the whole collection, there is a 
*set of Laws covering the cultivation of indigo which should be 
illuminating, and would go far to round out details covering 
the presence of that dye on the export list of the 1776 Inventory.

I perhaps mentioned that scattered patches of the same old 
staple that once flourished in the region so widely still survives 
in patches along- .Little River and one of my friends has fc promised 
to bring me a root so we may have a sample of the almost forgotten 
plant growing at ^renbourg.^

I believe it is in these same documents that appears the report 
by a spy of the King of Spain in *aris in 1789, reporting the 
troubled state of affairs in the French capitol, immediately following 
the fall of the Bastille. I take it the King of Sgrin must have 
forwarded a copy of this report to his representatives in Batchez,

Finding a little additional spaos still left in the original 
package, I have included a modern vase which I thought you might 
find some use for either at home or pe.hape for wild flowers at 
Greenwood. t

The pair of little glass salt dishes were formerly Lestan's, and 
sinoe you may be turning * through iiyle!s account of his doings on

i i

1ft
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La Cota J.oyausra for another go-round in retrospect, X thought I
you might find this souvenir of -^estan’s timely, either for salt j
ox clips or some such. • • |

At Arenhourg yesterday morning I removed all the j
blossoms from the cape jessamines, thinking to let the full strength 
of this yearfs growth go into the plants, The warmth and heavy dew I
of last night brought out 13 new blossoms on the bush, - the I
Fortuni, nearest the gallery^ and 16 on the one we.'noticed particularly I 
half way down tow/ard Unole D rQr*s. There were'-4 on one. of-the" 1
other y bushes in the same locality and 5‘ on another. It seems I
to me they are flowering with unusual profusion this year. I

The hoe hands continue at their labors, and yet in spite of 1
that activity, I managed to get two operators for the power I
lawn mowers tills afternoon and two-raen to swing weed knives in the 
gardens which, have 'a way of touching a low at this season of the 
year when all effort is concentrated on the fields beyOnd the bamboo. I
At the moment, the cotton seems to*be growing^too fast, with the 1
12 to 14 inch plants above-ground revealing when sampled to have a I
root system but ah inch in depth and with a'radius of but an inch 1
or two. *»ith the soil kept so loose along the .rows, it is obvious 1
a big breeze would tend to topple whole battalions at a puff.- ' But I
what with vegetation having a tendency to correct its own lack of ' I
balance, I reckoncthis matter, took will oorae back to normalcy soon. I

♦  V 1
The postman made his rounds an hour earlier than rfsual this I

mo.rning, He brought but nothing, not even papers or catalogues I
and so I take it he must have not bothered v*aiting for the mail trains, I
or else the trains passed by Bayou Batchez without stopping.
Celeste was: particularly looking for a noe. from Batty Begaid whom 
she and ^adam Begard plan to visit this week end in lew Iberia. I 
believe they leave here bright and early Friday morning and plan 
to returnSunday night or Monday morning.* It looks like a wide 
open field for the advent of a Wenk or a montespa, - or both, which 
would, certainly present a fine kettle of fish.

t * ’ * ' . .

Lid you notice an account of a bag who mad© a terrible racket 
when she noticed a policeman putting an arrest card on a car that 
had parked at a meter on the thoroughfare without any money being 
pur in the meter* She soreamed and yelled and made such a racket a 
big crowd converged.1 on the place, to hear .the bag swear the old.meter 
wasn t working. And. so to prove he-Was right and^;quiet’:the bag 
and the crowd, tne pliceman fished about and found the appropriate coin, 
and inserted it, and the mataSLdid work. Whereupon la bag*just 
roared and strolled off, remarking the car Wasn’t hers anyway. It 
sounded so much like a Shreveport antic...,.

Wednesday, June 14th, 1950.
1 f ,« If V ©j b- 0  $

** « 0 .

Memorandum: *
On Saturday, June 10th, two ladies, one in ^ew Orleans, one 

in Shreveport, penned and posted letters which reached me 
this 14th day of the month, ITew York or California letters would
have made it in about the same time.
« But even though the Crescent City one dwaddled along the 
way, after leaving your true hand, its advent delighted me.

Mow nice to know that the sun broke through as your destination, 
and nhow pleasant to know that a telephone set all to rights so 
far as the ultimate destination of your travels are concerned.
Such a combination Of circumstances, I hope, conspired to make 
the balance of your stay in the Crescent City ever so pleasant, 
and I shall be eager to learn all you did during your final hours 
in Louisiana,

Since last Friday, I have constantly been experiencing a new 
set of reactions that are altogether new and infinitely precious 
A week ago tonight, while on the gallery, I realized and perhaps 
voiced the opinon that the place would never be quite the same 
again to me. But after Thursday came Friday, Saturday, Sunday,
Monday and 'Tuesday and the changed impression that I sensed 
would come has been so much more intense and fulsome that 
it bears down upon me with unusual force that a personality and 
a presence cannot only leave an impression but somehow leave a 
generous part of itself to make everything that was pleasant 
before become & fragment of Baradise. t

Luring the day while busied at one thing or another, it seems 
as though the one sharing things with me might be but just over 
the fence, - not far away at all, but likely to.appear at 
any odd moment. And at night when the fireflies begin describing 
luminous arcs arcross the bamboo background in earthly harmony 
with the more staid planets and shooting stars from on high, 
that same presence seems to be not at all remote in some far 
away city, but alb around me, drinking in the grandeur of the 
lovely world of deep’green, gold and blue, and somehow in 
spirit, fusing' with my own as together we absorb the restfulness 
of our surroundings and contemplate the morrow with faith and gratitude 
to God for all the happiness that is ours. What a grand experience 
and how indebted I shall forever be to you for having made it real.
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You* kind reference to Arenbourg impells me to recommend that 
when glancing at the snapshot, - the one facing the river from 
the entrance to the circular drive, you try to envision the 
little magnolias, that may show in the picture, as more dominant 
features of the place a few years hence. The ones on each side 
of the entrance plus the one in the middle of the circle will then 
be 20 .-to 30 feet high and easily represent the focal point of 
Units 2 and 3 obelisques of shiney evergreen, holding down the 
corners and pointing heavenward in the middle, and of course, 
at the same time the drive itself from gate to gate will be 
canopied by the lacwork. of the laternating pears and persimmons, 
a glory of blossoms in the spring a patch of orange sunset in 
the autumn, the individual tree's linked together by the connecting 
hedges, ana the whole business backed and flanked by explosions 
of alternating red and vvhite crepe myrtles.

• zeg&z^ing oners offspring, the parent, i suppose, is inclined 
not only to view the child but to super-impose on actuality a 
vision of the offspring Or.own to man's estate. I suppose i 
am guilty of this dual concept in the case of arenbroug, but 
if anticipation is a fault, I hope you may join me ih thus summoning 
up what reality may be like, now that we have together viewed the 
pattern* <

Yhe hark ^uke and his brother whom we met'in the big road have 
just passed by to invite me to a housewarming tomorrow night. It is 
characteristioally Gane Hiver-ish, in that the house-farming, to 
mark the advent of the nark nuke on setting up of his domestic hearth 
by the spill way, is to be held not in his home where we stopped, but 
at iruny s house. -Selma is preparing a big old chicken gumbo 
fo tomorrow night with gobs of potato salade and fixin's, and 
the invited will be a select list, — little ^ing and wife 
illam and wife, the brothers Baptiste and ^axine*

Blytne Hand and Uatalie 3cott are scheauled to snead tomorrow ano 
Friday at the hand camp, and I have been invited to pass that way for 
a be-lated supper, kinowing the-Rand propensity for fodd as you do, 
ana guessing as you may what Lima's chicken gumbo‘may be like you 

readily picture what restraints I shall have to impose on myself 
beginning along about sun down on the morrow. I think * shall 
contrive to pass by the hand camp early in the evening, withdraw earl^ 
and tiienhead in for the gumbo on my way home. * *

t  “ * * * . ■ "

, une other pehnomenon I must remark upon before closing, never 
before last week did I praticularly notice anything special about the

^xom the garden by the African ^ouse into
• little 6ate to ucca. since then, beneath the pecane* branches
and trie twinkling stars beyond, I never pass the place that it 
uoesu^t vibrate with an intensitythat only you may appreciate..,..

first of.f, X want to congratulate you-on the excellence 
of the letter, written on Sunday* to Geleste, which reached her 
rhis morning, 24 hours after yours from ^ew Orleans reached me.

Celeste read your communication aloud to Madam Regard 
and me* I must say X thought it, quite the finest thing of 
its type ■£ can remember. They were touched deeply by all the kind 
things it contained. I* too, was glad to learn that you 
touched home base safely.

Âfid X am glad you were successful in contacting little 
Miss a . » for now, having, known the. artist, her Art will perhaps 
have an added significance, and quite aside from that, it will 
be fun writing about, her from'time to time, sensing that you 
will know precisely of whom A am speaking. Did I mention a 
few months back that ‘"rs. holloman spoke to me of having called on 
little Miss a . with a £ view to taking her out to dinner, but 
found little ^iss inquite a tizzy, having searched all afternoon 
for her coffee cup which she had lost several hours before, finally, 
in despair, the little lady gave up the cup as lost, and 
throwing care to the winds, pulled off her smock and decided to 
head out for dinner regardless, only to discover, on reaching for 
her hat on the top shelf of the armoir, that there was her lost 
coffeee cup, the grounds still in it, resting there in her hat.
Verily, there can be but one little Miss A*

Knipraayer Day again and the good doctor and I sipped out 
wine hard by St.Griggin* s fountain, speaking of you the while, 
and comparing notes of doings up and down the Parish.

^nd I must pause momentarily to speak of how one writes 
"St, Giggin?s fountain", for since the little outfit just 
before the "s" is to indicate ,the possessive* and yet at the 
same time the "g" has wilfully been omitted, - "gigging”, it 
almpst seems as though one should write it "St.-Giggin'?s fountain", 

* don t you think so.
. . .

Weil, so much for such non-sense, and 1 reckon as the days 
grow hotter, I incline toward greater lightness in the head, 
fhe thermometer "hoovers" in the 90's, and what with a couple 
of gardeners to tidy things up. a little this afternooon, I 
really foond it warm, and was glad when some fort 'Worth 
pilgrims passing this way afforded me an excuse to momentarily 
split and infinitive and jump from shade to shade.
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; 2Jwo glimpses of life on "ye old® plantation" fox this 
year of Grace, 1950, --one non-medical, the other social, - provide 
vignettes of the local world, in which we live* Were the Melrose 
Memorandtp to appear in print, I am wondering how these manifestations 
of life appear to the read of, - say, - £050.

juqvv Williams, the stalwart, shiftless step-father of my 
sencond secretary, lives in a cabin on Bapillon Bayou, off Mttle 
Biver way .with his second wife and six children by the latter.
The sixth child, - a girl, was born last Friday, with scant if 
any nreparations. made in anticipation of the event. The mother 
draped herself close to the edge of the bed as the child was being 
born while the f ther placed a cow hide bottom chair along side.
In spite of previous experience, neither parent seemed to know what 
to do about cutting the cord, and so the child, still attached to its 
mother, was placed in the chair and overit was thrown the jacket of 
its father’s overalls. Seeing no necessity for rushing into things, 
the father eventually notified the Parish health Office, and 

a nurse from hr, Knipmeyer’s office journeyed down from twwn 
to set mother and child aright, the final separation being 
accomplished seven Jiours after the actual birth of the*child.
The latter, and mother, too, seem to be thriving. Murrel merely 
mentioned he had a, new sister and said the nurse had given it 
the name of Geraldine. i)r, hnipmayer mentioned the birth of the 
child this morning and ran through the particulars respecting 
details for the birth certificate which my second secretary had 
filled in. All seemed to be in order, save possible the childs1 
name, which ^urrel had entered as "Jerry Dean”,

On the social side, .tonight’s party at ^uny's in celebration of 
the hark, -̂ uke and family setting up housekeeping hard by the 
spillway, was a success, first dark, ^og and Pater, clad in 
dar& trousers and freshly laundered white shirts,stepped through 
the cleft in the bamboo to accompany me across the cotton fields.
I was the only one present not in Sunday clothes, although I had 
donned fresh kakis. :I am forever forgetting, - and again forgot 
tonight, - that the gentleman eat first and the ladies afterward.
The table was pretty, a shiney red cloth with a pattern of yellow 
leaves £ quart sized fruit jarholding a huge bouquet of cape 
jessamine dominated the center. $e ate at 10, - gumboof delicious 
flavor with mountains of snowy rice, followed by two huge *platters 
of fried chicken, potato salade, a green salade and so on.
’’Cooley", - an iae. drink of water with orange coloring and flavor 
made the rounds during supper, and afterwards coffees and wine. 
Throughout the ladies stood immediately behind us, waving 
scarves to shoo away insects, attracted by the lights, and giggling 
and joining in the conversation of the men whenever addressed.
Ho napkins cluttered up the board but from time to time the 
lady closest to the dinept at her corner of the table would pass 
him a small sized towel, gay conversation flowing along,
and servers and served all as happy as clams. The men, when finished, 
withdrew to an adjoining room for cigarettes while the ladies took our 
places at table. But it is late and i must fold and so goodnight ....
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Friday, June 16th, 1950,

Memorandum:
iand then today the postman brought me your letter. •  *  *

1 thought I found the one you penned Celeste to be perfect.
Ho* I-must admit that the one exxlTltif tod.y is, toooxro^a good 
old French phrase  ̂never understood: Plus que pariait.

Arid, particularly your phrases, so felicitously chosen, covering 
happy bkx hours at Yucca increase the preoiousnesS of the one 
as it reflects and re-vivifies the other, seemingly like a 
great chandeliere, reproduced in the surface of a great mirror, 
and then re-captured on the silver of another facing the fir^t,
Z  M ? h e  single item, reflecting back and forth endless down 
an avenue of immeasureable distance, with a perspective tnat 
at once delights and entnrals,

and thanks for telling me of jour_contact with little “tss 
.alberta and some of the more intimate details, As nor her curr nt 
physical complaint, this Is not the first time she nas bean 
possessed of the slme malady, it seems to me a year a6o it ..as 
thatshe finally withdrew from "ew Cleans tC spend a few 
uCeks down somewhere on the iecha, denying', her self oontacts with 
ntv a ts in order that she might the better hold the tnought and 
so "prove" she could overdome her difficulty by sheer concentration
onf-the Hddy opus.

I'm so glad I don't feel impelled to prove anything.

But how delightful that you found a magnolia to your 
liking. I may have expressed myself regarding Hiss a. s rendition 
of these flowers in previous Correspondence. * think she will 
be remembered long for her artistry with magnolias and I hav3 
a feeling the Kinsey Aelrose Hagnolias will tend to increase In 
popularity as collectors' items as timemoyes along. yeing 
L Pthey axe about the mightiest flower in the south, they have 
a perfeot medium of reproduction in little Hiss HI s canvas, for 
she inclines to paint heavily almost everything she touches, and 
seldom does any ordinary artist ever succeed in achieving 
the heaviness'of the grandifloxa which little Hiss A. catches 
so perfectly in her efforts. I am turly glad you lound 
one to your liking and 1 think you will tend to X*ke .1Sa3S2*
4nd more as vou grow more and more Accustomed to its presence*
I?en too and quite aside from its artistic merits, there will perhaps 
be the souvenir of the real ones, plucked from the same trees sne has 
so long turned to‘for i spiration, and perhaps that memory, too,

. iill serve to increase the value of the canvas for your own 6ood
self. • .... ’
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At Arenbourg the Josphine lilies have suddenly exploded 

with inordinate abandon, the uninterrupted high humidity seeming 
to have produced a luxuiannce of blossoms exceeding anything 
I can remember, privet hedge between the side gate and
the public road has responded to the splendid growing weather, too, 
and alfddd# 'theye are evidences in quantity that the privet has v' I
easily won the raqe with the Johnson Grass which only last week ,
sedmed to be so far in advance, —  • — —

The °ladies took: off before big day for Sew Iberia. When I 
passed by the house a^out 9,.they must have already been well into 
houth Louisiana, ^urellia toldcme that Bessie had been taken to 
the hospital yesterday and the baby had arrived last night. It 
was a Caesarian affair $nd Aurellia didn’t know if the child 
might be a boy or a girl. She seemed entanced at the prospect of 
having a second baby in the family to raise.

Biunhilda Coombs dropped in for a moment during the afternoon. I
She was on her way back to town fromc*lexafcdria where she had I
done some shopping for me to the extent of a half dozen little I
mw gold fish for the St. Giggin’s fountain. I

I have read one chapter of f,A Basic history of the U. S." by 
Q arles and ^ary Beard, — two historians I have long admired for every 
thing they wrote prior to the 1930’s when, by some strange twist, 
the husband, at least, seemed to'fail completely to understand the 
implications of‘ the Roosevelt Revolution,

In the present volume their pictures of the Europe of the 16th I
and 17th and 18th centuries is excellent, making clear as it does, 1
how the convulsions of war, the survival of the feudal system and 1
the dead end street of the average citizen of Europe in those ^ears I
made western horizons, no matter how bleak and uncertain, seem to |
hold a promise that thee might be a chance fox the pursuit of I
happiness beyond the ocean.as opposed to the impossibility of any such j
vain hope in the Europe where for generations the average individual i
had been getting no where fast. I'was glad to run across that oft I
quoted line of‘Voltaire regarding the slow rise of the under privileged an 1 
the descent ofthe privileged few; I

c |

”Mistory is full of the sounds of wooden shoes slowly going up- I
stairs and the patter of silken slippers coming down,** - . . I

• 1

A couple of references made me want to know about the first I
Mrs, Pinkney of south Carolina, pernaps her maiden name was Lucas, I
who successfully inttoduce indigo culture into the Garolinas on her 
three plantations there, prior to hex marriage, -and about the first 
Broderick Phillips, and more especially his wife, - owner of ships 
in*the 1680’s, both of whom were * so successful in land and mercantile 
operations, their home being in the Yonkers neighborhood, and still 
standing, the last i knew..,,#.*
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Sunday, June 18th, 1950.

Memorandum;
High heat,,..high humidity..... the place too cluttered up

with people on Saturday.,,,*,,not a soul on the place today,
Pat came home yesterday to pick up his new car and returned to 

Baton Rouge this morning. So did J. M# who will be gone for a couple 
of days, ’’attending an R. S. A, meeting”/presided over, no doubt 
by a Montespan, Celeste telephoned from Rew Iberia to say shewould 
not be home before Tuesday, and where the rest of the Henrys are,
I wouldn*t know.

Slap up at noon yesterday, Dr, and ^rs. Wilkinson appeared 
on the front gallery. Me is the President of L. S. U. Press.
With disarming candor they asked if I had dined. With equal frankness, 
I declared I had not and that I would not invite them to join me.
The* countered with the' statement that they had to be in Alexandria 
for Incheon any way but uis, Wilkinson wanted me to tell her 
husband all about ^elrose in 15 minutes. She had been here before 
with Annette Ruchene, this was his first go-round*

*

I accoidingly whisked them about at a speed surpassed only by 
the tour of the evening of the 7th instant, skipping three houses, 
and pausing only?at the African Mouse and Yucca,

u x ,  W. seemed both floored and entranced at what he s&w 
and heard, I was equally delighted at some of the tings I 
learned <from him, too, such as his intention to bring, forth the 
Postell book shortly. In response to his query & €  to my opinion 
of lostell’s efforts, I was glad to say I thought him one of the 
most profound scholars of the ante bellum medical field I knew,

The Postell discussion took place in the African Mouse between 
ante bellum home made brooms and marble slabbed bisouit making 
machine. Then we did Yucca, not too sedately and my tongue going 
like the clapper on a bell. Mr, W. seemed to have become filled 
to capacity by the time he had attempted to absorb the back gallery.
The unfolding of the doors to the Chapel was just too much for 
him, and he asked if he might side down in one* of the peww for just 
a moment, and try to catch up with himself.

It seemed to me that was the perfect time for nobody to talk, and 
so I fell silent. But he grabbed hold of the first interlude thus 
provided, saying' that he had heard of ^elrose a million times but 
never had the vaguest notion any place could be anything like the 
reality he had *juet» breezed through. Me asked me if I would do
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a book on it if he would publish it# I ..told him that up until 
that moment I had been under the impression I had been talking too 
last, How I was convinced that he was. he said he envisioned some
thing with a ‘flock'of illustrations and a rather extended text and 
asked me —  Just like that —  how I thought the thing should be done.

f told him that in my opinion, the thing should swirl around 
tfcwo pivotal points, -- the two ladies whose personalities brought 
most to bear on the place, - the founding mistress from the ^ongo and 
the patroness of the ^rts from Louisiana.

He beamed and asked me to ponder oh* We* matter and that I 
would be hearing from him shortly.

On the way to the car, we talked general stuff, he says 1*. 8. U. 
is shortly bringing out a sbrious biography*of St. Lapis by 
Ross shares who, as you know, did some of his books at Melrse, air.
Phares always reminded me, both in appearance and personality, of 
that youth who used to take care of 46th *-'treet, Herr Kuhnun, or some 
such, I have never read a line of his historical studies but I have 
always assumed they would be more redolent with diligence than delight.

hire flies are Streaming madly, each his little lantern in his. 
hand, across the backdrop of theJbamboo hedge, and were you here, 
we should let our eyes be distracted by their magic streaks of 
light, describing the lovliest arcs, crossing and re-crossing each 
other s courses and sometime! all getting tangled up together in 
constellations as glowing and elusive as the Pleiades. But 
while we watched them, we might talk about possible forms to be 
considered in doing a ^elrose book. I think it might be 
niee in the form of a scr&pbook, full page pictures, pages reproduced 
from actual scrapbooks from the ^adara's hand, exerpts from official 
documents, - such as fche emancipation sjfc of ^arfe" fherese, the 
official statement of exports from the Natchitoches country in 1776,
snapshots of the ***adam, Sudham sketches, Kinsey masterpieces,__ -__
a likeness of Hrama, Grandpere’s portrait and even one of Grandpa,

We mi^nt explore that idea and then contemplate another, a 
comparison and contrast of two great -^elrose mistresses, with 
data and gossip fluffing up a few chapters, and then I would, ask 
you if you would think 6 months or a year might be gone over and 
edited from a Melrose Memorandum, possibly major and minor pqints 
appearing say in the year 1948. I suppose^ contemporary books contain 
reproductions from contemporary diaries, perhaps a few dates from 
the ^adam*s for unique brevity and a few from our manuscript for 
extreme drawn-out-ness. I should listen intently for your honest 
opinion as to possibilities or impossibilites on such points, And. 
if you have any ideas on the same, - casual for the present, I should 
welcome them.

x i h -  f ■ ■ ~  ,

At sundown came the Hand daughters-in-law, bearing a tray en
compassing a banquet, ’ t’s Peter’s birthday, - £4, and I hope he passes 
this way to Join me in having a go at the stuff...... '
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Monday, June 19th, 1950.

Another June 19th, with all plantation operations suspended 
while the negroes frolic and the mulattoes, —  and particularly 
those living on their own property, working like mad. the 
negroes celebrating rtus-es gettin* out from under bondage*, and 
an exertion of labor by the mulattoes Just to proclaim to the 
world that they have nothing to celebrate, since they never were 
in bondage.

Mvery year seems to bring forth a new crop of interpretations 
as to what anniversary June 19th is celebrated for, and this year 
I have learned that the slaves were freed on that day and that is 
therefore a purely negro holiday, whereas the 4th of July is 
honored by white folks exclusively because that was the day ’’they si 1 got 
free”. Among mnay of the negroes the failure to celebrate 
the 19th of June is taken as a saign that he who does not celebrate 
is trying to put himself into the same class as the' white folks, and 
that it seems like sheer good citizenship for the negroes not to 
Pay any attention to the 4th of July, since to do so would suggest 
to the white folks that this would be but a gesture indicating a desire 
to monopolize or share in an anniversary that is rightfully 
and exclusively belonging to the whites.

and so the t ing spins on, year after year wih annual 
variations of interpretations without anyone ever being able to 
explain the real reason for the selection of this day as the one for 
a raei&l frolic. Perhaps I have remarked before that the only racial 
legislation ever passed on this date had to do with eliminating 
slavery from the territories, ... as opposed to the States, —  of 
the United States. As there was little or no territory into which 
slavery could have possibly been introduced at the time the law 
was inacted, - that is introduced with cany hope of profit, the 
law itself seems merely to have been a bit of token legislation 3. 
holding nothing of the vaguest import to any one. Some day I hope 
to discover how it was that 'this insignificant act instead of 
the ^mancipation Proclamation got fastened on to. this region as 
the one and only day in the year to glory in freedom from bondage, but 
as the years pass, that possibility probably goes fainter and fainter, 
as the originators of the scheme pass from the scene, - if, indeed, 
that have not already done so, so that the origins are but completely 
lost in the shadoww of custom.

Locally there was fe baseball aame scheduled for the afternoon.
A team had engaged to come from Manny, up Shreveport way, to
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play Melrose, at 1;3Q. At 2 o’clock they hadn’t put in an appearance 
and a telephone call revealed the Manny team had changed its mind. j
^he last I heard, efforts were being made to round up a ITatchitoches 1
team, hut I know not if it ever arrived. < "1

?
Tuesday, June 20th,
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I960.
A barbecue was also scheduled for the afternoon, immediately 

following the game. J. &. arranged for the purchase of half a 
beef at wholesale price in town. At 10 this morning the fire hadn't 
been kindled as yet, and what with the time required.to barbecue half a 
beef, 1 suppose that section of the frolic ought to get under way 
sometime between midnight and dawn of tomorrow It has always 
been evident that for Moeal residents, times pieces were made more 
for decorathon than ‘determining a program, either for work or play, 
and today's preparations tend to carry out the point.

■ -» \ \  -  -

J. R. returned from Baton Rouge late this afternoon. Be ' 
said he dropped bp ‘ the Executive mansion but didn't se°en Governor 
Long who is in bed. He did talk for a while with his Executive 
Secretary, the former Senator Fredericks, but remarked that as 
the latter prefers to tell tall kales even when the truth would do 
better, his duscussion of local political .doings was of little 
moment, I believe la Montespan 4s in the Bureau of Minerals, and 
so a call at the Capitol -was, 1 assume, most natural. He said he 
was in the Chamber when the House agreed to put aside the bill 

■■■ calling' $n Editors to gige the same position and amount of Space 
tp answers of politicians that is assigned to criticism of their doings 
by the press.

• • v - < .*• - • - ' . . . . . . .  . .... , . - . , *

A rather large box containing various packages of crackers and 
cookies arrived from Sanger Brother's Com any, of Dallas, Texas,
address to me. I suppose*this may be some house of Balias', not 
unlike Charles in Manhattan. But as no card was enclosed and 
nothing on the address to suggest the name of the sender, I am . 
at a loss to know whm to .thank. So many people from Texas, and 
particularly from the JDallasaport Worth area'pass this way, I o&n’t 
imagine for the life of me from whom.the gift may’have‘come. Besides, 

__I_suppose, it mieht well have been ordered by someone living in some 
other-c^ty who may have chanced to-~have the package sent while pas. ing 
through the place,.*.. ... t.*....** ‘ , .

Wh^le it occurs to me, —  and I may have already'mentioned it 
earlier# —• if you should run across a decree by the Governor covering 
the culture and processing of Indigo, possibly appearing in ^
the volume, "Documents of Spain in Hatches", I should be gl d if you 
would let me know. I merely mention this as it comes to mind 
?and not because D am needing it at present, in fact any old time 
during the ensuing year would be amply early. It seems to me 
that ev.entuaUy it might be used for elaboration on the line about 
the exportation of Indigo from this area in 1776

But the hour fox folding has come. The new moon slants dark 
.shadows of the white pillars across the brick pavement and St. 
Glggin 8, Fountain while Grandpa slumbers: peacefullyon the 
old corn husk footstool along side your chair.,,,...

Memorandum;
-r  ' *

Your perfectly elegant air mail to hand in this morning’s post.
Before I .forget it, let me admonish you not to rush into the 

article about the Bilgrim business, as the thing would probably 
be held for January ox February publication if accepted, there is 
no need to do a whirling dervish about getting it into the Editor’s 
hands, even though it may end up by having to pass through several 
such. I believe Colliers pays a;little higher for articles 
than the Reader's Di est, and perhaps it would be well to let 
Colliers have a look at it first. They have printed so much 
stuff about this region through the medium of James Aswell, 
however, it seems to me quite possible they will not be 
likely to view it favorably for publication.

And thanks, while I think of it, for telling me so many in
teresting little side lights on your contaot with little Miss a.
Dike Mrs, Rand, she seemed to find it impossible to imagine 
how any one could contrive a Chapel for others of any faith but one's 
own. * thought little Miss a . summed it up perfectly when she 
said; • '

"This is very nice but, I can't imagine myself setting up 
such a place fox any other faith than that of my own, - Mary Baker 
Eddy",

I declare if 1 only had the trappings to rig up a little 
shrine for the followers of Confucious, I would most certainly 
do so in,the other projecting area at the opposite end cf 
the gallery. Then the Kinsey-Rand Department would be busy as 
bees, casting about to find out if even though I had cut off my pig- 
tail, X still might be a Chinaman. Those belles are pure sights;

And thanks, too, for the clipping. And so Mrs. Roosevelt 
and Helen Ferris are stirring up a book together* It’s a pity 
nelen is such a poor correspondent and I hesitate to write 
her on my own hook because she inquired about 'securing a couple 
of Ci.mence's masterpieces two years ago, in response to which 
I sent her the same with a little note, Berhaps she awaits an 
invoice before reploying, although I did think I might hear from 
her following {th© Madam’s death. You can readily imagine, therefore, 
that I am leisurely in my imrsulses to take Under ood ’i*n hand 
in her direction.
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although this note will not reach you until after your 
guests have departed, still I am "holding the thought" that 
you will not try to write during their presence in your 
neighborhood and th^t you will employ the aftermath for 
a breathing spell, not attempting to write any letters until 
re-adjustments to business routine and an opportunity for 
quiet to settle down on the domestic hearth, being' assured that 
I shall understand the absence of a familiar hand from the post, 
and filled with satisfaction at the realization that you are 
manifesting the good common sense to conserve energy by every 
means possible.

Isn't grand that the snapshots came out so nicely. Off hand, it 
does seem odd that we didn't take morq pictures, and yet I 
am not sorry on the other Jiand, for moments that might thus have 
been devoted to the camera were even better spent as they were, 
and w'hile the Chinese adage about the merit of a picture over a 
flock of words is true, the sages of the Celestial Hmpiore, I 
think, would be the first to concur in the thought that . -a. 
brief moments of human contact are etver so much more precious than 
the thinest slices of time a devoted to the pictorial record,

I sigh in sympathy in reading of all the duffle sNPth 
which you were confronted on the arrival of the college youth.
Hvery once in a while I find myself lifting an eyebrow at 
the dozen family portraits of the Belle family parked in my 
bath room, not to mention all the furniture piled on top of 
the armoir and our bookcase from the Old dean Baptiste ^etoyer 
house. But when I think of all the endless space in this domain 
and the definite limitations in any metropolitan apartment, I 
realize my problem is nothing while yours must be well nigh 
impossible.

Although i haven1t seen them, I have evidence that the ladies 
across_the fency have returned from South Louisiana. During the 
afternoon an ISthopian arrived from her ̂ bearing a vegetable 
dish in which swirled a flock of live gold fish, I tossed a 
couple of the darker ones into the aquarium here in the window 
by my desk, and dumpedcthe balance into the big old iron sugar pot 
which now is swarming with them, what with the ones already there, 
plus the ones Madam Coombs brought by the other day. 1*11 bet 
a biscuit ^adam Band will put in an appearance before the week 
has run out, armed with a bucket of the same commodity. t 
I have taken out a few of the water hyacinths so that, when sitting 
on Grandpere ancient pqw, one sees a glory oftfresh green with 
streaks of red gold cutting across the dark surface of the 
water. Before first dark, l sat for a while gazing at them with 
Grandpa perched' on the edge Qf the pot, app&rantly as fascinated as I, 
but making no attempt to do any fishing, He likes to drink 
from the big old sugar ,pot and apparnatly regards his finned 
friends with the same detatchment and good will ahs be 
regards 1 his breakfast companion, the blue jay, over their saucer 
of idilk., • •«
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Wednesday, June Slst, 1950.

Memorandum: , *
Hs&t and moisture make the tropics and tnat is what 

we seem to have. * r- • *
It rained'here this afternoon but this morning there was 

a young cloudburst in the neighborhood of the Alexandria air, port, 
which probably accounts for the absence of the Bands from their 
camp as is their want. And speaking of -them, may I tell you 
how noble I think it of you to have been sp generous as to send 
t em a gift. I shall undoubtedly hear about it later in the week from 
them, but * shall not wait to tell you how much I think you 
deserve a citation and a flock of oak leaf clusters.. Such things 
are rare and I have a feeling tiiat it is particularly so for them, and 
I feel sure they will he deeply appreciative of your thoughtfulness.

■ " Indirection heard something pleasant from down Magnolia way- 
today. • There are.two granddaughters in  that household, . B e tty ,!
the daughter of Jfat^ Miss S a lly *s  sin , who runs Magnolia,. r and
S a lly  Gdnn, , M ss  S a lly *s  Slaughter’ s e lk ld ? ' - f a t  her b e i n g  d ead .

Betty Hertzog sailed for Europe Monday, along with some 
of her L. S. U. college friends. Mat expressed regret that little 
'Sally couldn t go along with Betty, hut said he couldn't afford to 
send both hie niece and daughter, another son-in-law of Miss Sally,
Dr. Holbrook of i1jew Orleans, a grandfather-in his Own right, heard 
about little Sally and the impossibility of her getting to Europe. • 
Immediately he set wheels in motion and now little Sally, albeit 
belatedly, will be sailing in'another week or sq. Gome to think of it,
I believe it Was little S o n y ’s picture that figured in the Aswell 

article in Golliers a year ago.
G ' -

■ , , . < .-«* . ; - ** , . -|M#. •  '* , ,

I have never chanced to meet Dr. Holbrook, but that was no factor 
in discouraging my impulse to take Undetwpod in hand this evening and 
tell him preciely what I thought of him. There (w&s something 
about his act that struck me as being so much like what you would 
do under exactly the same circumstances.
And for .the life of me, I can't imagine why I called little Miss Gunn 
Sally, for in reality her name is **ary, but there are so many Sallies 
in the Hertzog clan, 1 guess I must have thought, on© or more additional 
oneswoulan't make much difference. Somehow it seems part and parcel 
of my tendency to give children extra names, for Hd Eand's little 
girl^s name is Ellen, and I always call her ^ary Ellen for no reason, 
while Jackie’s little girl is Winnie but I always call her 
Winnie M. _ ,,ay for no reason v, 3?th#
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inhere were so many points in your letter coming to hand 
yesterday that we might go into endlessly that i skipped ms 
reference to many of them, and will touch on hut a couple more 
at this sitting.

I am glad you saw some of little Miss A. *s abstract creations.
She has done some here and often has called in Glemence to tell 
her what cholors to put where. 'The creation of those compositions 
are a mystery to her, and the results of the creations seem to 
mystify everyone who sees them. After all, such compositions are 
merely efforts to harmonize and contrast colors, lines, solids 
and so on, and are no more masterpieces that strange noises made 
by a composer trying out different tonal effects by combining various 
potes.

As for her economic and political enthusiasms, she is ultra 
feudal in her concepts. She believes a few peo$e should be allowed 
to get hold of and keep hold of all the money, for eventually they 
might spend a few driblets for paintings which would be where' she 
would come in*. An Ohio Republican, she loves Senator Taft and hates 
the Boosevelts and is particularly wrathful about the efforts 
made during the depths of the depression to assist the destitue, •• 
she owned a house at the time, and to ’’prime the pump” that moony 
might begin circulating again. In spite of her complaining' about 
the programs, however, she has to admit that among the Hew Orleans 
artists employed, on W 2 a  projects ‘thete was one. by no other name than 
that of little Miss A. herself, — -which, you will agreed is pretty 
hilarious. It seems to have the same consistency as the merchant 
planter who complains madly about federal spending but is busy as a bee 
at lobbying for 2 billion dollar farm supports for Southern cotton, etc.

’ ' u  t  ' *  '

, I shall enclose Bora's letter, coming to hand today, even though
it doe^n*t contain much, ais tirade against father’s Hay affords 
nje an opportunity to respond to him eventually quoting the radio 
advertisement of a hhreveport house, urging its listners to purchase 

papa a suit fox 23.50 for Father ’ s Hay, explaining, as £n extension 
of credit and delayed payraent, that one might make use of what 
they styled "the R&y Away Father's Sian". I think Dora will like 
that,

1 forgot to report that the barbecue on the 19th was not 
a complete success, the bee£ not having been cooked or barbecudd long 
enough, so that few people could chew it. But where the beef 
left something to be desired, the booze filled in, with the frolic 
coming to an endon a high note and with three gyloppies scattered across 
the ditches and spread over the cotton fields as evidence a£ h 
successful day......
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Thursday,. June 22nd, 1950.

Memorandum: .* • .

*nd so, if. yop.r eays burned along about 9 o'clock this 
morning, it may have been due in'part to the conversation Celeste
and I were having about you.

Celeste had just caught her breath to an affirmative- answer 
on my part when she had remarked: .

. "I am running up to Hr. Knipmayer1s clinic at Bt*
Mathews to get my annual thphoid shot, tfould you like to go 
with me.** - t ■ '

* guess this must have been the first time I ever answered Yes 
to any question involving me and the big road, which accounted for 
her surprise,

U  * r  . , l

* ~nd so we slid up the Bermuda Hoad to the clinic, and all 
during the trip she seemed impelled to speak of you and what a 
grand person you are. Everyone likes to hear pleasant things 
said about those one jLoves and today’s go onyour account was no 
exception. % K , j

nr, K., on seeing us drive up, dropped everything* and came 
out t o . g ^ e o f h e  said he wasn’t too surprised to,see Celeste 
but he never dreamed I would venture so far afield. I was glad to 
have him show, me about the place, for it is one of those 
institutions in which I have long been interested, have heard much 
Fibout, but never before seen. The .building, although not large, 
is adequate. There are three rooms, a large reception and waiting 
room across the entire width of the house and It is here that a 
receptionist interviews tie patients, taking down their names and 
addresses and later enters whatever data Hr. K. gives regarding sub
sequent treeitment. .There are two rooms immediately behind this 
waiting room, one for examination, containing all the furniture, - 
table, couch, etc,, required, v̂ hile the third room of the establishment, 
to the left of the consulting room, and immediately behind the 
waiting room, is set asiae for treatment, ith all the endless 
paraphanalia that goes to make up suoh a frightening plaae.
It was there I was given my typhoid shot, and with neatness and 
dispatch was it accomplished. There are three assistants, - 

,,t^e receptionist, the giver of shots, etc,, who is white, and 
another who is colored, - and a graduate nurse, as i understand it.

The plain walls of the rception room axe gaily decorated with 
appropriate posters concerning health, posture, etc, I admired

iSSil
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these, both for their artistic c .mposition and for their 
striking messages,{ hater in the morning, when hr, and -Mrs,
Knipmayer dropped by for the weekly chat and glass ox .vine,
X cypress enthusiasm for the posters ano. tney seemed pleased
that I had admired them, for they had been busy cahtting with
Oeleste while I was examining the ’’decors”, and hadn t realized
I had noticed them, I even went to such lengths as to-
express the hope I might have one of them, if ever newac ones
should be forth-coming to replace the old, hr, K. said
he had in m ud to replace all of them this coming week with new
ones just arrived and offered me whatever I wanted, X He
told him I would particularly like the one in black and
white, - not so much for its artistiovirtues as for its
message, X propose to tack it up at the far end of the tub in
my bath room'where its terse message can easily be read, Every®
once in a while some panicky pilgrim asks to use the bathroom, and
even Miss Alberta has made such a request. It is for her and
dizzy bags like her that X shall tack up the poster, -
the black silhouette of a baby’s bust on a white circular background,
the b&lance of the poster plain black with bold letters in
white reading:;, ,

’’Don’t Giver Your Baby Syphilis,”
I can scarcely wait for magnolia painting time next May when, 

in the course of events, little Miss a . will*ask if she can use 
my bathroom, and immediately after entering, will come hot-footing 
it out, and with big starry, puzzled eyes, declared • -

"But I don’t understand why you have put up that*poster for 
me to-read,••••«,Why, you know that I have no baby,,«••••••”

And now, after all this tomfoolery, may t  refer to the attached 
duplicate of my.letter to hr. Wilkerson. You might glide over the 
errors of which x am conscious, a couple of interruptions having 
distracted me in*the midst of,sentences, but as for the burden 
of the thing, what think you, During the months ahead, you might 
keen this letter in mind, intcase ideas concerning it should come to 
the"surface or if you.should stumble over any old snapshots that 
might be serviceable for the purpose outlined, although 
-"diaries” have been mentioned, J was careful not to say the Madam 
actually-had one, but in the event, as you ponder on«the matter, you 
kx feel exerpts from hers might give flavor to the piece without 
violating any personal points she might not have wanted in print, 
you might advise me onthat subject and allied ones, as they come to 
mind. We don’t have to,rush into any of this business, but 
if we "set such eggs” in the back, of .our minds, it seems possible that 
something might eventually hatch out that would be worth while.,,,,.

-» Friday, Jure 23rd, 1950,
< t r

? a

Memorandum:
- - - ■ ' ' -v -• Y . - ■■■ • t '■ ' f ■ " A 7 '

Hot sunshine, thermometer in the 90*s and high winds, —  
the latter not seeming to make much sense with the balance of 
the set-up, but that seems to be the lay-out, regardless.

t

The prettiest thing 1 have seen today, wishing X might 
share the same with a certain Miss Lee, is the veil of purple 
shimmering through the tender green of the water hyachinthes in 
the big old sugar pot. an explosion of flowers burst into bloom 
during the night and as the day progressed, the amethyst deepened 
as additional buds unfolded, There is something about their 
delicacy of color that seems to make more precious the various shadings 
of the green foliage, the purple flowers, the flock of goldfish on the 
sub-surface, - the whole contrasting' so strikingly with the 
rough and rusty iron of the great pot and the ancient stone 
base on which it rests.

You will enoy the little note from ^elen and there as some
thing about the superlative kindliness in which she touched on 
expense accounts that reminded me a little of the exquisite 
fashion in which someone else X know can manage such matters with 
such touching delicacy.

I shall advise her by return mail that going any pice 
this summer is out of tthe question but will suggest that she 
and Uaroly pass this cway on their return from Gatlingburg. I 
reckon you may know the region, - which reminds me so much of the 
Ashville countryside. Lt is certainly a lovely locality and I 
think the two ladies should have fun. AS for Gatlingburg itself,
X never could wax enthusiastic about it, The narrow valley, reminding 
me a little of.the Delaware water Gap countryside, is delightful, but 
I never could see much to Gatlingburg itself, if the place I thought 
was gatlingburg was really it. Long had X heard the place spoken 
of in such widely separate places as Boston and H&tchez, and somehow 
from what I hear, I conjured up a picture of something that woui 
be like Saratoga, without the race track, - the Saratoga of 
ante bellum days, leisurely pilgrims, a big bnited States Hotel 
with, great galleries runnin all over the place, wisteria and all 
t at sort of thing. But 1 never could find much of a hotel and 
the pilgrims 1 saw, - and the natives, - were more on the Tobacco 
Hoad design than bayou gentry. Herhaps I was there at the y
wrong- season. Perhaps it was my imagination, that was at fault.
In any event, i don* fhave to go to Gatlingburg.
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You would have been perfectly enchanted at the appearance 

of the oircl drive at ^lenbourg at dawn this morning. All the 
crepe myrtles were in their gayest festoons, white, purple, water 
melon red and pink. Thus enumerated, the combination sounds pretty 
terrific but somehow through adequate spacing and natural 
harmonies, they presented an impressive spectacle.

On my return, after a fair amount of physical exercise, I was 
all a-drip, and so, with a view to cooling off a bit before 
plunging into my bath, I decided I would do a little re- 
arranging in my over extensive bath room. I...divined it into 
two parts, .doing nothing, whatsoever to the bath section hut 
turned the armoir around at right angles, backing it against 
the hast wall, - on the front gallery aide, pfhis gives a heap 
of space for a flock of small chairs, a table by the window and 
easy'&o-ess to the bookcase of ^ean Baptiste, acing the window*
It at the same time makes an extra little lounge in the house which 
cextainly wouldn't seem necessary at first glance. -&ut often 
I am in conferenee with one of my loc,al friends when the hands o 
some such pass this way, and usually such an advent terminates the 
conference abruptly to nobody1 s satisfactioi|, ’/his new developement 
will therefore provide for a comfortable "withdrawing room",-and 
so will serve a dual puprose, and will please me considerably.

I intended answering your letter of /riday last past in regard 
to your inquiry regarding a response to Sister's card. In my 
opinion, no response is imperative, but if one be made, I think I 
would say something nbout what a pleasant trip ha& been experience, 
nnd as this was the first one made ^outh of the Karolinas, she can 
well appreciate,-how much it meant to be ablep-to explore everything 
from -Louisiana to ^exico City, i'rom little ^iss alberta or somebody 
or other she will probably learn of your stop-over here, and^so if 
you cover this area in some general phrase, such as emphasising 
the tour through -Louisiana and on Southward, ^elrose will be 
adequately covered. Invoice this idea merely as the way I would 
handle it without giving it much thought, but any way you do it will 
be alright, and if you prefer to mention Melrose specifically, that 
woula be alright, too.

^nd I intended congratulating before uqw on having run up on 
530 Madison while in the Orescent /ity and to have had a glimpse at 
the Beauregard nouse which, to my way of thinking, it one of the 
best examples of the ante bellum town houses in the city. I continue 
to marvel at all the pertinent.things you accomplished on such a brief 
tour, surely you exceeded everything 1 ever knew of in all you 
absorbed in such a limited time.. I think you’re wonderful......

9
Sunday, June 25th, IS50.

Memorandum:
t  * * *  -  - -  - ' " W  '■ «  '  -

I reckon Friday's ^emo reaches your true hand at the same
time this one does, as I shall pos.t them both on the morrow.
Ihe postman was half an hour early :on Saturday, and as he had 
departed before I marched to the store, I held back the 908 
item for Monday mailing. t , v;

Assuming Dr. Wilkerson acts favorably on my letter to him, of 
which you have the duplicate, I shall have to begin casting 
about for suitable snapshots of the Madam. During the ensuing weeks, 
will you let your mind run oyer some of them that may have found
there way to you. *lease don t look for them now, but merely
keep the matter in the back of your mind. In the event 
something by way of reproduction might eventually be in order, we 
can then concentrate on the matter. It seems to me there once 
was one of the Ma(iam, Lyie mQ> wgiok Lyle styled "The -Lame, 
the ’“‘alt and the Blind", - taken unuer the old magnolia by the 
side gate, and fairly clear. I saw one once of the ^adam and 
her loom and another at her scrapbooks, each of which might be 
pertinent to the business contemplated, bujb I have no idea if 
a y of these ever journeyed in your direction. At the moment 
none of these things need concern us much, — but as time goes on, 
and memory of this one or that comes to the surface, it might be 
well to make a mental note of them, just in case we should eventually 
h ve occasion to use them.

/; r -*■ \
In the florki departmental have to mptnion something I 

have just learned by observation, and while it is of no interest, 
still I like to share it with-you. I spoke of the water hyachinethes 
coming into flower the other day. They resemble the bulb hyachinth 
in that they stand straight up on a stem from 6 to 10 inches in 
height, with the individual flowers, of which there are several 
in the bunch at the top, being rather larger than the bulb variety, 
perhaps with a radius equal to the size of a Quarter of a half dollar. 

But what I have learned about them, - having noticed it this 
year for the first time, is the fact that when the flowers have 
finished blooming, the stem automatically, and within the space 
of a few hours from the time the last flower has folded up, - the 
stem re-adjusts itself from its straight up posture to something 
suggesting an elongated rtSB. inch above its base, at the 
surface of the water, the stem begins to curl downward, letting 
the upper part of the stem down into the water, -about an inch from 
the top of the stem, where the remains the faded flowers cluster 
the stem curves upward, the curve part resting in the water, and 
the remainder projecting above the surf&oe, from which point,
I assume, the new plant begins to manifest signs of setting up 
housekeeping for itself.

■ fq M
* i  ,  ' ,  i
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On the home front, the weather has been scorching, 
ŵ iich is supposed to he had news for the boll weevil, and 
not too good for humans either, although 1 seem to thrive 
on it,

J# h, and Ueleste dined in town today while 1 
dined ith id ad am Regard, and a jolly luncheon it was, too.

hr. and ^rs. hand came late this fternoon, bearing 
a huge trayof what appears elegant-items for my supper.
Among other things, I notice a home made meat pie, macaroni wit 
hunks of chicken in it a bowl of shrimp salads, another 
bofl offreshly stew fruint, cherries, peaches, pineapple, 
smothered in waves of ¥;hip cream, not to mention a slab 
of angel food cake and so on, I hope *1 may get an apatite going 
before folding-up time, for tne white garden is lovely in 
the moonlioî t and Grandma is sitting on the edge of St, 
Giggin's, and probably-in a mood to asist me, even as 
he ĉ ia >~iss Rea, if 1 eventually make* up my raind.

... « - V :■* T. •
I am sorry 1 didn’t get a chance to chat with the aands, 

for just as they arrived, some people from the'college who 
had telephoned on Ird-'day to ask i<£ they might come, dropped 
in slap on the bands' ‘haels," «

*
I finished, the ĥa-tfles- and Mary Bead Basic history 

'o.f the I, wish-they had terminated the piece with
the fyear. 1908, for it seemed excellent up to that point, hut 
then started, g-oing hay-wire in my estimation, fheir 
treatment of Baft was more glowing than he deserved, 1 think, 
and tne tended to glide over the wilson regime, She 
Kardiug-doi&li. , e era skimmed*but Mr. hoover was trotted 
out in a surprisingly favorable light, a courageous man, 
industriousfar-seeing,teffecient and praise-worthy, with 
not the vaguest suggestion as to the. paralysis that seemed to 
render him moribund.in face of the 1929-1932 disaster. 

Roosevelt legislation.was recorded but no reference, I think, 
to the humanizing efforts of and nopkins wasn't 
mentioned. I got the impression, reading the hoover and 
Roosevelt chapters at the same*sitting that hr, hoover was 
.a fine humanitarian, imaginative and sympathetic, while 
C'JXm. Roosevelt was~s * political! who did what any politician 
in like circumstances would have done. It was all just 
..a bit cock-eyed, and the more misleading because while most 
of the salient facts were presented* the impression of the 
two men, as 1 understand them, was false,

*
t ,* Benighttl shall read the April header's Digest. 1 
like the. aritlae i;bout the 1793 plague of yellow fever in 
xhiladelphia, and the reference to holly M&disonwas a 
surprise, as 1 hadn't expected to stumble over her in the 
city of brotherly love Ind sow for Gaandpa and the moon.,,.

4264
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« Monday , June 26th,' 1950,

Memorandum;■-4 '? ’ . ■- r ■ r 4 h * f ** ’ •* . - ■ ,, i':
u  • * g 4  r / ’ "  \  v - Ks i-sJ 4 *f ’ *  h  v  ' * * ' ' * '  ’ P 'W r  ** * ' ' § &  * %

Boor little hiss nee......and of all times', "in' sudhjhelt, to
have such an experience • • f .• ' h 4 u «’

. . ' - p J S i ■. a - ~ ““ "" ‘ ■

.̂nd using, the word last: employed in the above'paragraph, reminds 
me of _the remdrk I may have quoted-from- some sage "in yestferday1 s. hemo;

• ! • h 1 * CP ; h • ••«•• ; - ’ ' ' ’ " ■' '4
, ~M'lhe trouble wifh experience is that if i<s always teaching me

something'I don't want to learn.” , -« w' ’ — ...}• ;r .... •- r-- ■ * ;  ̂ • , ..
bknd- I an. astonished;,that lobster-.a-'la hewburg should have 

suohrjt.e'rrifie results, for the stuff 1-tself is so delicious, it seems 
unim&g nable that its aftermath could be so devastating,

boor little Miss hec.. # sorfy fdr her, and ! can
scarcely ’Imagine what it was likefloundering around in Jackson heights 
with such a business turning a calm individual into the much talked of 
“chicken•on:a hot griddle”* . I sincerely hope the medecine has 
put a stop to the v«hole business and nothing of that nature may ever 
manifest Itself again, ,. ,:

# ■ • ;p. ■ '

Ana may 1 report that your ’Wednesday-letter, - the hist, - came 
safely 'to hand in ̂ today's .post,, and that immediately upon reading 
it, I attached the* enclosed envelope in a little note to Ora which 
will be posted to her at .tl̂e same time this item goes forward to you, 
a s  it seems to take about ^ day. longer for mall to go the 16 miles from 
here to town that it uoes for 8r letter to travel 1,500 miles, I have 
no doubt it toil! reach Urs, .true hand within a* day or so from 
the time this Memo reaches you, .̂ hat with the 4th or July .
^following immeaiately thereafter, it- seems to lie we ought to expect/1̂ •

)wledgement some time late next week, and I shall of course ^
iraraediately to you ou its receipt,* I must say I 

)ble and sofsweet of you to want to join with 
par t in this enterprise, and I know, too, that 

a othe^^P^H^^^Bs gleaming- in the crown, already so redolent 
with the ood deeds gleaming from that diadem,

Aatuxally I nearly fell out of-my chair when I read of the remarkable

• • »# ♦ *

mi a- S' - - - ’* •..

*

. . i
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coincidence of stumbling over glumette, so long, running through 
years since you had seen her, so short a space since we had 
mentioned her name. It is good to know she is looking 
so well and so personable, I smiled to myself when youlmentioned 
the white lie you told when responding to her inquiry regarding the 
chance you might have heard from any of our former friends of the old 
dygs, S'omething more stunning that the effects of lobster a la Dewburg 
would have flattened her hout then and there on the pavement, had she 
had so much as a glimmering of what June 1950 meant for friends of 
the. old days* .. ..- ~ ..- H K

I referred to the April Header’s Digest in my note of yesterday,
I intended mentioning a couple of articles I enjoyed, - the one 
about bears, Hoebuck and the other about socialized made cine, - 
the latter by Harold Stasson, which seemea to hold s'ome pdsitiVe 
suggestions Up to now, the American medical association seems to 
have been dead set against any kind of health insurance, and thus in 
accord with the die-hard Hepublicans. But Stasson, being neither a 
medico nor a ^epblican admits there is a need for some solution 
of the present impossible medical jungle in which we find ourselves and 
goes a step further and while rejecting the British type, offers one 

means or -nOther to solve the problem. So long as the G. 0. 2 is in 
the hands of the Senator I’afts, it of course goes without saying that 
the Stassons will never get a chancy at the party*s nomination,

I am glad the package came through promptly, but isn*t it 
odd one of little Lestan’s amethysit glass items was broken, while 
dhe larger more ordinary bit of pottery traveled alright,

, Whi?-0 1 tkiak of it, let me refer to the Spanish documents, for. 
you will find many of them of little or,-no interest, save ""as they 
reflect the legal doings of the colonial period, and at the same ‘ 
time, you ̂ vill find it perfectly maddening, 1 am -sure, that never was h 
a. notation made as to how the controversies, detailed in these documents

°n? ûch* * and it is endless, along about the middle of the bt>0k, if membory serves, and had to do with establishing 
true ownership to a piece of ground or a line fence or some such. You 
may b., as astonished as was I when int reading along gaily through 

coniusing testimony, there is a most unexpected refers 
Urs. ,iimbushes hat . The Madam was going along a mile 
reading this section t<5 me alound one day, when she ^ 
the sentence wherein reference was made to the ladyri 
only after <she had automatically read the words did M I ^ M BSning 
strike her, whereupon both of us rolled on the floor.P^fhTkilling 
part about the whole thing was that we never could find any other to 
la wfimbush and what she and her hat were tossed into these legal lines for

fhe weather continues hot and m&fvelous and ATenbourg is thriving
^  6busialss!^.l‘.S y°U °&n th9S8 dayS &nd &y th9re be 110 :'-or9 *«rto3£g
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'Tuesday, June £7th, 1950,

tro.

Memorandum;
. _ - < - *- - < '• ? * j'

A billion thanks for yourfthoughtful and cooperative air 
message in this morning’s post,

* am indebted to you fox several suggestions of which I shall 
speak below or at subsequent sittings,

Hirst off, in response to your kindness in offering to 
'run through the November, 1948 Journal, I snag urge you 
not to do so during such a hot season and when the pressure of 
other demands is so constant. Do be kind to yourself and if 
you even consider the matter at all, merely let your mind drift 
over that period, weighing the wisdom of .making use of the 
material at all, frankly, * haven’t made up my mind aboû t it as 
yet, although when 1 wrote you about the scrapbook idea, it did 
occur to me that making use of some of that material, «• if no more 
than an edited portion of thp Memo for a single day,-* Hovember 18th, 
1948, mi^'ht give an authentic touch to the final pages on 

the ^adam s career, - or at least supply a prolonged writing of 
the word "find” to the volume* <

Of course we would want, to eliminate everything not bearing 
directly upon the subject, - and it is auite possible that when 
such parts were removed or re-arranged,«the residue might not 
mean much, ^ever writing to you except with you in mind,
Ihaven t the vaguest notion how the stufffwould look in print 
to oneetherethan yourself. In view ox the closeness of the bond 
of understanding between us, I can well imagine gobs of stuff 
that would be imperative for the comprehension on the part of 
others may well not appear in a transcript of our own personal 
conversations from day to day. And so I leave the decision to 
you, and some time later., when less pressed on other fronts, if 
you care to glance over a page or two of that November 18th, it 
would be good to have pour opinion. If it does seem to be use- 
able, well and good, for it might retain the feeling«of the 
year ‘in which it was ’written, but on the other hand, it may be 
altogether too personal, either in xthe matter of confidences as 
between us or in r gard to foibles ofmembers of the family/ etc., 
in which event we might leave the thing on ice for a while.
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4nd may 1 congratulate you on the excellence of your 
suggestion reg- rding the use of material, - the letters, ** from 
the Carmelite volume* From what you have mentioned of them, I 
should think one ox twp of them, judiciously selected, would 
he excellent as an example of the reaction of such a striking 
personality as that of the Purple ^ady to what she saw and felt 
on hex visit to Melrose,

What is your £ opinion regarding what people like to 
read most, — a stark, unedited Diary, - I am thinking of the 
Madam s or the Journal of mine, --ox do they prefer to have 
i - fed to them between sentences and paragraphs of comment., - - —  - -
as in the case of the lestan diary. I suppose they prefer the latter, 
since probably the average reader hasn't sufficient imagination or 
is too unacquainted with circumstances-and details merely touched 
on by the disriest, so that an understanding of thetext required 
elaboration. For myself, I usually prefer the -straight stuff, 
leaving the interpretations for some -biographer, but I guess 
most people like to have the stuff strung together, which probably 
for the average reader, makes the. digesting of the same the easier. 
Under present circumstances, I couldn't very well do much by 
way of amplification, but I might be able to do so at some later 
time. : i ( ^  .

And. your reference to what became of the Louisiana Scrapbook 
is timely.t I believe Lora has it. Sometimes it would seem as 
though manuscripts are compiled and submitted fox publisher's 
consideration at a time not propitious, and*if set'aside for 
a while, the proper and maeioal moment may strike when the 
rejected item is snatched at. I should think 1 might be expecting 
a response to the kVilkerson letter in a day or two. If he seems 
to like the iaea of the M elrose ncrapbook, perhaps, when it has 
gone through thef press, ,he may like the Louisiana one, too, — or 
even if he aoesn t perhaps someone else may. I am glad you 
menti6ned the matter, for it had faded so far from my memory 
that I should probably not have recalled it at all.

.̂ nd may 1 congratulte you on having discovered the Governor's 
edict on indigo culture. What £irhgt eyes you have and what 
diligence. But I^pray you not to rush into a transcription, for 
time is not pressing, in fact I am currently trying to obtain a 
complete transcript of the 1776 Natchitoches Census and 
&X]5ort document, and I thought we might use both the Natchitoches 
documents, plus the Natchez elaboration on dndigo culture,' as 
filler for ^art 1 of the Melrose Bcrapbook, Bo you see there is 
no rush at all on the thing, and, should you not have already forwards 
it,̂  you might retain the transcription and I will send you the 
Natchitoches thing when it comes to hand, so that you may toss 
the~ two along side by side and see how they harmonize.

Bo much to talk about, and yet, altho gh limited in remaining 
space, a must tell you how marvelously the gardenia continues 
to thrive at Arenbourg, 12 new blossoms this morning. 6 for tomorrow....... *

iiiiifc
Weandsay, June 28th, 1950.

Memorandum: *
I believe your copy of Documents of Spain in Natchez 

does not include the data, jotted down on the accompanying 
sheet, a couple of interruptions prevented me from 
getting in down as I wanted to, but perhaps you wont ming 
making a traiiscript of it, - including whatever corrections 
are necessary, assuming that you may find the notes of 
sufficient interest, as throwing some light on the volume itself, 
as to make them worth putting on a couple of separate pages and 
perhaps pasted in the front of your volume.

t Last night* I intended responding to a question in your 
last letter regarding gardenias, but suddenly I discovered I 
had already reached the limit of available space, and so I 
shall touch on that matter while fresh in my

as I understand it, Qape Jasminef! is the genus and 
”Gardenia"one of the specie's or varieties, fhe plant was 
first known to Europeans through accounts of it from 
sea captains who had transported it- to the ^outh African oape 
of ^ood -aope some time prior to the disoovery of America,
It is said that* the reports reaching fx Nurope from the Gape 
described the plant as having been brought from ^hina and that 
its perfume greatly resembled the jasmine flower with which 
Buroceans were already familiar. The plant thrived in Southern 
Africa in the years following it arrival from the Orient, 
and although it had been frequently described by travelers 
in Bruope who had seen it in the Bark Continent, it was 
not successfully transplanted in England until the 17th 
century. It was because it had so long been described as 
a plant of jjasmine like pefume, found in gardens on the Gape, 
that 0T1 reaching the British Isle is was styled "Gape Jasmine .

Bubsequently a number varieties appeared in Nnglad, 
e of the most celebrated types having been forwardeduto the 

1 society by Dr. Gardener of Middleton Gardens 0n the 
Niver of outh Carolina, a horticulturalist of 
tion who had imported this particular variety from 
^ ‘reot for the Middleton family 5 In appreciation

b&ener1s thoughtfulness in sending this heretofore unknown 
J ± ’the genus "Cape Jasmine", his gift to the 
Society was given the name, "Gardenia" in the doctor s

I

ovari
Liana 
honor.

i .

- SI

mm.
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t8isonally, X am not sure, but X think X known the
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Gardenia when I see one, and I "believe we have one at Mrenbourg.
It is hut of from small to medium size and is often the type 
of Gape Jasmine sold by florists in northern cities of the U. 3.

It is particularly well adapted for hotonnieres, for 
it nas the birtue of nestling upright on one or more of the 
leaves growing on the same stem, dome varieties of the Gape 
Jasmine tend to hand down their heads and do not all put 
forth their flowers near the contrasting evergreen leaves of the 
plant. Your Gape Jasmine, growing near the prospective gallery 
at Arenbourg is one oi the finer types X have seen. It is 
a "fortuni", and as you know, is not small but do*es not hang its 
head, Hut thermore the 'center of the Hortuni presents a larger 
flower than the comparatively tight knit Gardenia, and 
the Hortuni is embfcllsihed by a circle of' petals farming a 
generous frame about the ample flow'er in the center.

In response to your inquiry as to which name I like better, < 
the genus, "Gape Jasmine" or the specie, "Gardenia", I must 
say. -L haven’t much choice, "Gardenia" I have heard for so long 
in northern-climes, and'long before I-knew it was but one 
type of *ape Jasmine, that "Gardenia” seems ever so natural 
to saj/ whenever speaking of-any of the several types. But 
in the deep ^outh, and especially 4n circles made up of the 
noblesse of the old school, - Dr, Butler, Hiss Gammie, all of 
old ^atcn ez, Hiss "ellie and so on, one never hears anything 
save "Gape Jasmine". Hew-comers to the south and the unsocial 
or untutored whites often refer to the whole business as 
^Gardenia”, and if 1 remember correctly, Charleston, in the 
upper social brackets and old time intellecufcls incline to 
refer to it as or them as "Gardenias", probably as a hold over 
of Br. Gardener'sinfluenoe on the horticultural co munity in 
ihe 18th century. But $hat has always impressed me profoundly 
both ih Mississippi and Louisiana is„the fact that while this 
flower is a favorite among'colored people, and is the one flower, 
which all of them seem able to call by name, I have invariably 
heard them mention it as a "Gape Jasmine", and never, I think, 
have I heard.a negro say "Gardenia". Only a week ago a li.ttj* 
boy not more than 7 or 8!, bowed to-me as 1 was returning f: 
^renbburg one molning, and with a beaming smile said;

"Ihat sure is a pretty Gape Jasmine you'se toatij
nr. t ~ « -■ J MThe .child comes from a family,'none of whom 

and I firmly believe nond of them know the name 
solitary flower, savs the Gape Jasmine, And thJ A 
the fact, as I check on just for fun later, tf- 
grow within miles of the home of this family, 
you think, what with magnolias for competition 
"Gardenia" seemingly‘ so much easier,

4. smoothly in these parts, with a slight shower
to cut the intense heat this noon. Bon Horsley came ve^terdav rnd 
today with Californians, dying to take picturis?^!..

3m B. ,
;le,:e of

ipe jasmines 
fkable, don't 
the name

Thursday, June £9th, 1950.

Memorandum j

Celeste came by just as sun down, bringing no end of 
food, sent by Blythe Hand for my supper,

\ , c
having had one already, let us hope somebody or other liking 

shrimp sal&de, egg plant, three kinds of rolls and chicken, passes 
this way.

Celeste had been at the hand camp all day, where a card party 
had been under way sinc'e ten this morning.

Celeste stropped off here long enough for a cigaarette with 
me on the back gallery. She said:

"Mrs, Hand said she had such a lovely letter from Miss ^ee,.,., 
and a lovely gift,.,.*a lovely box of chocolate and lovely 
handkerchiefs.....Miss Bee is such a lovely girl....and so 
pretty, too...... "

So there you a re and if you never hear from the Hands, as 
is quite probable, since they have never been known to write 
letters, you will at least have the satisfaction of knowing that
your several kindnesses were acknowledged and appreciated, even 
though it was but by word of mouth,

Personally, I .can think of n0 satisfaction equal to <the deep 
down delight in hearing second hand that one we lave is 
so admired by others.

Today's post was curious. I had expected letters from Ora and 
Dr.» Wilkerson but received notes from Hobina, Mr. ^arness, eto., 
andssome books from the Hew Orleans Public. The latter were timely, 

v«t thought, since I had completely run out of stuff, and I was 
. accordingly surprised when the books turned out to be three differ
ent items 1 had finished a week back and returned several days ago. 

■Hlbi
'ou

that caseywas Obviously written in a rush, but in sp 
the observations were telling set forth, it seems to 
cumstances under which the letter, following a shopping t 
* reminded me of something ^yle once said: . , <'t- - ■*

"There sat Hobina , with a firm grasp on herself but 
perspiring,**,,,*"

If ' e 1’ I M  ifil 
.......................
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Locally plans lor the impending week end have been altered.
Ihe S. G. Henrys, Jr., reached Eaton Rouge from Germany today, 
and as a round of parties are in order forthwith, plans for the 
two families for coming to ^elrose for a week end have been post
poned until the 8th, The Joe (Texas) Henrys have been advised, 
but no one knows if they will come through on the present 
or fore-going schedule, or will delay until the 8th. Je’s 
birtBRay is-on the 4th and a couple of "extra cakes had been planned, but 
that is about all « 1« • ~ t ■■

I am hoping the Texas numbers will come this week end and 
the Eaton Rouge tri,be on the following one, for the spread will 
make it more pleasant for everyone, now that the thermometer has 
Climbed so high and crowding has its disadvantages.

I just glanced out of the window and am convinced the moon 
must be full tonight, there is such a golden glow over everything- and 
the sundial stands out so distinctly against the glow-worm decked 
bamboo beyond. This morning I replaced the eannas at the base 
of the pillars along the gallery, - there were ye 110$ and reds there, 
if you recall, and today’s new contingent are all*Whitd. They 
standout like great ‘luminous frosty stars in the marvelous 
shadow^cast by the equally marvelous moonlight. I can 
see Grandpa sitting on the edge of the basin of St, Giggin’s 
fountain and suggesting a big old yellow and white oanna,..spilled 
over on to the gallery. Off ahnd I might assume he might be eyeing 
me to suggest i join him for com.anionShip, but keeping my ego under 
mild control, I realize perfectly we&l that he probably catches the 
faint aroma of the shrimp salade and probably has thought up & 
good idea, — to wit, tiiat 1 eat the salnde and share the shrimp 
section with him... V . -  -— v"  -   ... ' :r~' ; . •" ■ v r '-  

The news commentators certainly had a break in a dull season *
When the ^orea episode flared. I heard: some wise-acre going full blast 
last night, explaining, how the United states was solidly backed up 
by fetich members of the united nations-as HI Salvador, Guatemala' etc *
?which may fes have been solid in their backing but it did sound as * * * 
though there.wasn’t much bulk.

2?he Louisiana legislature continues its hill billy tomfoolery 
ana the Governor, addressing the legislature the other night, paused 
once or twice to take medecine. Lr, Rnipmayer today!observed that 
he never head of a case requiring doses in such rapid succession that 
anyone addressing tx.e public gathering couldn't wait until concluding 
before taming out the medecine dropper and waving a go at the stuff.
The Governor, asking J. H, :to do him a favor, has been telephoning all 
afternoon ana e«rly tnis evening, but he'll have lots of opportunity 
to take intermittent noses before he or anyone else catches up with 
J. H..... . **•*•*♦

I t

Friday, June 30th, 1950.

Memorandum;
How good axe you....,and God......and the postman,,,,.*.
This morning- came your grand letter and the accompanying 

gift of photographs. They are wonderful, both items, and I 
couldn’t begin to tell you how much pleasure they have afforded me.

The one photograph I like best is the one with you in the fore
ground and the ^ombardy poplars in the background.

Botticelli’s Venus on a seashell rising from the sea I have 
always liked. This snapshot is-wonderful and quite out does the 
Renaissance master in ray affection#The lights and shdows in the 
foreground are just right for bringing out the most important 
feature of the picture, and I shall forever e indebted to you for 
all the happiness this likeness will hold in store for me in the days 
to come.

The ones taken on the gallery at Yucca are alright, too, and I 
think the lights and shadows you caught in the one of me quite remarkable 
while the St. Giggin’ Fountain and its ola grind stone bHse, - 
and even old St. Gigg himself and the surrounding foliage is 
wonderfully clear and decorative,

I wish the ret had been more sun 'for you and the Gane River 
Gobelin, but perhaps it is nicer as it is, there seems to fee such 
a pleasantly subdued background for little Miss Lee, and I am 
glad the punka appears in the upper left to carry out the
Southern setting, with about an inch taka off the right of 
the picture in this size, - where the window shows, we shall have 
left a pleasant composition which eventually fee may use to 
advantage as an illustr tion for ye olde plantation and its 
people ana its handiwork.

You are certainly to be congratulated on the one you took
of*-the big house, showing your door, for it is seldom one gets a 
picture irom that angleshowing the steps, that comes out well.

*8 for the Arenboura ones, 1 like all of them and they seem 
remarkably clear, I don t find they have too much sky, for 
lots of sky is a dominant feature of this delta country and X am 
inclined to think the presence of plenty of it in the pictures 
adds to their charm and authenticityThe one looking towards 
Celine's house is a pure Fragonard combined with Millet, while 
the ones of the river seem beautifully framed by existing flora.
£• B. Johnston, H, Baldwin and G. Ramsey had better look to their 
laurels when you stej| out with your camera.

BStilSSfilSIli
% vipf m

... jgyj
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^he letter from Dr. Wilkerson, looked for yesterday, arrived todah.
e made a mighty poor transcription of it, enclosed herewith*

Don t bother to save the copy, as I shall send the original along 
a li u cle later, supposing woe •̂ ■enxy may come tnis week end ana would 
like to see it, as he is mord interested in such business than 
the others.

nb, shouL hr. Uilkerson s reaction is favorable,
SO Oft* see y.our" prediction’in your letter arriving in the same mail 
correct. was

lecter in a day or tvi/o and send you 
ns to u abreast* X snail withhold

1 shall respond'to hi
the duplicate so you may b ____ _)______
any mention of the Old .Louisiana Scrapbook until after the Melrose 
one gets under motion* feeling that once the latter is accepted, 
the former 'might more along in the right direction as a matter of 

course. i• '
In none of this business, let us and particularly and most 

especial you, n let us get into a rush about doing things. It is 
so wonderful of you to so generously assist in the creation of the 
manuscript, but * pray you not to let it make enervating demands 
on you when you have so many prior claims to your energies.

yrom time to time 1 shall feel quite free to mention possible 
items ‘that may or may not be used in c nnection with the Melrose 
jltem, on one assumption that you really will not let the mere mention 
of .them start you hunting for things when you might much better 
be relaxing, a case in point is a letter you may have, - or may 
not, - and 1 pray you not to *st rt trying to unearth it immediately, - 
the last letter lyle wrote, probably in ^pril, 1945, or was it '46, 
wherein he spoke of his affection for the Madam, as I recall it 
was* typed ana on a Sheet of papera couple of inches smaller both in 
length and width that this sheet. I don’t recall its precise wording 

but it seems to me it might be an example- of his affection for 
the madam that would do honor to both of them. Please don’t start 
seraching for it, but in case you do sometime run across it, just 
glance through it and decide it you think it suitable material.

jffankly, I think I shall have to’labor mightily to keep 
the scrapbook character of the impending opus fresh in the 
bilker son mind. In order to keep the thought in the fore
ground, 1 shall place whatever material comes to hand in a scrapbook 
in the chronological oxderto be used in the printed volume, Perhaps 
this tentative arrangement will tend to impress Lr, W# with the 
idea that the story is to be told in pictures and exeruts 
rather than literary composition. Using this mentod, it will therefore 
be compar tively easy for us to send the work back and forth to 
each other from time to timeas the pot approaches the boiling stage, 
ut -must close for tonight, igalft thanks to you for having

days"ahead..S! Gh.a day souve'^r£ for £0 much happiness in

Sunday, July 2nd, 1950.

Memorandums

Did somebody once say that the most subtle form of 
flattery is imitation*

Well, be that as it may, I am told the Holy Ghost fathers 
across the river at St, ^ugustin's Church had heard much talk 
about the Chapel of the Blessed Martin at Yucca, and one day 
last week they confided to Miss Sally, when dining with her at 
Magnolia that they had decided to contrive a Chapel in the 
Rectory so that on hot days or cold ones, it will not be 
necessary for them to go out of the house and across the 
15 foot greensward to the Church hard by, but may remain under 
their own protecting roof and perform whatever services of 
a religious nature are required, and--particularly when the 
concourse of people in attenaence is small.

What surprises me is that they never had one before. Dr. 
Knipmeyre declares they never would have had one at all if 
there hadn't been so much buzzing about the Xueca one, — the 
presence of which seemed to get into the perruques of the 
Holy Ghost reverends who felt that the Clerics most certainly 
ought to have such a business if even a non-conformist like me 

could stir one up.

20 years ever penned a line to the Madam and only once did she 
take time out, - last year while at the Plaza, - to write 
me. '

** *  t  ©f • ’ -/ M  A  W  -- ?  v  L X  j *' b ’b

ihe other enclosure speaks for itself. It brings up 
a point 1 should have mentioned in my last letter. . Don't you 
think we might transcribe the paragraph from her last letter 
before this one, wherein she mentions .quite spontaeneously 
the influence the aadam had on her lift* It seems to me 
this may supply excellent direct quotation for the Scrapbook, 
for it must have the ring of authenticity, although I have already 
forgotten its precise phraseology, and accordingly it may well 
; upply precisely the note we may need to best express what 
Dr. Wilkerson had in mind when he referred to the influence 
Melrose and the Madam exerted on cultural points, and so, 
if on glancing at the former letter, - just preceeding the present 
^ou find it does make this point advantageously, you might jot 
it down and keep it in the envelope you are gathering together 
on‘-such points, - l
- & _______________ iiiL.....;:: : *'

-V-’- Isa fir

r
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I b.elievet I ran off the track as I approached the 
bottom of the 'page. The fact is that I am holding this 
conversation in utter darkness* a curtain of black clouds rolled 
up from down harry way along about first sun down, with 
much lightning and torrents of rain. One bolt apparantly 
knocked out the elecgric connections in this area, for 
the current has been off a long time with the net result 
that the radio, reading machine, etc,, are all having a com
plete rest tonight,  ̂ v

Of all the outlander ^enrys, onfy Pat showed up for 
the week end, I had assumed there would be many more, pilgrims 
than have thus far put in:an appearance, I shall*be surprised and 
delighted * may repeat the same statement a week from 
tonight.

We dined acr9ss the fence today and talked turned to -“oxth 
Carolina whereupon Celeste brought out the little trade publication 
ford limes, which.Mrs, Hand had. sent me by her the other day. In 
it is an article about the impending G-atlingburg fair. It is an 
interesting article and. makes everything about it sound ever so 
interesting from the human'side of the native participants. But 
I am so glad to be able to read about it rather than having to 
attend

X notice several new little leaves on the camelias at 
ArenjDourg and a flock of tender festoons atop the grandiflora, 
so after tonight's rain, everything should be leaping in 
our favorite gardens by the dawn's early light. The present 
season,. I think*, has been more favorable for growing things han 
any I can remember and let us hope everything climbs mightily

quite late, I saw M  Hand Tor a moment, at the'store this^ 
morning and (he said he was remaining here until Tuesday night or 
Wednesday morning. He seems to have quite a' job cut out for 
himself tomorrow morning, for he lost a motor from one of the 
speed boats and therefore plans to go fishing fox it on 
Monday. I never did go fishing- for engines, but 1 should 
imagine it might be a dull business, especially if the engines 
weren’t biting much, I believe the boat was on the river the 
moment the engine .jumped over board, and so it may well be in deep 
water, - or possibly deep mud. I believe the river is about 
60 feet deep just below the camp, Bon t you think we ought 
to lend M  Hand St. Signin' as a worthy aid to his project.

I

Monday, Jul# 3rd, 1950,

V
i |§3 pV’ ,

Memorandum:

A long hot day, and with&l busy, both at Axenbourg and 
Melrose in the horticultural section.a . >■< ; v , ** - ‘ e ~

* Tonight I tools? tip an album of snapshots, covering the 1920's, 
and several items have oome to hand which we may be able to use 
to advantage in the Melrose scrapbook. The only item other than 
snapshots are the printed 'columns of an article Lyle wrote 
immediately after his first visit to ^elrose. It Isn't dated, 
but I shall be able to determine that point later. The 
whole article we shall not want to use, 'for it has a lot of 
stuff in it about his trip down from Natchitoches, a stop off at 
Bermuda and details about sights along the road between there and 
here. And much of the details about ^.elrose included in that first 
article may be omitted, too, but 1 believe the major portion of 
the piece, his fiist impression o£ Aunt Qamiie, etc., and an 
enumeration of her children will make very desireable details. 
un the same- page is a snapshot of lunt Oammie and lyle, in a very 
informal but -rather charming posture, and: that’, I should think, 
might also find a place'in the book.

I was also delighted to discover a .number of snapshots of 
Auntf0ammie and some of the pieced or £atch work quilts on which she 
had an enthusiastic "go" over a period of years, There is
another of * her . sitting ©n aJ b,ep|h>iti4.Maftt. l&voxite dog which" also 
may lend itself to^pubTication. •'

I shall examine the photographs further on the morrow, and 
we shall see -what we shall see. In the mean time, I anj delighted 
that these items have been brought to light, for the quilt 
association will carry out the point of her interest in that 
branch of'handcraft'while the one with Lyle is so gay and charming 
t at it will lend itself nicely to the patroness of letters section.

On the back of a photograph of old Marco, wtitten in 
Lyle"1 s hand, is an account of the Marco home, a reference .to Addle 
jiuydam having sketched it and of ^unt G&mmie getting some doors 
from the place as a surprise for iyl^, the doors being used on 
the -back gallery of Tucca, I count these finds as fortunate fox 
a day devoted almost 'exclusively to gardening, being more or less 
off hand, 1'

S k?m&smM SiS
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sometime when you think of , — or rather when you chance 
to have,, an opportunity to do so, ^-and there is no rush whatsoever, 
you might make a note, for subsequent requests that I may make 
more than once, for that 14th verse in some chapter or other 
in fhe Bible, - could it be Proverbs, — the one'”we have spoken 
of before, having 31 verses in all, the several thus being \ 
applied by some people as the verse who application should apply 
J L ° - - Q n, whose birthday the appropriate verse falls,‘ f ; ^ fT-I .I think- we may in ve some occasion to quote this verse in the 
scrapbook as applying to ûn*t Camraie, — something about ’’hikethe merchant shii sh< bring food-from afar,,,'1 or some such.

 ̂,'U-ff liana, X don't exactly know where or how w© may use the above, 
i -may well come'-in advantageously, don’t you think,

; » .  ‘ -f. . -  ■■ ,

’ But I- Îtofeld apologize for all this talk which certainly must 
make mighty dull reading, and besides and worst of all, there will 
‘ probably be endless pages fjust like it or even worse in the days ahead,0 - -

Last night’s thunderstorm came back in force again early 
this afternoon* but never touched this section while dumping 

uu tons of thunder bolts and rain on Natchitoches to the North 
and. Cloutierville to the **>outh, nil day long the tractors have 
been going?in the cotton, dusting six rows at a time wit some 
kind of poison that isn t unpleasant to human nostrils even 
though it is supposed te oe deadly to insects breathing it, X’he 
tractors concentrated on the rields immediately beyond the bamboo 
just at first dark and now, a couple of hours later, the air, both 
inside and outside on the gallery is heavy with the stuff. It 
tneds to make tae-eyes smart a little, but only midly, and 
the game is worth the candle for the insectaciae is said to 
be deadly on mosquitoes for miles‘around, X certainly hope 
our firefly friends in the bamboo are immune to it, for X should 
certainly miss their nightly chasings about with their little lanterns all a-glow. » *

f '
~ £Qem Be in the offing, - tomorrow, Wednesday andFriday ana the Baton Bouge contingent arriving on the same day. It’s 
a po.ce tiiat doesn t kill me, since 1 incline to remain on my own 
side of the fence when ^arie Antoinette starts putting ships in 
her hair and heading out with the Bolignacs *or a daB at* cardcutting, < *

I saw Aurellia today, <Bhe says Bessie is homae after her 
caesarian oveution and that her second child, - another boy is 
fine. She said the children s grandmather said to the elder 
child, now 3, that she was happy to have two babies for grandchildern 
now. But the older boy immediately proclaimed: "I ain’t no babv 
no more, ...,tne other one is the baby and me, Ilm now a pair or panus•

f.T, \ '
({)M c/ jO ,iA A y / J r H 4

Tuesday, July 4th, I960, a ;
v » v; , • ;

,{„  i .  J  i

Memorandum: • ! *■ifj ? “ * ' .
N-ow wonderfully quiet it has been today, ne’er a fire cracker, 

ne’er a pilgrim.
The absence of fire orackers is no surprise, what with 

such noises for no known reason being reserved for Christmas.
But the horizon unflecked by pilgrims is a horse of another hue 
and 1 still can’t account for it, but am nevertheless thankful.

°‘-k f-hi'' -■ -k- - ' •> - , " ■ ■■ kk.
.he enclosures speak more or less for themselves. . To tell 

you the truth, when I was advised by the Dallas house of the 
Identity of the person who .sent--the crackers, I hadn't the vaguest 
notion who the,: lady might'-beP;- fbr-: i4k*ehaheed that three ladies within a week ex so, passed -thj&k Shot? . Mi-way from -the Testae area with' ne^he 

today’s noteJand the, mention of % I
ttiNnd* so it. was - .Only - wit hi ̂  ______ _ „iT ____ a

thaj placed-the ' writer, who,-if memory Serves-me and % read 
between the lines of her letter correctly ‘ ‘
a bag. FOn

FWj
, is.in the nautre of

Still., what with.yourimentien so recently of the Old Louisiana 
Scrapbook manuscriptit ‘ seemed to me this might make an id’e&l 
opening,,, and so I have responded to her;in- the vein.indicated by 
the en9losUie; a M  * hate sent, along s.copy tQ Dora so he may 
be.fortified.against a possible approach by<Macmillan. It would 
certainly‘Be odd if, the'manuscript, after being so long oil ice 
should suddenly be given f av-orahle 0 on s i dex at i cm _ -̂} ushould suddenly be .gfven f>av-oxable : 0 onsideX at i  on.

t Op ........ - • • - —
o ̂ at iret.ur(n©;d to Baton Souge right after dinner' hnd , 

somewhere or other,: Celeste, of course ,< %emt to the fro: 
the island at Magnolia and J. ang x ^ad supper 
all . worked; tout much to my satisfaction, and it he a' 
hurly-burly gave me an opportunity itoi getr a- he*ap 1 
both at * rebouirg iind Helrose -in? thi ■ * " '
a flock of letters to^this one and 
data on the. Melrose scrapbook, X _r_, 
more exploring for local, material-, and 
of a pictorial -pattern that may? come in h?
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I .wish you might have beenciwith Grandpa and me this 
evening ah out first dark:. We were sitting on the haak gallery 
doing nothing in particular' As a matter of fact I was sitting 
on the henoh having a leisurely cigarette and Grandpa was 
fiddling around in the giant*s hear, jumping at over- 
frisky June hugs. And then, Lo*. the gayest full grown 
hlack and white skunk quite unexpectedly put in an 
appearance, issuing from the butterfly lily hed just as 
tame as could he. Although I hadn't known of the friendship before, 
I concluded these two, - the skunk and Grandpa, mus be on 
very amicable terms, for the skunk hopped over the edgeing 
on to the gallery'and Grandpa momentarily forsook his June 
hugs to stroll over and rub noses with his little friend.
Both of them seemed satisfied tfhat all was in order for 
in a minute of two Grandpa returned to the Giant rs heard and 
the skunk hopped back on to the greensward, nosing along in
search of supper, * suppose How if we oan invite the old Blue J 

* to join these other two at hug hunting, we really ought to 
have an unusual triangle.

ay

I am* going to have to make up for todayFs respite from pilgrims 
when tomorrow rolls ‘round, for Celeste is entertaining for 
luncheon, X believe,-— three ladies from Shreveport and two 
from Magnolia. I declined the invitation for dinner at high 
noon but will undertake & tour as ac gesture of cooperation.

As inline with the normal program, there is much card 
cutting scheduled in town for Thursday and Friday, and as the 
little and big S. G. * s and wives will arrive* sometime 
Saturday morning, that day will be fairly,full for the 
hostess who will have them and other members of the family to dine 
and this will be followed by something or other in twon, with g 
cocktails at ban1a* as X understand it, and" dinner and Baynie1s, 
and beginning with Saturday dinner, X am declining all, and - 
if ■fhe youth and maiden just home from Bavaria after 2 or 3 years 
don t wish thdy were back at Binderhof or some suoh, then they must 
be out out of the same bolt of cloth that wears best in the 
constant whiz of bridge ̂ biscuit apd beau monde. c to ots

I -had better get a move on an respond to the Wilkerson 
letter, X reckon. Berhaps X shall toss that off tonight - 
or take a whack at it on the morrow. But mail is going 
to be light so far is general averages graft go, what with 
comparatively few people., 1 imagipe, devoting much time of *» 
this prononged week end to pen pushing. I hope your day has 
been one of relaxation and rest, and not too much jaunting to 
Smithtown or wherb ever, and no lobster a la Hew burg......

I

i

Suesd-ay, July 5th, 1950.
WedhtvloLa

t - . :

•A V‘ “■ * ‘ '

Memorandum:

A long, hot, humid day with oceans of sunshine and 
breakers of pilgrims. . <

Heavy clouds hung low on the Southern horizon all day, and 
I assume the Alexandria air port may have been getting a 
wash out. Tonight the clouds have moved up in this direction, 
but I am glad I watered things madly both at Arenbourg and Melrose 
for all the swirling storm olouds may turn out to be nothing 
more than "a flash in the pan*.

I send the enclosure so you may get a laugh from the 
salutation. I was impressed when I saw the envelope and even 
morewhen I got t'o the first line of greeting. I must 
denude myself of ray clerical garb and throw away my long 
whiskers, for Dr. Holbrook is reputedly,one of the SouthTs 
foremost psychiatrists, and I most certainly don't want to be 
guilty Of misleading him as to my position in the local, set up.
I suppose more than one Ohapei has created a priest, but 
I had always supposed it was the other way around. Having used 
estate stationary in dropping this most excellent man a note of 
congratulation, I can't for the life of me imagine who he 
got the impression I might be a Holy Ghost, and I certainly 
made no reference to religion or houses of worship or anything 
of the sort* I used to think it mildly amusing when Herr Kelly and 
I were want to exchange Germanic prefixes but this unexpected 
Father M. quite unhinged me. ,

I fulminated in my beard this afternoon when when 
Bix or 8 guests with their hostess from aoross the fence honored 
me with a two hour visit. J. had just, one billion things 
to do and a couple of untutored gardeners running wild in the 
iris garden, presumably giving attention to the Chinese* 
magnolias but just as likely as notslaying everything in 
sight except the two items they were supposed to be concentrating on, 
ut perhaps the enforced two hour,relaxation was good for the 
repose of the body if not for the will to labor, and I had 
done enough when first dark arrived regardless* -*

mam
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^nd I am pleased to report that I was successful in 
rohnding up some more photographic material for the 

Melrose Scrapbook. I am especially delighted to have found 
an excellent picture of the Madam, madly weaving at her loom.
It isnrt a glossy print but I believe a reproduction can readily 
be made nevertheless. 1 also discovered a whole batch of 

letters and articles that had been set aside by the Madam for 
eventual entry into a ^elrose scrapbook, and I have no doubt 
exploration of these items will produce some suitable, and I 
trust,—some striking data.

When fiddling about in the African House this afternoon 
wit people from Alexandria, Virginia, I glanced at 
the picture of Smma and the thought occured to me that since 
we have a glossy print of that portrait, we may find it 
convenient to use it and the short article as filler. 'Tould 
that strike you as useable, in case we ran short of other 
more interesting material.

I ran across another item which may prov* interesting - 
perhaps 30 or 40 pages in an item, - a book, I should say/not 
unlike a guest pook, wherein various people have written from 
a few words to a whole page of their impressions of their 
hostess and her home. It would be impractical to photostat 
all this with a view for using them as illustrations, but 

. if e?°h mxQ typ<3<! Out and put under an appropriate heading, 
don t you think they might lend interest to the volume. Some 
such-heading for the collection might read;

"What Others Had to Say" 
or some such. *

;Qn here in May, little Mi&s alberta one day sraid to me;

K 4- "?0U rn0VV the Madam 3-ifoi11 know anything about painting, ut when i had some problem about color or arrangement or lighting 
or rnytnirg of the sort, I could leave my canvas and go and talk 
for naif an hour with her, after which I could return to my 
brush, having discovered that somehow or other infher conversation 
with me she had solved my pro|lem for me.”

v. 1 Jh,.jught this an interesting point and have written 823 Hoval 
asuing little^iss A* to tell me the same story again in her 
* , *  ̂̂ she does so, I think it might lend a certain

^tone to one phase of the business at hand. But forgive me 
for burdening you with all this speculation. If you feel any 
Strong negatives about any of it, please say so, otherwise iust play I haven t said any thing.....

min the Southern Historical Collection, 
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Thursday, July 6th, 1950.

Memorandum; * , ' ’ - <•
< *

To hand in this morningTs post came your grand letter, 
together with its enclosure from the Spanish Documents.

■ S

1 have read the letter with relish, and twice over, but
have not run through the enclosure as yet, but will do so' 
on the morrow. And in the mean time, may 1 say thanks again and 
billions. *

iour program during these sweltering days, sounds terribly arduous. 
By now let us hope all the migratory birds have been able to wing 

their way Southward and that you have momentarily, at least, 
found time for a second or two, for a momentary breathing 
spell when you can call a minute or so your own. Surely it'will 
mean much for the American visitors to get back home which, after 
all, is the best place for recuperation, I should Imagine, and in 
having accomplished that purpose, they'wi'1 automatically be conferring 
a ;favor on those who would attend them so long as they linger on 
in foreign climes.

Perhaps later tonight, perhaps tomorrow, perhaps early next week,
I shall get off an acknowledgement to Dr. Wilkerson’s letter. The 

more I contemplate the matter, the more convinced I am that 
I shall mere thank him for his letter and speak of my pleasure 
“In assembling material for The Melrose Scrapbook. I shall neither 
state nor imply anything about a publisher. If memory serves, there 

• was somd”phrase or sentence in'his letter to the effect that the 
volume might enjoy some popularity. Assuming this tq be true, 
then it seems to me all the labor involved would not of Necessity 

be of no benefit to anyone, but quite the contrary, if properly 
handled, it might well be to the muttfal advantage of both the 
L. S. U, Dress and the author, and for just that reason I think I 
shall continue to labor mightily to get the material together, 
and then, after seeing what the finished product looks like, decide 

, what kind of *an arrangement may be made that will' be fair to them 
and to us, T hg” *

naturally if the thing turns out to be 'of scant interest, save 
to limited cultural groups in Louisiana, then the plantation 
might well consider it worth while to pay the 3. U, Dress to 
publish it, since' there could be no hope of any popular demand.
But if, on the* other hand, the thing should shape up as a
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gift item, symbolic of the best old Southern plantations stand for, 
and accordingly enjoy the demand of the average tourist and 
lover of old plantations anywhere, then the tune should be 
a little different, and the score written down before the piece 
is presented to the general public.

But enough of such speculation. We shall continue to hue to the 
line, - I guess it is "hew” to the- line, and when we begin to 
see lig.t,.we can be guided accordingly.

There‘have been intermittent showers all day, making it 
an excellent time for weed-pulling interspersed with rest 
periods. 'And did 1 pull weeds at Arenbourg*

tonight, as I headed for the big house for supper, a 
perfume brought me to an abrupt halt and an immediate examination 
of the butterly IJly situation. As you know, there are a goodly 
spread of stalks near the end of the gallery and it took me a 
second or two in tracking the first blossom down. I had supposed 
one of the larger plants would be the first to unfold its lovely 
cargo, but none of the 8 foot ones have developed that far yet.
Then I reduced my* sweep of the horizon to a 6 foot level and 
there beneath the canopy of an over-hanging elephant ear, I found 
the lovely blossom And so, from this July 6th until a fairly'Heavy 
frost in late .November, possibly December or even in to January, white 
ghosts of butterflies, wit apologizes to Anne Parish, will be 
freighting Yucca atmosphere with their heavenly'perfume. Isn't it 
odd that Ayie, who liked white flowers and heavy perfumes never did 
plant a single solitary butterfly lily ‘at Yucca during the couple of 
decades he lived here. *,

■ w '.V' ♦ v V - 4- e 0 * ' - # f *' '

I am reading a book which I like ever so much at its start, **
"A Man Galled White® by White, the author being a man, reared in 
Atlanta, with white skfn and negro,> - probably mulatto, — parentage.
I believe it is a 1948 publication and you are probably well acquainted 
with it, so shall spare you that ‘pain of details except at such 
points in the. reading as I am particularly struck by some point 
or other -the author may make, .. ’ *' t ..•t

The enclosure from poor Miss Aallie remains pretty much of a 
mysgery to me and each of my secretaries. I pray you not to 
struggle with it, if you, too, find it up-hill going. Ag I have 
never had an acknowledgement from ^rs. Amanda Phipps regarding 
her photographs which I returned to her several weeks, possibly a 
couple of months ago, I am always curious to know, if Mrs. Brandon 
has been advised of their arrival. Should you stumble across 
anything that looks.something like a Phipps or a picture,
I should -yx appreciate your remarking upon same.' Otherwise, don't 
worry over trying to piece sa words into sentences. ' —  Bo hope 
you are getting a little rest after all the recent excitement....

I

i t
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Friday, July 7th, 1950.

Memorandum: *
* ' ' t>K* . ’

Again the postman was kind, and thanks to your grand 
letter, together with the enclosures, my day has been next best 

t to actually-having a chat with you.
And thanks for reporting the missing letter of Tuesday, the 

27th. Let us hope it has arrived. And if it hasn't, let us hope 
it will. But whatever happens, let us hope I didn't loose my 
mind the way I did once and send it to Bobina, - a circumstance 
I never have been able to figure out. Perhaps the thing merely 
got lost. If so, I hope it is not the one in which I returned 
Madam Rand's letter to you.

•t *
Congratulations are in order that you are momentarily, at least, 

free from nomadio Soffth^Americans. 1 hope the poor lady makes her ' 
journey home safely. I hope another•lady «raay not have to have 
her own rou*tine thrown into such a hurly-burly again this year, for 
it seems to me whether in the country or city, - but especially 
in the latter, such alterations tend to scramble all one’s activities 
from pre dawn to post midnight.

•And may I say thanks to you for giving, me the copy of the 
• , letter, nenned in 1945 from the Madam. It's a good letter, even

though one can only wond r  how the mind Worked whenbonds worth 
thousands were being tossed in the direction of the youngest child 
and the latter's offspring with the exception of the "crumb 
falling from the rich man's table" landed at my feet.

I certainly was never one to beat the drum for Sister, but 
it must be admitted that by lying to people that her Mother had 
left me all her Alexandria property, which she herself had long 
since absorbed, she at least displayed some inkling that a 
pretty shabby manipulations had been effected in the direction 
of one whom the Madam and all the children united in declaring 
they couldn't ever hope to re-imburse.

As, for -Arenbourg,< the original papers on that were altered 
at my request, so that it would cover not one person but two, - 
a fact which seemed to surprise the merchant planter grafetly at the 
time, but which he incorporated without any protest,

I can’t for the life of me figure out how you found time/to
make the listings you did and to transcribe the data you enclosed,# • * ♦ « *

- »
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A couple of interruutions during the time I was running through j 
the list of photographs necessitates running through it again, and 
I am glad to have it, although at this writing it would seem I shall 
probably not have need of any of them, what with the probability that 
others approximating the same material may be to hand.

I wish I had asked my'secretary to give me the name of the book j 
from wh ch the data wds eta,ken covering the Hatch!toches cenus, 
spreading over several years. I am delighted to have these 
items and shall undoubtedly refer to them more than once in the 
future. * p .

And * jam impressed by the absence of the year '1776, for 
that seems td be missing, or among those not present, and so I am 
glad e have details from that one to go'along with the others. \

' - |
That the exports, - or values of exports, should have been ex ressei- 

in dollars, is interesting, and one always wonders on which particular 
'dollar these valuations were based, —evidently by the translator, - (
since the dollar, as a medium of exchange had not come into existence J 
at that period, save perhaps the Spanish dollar. But the 
figures are striking when indicating, for example, that exports 
totaled for 'one .year or other some ..quarter of- a million while 
expenses ran into half a million. ■ I should 'have assumed it might 
almost have been the other way around. And it is enlightening 
to have through the dollar valuation the approximate comparisons 
of credits as represented by the export of Indigo at #100,00.00*
'Skins at $85,000.00 timber at #50,000.00, - or however the 
staples for that era figured. '

I think I had about as busy ■& morning' as 1 can recall during 
the .present warm weather. With thr ee “gardener s~going full "tilt 
at ^elrose, I had at the same time a tractor and mowing machine 
going at Arenbourg,. with a couple of other people behind the 
tractor smoothing odf the edges of Johnson Grassy etc. If pieced 
together, my trips marching up and down the road would reach 
from here to. the moon and b ck, I guess, and' I needed no fur 
lined ear muffs to keep me warm, “in the midst of things I got 
caught by-peopl^ to whom I had to be polite, people-like Mrs.
Ooombs who hadn t been' this way in months', and others whom 
I should have been glad to chat with, had not-the gardeners already 
been gardening and'the tdactors traetbring madly.

But, I made it alright, and Arenbourg looks ever so much 
more tidy that during the first week in Jute. As for ?to orrow, 
the 4th of Uuly will be here in g eater earnest,1 and it will be
nice when Sunday, evenigg comes and we can resume our little conversa
tion^* - **+-*w*r-v '• ’ '**••*•

Sbmday, July 9th, 1950.

• • • • • •

" Merabi andum: .. .; . ■ . n . - -
C ; ;

It was so t' oughtful''of you so send me the air mail, providing 
as it does, a gllfese of extent aotivities and re-ass^anc. that 
the postal service is again functioning as it should, and that 

■ till item of the 27th has safely reached your true hand. To C h e a t e d  
the’truth 1 think, it wonderful this daily communication is effec 
with auoh’repularity. But I think it tvell to note whenever a 
S  holds u® delivery, so we may' may constantly check on any
sip-ups.

•Don’t ride a free horse to death** Is an old adage I should
keep constantly in mind these days, and Part*®u^ r}:y s° y
arming generosity in offering every assistance in the current 
irhnr*? A case in point is the Guest BqojL, *• wt^led on t*î  
as^nThe Open Boor" which I am forwarding on Monday or Tuesday hy
Reg i stereo, packag e. ^

A I know you willrenjoy turning through it before returning ^
/Oa Iii bcOvfcO the looaharchives. ' If.convenient during the ensuing 3 or 4 mo 

W  should care to transcribe a page from time to time, - ,
j — • — 1 __________ j „ 4- 4 ̂  ̂ rtv. oVrhrtr on a sanarate TD&RO •

/

o the local axo-uivoo. v . .
vou should care to transcribe a page from time to time, 
making e a c h 'transcription or each entry on a separate; page, 
such a typed transcription might be used for a brief section in 
the Melrose Sotaphook. I haven't gone through the entire o .
I shall not include the James Cunningham or the Zola nutoit entries.
In making th*“transcription, should you find time, it seems to me 
vou mi-:ht w nt to make an extra oopy for your own scrapbooks.
Tou will'feel quite free to include every entry la that t*a^ 8y ^ ti * 
in eluding the names mentioned above, —J. C. 2- ,®;i “ yOU
mav omit'them add any others, of course, should you feel they 
contribute little Or nothing to the interest of the collection.

Of the loose sheets of paper, I know not their oontents, hut 
naturally assume they were intended for
If thev seem to be in such a category, their contents might d 
transcribed! too, and in the Chapter the, Open Dopr. s ^ |  such 
covering phrase as this will be employed; - W i t h i n  the ^nfinea of 
"The Open Door" one reads this entry from the pen of So-and-so.

Your opinion as to which page from the book itself should he 
.hotostated for an illustration in the Melrpge Scr.gpboo| wil 1 
be greatiy appreciated. ‘The page bearingHthe vroolcott entry is 
not interesting in my opinion. If you find some other page 
more suitable for reproduction, I shall apreciate your advise.
The plantation will have the photostat made in town after the 
original comes back.

-f
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As for local news, I haven*t any.* c t *
Saturday was a beautiful day with a lovely cool breeze. The 

big and little Generals with their wives, plus jfat came 
in the morning. They all dined at Celeste*s, after which they 

little tour. It was good to see both Generals again, the little one having been here last along about 1945 if I 
remember correctly. Mis wife is tall., slim and pretty and the 
tour meant as much to her as it would to any. of the card-cutting 
set. I felt just a little sorry for the senior General who tried so 
hard to create interest in things for is offspring and is in-law 
There were a-couple of parties in town last night and dinner at 
the big house this noon, after which everybody went home, and 
I headed out for a quick round at ArenbouTg to look at a couple 
of things. On my return in 10 minutes I- found a hean of stuff 
2? my of wood by the front door where Grandpa usually sits.
H  was evidently a May Basket from Madam Rand whom I never did ■ see. ■ •;J

’ +- .v" V • - < ‘ ' k ( g
k  oiIk1 haS t89? hot~hot and remains so tonight
hefore^oiningr ? * sky Blasts we may h<;ve a sprinkle or two

- ; ■ r '$ \ * X &i\. » 8 . > h i

Skfli.1 dTd,f, littls isadtag fromAYalter White's - a an Called white . I like the hook. It seems to he in
perreot- oaianee m  the first half. - autobiographical, after which 
it seams to he developing into almost another hook, with stress 
on rvaLal relations, and especially those in industry and 
military circles covering the 1940-1948 period. I ihall ptobahly 
•enjoy that part, too, since I haven't been able to keep un with much 
t-nt has been in the.press during the.past decade. And iWecfcon 
t e viewpoint as well as the data will he new injmany instances 
Yeu will not he surprised to learn tht rirs. Koosevelt although* 
not frequently mentioned, invariably.appears in a favorable light 
perhaps-even to greater'advantage that ?. D. h. inf£r. thite*s ’
memoires. Air. hoover>is roasted'to a turn, in violent contrast

t  “ 9 ?8ardS ?avs hm  in thls Iasio H S y !
i T * fhit® ,ref?re,to Mr. ̂ hoover aunng1bis Presidency‘that man in the lily White louse*. icy as

r- ’
m

Tne author is or was Secietary of the^ktioftsl A^nnnti’on
slem^to^rffar T t  whichi t T d  i \  1 1 f society about which I know nothing, f•think I >-.!iall write them a note of inquiry, as; in~ if thev h‘~va

1 oould ’ et'-them to wô k reforming
n r e iu d ic r ie M e  i t s a ' i ? ^ A av L f ‘S ! f 9 “ iv e r  i f .  i n d e e d f  Srejaaioe lends itself to reformation, which so -etiraes seems doubtful

® I hone your week end' hasihwd'a few moments of r^l-xatinn t 
thought or yo- p rtlculrrly today -hen we had juof tha^fod^Of L  *t 
you-;mentioned in y.̂ Ur letter, a:, d uch n i c e r n u l l  KvI 
,:aV8 a yo at the one in duet form rather < .Omcsxr big

1 1 * ^'■eh-h-VKj, V.U.y:;.
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Monday, .Oth, 1950.

Memorandum { ^
The Guest Book, mentioned in yesterday’s note, went off 

in today’s post, so * rebkon it may reach your true hand
about the time this note arrives.*

Again I pray you not to bother with, making a transcription 
of the several enteries at the presnt time, if you are pressed 

' for time and denied relaxation, what with bus ness affairs, 
the unasked for social demands, week end hurly-burlies and so 
on. And in the event you should find, after two or three months, 
that on convenient opening arrives, don’t hesitate about 
returning the item as ib, and I can always bounce it 
Robina’s direction, or some such. Please, please, don t ever 
let my thoughtless demands bn your time and good nature take 
precedence over your own good judgement in conserving your 
own precious self.•** t 5

And while speaking of conserving your health, I blush to 
move right straight along in reference to another expenditure of 
the same in regard to the Madam’s dlary. I hope 1 have 
mentioned the matter wefofe, but if i haven’t, I shall run the 
risk of repeating by saying 1 think you should use your own 
judgement in omitting anything you think might, get Into other 
people*s hair. As for mentioning people still living, I 
think that is alright, unless something unpleasant be included,
I think people might like to find their names in the Diary, and 
another point is the fact that so few people living- ever see 
their names in print in a Diary of this kind that including 
them might have a note of novelty about it that Would appeal 
not only to the individuals mentioned but to their friends.and 
acquaintances.

So .©times I think the Madam’s was one of the most difficult 
personalities to set down correctly so that those who did not 
know her and never had correspondended with her might get 
a true concept of what she was like. Her capacity'for 
affection was such that sometimes after meeting someone for the 
first time, she would, on saying goodbye, feel impelled to 
kiss them forthwith. Such an impulse isn’t often manifested by 
other women of her stature, so far as I have been able to observe, 
and even had any other hostess felt such an impulse after the 
first half hour conversation* witii* an individual, courage would 
probably be lacking to c-axxy out the impulse. In the

'
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Madara^B c. s, evsx, no courage would "be involved, fox to 
4isr custom ana etiquette in such matters never crossed her 
mind. Her impulse was to bestow an embrace, - the most 
natural thing in the world so far as she was concerned, and 
embrace she did, and that was all there was to it. Perhaps 
one.of the most depressing episodes I have witnessed in her 
contacts with others has been the moment when she moved forward 
to hiss the guess goodbye and the latter, quite unprepared for 
.the^ benediction, failed to respond, leaving the Hadam"in 
a situation not unlihe that we have- all probably experienced, 
when we have extended a hand in greeting to a new-comer, and 
the latter, momentarily distracted, fails to sense the 
proffered gesture, and our hand fumbles in the air as we 
try to cover by seeming to take a pass at an imaginary moth, 
or some such. ,

And then for those like*Lyle or fiobina or me for whom she 
she had unlimited affection and probably instiiictively felt 
a reciprocal sensation on our part, she was forever indulging in 
a gesture which may have seemed odd to new-comers but which 
seemed perfectly natural for us. If something appeal to her 
sense of humor and she wanted to share it with one of us, 
she would instinctively begin to giggle in her heard and 
taking a step closer, would incline her head so her forehead 
would rest on one1 shoulder, thus establishing a physical 
contact tme resulted in both of us giggling in unison. Once 
1 xemember at a select gathering at Yucca, when I was the 
only white person present, my guests decided to do impersonations, 
and while this one ox that one imited by voice and gesutxe, 
one youth started giggling and crossing the room, came over 
ana inclined his forehead on my shoulder, whereupon everyone 
roared with merriment and shouted the identity of the person 
whom the youth was trying to re-create.

mBut tixis taliL is bo illdiGate that it is possible 
the adam s entries in her Diary, while perfectly matter of 
fact to those who were acquainted with her by direct contact or 
correspondence, might not correctly•convey her personality 
trirough the written word to those who knew her not. It is 
with such thoughts in mind that I lea’fe it to you to decide if 
you think, her brevity of entry conveys the right slant or 
not.

But here I am at the end of the page, and the reading of 
what i have chattered about must be pretty dull going. Forgive 
the dullness and perhaps I shall d better on ther morrow. I hope 
the hot sticky weather of last week has changed for the better 
in your neighborhood. Here it is* cloudy and humid and excellent 
for the *renfcourg children......

4 2 9 0

Tuesday, July 11th, 1950.

Memorandum:

... ful1 up mail P°uGh, a full up day. I haven’t even 
slit the envelopes on letters from G. Ramsey, M. D. Lake and so on, 
but 1 need scarcely confess that I haven't hesitated about exploring 
the contents of the Manilla envelope, - together with all its 
grand enclosures, from the best picatorial haunts on the continent 
nrough your grand letter and on to the entrancingly designed manuscript, 

and the clipping covering my old philosopher friend. P
| r T
ay say thanks and blessings on you for all your nobility

in thus making my day so rich. *

It iuck be with me, I may have further assistance to aid me 
in putting the faulty sentence on page 12 or rather cage 10, to 
rights. By breaking it up into two or more sstences" it will

be smoobh®* and hence more passable when it encounters
the isditor s blue pencil.

I would let the word •wearing" and the "Daughters of the
mencan Right stand* By-the time.this article gets into print, -

Wllb 1°+^? onlF afber the Revolutionary Daughters have
* is iutfndL°Lnr!«t0 dT sometbin§ about the Survey* The average reader

is intended to assume I am referring to the Revolutionary girls.
but while nobody will think of such a thing, they might also have

oreGhImbevci0o-f»tGn memfcer of the ^ati°nal Manufacturers Acossociation 
°0R? er?? orcsome such, a thin loop hole in ease the

f S o t * b9 beld.up because the Revolutionary gals 
-ound the coat fitted them when they slipped it on.

~ a- • * £?ve the sal?e f?0 M n S 'Y°u &o about additional material being
u\ty^/lu* s £ f c o n c e r n i n g  the claims of Melrose to historic interest. I
. * £ r \ i nclUding suoh data» howeve*, hoping that the

Slitor to whom the manuscript was submitted, might ask for it. But

Sd??n?®V° ikClude in th9 orl6lnal draft, foreseeing that the Editors first impression might be that an attempt
was being made on my part to get some free advertising for Melrose.
v ^ e and ** 0± “S’1!8,6,’ both taow that 1 s™ not fishing for any more 
road-runners. But Melrose is no Bellegrath Gardens, Afton Villa,
Hope Farm, Drayton all and the Sditor might not sky away from

,, sincerely appreciate your cooperation in advising me of 
2 $ k h I9a0tl0n °n k i8se points and they are truly ever so helpful in 
giving' me pause and an opportunity to add, subtract or let go.

a paragraph covering claims to distinction which

S d  in ihe9baU«fe0ao f 9the88artiofil i . ^ : * lth  " •!‘t °Ver 6lse has been not

mM
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I have the promise of a few moments of assistance on the 
morrow when ura threatens to pass along this hend of the river.
It is evident that my second secretary will not get around 
to see me before tomorrow’s dawn, I shall accordingly make no 
attempt to make the proposed alterations for insertion
Wednesday ^ h e ^ l E t h ^  Sha11 accoxdinSly QnGl°se them in the Memo of

And may I thnak you for all the particulars you had to pass alone 
regarding doings in the literary field; I am wondering if the S
^nne arish book isn t the one she was racing against time to 
turn out last summer-and perhaps never achieved because of her " 
encounter with "the big bad Wolf".

As t0 the enclosed copy of Wilkerson correspondence, you 
rll note I have been sufficiently leisurely in rushing into

L,rQf ^ nSQi?nd 1J at » in my oasualness, have nicely side-stepped 
_ y n angling phrases. In the mean time I have written jrriend 
?°®t®3-U.aslcl?S hi® fiMilcly if Wilkerson offered him any reoomnense 
-.or hxs impending opns on ante helium plantation medeoine.
I have no doubt there is scant parallel between the Eostell
hennr?m=r?wnh the 0116* for the *°stell item Will undoubtedly

} ly concerned with the printed page while the Melrose 
item is envisioned to carry less print and more pictures, Stifol 
it seems^to me there might be an element of balance in the 
completec proauct for I assume a volume on ante bellum medecine

t have 7exy restricted appeal while the scrapbook, if properly contrived, might enjoy both a wider 
market and a gre ter span of time in sales,

Eventually, when the manuscript approaches a iell don't 
you think we might offer it for an opinion to some af ,
our friends in the publishing business, — say Hastings h 0u o q  - 
just to see what their reaction might be. — ■ b *

I’he other ‘day you asked if any of the Holy Ghosts have 
ever honored me or my silent partner, 3t. Martin, The 
answer is But Ho, definitely. In the first placS, the.e seems 
to be such a constant turn-over of perosonel in St. Augustin’s 

!!!°!yn V  remains long and the ones who are men of good ■ 
i 1 ?5Q exiled or .sent forth before T ever get an opportunity to
know .them very well. Only Father Callahan, the former head of the
trfl«?S!ienuniIfriSt^-Set Up remains permanently andhe and I treat each other with studied politeness on the rare occasions when 
we encounter each other. He is probably quite r ^ h t  in 
d r a i n i n g  me because he probably thinks me perfectly outrageous 

lie seek to avoid boredome in his company, finding him * *
nfnd0^  f00 s?flg ,and+.t00 * b i g o t . ^ a g i n f t h f  type oframa that would aevote itself in the Sane Hiver country writing
K i.m X J ' J ' S I K 0"1? ' ’ " l« W 5 » l r  published, d i , p , o « ^  th.

P i  |

w ednesay, July 12th, 1950%

Memorandum:

In this 
tv o or three 
material for

,euve1o;q or an accon 
items in evidence of' our 

Melrose Scrapbook.
lying one,

rowing
on Will find 
tore of

tv r

The 
tually must

snapshots arrived in
O' back

fctex from Mary Donvet I-.ka. and 
course, because of theirw «**,*„. to her 01

size, I am a little uncertain as to which of the two seems the 
better From where I sit, it would seem that horizontal picture 
the notation pasted,at the bottom is the better of the two, but 
I shall rely completely on your own excellent • judgement.

.th

£ And speaking of snapshots bestirs me to make inquiry regarding 
their reproduction from somebody around here who knows about such
things. s 1 am under the i:
enlargement and the 
t ] at i s unimp or t ant at the moment.

ression they have to be re-taken for f  
o f a glossy print. But however that vis,

I shall also send along Mrs, bake’s letter. As you have ■ 
already pointed out,.the Oarmolyte book may well be advantageous in 
preparing material for the Scrapbook. I think I shall not tell 
Madam bajre that the Madam removed many of her own letters and destroyed 
them. -From your excellent account of the contents of.that volume, I* 
take it we may find some examples of her better letters, should we 
have occasion to include them. On second thought, perhaps I shall tell 
Madam -Hake about the removals on th assumption she*may have some 
material that might be pertinent.

And may \  have the temerity to suggest that we might make 
a transcript of that section of little Miss A . ’s letter, covering 
her reference to the ^adam. If memory serves, she begins said reference 
on page 2 (back of the 1st page), and runs it over for two or three 
lines op page* 3. It is precisely the thing I had hoped for and 
so characteristically expressed in little Miss A.’s own inimitable 
fashion that it ought to fit it perfectly in the Art Section, don't 
you think. Later, when the mater of illustrations are considered^ this
might be an item the publisher will want photostated, and accordingly 
I am entranced that the burden of the statement appears on a single
side of the page.

.

rrnving
All in all, as.it were, I thinj, we are unusual! 

ing secured the snapshots and the Art statement,
•l s ' l

, Jj|
J L lk L
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I am writing a few letters to various people, asking if 
™ey care to write me in some detail regarding their impressions
of the Madam, - each request being for a statement on a limited 
subject. Jror example, a little later when the flood tide of summer 
nas slackened, I shall &roj3 a line to Lucy Morgan for a statement 
on her impressions of the Madam’s interest in weaving and 
their mutual enthusiasms over "looming" both at MeirOp0 ana <•
Penland, (2 "n’s” or 1).

i *** \
Mnd^I shall ask Caroline ^ormon—for a symposium on the 

Madam s interest in flowers and gardening generally, and of Lillian 
incnell I shall request anilluminating account of the Madam’s 
SO at fetiye Louisiana Iris. Whatrwith MiSs Dormon as the stirrer-up 
°? rlowers ox Louisiana and Mrs. Trichell as former President
oi tr.e native Iris society, their statements might cover particulars
you think*^ ^  neatl2r with that Phase of the Madam* s interests, don*t

tt"v i ■
_ I momentarily have the Dormon seraphoofc, brought over from the

thfthmrfr in i* h msy find* -eventually, some stuffthat will be quotable. We shall see.

*, 3°*apboojc there is a somewhat exended poemA ^osel3U<i in the Garden of Melrose" or some such, which, if memory
?•” ” { S " T pT d%ln*fonor.°1 Sistel ty Iiiss ^lly oi some S .and SQe if it is terri^l9 enough to flatten out both the writer and the subject, and if so, it might be employed in the aishier section. ®

, ^o^an letter should chance to be on Pen or Penn land
s ionary and confined to a single page, it might he reproduced
aL fiV 1UBtrf  &*,*** as ra*Gh G°uld not be x hoped for i?o£ the Briarwood quarter.

And, s witching momentarily to t ê Melrose—Mad am scene d-5 vnn
ir-JraT° \° read thL* ? ^ 9*. in "01d ^ l s ? a £ *  about ’ Chr istmas at aelrose. I wonder if it would be-suitable for filler if
eatury or whoever hold the copyright would permit, and would some 
lena^flam^ th9 “iadam at “ielrose from ̂  Wiend of Joe Gilmore
t' e ln°9rtio,^ffni1thl9T.MUff ^ I t U a  ‘atove. 1 shall withhold tne insertions for the Pilgrimage article until tomorrow the 13th
I have jotted them down but should like to have an opuortTOitv *

SS&Ki^Sffij: z ZSfiSSZ."- *'lrr"1 “*u « -
t m . L?°£’® \°u are finding time to relax a littie, but in view of 
yo“  t0 m  routine, -plus all the above, I don't see how
solo ? ??ssibl9* « « «  is no rush on any o? this stuff
ft remaps ho? and t0 d o »°^ing. momentarily turns ul
writing aiI her6’ and everytMnS goes smoothly at this ~

v : t

1
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Thursday, July 13th, 1950,

Memorandum:
Your elegant epistle of SunsAay to, hand in thismorning#s

post.
I appreciate the enclosures, — all of them, — beginning witji 

the card carrying the quotation from roberbs and continuing on 
through the tr nscriptions from the Madam s Diary and so on.

do
: haven’t had an opporunity to run through the latter, bu shall 

„j shortly, and more shall speak of that subject at a 
subsequent sitting. *. •..: ! a * ; - 1

I can only marvel at your memory and thank you for your 
mention of the several sketches aboutPane Biver, Natchez, etc., 
which 1 had but completely forgotten. I have no copy of any of these 
and have, all but forgotten their contents. J am wondering if 
we may not be able to make use, of the ar t q c 1 e. on th a—kSulS.— 
country, either as a chapter in the Melrose Diary or in some 
current magazine publication, assuming the Pilgrimage article 
might be accented. At least, * am wondering if it might not 
be used as the basis for something or other in one or the other 
of such lines of endeavor, — the. scarpbook or an article for 
magazine publication by iteslef. furious that Caroline Bamsey never 
did acknowledge receipt of this item which I sent her years ago with 
a view to using it in connection with some of her pictures. Perhaps 
we could stir up some pictures subsequently available for such a 
purpose, were it to housed for a magazine article.

hold these items temporarily, if you plase, and I shall 
contemplate the possibilities, as I trust you will, and we shall
eventually see what we shall see.

91 have envisioned a section of the Melrose Diary under the title 
of "Gane Biver Color Line* or some such,*for the mulatto business 
must be torched upon, and''will probably end up by being’ the 
major' section of the chapter having to do with Grandpere and his 
descendants. It still isn't clear in my mind how all this 
stuff id going t be handled and still retain my orignal thought 
and present s earnest desire to keep the proposed item in the 
form of a scrapbook, but we shall work that out eventually, —  
one way or another.

In today's post came the enclosed letter from Mrs. Trichell. 
which is just as^much of a panic as she is but at the same time
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holds material of value and orignality of expression that may 
well lend itself to just the type of stuff we axe hoping to 
include in our; current opus. In view of the rather heavy post and 
the fact that X didn't want Dr. ^nipayer to read most of it, I 
turned this item over to him for reading, and when we got to 

/one section, I asked him to underline one sentence in particular,- 
/  f’ thought which seems extremely favoraMe to the ^adam and generally 

illuminating for demonstrating one phase of her attitude toward 
people. I think you will agree with me that this underlined 
sentence is of value, and it is possible, had I an opportunity 
to re-read the whole thing, I might discover other sentences or 
paragraphs that might well lend themselves to quotation.

X have reponsed to Miss Gillian1 s letter, asking her if she 
would care to make a contribution to-the book in the form of a ' 
statement as to the ^a&am's interest in flowers, with a particular 
emphasis on Jatjye Iris., -Erratic as Miss Lillian is, she may 
come forth with something grand,— or something of no value at 
all. hut we shall sample and see.....don,t you think so.

I am impelled to write to,Caroline Mormon tonight, too, asking 
hey for a byoadside on the %<dam1s propens!ties for planting,
I never could agree with either the ^*adam or Caroline on matters 
about gardening, for neither of them were gardeners, but rather 
were raisers of plants, which, you will agree, is a horse of 
quite a different hue. After all, Briarwood today is more of a 
Briarpatch than anythin^ else, and %lrose gardens, had the Madam 
not been restrained by Dyqe and, me, would have been more of 

1 a refined and crowded jungle of rare plants than anything 
‘ vaguely suggesting a garden. How yveli do X recall the time, for 

example, then 100,000 Guernesy lily bulbs were ploughed up 
/ from their well ordered borders with a view to planting 

irish potatoes when the ^elrose vegetable gardens already 
covered more acres and embraced more vegetables that the half doezen 
vegetable,gardeners could keep up with. But Caroline's reputation 
both as a painter of private grounds and the State highways will 
lend lustre fio the plant section and because her harum-scrarum 
methods more or less approximated the Madam*s, may lend an 
authenticity to the subject.to hand that would be more impressive 
than anything contributed by anyone else on the subject.

•Xnd thanks for transcribing the paragraph from Ora's letter,
•he are bound to include it as highly illuminating, too, if she doesn't 
mind, and I'feel sure she will not. Ip any event, X shall ask her 
permission to include it right away. It will r .probably go along 
nioely with the page from little Miss Alberta, sent to you yesterday,

I have a couple of other ideas but spall spre you their con
sideration until the morrow, xou are so noble and so generious, I
know not- how to say how much admiration and appreciation wells up within me.... *

Bastille Day, 1950.

Memorandum:*
- t t

You may#believe it or not, but to paraphrase the National 
Anthem, "Devour decgloire est arrive", and for once at least,
I am going to hit off a Memo without so much as even glancing 

in the direction of a scrapbook, let alone spelling out the word.
A pin point drizzle began first dawn, continuing pretty much 

all day. A little loss moisture and the plantation-could 
have worked for the plantation,; a little more and the plantation
could have worked for us.

Freed for the day from cotton culture, Peter and Dog rigged 
up their tractors, cahing over the gear from cultivators to 
ploughs, with a view to having a go for us at Arenbourg. But 
the 6 foot length hay cut a week or so ago hadn't decomposed much and 
would have tangled up the ploughs a little, had we not discovered 
that the ground itself was too hard and dry for the ploughs 
themselves to make any impression. We accordingly returned the 
horseless vehicles to their stalls and busied ourselves mightily 
with rakes piling up the scattered hay in a couple of low places, 
and holding the thought the heaviness of the dew might increase suffi
ciently to soften up the ground a little. But the elements were 
too restrained and we got precisely no where with the mechanical 
equipement. I fold up my beard tonight, holding the thought 
a good shower between now and dawn may make it possible for us 
to turn the terrace upside down on the morrow.

And before quitting Arenbourg, may I be permitted the nerve to 
intimate that our humming bird feeding bottle JLn that department 
was bracked at the base wherTa b iz of “"flying timber struck it. 
Should these items not be expensive and should you be in the 
neighborhood where they are obtainable, I wonder if we might 
replace the present one. And if they are not too expensive, —
I'm aboutito ride a free horse to death again, — I am wondering if 
it wouldn't be a pleasant gesture to send one to the Sterns of 
New urleaas and one to the Baldwins of SVaco. But X pray you not 
to risk such expenditures, should the price be prohibitive and 
if their source is far removed from your usual pathways.iElig

X am glad to be able to report that the bottle on 
gallery at xucca continues to do a land office business, 
what with the butterfly lilies currently in flower, the 
of customers standing in line for the leading bottle al 
first dark is remarkable and entrancing.

-
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Up tfc the,presept writing, I never have gotten around to 
explore the contents of the Bamsey letter which came a couple of 
days ago by air mail. But I did explore the n contents of a few 
others, including one from Budolph. He mentioned expecting 
to view a movie later the same day, - "The Titan". I believe he said 
it was called, and, from his brief account of its advance notices, 
the thing is a cineomatic biography of Michel Ange. I shall 
ask him to tell me more ta out the business., or perhaps you are 
acquainted with the item of which ^ have never heard a peep, if 
memory serves. v

I had hoped that Bollywood, following the one they did of 
Gaugin, — wasn't it Gangi n— a while back, might follow up the 
one with a whole flock of others. Surely the Benaissance should 
provide a vast assortment of subjects for somebody with a big 
brush like Gecile de Mill©, and the best part of it for him would 
be that once he had .reconstructed a Renaissance and stirred up 
a billion costumes, he could use them over ana-over again for 
no end of biog aphies swirling around da Vinci, Cellini and all 
the rest.

Naturally you and I would like to see Mme. Vigee-Lebrun 
painting ^arie Antoinette at Versaille and all the pHnclings from 
Italy through Austria and Germany and Boland to St. Petersburg and 

bach to ^aris to do the Bonapartes and thence to Georgian England 
and hack a ain for a go at things under the Restoration and Louis 
Phillips.

I started to hazard a guess that Audubon from Martinique to 
Montana and the the Labrador islets to Dakota, with Louisiana 
thrown in for good measure, but there is no need letting a whimsey 
run away with me,

I regret to report ray Beading Machine is out of whack, - tubes 
played out, I think, and just as rtProphet in the Wilderness” came to 
hand* Batur: lly .1 shall be looking forward to gertting the thing 
rigged up as soon as possible. And speaking of that reminds b± me 
of your inquiry regarding Hina's refernce to a record. Over 
the Shreveport Molu ibia station I recently heard a 15 minute rendition 
of Pschaikovski‘s Fantasia Qverature to Romeo and Juliette, which I 
like. The announcer said it was obtainable for gramophones adjustable 
to 33 revolution?: permihute. I believe that is the speed of the 
Heading chine. I dropped a card to the station asking- for 
particulars but never got a response. The broadcast had said these 
Columbia r cords for 33 revolutions were obtainable at some 
Shreveport shop but i didn't catch the name, and so I asked Hina 
if s-e could give me the name of the same, but, as you notice, she 
didn t. I thought I might•sample one record to see if it would work, 
as 3d Band tells me he thinks it would. I may be able to get him to' 
borrow one for me from an Alexandria station. I should like 
to say MScrapbook" to defy my resolution, but I shall restain myself....

0
Hv., O-4— -v.

Sunday, July 16th, 19=50.

Memorandum:
Fundamentally a quiet week end but frought with remote thunderings 

bringing mere drizzles of rainj plantation blood lettingwith which 
lit concerned myself only by physician and hospital arrangements by 
telephone * and reports from Shreveport of a domestic scuffle that 
only^inted at Sister quitting that city with her children to take 
up her residence at Melrose.

To touch upon the latter first, I wasn't greatly disturbed when 
some society belle telephoned J. K  from Shreveport. J. n. was 

in Greenville ,< Miss. Then Dan was called and thernPaynie, all 
behalf of Sister who claimed her husband had refused to come home 
during’ the past three days and that she was planning to leave him 
for if goodt I recalled a like case when, on plea of exhaustion and 
desire for a rest, Sister persudaded her husband to go to ^ew 
Orleans for a week end, that she might relax completely, what with 
no physician in the house and hence no patients in the office to 
distrub her. The husband, to satisfy the wife's whim, undertook 
the Crescent City week end requested, and therefore was slightly taken 
on learning that as soon as he had departed, she had rushed to the 
telephone to advise her family that her husband had suddenly and with 
no anprant reason deserted her. But that trick didn't work when 
the Madam put her foot down and said "nothing Doing" to her 
daughter's expressed determination to-take up her residence here.
I assume-this is probably a similar case and will come to nothing,
I hope.

I dined-with ^  B. and Celeste, after which all the Menrys 
departed for I know not where, ^alf an hour later, a youth named 
Buck Brown was slashed to the bone across his thigh to the bone.
His- frantic kin folk appealed to me.A plantation order, countersigned 
by a physician was wanting to get him into a hospital for a major 
sewing job. The Cloutlerville doctor, I learned by telephone, was 
away for two weeks. The colored doctor, - Johnson, in town, could 
not Tpe reached. The lady doctor was dinirg at agnolia and I 
didn t want to deiturb her In the end, however, I had to dis
tract her siesta, and by din^ of much telephoning' and searching for 
transportation, the exsanguinating patient got headed up the *oad and 
the hospital doors so rigged up as to fly open at his approach.

As someone quite seriously observed to *** f - an urban dweller 
from some place ox other:— "It must be wonderful living here in
the country where nothing ever happens and all you have to do s is to 
sit on the gallery with a mint julep in your hand and let the 
cotton grow."

1
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Like a ‘bountiful dinner, half ruined by the tardiness of its 
serving, so cones to hand little &iss Bamsey's air mail from 
Biloxi, — the first peep I have heard from her since early May. Like 
Edith wyat̂ t Moore, sh'e seems to think that when she finally does 
get around to take pen in hand, she can make up for vast silences 
by writing a book at a sitting. But to my way of thinking, they 
are both equally in error. After all a cistern full of water at a 
gulp is of dubious worth to a man too long denied a drop. But 
it must be admitted her paving stones afe of good intentions and she 
is certainly generous in her offer of her pictures for scrapbook use,
I responded appreciatively to all, this, and yet, somehow in the back of 
my mind, I couldn’t help wondering of what earthly use the films 
would be if they should eventually devolve upon me six months after 
the hook they are supposed to illustrate may have gone to press.

And so with such trivia out of the way, may I turn to something 
more pleasant and noble, and by that I mean your grand letter in 
Saturday1s post, together with the transcript you~so heroically 
contrived ftom Miss Kellie's manuscript. Frankly, I don't see 
how yoU did it, and * only-regret I had not admonished you more » 
particularly to let the thing slide, only trying to discover if there 
was any reference to things ITatchez, and Madam rhipps and her old 
photogri hs in articular. But I am nevertheless enchanted at 
some of the things you ’’unlocked®' from the mysteries of . her nomenclature. 
I am particularly glad you were able to decipher the part about 
ur. Lemuel Grustine, A bachelor, he sold his Wilderness Plantation 
on the Finfe Bidge Hoad to Miss Kellie's father in 1846, He and his 
three brothers wire the outstanding physicians of Katchez in ante helium 

and his sistefc, Bebecca, married William Minor, son of old 
ab&n (Stephen) Minor of uoncord., Dr, Lemuel provided for

©j
Don
his
to

Q M 
W a

mulatto offspring and left a large estate, much of which went 
iis sister, including, I believe his several Louisiana plantations, 
his p rsonal effects. You have admired what is said to be 
likeness and that of his son in the portrait by Lion,
At long last and by a pretty lame horse, I ran through the 

Pil̂ ri:-.- thing. In spite of all the halts and fits and starts, 
it; aian t~ sotmd so bad. It is possible I used one or two words 

repetitieusly, - perhaps the word "quite” in the same sentence 
somewhere' in the last half of the thing,- And it is possible 
that the insert I sent for page one may have enunciated something 
about old houses appearing a little further along. But you 
will undoubtedly catch that and change it in any way you think 
best. And if the Editor likes it well enough to print regardless, 

he may alter it h little 6n his owtrhook.

And so a week ends and a new one begins. If only you haven’t 
let all my advances completely ruin what otherwise might have been 
a restful week end, there will be a load lifted from my sense of 
guilt for having thus put you through.,..

Monday, July 17th, 1950.

Memorandum:
And so, what is^probably already an accomplished fact, might 

be a good idea. To witj-
How would it be for the both of us to build up not one but 

two manuscripts, page by page, as our mutual efforts proceed.
* I am keeping material in a scrapbook for my convenience, — an 

unused one, tucking the dLata and pictures coming to hand in their 
approximate sections, -the colonial and ante bellum in the front, the 
contempoary scene toward the end. As divisions begin to appear, 
these" ean find their independent brackets and when illustrations 
come to hand, I shall try to have them developed in duplicate, 
so we both may keep abreast with the general appearance of the 
growth.

All such considerations came to mind today when your grand 
letter with the exhaustive reports of the census you so thoughtfully 
transcribed for me pn pink papers. Assuming you may have a deuplicate, 
this will perhpps go in the front of the scrapbook, and when 
opportunity presents itself for: me to* concentrate on that 
section and particularly on: 'the census, I shall send along the 
assimilating sections.

And thanks so much for running through the several items 
you did. I think we ought to include Aunt Beniamin's letter, r 
or whoever the lady was, - her admonitions to her sen, — and this 
on the grounds that it was one of the Madam s favorite letters.
•*nd in the same group, — I hope to find several from different sources, 
is a letter from Lyle which was just the type of letter she 

enjoyed most. I am enclosing it in the accompanying envelope.
From Dr. Ailkerson's letter attached herewith, I get the 

impression he has in mind that I am planning to do a stereotyped 
book. My job will be to convince him that I am trying to turn 
out a scrapbook. It is possible that the printiiig of such a volume 
would be prohibitive, but I don't know. At least I am hoping 
the letters and documents and pictures may do most of the"talking, 
ai}d that these, added to the various expressions 
friends in various fields, may prove sufficient i 
save for a couple of rounds 1 may do about Cane 

and a few other pertinent details. But my v—  4 
may turn ; out to be " ̂  ^
the best pages Qf the .
entitled "My Own Impressions ------- ~
pilgrim who passes this way who may want to make.

by her 
ed material, 

or Line 
the book 

nd
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I like your suggestion of "Leaves From the Melrose Guest Book”, 
That may he a place where Dr. filkerson will think a flock of 
biô /r phioal foot notes should he appended* The undoubtedly 
would help in one way., and yet in another, it might be 
as pleasant to leave it to the casual turner of the page to 
recollect or inquire as to identities. After all, the whole 
concept of this volume is to get away from the endless 
fortified clap-trap t'h? t usually goes into volumes brought out 
under University seals. After all, this is no attempt to 
get' each buckle and ruffle exact and set down as did the Renaissance 
portraitist, but rather an attempt to give an impression of a 
person and a place after the Impressionist school. Lon t 
you think so,......But to tell you the truth, Just howethe thing
is going to nan out and what sort of difficulties I am going to 
encounter selling the idea to such a conventional Press as 
L. S, u* is the horse of another hue, . to be mounted and managed 
when the appropriate time.arrives, . ,

And wqtiid you think, if used, Lyle’s letter should be
cluttered up with footnotes,' The Scotts lived at. The Shades, one of
Lyle's but not one of my favorite Louisiana houses. Miss Eva
is still alive, but she never reads a book and so will never
See this one. .Ala Jack Carver Snell Is very much alive and *
the last I heard, so is little uiss ^orrnon. but I think their
names would not have to be omitted, mPerhaps in offering this
letter as of the type the cajlam liked best, — stating adequate
reasons, - a fe tion, reference to h old house, plans for
i pending^holiday season, etc,, — perhaps the whole piece could
be clarified in a paragraph or two, obviating the need for
footnotes. If you will run through Lyle s letter, maintaining
as^far as possible the attitude... of the casual reader unacquainted
with any of the people mentioned, your reaction would be invaluable
in help|n_ us determine how much it should be tampered with and
its references amplified,■ t x . *

In the envelope with Lyie*s letter J.s a page from my. 
ovni Journal which I send along**simply for your own entertainment,—  
ix any. TET' catalogues the hours of a Sunday spent at ^elrose 
d Seems to take a few slaps at the local religious set up that 

could notrget published in a Scrapbook of the type we are considering, 
, u -aCi it along regardless, Naturally X had forgotten ever 
Laving penned,most of it, but after running through it, the 
itents came >>;,ck to mid readily enough. Penned on a Sunday 
in 1941, 1 am Struck b^ t^e fact t o or "fhrde of the characters

v V\\*ientioued are still neighbors, and I am so glad you chanced to 
| 4 see two or three of them, making them a little more familiar.

After all your labors on your "free" evening, how nice 
it is to know you had the prospect of dining out and under cir
cumstances that..1 hope were ever so favorable The local 
mnorama, the night and the aquatic atmosphere, I sincerely hone
were all on the favorable side and that jou got a little of the
youatoti°U .^hi iudustrr of the niSht before'"so richly entitled

4302 it
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Tuesday, July 18th, 195C,
ISSS

It1s*a heavenlytnight and because of it, I lingered 
1o iger at Arenbourg than I realised, The *crescent moon dispells 
the dark but isn’t too brilliant to dim the major constellations 
which I have been contemplating, in the South West at Axenbourg 
'and, after my return to Yucca, 'away dn the Horth beyond the 
glow-worm flecked bamboo. ,2";

A couple of my friends must have seen me passing the 
honkey tonk on my way home, for .the bamboo parted just 
behind me and I had no difficulty at all in getting rid 
of an icey watermelon h, had .sent me earlier,- and a cherry 
pie Blythe Hand brought me this afternoon.

The day was cloudless hut, with a heavy dev/ in the 
morning that soaked me once at Axenbourg and once at Melrose.
But after a busy day up until 2, I relaxed when Mrs. Coombs
and Blythe arried about five minutes apart, %s. Coombs to
report that the crystal —  whatever that is, - in my Heading
Machine had cracked and would require a new one that would
not be available for several days. Both ladies were
neighbors in Alexandria 25 years ago but today’s meeting
was the first time they had chanced to see each other since then,
I was glad they were able to chat together for a few minutes while 
I hunted up some of Blythei friends-, lost somewhere in the 
garden, Mrs, Coombs had to go on her busy way and I knocked 
off long enough to ride over to the camp for a fruit punch 
and a slab of cake and plenty of chatter. Blythe asked es
pecially for news of you and again remarked how pretty you are,

Celeste came over this morning to see both the 8 foot 
Dream lily, - usually styled the BhillLnine lily, and to observe 
a horticultural phenomenon that developed on my front gallery 
yesterday. I was glad am Hand and her guests could see 
the oddity, too ■ for it is both unbelievable and altogether 
lovely. ,7

You will recall the generous proportions of the elephant 
ears growing hard by the butterfly lilies. One especially 
large elphant ear, perhaps 5 feet long and 3 and a half feet 
wide spread its vast green shade horizontally above a 
sturdy butterfly lily some 6 or 7 feet above ground,
A day or two ago the irresistable force of the climbing 
lily encountered the ponderous immovable body of the great

■■■■■■■■■■

Ust
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elephant ear. I shall never hear that expression of 
immovableness and impossibility of resistance that 1 shall 
noî  thinfc of this particular circumstance It would' 
seem the most natural thing in the world that either the 
elephant ear would alter its horizontal position sufficiently 
to let the lily slide along' its surface, or that the lily 

might alter its vertical course sufficiently to ffollow along 
in a horizontal parallel with the elephant ear. But that- 
is precisely what did not transpire, and what with neither * 
giving an inch, the white points of perhaps 8 or 10 
lily buds pierced slap through the thick: surface of the 
elephant ear. Today the whole cluster burst into flower, - 
a whole bevy of beautifully white butterflies seemingly 
resting closely together, but quite separate from each other, 
in the very center of this vast expanse of solid green. It 
is really quite the lovliest thing you ever saw, but withal 
so seemingly contrived by human ingenuity that it really suggests 
a flock, of ivory butterflies pinned to a vast expanse of 
lush smooth green velvet. Because of the breadth and length of 
... the elephant ea?, one doesn't see the butterfly lily plant 
at all and the stem of trie elephant ear, too, is hidden by 
the screen of its own leaf. The resnecitve stems of both 
plants are sufficiently close together and the flowers to 
firmly affixed to the leaf through which they have 
perforated that when a gentle breeze sets the great leaft 
stirring-, the; lovely white cluster in its center sways in 
perfect unison, unmoved by the movement of the base on which 
they appear to rest. Apd of course this motion'of the great 
leave tends to further the illustion that the butterflies are 
in reality merely resting on its surface and uneffected by by 
tj.e swaying of the great surface on which it rests.

I owe you an apology for having rattled along at such 
a great length about this unimportant matter, but I have 
had difficulty ip restraining myself fecause of my enthusiasm 
for the beautiful effect accomplished by this mere chance 
in horticultural collision.

Br. fKnipmayer nearly fell out at. the height of >the 
fhillipine lily last.1hursday and it has Orown almost a foot 
since then, will be entrance, however, when'he gets through 
looking at it and puzzles over the butterflies .clustered slan 
in the center of the elephant ear* .

ivi.y -irst soccetary ^rows more dilatory and nr second seeretaxv 
is on the verge, of striking out to join the Army* And so I 

am casting about for someone to fill in the gap. There is a 
youth living 3'miles away in the .kittle ^iver area who comes 
out this way almost daily on his horse and, marvelous to relate 
i.. Qc.'u rea.d. So perhaps X shall be able to entice him into my 
business. And, in closing, I was about to congratulate myself about 
not having used the word,f but you will notice I mentioned" it 
in the response to Br. bilker son, herewith attaohed.... .

C O B *  4 3 0 4

Wednesay, July 19th, 1950.
c r

Memorandum:

How nice of you to send me such a gay note, announcing that 
the Open Door arrived safely. I hope you didn't set right down 
to transcribing it but are letting it ride along for a while, 
for there is no rush at all about it.

• > . • h % § •  3*' j'k. .f. '■£ j ? ’ v ,, * ' 4- *'■ •' * vAssg * v  p? jk q ; iPbsZ

What with the plantation having become so mechanized, there is 
no ordinary hay rake left in the country for miles, nowadays the 
processes from the cutting to the bouncing bales from the 
•machine have left those of,, us needing a mere rake quite out in 
the cold, as it were. And so i solved our Arenbcmrg problem of 
eliminating the Johnson grass, gumming up the ploughs, by?going back 
again today with a flock of youngsters, just at that age where 
energy is oozing from every pore, - cmisous how I have fogotten 
the spelling of that word, and for them the gathering of? the 
winrows and pitching great armfuls down the bank was sheer frolic, 
while it was serving a definite need on our side to clear the ground 
for the ploughs. -

I returned to 1ucca all a-drip but those who had done all the 
work seemed and looked as cool as something just off*an ice cake,
I cannot help wondering how they do it.

tomorrow e shall go b ck acain, for I was busy* this afternoon, 
and in view of the blazing sun, I thought-it just as well to grab

at an aswerin until another day rolled round. *
Good news tr veling fast, as it does. I should not have been 

surprised when'this afternoon Blythe Band's cousin or some such passed 
this way, fortified with a camera and intent on examining and recording 
on film the -phenomenon of tETelephant. and ...the. butterfly, The intensi 
the shade cast by the banana 1 aaves*albng the front gallery, as 
you know, is not designed for good lighting in the business of 
making .snap shots, but 1 am hoping t at some suggestion of the 
horticultural miracle may be revealed, even though it be no more than 
an intensely vast field of shadow and the explosion 5f<snowy 
blossoms cornering in its midst, for even that little bit will 
be sufficient to suggest to you how»femarkable the whole thing 
a pears.
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Ej? ol friends.! Hinc Solomon, whose likeness you may recall 
in the photograph with me wherein each of us thought the other 
was holding tiie flowers of the elephant ear, hut neither did, well, 
Little &ing has joined the Army. He confided Ills intentions to me 
last ’-eei: end hut he didn’t want the white folks to know about his 
enlistment until it was effective. I knew him since he was ten, and 
now that he has become a soldier, my heard seems longer and longer.

The supper table tonight was .. raced by j. H., Eugene and I or me. 
Hugeme allowed as how little had just.telephoned regarding
his enlistment and observed t: at such a job wasn11 bad, - 
#75!.00 perrnonth, with clothes, food and shelter. - J. R. concurred.
So did I. Hunmmnmnmrnmm.. •..

I4 am wondering when my second secretary will be taking to 
a runform. Ib m&s his intention to join with Little ^ing, but- 
his-father*s signature was required and the latter was whisked 
off to jail with four other negroes on the place for stealing 
cattle, rad that threw Murrell’s plans out of joint, My guess 
is that the cattle thieves will all be out of jail within a day or two, 
and my prusuit of a new assistant will begin. If pursuit there 

mutt, be, I hope the need for it'will come before cotton opens, 
for by then money will be easy and trying to compete with cotton 
and oecfnies on Melrose will be up hill going.

The enclosure from Lora sgguests the rumor of his death, as 
passed along in Colorado to little Miss Lenholme, was great 
exagglrh&ddgi verbal second hand message today from the wood carving; 
school boy whose home is somewhere in the Little - Red Rivers area, 
B^f~and"The son of Beau Mack, my barber, are, at the mature age 
of 13 or 14, being paid three dollars a day cutting grass 
on Shreveport lawns untiI^TatF'l.ugust, when' they will return home 
to pick cotton,. The youth.se/at w-ord he was spending his evenings 
carving things out of wood which he would bring with him on 
his return and we shall arrange an,exhibit in. the African House to 
which I shall invitef acuity member s~dI~tTTe c ol or edTTfade“ School and 
later the Art Lepartment from the college. As Huey Long*.s sister 
is the head of the latter, I suppose she will be out in front 
when that delegation arrives. I shall arrange to. have 
Harrfr 'Smith, the Alexandria photographer who did many o^ the 
shots in the Picayune article about the Madam present, for there 
are two or three i ems which must be photographed for the Plantation 
Scrapbook, — the Simon L e0ree stencil and^so'on, and he might 
as well make it on the same day so an educational "droop"- may 
be recorded at the same time, • .. ..

Well, so things turn, and I am hoping against hone 
that^you a enft driving yourself unmercifully at "The'Open 
Door and such like. Please be considerate of you..,,.^

Sbmrsday, WLf liw*

Mi

Memorandum; 1 Hs&ti

X X # *

Surely X need not tell you It 1. good to hare your gift 
la today'o post* It must boob something la tlio aature of 
a gift —  and a reliaf. —  to your own good self to to able 
to road those lines, struck off oa ths now ribbon.

And when I have'finished on this maohlne tonight, how auoh 
more dollolous is going to bo ay oigarotto oa the gallery,
Juat booauso of your goMtroaity. .. , ■ ^

.....  m ii ' -eci* iw- k x*d * .*31 -• ~ -How good you aro• «« <««•• and how nios
the falntnooB of ay old ribbon impread itself oa A as 

til aoil^ other day whoa 1 nailed the original lottor to Dr. Wilkereon, - something shin to ghost scribbling, and tha 
finder aoasnelatuie oa the duplicate, thanks to a fairly 
now oarbon. lad X waa pleased with the whole business, 
thinking, sb I did, that it would do the University Press Diroator no harm to struggle through my eommunioation, 

while X hoped that tha duplicate you roooivod would bo 
strong enough to glanoo through without efforts.

am- hfi& wab”* (r "l:• It Arenbourg today wo finally got the torraoo pretty wojl 
bur shod off,’ so far as ths stalwart masses of JOhnson grass-hay 
was eonoarnod. But wo had labor ropereusions as a rooult,- 
or complaints from assoeiates af the laborer., then *»ly 1. 
hot and the disoontontof are impatient for oottoa to got 
to opening and it doean t Hi torts of things "bust out", 
and today Is was soma of the youngster who wanted to start 
something by tolling their follow .laborer., after they had bean 
paid off, that tjthey roooivad two or throe times as a»oh for 
their effort, a. did their hearers. lor the children, it wa.Sorts as did their hearer a.
me anuuk it, they --'groat time in hoopliig and hollering when their oompaniom 
returned. But while it afford* no end of merriment for 
the children, their parent., .ft.n having lo*. .an.., got

■ • * _ i_____ a iolmA a\o a M 4Va4 w a j#w«tw4 VIA

a game and if thair companions eould got on* to eons to a.k 
mo about it, they wore in the Tth aa 
■ mt t

iavon-'of glee, having a

V ii-11 U4IJ»4>U* w«l |  f W w  • •  W A  —  a— - !■ W— W  —  —  ^  W IPterribly diatro.aod about the cheating of their offspring, and 
' * • '1* and the parents .t.w and the only tM*» of which

irtain lo that September will onveatually roll 
» round and then old and young alike wil^ t*up tha _.to
their hi pa in cotton and, so long a. cotton picking lasts, 
tho world will bo bright and gay. and tho henkey tonk noiooy a.
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Solomon, '"lose likeness you 
vl.erein e: ol of us thought 

shant ear,
recall 

iq other
but neither did, 'ell,

My ol friendd, KMnr 
in the ohot o r aph 'ith me 
uas holeinw tie flovers of the el
Little has joined the Arm;7. He confided his intentions to me
last ee'. end but he didn’t uant the white foils to know about his 
.enlistment until it n;.s ef fective. I knew him since he was ten, and 
now -tint he has become a soldier, my board seems longer and longer.

The supper table tonight • 
Huge .ie allowed as how Little ■ 
hie enlistment and observed t: 
175.00 permonth, its clothes, 
S o  d id  i ,  Hummmmmmiiim...........

as raced b
•in_ hod 
t •s u c h

y J* h. , ^ugene and I 
j u s t tele p h o ne d r e g a r d i ng 

a job wasn't bad,
or me

:ood .-end shelter. J, H, concurred.

I am wondering when my second secretary will be taking to 
a runform. l| " as his i tention to join v ith Little , but
his father1s signature was reouired and the latter was whisked 
off to jail with four other ne.gross on the place for stealing 
cattle, no that threw Murrellrs plans out of joint. Ily guess 
is that the cattle t ieves will all be out of jr.il within a dry or 
and my prusuit of a new assi; tant will begin. If pursuit there 

mu-.t be, I ho. e the need for it'will come before cotton opens, 
fox by then money . ill be easy and trying to conr ete with cotton 
and pecanes on ^elrose will be up hill going.

The enclosure from Lora igguests the rumor of his death, as 
passed alou,. in Colorado to little Miss Lenholme, was great 
exam Srhted^ verbal second hand message today from the wood carving 
school boy whose home is somewhere in the Little - Hed^Hivers area. 
He’lrniT'tme son of Beau Muc h,  my b rber, are, at the mature age 
of 13 or 14, being paid three dollars a day cutting grass 
on Shreveport lawns untir^I^te August, when they will return home 
to pick cotton, Iha youth sent word he -was spending- his evenings
carving things out of wood which he would 1 
Kis~return and we shall arrange an,.exhibit 
which I shall invitefacuity members of the 
later the Art Department from the college.

.ring with him on 
in. the African House to 
c ol or e d" 'Trade^'School and 
As Huey Long‘s sister

is tie head of the latter, I suppose she will be out in front
when that delegation arrives, I shall arrange to, have
Harry Smith, the Alexandria photographer who did many of the 
shots in the Picayune article about the Madam present, for there 
are two or three i eras which must be photographed for the Plantation 
Scrapbook, — the Simon fee stencil and" so on, and he might 
as well make it on the same day so an educational "droop’ 
be recorded at the same time.

Well, so things turn, and I am hoping against hope

may

that you a 
Door" and

enTt driving yourself unmercifully at "The Open 
such like. Please be considerate of you.... 1
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thujaday, July £0t>, 1910.

Memorandum:
Surely I need not tell you it is good to hare your gift 

in today*e post# It must seem something in the nature of 
a gift and a relief, — > te your own good self te he able 
to read these linee, struofc off on the new ribbon.

And when I have 'finished on this maohine tonight, how much 
more delicious is going to he my oigarette en the gallery, 
just heoause of your generosity. - ,

Sow good you are......«̂ «and how niee.,...,..
The faintness of my eld rihhon impressed itself on t me 

the other day when 1 mailed the original letter to Dr. 
filter son, - something akin to ghost scribbling, and the 
firrfer nemenelatuie en the duplicate, thanks te a fairly 
new earbori. And 1 was pleased with the whole business, 
thinting, as I did, that it would do the University 

Prose Director no harm to struggle through my oommunieation, 
while I hoped that the duplicate you received would he 
strong enough to glance through without efforts*

At Arenbourg today we finally got the terraoe pretty well 
burshed off,* so far as the stalwart masses of Johnson grase-hay 
was eonoerned. But we had labor ropereueions as a result,- 
or ooalplaints from asaooiatea of the laborers. When July ie 
hot and the discontented are impatient for eotten te get 
to opening and it doesn t all torts of things "bust out", 
and today is was some of the youngster who wanted to start 
something by telling their fellow .laborers, after they had bean 
paid off, that they received two or three,times as mueh for 
their efforts as did their hearers. ler ths children, it was 
a game and if their oompaniens eould get one to eons to as it 
me about it, they were in the Tth *eaveaeof glee, having a 
great time in hooping and hollering -When their companion 
returned. But while it affords no end of merriment for 
the children, their parents, often having leas sense, get 
terribly distressed about the cheating cf their offspring, and 
so July boils and the parents stew and the only t^dqg of which 
anyone is certain is that September will enventually roll 
* round and then eld end young alike will be up thn te 
their hips in eotten and, sc long as sotten pieking lasts, 
the world will be bright and gay, and the honks? teak aeieoy as 
of almost any eld Saturday n i f & V ,
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many timaa have n  all atartad to look for aomothine 
and have tho quoat daganarata lato a top to bottom go at 
houao oloaaiag. I pload guilty to auoh alllinoaa thla 
aftornooa whoa * atartod to look for a Kinaay skatah and ooa> 
oludod tho hualaaaa by putting a Billion thlnga la ordor and 
finding ona or two thlnga I had not ho aoarohing for. and 
aa muoh adrip from ahadod hoat aa 1 would haro hoon had I romaiaod la tho aun.

/  Oao thing I did find, and whleh I think wo nay uao 
/  to advantage in tho Plantation Saraphook la a flaw full length

l/ ? t ° f flnap8h0L !lit is a study in whits and ntar white, far htr hair la ths 
oolsr of snow as is hor dross, with a sheeted apron to sot off 
tho whitonoss and intonsify it« It may lond itsolf ospooially wollZZ 11 whatever wooall it. I had thought Wo might havet© uso tho painting
of Grandwara .for this purposa* -hat -I -had preferred to reserve it 
for tho olroso portraits. Dissevering this likeness of 
Hadsmo Auhin-fiooquo provides just tho propor illustration 
for it oloarly illustrates absents of negroid ehar&otoristios in 
this groadt grandadaughtor of Grandpere, and tho 'great groat 
granddaughter of Kario Thors so Sainfoin Matoyer.g * g

t ‘ o

The Weather Bureau promises a low of Id tonight whieh 
persuades mo I am likely to seek shelter in shade tomorrow after, noon when I shall oontinme further explorations I shall 
try **# ld \ * 9 thought that I am supposed to ho looking for something other than disorder, and when stumbling ever ths latter, not so much as giro it a so send gianeo.
*> . **•■•*• onolosurs, arriving from hudolph today, Iamlajollofr to oast about for further impressions ooTorlng

ia * * * * * * * * >t toilani, ths m
bM4Et !^8 p#ak* 804 ytt 1 1 wMillwrite little Miss **uoy, asking if she Would ears to

write something wr-wthor. She can bo turning tho matter 
Jm ?}•* Jljjjfr bWtween jumps and than when autumn arrives 

,t^ *AM* r t h  Oawj^iaa swirl begins petering out, she will hare had an opportunity to formulate in hor mind what 
she then may want to sot down on paper, don't you think so.
Or would it bo wiser had more eonsidorato of hor •• for mo to wait until Oetebe*.

« » . 
t -i “

J. H. t.U. mw m m  Dapartmant ha ads fran tha 
Agrioultur# Bapartmant in oawing far a faw days naxt 
■anth.I beliava aawa ralativwa art aahadulad a aaupla af * 
waaka hanoa ta xwmala far a faw days, aa that what with
«  !£«?? i!i ?* P*,S ,w th* **V. it lwaka Ilka wa shall nat ha lanasaaa..«•••»

*. a.
Thaaka, tap, far speaking af L . J. '■ raaatlan ta tha Pilgrims, thing. Har raaatlaa la Talmabla far it ahawa I nat have bant

£••*“[ *££££? Uatt!??tl«  t# ?T,ld d«ia« * travalagua ahaut Melrose, whittling the thing down to tho vanishing point as 
I etrevs to keep tho Pilgrim Problem rather than the Melrose soon# 
in the forw ground. Daily I expeet Ora to »os this way, and 
if she doss, I 11 h&Ye her seribbls in a few linos at tho point suggested in your letter. But Ora failing, — or tho F
a??!riaJ aI*B*dy sent haring sufflood, you ean lot tho thing 
slide along any old^imo, although there is eertainly not rush, for I am sure it weuldn t bo published before January or Pobruary ii& 
ample6 m0ntl!l8 iattr*al between submitting and printing should bo
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Mssae Ha* Guitar

Mar jcry Santa*

Marla Stanley 

Badaaa Orumewald

Friday, July Elat, I960*

Memorandum f

Isn't ay nav ritban nice.....*..*

Vall9 anyhoe, I have jetted dawn a faw ef the names ef which 
yaw mada inquiry*

,My intent!an waa ta writa you immediately after reading year 
latter* Two succeeding fleets af pilgrims interposed, however, 
and sa A shall have ta touch an same af the questions yau asked at 
subsequent sittings*

Bafara leaving *ha ©pen Deer, however, I will raise the question 
if yau da net agree with me that it night ha a geed idea ta heap 
this transcribed material mnfelded temporarily, you retaining 
the transcription until wa have decided haw bast ta ineerperate it 
in the scrapbook Perhaps an Intraductary paragraph ar page may be 
in order. Perhaps ana Editor ar another will feel it advisedble ta 
identify same af fha.pappla ar list the batter known beats af the 
authors whose names appear* *axie Stanley, deceased, far example 
wrote whet.the^Madam thought an exeellent beat, —"Gulf Stream* ar 
same such title, and, if.mcmery serves, it had semethiag ta da.

• mulatta, appearing, I believe, just bafara as Just
after *©hildren •f Strangers*#

She palmist you inquired about was Ethel ltamferd Grand ar Grant 
Mumferd, and had still another name, tea, Z believe, having bean 
married thrice* She had spent three fortunes in persenal charities,
*??7,#7?rybi4y wtrld •»§ h*r name eludes men momentarily
still lives in Sow lark, - an Grave Street, I believe.

**Su
Byia never tired af repeating and before the Madam and 

Sister hew mad the latter became when Ethel, in reading Sister's 
P*lm. stated flatly that Sister was the mitten image, «*net ef 
her »athar, as Sister wanted te be told, but ef has father#

But let me hasten an ta tbank yen far year kindness in ef faring 
to have photegraphs and phatestata mqde locally* Zn ana *er 
two instances, this may be ef the greatest assistance* I have 
already had an understanding with J. M* that the plantetlem will 
defray such casts and ee if yen will kindly let me knew frem time 
te time, I shall reimburse yen, and it seems te me better te

maA* •▼•jy three er four weeks rather than 
letting then them accumulate# i leave it te your awn geed
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judgement as te site* If there isn't much different# in the prints, 
however, as te costs, I mean, 1 sheuld think the larger night have 
a mere striking appeal te the publisher*

I have net had time te run through the ether items yeu se 
kindly sent aleng but X de want te thank yeu fer then and I 
shall speak ef them alse at a later sitting* It was kind ef 
yeu te make a transeript ef Lyle's letter from Baten Bewge te 
me* I had fergetten it* 1 think we nay want te use it seme
time er ether* May X return the eriginal te yeu, er would te 
it be simpler fer yeu if X retained it here* And at this 
peint let me hasten to add. that sheuld all the impedimenta er 
an portion ef it that 1 forward from time to time ereate a 
spate problem, and you care to hare me store any er all ef it 
in an armeir here at Yucca fer yeu, I shall be delighted te do 
so* As regards anything that has been t disposed ef fer 
any reason, don't regret sueh dispositions having been made, fer 
none ef these in themselves were ef vast value and the torrents ef 
additional stuff will fill up fll missing spaoes readily enough*
If the last Lyle letter deesn t apme te the. surface, den t 

bemoan its less either, fer it^wasn t important and the ~ 
seme Impression that it treated tenths found in a desen ether 
and possbily even better items from his wen pen*

fw# ether points en unrelated matters, and^I am bound te 
tall it a day*

• i * -
Ve dined earlier than usual tonight, 1* H. explaining te 

me that he fas leaving immediately for Shreveport te listen 
te no peint whatsoever te sntiphenal hymns hy Herr fir* unde frau Venk* 
He says Dr, Venk has taken an apartment, leaving.Sister te oeeupy 
the house* Let us hope this widest,break yet is patehed up again*
It is difficult te envision what life would be like in these 

parts, were Sister to p&ok up her plunder and head out in 
this direction.

i * ’

And the ether t ing, — a telephone from Misemthuslam at 
neen today* She says a .Ohioage publication, - it sounded like 
She legre digest , has .written te say they will publish The 
Black Swan article in October er Vevember*

Mrs* Heleman is .heading out next week fer tedrnka, —  ef 
all places and possible ways ef spelling# — Paduka, Kentucky, te 
visit.a sister for a week* After that, she threatens«to honor 
me with a visit* against which 1 shall have an opportunity te 
brace myself* ••and friend festell* who sheuld be in the neighborhood 
by then* In th% mean time, as I continue my search and research 
fen the floatation Serapbeek, X may run across seme material 
suitable a fer fhe Begre digest er whatever the thing is called, 
and when learn if anything is paid fer the stuff and if se, 
hew much! there may be an opportunity te do seme business in 
that direction* And se things turn, and blessings en you fer 
all the myriad things yeu are doing no whole heartedly*****,*

L
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* Sunday, July SSrd, 1950*

Memorandum i *

One thing I must admit, -«I didn't miss my Beading Machine 
this week end* ' f

A few pilgrims, a few acquaintances unwittingly eentrived 
to stagger their arrivals and departures in such a way as te 
dove tail perfeetly from 9s30 this morning until after S 
tonight* The weather is hot and humid and as July invariably 
marks the season when enervation is at its maximum and nerve tension 
at its highest pitch, I find myself abeft as crisp and 
energetic as an eld sopping dish rag«

Perhaps it is the hot weather impelling everything in long 
pants te join er try te join the Army, and the fact that 
my seoond secretary leaves in the morning undoubtedly adds a 
measure ef tirednossto my momentary outlook fer I never eared much 
fer fishing* in the first place, and fishing fer secretaries 
has ne appeal at all fer me*

9 ♦
Perhaps it is the present he&t wave' that gave sueh an unexpected 

twist to domestic relations in Shreveport* I have learned one 
er two mere details regarding matters in that area, and while 
any thought ef patching up the business would seem out ef the 
question in normal households under like circumstances, the 
fast that everything about the particular one is se unpredictable 
that even the imposiiblf* -  I hope, may be effected*

t

I believe the first inkling the wife had that anything was 
out of joint was when she blandly ordered something from a store 
where she had an aleeunt, only te be told delivery could net be 
made as her husband had stepped her credit* Then she diseevexed 
the telephone had been disconnected and the house phene number 
diverted te an apartment, Just taken out in her husband s name*
She then consulted the family steng box where they kept-about 
three thousand dollars in sash, only U  *l3aA * ben brimming 
ever with toilet tissue* .
* At the moment it wduld appear she is free te keep the residence 
and the children and he te supply her with one hundred seventy five 
dollars every two weeks en which she oarnnet possibly live, of course*

* According te present plans, she^snAAbe children and Mina
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Molnnes art scheduled tc spend several days here m this taming 
week, arriving about Wednesday er *hnreday, I believe, That 
undoubtedly will be a three ring aircue, but seme thing ene can 
stand alright if assured the eireus will eventually terminate and 
all the elowns and wild animals return te Winter Quarters sheetly thereafter#

The bright spet in the picture is that the husband says it 
is impossible to live with such a woman while the woman says her 
hmsbandborrewiDg *phxas«fr«th* Pr.sid.nt, l. a son of a Mt*k.
Ihe famlXy. haTlBy alway tptwU aa quarrals and zaarimlnatiana.
It *»nli saaa tbt pattern ramalna tfibrakan, and aa lass aa
tha far* remains in taat, I assaaa the momentary separated parties
rn ̂ i ^ h ' a ^ d V t r t r  th* >a4 dU,t * Uff r,turm U

3  M &' u  i. *% L ' ij 1 y  !L 3  jr . § J

I bore you with all these details *se yen may have a emeprehensive
mhate?!r#̂  th?8 *• ab3La *• comprehend the betterff a * ^ 4 *  within the mt immideate future# In the mean time, I aa holding the thought that 

■ 5^ fain constantly during the impending visit, whlsh will 
add to the boredom of the visiters, for under the pleasantest

paU* *n the ” tkiak, and^  aan ^  ^  ibs drabbest while she is here, that faster 
ought to weigh heavily in the direct ion ef making the glitter of 
society life in town seem ever so much mere attractive*

w^t J?018 with.his niece and several young people, seemed better, 1 thought, then at any time I had seen him since
brM#* tn * busy aftemoen#The He^eeks wwrivsd jujtaae the fiends were leaving and remained 

my# Brew s uncle was another visitor. Is leftmuoh tee long

« » r s  a r t  t .  £ba«^t'U»aalf » homo th2!J? bSt 
if ff. if?-***^hS,*^S.*• *— i panalaa .ill atari and
lf,J*5.f* v «.^iI***C*iT*** *• itmda Houston exhilarating ,ntaaXd tram kttt atmoapharia amt kamarn viawpaiata, **

, Saturday I mfeaoaarad suita a kit af material ha.ine to 
°f?? *ij« pkrsona ltlaa tkat, than fnxtkar axplarad'aad "iX1 *a**nttadlypray Ida maak addltianal data l «  tka f

>r *Tanflaaro1 iilrli***111*”* ■ if * s■0,,l ̂ atamant aada
baa^amanolaptad*priw*ta *Jthr,*h » «  * '!«*, bad
hanga ta tte’i.tt’g  tha dalr 2 ^ ^ i Ti 3 % «
kuigs an tha rigkt. this la tha first tlma l !2.r f f *
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Monday, July 24th, 1950#

Memorandum]
•■2 b

2he enclosure from Ora is nioe# I am glad she doesn't mind us 
using the quotation from her letter regarding the Madam# :. , t- , : . j >•? - • •£ & <z • -*■ ■1 -* K>l ’ t ■ ■ * •

I was a little jolted by her demur in writing something about 
the Madam s scrapbooks# * frankly I thought 1 had asked her te write 
something-about the Madam s interest in becks generally, explaining 
that X had written Mrs# Wagner who had catalogued to scrapbooks 
partially, t# have a go at the partioular field# My letter must 
have been lacking in olarity#

My second secretary departed for the wars today* ant muoh of 
my mail awaits the coming of my first soarotary later tonight, —  I 
hops# • a • ' <

. * ■ t
And tomorrow is Brimary Bay in Louisiana, which is aoqually Blestlioi 

i as you know# for the first time on resort, there will be a polling 
l place on Melrose, ••la the new Beoane House, hard by the store#
\ Heretofore everyone from this soot ion has gone te Montrose but

because ef the inerease In eelered voters, a place here in the river 
bottoms has been provided so that people ef ;eeler nay net feel intimidate* 
by the white trash living 1m the hilly ssstlen just beyond Montrose*
I believe 197 are registered for voting in this neighborhood, so 
the work of the Beard shouldn't be tee arduous*

* v  •/ V "  ̂ t • ■ ■» '• * - 3 14 __ _ v. w &  •-

The beet news I have had today arrived in the interruption 
between this .paragraph and the foregoing* My setretary, *e# 1, 
arrived and se I have been able te hate a little chat With you, 
as of Tuesday, last past* This letter:should have arrived cm 
Saturday, of oourse, but must have been delayed over the week end 
in Bayou ^atohosy for the postman was early on Saturday, leading 
me to believe the general thinnest ef the post was due to his 
departure from that quarter before the 9# and P# train had run#

first off, let me thank you again for haying se thoughtfully 
provided me with,the ribbon which makes type writing ever se much 
easier, since lkdenrt have to thump quite so hard and besides, 
the ink is of sufficient darkness so that 1 can tell at a 
glance if X have written on a page er net# *

•  *  ’ *■ j ■■ ' * f * f
And before 1 forget it, let me speak ef the print you are 

having made ef ,the Madam with her scrapbook# It is oertainly 
kind ef yea to make the inquiries and put through tho order# If 
you wU,l kindly let me knew the charges, I shall be glad te 
ask the plantation to defray tho same, and if it is just as sonvenient
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'f®*14 *“*» *■“  the enlargementfdr the time being* I shall send you soot ions ef the manuscript 
from time te time and pictures te illustrate the Taritus P 
sestiona so that yen may have a complete lay eut ef the wort 
as it progress, thus being able te determine how things are

k0!p •om? th® Illustrations that are here nntil after Dr. filter son has made his rounds. fro* him I nay be
S 1 t ; fc5®;f?f!*at!  ®r *ath.®j 4®t " nii*® i f  A* • • • •  ey. - t . - e ye with *■ in  the hatter ef making the heek, when printed, suggest
a eerapteek, and perhaps he way he able te supply us with

®f ^e snseshots, although, since 
7111 th,M «o*te, it way he just ae wellnot te let him do any ef the reproduetien ef the anapshets. einee

*tT® hi> Ihe *■»*•■/*** that L. 3. o. had 
L S < 2  . J ^ V ? * ? 11® *hat will leave us free tesubmit it te hahtings House fer an epinien as te whether the
thing has anjr eommereial valm. before we finally turn the item everPO Ji. »» U.

out 1I®“ 41a» *••• if ». 8. 0. aan puhlieh 
5JI*r? L PA2tOBiatit«rapf0*u0tipM» a® f9x ««aplft two or throw pages

l 00?kf »ay bo involvsd in the number of sash differing types of
doiidi S dh ^ t™Li1£51l8#iBg 811011 aatt?r with. hJLm, we wan the bettor aosido on hew much fee are or are not limited*

for *i!®;yvpr^ ®  “ • i»PW*tivo for roproduotion,& ?ouplt taa* are 5 by f inohos but with & dull finish* -
*?• ,°f Aubin-Hoouo, And speaking

Thê uhotoffTftni,8̂ *?8*0? * t# 4l«»»*T*»r a moment.2 *  p*!£?*Ta5h w4f t^ ea fey **«* Blum in 1988, I believe, and shew* l & l ^ S f ® ^ ®  Banding fomethlng to her eon, Bonis, both 
Z88?? P*®*ilo* whils Xylo s baok is te the timers* Wh&t Lyle

!h® *£*»*• !• rta^Ss hdtt nstTim aor own hand on the basks*■*' ■v ■ ■■7 ■ j • »
"Xadarno Aubin-Roque , Lyle and Denis Roque* *

a member & &  f^ily S™*XiBti to to®* ^sy had
. In *Bs matter ef the burning bird bottles, i hope you will 

?$ «  fB«*lntely nolrouhlo about Bonding, literal,
and thl BaldwiSe^* 2* *?x\.Spring, so far u  the Stemsan pno .Baldwins go. that will bo plenty of time, and if wo don't
get around to send thtfm at all, they will newer bo the wiser* ,

of ?iv?r oamo ko ®a® m today* saying hs had hoard2ftSn«n$!lfi8t i?.ili8n toy 8 wood oarwing and that whom the youth returns from pushing lawm mowers in Shrowport next month he will 
send %i. around with samples of hi. handiEtf t ^  L “ a. ,h.»he saw Clemente's things ’and said hi« * surprised when
wondering what will turn up from that quin or. Againthsmki f?r all.. .

Tuesday, July £5th, 1950*
t • ; .

Memorandums
... >; ,f. p  • ; h f o . i  ' ' t f  & £ f ■ *  A i .  ^ X  •- * *  e J ' :■# j  ^ ^

May X toll you that owon thought the postman jumped us 
on 1st elass mail today, he brought ms a feat square, but thin, 
sartom whieh was a eomplots surprise.

t - ' 'i • s
‘ Y  {% '* j  ^  »?. • ;* M i l  - ! J  '.,K% V  . V- *  ’ •

Te tell yoh the' truth, it newer dawned on mo until X had
* aotually opened the paokago that it might contain a phonograph 
record* And then whom I saw what the paokago hold and then when 
X disaowered the Tsohaikowski opus within, my onehamtmsnt know 
no bounds and again X had to ring up another staggering digit to 
all the happinesd flowing to mo from yen*

A prolonged week end, inelmding helidaya on Monday and today 
has pfobably boon the reason why my Reading Maohine has not 
boon returned. But with tomorrow's dawn ! shall begin worrying 
the stato ageney responsible for its repair, for natsrally I 
am oonsumed with impatient# ts haws a gs at the Romeo *and Juliette 
Oweraturo forthwith and straight off* If the machine is 
dsliworod to me on the morrow, howewe^, X am go ng to try to 
restrain myself until the close of day* ,Vhat with the elegant 
moonlight nights wo are ourrently enjoying, X think it will be 
swell to plaoe the machine on the baok gallefy and trying out 
your musieal oontribution under the aegis of a mellow moon 
and billions of fire flies* t * *

X shall report on whatower success attends this "fete 
musicals on ohampetro", and shpll regret only ws aren't absorbing 
the delights together*

following a partieularly busy porning dm a half doson dirootions, 
you can picture my surprise whan, between IB and 1 nosm,
Sister, the 5 children and line blow in* Something had boom 
said, following J. ^*'s wisit to Shrowoport, that they might 
oome down in thb middle of the week, but X hadn't supposed the 
middle would begin muoh before Wednesday, and had their plans 
been changed, 1 shouldn't hawe been at all surprised*

0  . 0* , *1 ".i V  '

But here they wars, as moiaoy as usual and X beliewe ws art 
to be honored fer at least 5 or 4 days, assuming ws surwirs* The 
first thing Slstef delegated aina to do was to got in the oar and

• gs to the nearest henkey-tonk ts got some whiskey* But Bins oamo 
baok empty handed, naturally, since today la flection Bay and 
no liequer is being sold, and no henkey-tonk even open*
Bins seems to bo remarkably noble or stupid, X can't figure out whieh 
to bother with &fdh* a* bag*
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A,'.-

With Sister's usual naviete, she assumed I knew nothing 
about domestic bombs bursting in air in the Shreveport area, and 
I let her rattle the whole thing off as long as she pleased*
Some place tor other, perhaps she had brought some with her, she 
had succeeded in getting an edge en, and the talk ran en endlessly, 
prospects for the future, the wisdom of suieide, the best steps 
to be taken in trying to effect a reoonoilliation, etc., etc., ad 
nauseum* She folded up her beard immediately en leaving the 
supper table while Hina accepted ^eleste's invitation to spend the 
evening yonder* Naturally 1 was delighted to close my own doer 
en that wide ef the world and open it en the quiet of the 
white garden where X have been sitting* for the past couple ef 
hours in company with the*Park -^ke and his brother, both of whom 
you have met* And mighty pleasant it was, toe, relaxing with 
people having the stability ef kindt hearts and a sense of humor*

Sleet ion Say at the local polling place went off eter 
so quietly* Shortly«X shall have to turn en a; 
see hew far out ahead Senator long is running*

en ay radio to
*

Last sight I listened fer a little while to some of the 
final campaign speeches whioh certainly sere dull i
was struck hy Senator Ceng's,assurance to the eleotrcrate that 
he stood for progross,-Old Ages tensions, etc,, and that he 
would always oppose "Socialised Medeeine*, as had all his family in 
the past* Shis sounded so odd against the backdrop ef 
reality» —  thebig charity Hospitals sponsored by the longs and 
scattered over the State* net to *mention their participation 
in the health program* as headed in this Parish by Pr*
Knipmeyer, with free clinics sprinkled ever every Parish in 
Louisiana* 1 don't knew what people mean when they use that 
trick word ̂ aombination manufactured by the American Medical 
Society, —  Socialised M*deeine** but whatever they have in mind, 
it is bound*"to be expansive and all inelusive if it anywhere near 
approaches what X*euisiana has to-offer by way ef free hospital* 
ization and general medical care* « *

■winging hawk to the presence ef the disturbing influences 
currently let leeee open us, I am going te try te get something 
pesitiTC out ef all the din and hubbub, ferhaps 1 shall bs V

eonssntrat# with ma on a sketch fer the end papers 
far Plantation Scrapbook Hina is a good artist, and it will 
do mo harm te try te get something cut ef all the confusion 
obtaining at tho momont, but 1 reckon it will bo a mioraolo if I 
succeed* . «

but enough of sueh speculation. Besides the hour grows lats 
and I would probdbly do well to give "Sleep* kind nurse of man", 
an opportunity te do a little ef her business* sins# tomorrewV 
and the next day and the next will probably be enervating enough*
But if the maqhine comes through and night comes en. it Will 
be so pleasant to contemplate utter relaxation en the back gallery, 
thanks tq the comforting strains issuing from tho magical gift 
your generosity brought te hand this day.•**..; *
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Wednesay, July 26th* I960*

Memorandums
fe hand not eno but two elegant letters, together with 

their manifold enclosures, testifying te the vast industry * 
to which you have devoted yourself tee arduously these more resent 
week ends* "We ain't get to oateh a train" the Madam used 
to soy, in referring to an absence of pressure, and I pray you 
to proceed on that task* for tho days in Manhattan art too busy and 
the weather too sweltering for you te push yourself so hard* Bo 
please go slow*

I shall not eollapss tonight to the tune ef Tsohaikovski, 
for my Reading Machine hasn't come through as yet. I talked 
with Mrs* Coombs this morning by telephone regarding it and am 
hoping* to have luok before the week end* Her household is in 
a momentary flurry, it seems, what with her sen who is studying 
medeoine, has been oalled up with his Marine or whatever unit, and 
departs en Friday fer Paris Island fer intensive training before 
heading out for the Paoifie* I always think it a pity when studies 
are thus interrupted, fer tee often, after service in the field, 
the student seems to find tho life ef a scholar too tamo on his 
return. *

« L v  v  i  »> ' ' < *  • ' *  f  1 ' '4 " ' 5

And mya X thank you fer all the fascinating details you 
had for me regarding the Walter Whites. Turly you are extraordinary 
tho way you can throw open doors en vast perspectives at the mere 
mention of a name* I had heard nothing at all about ail tho points 
you covered and the details concerning the Whites in India* When 
I re-read the book, these epilogues will makt the whole business 
so much more interesting*

t

And thanks* tee* fer telling me ef your viewing ef fhe 
Titan. Teu covered the details so interestingly that it was like 
hearing ef quite a different work ef art from the one Rudolph 
touched on* X had been particularly curious te learn something 
about the produoor and several allied details which*yew covered so 
completely for my delectation* « Surely there should be mere 
films like The Titan. And in using the word "film" reminds mo 
that for my secretary* the word "film" seems to bo one of those 
triok ones, — I suppose almost everyone has sueh* which cannot 
be managed easily* The word appeared two or three times in 
your letter, and oaoh time he pronounced it as flirn"*

*  *  *  -

"The Prophet in the Wilderness" which X am impatient to read 
has tho sub-title of "^he Africa of Albert Sehweitae" and is by 
Hagedorn or some sueh* I take it to bo tho tamo book you 
wore-so kind as to let me bwrrew some time back, and subsequently 
returned, the one containing the picture cf the Congo "African House".
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It would" bo difficult for me to doseribo tho pitch at which 
wo aro temporarly living. Tho racket and hubbub is constant 
and tho flow of alcholio beverages constant. And naturally tho 
country is a vast boro for one never eapable of entertaining one's 
self, with the not result that the time and onergy of 
other people have to be imposed upon during all the waking 
hours. X am hoping tomorrow may see the .end of the current go- 
round, although one oan never guess who "any sOfceduledx may bo 
altered from second to sooond by tho lightning like changes of 
the or ratio and inebriated mini* Toss in a measure of ^ 
quarrelsomeness with her children and an impulse to start f : 
arguments over nothing at all with her companion, and you havo 
some sample of the brew that bubbles constantly iaq these parts*

fortunately for our side, she indulges in tho tendency to 
get going leisurely in the morning, and that affords me some 
opportunity to plan, if not completely carry through, a few 
projects with Nina, who is oertidnly an accomplished artist.

Early this morning, for example," she and 1 roughly sketched 
out a working sheet for the end papers of floatation Scrapbook, 
hina has done work of this type for publishers and is well 
prepared therefore, both from an artis’tio andpraotieal point of 
view, to carry the thing through. She is taking the sketches home 
with her and will transfer them to bristle board, using the 
proper inks, etc., and so return the same.

The balance of the day. when net distracted by all the hurly
-burly, she devoted herself to doing a sketch of tho Chapel 
in charcoal. She will also take this home with her and sketch in 
the blaek and white elements required. Naturally X regret that 
all this cannot be accomplished here and now, but that is 
impossible and so one fan but do the best one team. And the 
chances are pretty goei I believe, that the work will bo oxeouted 
and sent back alright. Eventually wo shall see whiohdwlll be 
better for illustration for the Scrapbook* a "flashlight 
picture of the Chapel or this blaek and white sketch, and if 
the variety that the etching might lend is net required,, we can 
use a snapshot. There will be one advantage of the sketch, - somewhat 
in the M d y  Suydam manner, however, - for Nina has somehow con
trived to get the salient features of three walls of the Chapel, while 
a camera would probably be able to cover but two.

In the midst* of trying to effect some of th#ese things, we were 
constantly interrupted and personal friends ofT Sistor, who by chance, 
passed this way, contacted her and added to tho donfusion.

Well, so things turn momentarily. Personally I abhor troulbed 
waters, but if one is forced to be in the mi£st of them temporarily 
one might as well fish for whstver may be present, X suppose,••
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Thursday, July £7th, I960.

Memorandum

And so, if I had only been smarter, I might have saved all 
that talk about the Elephant and the Butterfly, and merely sent along 
the enclosed snapshot that would have explained all.

1 guess the other enclosures speak for themselves. A week or 
*°***•• } wrote the single word, Hey, on a sheet of paper this siie, 
and folding in a butterfly lily, sent it along tp Georgetown, Hence 
the opening salutation from one Anne Parish, who, I take it, must 
have responded favorably to tho treatment of the "big bad Wolf".

In spite of all tho hubbub going on today, X somehow get an 
opportunity to run through the Memorandum as of November 17th, 1948.
I had no idea it could have been so bad. You were certainly 
charitable when you remarked it might need some editing. Editing 
it slap out of existence would be the only way to correct it, I 
think. I guess it's unfortunate for others that I can't glance 
through what I write for could X dd so, surely many of the 
out-going pieces of mail would never go. Although tho particular 
one under discussion was written after a particularly trying day 
and under adverse physical conditions, there seems to be scant 
excuse for it having been so lamentably contrived. Lest an was 
pretty terrific, but he at least had the virtue of brevity.

2 elm a, whom we saw in the road, marching to Arenbeurg, came to 
see me this morning* before the Knipmayers arrived. She had just 
had a letter from her son, Little &lng Solomon, from Port. Biley,
Kansas, the first letter since he volenteered. She wanted to
read me the letter wherein the little one asked her te give me his 
address, hoping I might write him. I acted promptly and kept the 
Knipmayers waiting until I had finished, for the ehild profeahly needs 
letters mere speedily new that he will later. And I had mueh 
to tell him about his loeal fridnds, like X<ittle Elam and Log being 
widow gentelemen at the moment, and about the rivival meetings 
at St. Augustine's whureh en Little Elver end the impending hajttleing next Sunday morning. And so forth and so en. 1 feel 
sorry for some of these Gane Elver negroes, so obviously part and 

. paroel of these rieh river bottoms, and obviously destined for so 
mqeh longing for home when they find themselves in sueh strange 
places as Kansas or Korea. Some of them, like Log, will eomo baek 
again, apparantly unsoathod by their experiences in the Army, while 
others will probably never come baok, and, I suspect, will never bo the 
happier for having jeekeyed themselves x into other ways of life 
to which they will never accustom themselves entirely. ♦
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Madam .Hand and Pnau Peupler oame hy to sea me about 2:30*
They had skipped the big house on their way through the gardens 
in order to get a briefing before having the panasm panorama 
of domestie bliss in the sank menage outlined for then by an 
expert* They encountered the latter half an hour later, but 
I was glad to leave them to cover all that by themselves, and X never 
did see the Hand contingent again*

But while that business was going on, Hina and T  would discuss 
some final details* of the proposed sketches she is doing for the 
Scrapbook* She is certainly a gifted artist, ~»littleMis8 2. 
declares her to be the most talented in Louisiana, and I have a 
feeling however she fihishes up the things, they will be fine. Let 
us hope eireumstanoes distract her into becoming a Ramsey in the 
delivery section,

* » « .;
When the Bands departed fron Meixeco, inviting Sienter and Hina 

?Iar«v° the °Smp* !h6y 89nt an invitation to mo. but naturally I demuxro d.
out£lt! itB9lf fin8lly *« tuader full steam in a Horthorly 

direction between 7 and 8 or perhaps 6 and 7, and the profundity 
of the peace now settling*over the place is all pervasive and 
invigorating. On parting, the final shout from the oar vast

"i’ll see you next week*, —
** * t

but ^  hoping this was merely a friendly gesture and uttered with 
no expectation of realisation** •***'» *■

flmlte by ohonoo today, I stumbled over the reason for 
”  " ? ?**■* ?! ?£9 nmomt onllotmonts from the C u e  Elver country. I 

v*«i wonder lag if the oame reason a„li*s in otlMX soetions of the country
Bwolled aotonishingly. 1 was talking ”

with two of too youths, aohedul.i to depart for the warm nest 
sfhjarsdsy. One of thorn said: •_ n  x0j 33 1  - a r i x  ww ,

. . i

*oa* b? B0.l0lli Li passing. And then with the hundred dollars a month the Sovernment sill furnish us for 
schooling, we ean by us a fine ear.*

for the first time I oenslderod the general educational pattern 
of votoroaa returning from servloo, and realised for the first tin* 
that nearly all of thorn, with th* exception of log, had lnvostod 
thoir monthiy educational stipend la antiquated httseloss oarriagos.
Ill*0 ™ * ’ •ld. “ 4 y««ng, a oar has bosom* a symbol of success? and 
JI*° J^ough on* das no plae* in partieulir to go, ths oar 
novertholoss is Xshlbit A ofooonomia omahoipation and th* poasossion 

®n** whether it functions or not, is almost imperative.
itnii*th* S*** ?T#,y y,utk ,imply dad to own a horse of his own, now 
f t ^ t h t h p - s l m *  oarriago that moves into tbs front row ofthinss doair.s
iiU wio^^t^'v?7 f”? MOretary 8t 80 havo ono. uad if l u ^  ‘will wreck it th* first day, as some have done, and thus esoap* up-kiop.
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friday, July 28th, 1980*

Memorandum:
How nice to find your envelope ef amplitude in this morning’s 

post, with your grand letter and the manuscript of Aunt Benjamin*
And what a splendid suggestion regarding the Prudhommo letters* 

I am so glad you have soon Uncle Bar Cisco's house —  not to 
mention Uncle Phaner'S with its nice little avenue of oaks*

I think everybody interested in old Louisiana, except 
those possibly concentrating on slot machines or some such, arc 
primarily concerned over the 'ante bellum aspects of the regLen*
The letters you mention will undoubtedly supply some direct or 
indirect sidelights on pro Confederate War doings and will there* 
fore make excellent' filler* to ■ - ' ‘ * - v v , 5 .. ..

Somewhere among the local "tresoys" is a volume entitled 
Hatchltoches Lore or some such.-having most of ltp contents 
^devoted to doings of the Prudhommos, Buards, Hertsogs, Lambres, 
etc., including some genoologiohl notes, exerpts from private 
letters, etc*, and some of these, pasted along side the letters you 
mention ought to add some interesting details to what was 
going on in the suburbs ef the Melrose metropolis* Xf memory 
serves, all the Lest an Diary is in the same beek, and that we shall 
scraeely be able to make much use of, but we oan glance over some 
of the other things and see what we can make of them. I should 
bo able to find the book betwoen now and about Tuosday, X should 
Imagine, and 1 shall send it along. Hoop it as lopg as you pleaso, 
although eventually it should bo returned to the local roposjkflgy*

If X-oan track down the item, and»X'm sure I .can, it will 
oontain a most fashionable picture ef Hareisse Prudhemme and wife 
in the very front of the book* 8he is wearing a costume so very 
much after the manner of Oharlette of Mexico while Hareisse, seated, 
leeks just about as messy as did all men in the costume effected at 
that era* I don’t reckon we shall need to have it copied, but 
if for any reason we should, when having it printed, we should 
have an extra one made fof Madam Oleutier, perhaps, since she 
would undoubtedly be fascinated to see this tintype of the former 
owners of her home* The Madam has often spoke ef the picture to me 
and how she obtained it* She visited the eld placie just as the 
Prudhemmes were leaving it. All the furniture had been removed, 
and Madame Hareisse had lingered en to attend to a fow details 
when the Madam arrived* The Madam remarked upon tho interesting 
leaking trash being swept out and asked if she might have tho old 
newspapers and photographs which she was most graciously accorded,

»
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although the Madam said aha felt quite sura the ^rudhommes all 
thought her out of her mind, ashing far auoh sweepings. Thera 
vaa some conversation with Madame ffaroissc about the picture of 
herself and husband, but aha seemed to set mo store by it* Xt 
may have bean a Daguerreotype ef which she had other copies, and 
that this picture which X recall distinctly as being in the booh, 
is an enlargement cf the smaller item taken la ante bellwm 
times*

I am so glad yea mentioned the notation the Madam made giving 
a acocunt of hew the copies cf these letters, translated,

4oame into her possession. I think it would be a splendid idea 
te Preface them by quote her directly, for that will keen her 
interest cr prCsence tre the fore, and at the same time put the 
matter in a dear light for the milliea Irudhcmmes, aone of whom will 
ever read the book, and at the same time will undoubtedly delight 
the translator and her husband, the latter being a prominent 
architect in Shreveport.

Switching to the contemporary scene, I cannot tell you how 
pleasant it was today, - the peaew obtaining hereabouts. Many of 
my friends of eoler who had vanished from the local seone as soon 
as the sound of the throe day tornade arrived, again put in their 
appearance, and although all of us, including Celeste, still 
proceed at an unnatural pace, still the oalm after the storm 
is promising, even though none ef us have as yet recovered from 
the enervation that Invariably obtains during bhd in the wake 
of sueh a visitation.

up a mattar lor opinion that floored me by its stupidity. She said she thought she would suggested to the 
Estate that she be rented the big house for Ji |d0.00 a 
month, fo she could retain or chase out any servants she wnated 

® and so that she might tell all the members of the
ti n4tv h0UB«. - that is everyone she doesn'tlike, which covers all the aenrys except J. H. I aouldn't

believe she was serious at'first but then it dawned on me she was 
She asked my opinion which she didn't want real” , hut she got
■ i t a t T S i ! " ! ™ *  F°lnted out “  wasn't likely theEstate would approve sueh an arrangement, for in the first ulaee
they eouldn t possibly have the vaguest notion of renting the

their old "home end asa plaas to viait from time to time. But she brushed such 
considerations aside and aotually hot-foooted it to the store 
and laid dewn the proposition to who of oourse dismissed
it as sc much tomfoolery. He is quite'ditfguested with her and

othw things, that he had advised her aha 
had better being trying to get ea with other people before lens 
for sooner or later she would have to realise thit there are 

other people in this world apart from herself. What a stupid goose
“£f*r 411 h?* #Mklln«. it does seem good to have it quiet again. Please don't drive yourself ___?

or in botween in the Sorapboek business... ..please!-!?!17 oa *®*k *n4"
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1

Sunday, duly 30th, 1950.

Memorandums
I found the volume I had boon searching, - Natchitoches 

LorCj^ it seems to bo oallod.
I have run through the table of contents and discover 

it contains rather less* than 1 had remembered.
It will go forward with this post. Keep it as long as

you please.♦
X have oheoked a few items in the table of oontonte, but 

more with a view to calling your attention to them than 
with any idea of reeommendatibn for considering them as 
being possible material for our project. Your first im
pression as to their general appeal will suffice to deoide 
if they should bo oonsidorod. . X haven't read any of them, 
send so oannot speak with authority as to what they oovor.
I thought they might lend themselves in part to the ante 

helium section of thb Sorapboek, for anything about this region 
could be inserted there and still bear some relation to the 
volfcme itself.

Xhe only other thing in the paekage is a spray from the 
bay tree growing in the garden in front of this house.
I thought you might like its pntogent fragrance, — if it hasn't 
all evaporated before reaehing your true hand. Xt is the 
leaf of this speeie of the laurel family so popular with 
Xiouisianana eooks for the seasoning of things roasted.
I might paste a few on me, what with the intemperate ~ 
thermometer readings.

The expression of hope as voiced in your letter 
reaching me Friday seems to haVe born fruit, for on the 
following day my second secretary tells me he went to twon 
and took himself out of the service to which he expeoted 
to be called this coming Thursday. I didn't know 
suoh slight of hand things eould be accomplished by 
the mere twist of the wrist, and 1 asked no questions.
I hope he is really as completely out before getting in as 
he seems to think. A* for my part, X ask tfo*'questions 
at all.

O'... B i f f  , >iv .»** « • + * * + 9 m *  - ' 4 r

In Saturday's post oame the enolosed note from 
Madbfif Tnohell. The letter was read tfc me in something of 
a rush between pilgrims arriving and departing and arriving, 
and so 1 am hoping X am wrong in assuming Miss Idllian
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* think:s she haw covered the Madam1 s propensity for Native 
Iris by this letter and the foregoing one. Be that as 
it may, let us hope more may he Just in the offing from 
her faoile pen. If you get the impression, too, that 
she is not contemplating anything further, do advise me 
qooordingly, and l111 give her a chunk or two, by way of 
inspiration.

Prom ̂ atohitoches learn from a single source that 
Caroline ^ormon is in the pink of condition and suffering 
from rheumatism in her knees. "In the pink with wobbley 
knees"* somehow doesn t seem to |ibe, hut * ask no 
questions. &he has had ample time to reppond to my 
letter suggesting she do a skit on the Madam s 
inclination to plant anything and everything* Perhaps I 
shall have a line from her shortly, and here's hoping it 
doesn t exist exclusively in details covering the knee 
section of her anatomy.

I shall be expecting something from Madam Vagner before 
long, too. She is one of those unsatisfactory corres
pondents like Edith Wyatt Moore and Carolyn Bamsey, —  
seldom if ever wtiting a letter, but taking a month off 
every few years to write a book.

' * * •  >%i ° ’u*-' *5-*' - ' " *  ' w -; * ' . iu-i Oil w Iv U'v-Ay h t L

I dined next door at 11:00. I believe J. K  was fixing 
to take off for somewhere, - more peoane conference, I suppose.

Madam Band passed by Yuooa a few minutes after 1 had
* returned from dinner. She and the Doctor had been to the 

baptisin' and I believe got a few snapshots, in spite of 
the heavy water particles haing in the air. »he wanted to 
talk about her conference with Sister the other day, feeling

* that by the time Sister had returned here from the camp, she had 
probably got the report of the conversation so mixed up, 
nobody would believe it. a told her that is what I thought
the nicest thing about suchureports were, — nobody believed them, 
considering the source.

I am looking forward to the morrow when I hope my 
Reading Machine will put in its appearance. I have been 
without it but two* or three weeks, and yet it seems 
longer. I might as weir admit I am muchuless anxious

* to get the thing operating again for anything in the book
line..... it's the ^schaikovski Ovsrature, to be play where
and whenever I please that especially impells me to "hold 
the thought* but mightily. You, of course, are the-only one 
effecting a**surprise for me in this Aomeo and Juliette number 
and I am glad, for 1 shall love it the more......* * 4 Hpi.lv vw A xi •*. i a # AS  “i--. •* X 1*”

Monday, July 31st, 1950.

Memorandum:
* .* t X. $ v :- # :’p -• ‘ • -v  ^ * ..

And so it was a lovely day and I reokon I didn't have
anything particular on the doeket, and yet somehow *1 seem sur
prised at what did appear.

Vox at 11 this morning, while I was going a mile a 
minute on this machine, I thought I heard someone call, and 
on responding, Lei I found Carolyn, Helen and Mrs. %ssie on 
the tbaok gallery. *

W $ Q f  0 / : t I r  v  •; ' 1  0 > -  ‘ i - *  rr--' '•* J* ■ t  •* • ' - ■ * * ' " ‘ ‘ ‘ ** .. _4 r . ...
Carolyn left before 12, and what with general amenities all 

around, I didn't get much chance to chat with her
; _ X , ' f 4  t, U • ‘f ’V , r 1 'y j ^  -Jr’ J  JL ' ’•i.l'V ^  X  •

&ut all three ladies seemed entranced with their Gatlingburg 
jaunt, and I take it Carolyn must have doe quite a bit of camera 
work, while all threepampled some of the furniture end trash on 
sale, A assume, since their respective station wagons seemed 

pretty well paoked.

Mrs. massie is of an earlier generation, in fact in some 
respects she reminded me of the Madam. Her husband is President 
of some insurance company and * gathered that this trip must 
be something of an education for this probably conventional lady who 
has undoubtedly given much of her*life to maintaining a lovely 
home, entertaining "the right people" ete., etc. But from 
this time forward, she will proba lyview a quite different 
one from that to which she has been aocustomed for 70 years baek, 
and having found a truer sense of values offered her more satisfaction, 
I figure she is likely -te find rioher experiences immediately 
ahead, now that bridge parties and formal dinners will not suffice 
to satisfy her, even though it may continue to suit her former 
friends.

Helen and Mrs. Ma8Bia. remained after Carolyn had left, and 
later in tthe afternoon Helen got a few shots of various landmarks 
in the neighborhood. Somehow it seems as though morning is about 
the only time to take most pictures of this type in this neighborhood, 
so many of the places chance to face the rising sun. We ran by 
Clemenee s house and thence up the river* on the opposite 
Side, noting that Madam Aubin-Boque's house is really falling 
down, and we stopped off at the Jfranoois Bobiaux home, and 
that, toe, is slowly dying of neglect.* We also dropped by Beaufort 
but didn't find anyone at heme, and that somehow rounded out the day.
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*rs. Coombs dropped by to report that Baton Rouge is 
slow on delivering the crystal for the Reading Machine, and so I 
shall have to practice patience a littlTTonger" in" sharing
T !v.fail0,ry °S th? white *arden with you and P. I Tsohaikovski. i think Mrs. «oombs is inclined to be depressed about her 
son having to head out for the wars, feeling it may be difficult for 
him to resume his medical studies when he gets back from Korea 
or where ever, and so A was glad the ladies were here, for they 
all could talk about Gatlingburg and Washington and the like, and 

e^ay the little gloom-clouds that probably be«set 
the Coombs horison momentarily*

fortunately today's post was light, for Y never did get 
to contact a secretary, and so* a couple of unimportant items, 
including one from Mrs. Brandon, will have to rest unopened until the morrow* *

While the ladies were viewing the "Art Bxhibity" at Clemence'a 
t the little houseof the Bark ^uke, hard by the Spillway.'
I found LQg s wife very much under the weather, and sometime5 
between now-and dawn, she will be taken back to the Shreveport 
Hospital where believe she had an ovarian operation a week ago.

*

. 1 a® aot yet .tuned to the .peed with whioh hospitals pronouuo.
« ^ « e ? ati#n38*f*st0!*4 to health 8114 them out within a day or*tworegardless of the nature of their complaints. S. far a, i

£b*® *0 learn, none of thee, lnatutitone hare quite oaught 
**th “adam Beaumont's, tut most of them appear to hepretty close behind* , : "• ■■■ * - 'j *

Talk oontinues locally about the lady who lest the tlM.00 
*h.W**ff*baJ?* T^ri0U8 *itBh Aoetors about the ^ariSh

fl°**r •? **•, find.*, - a oouein of th. laser, but somehow the matter doean t terminate there, and there ia muoh 
discussion going on as what should be done next, having the 
finder arrested is not to be oonsidocd for some reason or. other - 
posaibiy beoauae that would b. so simple, but rath.r a more
f bus,in*?B 88emB t0 be 1® order, Tomorrow th. husband of the lady who lost the money heads out for ^ew Orleans, having 
Just reoelrsd word from a kinsman in the Creso.nt City that there 
is a lot olass Voodoo Queen down yonder who ean effeot all kinds
? r ^ 8f i M w to f*r blaak. I don t know what th. «00 mil. round

to^ 8W Orleans oosta, but if many more witeh do.tors are oonsuitad 
either here or at suoh distano.a, the expenditures for aooomplishine 
whatever ia desirad will more than .xo..d the #176.00 already 08 ~~
rh?2*mt#i?{vI+?l0Uld*?hi,lk,i Blllt ®n® doesn't try to reaoo^any of wlthvth® participants in the business, for ^
there is an abstnoe of reasoning, naturally, to begin with..,.

Q/W * t .

/ v y
0

i

Tuesday, August 1st, I960,

Memorandums

Please don't do anything about it as yet, but in the 
back of your mind you might* retain any impression that might 
register there by ehanee covering some ante helium Inventory*

Bon't you think it would be nice to include one in the 
Scrapbook* I think it is always fascinating to run through 
the items on suoh a list, especially if ene stumbles over suoh 
odd expressions as "One old ditto", as I did once in a Rato he a 
inventory* A new chemise wa8;listed at so much, and was 
followed by an entry of "One old ditto" which ± found delightful*

I shall make inquiry in the Ratohitoohes area, - Ora,
Postell and the like, to see if they oan't find ua a Metoyer one, but 
if they should fail to do so within the next month, we might use 
any one you might chance to run across, styling it the inventory 
of a Metoyer contemporary, if memory serves, you menioned one 
as appearing in some of the old Ratohitoohes records you examined 
at the fiibrary some months back* All I suggest is that you 
keep green the source* so that if we must/we may lay hold upon it.

for once, everyone didn't pile up on the same day, and I'm 
glad the Texas contingent of yesterday came yesterday and that 

W. B. Posteil put in an appearance bright and early this morning, 
long before mail time and staid with me until noon* Re is 
spending the month at the ^ambre camp almost across the road 
from Beaufort* e

I sketched our plans for the scrapbook to him and he surveyed 
the subject from several angles and came to the conclusion that 
it undoubtedly has a chance to enjoy popular appeal if we 
can make it. seem to be more or less a composite or an opitome of 
all Southern plantations* As a oitisen of flew Orleans, he feels 
that if itkproperly contrived, it ought to appeal to lots of 
visitors in that city annually, and even might have an opportunity 
to sell in all metropolitan areas outside the South* He likes 
the idea of making the remarks covering’the individual items as 
brief as possible, giving an air of freshness to the volume by 
the sheer absence of talfcy assimilation, leaving it to the 
documents and piotures to excite the reader's interest*

The Texas ladies spoke of a favorable agent in Rew York who 
has intimate connections with tamer's. - a person stemming from 
Texas, enthusiastic about selling the South* They will be glad to 
put in a word for us, should we decide Harper might be sampled* 
According to.report, Rarper is inclined to go in for photogrpahio
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books at the moment, and this might ha precisely along theirthoroughfare, and particularly so if pushed by an aget ..
. popular with them. We oan mull this orer in the weeks ahead 
Wilkeraon* po88lbi:iity b9for* submitting the manuscript to pr.

... mt0J?y,L p08t,f“n# oae lar«* Photograph of the tfadam at her loom, together with several smaller snapshots, and -udolph's 
remarks en her interest in weaving. I shall aend the w'slis^-5-
3*th o£2 ^??^ttL f 0U<8h0rtlyi.*1 tWak h® has iOM very well, and with olio slight omission or editing, e an pro tty won bo
incorporated Just as is* I shall speak in more detail of this
subsequently when, after a week or two, I shall hays had an opportune
to get it and some other accompanying data properly  wrapped up*
w« * ^ a?5!iin* "°?moa the plant department and Mrs. 
t2!2n a grea? s?^d2°?orw«d'°n 4° ̂  48 “ • ** 8ha11 haT®

The Fostell sitting this morning covered a variety of
'SittiM8’ SSH *2® 2r tW0 01 *hi«h X shall touoh upon at this sitting. He says, for example, that Dr. Wjikarsim is a

“f11 undoubtedly must have oonvineed himself by discreet inquiry before going far on the Sorapboek idea that 
the one he asked to oolleot the data for the volume was the

£e 8?yB he is o«mal but oagey* if we oan only emulate him, don*t yon think so*
. P°stell mentioned Dr. Matt as. He says Miss Marshallwhothas done medioal aritoies for publications in that field, 
is currently assisting the venerable doctor in furthering his 
monumental work on the History of Louisiana Medeeine* He says that 
if th® fcut survive a few more years, the thing shouldbe achieved, and probably lie printed in several volumesby Dr* M* himself, and will be a marvelous oontribution to the sub Jest.

tb0TaSbt ld«a *** the final entry in the 
^  igi2lf1̂ fnd intriguing, calculated to set tongues to wagging in speculating on an unspecified point. I told him

lt might bB aioe qnote directly from thestatt! SB's;:,1* *••■*»». ***
aii P®®plWt Miss Oammie would have loved the example'**““'*•" “••"SiSS:

« '
The and

v vh* ?£??*• 01 00ur!B* Is that he* death la act down aa on Hovember 18th Instead, of the 17th, but that need not h?
•ut. Would you think that would seem too eluaivs t? ?! Pl“t8t 
who might insist on footnotes and explanation! publishers

Wednesday, August 2nd, 1960.

Memorandum j
▲nd so let's talk about the Scrapbook a little..***.
Today came a sheaf of letters from Mary Dagget Lake 

I am sending them along in a day or two with Mudofph's 
article, and with the l&ttez three suggestions for- alterations in his text. 66
- -i'j3 — Fff -5 fn**- ‘rp- p n -  -t ■ » T m  * ' svV1'"  ~ ~  —  ; 

the the Mary lake oontribution, all, apprantly fromthe pen of the Madam. It seema to me it might J be lust 
as well for a oomparlson of thoao with those. --if anv —

Ca*®olyt* volume. If they be new, fine, and 
thei? po^ibl! u m ?68’, y°U wil1 alr8ady haT® ^^ded about

How would it bp to have a chapter entitled,
“Letters Cammie G. Henry Liked to Writs* and
“Letters Cammie G* Henry Liked to Heoeivs." 

or some suoh*

the matter» th® »®re oonvineed I am that we are on the right track when we try to keep the volume as
much in scrapbook form as possible, with as limited assimilation

*011 hav® alr9ady indioatsd your approval of the idea, of course, but I refer to it again
it,oanbe 8old to the publishers, *thê volume ill by its very brevity, offer something diffornt and refreshing

boot^uyoxaPallk*h th&* m8y appaal both to roviowora and average”*

„„ writ®,iiel811 tonight, asking her to bring along proner
^ “V ? 8 pa8B8B tiB way a ’ law to gettin g5**

—  fegjstor, as plot or led ovidenoo in the contrast ^ie mulalTto and fEe negro, - with the Madame Aubln-Hoquo
BSiS iiM. Pie8entiag Bmlatt0 ^  ̂ 0  ohaptir on Cane Elver

storv*8BM r!?t? a pi8tura of illustrate thatstory, and with Log s picture appearing in that aaati n«
“ u ^ h l S 8* °n*' tXe piatu*»'*&ri>e 4ouhly*intereating,°don11
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Only recently have I learned that the average 
photographer takes poor pictures of negroes because most 
camera enthusiasts do net realize that the multiplicity 
of colors in the negro's flesh requires all kinds of filters 
to bring the varying lights into proper focus or relation, - 
the one with the other, She absence of such pre-requisites 
produces an effeot suggesting the skin of the subject 
is solid blaek, not unlike the dead blackness of 
ohareoal, eradicating many of the interesting lines and more 
Apfttle expressions and giving a completely false impression. 1 
believe Helen has made a study of all this, so that her 
potential portraits may be particularly valuable and 
interesting, U

I am enclosing a couple of. letters from today's post.
The one from Ora is partiiularly hilarious, in view of what my 
secretary says is an error she made in hitting a lick at the 
digits in the dates. I am responding that the lady of whom she 
speaks i« Jaound to be a hard shell Baptist "baptised in 
1947 and married in 1747" or howeter the tfting goes.

As for Miss Nellie's letter, don't bother to transcribe 
it, please. My secretaries could get^no where with it, and 
possibly you can't. But if you can, and X beg you not 
to struggle much with it, you might merely mention any 
point she may stress particularly. Otherwise, fx if she doesn't 
underline anything in particular, just let the whole thing go, - 
I wrote her yesterday, prior to the receipt of this letter, and 
so she will not be expecting one from me within the near future.

•

fieferring to Ora's letter again, I have responded telling 
her of the recommendation X made in writing to Bssae M&e a few 
years ago concerning the wisdom of having the State library house 
the private collections of ancient maps and papers and documents 
dealing with early Louisiana, and the suggestion X made at the 
time, — in a prospectus, - that this material be 
typed, 'Photostated or mioro-flimes as the individual piece 
might merit, with a view to the State library branches 
in all the State Barishes being used as agencies of the Baton 
Bouge fiepository so that such re sear oh material might be 
made available through these branch libraries to students 
who might know of their existence through a oomplete oataloue 
of the same, and ability to borrow individual iems along the 
lines that orddnary books are kept in circulation. It 
seemed to me that this, idea, p apparently buried in Bssae Mae's 
files might thus be brought to light, either <n the current 
study being made in Baton fiouge to whioh Ora has been invited, 
or through the article she plans to write for a n autumn library 
Bulletin. Thus, by round-about means, perhaps, something will 
be effected after all•«««««,

4 3 3 1

W) .
-Hr”—

Thursday, August 3rd, 1950,

Memorandum *

Monuments to your nobility as of Sunday last past came 
to hand in this morning's post, 2 v

? -

Even as you expressed yourself in your letter, so 
must I at this point*say 1 am incapable of knowing where to 
begin saying thanks to you for all you do for me.

And may I congratulate you on your excellent suggestion 
that Bobina leek over the Diary, holding red pencil in hand 
and striking out anything she felt might be better left out of 
print. Hot a child of the Ha&am ever knew she kept a Diary and 
I shall not mention it to anyone. Quite probably none of them 
will ever more than turn through the pages of the 8orapbook 
anyway, - except Joe, - and although Celeste and France s(Baynie's 
wife) may read the thing, whatever reaction echoes in the family 
will be but second hand repercussion,

t *
I shudder at the amount of labor in volved in this 

transcription and the pile up of higher thermometer readings 
in the midst of your labors. You mention attacking the 
Open Door neyt, X pray you t go slow, and as for having 
it here when the Wilkersons comat that doesn't out any ice 
at all. I think at this moment, at least, that X shall merely 
show them possible sourocs of data and a few pictures of some of 
the buildings, but shall not go into any examination of 
individual documents at this initial fitting. If they 
were advancing money for the job, that would 'be quite a differ
ent matter of course, but sinoo it is a labor of love, they 
can wait and see how the finished article looks, and they 
perhaps will never even see that in manuscript form, if wo 
find Harper or Hastings or some 'such discovers some oommerioal v± 
virtue in the thing,

I, sincerely appreciate your kindness in going to all the 
trouble, to set me straight regarding the (Justine business.
As you pointed out, there are errors in Madam (Justine's work, - 
quite a good deal of it, - both work and error, 1 believe.
She is oertainly mistaken about Bebeeaa being the niece of the 
four Hatches doctors, for she was the only daughter in the 
family, having married old Stephen Minor's son, Villiam J. Minor, 
and that is why her bust by Lyon used to ft and in Oakland, but 
only Heaven knows were it may be now. I should have spelled 
Lyon with an *s", - Lyons, - the Hatches sculptor and in no 
way related to our Lion.
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It was tha mulatto child who received the Texas property, 
and he subsequently moved to Missouri, and it was his children, 
as I understand it, who figured in the trial youimentioned, 
calling for settlement there to their Cherokee property*

. Mrs. Weaver was wonderful, a life long sufferer from some 
oriental dysentery that should have enervated her completely, 
was remarkabie to have done all she did. She was equally 
baffling to me, in that she depended on so*. many others to 
dig stuff up for her in atehes where all this business was 
based, and yet, after journeying as far as Melrose from her 
home in Texas, never did make> the remaining 149 miles to 
see the place and the records herself, even though she had 
sufficient energy to dress every night for dinner and all such 
nonsense while on the plantation*

#

•But let me get to two other points: •

Z *he ®n?iosur® the pen of father Baumgartner 
to the Madam. It seems to fee pretty good, but 1 suggest"'"'' 
you hold it in a separate Baumgartner folder a little, for I 

may b® able to task down some other things from his 
facile pen oonoerning ^ane *iver personalties and folk ways.

in a transcription of some of the si, or
?*•*£*8 **?m f?11? of them, we may not require* the entire 
letter enclosed herewith. Ilf's going to knock the local 
mulatto gentry plumb flat, - these letters, and the Holy Ghosts 
are going to fume and figit, 1 suppose. The nicest thing 
about the current enclosure is the fact that father Baumgartner

+v!S0kI?’11® a ?°Yple df iadioates that he has no objectio
J?, 5he* h?.”* ?8®4 *or Publioatipn, - probably a rarething in the handiwork of the clergy. We shall decide as we 
advance if this lettet and subsequent ones I may discover willohfpter 4b2ut *•**•■• St. Augustin's Church, or in quite a different category, — such as Cane
hiltLim^b^Tiirfl1^ ? 1?^ fa^er Baumgartner was a pretty gooda11 historians, his work is subject to

?®rJJotio»T*® data, not his possession, brigns other 
records bo light. I think we don t need to pointout or even
fill ’mllh t0 these pointB w*en we quote his letters, forthey are from his pen, and he is responsible, and besides 
nobody will read the Scrapbook for j.ts historic finer points.

BamJ mai}* but under separate cover, I am sending 
the envelope just as it came to me from Rudolph, with all ^  
its contents, to which X have added one page of notes suggest- 
dn* threeumlnox ohanges or additions that seam pMtin.nl?68 

. I have merely sketched the seAtfenees to be inserted, and leave it 
l l “  t0 Pf90i88ly £•» **•»• should he wordjd! He
Bit1BieaMdon,thTO2hrin2^12a|*and I+S -11 6dTlBe,him of them later, w  I=tf**n2n.t^1W8h int0 dot*« anything more than you hare to theaa
snanshota to you* 1 8ha11 «ventually return thesnapshots to Adolph, hut you(might heap them for a ..........

-j. JBSftJU

4333

friday, August 4th, 1950.

Memorandum:
You will like the enclosures. There isn't anything 

particular in Bora's but he is obviously in a gay mood. Little 
King, sitting off in Port Biley, Kansas, where ever in the world 
that is,‘is writing the best he can, poor child. The 
frequency of writing which he mentions seems startling, but 
is more thorn a mood of expression than a realiiy, I guess. He 
puts in the word Utile”,' to indicate his intention at humor.
I have often wondered where this custom started. Many of my 
colored* friends in dictating letters, have automdieally 
thrown that word in at the end of a sentence. At first it 
seemed odd to me but now X am quite accustomed to it. I take 
it that the word must be thrown in as a guarantee that 

' the reader will be assured the statement isn t supposed to 
* be taken too seriously. *

It’s odd how many people piled up coniantly from day to day 
this week. I had tought X might escaped being honored today, 
but X guess wrong. But fortunately there, were no pilgrims, for 
it is altogether too hot for touring.

... 1- .It,. ~ ... f * ' , \ . \ t *

Mrs. Coombs dropped in with clothing from her son's ward- 
* robe. There are shirts, pants and shoes, some of which will be

put into circulation Immediately, and others held for Winter 
when cotton money has evaporated.

▲ltd before Mrs. Coombs (interrupiton) —  before 
Mrs. Coombs left, Ora arrived, —  quite unexpectedly. She wanted 
to talk with me about her impending visit to Baton Rouge, the 
purpose of which she mentioned in her letter of a day or so ago.

* We got nothing done so far as reading t anything went, but
we did cover quite a bit of ground in Bari Oh and State combinations, 
both family and political*

 ̂ She said she had been keeping one ear to the ground for
* possible tremors from the WjlteafBPJi-reglon. Only one point 
of interest came through, - and she was net positive about 
it, although it is her understanding that the L. 3. W. Press 
is two* years behind in its pxkxk* publishing schedule.
With manuscripts aooepted in 1948 not likely to appear until 
the winter of 1930 - 1951, there is some question as to when 
1950 - 1951 manuscripts migftt hope to see printer's ink.
Isn't it good to have this slant, for it seems to me excellent 
munition*when one wants to contend with,the Director as to
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dates of role&s* and so on*
• • t « • :

Wo had no time to go into the Plantation Scrapbook, and 
J sketahod out roughly to her as the general poans for
the Table of Contents shapes up. She was floored to learn the 
Madam had ever kept a Diary and said she would rush out and buy 
a oopy of the book regardless, and that she felt heaps of 
people up and down the State would do the same thing, for 
there probably has newer been anything published in the present 
oentury from the.diary of a plantation mistress. • *

*  t " : ' - t

t Well, we shall see.

She did mention that she thought Bolton Had done some stuff 
on Marie.Theresa Coin-Coin (lime. Thomas Matoyer), without 
knowing who she was. She is under the impression the documents 
concerning her and other personalities of the Spanish or father 
the Wrench oolonial period were translated and incorporated in 
his book. Should you ehanoe across anythin of the sort, it 

might be worth while to keep Marie Therese Coin-Coin in mind,
e

How you have ever found time to dip into the Spanish Reoorda
» ? t h T r ? h : d» t % r i rhla8\ l9 tt.9r‘ 1 0“ ,t; ^altne.^^mSSLlywith all the stuff I have been tossing in your direction by way 
of manuscripts. But it strikes me that you might run across a 
pretty Inyenotry in said papers, and if so, It will be nice to

°ne ln “i3d te employed as indicated in a recent letter. ' 
should a good Metoyer one not be located among the Metoyer papers.

Tomorrow morningQe baste and Madam Regard skip down to
w Xw ria#* ?hey will_P4ok UP theimAphsw-grandohildren at noon but before doing so will oall on the Laurettas, ttharles 
having been diseahrged from the hospital, and he and I having 
taken a house in Alewamdri®. I shall be interested to have a 
direot report regarding the status of that household and a 
guess as to hoe soon they will be venturing this fa* afield,

continues sultry, with nmoh humidity, but no 
ra* V  ^is particular area, although sohattered showers all uu

are almost ia a drought right here, but thanks to the heavy dews, things continue to grow lustily and 
the A r e n W g  children seem to be particularly helthfulii 
appearance. On Monday a pateh« ef grass oaught firs on the

up to^ne^^ittlat1*1^ ^ ^ ^ ' 911 B 8 a °f «*••»». the plants almost up uo_ one s waist. Row and than one oatohes sight of a hncti
hns already started spilling its snowy oareo but it - n ?  Si that 
a oouple of weeks at least beforwfebony finfeia 5°on the downy fleaoo “ ony Iin«er8 really etqrt working

Sunday, August 6th, I960,

1

: |||i; 1

Memorandums
Thirty millions of times would be insufficient to express 

the delights at Arenbourgfc, following receipt of your greetings 
on its birthday yesterday#

And may 1 say that the humming birds were mighty tickled, too, 
and want me to convey blessings on their behalf The Sterns 
and Baldwin branohes of<the same feathered family will undoubtedly 
express their appreciation a little later, what with their* 
gifts gqing forward on the morrow, -

da:
For no other reason that beoauss it was Arenbourg's birth- 

, I made a round this morning to commune a little with
a friendly spirit that always seems to hover ever so intimately, 
and particularly so, following an intensification of the same because 
of honors conferred early in June, It was so pleasant on the 
terraoe a little after 6, and we made a heap of plans as to what 
would be undertaken nekt,

t

We really could stand some rain, but even in spite of 
that, things are. looking lush and green. The crepe myrtles 
are particularly gay at the moment, and even the little 
ones around the elephant traps are unfolding their alternating 
watermelon red and white sprays and clusters with hilarious 
abandon. The butterfly lilies, although in no instance 
especially placed to their own advantage, are also perfuming the 
air wonderfully, and, exoept for the weede, you would find 
the place altogether enohanting on such an anniversary.

Your particular Fortuni oape j as amine is bubbling over 
with new growth and a deep-deep color of green indicative that 
it is quite in tune with the Joy of living that spills out 
all over the plaos# °ne of the little oamelias doesn't look 
too pert, but if he doesn't make a go of it, we shall replaes 
him with another when February or^Maroh puts in an appear anas.

The trumpet vine is & mass of blossoms and the palm, 
planted early in July, is already putting out new leaves. All 
in all, it was pleasant to be at Arenbourg this early morning, and 
what with it being the Sabbath, it was especially nice Just to 
sit for a while and contemplate early June all over again.

lit
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saft

The heat continues to discourage few pilgrims, it 
would seem* The quota wasn't large, but it oame 
at precisely the wrong moment, just as X had figured 
out how X wanted to contrive a sentence that had 
been log jamming a lot of stuff that I thought would 
slide along fairly easily after the verbal dislodgement. 
It oouldn*t have been too good, however, for the 
whole thing eluded qie, but * shall probably catch up 
with it again on the .morrow;

Ourious margins, this, don't you think so*

hast night and again this noon, I heard Governor long*s address 
to the special session of the legislature* It was brimming with 
political chicanery, his poverty and suoh clap trap* As in the case 
of his address at the regular session in May, he seemed to have great 
difficulty getting out the words, and in the middle of the thing,- 
either for the theatrioal effeot or for physical reasons, he turned 
over the balance to the Liaptenant Governor to complete. The longs 
are certainly flirting with the colored ,vote and in the present speech 
he outlined plans for a school he thinks may be a model for the 
nation, - an institution for oolored wayward girls where they 
can be taught a profession* He didn't say what the professions 
proposed would cover, but it would be easy enough to wise-orack 
that it might just possibly inolude something that for them would 
be in the nature of a post graduate pursuit*

Dr. hand brought Rllen over this afternoon and took some 
pictures that we may be able to use in the scrapbook, * 
the one of the Weaving House ,and the one of the oannon having 
little Ellen in them, and X think especially that with the cannon might 
be particularly charming.

I declined to return to the camp with them, but conceded a 
point and orossed the cotton patch a little later, just before sun 
down* I sat on our bench and I need soarcely need say in which 
direction my thoughts turned. They have wired up the big cedar and 
the dootor played a heap of 33 revolution records that went 
ever so palatably with the grand food and drinks, and the hour,- 
some uy Lombardo things, Big Crosby's Deep Purple recordings, etc.
I spoke to him about Bose Room with which he is unacquainted* but
he wants to try it. I didn t know it before he told me that
**• 2* fB haVin6 a struggle in the recording field with Golumiba,
B* C. A* turning out disks that require 45 revolutions per minute 
as opposed to Columbia s S3* , I wish Baton Rouge *ould eventually

mifld with my Beading ^aohine for my impatience to try out 
the Tschaikovski recording is reaching the frasiled stage*

It wasufirst dark when I returned home* Some ebony would-be
T dl8B ia your °“ dle holders, and a 

the Blessed met * poroelaine basket,standing before
‘'in made

.... .. ...... ..A-aj.__________________- j i S i —  4 4  w
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Monday, August 7th, 1960.

Memorandums

Summer School seems to be out rather early for Pat, who 
came home tonight about supper time. It appears that whatever 
the college, military training thing is, the students, if qualified, 
are being called into the Army as officers, - Lieutenants, I 
believe. This has an odd sound about it when paralleled with 
his cousin, little Stephen, a West Point graduate and veteran of 
2 or 3 years of servioe in Europe, and Pat likely to start 
out with the same grade.

t

, 1 saw Madam Begard alone for a few minutes this morning. She
told me Sister is passing this way on Thursday, leaving the childre 
here while she heads down the road for a visit with her uncle at 
Hew Bonds. It seems she telephoned last night and talked for 
half an hqur or so with J. H. telling him that her husband 
now asks for a divorce* Guriius, in a way, how we expect the 
wife to ask for the divorce but instinctively take a second glance 
when it is the husband,

m, ^  legislature, things continue their topsy-turvy wav.
The Governor today submitted a bill whioh will undoubtedly be 
passed promptly by his "trained seals", calling for an election 
wherein the people of the State are ask to vote favorably on an 
amendment to defer the 1960 State elections until another 4 years 
has rolled round. If this required an eleotion to eliminate 
an eleotion, I wonder why the regular one should not be held, 
except, of course, the machine is trying this bit of chicanery 
to give themselves an extra term without any p opposition 
politically at all* The Longs seem to be courting the oolored 
vote more assiduously than ever and, after all these years, roads 
long overdue in regions populated by negroes only, are up 
for extensive repair or complete new building* And do, at 
long last, the negro is likely to come into his own with the 
ballot. And what the results will be will be interesting 
to observe. Since Beconstruction much of the rural balloting 
has been in the hands of the hill-billies, unable to read or 
write, and .now this is to be balanced by an equal or greater 
number of negroes in the same benighted situation. It ought 
to be quite a jigbefore enlightenment gets spread very wide or very 
deep, and in the endait will be interesting to see which side 
calls the tunes*
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And now, if you don't mind, let us talk; a little 
! about '

Plantation Scrapbook,
the Melrose of Cammie G. henry.

The title suggests nothing to the average reader, of 
course, as to the geographio situation of the place. Plantation 
puts is South of the Mason-Dixon line, but that's about alb.
And perhaps this is advantageous, sinee, for popular appeal,

* the field should be as broad as possible. Perhaps X have 
frequently mentioned before that the author, publisher and 
firends of "Wildflowers of Louisiana" might have enjoyed wider 
pulling powefc in the sales department if the title had read;
"Wildflowers of the South" op some suoh. t

But once the Scrapbook has.been placed in the hands of the 
reader, he will naturally want to know where the place is. It 
seems odd to think of a Scrapbook having an Introduction or Forward 
and yet under the circumstances, I believe this will be imperative.*

Perhaps that artiole stirred up several years ago with a 
view to using it in connection with some of G. Eamsey's 
photographs might serve the purpose. Frankly, I don't seem to 
remember muoH about it, other than some vague phrases suggesting 
the remoteness of Melrose^ „

Qff hand, X should guess that an Introduction to any book 
is usually written after the text has been completed, but as 
this particular volume is being oontrived along a pattern never 
before undertaken, if we get the cart before the horse, it 
will be neither out of line nor harmony with the methods pursued*

Please don't bother to dig up this article, if you chance to 
have it, for there is lots of A time yet before we have to 
sleap in the last page which will, in this instance, be the first.

X have run through the illustrations, - actual photographs 
thus far assembled, and find there are about 30 odd for probable 
use. I envision about &0 more at least. I'm wonderinghow 
such a numberfits in to the printing oosts, eto. Perhaps a chat 
with Dr. Wilkerson may give some hints as to how publishers 
generally might re-aot. And speaking of Dr. Wilkerson moves 
me to refer to the Overdyke letter enclosed. The book he did 
before Houses <5f North Louisiana, as I recall, has been in the 
hands of K  S. U. Press sinoe 1948. This seems to bear out 
Ora s information that the Press is running years behind.
•.• ?Got the bottles off to New urleans and Waoo, and our new ones 
installed at Arenbourg. It's so nioeof you to make this celebrations 
possible and the birthdays mean so much.....

-

Tuesday, August 8th, 1960,

Memorandum:
t

Yesterday and today the postman traveled light, and so 
I had better braoe myself dgainst the morrow when he will probabl 
spill a sackful, whereupon all my two secretaries will go "under 
ground".

* The enclosure from Nina is of secondary interest, but 
suggests depression. The little 6 inch Martin that stood 
here in my widdow went forward to her, following her visit, 
in appreciation of her efforts in behalf of the end papers, 
chapel and Yucca. How nice if it will only give her 
inspiration to bring the three to a speedy conclusion, I hope.

Glemenoe came to see me this morning. I oan't 
think why it never ocoured to me before to inspire her to do 
some pictorial maps of Melrose. I suppose she has never 
seen such a thing of any place, and so we had to start 
from the ground up, as it were. She is quick to catch ideas, 
and was entranced at the prospect of contriving one. Ora 

had brought her a box of new paints the other day, and this seemed 
the perfect medium on which she might t try he* hand anew.

One of the fascinating elemnts in;Clemence1s mind is 
the speed with which she catches one thought or-another 
and the inability of her mind, apparently, tograsp certain 
others For instance, after half a century spend on the 
margin of Cane Hiver at this bend of the river, she 
didn t seem ever to have grasped how the stream might 
look^when sketched on paper, as from above. Just before 
she oame, I had smoothed off some earth hard by the 
sun dial, and sa on its unrippled surface with a stick,
I sketched out the river for her, starting at Arenboug, 
following around by Grandpere's Church, brirging it baok 
to Melrose and thence down as far as her house, pointing 
out each twist and' turn in the direction of the river as 
in indicated them on the somewhat earthy map we were am king.
She seemed as delighted as a child, and the whole ting 
turned out in her mind to be something more by way of 
preparations for making a mud pie than for clarifying a simple 
geographical picture. She seemed entranced when X stuofc 
twigs in the ground to indicate St. Augustin's Church, Melrose 
eto., and eventually we returned to the oool-of the back
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gallery where she found a piece of paper and a pencil*
But after a oouple of tries, she found it impossible to 
get down anything suggesting the course of the river, and 
finally she asked me if I would "mark" Cane, Little and Bed 
rivers for her and put a cross where the different churches 
ought to be. Bow you know me and the inimitable maps 
that only 1 oan contrive. But "mark" I did, on the 
bits of stationary we had at hand, on the covers of a oouple 
of old shoe boxes, even on a handbill calling for the 
election of Mussel Long, — and with it all, Olemenoe was 
delighted. And so when I was about "mapped-out", she 
gathered up her pieces of waste paper and her new box of 
paints, and headed down the road* Along ab*out now by 
lamp light in the little cabin you have visited, you may be 
sure she is painting pictorial maps madly by lamp light 
and by tomorrow*s dawn will probably have a dozen of them 
pinned up to <dry and will probably be heading up the road 
for me to "mark* some more. Ciemenoe is a sight.

An interruption as between this paragraph and the above. 
Siam came to see me, —  remember ^lam. The other evening, just 
after adara Blam had returned home from the hosptial with a 
new baby, Siam’s 2 or 3 year old boy got hold of some kerosene 
and drank some, - they couldn’t guess how much. And so 
± he was rushed to the hospital where the coal oil department 
was taken care of but it was discovered that the child actually 

. had pneumonia, and what with the excitement of the new baby 
haying just arrived, nobody had noticed the older child was 

* . 011» tlie usualy magical drugs and after a few days in
the hospital, the child is alright again, and his papa 
dropped by to tell me so. What a pattern of sunshine and 
shadow with the contrasts so constant and common place that we 
are bound to take them all as a matter of course.

/ ^  * c
.And^now, momentarily before folding, 1 want to "think

out loud a little in reference to the Scrapbook. Don’t you 
?e have a brief section on Yucca

I; -— — of °olor» using Grandpere, his sen, his daughter,
f the Black Swan and Father and Son I am trying to make 

up my mind as to the handling of these pictures. I could 
do quite a lot with Grandpere and the BlackaSwan, of course, 
and using Lion as the focal point, do quite a bit with the 
Father and Son item, sloughing off the daughter and the son 
of Grandpere with a few manufactured sentences of no especial 
point. It seems to me something special should be done about

th*y should he delt withh not 
H? v brf9f oh6Pte* as a group, or each given a page. Woudn t it he nioe lcno*ing what a publisher oould and 

would do with euohapiotorial and written stuff. But of this 
I shall ponder upon more, and now to fold, and things are so 
pleasant at Arenbourg, what with the birthday and all....

Wednesday, August 19th, 1950,

M' outgo
 ̂ of .

Memorandum;

The postman brought your elegant letter of Friday this morning.
It is good to know things are rooking along and I am 

particularly delighted to know that you are busying yourself 
with interior decorating this week end,- surely a hot enough 
time for doing nothing at all, - but I know the results will make 
you feel amply justified in the expenditure of energies required*
And so, thanks to the presence of a oouple of canvases, you will 
automatically move in this general direction, and it is pleasant 
to pioture you thus being prepared for the impending season when, 
as the weather tapers off from cool to cold, your sanctuary will 
find you more constantly there and surrouned by little souvenirs that 
will re-create a kingdom within the space of your immediate domaine.

It was kind of you to say you thought the Memo of Bov, 18th,
1946 to be useable, Naturally I didn't see anything untoward in 
what you said about it. The truth is that it struofc me like my 
voice did once, the first time 1 ever had it played back to me from 
a recording. Frankly, my first impulse was to run and hide my head 
under the nearest sofa. The same sensation and impulse struck me 
when * read the Memo* Perhaps it could be fixed up a little, some 
things eliminated and a phrase or two added, if we should decide to 
use it to bring fhe Scrapbook to a close,

I have asked Bate Berkins to do her Memories of Melrose at 
. the turn of the 1900*8 when She came here to teach Stephen and J. H. 

a card from her today states that she will do the thing and asks 
about how many words she may use. I have responded, saying she oan 
go slap ahead and if the thing runs into too many volumes, we 
oan always alter the original plan and bring the thing out 
serially. Surely *Le Journal d ’une femme de oinquante ans" isn’t 
extraordinary, but for a person to remember 50 years back and be able 
to wri#te intelligently about it, well, that must be something 
else again
The things she will not set down, episodes of those years, would 
be hair-raisers but oouldn't very well get into print. But 
there will be other pointsf oomensurate with the general continuity 
of the other material being employed, and 1 think this impression 
fresh from the pen of a participant of life at Melrose in those 

years ought to be engaging.
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I*m glad you mate something out of the rather dark, 
snapshot of the oledium-hedioium combination* Did I 
mention I suggested Anne Parrish might dip her pen in attar of 
rose8 and strike off a Fable of the Butterfly and the ISlephant.
Do keep the picture if you like it. If I ever send anything, do 
consider it as yours unless I tie a string on the thing verbally. 
Botanists from the oollege and a few other people like Dr. Rand, 
up on their Believe It Or Not floral curiosities have declared 
it to be just one of those things that probably haven't 
or hasn't happened before and is not likely to again.
In the first place, these two types of plants don't usualy 
flourish together; seldom do the two of them reach such 
impressive heights, and never does the immovable body and 
the irresistable force operate in substances so comparatively 
fragile, each being super-sensitive to the proximity of the other.

, Quite by ohanoe today I ran into another rather rare combination. 
The stalk of a butterfly lily had grown 8 feet, straight up, at 
the end of the front gallery, nearest the gate. You may recall 
an elder bush grows there, too. This morning, following a slight 
rain last night, a duster of butterflies unfolded at the top 
of the stalk which just by ohanoe happened to be nesting in 

the midst of four great clusters of black-black elder berries.
•If not quite so beautiful, it was just as striking in appearance as 
the elephant ear business, the waxen white buterfly lily blossoms 
set off in such striking contrast with or against and encircled and 
entwined by the black clusters of the elder berries. Two such 
unique combinations, all in one season, and within 6 feet of each 
other seems almost too much, - a little bit like Ida Mazurette 
getting sympathy for breaking one leg and merely hilaririty 
for breaking the second a half hour later.

And did I mention the the great Orinoco bananas on the 
front gallery are beginning to oome ipto flower, huge red 
blossoms that drop off one petal a day to form a tiny banana where 
the petal leaves the stem. It looks as though there might be 
a bumper crop this year, and my boudoir will be gay with strange 
deisgns and shadows when November comes and the crop has been 
harvested and hung up to ripen. New Orleans people gasp at the 
height of the banana plants which are still growing, declaring 
those in the Crescent ^ity never attain such * stature. I wonder if 
this can be true, and if so, the reason, for the soil isn't 
unusually fertile along the edge of the gallery, although the plants 
do get water from the ovs<hanging eaves. But oome to think of it, 
so do those along the store, and yet they aren't half so high in 
spite of the greater fertility of the soil, that space once having bee 
a lot for the farm animals. Well, however, it may be, Yucca 
exudes vegetation this year, and I had better see that the moss doesn'1 
start growing on the old Underwood...•••••

M  r.f
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Thursday, August 10th, I960.

Memorandum:
~  m : 1 ■ -• *

Your grand letters of tke 6th and 8th to hand in this 
morning s post, making me twice glad when "the postman knocked 
a cOuple of times". „

To plunge right into the unpleasant things first, I must 
- nothing worse that having to spend an evening

Island» suoh a{ hubbub It's bad enough to
hink of spending such a Wenk-ish evening to begin with, but then 
to have such a raft of brats thrown in to boot, - well that takes the 
cake. I reckon you have probably been fairly lucky m  having seen 
lilloah no more frequently than you have during the past few years. 
Certainly it must be a relief not to have to brush into Himalya any more 
often than you do. And that their eldest daughter should have 
insisted on taking over Greenwood is another thing. It's 
astonishing how when a person sets his mind to something, regardless 
of how others may be involved and inconvenienced, he ocin drive 
slap through without batting an eyelash. I must be dumb for 
not only would I lack such nerve but what is probably worse, it would 
never occur to me, supposing I lived in New *£k, to suddenly 
head out for Fizzleville, Ohio, with a view of or to approbating 
somebody s o«unp for a vacation, - just regardless. But I suppose 
that s one way to success, if success is getting what you want, but 
personally I wouldn't want any part of it.

.But enough of suoh a tirade abop|t people who really. * hope, 
don t count so much. What is pleasant is to'read an acoount 
of your arrangements in your refurbished sanctuary. Somehow it 
gives me the impression that a bit of Old Louisiana had just 
drifted in under your careful guidance, and in such a subtle manner 
that probably no one but you and the girl friend, on entering 
the plaoe, ever dreams of having moved into a new and different 
world. How wonderfully true is the ancient saw: « not half the 
world knows how the other half lives* Often do I ponder on the thought 
that the'greatest artists 11have know have, not been those who

Jines’k pictures, opmposed the finest symphony* written 
the finest ode, but rather that rarest group of mortals who have re
created a little segment of heaven in the mundane little oorner of the 
world where ever ohanoe provides a home. Truthfully, is there then

bet!0** — shaH I say, Madame Vigee-Lebrun and little ^iss Lydia Lee of Lyme. ’

say

m 3s
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One seoretary failing me tonight, I did not get an opportunity 
tp run .through the duplicate pages of the Pilgrim article you attached 
to your letter of the 8th. How nice that you were able to get it 
off to Collier's, and how nice that you have in mind Header's Digest 
and Pagent as 2nd and 3rd choice. The thing could do quite 
a hit of bouncing about before reaching a deadline for pre
pilgrimage printing. Off hand it seems to me the monthly issue is 
set up about 3 months in advance, so there should be ample opportunity 
for rejection slip hurddles between now and the hour when the 
presses start turning for January or February publication.

I reckon the Open Door will he coming along in a day or so, 
but X g^sp to think, of all the work, it involved, all the labors on 
the Pilgrimage article, all the other research you have been doing, 
not to mention Madison Avenue, the Concourse*with a dash of Staten 
Island thrown in for good measure. I pray you not to wear yourself 
out, and under.no circumstances let anything in the Sorapbook line 
rob you of all your rest and relaxation. Pay no attention if I keep on 
sending stuff when you are already piled high withprevious shipments and 
a billion other things, let s be sure not to let the thing get you 
worn out, for after all, no book on earth is worth an ounce of 
strength which you require to maintain your own good health.

I*m glad you found the Lake letters good. We can use them in 
that section tentatively styled ;**Letters Miss Cammie Like to Receive" oi; rather betters She like to Write".

Xn the group that could go along with Lyle's is the enclosed from 
Rachel Held* I ran through-not quite all of it, and ever so quickly 

, but it seems to me it is the type both the, Madam and the average * 
reader would enjoy. . It seems to me the little account of Framington - 
where her people lived, or was it Stockbridge to which she referred 

when describing the town, — that section might be especially appropri
ate in the -Plantation Soarpbook, giving as* it does, a little reminder 
of the appearance of things in other seetions of the country.

r; . i.i J ;j ^ -  ; ' 1 ' “■ 9
Unless I missed some phrase or sentenoe as I galloped through 

it, there are, but two places where anything should be eliminated.
First;the phrase or sentenoe about doctor bills, and X believe that 
canbe skipped without making any break in continuity. It had 
reference, no doubt, to her sister, a case of arrested developement ment- j 
aaly. or some such. The other omission might be "typographical, when 
la Hgnan's name oould be dropped without anyone ever notioing it.

Your inquiries regarding Robina's acquaintance with the Diary iB 
answered in the letter enclosed. A notation in the Diary, quoting 
the appropriate paragraph might be in order. ..And may I say thanks again
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Friday, August 11th, I960.

Memorandum; ,
And here auother week has about played out, and where it has 

gone, I wouldn't be able to say. My only regret is that there 
has been sq much talk buzzing about my ears, and so little work done 
.on my own hook*

t ‘The postman must have started off on his rounds today before 
the trains had arrived at Bayou Hatches, for there was no 
1st class mail. That means a pile up for the week end, and 
catching a seoretary between Friday night and Monday morning requires 
more luck than skill. «
, If I were a bit mqre resourceful, I might start Qha^ging 
pilgrims a fee, - every person in each tour being required to read 
me at least one page before starting out, and then I might be heading 
in the right direction. But even so, the condition in whioh some of 
them arrive convinces me that X probably wouldn't be able to make 
any sense out of what their alcholio voices had-to utter.

For the first time in ever so long, I had. the good luck to 
stumble on ,to a broadcast last night that made good, listening to 
a program that wasn't all boogey-woogey or Bible slapping. It was 
the Mutual system, with Cecils Brown of Mutual, and one reporter 
each from the H. Y. Times and Herald Tribune interviewing. Mr.
Wallace, late of the Progressive Party. It struok me as being 
completely unrehearsed and while the former Vice President parried 
the blows skillfully, I must say the questions twere pertinent and 
pressing. 1 believe this ia a new series scheduled for every Thursday 
night., with a different headliner of the week scheduled to be 
interviewed by a 'different set of reporters eaoh week. If the 
succeeding programs hold up to the initial standard, the thing 
ought to be refreshing and instructive, as well as entertaining.

I was perfectly enohauted this afternoon along about first 
dark when my old, friend, the mocking bird, nesting in a neighboring 
crepe myrtle, flitted ,down to the gallery pavement to have a go at 
the crumbs Grandpa had left. Ihis is the first time I had seen 
my old friend, and I was afraid he had gone the way of fhe quail, 
Cardinals, chimney sweeps and mosquitoes. His re-appearance 
makes me wonder if perhaps some of our other feather friends haven't
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withdrawn rather than folded up completely, I hope* But 
if this may be true, it certainly must have raised hob with their 
domestic arrangements, assuming that this is nesting time*

One can't help wondering what most go on in the bird's mind, 
all this ghastly dew business falling from on high in almost 
daily doses. This morning, for instance, at 4:40, there was 
a great roar to the ^orth of Yucoa, and as I glance up from the 
gallery, a big .old death-dealingairplace shot slap through 
between the taps of the big peoane trees, and just abofe the 
sundial, leaving a great train of smoke in its wake, as it 
climbed skyward to miss the Yucca roof. At 4:40 .these mornings, the 
day hasn t really opened all its" blindB, and the dark mass of 
the plane coming out of the shadowy tree tops with suoh a 
roar must have frightened the birds in the bamboo stiff*

« •

The plantation has just purchased a new spraying machine for the 
peoane trees, supposedly able to spray 12 trees a minute, which is 
ridiculous, of course, beoause who oould even run to 12 trees in a 
minute, let alone half ting to spray them, but be that as it may, 
the same machine, hauled on a trailer by a tractor, is capable of 
spreading poison over .ten rows of cotton on a single trip across the 
field, so 1 should imagine .this outfit may eventually give the plane 
a run for its money.

The air was heavy with the dust from on high as I marched up the 
road to Arenbourg* We get the benefit of the aerial death smudge 
at Arenbourg, of course, and I guess it does no harm, and I must say 
the elimination of insects thie year is remarkable, and, - let me 
pause to knock wood, I haven't run into any bees or their hives this 
summer* - •

Bookoat Yucca, I had pilgrims arrive before coffees time, while 
I was in my bath, and I continued to be bothered by succeeding 
groups until after 4 this afternoon. The consequence Ls that I aooomplsh- * 
ed little work, but I did do a oouule fo pages on Clemenoe which 
seemed to get going pretty well. Prom here on, X have oily to do a 
little quoting from a couple of newspapers and that will be that 
scot ion for the Scrapbook, what with a couple of pictures of her 
thrown in for good measure. Ouriously enough, I don't seem to have 
a photograph of any of her handiwork, but some friends of the Worsleys 
who were here this summer took one or twc shots, and I Shall ask them, - 
now that they have returned to California, - the friends, not the 
Worsleys, if 1 may have a glossy print of one of these, don't you 
think so. , f

e  ‘ *•* ' . ' »•

And now for a quick tub and to bed. I have t^e pictures taken 
during the Southern trip on my night table, and it s going to be 
grand, enjoying the results of your handiwork which never fails to 
delight me...,.* > m

Sunday, August 13th, I960*

Memorandum: - .
* The weekciend has been awfully warm and for no apprant reason,

I seem to have the sniffles.
Saturday's post was light. The enclosures aren't of any 

special interest. ‘In contrast to his earlier one, this letter from 
Little &ing s&ems to indicate quite an advance in his literary 
ladder. X tucked a couple of nickles for stamps in my last letter 

r  to him, bringing forth this somewhat astonishing reference to 
"finance”.

\ - ..  • • - ___ _ ^  ^  r .. 1;

I made a listing of the "books the Madam read during her last 
year at Melrose. I think they should be shuffled around a little 
so the variation may be a little more striking. Whatever you think 
you be an interesting arrangement will suit me to a T. You 
will note I jotted down a sentence at the head of the page, but 
this was merely to indicate the nature of the list, as opposed 
to another X had just partially jotted down,,covering certain 
scrapbook titles. I shall append to the list a suggest for 
the paragraph heading the list. To keep the volume ** 
scrapbook-lsh as possible, it seems to me the .paragraph or two is 
sufficient, for if people care to read the thing at all* it; :. 
will be, for the list*, . c. i f . _ ; s i
v c ‘ While it occurs to me , let me respond to your inquiry about 
the old log cabin, and whethef it should be eliminated from the 
Diary. I don't thiftk so ^his must seem paradoxical since I r 
reoOmmended that reference to it in Rudolph' e %rticle be omitted, and 
then proceed to leave it in in the ^iery* 9ff hand, it seemed to 
me that in Rudolph' s letter the item appeared too pc ominent, and 
somehow suggested thata scarcity of buildings in this area impelled 
its importation from M'aVaJo Plantation up near Grand Bo ore. The 
way the* matter was referred to in the Diary, however, didn't seem 
to imply quite the same thing, - henoe the seeming paradox.,

X value these inquiries so much for it greatly assists me 
in keeping matters more clearly in mind, sinoe it is impossible 
for me to re-check on them, save by y'our references now and then, 
and I hope you will always continue to mention them as they 
come to mind*

Sunday was pleasantly free from pilgrims, thank heavens* J* H. 
went to* SV** Louis yesterday and so I dined with Celeste, Madam Regard, 
the two grandchildren and Pat, and we really had a gay dinner.
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I'm glad I ain't have to go to the Hand eamp today, for they
must have had a posse, all in all* And after dinner, they
all, or some of them, went to Cognacs where a baptising of £0 or
30 converts has held along Cane liver* On their return to
this neighborhood, - Cognao is 8 miles or so toward Montgomery, some 
of them stopped by to see me, - Dr. Rand and Ed, the -Boltons, 
the Bradfords (no kin to Roark) , and so on*

They were naturally tired out after so much boating, baptising 
and touring, and our oonver ation‘wasn’t muo£. Dr. Rand 
did have something amusing to tell about the cook, however, —

He said she oame to work a while baok, dressed up like Raster, 
and Mrs. Rand asked her the occasion. The cook explained she 
"was a-fixin" to get married in the afternoon. Blythe * asked 
her to whom.- She replied casually,

”0h, to the papa of us-es little girl.”
*

Surely it musthave in inspirational that Dr. Rand brought 
me a quart of flour Roses* My head feels so stuffy, I think I shall 
drap a portion of the same about my tongue when I fold up my beard 
tonight* After all,«I dn’t want to feel too stuffy tomorrow when 
a hundred or two colored teachers are scheduled*for an 
afternoon tour* This is uSualy the tour I like best during the 
whole year, and I certainly don’t want'to disappoint the ebony 
pilgrims* «

And speaking of whiskey, I wonder if you ever ohanoed to stumble 
over an item, non-aloholio, called Toddy* It seems to be a chocolate 
malted milk and comes in a tin oan, a'little bigger around than a 
silver dollar and perhaps 6 or 7 inches high, 'A yeiar or so 
ago, somebody passing this way left some crackers and things, all * 
in tin cans, and this particular item somehow got lost in the general 
shuffle* X was throwing out trash the other day and pitched the 
Toddy into the trash burner, but rescued it by what impulse X know not. 
X tried it the other day and it is grand, just about one good big 
glass * 1 1 1  in a oan. I mention it, thinking you might hesitate 
momen arily <as you survey the shelves in your favorite grocery 
store,, and your doubts may disoldV# as to its goodness, for it 
really is good. While X was drinking it, my thoughts were somehow 
circling about the newly decorated boudoir and I found myself 
thinking how muoh you,- boo, might enjoy the same beverage,
^chilled out of the ice box, on these warm nights.

But the hour and the page converge on the time Tor folding 
and eo I shall grab at one of the flour Roses and leap***..

4 3 4 9

Monday, August 14tb, 1950.
(J.'»>**"

jW]

Memorandum: . .
How nice, what with the postman idsgorging all sorts of 

mail today, and while I haven1t done much about any of it, save 
your two letters with all the evidence of your nobility and handiwork,

' still, I find myself avidly awaiting the next go-round as usual.
The Open Door oame through safely, too, but I haven*t opened 

it tonight, saving*it until the morrow. Both seoretaries-Were 
in town'doing work for Dan, and in consequence thereof, one never 
did show up and Brew seemed weary with well doing on his 
arrival, so X forced myself to be oontent with reading your two 
letters and the one from % .  Stearn (Stern, I guess), and 
will hold the other things, including the Door until the middle 
of the month, which, to my astonishment, seems to be but a few hours 
away. t

And may X tell you how floored Itam by all the valuable things 
you had to cover in your letters and all the grand transcriptions.

, X ran through nearly all of the latter and find them excellent*
And‘thanks no end for having adjusted the Rudolph article, which 

looks grand, and you were so thoughtful to put in the word "formerly 
in front of the G. R. Smith titlq of yester year.

And how noble of you, too, to think of Ora and to send the 
special not#. I shall pass it along to her in a day or so, saying it 
is from on© of her seoret admirers from afar*

I am so glad to have such a comprehensive account of the 
volume on Spanish DOcumen s up to 1781* And it was so good of 
you to mention so many interesting things. The presence of but two 
mills in Louisiana at that period is an arresting baot, - Opalousas and 
HatGhitoshes, and parenthetically, I aip surprised I oan spell the 
latter, for both of them are pretty nebular in my mind so far as 
their appearance in priht may look*

Did X mention recently that a geologist passing this way the 
other day was entranoeU at finding the old mill stone forming St. 

nr i ^Giggin*s fountain*s base. Is is returning for further study of it, 
.thinking it to be a g conglomerate stone found in but one locality 

^  where the Southern Apis dive abrputly into the Medeterrenean. I
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assume the one mentioned in the 1774, - was it, - report had to 
i°+Wivth+a+“ilY ln town Protably. Wouldn t it be odd if it turned

?n® waeJ in stance then, and is one of the two mentions^. It is my understanding that the plantations
Z  opened up well before those in the Bermuda and Uatchitoohes area, and if wheat was being attempted in this 

area, as yon suggest!, before Indigo is mentioned, it is quite
haVe b9en s^ a t e d  ^  the giain producing area which would be Yucoa, no doubt. If they were invoortirur wheat 

from France in the kernel, then the mill uSdoubt^ly would^ave^teen 
in town where the boats would discharge their iitportad raw. I
TorSthfsaLs°a 01 a“4'the at wheat,
realized before! ^  ^  °n Indi8° ?hieh 1 hadn,t

it sounds fine. I think I don't know
say® he has a Brudhomme inveotdry, - a Jean Baptist

woSu Hke o ,ft M0t°yei <>**• Rurally m  Poaia like to hav̂ . the tning from as near home as possible but

a 2» &&&£?

“•Jr.• r«‘Va • n° doutv bhe "atohitoohes Lore volume or even Lvhe’s Old Louisiana may have some confirming data on this point.

mn a ??? h?J6 be6n havill6 a little pleasant weatheB, oomparativelv mild for mid summer -anhattan, and I am stf glad fô  it reallv
Ie SHfh a breatbin6 spell in town where it never oools off w® continue to b«oil in the day time. I oon- 

tinue to sniffle and oaugh and sweat but I don’t seem to mind the
T t  T h a v e ^ o  S ?  '  T A ™  *  fan * * * * *  I Lstaffedin  A  • hi°? means what 1 haVQ making me feel overstuffed in the head is merely a summer oold.
. . * accomplished little or nothing today, but perhans that
working toylay ^ d!L**9 “?;rou??tall09B 1 dita't feel mu!h like + ?^linfv,a?y?ay*  ̂i?id6B* the pilgrims were pleasant and same at times that dove-tailed work out of mind. One *°ill Adams* t^ talnh
history at the local college .this year was J L r i tB?ch from L a ii mVia *0 \T? year, was here with some gentleman»:??*• A A  * is doing a ting on the Free JJegro of the Ante
oolored hosts fc^Grmbling'^lollege^md'thi al8° t00k' OT0r thewera:,i s gi ^ i?i:i.r

perhaps, with^uok! “ y ouf the^wfs? “0°“ yfSt9raay-on the back gallery by moonlight yet.. ? ? ! .  anta8ia °T®rature

Tuesday, August 15th, 1950.

Memorand mj
What an unexpected plaieir to reoeive your grand letter in today's 

uost together with the translation of Madam Maroo s epistle, 
lhat’you were able to wrory through that is a miracle and my secretary 
remarked he didn't see how it was humanly possible.

' o  •  ■ % .. ' •; - f

What with all the grand items in yesterday’s post, I didn’t 
expeot to reoeive another so soon, and so the surprise was complete.

Isn t it a ‘pity that so many of Miss Hellie’s friends appear to 
be having suoh a hard time. Perhaps misery loves company as the old 
adage declares, but when writing to her I believe in keeping tha 
popular inscription of many an old sun dial to the fore;

<■  . • t *

t **0thers be-speak the clouds and showers, .. t 
But 'record the sunny hours.*

The Lord knows both Mrs. Moord and Mary Rhodes must 'be supporting 
a heavy yoke but so is “adam Brandon, and before I fold up my beard 
tonight, X am bound to write he* a line or two that wont be too 
depressing I hope*

I smiled to myself as her own depressed mood crashed through 
the line wherein she discovered that there might even be something 

- wrong with having butterfly lilies In suoh abundance. But perhaps 
shenfoesn,t like perfume. For me the fragrance of their loyely flowers 
and suoh things as your Fortunis are never too intense *or m®* 
it is difficult for me to picture anyone having too many of them about.

1*11 send along Mrs. ^assay’s letter whioh oame in ^o^y1? 
uost..too. Bid I mention before that she puts me in mind of the 
Madam a little, about the same age, I fancy and of 1the same 
school but withal a citizen of the world. Her letter Mind hut I 
don*t need her statue. Sooner or later I shall angle a bit more 
for-that unique old Metoyer Station of the Gross, s£ill herb on the 
river, and" that will go ever so muoh more smoothly with the Ghapel 

' than a Waoo Virgin, don’t you think,
I*m so glad yOu mentioned your satisfaction with your new 

interior arrangements. Isn’t it grand to have L. J. to oomprehend 
their full import, and in a way, I think it rather nioe no one else 
subscribes, for somehow that makes everything about it the more 
•n«rRonal and satisfying. Everyonoe in a y h ile Is somebody tactfully
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pointing out to me that none are so blind as those who will not see, 
and how often do I mutter in my beard how perfectly true is that 
statement and how lucky are we who don’t have to lead the head
strong* blind'who are simply determined.not to glanoe at a perspeoitve 
on Paradise if it were suddenly made available, and heavne knows 
vestiges of Eden still linger on, primarily because of the 
handiwork, of people like little Miss Lydia Lee,

I haven’t felt much like gardening today, although my sniffles and 
bark are decidedly on the way out. Instead I did some tidying up 
here and there and among other things found what is probably 
a quite old Louisiana Historical Society Journal whioh I shall 

put in the mail, 2nd class, with this note. Just how you could 
possibly find time to glance at the Contents listing, I can't 
imagine, but I’m sending it along regardless, hoping against hope that 
you will drop labors in the direction of the Scrapbook long enough 
to relax a little every onoe in a frequent while,
V. ... . ■ , . t < S V *■, -  t X V . ■ * • -■ •  i l

■̂a  ̂* has always honored me with his confidence, imparted another 
item yesterday. His mother, Eugenia, has re-married, this time a 
man in Gulf O H  who has been living during the past two years in, —  
ox all plaoes, — Venzuela, Pat says they haven’t decided, - the newly 
weds, if they will return there or T»ill take up their residence in 
Houston, --also of all places, what with papa’s Joe living but 40 miles 
from that Texas city. The Houston move at least ought to make it 
more convenient for Pat to make a round when heading out to pay 
his annual respects to both parents. It seems to me he grot pretty 
much cheated out of parents in childhood. Perrfaps that is why he seems 
to find Melrose about the only home he has ever known and why he
X® ®°, considerate of me. Instinctively I thought of Pat when

WQfQ t i m Q * Wq W0re going to supper one night, and the little girl joined me on the brick walk on the way to the big
house. Grasping my hand as we walked along she inquired quite candidly

’’Are you really my uncle even though they say you aren't because you seem more like my unde than the others.” yo
How that’s a hard nut to crack and still step on nobody’s toes.

that.Shreveport was oalling Sister yesterday 
a? ^elro®®* 1 Slad to say we had seen nothing of her and haven t since. It is my understanding that her mother-in-law is in

reconciliation6?^™;, m ' C 5? ehe w111 att9mpt one of thofee dath-ted ioa things which always seemed so aramatio and probablyworked a heap more harm than drama before their influenoe was finished, 

ana 5as sino® 8114 behind the Montrose hills,

happyp....
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Wednesday, August 16th, 1950.
i iLP hJG

Memorandum;,
Here is just an idea, - and what do you think.... 1
"Grandpere, Savaged and Restored”

or some such title to accompany two photographs of the portrait, 
the one enclosed and the other of contemporary taking.
‘ \ i 4J  ? • f ** , ... .. .

I stumbled over this snapshot today* It's a little 
elusive, perhaps, but they tell me that even in its present faded 
condition, one can readily deteot some of the depredations 
committed by the Yankee soldiers who mutilated it when passing 
Melrose on their .way from Hatohitoehes to Alexandria.
, To your bright .eyes, do the slashes and hdles in the picture 
seem obvious. And do you think that if, for purpdses of illustration, 
for the Scrapbook, the snapshot were enlarged, these would be doubly 
apparent, and particularly so when contrasted by an accompanying 
photograph, similar, say, to the one that appeared in the Picayune 
artiele in 1949. • *

«
And when the snapshot, if worth it, is enlarged, do you 

think the illustration would be more striking if the entire 
snapshot is shown or, by cutting around the edges, merely reproduce 
the section of the pioture within the frame.

It seems to me that we oould put in some extra data about 
Grandpere (1) and the Painter )2)“ in thus using both reproductions.
The part about Grandpere, — both reproductions appearing in the 
sections on Yucca Portraits.koould deal primarily with his 
antecedents and oarrer, while the mutilated portrait oould, for by line 
Stress the history of the pioture, quoting from the Landsford letter 
about the artist, and brief mention of the hostory of the canvas 
and how the Madam.acquired it, had the smaller likeness painted to 
suit Madame Aubin Roque’s fancy, and the restoration of the 
original and its installation in the house, Yucca, where 
Grandpere was born.

t

All this is an idea which I leave it to you to decide.
In making your decision, of course, you will find the determining 
factor to be whether the mutilations will appear sufficiently clear 
in the enlarged form to make it interesting. So much for 
the use of the thing. Personally, I think it would be a good 
idea of have twq or three glossy pictures made any way, - for your 
copy of the Sorapboofc, and so on, letting me have the bill whenever 
convenient to yourself. <
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•Of the enclosures, 'you will find Bor's hilarious and 
Botina*s informative. X cannot agree with the latter on one minor 
point, elimination of the names of the singers. Even, as she 
points out, they all may be dead and gone by now,: I like to read 
the names of plantation people and having known other people who 
did, too, I don*t think Robina'fiL indifferenoe to them is universal.
But I* shall not touoh on that sub'jeot when I write her and we can 
easily slip them back into the soript if we please* In transcribing 
some of the old Batches diaries and day books, how well do I remember 
how much more vibrant the whole volume used to seem when the names of 
the colored people appeared, — and how delighted I was when I ran 
aoross* a name of Hsxsahx "Hoise shoe Fanny**, & chicken minder 
who was always getting herself put in the stocks*

In a separate envelope I am sending a rought sketch of what seems 
sufficient to cover Clemence's case. I have called her Clementine 
throughout beoause the Item carried it thus. The snapshot 
enclosed with the article is by Relen Baldwin* Although small in its 
present state, it seems to me it isfgood. What do you think. There 
are others, - one outside her cabin^ one, one close-up and so on» Some 
people who were here 'with the Worsleys too£ a poiture of the painting 
on wood in the Theodore Rousseau manner, and threatened to me send 
a glossy print of it. It would be nice 1<q have a,full page reproduction 
of her handiwork, I should think. #e shall ponder the matter and 
see what others become available, after which I shall send same 
along. The one enclosed in the article in the accompanying envelope 
is the only one I haVe* - that is.' I have but this single print, al
though if we should misplace it, X have po dofct we oould worry 
Helen into printing us another, if she oould ever find the ori ginal film.

And in the same mail, - I am sending a scrapbook about 
Melr&ae* I wanted your opinion aa.to its^contents. TToeFtainly 
Has a heap of stuff in it. The array of quilts seems impressive, 
but will and should we plan on putting, them in the Scrapbook. They 
are manifold in design and do represent a heap of the Madam's labor 
in the needle and thread department. And thpn there are other 
pictures, and a heap of papers and things. You will notice 
one somewhat hilarious sketchy oi Madame Aubin Roque by Lyle

I suppose this package may reach you about a week from today, 
and when it reaches you, as it contains nothing else save stuff 
entered by the Madam, you will feel quite free to let it stay in 
its container until such time as the .decks are clear, - if ever, and 
you have a moment for such'browsing, if that be possible.

I hope you will take weeks to consider if any of the stuff should 
be used, and what. Please don't jump into it, for there is no 
rush about returning the sama before months have elapsed. Forgive 
all this chatter, please and I'll try tp do differently next time.....**

4355 f t

«. Thursday, August 17th, 1960.

MemornauMmj .
- ,This is going to be a hodge-podge letter because X shall 

t leap from thought to ^thought «as it comes to mind, relative to 
details concerning the Scrapbook, as they were mentioned in your 
perfectly grand, letter of Sunday which reached me today.

And what a grand letter..... ...and so many words expressing
thoughts, so identical to my own that it almost seemed as though 
something X had written was being read back to me. Really 
monumental was early June.

Frist off, in response to your inquiry regarding the keeping 
of the Lake-Gustine letters in separate categories or in separate 
groups* in order to avoid questions of time, chronolgy’, etc.

We are so lacking in good letters written by the Madam that 
I had even thought we might dump all the Lake ones, - that is, 
the letters the Madam wrote to Lady Lake, under a heading that 
would suggest these letter were typioal and many of those written 
to la Lake were offered for the readers* consideration, somehow 
contriving to let the reader suppose that since some of them did 
not actually call her by name in the salutation, one might assume 
they were to different people. There are so many letters from 
other people, written to the Madam, that if we aren't careful, 
wa shall greatly overbalance those written by those received.
Come Ito think of it, X don't see that this matters much. Off 
hand, without giving it much thought, I supposed we might do a 
correspondence ^eotion, with a little paragraph remarking the 
Madam's propensity for letter writing, state the primary and secondary 
reasons, - her interest and affection for people, and her desire 
to keep in touch with what went on in the world of interesting 
people. Then, merely Btate that here are some samples of
"Letters Miss Oammie Was Want to Write”

«and o ■ . a ( '
"Letters Miss Oammie Like to Receive.”

It seemed to me that if identifying the people were required, 
it might be done by a footnote and not by a lot of talk before 
the letters were set forth, one slap after another. What do iron think 
of all tliis. , •

The remark about % s s  Sally's religion ought to stand, X think.
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The matter of the gambling official whose wife set aside his 
winnings to effeot a divorce should be kept, but, as these people 
are still subjects of scandal, it might be as wall to substitute 
’for the word "Cloufierville" some such phrase as "in a nearby town” 
or ”in a neighboring community is on Cane River"* That would 
certainly let out any ohanoe of a legal protest*

ffriday, August 18th, I960*

\ ,C <
As to la Justine's numbering of the ^adam’s sons, they actually 

were Stephen, J* H., Payne, Issao, Joe, Robert arid Pan, - and 
about in that order, I believe. Isaac, named for Isaao Erwin, the Madav 

~ grandfather, of oourse, died of influenza in 1918, the same year 1
the Madam1s husband died. Robert, I believe, is still living 
in the Asylum at Pineville, La., having been physically and mentally 
deformed at birth*. His name, j?p.s omitted in all the Madam's obituary 
notices, although still alive* He must be about 40. Parenthetically, 
the mere reading of the names aB enumerated above gives one pause to 
consider the tempermental instability characterizing the progression.

wYou inquire about la (Justine's reference to a proposed book,
’Lad . She wrote it. It was the same format as "Natchitoches Lore" 
but thicker. It had a splendid assortment of photographs. Perhaps^ 
the latter appealed to somebody, either in Shreveport or Texas 
although that seems unlikely. Still I was unable to locate it* 
in the big house immediately following November 18th, 1948.
I continue to keep it in mind and perahps I shall discover it some 
day but I doubt it, as several people have given me a hand in the 
matter, people like Dr. Hand, and thus far, the searoh has brought forth nothing. &

< 1

I marvel at your remarkable oapaotiy to re-tcreate Lyle's 
* letters from the entries made in your little black book, - and 
after all these years. His style was so furilike the run-of-the-mill 

^oompcfsitions that being able to set them down in one set of 
symbols and then, after such a long interval, being able to 
re-capture them, represents something filling me with wonder 
ana admiration. He always let too mnay months or years elapse between 
letters, but' when he did get around to put pen to paper it 
must be admitted he turned out something unique. ♦ *

And passing from the sublime to the ridiculous, I am enclosing 
a letter you were kind enough to share with me. I reckon it isn’t 
of much moment, but I should have sent it back ages ago. And while 
on the subject of the writer of said letter, I might say that during 
her visit here a few weeks ago, no one made any mention of your 
presenoe in these parts. ItTs so easy to skip information when 
listening to those whose mind is forever busy onmaking itself the 
storm center of every old oult-landish harum-scarum whim that 
jitters about in the mind like ^x^oan jumping beans, - and

a5°Ut S? far* fuEp8r toni6ht. J. J*. said he had from ^ reveP°*t, if the mother-in-law of Sister
out o t V i n 6 \ l T u  7 SUle f°r thS Iight person t0 taook ^ r

Memorandums ' •
Your grand letter of Monday, enclosin the ftrsley trans

cription, arrived in this morning's post. Also came with it the 
fat envelope containing the Pane River's Children of Strangers.

May I pin still another oak leaf with clusters on you for all 
your nobility and industry. When 1 merely contemplate what it means 
merely to dig up such items, so long buried in the past, mx I blush 
with embarrassment at the thought of just searching for the thing involves

I have not opened the fat envelope or any of the letters coming 
to hand except yours of Monday, - what with a crowded day and 
only a few moments with the secretar ies, all of whom with the 
rest of the river for mi^es are up on the Jojreous Coast, having 
a frolic at "So-say-shun .

f> U  ' f. ;

Is't it wonderful how the Diary seems to dovetail with some 
of the other points we contemplate using, and I was particularly 
struck by this phenomenon in the section you quoted from it in 

o ? * tr i today's letter. Sometimes the concept of the Scrapbook tends to 
* grow as an item of interest* and especially at times when 
too much concentration on other things makes "book-writing" ^eem 

s— >so secondary in importance. Then, at other times, when things are
better in balance and letters such as youfs arriving today, reach me, 
and then a re-examination of the project looks not so bad.

Yours of today Was so important, for it was a breath of 
fresh air at the close of a day wherein atmopshere and people alike 
made it among the stuffier I oan recall.

At Arenbourg early this morning I got things going in the 
right direction, but once baok home an Alexandria telephone 
from Mrs. Hoi Oman, asking if she might see mq tended to ge.t things 
liad o,ut in the wrong direction.

Just as I put the receiver baok on the phone, a pair of arms
encircled my neck. It was Sister. She and heir noisey .offspring had 
arrived quite unannounced after spending" several days with her uncle 
in Hew Roads.^ That Wurtelle widow, by the way. has remartied and oon-̂  
tines to live on her plantation in the i4ew Roaas area.

Sister said the Wenks had called her on Monday, asking her 
to retun immediately to Shreveport, what with the grievous condition
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ai” =r- ■“  s  a  *

i h 2 5 1S“;1,f IS*,?1™momentary breathing email sarae ^ime, for it gave me a
and I listened. P they managed the threads of conversation

the oollege^efleJtiva^a^Lm^flr1? ^ 6-13̂ 1?11 of Pr0Sident MoGintey of 
to spend the day with me as ola^ef ’ V x e a k 0 \ h e will not get down 
Governor W  foroine th. w1?!10 was talt» to°. about
to resign, - a sp?eSdld L ^  o J fJ he We}fara B«P«tment of the State 
his plane, the worst examnie of r>ni1i+”ainiv^ Senator frederiofcs in 
that one can imagine. f plitios bein8 messed into Welfare

was devoted°toS“‘rs!>aholoman0r^X^find her mo1811?® °f the tiresome afternoon with her scatterbrain find her more tiresome than ever, what
so madly from pole to pole for l o ^ p p M ^ r e a s o n ! ^ 68 “ d JUmplng

p u t t i n f o n T o n e - ^  show ^ S e n t l m ^  She din0d on " ^ u rd ay , i s
Ohio, Ind th a t'th e y  are°a lreadvPmak?nf’ ,a fte r  "hioh she heads out for  
v aca tion  in  thetPcduoah i i e n t u a k v • ? i &n+v,t0 s?0nd next summer's 
b@ termed "Going from bad t !  togeth er  I  reckon that might
in  June". S d to worse » -  M elrose in  ^ay and Paducah

Hegro Digest^^t^as8* "unbelinTrn0^ & ûst posted to the
if additional articles ootfLd be ^ n n i L d ^ n r ? ^ 11̂  aSk9d her people of color, her re^nL« ™5^PPlr * *?01? this ar9a about 
racial animositv existin^?^8^"^® a d0tailad outline of the 
and negro and how suitable tM,® ®f! ?lT0r 00untry between mulatto 
Imaginf. C r e  w a ^ e  iLe tLr^rt?^ “ P-10108 *or tha Wisest, 
my name quite unexneotedlv ?+•! U  ul“ ly lmI*as8«d me, for 
"i know of a picture of francnie ft- aPPaar?®®8 as from out of nowhere.
in front of a portrait of*a white pifhtM with^i* “ n0U?5 a 110610• standing three shades, white mulatto L * “ h his mulatt° son, the 
appearanoe." Surely the O h i o S o - ma^i?f a. Tery striking he fascinated bv all this.S?6o Editors of the Hegro Digest must
hazy in their mindsi Really vb^tafw *?■v,0wn dd8ntity may be a little 
the statement that one is a’f^i ^  fool wUh f * * * *

Sunday, August 20th, 1950.

Memorandum:
Such a strange week, end, with only the continued sniffles 

and bark, to convince me the pattern remains the same even though 
the details seem so odd. <

0 - .. i .. . . . . . . . . . ?  "cTake for example, the case of Madam Lake of Fort Worth whose 
letter, arriving in Saturday’s post, will go forward to you in the 
same post with this* I responded with-a line of condolence on 
Saturday afternoon, sending the letter to town by Eugene to 
mail it from Xliatchitoches.

Picture my surprise when a servant brought me a message from 
the big house at noon today, saying two lady friends of mine were t 
there awaiting to see me. It was Madam Lake and her sister.

/ y {'■ / . . ' * •  ...■ \ _
I had already penned her a second letter to follow the one of 

condolence, taking up the matter of the use of her letters. I 
j 9 was glad of this personal contact to accomplish the thing. She

* said when writing to me she had felt some people might feel 
, f she was seeking publicity by permitting the use of the letters but 

iUxAA&V&k when J  pointed out to her that by permitting them to be printed she 
— wa$ making a distinct contribution ̂ to the portrait of the Madam we 

are trying {to create, she readily saw the light and, her sister 
concuring, said she* would leave it entirely to me to use any part 
or all of them and their .entire contents if I felt they would in 
any way help. It was nioe to settle that point so promptly 
and to our own satisfaction.

. ■ ; " < "  . "  . .V , .• t .

But returning to Saturday’s post, let me say how enchanted I 
was to have your grand letter and to take a quick glanoe at the 
swell job of Gane River s Children of Strangers.* Your 
spelling of "lie" in the Brevelle business shows your oharaoteris tic 
thoughtfulness^and^eurdition. That seems to be one of those words 
which is. forever' getting spelled in two different ways, and I 
have no dpubt that Father Baumgartner s spelling is correct. After 
all he hailed from Zurich, Switzerland, where his family still 
lives, and * reokon old Zurich is as likely to spell Louisiana 

names in their original fashion if any one might, what with 
both Switzerland and Louisiana being the hub of things in their 
respective parts of the world. In the mid 30*8, I did a heap of reading 

about Fouquet and his property on Belle Isle, and I suppose that
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spelling being toward the last of the printed word I lingered over 
stuck in my mind.

-̂ nd may I say hoy glad I am you had the good luck to hear a 
sufnposiuSn onf Tolstoy s War and Peace. I should so much have enjoyed 
sitting in on that one with you. Every time T hear the name mentioned 
these days. laugh to myself, recalling that a year or so ago I 
asked Br. -Butler for an opinion on one or two points on Lostievski*s 
Brothers Karamazov, and he responded by a few bangs at War and Peace.

Personally I think the book too long in the War part. Tolsoty 
seemed to go at the military aspects of the Napoleonic fiasco in 
Russia with as much detail as Sir Walter Scott went into particulars 
about a crusader’s trappings, - ^nd the whole business bores me. But 
m  the Peace part, iolstoy really glows, for he had that same gift 
that little aroel was to demonstrate so much more exhaustively later 
and when the novelist Tolstoy sticks to the boudoir and salon he 
is grand, i think, and duller than dish water when he flounders j*
out of the novelist class into the military camp.

The letteer from ^iss Beliie is much like her old self. Poor 
dear, she is certainly having more than her share of things to contend 
with. I hope she maintains her determination to head back for 
Hatchez this autumn. Years ago the oonstant social buzz in 
Atlanta used to wear her out. *t must be even worse now that she 
is older and has more handicaps. If she can just find herself an 
apartment in ^atohez where she can close her door at willand be 
alone as much as she pleases, I shall be the happier for her.

santenoe about ̂ ary and her bitterness,it is interesting 
Miss "ellle refers to ary s employer as "that Jew", •‘■‘or "that Jew" 
is Wilfred &uisenberg,*or however the name is spelled, and a 
brother of Dr. Pred, Virginia Moore's husband, who performed the xs 
eye dperation on “rs. Brandon gratis. "That,J«*w", by the way. has 
courted Amanda Phipps for years, Miss -“ellie s friend “manda who 
hasn t yet acknowledged the pictures 1 sent her last May. A 
third brother runs a drug store in "atchez and his wife is sister 
touarriet Dixon whose brother-in-law, Prances Dixon, as you know is 
the husband of Virginia Sutler, and so the ^atahez family trees get
so hopelessly mixed up and entwined that nobody with sense can make them out.

A nefa moon illumins the white garden accentuating the snowv 
clusters of butterfly lilies bending low at each end of the gallerv 
and filling the night with sweetness. I’m tired, but before folding ui 
I shall sit for a little by *>t. Giggin’s Statue, a glass of
chocolate milk in one hand, a oigarette in the other and Grandpa at
my feet, dreaming for a pleasant half hour of other nights
that somehow have set a seal on the whole place for me at this hour..
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Monday, August 21st, 1950.

Memorandum:

Alright, and just to be different, don’t you think we ought 
to talk scrapbook a little. <

In the same post with this Memo, I am sending 'a few letters 
which may be of use to us. I haven’t read' but a portion of two of them.
I am not sure we would want to use any of the Anne Parrish one, but 
if we should, we might omit the reference to me, - for certain, - and 
i leave it to you if we should or should not mention Josiah. If 
you think the letter of sufficient interest, - it will be scant at best,
I might send* a transcript of the same, with the omissions you deem best 
removed, after which i shall send it to Goergetown, asking the lady 
if she minds.

t ■ ; •' .

I think you will agree with me that‘the appearanoe of the 
pages from Eddy Suydam are as artistic in their way as are his 
sketches* I read but one paragraph of a single page wherein he enumer
ated the names of a few writers he had hoped to visit but had been forced 
to delay the go-round. T thought this might be a pleasant flavor, but 
know nothing about the balance of the letter.

t

As for>the others, I have read a line, but trust they may hold 
s mething of interest. *

Please don’t feel rushed about any of this stuff, and feel free 
to keep it tjust-as long as you please for there is not rush at all about 
.returning them, this year or next, will be all the same.

'̂ he two 1864 letters in French are both traBiat'ed, I believe.
Perhaps we may use them in connection with a page about General 
Banks Gane River march. I haven’t definitely established the exact 
circumstances proceeding the writing of these letters. Ctfhe 
family name is- that of mulatto planters here about8. I take it 
this man and the others he mentions, were impressed by the 
Yankees and put to work in a samp in the Alexandria neighborhood.
His hilarious reference to the negro suggests his dislike of them, 
and the fact that they are not among the laborers, pre—supposes it 
must have, been these planters*that were set to w»rk by their 
captors.— Local mulattoes had signed legal documents, setting forth 
to the Confederate powers*prior to the advent of the Yankees, that 
their grandmother, Agnes Metoyer, wife of Grandpere, had been a slave, an< 
as they were her descendants, - offsprings of a slave, were not liabel 
to military service. The tone of the letters, dislike of their situation.
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obvious homesickness and recommendations regarding the care of their 
animals and little ducks and their love for the family give a glimpse 
one seldom runs across in the usual papers of the period If I 
succeed in determining' for certain that they were mulatto penned, I 
shall stress that point, of course, but if not, I shall contrive a
cSo n ^ r wM?! nr11 ?nab^e thV Qader t0 guess for himself if they concern white or colored people. *

The letter from î ina going forward in this letter or an accomnanvina-
9T9 n Bifn She ind a81 "nil t 1°? “°U °9 l  t0 ^even if she finds i put ^elrose on two sides of the river. I have
S22!r.5*?A;08t "P^lai -re-dran, checking the same with Pat and Sugene to he sure my buildings are on the proper sides of the respective
decorutive’nurpotee4 UrtH**8* ha!S f!en added 80 Indian mound for? of l^ttil X2h Sfh 2Qtu?1.1y it ioes stand on the West bankof little mid way between St. Mary s and St. Augustine*s Churches.

* Little 2-ing*s letter seems sufficientlv briê f Tha w c w a trnn mrvvr 
have difficulty with is supposed to be "item". I told him he S S h f 7 

d° formerly while in oivilian iife. - feel guite f u L  in using this house as a'repository for any unspent cash and that 
I would open his letters before the secretary arrived always so that
to° d°o!lar-saasy"I?ems"kn°I - d ^ e  c o ^ H i w ^ s ' r ^ f e rlo aoiiars as items . i notice ha thereupon refered to the stamn
s - s u - i x s t :  «“ • « « - v  - i n»
T h Y®s?®lday Governor long headed out for a month's vacation in Texas J. K  told me senator Prederioks, still Executive Seoretarv to the 
governor until September 1st, when he takes over the Welfare heuartment
c n f ^ Z r ^ X ^ h o u l d 6! ^ 01,11̂  *9l9?h?P®d J* ^  for a“ alfe& esnt- 
to theeZ * w h o  never^ould a c e ^ ^ S i ^ P o ^ f L ^ ^ d ^ ' r c ^ l ^ 94 ' 
any knowledge of such business/ i H e ^ m s  that when the“ ong^^e«?me
the^140 Tilll'o/anf/r and Old Age Pension payments, they scuttled i’° “U U o n  dollar saving accumulated for the State bv Sov Jonea 
“nd then 10 million was transfered from the Welfare to the Hi«hwav * 
department probably for helping in the eleotion. flow the Waffle 
department has begun scraping the bottom of the barrel and more money found by new taxes or funds transferred from w »  a
where, and probably the resulting oh“ *ery - i l H e  at o^oe to ”  S°me_ evil and -so legal that everybody will be floored. Itee/tainlv 
is a fine kettle of fish the Longs cook up for norm!ati 
voter*, and its a dumb electorate, fortunatelv f th,9
to realize it is paying too high a prioe for the frolio.’ * ̂  laCkS S9nSe

I*m afraid this letter has been on the dull side t of uiod
s?i for
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Tuesday, August 22nd, 1950.

Memorandum: «
Yourc grand letter of Thursday, so« delightful and «o full 

of< news, 1 find my spirit® sailing high even though the 
physical self oontinues sort of droopy. Tomorrow the Rands are 
supposed to;come this way, Thursday will be Knipmeyer, of course, 
and any old day might be Worsley Lay, should the meandering 
course of my oold keep going. Frankly I doubt if this thing which 
seems to me making the rounds in this area is much of a cold but 
probably one of those periodic ofrms of influenaa, for while the 
sniffle and bark sections suggest a oold the enervation doesn*t 
remain seated in the head or throat but seems to spread equally all 
through the system, and, to i*ote an old plantation mistress,
t "I ain*t worth the kiilin1."

~  r-

Because of all the hqrly-burly do-nothing-ness of the 
past week or two, I haven t lif&ed my copies of Life from my desk 
where I have them awaiting a once over, and accordingly I am ever 
so indebted to you for mentioning the articles you did, for I had 
heard of none of them, nor of Elsie de ^ollf’s death. I shall 
look with considerable interest at the artioles, for some of the 
people 1 remember and of course the Haailles-Maintenon business 
is particularly up in front in my interests. The-flight of 
time blots^out.many of the finer geneologieal points from my 
memory but enough of the original framework remains in my memory 
to recall Mme. de ^aintanon*s bequest of her estafete to her kin follk, 
the floailles, and how young LaFayette married into the family and 
so on and so forth. It* is heartening to know,'- as I had wondered 
from time to time, that Maintenon, the estate, appears to have oome 
.through the last war intaot.

t

And so old South America is again a-stir, heavenly day, what 
a flook of road-runners that tribe tured out to be. Let us both 
hold the thought that you may not be honored before they all get 
within ear-shot of the school bell and that each succeeding 
vacation period for them doesn?t spell out a visitation by them on 
you. * ’ -

♦

The mention of Watkins Grlenn, of course, brought up a lot of 
things in my memory, - the mention of it in A Olouded Star, the 
visit through the ulenn Mx. Belle and I made along about 1936 
and so on.xlt*s too muoh of a jaunt for a week end trip but it is 
lovely country for a summer*s vacation, I should imagine. I have 
often wondered how the Glenn looks in winter time, but I reckon 
itjaust.be closed at that ssason, - a gigantic Inferno of rooks and 
snow and ice seems difficult to imagine.
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You will find much of interest in your evening with Agatha and 
naturally I shall he delighted with news from the "hineland. In a 
way, and I wonder why I say it, I hope Anita didn't talk., for it 
really doesn't matter, either way, hut I just sort of h pe she didn't.

And so your neighbors are Catskilling again this summer for the 
benefit of the dog, how familiar this sound applied to the General.
By the way, I neglected to say that *at informed me he attended a 
rather elaborate funeral for the General's dog in Baton Rouge last 
month, concrete vault, new blankets for the coffin, new harness and all 
an Egyptian ^haroah might' think up, complete with flowers, and loj 
no sooner had the intermement be made that the house' and garden had 
to be forsaken as the property, a rent thing, was sold, and so, 
one mair assume, this Baton Rouge oknine Valley of the tings is slated
for oblivion, too.

9 *

And thanks for acquainting me with the contents of the -Lake 
letters. 1 leave it to your own good judgement as to what 
we shall use. I suppose, after fudging the stuff sent yesterday, 
tpluss some additional material that^might chance to come to hand, you 
will be able to determine the balance better* Let me hasten to 
assure you that in view of Sunday's conference with la Lake, everything 
in the letters can be used in utter disregard of her over modesty ex
pressed in her earlier letter.. I am not surprised you found 
the Caromlyte book more as a backdrop for la Gustine preening her 
own feathers that painting a picture of the Madam. That would be 
true to form for la Gustine, as near as 1 can make out.

I „ ,• r :

Friend Postelll was here* Last year, after returning fr om the 
camp at Bermuda., you will recall he had to undergo an operation.
This year, as soon as they arrived, his wife had to be taken to town 

for the same kina. Wasn't that odd.

He ran through the Cane River Children of Strangers with me.
He really seemed to like it. I find that pages 4 and 5 will have 
to be altered,tfor when I worte them, I hadn't clisoovered Marie Therese 
°oin-C0in, and;so had her son, Augustin, build the buildings which she 
in reality must have erected. That will be easily contrived, and I 
shall try to do it so only those two pages will have to be 
re-written. The Jones part seems a little long to me but I guess 
I shall leave it, but immediately following them, I shall introduce 
a page or two about the Madam's advent and what a twist she gave 
things in the Cane "iver country. This will introduce both Marie Therese 
and the Madam in this artiole^ whioh ma,y be alright for the opening 
gun and as she will be introduced about page 13, the pages between 
4 and 5 and 13 will not have to be re-done*

Carolyn's note came today. If you would care to make note 
of the agent-she mentions, we might eventually consult with him when 
the omlette appears ready for bringing to the attention of someone 
like harpers. ^one of this prooeedure is rigid and you will feel 
free to act in any way you please, I merely hand along the address for 
your conveninoe in case you should decide to use one.......
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Tuesday, August 22nd, 1950.

Memorandum;

Would you mind awfully if I dropped you another 
little note before folding up my beard.

At the outset, let me assure you it will contain nothing 
of the slightest importance, and so if time presses, you can 
toss this into the trash basket,* and you will have missed 
nothing.

It's late and I am tired but somehow, after having 
finished a stack of mail, I feel like chatting a little 
more before stretching myself out and calling it a day.

Lucy Morgan's letter is nice and so is Rudolph's.
Lora's is a concentration of trivia which you will recognize 
as just the type of thing she loves to spin out every once 
in a while.

Little did she suspect when she penned it how much the 
one word in the piece would set my memories flying all over 
the place, for Sevres, as you know, nestles between Madame de 
Pompadour's devastated lovliest property of*the 18th century, 
Bellevue, and St. Gloud just on the other side.

Never agin shall I read the biography of Mme. de Pompadour 
by Williams, and so shall never find out if I was right in 
liking it so much so many.years ago. I suppose there 
was something in it about Bellevue, and hbw the chimneys failed 
to function properly when Louis XV and the camQ over
from Versailles or Mg^iy or Ghoisey or where ever for the 
house warming. ‘

And I suppose I never again shall read Sir Walter Scott's
"The startled niades from their shades,
With broken urns withdrew,
Bewailing the deserted pride 
And wreck of tiweet St. Gloud".

But I have the latter in a little book of Scott's poems 
here and eventually we shall read that one together, don't you 
think so.
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And last week did I regale you with endless talk about 
the First ^iano "’‘uartet that comes each Monday night over 
several -^ationdl stations at 9:30 our time at night, - 
10:30 or 11:30 your time, I suppose.

I listened last night, - Ghopin, Wagner, Shubert, Debussy 
and so on, and the promise for next Monday seems to make me equally eager to listen.

And while the 40 fingers were so magnifioiently doing 
Glair de lune last night, I found myself wondering if 
Debussy diU much letter writing that ever got published, 
and if any of his biographers ever had muoh to say about 
his activities while in the household of Tchaikovski*s 
"Beloved Friend , for, if memory serves, Debussy undertook 
putting music into the souls of some of Frau von look’s 
grandchildren over a period of time while she and the^ 
children were sojourning in Western Europe.

It must be the "m" in the lelrose and von Meek that 
impells me to opine how wonderful that the first should have 
had two such remarkable women in its history and that the 
latter should have been so closely associated with two such 
remarkably gifted composers. Of course there is old Frau 
Gosima but somehow or other her romances never seemed to me 
half so remarkable as her counterpart irom Moscow, for who in 
the world ever heard of anything so extraordinary as her devottio 
to little old Feter lllyovitoh whom she never saw although 
they were forever livingon the same property or within arms reaoh, so to sfceak.

e After Hollywood gets through doing the A1 Jolson life 
stories, they might undertake a might musical on the 
Tschaikovski theme, and if the audiences back in my day used to 
think outward Bound and "berkeley •Square" were mystsriy 
stories, as I have heard them styled quite-seriously by dumb 
theatre-goers, what in the world would they make out of the 
remarkable friendship that brought forth Tschaikovski1s 
fith, - with the film indicating clearly enough that these 
warm friends never laid eyes on each other.

Well, there ought to be a law against so much talk, and 
there probaby is, and so * shall start, at this late date, by 
respecting'it. But it has been nice chat ing with you regardless, 
and perhaps my Heading Machine may he coming through before 
long and if so, I shall be thinking these things and not 
worrying you:save ‘telepathetically........

4367 /
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Wednesday, August 23rd, 1950

Memorandum:
It so terribly dry, I have been toating water at Arenbourg 

for the children. And so I’m tired tonight, but it's the 
healthy kind of tiredness we dGn*t mind, and definitely my ailment 
about which I have been oomplaining so endlessly of late has turned 
the corner. There is really something exhilerating, i find, in sensing 
that one can really get back into the harness again.

A scant mail today brought little other than the enclosure, and 
that, is of no particular interest. It does strike me the lady 
is taking her time about running- through the Diary but 
naturally nobody in this world would concentrate on such business 
as does little Miss Lee of Lyme. And, you’ll admit, there is 
but one of those. •
t I saw J. H. at supper. He and Pat have been going over 

the pecane orchards, having trees felled where too dose together, 
for a pecane tree wi 1 not produce if an adjoining one touches it.

J. H. can fly all over the hemisphere and up and down the road 
for days on end and never manifest the slightest sign of 
tiredness, but let him spend a day in the field, slap on the 
plantation, and he concedes the point that he is exhausted, a faot 
he would no more admit following road-running than that he might 
jump over the moon. «

He told me he had a card from Sister today. She wants to 
bring the children down for three days or so next week, what with 
Shreveport school registration starting on Dabor Day. I’ll be 
enchanted when Dahor Day arrives, -that’s one thing to look forward to 
wih keen anticipation. «

Marie Theresa Mettover. - what do you think about using that 
name exclusively in anything we write about the lady. I have been 
thinking the matter over and have about concluded that name will 
best serve all purposes* We have been able to traoe the lady in 
the records by the diminunitive Coin-Coin in that spelling and 
the Baumgartner rendition. But sinoe the^tert will be An English an 
since many a.reader would assume the word, Goin-Goin might be pronouno 
as in English, and a majority of readers will know English only, 
the tendency before we know it will be to give the name a twist that 
will suggest the words of a Salvation Army gal, shaking a cup and
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screaming for donations. Therefore if no coinage is suggested, 
thec name Marie Theresa Metoyer will be the one affixed to her 
in the mind of the average reader and before we get through with 
her, she will be one Of the names of which colored and white people 
like may well be proud and eventually she may emerge as the most remar] able negress in Amerioan history*

In trying to re-construct her life honestly and correctly, 
it has seemed to me the most important date we have for this purpose 
is not the 1758 emancipation but; rather 1787, the year her last 
child was born* I think we might assume she could not have been 
more than from 45 to 50 in 1787* This would establish her birth around 1740*

#She therefore must have been young when brought from Africa, ; 
making it the more remarkable tnat she should havearemember the 
architecture of her home and the details of construction. I 
suppose this might havp been at the age of 15 or 16. Her

n'*'3? the St. Denis family on this line of reason would have been of brief duration and her child born in slavery an event taking 
i y e a r  of her arrival in America* Do you reckon 
oid bt. Denis or perhaps one of the several;younger St. Denis boys 
begot the child and that it was for this reason their mother 
emancipated her. Of one thing we can be quite certain, the 
manumition was not made for years of faithful service, - a reason so often given in the old days. '

_ what of the years between her emancipation, 1758 andthe birth of her Metoyer twins in 1768* Had she spent that decade 
down this way developing her property and that developement in 
itself recommended, the lady to the consideration of .Thomas

a irenohman living here unae* Spanish rule and perhaps not 
able to get capital enough to obtain gfan{s~on his own account.

* - <er

rtf a 00U™?ei of a 600 or 700 aores giant she held in theOld hiver section. That a yong negress should have possessed a single
grant88and oolonial history. And yet this was but orgrant, ana her holdings must have been vast, what with all the
the^'ede^al^ve^Lentf1 °hildren and bain« aonflrmad ^hem by~ t *

That she was a remarkable character, these faots attest. How 
even more remarkable that such 51 youthful person in those davs of

£oreBt8 should not only have aoquired them but 
ii'tf *di ? th0m is 0« ally staggering I never heard of a
*»?*«*!»*? ap  ,th0 '““ a* 8 oolonization. And yet these seem to 
Do von ffndS,v,̂ logically deduoed from the kpown faats and written record!
a business finding non®> oan s t l 1 1  Pl0tuxe such"v?1?®3?* „bufsly all the negro papers and magazines in the oountrv
faot̂ hasn^t I!!!!!1116 “ari® 11101088 ^toyer, - and, fortunately this ? ract hasn t dawned on Jrs. ■aoloman......,
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Thursday, August 24th, 1950.

Memorandum: *.
4nd so tonight you are dining with Agatha* for your 

grand letter, together with the Inventory and the Book Dist 
arrived in this morning's post, giving me a glimpse of your situa
tion along about now. K hope everything is going along like 
silk and that you are.learning lots of first hand impressions of 
how things turn beyond the blue-. <-

. Madam Hand dropped by this morning at 10i30 while the 
knipmayers were here, inviting me to the camp for luoh with 
four guests whom she brought up for the day. I declined but 
passed by around 3j30 to say howdy and have a couple of tall 
drinks with a fruit juice base. I seem so avid for liquids I 
swallow everything in sight that isn t a solid, feeling the better 
for the doing.

I am impressed by the fact that you, too, find 12 of the 
books in the Madam’s group on your own shelves. I haven't 
had an opportunity-to run through-th* arrangement you have 
laid out but 1 think the method you mentioned is splendid and 
the list will-in no way be altered. ,

~ . f
You will be foroed to smile at the note from Dr. Miller.

Isn't it odd that she should imagine I might readily run through an 
article to voice an opinion, since many a time in years gone by, she 
herself has been pressed into service to assist me in reading 
letters of secondary importance. I assume the article she refers 
to is not of her own contriving but rather one about writing 
that has appeared in a reoent publication. What I am hoping to do 
is to find the thing recorded and so have a go at it through 
that medium. Amazing, it seems to me, how many routes there 
may Be to arrive at a given terminus. - <

There were one or two other pieces from toddy*s post 
that I may send along but they are of no particular interest, 
merely little leaflets to let you know the trend of the wind.
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Perhaps I mentioned last night, perhaps not, that the General 
and his wife are scheduled to come this week end for Saturday and 
Sunday. «how this is going to dove-tail with Went aspirations, I 
can't imagine, for one thing is oertain Sister will not come 
if she thingfes the General is here, J. told me at 
supper he hadn't advised Sister as yet regarding next week:,
%s. Hand told me that her daughter and her family plan to spend 
the coming week at the camp. As Prances Hand Jack's husband, 
Whitfield, is ^adam Wenk's attorney for the;divorce, Sister 
and Whitfiled ought to find much business to discuss, but as 
Francesand Sister don't hit it off worth a cent, a fly might 
readily develope in that ointment, ,

” fI find myself getting impatient to see how Ulna’s 
end papers are going to turn out, ^ddly enough, the thought 
of her handiwork, as between this paragraph and the above, impelled 
me to ask myself why nobody, so far as I know, has ever done one 
of t ose Souvenir Plates with a pictorial map on it. What do 
you think about such an idea, I em talking about those dishes which 
people are .forever collecting from some historic town or another, 
usually embracing the principal buildings or landmarks in a 
manner vaguely recalling Toils de Jouy. I think a Souvenir 
Plate o| the Gane River country would be gay, and ever so much more 
simplified that the usual Souvenir Plate .type. We might 
call it the Plantation Plate or the -Melrose Plate or the Gane River 
Plate and a h$ap of people 1 know would like one or a half dozen 
for himself and a flock of them for gifts. For a Plantation 
Plate, the design, — I hope, —  for the end papers might be 
curled up around the corners and pressed into service. For a 
Gane Hiver one, njight be night to have ^elrose centering the 
plate, with the zig-zagging river cutting diagonally across the 
china from upper lef(left) where the Joye Crus Coast would 
be identified by the house of Uncle Har0isse or Uncle - x
Phanor, and the lower righ^ of the circle decorated by a little 
avenue of live oaks at Magnolia, Eli Mahier would be just the 
person for fiddling with such an idea. Strange Dora never speaks of 
her, but perhaps I shall drop her a line through Dora regardless, T 
The oiily drawback about Eli is that she is of the Moore persuasion,- 
writing a book about a year after she has received a couple of 
letters from her correspondent, and for me .that is killing to 
contact, — so much withers and dies in between times.

There is some kind of a frolic going on at the honkey-tonk 
and I'm hoping against hope that Friend Brew may tear himself 
away from the gay lights long enough to pass this way and run throug 
the invenotry wit me. I f el sure it is going to be just the 
right thing,— hope your tonight's dinner has been so pleasant....

€  '» f 1
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Friday, August 25th, I960,

Memorandum?
O A

The political pot got up a little steam recently, the report 
reaching me today, but of it I will speak l§ter, for while I think 
of it, I want to refer momentarily to thf Scrapbook,

I think we ought to reproduce Lyle's first impression of 
Melrose, as pointed in the Picayune, — should you run~acP'asa it in 
the Melrose Volume resently forwarded, - perhaps last week.

I have the printed article in an album, but the date does not 
accompany the clipping and I assume it may be in 1*he volume you have.
If so, T should think it might begin well down the article, either 
with an account of his progress along the river ro$d, or even 

< farther along when he remarks something about a turn In the road and here we are at our destination, MeiX0SQt • or some t
* t * *

* If you do not chanoe to run across* the article, I shall send the 
album later and we shall hope to determine the precise date at some future time. *

$o much for that.
As indicated in yesterday’s Memo or perhaps an earlier one, 

the General was* scheduled to spend the week end here. This 
morning a message came saying he couldn't make, it. It seemed odd 
he should be coming the week end before the Labor Day holiday and when 
I remarked upon this, Celeste confided to me in the greatest secrecy 
that the reason for his coming was based on a desire to look over the 
situation at thd college.# It seems the Presidency of said institution 
has been served up to him*on a silver platter by the politicians, 
and he apparently considered the possibility. But now that he has 
wired J. that he cannot get up this way this week end, one can but 
speculate if that means'he has decided definitely against accepting the 
post, - or, on the other hand, if he has decided, regardless of what 
he might find, he will accept. I believe an appointment has to tie 
made this week, or at least one would suppose so, since the incumbent 
President departs on August 31st, and college opens right after 
Labor Lay. I shall of course let you know when the affair seems 
concluded. ......
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At 2 this afternoon* friend Postell arrived. He has been coming 
in the morning to avoid % s  Enthusiasm, hut as I assured him she had 
been instructed never to pass this way without telephoning me in 
advance, he, felt quite secure, we ran over several historical items, 
and I list the ownership of Melrose at this point, from his data, 
so we may have a record for reference. Of course the original 

greantee is supposedly Marie Therese (Goin-Coin( Metoyer, The 
Federal Government confiremd
Louis Metoyer (who died in 1832)
Jean Baptiste Louis Metoyer (a son( succeeded.
Theophile Metoyer (apparantly a son of J, B, Louis);Metoyer) j  /( Hippolyte Hertzog • f | Jose Henry( l r \ ^  John Hampton

/  Estate of J, H, Henry, bringin it up to date.

One thing to be noted concerning the above, and one thing to 
be speculated upon: - first, Louis (father) and J, B, Louis (son) 
usually were referred to .by people and in documents simply as "Louis", 
making identities just as clear as mudj

and secondly, . we only know Melrose was built in 1833, - and since 
it Required more than a year to prepare materials and construct a house 
of its type, wouldn't it be interesting to know if Louis, father, living 
at Yucca, was engaged in building the new house at the time of his 
death, .the building completed by J, B, Louis, or, if Louis died 
and only afterward J. B, Louis undertook the new residence,

« . ■

Engaged as we were in these reflections, we were interrupted by a 
knock on the door. It was Mrs. Holoman, of course,* I was between 
her in front of me and Priend Bostell behind me as I opened the door.
She apologized for not telephoning, introduced a photographer and 
accepted my admonitions with careless grace, I told her I was in con
ference and could see her in an hour and a half. My object was two
fold, for that would give me an opportunityt a to conclude the 
Postell business, — we had just entered on his intention to photograph 
all the old papers in the ^ourt house, giving us the Coin-coin data, 
and secondly, it would give the sun to get around to the back of Yucca 
where the photographer oould take some pictures, *nd so that's the 
way the balance of the day turned out,* I hope the photgraphs of 
Yucca in shnshine will turn out nicely. He also took the gallery full 
length, the Chapel,and the door in my boudoir, showing the great kevs 
on thefdoor knop, the grandfather clock, the blunderbus over the 
door with accompanying powder horn and the Audubon print which 
I substitued opt the wall where the Black Swan usually hangg, thinking 
we would be using her separately. • I also had him'take a photograph 
of the fan light window and a portion of the staircase in the Sutdio 
where little MiSS a . is want to paint. So turned out the hottest day 
of the year andoften I found myself hoping Manhattan Was more moderate 
for your sake.,,.,.

y * ■» * ’ f •
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Sunday, August 27th, I960,

Memorandum: *© ' Kt' ' v*
Adn so let's begin with Saturday, which, thanks to the 

post, was grand, for it brought your grand letter with enclosures 
and another item, long awaited, the heading' Maohine,

,  t ,

< And so last night, what with a full moon flooding the
White Garden, my back gallery was' redolent with Tschaikovski,< '

The reoords seems to function perfectly and I shall 
always be glad I had the self control to withould trying it out 
until the hour had come which early_June once and for all established 
as the perfect one for me beside St. Giggin's fountain.

But I need not expatiate on the seating which you know so 
well, nor need I mention the actual recording of the Overature 
with which you are equally familiar. You will understand perfectly, 
too, that I sensed a benediction of peace throughout the 

musioale, the superlative in contentment that comes only with 
the realization that the spirit of a kindred companion, those 
physically absent is in reality Omni-present. It was 
as near perfection as it could have been and for the whole delight
ful evening I am solely indebted to no other person that little 
Miss Lee of Lyme.

«
I haven't seen a secretary today, to my regret, for I 

wanted to run through your letter again before responding, but 
I shall take up some points at a subsequent sitting instead.

I appreciate your cooperation in speaking of the abrupt 
ending of the ^lemenoe article. I trust you will always advise 
me when anything seems out of joint in the' text or in any way 
subject to remedy.

If memory serves, the final article I quoted regarding the 
Primitives, ended up with some such sentence as "It must be 
tfun living on Cane Biver".

tAs this was being dictated to me, the t ought struckome 
that it might not be a bad'idea to terminate tjhe article 
tas quickly as possible after that remark, and so I merely 
jotted down the word Epilogue, and added: "It is, —
ihanks to people ;like Miss Acmmie and Clementine hunter. "

and just let the thing end thus# But your immediate reaction
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to this method is important, and it is possible, too, that had 
•I phrased the sentence a little differently, it might have 
D80n mors clear that following the somewhat ostentatious 
word, pilogue, therebye suggesting someing important was 
to be appended, I merely repeated the thought of the last 
sentence of the review, as a kind of confirmation by one living 
in the uane River country* ‘ °

Obviously ■something must be added to round out the article 
other than the final quote from the newspaper. *f a paragraph 
or two seems to be needed, you might' let me know. Frankly I am 
hoping Phil Johnson may bring his artist wife and son the 
wood carver, around, and I can*thus put in a couple more 
characters. If not, and the abrupt ending is retained 
the sentence would bring the article to a conclusion in the 
minds of the reader more obviously if the sentence ran;

"Itrs true: - life is m fun on Cane River, and
people^like ^iss ^ammie and -Clementine Hunter do much to make 
m  so*

But while I think of it, let me mention here that
vh°+ld b0 a skiP of a f0W clays if correspondence, you 

will not be too corse with the postman, for ft may be due to a 
whimsey on my part. My cold is definitely-on the mend but 
afLis SSGh a Prolon&ed session, I seem to laok
P!P# ?ande have fussed at me so long about coming to

wdt^ ^ hem i0£ a few days that I might take this opportunity 
or. a-^lil̂ d should they invite me, thus accomplishing the

l a t ^ a l ^ 6!1^^ll^avni?avinf; SOme 6Xtra vitamins thrown^at me. R&turally I shall avoid such an outing if possible, but should
t eventually appear that a couple of days with them down yonder

might put me back into better physical form, I shall surprise them
l i t ft*8,?y sa?in6' Yee And X should do soothe86

hold a11 ^coming mail in a special box for me in the
Alf t M o 1?9* ®V6rything Wil1 bQ quite intact until my return.

d0wn ?0t as a Probability but merely, lust in 
case I should seemingly neglect this’machine for £ or 3 days 
acquaint you with the reason for the little skip. * ’

hnrfl y ? \ Qnvisioned the possiblity of a quiet week.end, and 1 
hope it has been realized. As for,the Melrose scranhoot 
reaching you, if storage space isn t too pressing don't worry * 
about hastening * its return, this year or next if’all y
the same. As regards reproducing M. and Mme. Harcisse I ^ ^ 0 0
™  sa°°?d !h° ^ ht’ th2re isn * Point slnc^ft m^ght be 

presant^What ■“ ! ^  th9 T°llM8 W9 °ont9mPlata

Monday, August E8th, 1950,

Memorandum:

How trand to find your Thursday letter in today’s post, 
together with the transoript about Primatives. I’m so glad you 
like the little skit, and 1 am hoping to be able to add 
two more characters, if they turn out to be as interesting as 
reports lead on to believe.

In your letter you mention the possible spelling of 
"lie" or "Isle”, and when friend Pestell was here the other day 
we considered the matter from point of view of the records. He 
found the word spelled in both ways, suggesting the keeper of 
the ante be H u m  records must have had a mind like mind that 
seldom spells the same word twice alike, even when used in the 
same sentence. It*s,a cruious thing that the Hatchitoohes 
records were still kept in the French language only, perhaps 
50 years after Louisiana became American. Wouldn’t it be 
interesting to know if the German settlements in Pennsylvania 
or Ohio or the Swedish or -Norwegian counties in Minnesota and 
Wisconsin also retained their mother tongue for the official 
reoordss for such an extended period, following their incorporation 
into Statehood.

Since the balance of the Baumgartner letter head is in 
English, 1 see no reason why all of it shouldn't be, but I 
don^t propose to go into a symposium about retailing original 
spellings in American names of places, for if we suddenly converted 
Los *ngeles into tfifce Angels that would seem odd, and if 
we don’t eventually, convert some of the Indian names of communities 
into English equivalents, I shall never be able to write them 
for laok of knowing how to spell them.

, . , ••• ' : • • ■ . . . J. - C A V
« LiI intended returning, the picture of wlemenoe you so kindly 

sent along for my inspection I think it^good, and I especially 
like the arms and hands, but I reokon the one you have of her 
engaged in painting may tell more of a story for the scrapbook, 
don’t you think.

It seems to me my cold,is better although the high acidity 
tends to linger on. What with a flock of Rands, Knipmeyers and 
Worseleys to be encountered within the next oouple of days, that, 
too, will be gone into, and I shall report accordingly.

, My plans for an "all Tsohaikovski" program on
9

I 1 
1 l
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the gallery last night went awry. Shortly before finishing 
ray Memo to you, the electricity faded. X assumed it would 
'be but momentary and went ahead with my plans. But 
I had the pleasure of sharing the beauties of the night with 
Grandpa and without any filling in by good old Peter Illyovitch, 
for it was after midnight before the current was restored and 
I had long since folded up my beard. It seems a limb from 
a big tree at Magnolia had crashed, bieaking the high nower line 
and oddly enough there wasn't a breath of air stirring!

i

I Intended asking you before if Albert Sohweitzer is still 
living. I liked the Hagedorn bopk, "Prophet in the Wilderness", 
even though I found two ppges 11 and-12 but no page 9 and 10.

I m .  so glad Swhweitaer, Zweig and Holland knew each other, for 
life must have seemed ever so much more comprehensible with 
such kindred souls. I have thought about the importance 
of one individual knowing another and seemingly how rare that is. 
Whenever 1 read something about such a philosopher as Sweitzer 
and his theory that man must eventually think his way through, - 
I am a little startied at the number of people X know who don't 
seem to think much to begin with, and what they do concentrate on 
a pears to be, in spite of their contacts with the printed page and 
others who think, quite without anything beyond what stirs the brain 
of the beast But fortunately all brains don t follow the same 
pattern or it would be a dull world, but sometimes it seems if a 
few more brains functioned or oould function a little bit more 
along other than sheer mundane lines, the world might be a heap 
happier. This whole silly business of .brankrupting ourselves 
financial merely to keep up with the Kremlin, and one positive 
way to avoid such vast expenditures, I should think, would be to 
hurry up and organize an international police force under the • 
United Nations, stock-piling ammunitions in strategic spots all 
over the world and thus avoid having to pull and haul billions 
of worth of munitions and boys half way across the globe every 
time Uncle Joe twitches an eyebrow*

I know nothing of Schweitzer*s theological theories but his 
religion, wrapped up in his phrase, "Beverence for Life" sounds 
alrigAtpost card from Sister, inadvertently thown out with 
some advertising trash, says Bina has sold her Shreveport home 
which m&ans, X reckon, she will be heading out for Texas soon. * 
Sister remarked she would be looking- for a letter from me whenever 
I found time to write. That, if penned by almost anybody else 
might suggest she had p changed her plans about coming down this 
week, - the last available, for the children begin school on 
the 4th. ut from that quarter such a remark might mean anything 
or nothing-. On Saturday the naming of the new President of the 
college will be forth coming. ,1 can*t imagine the General accepting 
for the thing is bound to be political and he wouldn*t be the type 
to listen to the hill-billies dwon Baton Bouge way. -But of course 
there is always the chance his next younger brother might make the 
marionettes sqwak in the right keep, but all that seems too much.
And now for p t_, . , ,eter llyovitoh...*•••

Monday, August 28th,, 1950.

Memor andum: t «
This is some sort of a post; script to the Memo I wrote 

4ust before having a round with Peter Illyovitch on the 
back gallery. It was ^11 so wonderful and all so redolent 
of your kindness to me that X feel impelled to drop this 
little thank you note ygain, —  it has all been so delightful*

And as I let my mind ponder about as the Overature was 
playing, it occured to me there were two or three things in 
your next to the last letter which X wanted to respond to but 
haven't as yet.

Contrary to one remark about the picture of M. et Mme. 
Harcisse Prudhomme, I do think we ought to have it 
photographed some time when convenient, even though we shall 
not probably use it in the ourrent opus. It would be 

nice for your record, too. It is perfectly alright to 
leave the book with the photographer.

And thanks for telling me of tha-Madam's notation regarding 
the Manhattan marriage to a chemist by one of the Xrudhomme 
ladies. That is the first, I had heard of that particularal new 
item.

You ask regarding the necessity of getting permission to 
reproduce Government photographs. It is not* It seems that 
the federal” Government cannot copyright any of its material, 
since, I suppose, it goes on the theory that everything the 
Government does is accomplished with moneys paid in taxes by 
all the people. That is one reason why the federal Guides 
could be published, - beoay.se the publishing rights were sold 
to a private or independent publisher, - a commercial one, I 
should say. I shall not argue the fineness of this point, 
but the faot is the material in Government pmaphlets, photographs 
taken by Government agencies, and so, cannot be,copyrighted, al
though x believe the request is made that the courtesy of 
acknowledgement be extended.

I am glad to say nothing has come through as yet from 
Dr. Miller for me to read. Whenever it does, I shall certainly 
be in no rush about getting to it. Perhaps she has had
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a second thought and has ohanged her mind about sending it, - I. hope., t
You ask: about the wisdom of malting reference to Glemenoe 

receiving a pat on the shoulder from Rosenwald. It is a 
good idea, I think, and can be neatly inserted along aoubt 
where we are talking of Lyle s appreciation of her work, I 
have not run through the transcript as .yet, and so am not able 
to respond precisely to your inquiry about question marks,
I had my secretary, - Murrell, read me some of the material 
that appeared in the Natchitoches Enterprise which I had 
wirtten for it some time*back, Murrell is fairly free from 
being effected by punctuation marks, and it is quite probable 
he failed to mention them. But I shall check on the matter 
and make the proper notations when I return the same to you, 
should I secure additional data for that sectipn, - Primitives,

It is quite possible, too, that in my original manuscript,
I .was misleading in that Epilogue business, thus giving 
you the impression that the shortest Epilogue read:

It is .fun thanks to Miss ^ammie and Clementine Hunter”.
• twhereas I should, have written;

”It is, — — thanks to Mlgs Cammie, etc,”
But on second thought, and I am naturally no authority on 

the printed word and the impression it creates, — it probably 
would have been better to eliminate the word ”Epilogue” 
entirely, and merely put in the sentence, hard-on the heels 
of the the quoted article from The Item,

I shall certainly be glad when this coming* week end no 
longer confuses the local social calendar. By then the 
potential Wenks will have come and gone, and, so will the 
Wilkersons, too, I suppose, if memory serves, they were contemplat
ing spending a day here in August, I shall be just as 
happy if they put off that visit until later in the season 
thus giving us an opportunity to get our own efforts further in 
shape, and at the same time avoid for themselves the 
ohanoe of getting encumbered with the Wenks,

HI - • w  J w j i *'•••• * •••

s But the hour jogs along and i had better prepare 
to fold, at the same time giving you an opportunity to do 
something other than wading endlessly through all this 
talk. I’m going to.read a page from Prescott*s Oonauest of Mexioo, and then rest my eyes.,,,,, *
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Tuesday, August 29th, 1960,

Memorandum: «•
> 1  j  / 'i p o : o  .>.» i? a u  „. . . . . . . .  *

The enclosure suggests e are to be honored on the morrow, 
since nobody showed up today.

When here last time, Sister asked me*to have Glemence make 
a Gobelin similar to the one on my back gallery. She left 
$10.00 for the job. I wonder how much time she thinks it takes 
to make a patter, cut out the same and piece together such an 
item. Naturally * haven11 even brought up the matter to Glemenoe 
as yet and shall eventually return the $10.00, saying it is 
wno-go".

„ • *

Bo you take it from this letter that Nina plans to accompny 
the Wenks. It is heartening to know the sketches are nearing 
the finishing point, Nina will do a grand job, I am certain, and 
whatever we use of them ought to add a pleasant note to our 
current efforts.

friend Postell came to visit me today, - his final oall, I 
suppose, since he plans to depart on Thursday. He reported one 
great disappointment to him — and to us. His secretary was 
instructed to forward h 4j« his photostat machine which he hoped 
to use in recording all The documents in the Natchitoches Gourt House 
covering the colonial period copies of which were to‘be given us.
Well, the secretary oarried*6ut instructions, but directed the 
shipment to Mississippi rather than Louisiana, and so we shall not 
have the photostats this year at least. Isn't that a pity.
■ :j r. ' ;./:/• ’ | :.; . X

Cotton harvest appears to be in full swing. Today about 
100 extra pickers of *all ages and descriptions were brought down 
from town to assist in the picking. Wagon and truck loads of the snowy 
lint converged on the gin all day, and what with an overcast 
tsky, i reckon there must have teen a bumper gathering that 
probably hasn't be headed for the gin as yet, and will probably 
not appear before tomorrow's dawn. I passed by the store with 
friend *ostell when the day pickers were just in frdm the fields.
They exuded gaiety, and as they are paid eaoh evening for that 
day's harvest, they were stuffing down cold cokes and Eskimo pies, 
their eyes rolling and their whole persons giggling with satisfaction 
and delight.* • -Surely there is no happier time on the plantation than 
these first days of harvest before they get tired of the job and when 
they oan fully gratify their all-summer longing for cold drinks and 
the like.

/
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your letter, to hand yesterday, you express your awe and 
admiration for the staggering amount of labor on the Madam's 
part, as signified by the material she oompiled for Hatchitoohes 
Lore, her sorapbooks, eto. When added to this her various other lines 
oa endeavor, planting, weaving, correspondence, the raising of a 
family, unending entertainment fcf visitors and house guests, per
sonal attention tovarious people of color, not to mention the humdrum 
of domestic management, and one is floored by the sheer bulk of 
the thing as it piles up before one.

And the strangest part of it all is the fact that with but one 
or two exceptions, among whom you I consider as one, the world 
will never lpiow, — not even those in personal contact with her during 
her life, how gigantic was all this concentration of accomplishments. 
And you are one of the exceptions because you have the mental 
and cultural capacity to comprehend how much in energy#and impulse 
was represented by a single volume of her oompiled research, and 
being able to' appreciate a single ys unit, you oan readily multifply 
the same by 100 or by 1,000. But this understanding was within 
the grasp of but few others, and so the magnitude, for example, of 
her scrapbooks, registered in the minds of most people was merely 
an impressive pile of big books that, in their minds, implied no more 
labor that would the piling up of a few ’hundred Manhattan telephone 
books on the part of some subscriber*

Kane's concept of her in his chapter in Plantation parade 
differs from^aotuality about as much as a Helen Hokinsoh cartoon 
of a mother and daughter differs from da Vinoi's study of St* Anne and the Virgin# ^ -

The truth is, I suppose, that an actual portrait of the 
Madam, setting forth her reall heroic accomplishments, would 
attraot the interest of but few, be accepted by fewer as the truth 
and comprehended by a handful. I imagine a parallel m£ght bet 
drawn between'her accomplishments and those, say, of Mme* Vigee-Hebrun. 
■tfots of people, most *of them without even knowing the identity of 
the portraitist, are acquainted with her portraits of Marie Antoinette 
or the self “portrait with her daughter. Very few of these would even 
care to read a biography of the lady and perhaps not half a dozen 
people either of us know would be impressed by the magnitude 
of her 3,000 portraits and hundreds 0f landscapes. In fine, 
truth is stranger than fiction” and fancy more readily 'believed.

*** <«> « .... .. . r , .

But, -̂ ord, how I do go on.

Must knock off a couple of letters and then gather up some 
sleep as an energy reserve against the racket 'of the morrow when,
I suppose, old *hreveport will again honor us......
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Wednesday, August 30

Memorandum:

What a day - and withal not bad, inspite of the inevitable 
hubbub and hurly burly*

I reckon it must be the unusual stimulant that seems to have 
pepped me up considerably.

However.that may be and for however long, it is pleasant 
to be able to report the end papers are here,togetherwith the black and 
white sketches of the Chapel. They are quite nice, and thus anothei/step 
is made forward in our current line of endeavor.

Whitfield Jack came byctearly this morning, inviting me to have 
lunch with them at the Band camp* Blythe came up and I joined them about 
1 o'clock. We had a pleasant sitting and on my return I found the Wenks 
had arrived, Sister and the 3 offspring, but Nina had not come with them, but had 
sent the drawings.

And as though this weren't enough excitement, the great calla-lily- 
like blossoms of the Elephant ears began unfolding. I am delighted they 
made it before Knipmayer Bay , for the kindly doctor will be entranced when 
he discovers them on his arrival tomorrow. And above them some 10 or 12 feet, 
another big old Orinoco banana has begun unfolding its rich red leatherette 
petals, and that particular spectacle also enchants the physician.

Sister had a fit when she saw the Elephant Bars, forthese 
blossoms are the first she had ever seen and she very graciously inquired 
as to why it was none ever blossomed in Nother's day but seemed to be 
bursting out in gobs at this late date.

I guess the enclosures aren't of any special interest, but I 
send them along regardless, I assume Robina has been so busy she hasn't 
had an opportunity to go into the Hlary, but now with the promise of 
return to normalcy in her office, I suppose she will turn to that shortly,—
I hope. There certainly isn't any rush about it, I guess, and yet it is always 
nice to know I can give them back to your true handg

But in view of all such doings you may readily imagine that the 
day, usually cluttered up with pilgrims and work—a-day sort of things, seems ever 
so much over-loaded as of the moment.

Whi}A I think of it, and perhaps this is important for the floral 
section of our Scrapbook, there may be a picture,- snapshot - of the Madam 
in the garden, in the Melrose scrapbook which reached you last Thursday.
As I recall, there used to be one in thatbook - one of her working at the 
cannas with her clippers, I believe. In the event that you should find 
that or any other, wherein she is gardening, don't you think it would be 
afine idea to have it reproduced to go along with little Miss Dormon's 
article and that of little Miss Lillian's.

I believe L.S.U. begins its Winter semester about the middle of 
September. I shall accordingly hold Nina's illustrations for a while, on 
the assumption the Wilkerson's may be passing this way. These might present 
some opportunity for discussion regarding technical details of printing,etc.,
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which might be o f service to us in preparing the f in a l manuscript for presentation 
to the publisher.

I believe the type o f  reproduction done by your lo ca l Kodak house 
w ill  always be superior to anything o f the type undertaken down th is way.
The 8 by 10 glossy p rin ts here cost a do llar each, which I presume i s  f a ir ly  
reasonable. But that i s  o f secondary importance in viewof the fine workman
ship you w ill be able to secure, p lus the fac t  that nobody in Manhattan would 
know or care what the film s are , whereas anything done in th is area—Alexandria — 
would automatically become av a ilab le  to  Misenthusiasm who seems to know a l l  the 
photographers and apparently keeps an eye open for eveiything from th is area.
I  can 't imagine what she would do with them, but a t  thesame time, I  should never havs 
dreamed she would have even mentioned the matter she did to the Negro D igest, 
and so i t  i s  undoubtedly better to keep as many from coming within her reach 
as possib le .

By chance a t  luncheon today I mentioned Maiy Daggett Lake to Mrs.Rand 
and said  I thought some o f MissCammie* s le t te r s  to her were excellen t. Blythe said  
she had a few w ritten^ier , rather sh ort, and one of Miem^emarking upon the 
importance o f preserving some old house or other. She responded affirm atively  
tib my request fo r  using i t  and said  she would try  to get i t  to me by Sunday, or 
during the middle of the coining week. I f  i t  i s  any good a t  a l l ,  I  reckon we 
might use i t ,  with the Gustine-Lake item^to lend variety  or a t  le a s t  to grans 
khraxhaoc circumvent the lim itatio n s o f the le t te r s  she wrote to counterbalance 
those she liked  to receive. I  sh a ll send i t  along as soon as i t  comes to hand.

No Peter Ilyovitch  concert1 tonight , what with sleep coming down 
on me, to Tpote Peter Ilyov itch  B ap tiste . A couple o f interruptions has 
probably made th is le t te r  pretty  hodge-podge, but I hope you can make i t  out 
a l r i g h t . . . .

I 1
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Wednesday, August 30th, 1950.

While I think of i t ,  and perhaps th is  i s  important for 
the f lo r a l  section  of our Scrapbook, there may be a p icture , - snap
shot, -  of the Madam in the garden, in the Melrose scrapbook which 

l a s t  Thursday. As I r e c a l l ,  there used to be on in 
that book, —one of her working a t the cannas with her c lip p ers, I 
b e l i l w f  Watfhe -ev<$«4 oiSE# herein she

would be a fine idea to have i t
reproduced to go along with l i t t l e  Miss Dormon s a r t ic le  and that 
of unusual stimulants that seems to

have pepped me up considerably.
I believe it. S. U. begins i t s  Winter semestre about the

S^ltfQSoifeSW^P^qmaWJid^'SilfiH&sefeations

-pttm . Aisi ff a#p # & & & &  j-v e W f, QWK?<»lm34»&> W# (SflteaM**
to u s in  preparing the f in a l  manuscript for presentation to  
the oame by early  th is  morning, invitin g me to

have luch with* them at the hand camp. Blythe oame up ana I 
joinecHtfc^#^u|fh<J. Kodao
ogiofiffe >0# r t 4 S $ e : f t a I c e n
c^ffl?riKga vl£i$.®il»eh8>!a j#<f^s^&a<$oSS>r& (fciELar each,

•presume i s  f a i r ly  reasonable. But that i s  of secondary 
imp oafish## i*°*£ *w  to secure,

v w «E aq & sw d o iu af«W l*!fe t f e e
would

*« *  # lltEWAmftititfttit iffflfcnow

Ao with
P K t f t J f .h T W ^ t^  £Fs9!9*^% #fcftP  SflMnfc&SP.
have even mentioned the matter she did to the Hegro ig e s t ,  and so i t  
i s  unil5^«8dfeMb«:W # « 'J ia ffie^ aa# «an Jt«r(g i9 4 ^ fe J,<«^itf<WB*liS*9ch as 

b^s^gigb  are the f i r s t  she hacl ever seen and she very graciously  
inquired as to why i t  was none ever blossomed in Mother's day but 
seemedfe^oci !p ^ ^ r ^ i i^ (p ^ d D fc € a ^  &W ^Boii#&^b$§Dagget ^ake to 
Mrs. Rand and said  1 thought some * of Miss Gammie's le t te r s  to her were
exoefl«ff©£S sWi*itP^if& M p i& ffe a M h o r t ,

V g m S rm m £ M § ^ o n  i h ^ B ^ ^ l ^ d ^ a o i i ^ r ^ ^ r j a s g b ^  old
^ b a s i n g

M  ,witKh«W.G#S$iff«-^4£e EiS# tea :im p 4 r ° m  le a s t  to
le t te r s  she wrote to counterbalance

those she liked  to receive , I sh a ll send i t  along as soon as i t  comes 
to h$&£ in  view of a11 suca doings, you may read ily  imagine 

that fW sj:u t e E i & J t f l # p t g n s f e a - d a y  sort 
otQ̂ ^ § a ^ Qm Q̂ §  iS§ ŝr p ^ e  0 ptfo&bBafftWt#. A couple 
of in terruptions has probably made th is  le t te r  pretty  hodge-podge, 
but I hope you oan make i t  out a l r i g h t . . . * , .
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Thursday, August 31st, 1950.

Memorandum:

Your elegant fat letter to hand in today*s post' - your
letter of Sunday, containing the snapshots, transcriptions of 
letters, and so on. I have read the letter, but have not had an 
opportunity to run through the letters. 1 attach a duplicate of 
a .letter X mailed Mrs. M 0ore this morning. She apparantly has 
scratched me off her list, but I wrote her regardless, feeling
the “adara might have written her a particularly interesting letter

encouragement of ^rs. M oore's historical efforts and at the same 
time reveal her own interest In things ante bellum.

It now appears tu me we have about all the letters to the 
Madam that we shall be able to use if we keep the section on her 
corresponednece in balance with the other sections. Of course 
it will be more extensive by feH pages than such a section as the 
Qane hiver-Primitives, but even so, we shall soon find ourselves able 
to select and rejeot certain letters, perhaps, — now that we seem 
to have quite a variety to choose from.

i. think I shall probably'be able to get, Caroline* Mormon* s consent 
to print the letters you mention. She is such a fussjr bag it will 
take some labor on my part, for at first she will adamantly refuse.

But X reQkon I and wring it out of her eventually. You may recall 
she was so ridiculous as to refuse to let Lyle mention Briarwood in 
the Xouisiana State Guide,*a stupid action on her part, since natural1 
there were comparatively few places, as against the whole of Xouisiana 
thus mentioned and it would have been so beneficial to her 

and the property as an historical reoord and even from a sheer financial 
viewpoint in years to come*

The Bachelier letter sounds grand, and X thiiik we should use it, 
too, and "by all means. I heartily approve of all the others, tootj 
an$ 1 ^  quite sure Miss Nellie wont mind including hers. I haven t 
a doubt some of the Madam‘s correspondence with ^adam Moore would be 
perfeot, but what with'the other items to hand, we wont have to 
break down and weap if she, - as she probably will, ignore my note of

already mentioned too often how much you wish we might compare note 
together ana especially on the gallery under the auspices of the 
moon. I think the desire for good things cannot be reiterated too 
often, for often by just such means are miracles realized. In short,

at some time or other, - one that might reveal both the Madam's
_____— *  - _ ^ ^ A M - ss. 1*1 AM A  ̂m V\ 4 AA n A -P-P A v f  A f it  tVi A dOTTi,

today to heat. 4 ***•

You, frankly, are mistakenuon one oint; - to wit, that you have

let us both continue to hold the 'thought.
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And we have no^reaohed a point where I think we must come to 
a definite understanding as to where the original foundations in the 
form of the manuscript in its original and most complete form is to be 
situated as it approaches maturity. If you don’t mind, I should 
like to have all th& illustrations and originals at your finger tips.

own &00(̂  Judgement as to arrangement and final form are so identical 
with my own, that in itself is sufficient to make the decision and 
secondly, since we want to submit the thing for consideration to 
Manhattan publishers first, it seems to me better that it 
should all be in your hands as much as possible. For in many 
instances, although we shall continue to build in duplicate as 
far as possible,^there will be a lot of original stuff, such as 
Nina s illustration^, the end papers, and sq on that will not be in 
duplicate, and therefore it seems to me better that they all be kept 
under your wing, if that° will not inconvenience you too much, so 
that at any time as the work progresses and we feel it opportune 
to submit it to an agent or a publisher for recommendations, it 
may be done without having to await Unde Sara’s transmission 
of the stuff from here to there. I shall accordingly fcold 

the Mclnness items, for instance, until I receive your approval of 
this suggestion, after which I shall send them along to you, together 
Witt-any other material coming to hana, — and in oase of pictures 
where there are no duplicates, 1 shall send these oaiginal's too.

* ;; ' .... .. %
. u _ let's also consider one matter for fairly final consideration! -
/ Mow many pictures can we use of Clmenoe can wo-user. - would vou thine- 2
f  I f so I should thin*.one might he the one1 of her tak»I£ taten whUe 

painting, - the One coming baokuto me from you today. I think
puts her*in the readers mind as a painter, perhaps the other, if we oan use a seoond, might be of one of her 

paintings, and I suggest the one in the "Theodore Rousseau" manner 
a copy of which I believe I can secure, either through the-.Worsley * 
California friends, or by having it photographed here. The

Pai??inS is Ramsey and I have no hopes at all Siting the negative on that, so I reckon we might as well
forthwith. Naturally we both

are undoubtedly hoping all the illustrations may be full page.
This, sooner or later, is going to require a decision on the part

tut until the thing has assumed a nttle 
S  assumption!1 patt9rn» 1 think W0 miSht as wel1 Proceed on such

: . t  •:>-.* U  .  .. - - € -  ~ v u   ̂ -y;;- ^  . ' ' - - ' i— *

i ' . _ Keep any or all material sent you as long as vou please and
/ if spaos gets bulky and you want to return some of it temnorarilv 
'/ ° l Permanently, feel quite free to do so. X°m *lad vou liked 

the 1864 -Dupree letters. We shall Jje able to fit them into the 
Banks Army career along Cane Hiver, don’t you think!

in the S t S & ^ l q t t e ?  S aSearseilyi / ^ e y ioo1niiSue°thr
in tnemseives, - a picture of the untutored plantation neero ulavine 

a military career, And seondly, I seem ever so much better and 
getting back my old time vigor, sadly wanting during the past con-nia 
of weeks. Hope you are ehle to say you are alright^too. ,P.. P

r

■
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Friday, September 1st, 1950,

Memor andum; . :L.|f ;.J 13

I think it is going to be quite nioe when Tuesday, which 
4s bound to, actually rolls ’round.

’  ’  .  ^  ’ a t * * -  - •  1 1  ~ t  t t & .

Too many interruptions, too much hubbub to accomplish much 
until then, I guess. Anyway, I don't seem to be booking the 
tide much with all the week-enders about.

Bora seems to be feeling alright, as indicated by the enclosure. 
I have received four letters referring to the Montesquiou-Noailles 
article in Life. What with your mind and mine running as they do, 
it seemed so natural you should have spoken of the piece. But it 
comes as a surprise that Bora should have read it with interest, 
since he doesn t usually manifest much interest in such subjects. I 
laughed when her.puzzled over St; Walter Scott’s poem I had ^oted 
that makes St.* Cloud and blew rhyme. I wish 1 had thought of that 
example at one of Br. Butler's gatherings when the discussion came up 
as to prounoing foreign words in the Enligh manner. I reoall that 
afternoon so well. It was devoted to Ibsen, afid how we got around 
to talking about pronunciations, I don’t remember. But I 
do reoolleot how Br. Butler, who'speaks French fluently, recommended 
that when speaking English, one ought'to pronounce French words 
in•the English fashion and not carry over the French pronunciation at 
all, and how he laughed, at the close of the discussion, when I 
invited him to join me later in town at any old "oaf" for a cup of 
coffee. «

Br. Knipmeyer likes to read such articles and when this 
one appeared in Life, I set it aside for a go at it when a Thursday 
would offer an opportunity. But ohanoe prevented us from 
reading it this week and last, so L shall hold the thought we may 
get to it next week.

t

Bid you by any chance read the article Dr. Miller mentioned,- 
Shirtsleeve English, in the August Reader’s Bigest. Br. Miller’s 
copy arrived yesterday morning and I pressed Br. Knipmeyer into 
service so I might gige Br. Miner my opinion of the thing 
forthwith. ' * -

• M  *3 * S  m W - d *  U' ># i i y • V *  4 v  V ̂  f 'W * ’ « * * *  ■ *■. ■

* I liked the article and subscribed to its premise readily 
enough, although 1 was a little surprised Br. Miller found it 
so remarkable. The faot that* I* didn t may be due in part to the

»
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fact that I read that hook:, - "We Who Speak English" 6 months or 
a year ago,* and the burden of the message in that book was along 
the same lines as the article* I ’m not sure the message in the 
article was intended for everyone, - at least I hope it wasn’t.
For instance, it may be alright to tell an educated person not to 
worry about repeating the same words too often in the same 
sentence. But that statement was not intended, I hope, for 
high school and college nitwits, - not to mention most 
conversationalists, - who tend to wear out the reader or listener with 
the use <of the same word about a dozen times in every sentence.

But X dnn11 propose to give a symposium on the subject at 
this sitting, so you may relax, Still I do want to say it 
seems to me I am glad A, Lincoln at Gettysburg instead of saying 
"Four soore and seven years ago”, didn t bust out into too 
such a Shirtsleeve as to take a-stah at the nearest adding machine 
and start out, - "87 years ago.... " *

$he fringes of the recent hurricane that swept over the Mobile 
area continuesto scramble radio reception here, X did try to 
list to last night s Mutual program wherein some Ohio reporters 

• were interviewing Senator Taft, but X didn’t get much out of it.
But the Reading Machine isn’t Of footed by static, and so I had 
a little Russian music to start with, and then quite a bit of 
reading about ^hengis Kahp or however that Mongol gentleman 
spelled his name, X didn t know before that he was the grandpapa of 
Marco Polo s friend' old^ubla Kahn. The book was by Lands, or some 
such and wasn t too wonderful'but I always find myself interested 
in the eld oaravan routes, and 1 guess it was this fellow who set them 
to functioning better than they evef had before, — or since.

Tonight’s choice is an 1844 novel by Benjamin Disraele called 
Goningsby or some such, and seems to be mighty wordy, while 
the other thing available momentarily is "Woman With a Sw'ord” by 
Hollister, or some such, being a Givil War business.

It was pleasant to get a little dampened this afternoon, 
when I spent a little time at Arenbourg to piddle around a bit 
in the magnolia department. There has been an overcast sky for 
several days, and from 2 to 3 inches of rain to the Broth and 
Couth of us, but only this afternoon did it get around to 

< give us a slight shower. Ever^ once in a while a plant seems to 
decide bo start growing in September, which 'seems odd, and this 
year a pear is climbing skyward belatedly, after having stood 
still all summer. Your Fortuni looks' as robust as can be and 
has filled out and grown wonderfully druing the past few weeks. Just 
for fun, shall count the blossoms it brings forth next Spring. Mv 
guess is somewhere between 100 and 150, which is oerainly 
moving in the right direction.... .
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Sunday, September 3rd, 1950.

\

t

Memorandum: .
How nice to find your Tuesday letter in Batiirday’is post.

. ■ . ...............  *

Your letter with the Rachel Field enclosure, - yours of the 15th, 
came through safely. I suppose it must have arrived on the 19th 
or the 21st. For the life of.me, I cannot imagine why I did not 
ack owledge its receipt. Perhaps my cold was at its peak at 
the time or perhaps, if it reached me on a Saturday, a dozen 
personalities trooped in between its reading on Saturday morning and
my response, or rather my failure to respond, as of Sunday night.

*

In any event, 1 apologize for the anxiety my silence conerning it 
occasioned. I think it is such a splendid idea to check on these 
matters promptly, thus assuring each other that everything is 
being transmitted smoothly. I shall always remark upon it from 
this terminus, should a question arise, and I am always glad if 
you will do the same. In regard to the possibility of anything 
I send being lost, either on its way to you or on its way baok,
I beg you not to let it worry you. These transactions are 
entirely as between you and me and in case something or other 
comes up missing, we can compensate our losses with the*realization 
that we couldn’t have taken it to heaven with us any way.

But actually the item is question came to hand alright, and I 
am so glad to re-read your letter of the 15th.* * ‘It was so much like 
having a session together undisturbed on the gallery which is the 
most stimulating experience for me. Then, too, the mention of 
your re-arrangements on the domestic scene makes me hope the 
photos you took came out at least a little *to your liking, and 
even though they may not be clear at all, I should be enchanted to 
see a likeness of the general arrangement, for then I shall 
-the better envision your situation when writing from there, just 
as you, in turn, have some idea of my vantage point whenever 
I take Underwood in hand to chat a bit with you.'

c '
With the week end half over, the weather must be conceeded as 

having been remarkably favorable for me thus far. It has been 
in the oool-ish 70*8 with a rain on Friday night and a prolonged down
pour on Saturday night and well into Sunday. The *renbourg children 
are bound to have benefited greatly, while X, on the same tack, 
have been able to .concentrate more on matters of interest, what 
with few pilgrims braving the rain in the highway and the water 
in the gardens.
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Frances Rand ^ack dropped in Saturday afternoon. She 
and her husband and gone to Alexandria Friday when the rains came, 
and she brought back a jacket of letters her Mother sent for our 

consideration, — letters penned by the Madam to her, and she 
says we can use any old thing in them we want. I shall send them 
under separate cover on the morrow or next day. Ho one pays the 
slightest attention to ^abor Day on the plantation, but perhaps 
Uncle ^am1s postal messenger may not pick up 2nd class packages 
on Monday,; so if the Rand letters are a day or two or three behind 
thife note, you will not be worried by their dilatory progress.

In a Saturday conclave, the State politicans selected an 
Acting President for the local college, — some man fpr years 
associated with the instiatuion', having some ti e or other in 
the past having a held down the same post during an interim. I 
assume a permanent President will be selected sometime later, but 
it appears, as I had assumed, that the General will continue to 
•demur the offer of the crown.

The Wenks pulled out after dinner today.. For th§ most 
part, it was a quieter visit than usual but tinctured, nevertheless, 
with a hubbub that would have made a similar racket on the part of 
any other visitors something to be remembered for generations.

Relative to nothing at all at dinner, —  *Hster and I dining alone , 
she suddenly inquired;

* . •' V ■-■■■ ' ' • - * '

!,0h, have you heard from Mrs. F..... .Did she have a nice
trip.5 * , ; :r;

"Ah, yes,,T was my casual response. "She said she really had
a woriderful time.... ^nd would you mind passing me the fried chicken....
Which way do you re’ally like chicken prepared best.... "

And so we wefe off on another tack, and never did come back 
to the starting point.

t • '/ ~ ' '

With August gone arid no peep from the Wilkersons, do you 
reokon we have been sprired the honor of a day’s entertainment, —
I hope. But of course college doesn’t resume operations until 
about the middle* so I suppose there is a chance the W.’s'may 
prolong their *u^ust rain check for another oouple of weeks, - 
I hope not.

Miss Kate Perkins, too, was threatening to pass -this 
way for a day to two before school opens, but as High Schools 
begin functioning on ‘the morrow, I reokon she will scarcely 
make it. I should be ever so glad to see her, but I find 
recompense in the realization that if there aren’t too many ^  
people about, I can thuijp this machine lots more s,teadily.
***nd now for a little musioale, a page or two of reading, and so to bed,.
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Monday, September 4th, 1960.

Memorandum; 9 V . '' ***’’ ' ’ V' "
aer© it is still‘Lyle’s birth day, even though x

believe I dated yesterday’s Memo the 4th, too. *
... - ■ ? ‘

But regardless of that your grand letter of Saturday, 
together with the fat assortment of enclosures, came to hand" 1 
in the morning’s mail.

What a grand letter, everything about it, and a million 
thanks for everything in it and for the enclosures, the latter not 
having been run through.

* *
If the Bachelier letter is still with you you couldn’t possibly 

make "bud” out of "bone” could you. That is tfie only word having to 
do T̂ ith aform of grafting process I can think of, and that probably 
isn t it# It is used as a verb, as you know, when referring to the 
process of taking a bud from one type of fruit tree and set into the 
bark of. another. But let <us not worry about that point. Possibly 
he did y use the word ’’bone’’.

■ "J *.» •' v

, And how nice of« you to tell me all the news. The Offenbaok
‘ business with the Fontainebleau scenes sounds wonderful. We could 
, certainly stand lots of that type*of "film", as my secretary continues 
to,style it. I appreciate your enumeration of some of the names, —  
for some characters I recognized, although I had almost forgotten them.

t

.. And I am enchanted to know that your evening with Agatha 
turned out so delightfully. The last time I saw her she was wearing 
a black tailored suit and she wasn’t precisely stream lined, although 
I thought her figure substantial and pleasing.

And .how nice that she was able to be with our mutual friend, 
and how good to have a first hand impression of a third party, for 
with that ein mind, we may the better understand and sympathize with 
poor Anita. Lt is enough for her to have had suoh a difficult 
background in the past dozen years. And I suppose that added to this 
is the present oiroumstanoe of her health, trying at best at the 
moment, so that the sum total of both considerations are unusually 
trying. I shall be so glad to join with you in ’’holding the thought”.

f T  n. -  ^

I am glad you mentioned the letter she sent me at Christmas 
time. I have it somewhere, so oarefully set aside that I cannot
put hand .to it. I made an heroic-effort to trackxdt down the *   —
first week in June but to no avail. I know it is safe and that
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any moment I am likely to disoever it, and when 1 do, I shall send it 
along as you suggest. It is high time I dropped her a note, - 
only I hope I can find the paper in question, so carefully preserved, 
before 1 actually take Underwood in hand.

IsnTt it interesting to have news directly from beyond the 
Iron Ourtain. Surely this seems to confirm all the horrors of what 
every report seems to state or imply. I suppose, as you suggest, 
it is the jjonger generation that is being concentrated upon by 
Uncle Joe , *and the fanaticism accordingly is likely to reach 
the same pitch it did under the Razi’s Sometimes it would seem 
as though such a program would inevitably lead to the same conclusion, 
so far as peace is concerned. -̂ ut 0f oourse there are many elements 
in the present stew that differ from‘the other, and may the present one be less potent

«' ■ • «
v learn that you were able to disoover a notation
about the /.̂ lliam s Diography of /%ie. de Pompadour. And how 

pleasant is the Thought wd may turn through" a coupTe of chapters joint
ly eventually on the terrace at Arenbourg. *hat is the pleasantest prospect i can contemplate. p

And hot. splendidly thoughtful, as always, you'are in being able 
to refer to the Landsford letter, in ease I need it. I believe
onhthe i !ind I shall’ have to hunt it upon the morrow when I propose-to do some work on both the Father 
and Son portrait and that of Grandpers, and, if memorv serves

?bout th?t in the same letter! too’ -
feel c e r t M n ^ s h h ^ h 61®;,! I+Sha11 oonsult my file tomorrow,’and 

U  + shalJ; abls to put my finger slap on it, but
0ut t0 bs suggestively elusive, as Anita's then I 

M n = l r 0nSUlt yoaon a P°ilflt 01 two. In the mean time, my blessings on you for having so thoughtfully reassured me.

For no good reason, I must Have neglected to wind my olook. at 
,tne aooustomed hour last night with the result that the^ast two
Firtt8 i f lano9d ib p0iHted t0 15 minutes before t h fI soheduled to go on the air. Accordingly
1 :*-rom this typewriter to the radio, as between this naraa-ro^h
and the above, catching only the last two numbers - The JJew World ^
s ^ l  '! w ^ i t J e f ^ erpe^ f 1 M?ti0n thin6 °'f J* Strauss. I L  not sure that either composition is a favorite of mine but thev ware
rendered so raagnifioiently that X loved them regardless. Surely
ti.at program is one of the finest performances on the air and Ionly regret we can't tune them in Several nights a week:! And
aa f Put my hand up to switch off the dial, Iinadvertently siezed the
was^doinflrddelio?onc1Fl?dtbUmpe! ?}ap? igbo Carmen Caballero who was cioinfc a delicious interpretation of Cheriberibin" followed hv
"Healousy" on his piano, and it all was enchanting. f0ll°™9d by

back to Normalcy !^and C ' s c u l ^ !  b9alth «  getting
marvelous t « l o ^ i X S  ^
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I shall explore the matter of the Metoyer geneology, although 
I have about come to the conclusion that in the end we may 
employ that with other data in a Cane ^iver bookT what with 
the ivielrose data beginning to bulge in spots already.

with the weather delightfully cool, and comparative 
quiet aside from little matters to attend to for the 
colored folks in sorfrow, I am hoping to be able to 
devote a little time to writing each day this week. At 
the moment: 1 am mentally floundering around regarding 
the use of "Cane River1s Children of Strangers", whioh seems 
to be a pretty good forward. I have marked it.up a little, 
as indicated in an earlier communication, inserting a notations 
where the Madam is to make her bow and so- forth. But in 
prying that place open for an insert, I realize, too, that when 
I wrote that article, I knew nothing about ^arie Therese Metoyer, 
and therefore an opening would have to be made for her two.

These considerations have led me to t&e conclusion that 
I may be able to let the "Children of Stranger’s” article 
stand about as it is, .* This means that I ought to write 
a separate thing, — ipore or less biographical, about the 
two ladies. I haven t figured out exactly how this would fit 
in, if the artiole mentioned above is used in the beginning, 
but 1 11 figure that out alright. As I see the thing taking 
shape, it occurs to me that the original intention to put 
xucca and the African A0use in first will have to be altered.

/ Perhaps, after the Children of Strangers article, the book should 
open with the big house, - muoh pictures, etc., and all about 
the Madam, her various activities, eta., letters and all, and 
then, reversing the chronological table, put £aooa and the 
African house at)the end *of the book Photographically, the 
photographs, numerically, of Yucca, will balance very neatly with 
. ® nui!1̂ e:r photographs of the big house, and so perhaps the thing 

will tip the scales nicely in such a arrangement-, even though 
the story mores backward pictorially.

My thought is that probably the Editor, will feel the average 
reader will be interested in the big house and its mistress first 
of all, and therefore* the ante bellum building with its pre
ponderance of data' will' demand first place.

On reoeipt of the enclosures from Misenthusiasm, I tried to 
reach her by telephone bu failed. -*■ shall establish oontaot with 
her in the morning, forbiding her tovuse any photographs of 
portraits without my express oon'sent.' I shall use her photographer 
t is coming Sunday for a couple of shots of the, big house, - 
the franklin stove and adjoining desk carrying the books 
v o L  adain *?ad curing her last year, the mantle piece in the dining

by S0Se means to oatoh the white marble slab in the brick floor, - "Uelrose, 1832.< : w ;
out ?“?bant!4 t0 know "Ravaged Grandpere oamely* Isn^t all this fun, even though it is hard work onp0--... . .I.; __________________

»
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Regarding omission of "Olive operation", - you did right*

Regarding Harrish letter referring to Peterson: - your
handling of the matter is perfect, and the reconstroted 
sentence spelndid.
Regading any mention of Sister: - I agiee wholly with you, - 
it is alright to let her name appear when it does so in 
unimportant, or passing fashion.

;. j - <
. Tuesday, September 5th, 1950.

Memorandum: (

Forgive the rather ourious'way 1 have tossed the above 
notations into this letter. As I read your letter of 
Wednesday, last past, it seemed to me I might well make 
the notations as 1 proceeded so that I might Le sure not to 
forget to mention any of them.

•  t

iSvery suggestion you make meets with my heartiest approval. 
*nd may I hasten to say how grateful I am‘to you for your 
nobility-in handling these matters so adroitly. In regard 
to any reference to’Sister, I reckon it would be a good idea 
if her name can appear at least once.

< And may I rush on to tell you how much I am touohed by 
your note of Thursday, coming to hand in the same post, • 
written On receipt *of my note indicating 1 'might skip to 
Alexandria for a day or two. Fortunately I seeni to have 
ridden out that storm. 1 assume the influenza or whatever, while 
seemingly pretty evenly spread throughout my system, did tend 
to center «a bit in the kidneys. At any rate, the urine seemed 
hot-hot and carried a cloudy appearance. I was forced to 
flatten out for ^several days which tended to correct everything, 
but I am taking a penicillin shot, - the -k>rd knoww how that is 
spelled, - Just to be sure, whatever lingers on of the cold is 
therebye thoroughly erradicated. My temperature seems to have 
disappeared almost completely, too, but Just to dispose of the 
whole"business, 1 shall take a shot or two regardless. In the 
mean time, 1 now seem back on my feet alright and have no doubt 
J. shall continue to forge ahead from here onward.

And thanks, too, for fixing up the Parrish letter so skilfully. 
I shall write Georgetown tonight, asking permission to use the 
letter, and I have no dourt it will be readily granted.

Two or three*unexpected "Jam-ups” ooming a^out mail 
time prevented me from sending-the Hand letters.' Ihey will go 
forward shortly. Sam Peace*s mother, — Aunt Maiine, died this 
morning, and two or three unexpected requests for moral support 
had to take precedence over my normal routine.
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Wednesday, September 6th, 1950.

Memorandum
I shall not cover haXt I want to in this note, - for your 

elegant letter of Saturday, last past, brings up so many interesting 
points, I shall not recall all of them at a single sitting.

My thanks, billions of them, for all the most interesting 
observations you have to make on a whole flock of subjects. But 
before going into any of them individually, let me hasten to 
make this suggestions: *

If you are not too greatly inconvenienced by keeping them to 
hand, wouldn’t it be wise for .you to keep all illustrations, and 
anything we might possibly want t>Hof ostated. together witfo *all
'f^yat copies of-the maipigorint. so that you may ha v V ^ e m .conveniently

* to hand when the work gets to the point where we can submit it to 
an agent or publisher for consideration, recommendations, etc. In 
cases where we shall want duplicate pictures, as Grandpere’s ravaged self 
I should think it wise to have a couple enlargments made at a time, 
but if there seems to be one better than the other in such instances, 
you keep the better, so that, the best foot may be put forwarded when 
the material comes up for consideration. I shall be hearing from you 
xhx& regarding permission to send the end paper sketch shortly, and 
if you don*t mind having it along with the other plunger, it would be 
nice to know it is all together in your folio.

I am entranced with younfascmating aoeount of the 1864 letters.
I shall see someone on the morrow, — one of the Ilorenzs, who will be 
§ble to tell'me if Clement -kLorenz was a mulatto,"-*thus seeming to 
determine the racial status of the waiter of the letter. I was 
delighted over "fame" for "fqmme" and "Yan Key" for’Yankee. And 
as I red your reference to his herse, ^-spelled "eucher" or some such,
I found myself wondering if this oould be some ef the same phonetic 
spelling of the writer’s individual way of spelling "Yucca" which —  
might have been given the horse for ~a,naifie, because ef origin.

I didn t know about the Jtominique Metoyer photo of the picture in oi. 
A Dominique^owned Arenboug aF*one tirrid. 'fSflrpjrps we ought to be 
particularly interested in him, -and where do you suppose that 
portrait is now and did you say it was dated 1836.

The portrait of Grandpere’s wife, taken when leaning up 
against the bars at the window of my bedroom giving on the 
front gallery, has nice coloring but is pretty f a d e d . I  meant to 
say, too, regarding- getting the boy out of what I take to be a con-
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centration camp, that local mulattoes belonged the the Parish Guard, 
a quasi military-civil organization, set up in some Southern States, 
perhaps all, to safeguard the community, often functioning in both a 
judicial and executive capacity, with power of life and death in 
their hands. Miss Hellie's papa was one in Adams bounty, and perhaps 
Element llorenz was one along this bend of the river.I * '

As regards the pictures sent by &udolph, I agree with them that 
only the one of the Madam at the loom is of interest to us for the 
present purpose and I believe we should have a glossy print made of 
it. And that makes me confess I never did understand why all 
pictures for reproduction have to be glossy but so it seems to be.

I agree with you that it would be a good idea to include the quilts 
in one form or another, Ihey give emphafcis to the domestio (feminine) 
inte sts in a volume dealing quite a lot with less "needle and thread” 

ebusiness, hike you, I can't think, how these could best be contrived for 
inclusion. * had hoped all pictures might be full page, but in this 
instance, perhaps a flock, of them could be compressed on to a single 
sheet and be the more striking for their concentration and the pattern 
they might make by being joined. If, on the other hand, you think the 
photographs of one or two of them, if possible with the ^ad?am appearing in 
them, are of sufficient artistic merit or domestic suggestion, then 
they, too, might be rated a whole, page each. It is such details, of 
course, that will be helpful when we can find out if such illustrations 
are going to be alright tso far as production cost of the book is 
c ohcerried.

Perhaps the aenry lyler letter should be included to suggest the 
range of the Madam s correspondence. It was, for ^enry lyle that the 
Madam asked you to-buy h^r an inexpensive edition of "Gone with The Mind. 
He died last year, r -

I foas interrupted toward the bottom of the last page, and may 
have put in a line or two in the final paragraph having no relation
to what went before, I intended saying' that I had in mind using 
about 5 reproductions for thecYucoa portrait group, Ihe two children 
of Grandpere,_-the son (1) and the dghter (1) of whose identity I 
am not certain at the moment, and therefore without much comment re
garding them. But with a paragraph, a page or more about the others, —  
Grandpere, Father and ^on, $he Black Swan.

,I * * 4 « | '
And about Glemence ^don t you think ti would be wise to

uae just two illustrati<$nS7 —  one of her sitting down painting and 
oner of her at her "exhibity". ur would you think a flock of pictures of 
her, — I don't think so off-hand, - as in the manner possible for the 
quilt arrangement. Am I right in thinking one excellent large illustratioi 
is more striking and more interesting than a flock of little ones giving 
more details- Caroline took the ^lemenoe piotures, I believe, and we 
can't count on her films. Just select which ever you think better.

Wednesday, September 6th, 1950. 
Hater.

Memorandum; 5 *

* Of course I neglected to respond to your excellent suggestion 
regarding the inclusion of .Josephine Monette in the Scrapbook.

I should imagine the picture you mention of her with some 
of her children would be splendid* As we shall mention the
three phases of Yucca, — colonial residence, slave hospital and 
restored residence, it might be nice to include two pictures of 
Yisfcca, suggesting its colonial and contemporary appearance,
and a second picture of it during its middle period, -- if you
think the oil painting you have would ‘‘suitably photograph for such 
a purpose. It was during its middle period, as you know, that 
Josephine raised her broood, — 9 children in all, I believe, occupy
ing that section of Yucca which is now my bath room. At the 
time she was living in that room, Uncle Israel and Aunt Ja^e 
were occupying what is 'now nfy boudoir. You mentioned a 
picture of Uncle Israel. If you think it would reproduce nicely, 
we might include it, too. And if the bell shows, I can tell the 
tale of how Aunt '-'ammie fed him with her own hand during his 
latter years and ginned up his jaww with her gold breast pin when 
he died, __the whole Josephine - Israel business being grouped
under Yucca in its middle period.

.• ■ *

If I remember correctly, the earlier snapshot of Josephine which 
you have, is more or less a mother and child picture with nothing 
suggestive of plantation about it. I take it this one you just 
mentioned, - the one with the 4*children, may be more plantation-ish. 
I leave it to your good judegemnt to decide.

• In the matter of reproducing your oil of Yucca. I leave 
that to your 6oo& judgement also, for you can readily determine if 
it will look quite different when reduced to black and white, —  
different, that is to say, from the photo we shall probably use of 
Yucca, taken from the opposite side of the house. Off hand, I should 
imagine the difference might be strikingly.different and interesting, 
but there is no need of going to great trouble about including it, 
if you feel it wouldn!t photograph very well.

I thin£ it would be an excellent idea to quote from the 
newspaper obituary of Josephine. As I recall,the reporter apparently 
jotted down what I said to him over the telephone when I reported 
her death but since scrapbooks, among other things, are designed 
to carry clippings, a direct quotation might seem in order from the press.
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I believe*I am acquainted with the aoco nts of Melrose 
as were written by that youth for the Tensas Gazette or whatever. 
They didn t seem suitable to me. I shall get someone to dictate 
the section of the article Lyle wrote giving his first impression 
of Melrose and the Madam for the Picayune. This piece is pasted 
in an old Album and, unfortunately, does not carry the name of the 
paper or the date. I figure it must have been in the Spring of 
1919. I think: the Picayune has never been catalogued, but I 
may find some way to determine the date.

Secretary Brew tapped on my widdow between this line and the 
above, having seen my light on his way home from the honkey- 
tonk, I reckon, I had him dictate two pages of the three 
comprising the Saxon article on Melrose, so that with luck, I 
ought to the able to get the third page knocked off at the 
next sitting so the same may go forward in my next.

•  *  ̂  V **. -  * ' V  _ • t ~ >*; • *T*

I want to thank you, too, for letting me know about 
the Sweitzer vi*sit to Colorado of which I knew nothing, of 
course. I don't know why L am so delighted to know that he 
finally did make his American trip,even though it was ever so 
brief. I guess the reason for my satisfaction is based on 
the fact that I hoped in the United States he might find a mani
fest tion of appreciation for all he has lived for, even as he 
appears to have found in Sweden. And what do you think of 
the man. Prom what little X know of him, I find myself refreshed 
in having run across another soul who is so big as to be 
concerned with humanity and not with nationality, which is 
always an inspiration. With so many people all wrapped up in 
what other people wear for outside garments', it is inspriing 
when one encounters a larger being devoted exclusively to 
deeper considerations, such as the heart and soul. I take 
it Albert Schweitzer is one of these.

t ' ^ | .T ;
Pat returned from the Rio Grande country tonight. He 

said his Mother and his new*stepfather are to live in Houston, 
where ^ugenia will teach school. His step fathdr has been 
living in Venzuela during the past couple of yê irs. Prom what 
he told Pat, the latter gathered .Democracy hasn t really got to 
going full tilt down that way as yet. He understood the 
turn over of the Government down there a few months bakd 
was due in large measure to oil companies operating there.
Me got the impression most citizens of that country felt 
more financially secure if they kept their reserves in banks 
outside the country. Naturally I was all ears but said nothing, 
but thought of you and of your own'possible reflections on such “ 
matters.....

Oû d K**- Jo

UiHaA'H'X,

Thursday, September 7th, 19SO.

Memorandum:
? •

I hope you wont mind if later tonight 1 "drop ^.eien a note 
in which, as a matter of courtesy to her, I shall give her your 
address. *

I shall enclose her hilarious letter, packed with many 
points of substantial stuff. Perhaps you might read it 
at this point as it will afford you a understanding of the
next point or two 1 have to make.-. ...•••••••• •••*

Alright, — now that you have read it, — and I hope 
laughed as much as I did over her duck problem, let us con
sider her reference to The Houston £ost. •

I shall write her, advising that you have the manuscript 
of the Pilgrimage article which you will send directly to her.
Her address is
Mrs. Prank Baldwin,
News - Tribune, Times * Herald,
Waco, Texas.

Por I assume by the time this letter reaches you, the 
manuscript may have been returned by Coronet.

. Pat tells me Houston has a population Qf about 750,000 
and its Sunday edition, I assume, supplies both the urban and 
a large surrounding region, which perhaps accounts for its high 
payments for articles, although, like Helen, X can’t imagine 
any newspaper handing out such large sums for articles. Still, 
it is possible they may pay well if they strive for particular 
slants on various subjects. In view of of their possible 
interest in dishing up material of probable interest to 
local residents who may travel over Louisiana way, — and, scrags 
to say, Houston people do have a camp here on Melrose, — it might 
not be a bad idea to change the title of the artiloe from 
Spring Pilgrimage, to "Southern Pilgrimage, - on the Meceiving And

I shall write m qIqxi asking her, as a Texas resident, to 
consider this matter, and to substitue any other words or 
phrases that might seem to make the article seem a little more 
exclusively designed for Houston consumption.
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It seems to me Helen, Carolyn, Lydia and I are eventually 
going to have many a friendly gathering all together, and it seems 
to me, quite aside from the business to hand, the present 
matter provides an excellent opportunity for a personal 
contact to be established. Again I repeat, —  I hope you don't 
mind.

I think: you will be astonished, as was I, at the surprising 
bull's eye she hit in mentioning things wtiich might be in
cluded in the manuscript. She has seen the Hmma article, but that 
is all.' When the material lias i developed a little further, 
we can communicate with harper's or whoever, as a try. Off hand,
I don't ̂ recall ̂ the Laughlin publishers of his "Ghosts Along 
the W s s 0i°s3£p*pi’,V  That item was certainly photographic alright.
It is. interesting that Carolyn recommended an agent and Helen does 
not. Prankly that is a subject I netfer felt settled about in my 
owri mind.

• • - - - v* v' - *-■

In speaking of eventually running1 up to Marshall for 
a day, I made it on the prdviso that I would give it more favor
able consideration if and when Caioiy^ _ 1 told her directly, - 
ever found time to run through her films to find the one I want of 
the Madam sitting befox.Q,jLhe armoir bookshelves—  We shall see 
if that Is any good as a lever.f I think Helen’s point that 
Carolyn is about ds elusive as a female Santa Claus hits the nail 
on the head. She is certainly a fine‘per son'but much too 
lacking in dependability to bother my head about.

’Blythe came up this morning with a flock of guests. I 
lunched with them and returned here for a tour. It was pleasant 
but a little arduous, as I-found one of the guests had a heap of 
negro informatidn I wanted, and I pumped mightily and long.

haliQ^J^qtV_s_^i_ster, in law was among1 the guests, — the one 
who collected a co'uple of hummed thousand dollars when -Natalie’s 
brother accidently shot himself or at least is supposed to have done 
so accidentally.

Precisely at supper time the Overdykes arrived, bearing 
'me a fine Holland cheese that will go nicely with some delicious 
cakes the Kn$pmeyers brought me this morniiig. Dr. Overdyke 
promises to send me a complete inventory of Grandpere’s effects 
with the valuation of each item.' I think he will do it, and 
if so, we may find in it precisely the proper Metoyer touch for 
material relative to the 'Yucca sootion of our Scrapbook,

It has been a full day. It will be rather late before 
I hav'e folded up the Underwood and oalled it a day. -̂ ut it 
is pleasant to think that it has held some things that may ve 
of mutual interest to us both. And it is ever so pleasant to 
contemplate a little musicals before actually folding up.... .

4400
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Priday, September 8th, 1950.

Memorand urn:
The postman ring twice this morning, bringing me 

your two letters of Sunday, with enclosures, together with 
several other pieces of first lcass mail.

My secretary arrived tonight at ten minutes before 8.
We ran through your two letters, coming to a full stop 
before taking up the enclosures and the other mail.

Sa Majeste, avec Mme. de Montespan, etait arrive a huit heure 
pour rester ici? —  ohez moi, jusquau dix heures.

All in all, the day has been rather hurly-burly, with 
a brief sitting with Celeste and ^adam .Regard before they 
took off for a frolic in ^outh Louisiana scheduled to 
last until Monday. And then there were pilgrims and one 
or two people to contaot on little geneological points I wanted 
to clear eup, and so the day played out.

I am so anxious to geu into your translations and trans
criptions of the A. S. Lupre letters. Unquestionaly they are 
from the pen of muia'cto, and T  shall pin down the racial thing 
shortly. All the persons named in the letters whom I know about 
are mulattoes, too. I think your conclusions regarding the 
identical nature of one named in the i>upre letter, to appear 
80 years later in the Baumgartner letter is fascinating, and 
again I must congratulate you on your keeness of perception 
in figuring it out.

After doing s me work at Arenbourg, I walked over for a 
little chat with our neighbor, Alfred Alorenz, who lives, as 
you know, just to the Horth of Arenbourg. He says Clement 
Llorenz was some kin of his, a gfeat uncle, as he recalls. He 
says Clement’s family sometime after the war moved to 
Uorth Louisiana, and he doesn't remember about Element's death, 
but remembers the funeral of-his son, Albert Llorenz, whose 

boay was brought back to lie Bievelle for burial in St. Augustin’s 
grave yard. Albert's funeral left a profound impression 
on our neigbhor because of the difficulty the family had 
in effecting interrment. It seems Albert's body had been

t  . .... r  ,
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shipped here not only in an iron coffin but the latter encased 
in an iron box to boot. The iron within iron, naturally 
totalled a weight that was almo t unmanageable for there was 
no available machinery to hoist the burden, and it was almost 
impossible for enough men to get within reach of the thing so 
that all could lay hold on it at the same time, ^y taking down 
a portion of the cemetary fence and backing the truck into 
the graveyard at a point not too far from the prepared grave, 
the huge metal mass was somehow pushed down a wooden ramp 
especially constructed from the end of the truck to the 
grave, and thus was burial eventually effected. So much 
for the endi of Albert, son of dement, and while iTYhas nothing 
to do with the 1864 lettep, I pass it along regardless, 
thinking yo^ would find it interesting, as do I.

^ith research apd conversations with people knowing 
something of the doings in Civil War times, l"try to 
re-capture custom and practice obtaining at the time to 
account for £he presence of A. S. .Dupre and his associates in 
the Alexandria area. JJq one seems to have heard of planters 

being impressed or is it empressed into labor gangs, and yet 
{off hand the .letter seems to suggest<such was the situation 
in his own case. The "Yan Keys marched along Cane ^iver 
in the •-’pring and as these letters date from September, one 
rn ght assume the summer had been spent at enforced labor.
That this one or that were employed on a boat would suggest they 
were also working under Federal supervision, either in 
transporting supplies from down the river, possibly $ew Orleans, 
or perhaps engaged in working on making a channel ust to 

the ^orth of Alexandria where the rapids which give the parish 
of Bapides it name, tended cto discourage shipping at such 
times of the year as the river was touching a seasonal low.
July, August and September ware usually the months when 
Redt ̂ iver reached its lowest ebb before the autumnal rains 
provided suificient draft for the larger vessels to carry away 
to cotton. X shall be glad when on the morrow I can run 
through these letters again and keep an eye open for some 
tell tale word or phrase that may throw some light on the matter;

And thanks no end for giving me the splendid quotations 
covering ^leipence. "painting by he ait" is such a lovely 
and original phrase^ we cetainly must^get in in somehow.

I haven t had an opportunity to run through the Rosenwald 
correspondence covering the same subject, but shall druinK the next day orcso.

^ome small proof prints of photos taken a couple of 
weeksback came to hand today without comment. They are all 
unsatisfactory, and so I shall try again on Sunday, hoping 
against hope that -̂ -elen may come before too long and take some 
really good ones for us. And now T must n fold for the moment.

4402
Ij/fK M ctu , iL- (X. /1 fil yM

Sunday, September 10th, 1950.

Memorandum:

This Memo isn*t going to be any good, and you will miss 
nothing if you toss it into the trash slap off.

Physically 1 am feeling fine, but the week end has been 
so busy with matters of no consequence that I am already 
wool gathering before beginning our little chat.

Yesterday was sufficiently long in itself, not so much at 
the end as the beginning.. At 3:45 someone tapped on ray door, —
Sa ^ajeste. It seems Mme. de ^ontespan had left her porte-monnaie 
on my sofa the night before and car keys were needed. Sa ^ajeste 

t was gayly ruffled* So was 1 but my merriment got the better of 
me, and ^lthogh I tried folding up my beard after his departure,
I couldn t sleep and so decided to be-sitr myself regardless.

This morning 1 had pilgrims and all afternoon that scatter-brained 
Holloman worn n and a photographer. ? I think I got a few pictures 
for our Scrapbook, — but of such things, one never knows, of course, 
until the proofs appear.

» *
By going to bed early Saturday night, T did get some reading 

done, finishing that Oivil 11 ar thing, — "Woman ftith a Sword" 
which blandly makes that struggled sue essfuly conclusion hinge ex- 

< clusively on the doings of one little lady, called Miss Darroll of 
. Maryland. Tn the end the her® doesn^t get the heroine, which may 
ac.ount for#the movies not having done the thing as yet, although 
in the past movie magnates have been none to alter the last page of 
one story to please their patrons, so perhaps that isn't the reason 
for the Sword ~ady not flickering on the films. Then, too, it may 
be that after "Gone With the'^ind" the movie makers are in a mind 
to s put on another costume picture this soon, for costume 
pictuoes have vogues, as understand it, and only appear 
every so often when everybody then makes nothing‘else but.

c

Hext I am having«a go at a thing called, ft Great Teacher s". and 
from the names rattled off in the Table of wostents, * don t^seemtoo 
have heard of half of them, even though t£e-“first two are familiar, - 
John Stuart bills' papa and little ^iss ullivan who made life 
worth living for aelen teller. uf the dozens of teacher I had 
tq weather from childhood to maturity in a whole variety &f institution* 
I h can think of but one or two who were any good so far as beating 
somthing into my head was concerned, and I guess if T ever did learn

a^ »  tt was more in spite of so-called teachers than because
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* I wonder if you dhanced to hear the U.S. S. program tonight,—  
"Edward, My Son" with Gharles ^aughton and la "belle Russel. Like 
anything George^Arli^s touched", so anything Laughton interprets 
delights me. I hadn t heard until announced on the program 
that 0. ^aughton is going on or resuming a tour which, I gather, 
is a one'man show, perhaps in dialogues not unlike .the one-man sing
ing show of Chevalier which you saw a year or so hack. I "believe 
the announcer said it is called: "An Evening With Laughton", - 
and naturally * thought of you and felt sure you would relish 
an evening with ^aughton, should he make his how in Manhattan.

Returning momentarily to today*s photographic business,
I want to let you know what items we struok:? " * „ ' - _ .

The franklin Stove in the Madam's room
The fireplace in the Winter dining room, taking in, 1 hope, 
the marble slab, - "Melrose 1833", ,
The Lafayette Apron
In the African house, ^og standing before the portrait of Emma 
The Yucca sundial
TheBidet, showing its 3 parts, standing before the Louisiana map 
The Robert McAlpin cotton stencil.

t

If the photographic work on the latter comes out well, I 
think the latter composition ought to be quite interesting.
I pasted white paper on the .back, of.the copper stenoil, thus 
bringing out the cut out lettering in strong relief, I placed 
the stencil itself in a horizontal position, resting on a white 
cabinet against the paneling in the living room here at Yucca.
'I gathered * some cotton bolls, some open, some closed, leaving them 
on the stems, and these L placed to the left of the stenoil and 
above it, While to the right I stood the dodl, representing a colored 
preacher. The Hobart M GAlpin-aimon Legree stenchil with a figurine 
•suggesting bncle Aom, plus the cotton bolls to remind one of the use 
for which the stehoil was contrived, — all seems to me more or less 
harmonious as to subject matter, and, I hope, will embrace something 
more as a picture than the mere reproduction of the flat metallic 
piece of ante bellum plantation gear.

I have thought of you so frequently this week end, hoping 
you weren't too jammed up with people and outside goings-on, 
and that you got a little measure of relaxation all for you....

/

Monday, September 11th, 1950f

Memorandum:
Ag there was no first class mail on Saturday,^today's 

?cup was brimming, and best of all, your letters of Tuesday and 
Wednesday, both safe to hand. * f

‘Pi have had two successive sittings with two successive 
^secretaries, "for it never rains but it gours", and I should have 
been jus as happy to have but one secretary to read your two 
letters, but since things shaped up differently, I ran through 
several other items Us well, and left the balance for another 
day, although those from a single source would have been sufficient

ĵ ad so i shull plunge' into whatever comes to’mind as 
mentioned in-your two letters, as soon as I express my appreciation 
to you for. acquainting me so meticulously about the contents of 
the scrapbook contents.

First off, ^ary Bell Modeller, daughter of a former Mayor 
of Shreveport, is dead, so we don*t have to get her permission 
to use anything she wrote, and 1 guess the Picayune copyright 
must be run out by now. i shall ask about that. But don't 
you think her article pounds good, perhaps following a page or 
two after that of Lyle s first impression of the place, as 
forwarded to you about«^last Thursday. Or would the other article 
you mentioned by some man Whose name eludes me be better for 
giving*a somewhat,detailed report of the plaoe, as the logical 
follow up of Lyle s article*.

o ,
Lyle's article which L had-dictated to me didn t sound exactly 

as I remember it, but it still seems to me to be go8d for giving 
an impression of the place and the activitiy of the ^adam.t - ' '

And while I think of it, $he sketch of Madame *,ubin Roque 
that seems to be signed "I. S. was not*, as you naturally 
assumed, by little Miss Irma Sp Willard, but rather by the pen of 
none other than Lyle himself, — at least that is what the 
Madam toibd me. f

My only reason for assuming there was a picture of the 
Madam cutting oannas in the scrapbook was due to a statement by 
Sister last week who offered to go to the back gallery and 
produce it for me from said volume, but I got her off that track 
easily enough. She probably* had the picture confused with some 
other.
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I have noted your request to hold up shipment of stuff 
for a while until half of South America gets put, I haven’t 
much., to send at the moment and shall be glad of the interim 
when T can add the new pictures which have just been taken and 
which can be sent along in the same batoh, There will be 
two pictures which Marion Post took, for the department of 
Agriculture which T sfyall also send at the same time I send 
Nina1s sketch of the ^hapel interior. These photgraphs, taken 
in 1940, are of the wash house, fortunately with clothes on the 
line, and a wonderful portrait of Joe Boque, Celine’s husband, j the latter to be used as an example of a splendid mulatto type. 
These pictures, quite the contrary to our usual problem, are 
rather over sized than under, and will require reducing. But 
we can insert them with our illustrations, if you think best, 
awqiting decisions by the publisher, U'Mer sized pictures 
too often fail to convey pro'per impressions, I think, while 
oversized ones will balance the scales in the opposite direction,
I hope. These two photgraphs, - glossy, are perhaps 18 inches by 
24 inches, or some such and are really remarkably fine,

I pause momentarily to glance at my clock, and dete mine
if it is running, for 1 don't want to cheat myself on the
First Piano Quartet the way-1 did last week, — but 1 still have
ample time, * « *

« *

I'hat Harold Case number and the bag you mentioned describing 
Lyle,’pljs his 180 pounds are both sights. And the history of 
Yuctfa as revealed by Mr, Case reflects just about what 
one might expect, for you know Lyle lived and died and most of 
the living ^enrys still exist, even as did the Madam until 
1 had done some research on my own hook, — to wit, that 
they were* satisfied to let Yucca drift along as a former slave 
hospital, none of them ever pushing baak the pages of history to 
determine that originally it was the colonial residence before it 
was a slave hospital, it is true, of course, that once or twice, 
perhaps in the Revolution and perhaps ih 1870, Versailles was 

•a veteran’s hospital, but wouldn t it seem odd if the world were 
content to palm the place off as°a former hospital, and just 
let it go at that, 1

t : *  •  • ,  h  . '

I guess i had better get ^elen to "strike" a picture of 
the famous table cloth when'she comes, for that seems to have 
figured in so many things written about the’ place that an 
illustration might be in order,

I’m alright and thank you for your recommendations regarding 
an outing I shajl take the suggestion under advisement, which 
means eventually of course. More on the morrow and may you, too, 
be able to tune in on the Siartet without too many discordant notes 
flying about.....

Tuesday, September 3£th, I960,

Memorandum: '
A second time this week, the postman rang twice, dnd Thanks 

billions for your grand letters of Wednesday and Thursday last 
past, the air mail and the regular one arriving at the same time,

I sincerely appreciate your kindness in(sharing the 
details concerning the mental problem with me. On the basis of 
the wife’s letter, and; if needed, an additional deposition from 
the sister, I should think, ought to make veteran aid readily 
available. Without knowing anything about G-overnement red tape, 
my guess is that application should be instituted by the wife to the 
veteran organization nearest Illion, Vaguely it seems to me there 
is a veteran’s hospital in the Elmira area, and perhaps that 
institution could be made use of in the present case, so that 
comparative proximity of the family could be effected, for visiting, 
etc., although 1 believe during the early period of mental treatment, 

visiting by members of the family is discouraged, I^suppose 
Ilion is 75 or 100 miles South or rather .North of Elmira which would 
make it comparatively easy, I suppose, for the wife to establish 
contact with that place. It would seem to me circumstances*are 
now shaping up so that something positive may be undertaken, and 
for everyone's sake, and particularly W, himself, his sister and 
wife, may shortly experience the relief from worry that should go 
along with a successful effort to get everything headed down the 
right furough on the way back to restore health and happiness, *1 
,shall continue to "hold the thought and shall be genuinely interested to learn how things turn, 0

And thanks billions for all details regarding the Ebony business. 
Off hand, I should love to .know if Ebony and Negro Digest are 
publications honestly devoted to the welfare of and .improvement of 
racial relations, as< some negro newspapers must be, although some 
do exist, I am told', in one case of which 1 have been told, where 
the negro part*is merely a facade set up by and behind which certain 
"Merchants of venioe” operate with a view of fishing profitably in 
raoial waters they wilfully muddy for greater circulation and higher 
accompanying advertising rates. But that is merely an idle wish that one dreams of but never realized, *

I think your‘suggestion fine regarding the possible use of 
th0 Rosenwald prospectus as the‘basis of an article, I think 
I couTcTTget DrrXhipmeyer to read the thing to me some Thursday 
morning and, as a result, I might by some miracle do some patohing 
to the thing' to bring it up to publication standards. There 
is but one fly in this ointment, — the fact that %s. Boloman

• • • • • • •
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had in mind to do some kind of a Cane ^iver thing for the publication 
and it was regarding that that she wrote that letter in which she 
bounced me forth in such <an extraordinary fashion.

Either accompanying this letter or shortly, I shall pen a 
rought draft for your inspection, addressed to the individual who 
signed the holoman letter, --I suppose £ sent a copy of that communication 
to you. i shall state a couple of things quite frankly, assuse 
the publisher of no wish on my part'to enfringe on rs. Eoloraan's 
piovinoe, ̂ but setting forth the circumstances surrounding her flyer 
into the Oane ^iver co ntry and my own acquaintance with thq same.

, * ^ e  Port*ait in which I appear with Grandpere might be
used readily enough, the one in which I am standing along side*
They have^seen a ps reproduction of this, I am sure, as.it appeared 
m  the Miss Caramie Still Lives At Melrsod" article which she sent them, < c

 ̂ 4. rae» tooi ^at ^H0 Houston Post might be
in ^ I 0* s CHlildrQn of Strangers", too, and if not,it might be submitted ,to the Ebony-Digest outfit for consideration.

hAr).i/ thQ adv0n't of 0°PY of Ebony you mentioned asbemng on tii8 way. ab you so neatly pointed out, that paragraph 
you quoted certainly bounces slap into my boudoir. But who in 
the w rid could have contrived such a thing. I can't believe 

Mrs. Holoman would do so, but one never knows. And while I think 
of it, she has already written Hegro Digest, asking' they give her 
the pen name, Agnes Richards” for anything they publish by her 
k0,T?nt to gzaat length to explain she occupies a prominent social
secret°n \°/!0p her identity regarding racial matterssecret. I knowfof no exalted social position she occupies and
I, for one, aon t have to conceal my interest in racial relations.

*■*>

m cif?st-^ony business should‘turn out satisfactory, there
ofCcolor to ^eirn^ft wr3:tt0n about the annual pilgrimages made by people • 2 0lrose. I shoula imagine such an article might be of

nubl^hfiri98* / 0 reader® of the digest, and would probably end up, nr* no end. of visitors of color, since, so far, there^
nrprn?A^lsJ°rd0' Plantations other than Melrose, privately owned and 
operated, that permit people of color to make tours. I might 
drop tnat hint in my letter to the Digest when I write.

t lett9rs as n°t having arrived as yet.
w / h h A ? / / OrWardQd/ h0? up to now»’but s all I so shortly/ I withheld them momentarily, thinking the gang-up of South America
Ni'S/nfrtI6r(y0U en?ugh t? TOrry about momentarily, The sketches
but T qhaii Lf?ff0rmard iime» toSQth0r with a flock of photographs but shall await your nod before putting them in the mail. P *

a™thQiQn^l-8’nii a 8 baok from th0ir round of parties inbouth Louisiana, "bien tickle ove* the frolio and busv «« h6as
arePwhitf of this w99^‘ "The fields< re v*nite for the harvest and the female Deroes fiddle madly.........

%

}ll' ■

Wednesday, Setpember 13th,'60.

Memorandum: '
9 . OtJiit 0 il& . £r*> t :

To hand your grand letter, together with the enclosures from 
the Memorandum. ( CUU. ,14

^ * Quu* H -  £1 tCUft^U^  •
It is good to kno#hofo things are shaping up in 

your nieghobrhood, even though the presence of house guests in 
the offing, plus the inevitable stepping up of the,business whirl 
inaicates busy-busy days ahead.
<

May the week end, as half anticipated, turn out to be 
comparatively restful, and almost any change, following the 
days prior to the opening of school, etc., will seem novel and 
new,. I reokon.

I concur with you 100 per cent regarding the handling of
the matter currently confronting the girl friend. It seems
as though a golden opportunity was muffed. Surely some kind of
settlement of the impending problem should be undertaken without
delay, and it does seem as though Joint action on the part of
sister and wife might be the most effective*

In all this hurly-bbrly, I hope you grab off every moment of 
relaxation* you can, if, indded, any at all are within your grasp.
I shall understand perfectly if vast silences develops from Manhattan, 
and I pray you not to undertake correspondence until things get 
a little more ship-shape once more.

Under separate cover I am sneding what came from Robina today. 
Erom what she writes, I gather you and she concur in what should 
have been taken out of the Diary. You wi 1 use your own Judgement 
in accepting all or in p&rt as to her suggestions, regarding 
the elimination of any words or phrases. You and I agree, for example 
that in the case of the names of the singers, all should be left in.
I don't know how I never chanced to mention to Robina that you 
were copying the «^iary, perhaps because I avoided ever mention
ing the iary to her until comparatively recently, and when I 
tdid so, * merely said that I was thinking of including it in 
the Scrapbook. It seems odd it doesn't seem to have occured 
to her that having the item in her possession for editing, it 
afforded an excellent opportunity to doing some of the transcription
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she has several times kindly offered to do. I reckon her reoent 
spurt in turning out greater volumes of day-to-day business items 
eliminated consideration or thought of less subtle chores.

And with Hobina’s material, I am enclosing a letter from 
SSJL* M oore, together with a couple of letter , from the Madam 
to her. I haven1t had an opportunity to read the Madam1s 
letters, but assume from their length, they aren't much. I 
shall write **rs. oore tonight, asking her to run through 
s me of the other^letters* she has to see if she can stumble over 
some reference to the history of ^atchez'or some of its old 
houses or families or some such, recommending that she eliminate 
any references that would not seem to lend themselves to print.
I t̂ iniLJSLe ought toinpi a ^ j n e  _of the Madam's letters "to 
JJopxe , even though it be oJT scant interest, for Mrs. ^oore wi 11 
take great pride in being represented in the collection, and as 
Town Grier for the volume as a result, will be of considerable 
effect on keeping interest bright in the book, once it is 
published, so far as popular demand may be created in any section of 
Mississippi where ^s. aoore chances to find herself..

And my a I congratulate you on your suggestion regarding Melrose .Vignettes. ^
1 1 .11 I. iu» ...mmmmmmmm ~ w—^iw nirr—'iniu^

I should think these might be selected from any old time, covering 
any period that holds anything of interest and suitable for 

glimpses plantation life. Perhaps the one about 
the .̂hurph_jair, — was that 1941, - sent you a few weeks back, 
might be edited' a bit and pressed into service, for I think 
few people have much conoept of doings'by the country Catholic 
Ghurch as manifested by carryings-on by the nuns, etc., at this 
bena of '-'ane -“iver, and such details might interest some readers.

Today's post was so heavy, I didn't get an opportunity to 
run through the two sample Vignettes you attached to ‘your 
letter, but shall be able to do so'on the morrow, and 
shall report-further on the same.

< think we have ample time to search for these in comparative
leisure and to edit them properly, for in submitting the book 
for suggestions to an Editor, we can easily include a couple of 
sample Vignettes, with a notation that so many additional pages 
in the same vein will be included in the final manuscript 
don t you think so. ~ * 1 *

. . Much more to refer to, but I had better fold this up for now
and "oontinue-on" at tomorrow's sitting. bo, please, ’
^ : 9,*hillgs as 9fsily as possible, reserving every moment you can
v n q M h o  ? rsst T t  oonserva1;i°n of good health, and the more vast the silenoe of the post becomes, the better I shall approve• • • • •

Thursday, September 14th, 1950.

✓

Memorandum; *
Under ordinary .circumstances, you should receive at least 

two letters in this post, the Diary and pos ibly the Hand letters.
■— i—  “  “

The postman somehow got ahead of schedule this morning and 
had n\ade his rounds an hour in advance. Det result, — no out-going 
mail.

* X

Of the enclosures, you, will find the *nne Parrish one hilarious. 
Off those going intp our file, I guess hers and Helen’s take the cake.

Regarding the two letter of the Madam to Mrs. Moore, there is 
no rush about transcribing them, — if, indeed, they should tipn out 
to be worth transcribing. When they are finished, however, ± think 
it might not be a bad idea to return them to her., for her friend,
Amanda Phipps had such a long wait for her. photographs, 1 should 
like to make a gesture of promptness in the present instanoe.

But there is no rush about any of tRis, but I menion the matter 
so if conveniaat to you, they might be returned to me in a regular 
course of correspondence, attanohed to.your letter, and 1 shall 
send them off to her accordingly.

In referring to the Parrish letter. I. might remark that 
she did not return the duplicate transcript of her letter which 
'l had forwarded.for hpr approval or disapproval, but as we have 
the original, the duplicate will not be missed.

I also intended saying in the letter accompanying Mrs. Brandon's 
letter that if you want to paste the Drandon note regarding 
the relationship of the ^ailes and th6"Uarroll families in your 
copy of a ''Woman With A Sword", — and 1 don't know if you have a 
COp y , —  please feel quite free to do so.

The copy of ffhnny came safely to hand in today's early post, 
and what with it being Knipmeyer day, I <was lucky enough to get 
several items read, including, the one you so thoughtfully called 
mv attention to. i cannot imagine how this reference got into the 
article. Perhaps it was based on "Friends of Joe Gi&more” information, 
although as 1 have never read that-book in its entirety, I wouldn't 
know if much is said in there about the. portraits. It 
occured to me, after starting a letter to the publishers of

»
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Ebony find The Negro Digest that it might be just as well to look over 
tl\e Hose?nwald prospectus with a view to whipping it into shape before 
communicating with the magazines. Then, should they turn on the Green 
Light, we shall have something which can be submitted promptly, - 
which seems to ijie desireable, since too long a time lag in making 
response wouldn t be so good. I shall eventually speak of this 
matter, including the original letter to the publishers, before long.
I think we might' plantation stationary for the original communication 
but should any favorable business ensue, we might handle it 
through your good offices, - assuming half of South America may have 
departed prior to that time.

X  read a page or. two last night before folding up, — from 
“Great Teachers., arra ged by Peterson. In it I found quite a few 
failiar names, and many quite unknown. Dr. Agassiz, or however the nam* 
was spelled, has quite a spaoe* Ist was to him that B. L. G.
Wailes was exchanging data in <the 1850's, following the Wailes 
publication of his Geographical History of Mississippi or whatever 
it was called. The article or chapter shortly before this one 
about the Harvard sciepti-st }md to do with some Columbia teachers 
of note, and my beard grew longer as I somehow merged the two periods 
together, recalling how B* L. 0. had had much to say about Dr. A, . 
in his Diary and how I have in the past touched onsome of 
,my ancient acquaintances in the philosophical field, - Edmonds,
Montagu, and so on.

Oh, yes, ancL I ran through the^MeixoseVignettes you were so 
nice as to transcribe. *1 scarcely,recognized my own child”, but 
feel that' they could be rigged up just a little and included in 
the Scrapbook if you feel that they might give a pantation-ish 
touch to the piece. fI shall, when other mail isn t too heavy, 
ask my Secretary to run through them with me, peneil in hand, 
and by doing{a couple of little t ings, such, for example, as 
changing a word here and there where the same one has been used 
the one slap on the heels of the other, and so on. As you 
know, an interruption or some such, often breaks into my sentences, 
arid when 1 return, I don't reoall just what word I have $  used 
immediately before, —  hence the unending repetion that too frequently 
appears. ! t

If you weren't resting your eyes on Monday night at the close 
of the Hirst Diane Quartet program, you heard them announce that 
beginnin this Friday, the program will go on the air every Friday 
night at 11:30, your time, until further notice.

The weather heereabouts continues favorable for .cotton picking, 
and what with plantation people and folks from town all strumming 
on cotton stalks like.angels playing harps, the cotton continues to 
roll

Friday, September 15th, 1950.

Memorandum: «
'̂ hat an unexpected plaisir to have the postman hand me 

a Manhattan letter this morning. Yours of Monday'came 
safely to hand, and the surprise element was due to my 
failure to anticipate a two way conversation during such busv times 
in your immediate neighborhood. f

*n the 
photographer.

'ill

same post came five pfrotoftraiahfl-jtrom the Alexandria 
shall send these along shortly. They are of Yuooa. 

the iu£oa_Gallery, the boudpir dor with the m  nhb- gun and Audubon:
the window and stairway of the Studio and ------- -—
I ^ J ^ u s W n  s steeplejtefleated in the water." 
they-are gooff, 'ffiey are 8" by 8", a rather od

( M

with 
I think

I w w “.y u , a. xtiuiiox- odd size, but
think they will be alright. The reason for two of them being 

square, - the Yucca boudoir door and the Studio staircase - is 
^os-use the width of each is equal to the height and since there was 

|— Q- limit to the vantage point from which the oamera could be placed 
tne proportions had to take on the squareness the prints present.
In the case of the other three pictures, these can be re-printed in 

D,y 10 size if you find that adviseable. Just let me know what 
yeu think when they reach your true hand. So far as I can tell, howev i 
they seem to be alright from a mere casual glance.

I I? ^Q£eren09 to' y?ur in<iuiry regarding the health department, am glad to say that 1 seem back to normalcy but Dr. Enipmeyere plans 
to bring one more rourid of penioillim nest week, — on the theory 

‘I take it, that if a little is good, a lot is dandy. I appreciate 
your thoughtfulness ih having returned to this subject and sharing 
your confidence with me in regard to your own experience. What a 
pity your attaok had to come at a time when the clouds were already so 
dark and oppressive, *nd thpse were the days before the wonder drugs 
too, which probably meant the difficulties of contending with the 
malady were ten times as prolonged and trying. I have noted 
your recommendations regarding plenty of liquids, and these I continue 
to puruse, - a kind of water treatment, as it were, although the 
necessity for such seems to have long since departed. My secretary 
mislead the word, bringing forth the somewhat surprising statement 
that one should consume as much lioquor as possible, — a recommended
warmly^St S°ra80ne Uk9 %le WOuld m°st have a p p r o v e " ?
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knd enclosures, you will note that friend Post.ll
“ariR *?!!«- t? b+ carrying on a rapid correspondence about
to be indioBtea1̂ 1011 h0mSS their aPProxl»ate situations 0 teJ 0n a Prospective map. In yesterday's post I

~ and What a.pity you couldn't see it, --one of mv inimitable maps, covering both banks of the river from the
to^add'Vn0? ^  addlnS two °r three more houses for himto add to the 80 odd he has already affixed.

interest00^ 8rt?v,lae„tTat 9ventually this map may be of exoeeding interest, and I think I shall drop him a line tonight
cract?LhiŜ nSi,tW0*ii:ffar8nt oolors or if that doesn't ’seef8 & 
status of the Printing some names and writing others, the
for those B„f0 pa??d may 1)9 readily recognized, — red< Se stllJ standing, blaok for those destroyed, or if it is J
fo? those°n?hat0lha;9Pdint9d l9*ters^  those . M & t ’J S  script18idea. ' ' * h disappeared, "on't you think this a good

... ?

eventufellvUatGaLb̂ Ai:n/ y9mi”dl,!1?nb9rs th9'Possibility that rJo+nrfoi 4ssS-£i2ar_book_fflight be contrived, largely
9nT>fl̂ â a1,va+? SU°h a “ p̂ alxhat we are now contriving would be
a f a  recird9for8tSh f  ° f ln ,t9rest to th9 Pilgrim « d  as a record for the average reader,

atinnInfnv>T10t su*prjs0d that friend Postell is floored by the concenttr- 
It vies with^atchaz&inath^n h0UsQ in anJ?0 ‘bQlluni times in this area.
c n l y ^ e V i o f i n ^ f o ^ w h e r e3 B u n f  in^ * i“ °? iS th9 'to each other over such T » !  jT?.!! O'111? in suoh close proximity

°f ^uth!Sthe°ret0werefty mil9S*
were at^east^mn a“t8 58llum hom9S> hut usually these 
the other-. * But ii thisrn M ahf °J;te? S9V9Jal milaB distant, one from
Will reoall ioi tLt Be?h V W°*‘V hra<L m0re to p  added. You _ p, x* O0O> ‘'hat Beth's -heaufoft isnft so far frnm
rrudhomme^ue^aoros^tha rive?1 jivadi^uf* across the road, iSmanuel
and Jean *k>tist. aljoinLg'eaA S d  so tiT?h?nf ra°°? J0 L9Stan step, and after taking 1'riend IWsii *thl 8 f8®' step by

i1 s . s ™  “ •

o.t of fight of oo, or t.o S S J " l 2 t . ! C “ 5 i . r  “ *

«  S ' t S o ' S f S ’bSo’r ^ S r t . S  !•?•< >Up. fairly ,.i„ ..a,

Sunday, September 17th, 1950.

Memorandum*
t

How nice to have your letter of Monday last past in 
the mail of Saturday ]*ast past* *

I hasten to urge you not to make a search for the 1758 
emancipation of Marie Therese, I, too, have searched for 
the copy of the doaument but find it not* Perhaps that 
magical date is something I stirred up in my own mind, confusing 
the transfer of slaves, among which, she was one, with the date 
of her freedom papers. Were we doing a history, factual and 
iron-clad, the' precise moment of her emancipation might of 
course "be imperative. But as our current opus is primarily 
a pictorial and word picture of a place and a;couple of 
personalities, and not a source book, we can readily cover the 
Marie Therese matter by merely throwing in some such phrase as;

,1 Marie Therese first appears in the Louisiana colonial records 
when she-is listed in the transfer of slaves, as covered by the 
will of the widow of St. Denis or whoever in 1758, and 
her nextxstfx appearance is set down in property transfers and 
the birth records of her children,.......or some suoh.

We can sprinkle in another few dates further along when 
we get to'the purchase she made of her daughter for $400.00 
and her grandson, Joseph, of which we have data to hand.« • t

The enclosure from j^eborah sounds alright, and so we shall 
have one statement about books from the Louisiana Btate Librarian 
whether la belle Wagner comes arcorss with a different type of the 
same subject, and I have written Wagner a prodding letter, and
proba ly we shall have a tome from her eventually. Leoborah s 
reference to 8am Jones stejns from what I remarked in my letter to 
Bssae Mae regarding the bouquets tossed in her direction by 
Sam Jones the other night over the radio, and how be sang her 
praises and those of the bookmobile,* —  a tune that sounded so 
startlingly different from his attitude of a few years back when, 
as Governor, he came within a inch of vetoing all funds of 
the Library Commission ands declared at the time he had never 
even heard of the bookmobile.

Under separate cover, and within the next day or two, some 
photographs will go forward for your consideration, '*• and, I 
hope, delectation. To each I am attaching*a*few particulars about

/
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tree'-re™^ a manner of speaking, I find myself somewhat up a tree regarding the number of words accomr>anying eaoh Per pns
you and I ought to decide between us just how^he publisher will be persuaded to treat this material. publisher will

? 9n7j\sion biie handling of this matter, it might be done in either of two ways: - to wit 8
1st (and preferred full page reproduction slap to the edge 

PaS®* with the oaption covering eaoh illustration adjoining page, facing the picture. If this is Adopted 
Picture will require rather more data than I have set fSrth?
01

coVer”hut°hn?/» rather attempt to have the illustrations •u - ,n ,. .a^  a page, —  somewhat ,after the manner of the Hatohen took {Hastings House) of Hole *anoe. Oliver with tie other ^
the page devoted to partioulars about the picture. “  °f '
i-p se!ms td me the value °f each illustration is lessened
a-oouoir’!ofUt L be ia lpiOS+ a Whole h page * iifch nothing more than , ouple of tag end sentences appearing at the bottom of the page.

with text^on^the^faoingWpage I ”  ™ SB l l l a a *ra tio n s
then I ^ u l d ' r e c o m e n ^ h ^ a g f S i c t ^ e  \ a l ° f u l L SL8x tf9a^ b^ *  
i s  your'thought on th is  m atter; Toucan ’ i m l e  h e tL r  o h  What

after 9a«4 W.SWe of the phonographs?! question but until they reach your true hand, you miAht blntnrnfn^ ^  matter over in vour mind be turning the
are usually left forthe'‘lastthim ’h^t ^ a?iy’ f0T "f* lustrations

given with eaoh picture it w m ’ho Ll* ^o1: °* dala is
the same details in Mother section ^ ° ^ epet“ oua to Gamble up the printed word only °n °* the volume devoted to

9? 1 eiii t Mhe^ °a r  chi ve s^ ^ B r  ao e ry our sb I f  ̂ against hwhat^

emerge0from°thml^ht ^  the “ 9 t a t i ° * 9 m o S I S t S a y f S S 'S T i  * 9rhpapS
?or9ri  : » S 5 u % r ; . " s „ “ ? s s A  t ^ ^ ^ e h i ^ ^ f  “ L ?or ^ ionway, in view of the ® 8® opjaotive. And by the
effort uane“-iver as,muoh’arposliblehin’thehcMrent311811
you tEinrso!'!!!1^.™11819 9791 P08811* 9^ 9 »°rd ^elros.,. do“ t

Monday, September 18th, 1950.

Memorandum:

It s humid and a bit hazy tonight, following a little shower 
this afternoon but a blur in the western sky indicates the new 
moon is up and doing as locally Summer sails languidly ahead with 
no apparant thought of a possible impending Autumn I might 
say the same thing for the fine banana plants along the front gallerv 
too, for a couple of them quite unexpectedly started putting out 
fine blossoms this morning, just as though a frost isnever8 •>
to be considered*before mid November before the little banqnas have much to offer by way of growth. ^

t and ^ £uess 1 failed to mentioned yesterday that
’ueststth-taiddid^ta minutes»,b^» as usual, they had so many guests that I dian t get an opportunity to talk much with them. And
tne pictures -Sr, Rand took several weeks ago for me - of the little 
cannon, the weaving Jouse and so on, __noS of those thî g-s were 
mentioned either, although there tfas talk about having movies at 
their fme camp next week end, — movies of the August baptisin’s 
I believe, accompanied by sound recordings made while those religious 
ceremonies were going on. Ho wonder studies of cannon and log houses 
are forgoteen, I reckon I would, too, were I fiddling with a

with. 90und> 7"bu"t I,m fro't* ^nd so * reckon ̂  shall have 
t 811 Alexandria Photographer up this-way again as soon as1 0 SulI*

iA"f„!p®a^ r S °f Pf0tur9S? 1 a few off to you this, morning, and reckon tney may have reached you already or may perhaps take an extra day to reach your true hand* ? P P
' , Jou readily recognize those of recent vintage, and I shall
bu-inass9to9L ^  ha^h ySur ?andid °Pinio11 as to their merits for the h?n?r ^hQ S Bets, • one large and one small), of both
vvi,?hSfhfl1nth«r b+8 L°S !?U “’ appear comparatively faint as contrasted with the other items. They were.taken years back before the
present horticultural soreen had about completely blotted them out 
so far as the camera lense goes. As a record, thev are of value mid 
af 9;v,idsnQa the vemarkable aooiimulation of buildings in the gardens 

fch!y may.*aV9 th9^  Place-m our volume. But perhaps
tions&before8we°deoide tfuse^hese^ °f ^  th9 °th61 lllustla
tbo som9thinS extraordinary about the oontrast between
beanti?u?ifBuP??^f1Qê 0f+T^e tudi° aE a building and the strikingly 
be broS“ht'^t1ifotn? ldnSta:l̂ aS8’ .if you thint that contrast oannot

« $ I • « 6 e «
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I touched on the matter of the captions in yesterday's letter.
You will have already noticed I attached these to the pictures, 
more for your own consideration of the subject matter and as a tenta
tive statement for each illustration than with a view to anything 
that would not stand a heap of editing. Perhaps the flock: of 
names of artists I included in the caption of the Artist's Corner 
seemed much too much. Except for ^ddy ^uydam, however, all are living 
and it seemed to me as I jotted them down, they: or their friends 
would be happy about their mention, (forgot la De Vargas is 
dead but she has a billion kiin folks around. )

The plantation stationary was tossed into the package*at 
the-last moment, T0u may have no need for it, but this seemed a 
good opportunity ttf~send it along regardless. 6 '

“I divided my morning between Arenbourg and Underwood.
The present humid period seems to be inducing growth'among_ both 
weeds and cultivated things, :and in the latter group your i^ortuni 
^continues to expand with marvelous abandon. I concentrate 
"primarily onweeds now hastening to go to seed, with greater sense than 
the bananas at first thought, but on second pondering, perhaps 
the banana, too, is impelled by the same impulse. I concentrated 
pretty much today on a flock of tfroom that somehow or other got 
started in the neighborhood of the elephant traps. It is said that 
T. ^efferson, ^squire, of ^onticello, Imported the first boom from 
Scotland, but that importation,- I, fear,_.so far as I am concerned 
turned out to be of dubious4 delight. '

■*nd skipping from boom to henry Tyler, which is really quite a 
jump,-*!* really must congratulate you on having selected that letter 
from his pen, to be included in the Letters Miss Oammie Liked to 
Receive. * think it wonderfully typical of letters in general penned 
with difficulty by our friends in the Tyler bracket of learning, and 
it seemp to me it adds just the proper note, especially when sandwiched
in between a couple examples of greater literary facility.

* "  < *

Currently I am threading my way most cautiously along a painfully 
contrived statement of glimpse-giving paragraphs about Melrose and 
the Madam* I try not to touch on things included in the Cnae River 
Children of Strangers article, - that's one thing, _ so we may 
include that article, too. And at the same time, I peck away at the 
current thing with a view of selling the book itsilf to the 
publishers, tying to t tuck in some good reasons why the place 
and personality is extraordinary.

Lid 1 mention I lost track of the Friday night Four Piano Quartet, 
all of Rorth and South Korea and world doings generally when my radio 
collapsed on Thursday night. It's really wonderful how the world keeps 
right on turning even when the newsoaster have been but completely elimina 
ed........ •

Tuesday, September 19th, 1950.

Memorandum:

Ho 1st, olass mail yesterday, lots and lots of it today, and 
nes| of all, your two grand letters of Ehursday and Friday last 
past* c t

And may I hastento congratulate you on your nice.letter 
to helen. I thought it so nice of you to mention Mexico,>thus giving 
her an opportunity to strike a kindred note slap off. It will 
be fun seeing how she feels about the business.

^ mUGft Tor all the details about goings-on in and about
Manhattan. I had heard some reference to the S. S. Liberte, but never 
realized it was a former bateau which we both had used under another 
name. t is gooa to have Egon's reaction to proceedings and the 
impression he had of the outfit. It sounds as though it may have been . 
refurbished into something terrific and 1 thought it sufficiently 
modern to satisfy my 20th century sense of living as it was in the 
old days, now well do I remember the first impression the lie de 
iranee made on me when it made its initial bow. I went to some kind 
of a reception at the time of her maiden voyage and wasnt enchanted. 
Later I crossed on her and was complete convinced that my original 
impression had been correct, I am not quite sure just what I 
like best in the way of interior decorating on a big liner but I 
guess something in the nature of a conservative hotel lobby suits

for mightier vessels, for after all, modern contrivances pretty 
WQ11 insulates one from much feeding of the sea, and generally speaking 
an Atlantic crossing on the bigger boats is little le^s than a 
week out in a floating hotel as between here and there, so perhaps the 
conservative hotel feeling is as practicable as any.

I am glad you found.the Melrose article Lyle wrote alright. I 
hink your suggestion regarding the insertion of his name up in front 

ra her than the end to be a ^ood one. I am glad, too, that you are 
keeping the uransoription, and T can dash off a little introduction any 

. 1 that you have labored on so magnificiently has been the 
founaation add frame work, and we can put the "mud mixed with deer hair” 
in between as the general lines become clear, o

wI am̂  currently laboring on what will probably turn out to be 
the opening gun , so to speak. Just for fun and to give it a 
bracket temporarily, 1 have headed it "Melrose a#d the Madam”.

« V  ;

.gone very far with it, but so far, so good, 1 'guess, altho 
though haven t had any of it read back as yet. But I propose
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t

to go slap ahead on the thing and will send it along for your suggestions 
within ahaut a week:* *

I’m so glad you mentioned the matter of some bulbs, for 
it is now getting around to the proper time for considering' such matters 
in this area, I have been concentrating a hit of late on those :
at Arenbourg, — or the section where they best thrive, and 
I should he ever so delighted if' you would like some pf these,
I ,-shall get them going within about a week, too, and I think*they 
will do nicely in a pt in the aura of your Louisiana section at home, 
bon#identialy, there is a faint glow of yellow appearing in the 
persimmons, and as I had in mind to bounce a couple in your direction 
shortly, tit will be so easy to slip in a couple of Arenhourg bulbs 
at the same time, don’t you think so, v

Returning to the scrapbook, may X urge you not to let the prospect 
of marketing it weight heavily on your mind, I count on the 
pictures to sell the idea. When it is pretty well assembled, we might 
bounce it at narper s or Hastings House or some suofc. If they don’t 
like it, we can always end up as a last resinxi resort in tossing 
in the direction of the L, tJ; Press, ^

I don't want it s marketing t worry you more than merely 
posting it''to one pu lisher or another. Please assure me that vou 
will divest your mind of suc$i demands.

i?^e?8rl?Q ^ e  trip to Marshall, that is rather improbably©.
My thought about Marshall was that should Caroline be passing this way 
some morning, I might ride up with her to take a look at the place, 
and return here later the same day. But much of such a possibility 
hinges on a flock of circumstances, - which day of the week it might be, 
how the set up is here as regards the Shreveport contingent and so on and 
so forth. If, in the long run, after your own expert sense of a 
fitness of things as shuffled the various photographs and articles 
together and the whole tiling has been rejected by Hew York publishers, 
we mu5ht then send the tning to Helen, who, after giving it a once over 
can#make recommendations or not, and then the tving can be submitted directly to L, S, U, \

«

rod ay has been vastly broken in to and I am not at all hatfpy 
about what^I haven’t accomplished, Mrs. Gordon Randolph appeared a littl 
after 9 this morning, just as 1 returned from Arenbourg, bringing a 
couple of friends with her, They had chatted with Blythe before leaving 

si?8 sen  ̂ them a to me with a message asking me to dine
with them at the camp at noon, I declined but accept an invitation 
to h^ve a round of coffees with them at 1*30, as, I had to pass by 
Puny s^house anyway, I was horns by 2, in an uncertain drizzle, 
out haa just begun hammering on this keyboard when half ! of Washington,
B. C. blew(in, - department of Agriculture or some such. But 
I am hoping to knock *off a page or two before folding up, and thus 
our current project will grow. I shall fold up with Peter 
Illyovitch and hope against pilgrims on the morrow..,,,,,,,,

4420

Wednesday, September 20th, 1960.
hw. , - tt i

v t '■ '  \ . f  V ••

Memorandum:
First off, - and so X may not forget it, may X say that I 

think the Enterprise article abou£ Josephine Monette seems to be the 
better of the two, I recognize, however, that in all these matters, 
being so close to them, your judgement with its accompanying excellence 
of perspective, is much betterthan mine.

And second, I am sending under separate cover a mailing tube 
containing four different subjeat:
1st; the two sheets of drawings of the African House, executed by

the Historic Buildings Purvey* I believe they carry in printed 
form all details covering subject matter as toagenoy executing them 
and for whom,etc, They somehow give a stamp of authenticity 
to the building and it seems to me at least one should be 
included in the Scrapbook, - and, if the publisher concurs, both,

,2nd: Hina’s drawing of tthe original St. Augustin*s Ghurch.
3rd; St. Mary * s-on-the-Bayou. * ?

’ . • . •/, . ■ •' ..... .. ■ t

4th; - Hina’s Drawing of the Phapel,
* I have attached captions to each of Hina’s pictures, I 

think the African H9use blueprints, carrying data as printed, need 
no captions.

I shall send the End Paper sketch in a few days. It is on 
bristleboard and therefore must be sent flat. I* suppose the 
group of photographs, -.cotton stenoil and so on, should behere 
within a few days. X thought I would send the End Paper and the 
photographs in the same package, $nd by spaaing the shipments a few 
days apart, their arrival will make them easier to contend with, coming 
at separate times, don’t you think so, •

The captions attached to ^ina’s drawings are tentative, of course. 
I thought they would l̂ elp identify the pictures and at the same time 
provide material which may be out down or expanded to satisfy whioh 
ever necessity we encounter as the volume takes shape.

/ Then, too, it occurs to me that if some unexpected twist should 
develops,-.whereby it might seem desireable to submit them, - the 
photographs, sketches, and t̂ypedi material for a preliminary "once-over" 
by a possible publisher, the data oovering the pictures, although * 
tentative, woulcL be desireable.
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Aha how, having done so much talking, may I hasten on to 
thank you for the surprise air mail in today's post, containing 
the yellow pages from Dora's past correspondence, Iu

■̂qw remarkable you are to have thus been able to1 put your finger 
on such items, and to .have thought of me so promptly.

With cotton roiling madly# I shall not be able to jig-saw 
it into the article about ^lemende for a few days, but when I have 
had such an opportunity' I shall return it to you forthwith,

T  9 £

think I ought to apologize to you for having seemingly dwaddled 
so ong about getting off the 4and letters and the &dnness sketches 
to you Somehow I got the .-impression that during the on
slaught of the South American section, you would be so tied down with 
a heap ox things that it would be desireable to burden you as little 
as possible'with such matters. But I reckon X must have bungled the 
business somewhat, giving the impr ssion I was sending them from 
day to day,- and then never sending- them, .Well, be that as it may, I 
have a feeling- you will understand my impulses were kindly even 
though they turned, out to be just tso many paving stones for the hot place.

Going backd?to the Meanness drawings, . I am not sure we shall want 
to use ‘all three. The one of the Ohapel, if the, Chapel is to be 
illustrated, must be used, since a garneria cannot get in* both the 
cross, the saint and other details, what with the limitations of space 
denying the camera adguate dijstanoe. Xn the case of this phrtichlar 
sketch, I think we mig t have it photographed for the record. I hesitated 
about having it done here, thinking it would be just as well not to put 
it withih reach of that strangp HoiOman woman.

If I can get a good photograph of St. Gary's, —and I doubt if I 
can, - I should prefer to use a photograph, but what with the mailing 
tube heading in your direction and believing in playing safe so far 
a,c having the thing to hand in your folio,“if needed, it seemed best 
to include it. As for the original St, Augustin's Ohurch, I am not 
eure that is imperative, either, pnless it ibe in contrast to the excellent 

present .structure as vaguely revealed in the contemporary 
shot. But it is better, toQ, that that be in your folio, just in case. 

a of appreciation and unselfishness, we ought to eventually
r~J'urn to the artist when the matter of the book is settled

but let us hope she conveys ownership to us, for X think you will *
concur with me in finding the ^hapel one particularly satisfying as 
to just what it is, a spiendid piece of contemporary artistry.

And, in thanking you again for your air mail, may X, at the same 
the greatest pride experienced in years/ direct your

to Poste11 item» oallang your especial consideration
about my famous and inimitable maps, of which he has recently 

i.rid tvo examples. It s the first time anyone except your own good self onni 
figure them out, so naturally I»m all puffed up........... & f 0ul

4 4 2 2

"R.P V

Thursday, September £lstj 1950.

Memorandum; t

*rom the date, I ttake it that it must be the first da<y of 
something or other but the thermometer suggests we may have perhaps 
reached the full tide of summer heat. It seems a little odd, 
what with "October's bright blue weather" scheduled for 9 days 
hence.

« And may I gallop on to say your Air Mail came through nicely 
this morning, slap on the heels of yesterday's notations regarding 
Glemence', which, as you so thoughtfully anticipated, were here 
in ample time for going over at a Knipmeyer sitting. It's 
good material and I know we shall be able to work ft in nicely.

The registered items.will be coming to hand in a day or 
two, and thanks for the two .little extra notes tucked in to your 
letter, - and wasn't it gay, the story of the bestowal of the honor 
by a man named Black who was white on the man named White who was 
black.

And may I pin a cluster of oak leaves with many citations on you 
for mentioning the panther episode by Dr. Ghase as? he_passed through 
this neighborhood. You are extraordinary. Frankly, I had been 
thinking about the episode, but determined not to mention it, in 
view of all the labor it might entail, tracking the beast down, so 
to speak. And thus again you have anticipated my though s, or 
more piobably you have read them from afar.

The reason X had been thinking about the Ghase item was due to 
the thought that-occured to me the other day that it might“be 
interesting to have a picture of the wooden bars at the windows in my 
boudoir, which, as you know, were originally built into the 
openings of this house, —all openings, including doors, for the 
sole purpose of keeping predatory animals out. Your reference to 
the episode clinches my determination to get some photographs of 
the construction of the Yucca unit, and the Ghase memoirs will 
be the perfect medium for explaining the presence of this odd 
architectural feature.

And while on the subject of the Scrapbook, -*-and am I ever 
"off it", I might observe that the material grows more and more 
pictorial as time goes on. Today I have rounded up ten good pictures 
taken by Miss Post in 1940. I shall write captions for them and 
attach them to the pictures, to go forward with the*other photos 
wuth accompanying captions when I send Dina's pictorial map.
This group includes several excellent studies of mulatto types, 
the like of which have never appeared in print, and are studies 
among other personalities, of aenry ^ertzog, referred to by Rudolph as
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the^adam-s loom builder. These photographs are about 12” by 18" 
and need not, I think, be reduced in size until after the Editorn 
has had an opportunity of looking' at them and deciding if they 
should be included. For all 1 know, the publishers may have 
means of reducing or enlarging certain pictures to the appropriate 
size, but as T probably mentioned before, X -rather favor submitting 
too large rather than too small ii lustrations on the theory that 
the larger ones usually are more striking and appealing than 
those in minature.

In this group of pictures, too, is one of the old store, - 
so typically ante bellum plantation, showing people lolling on 
the gallery, - the old buildi© hard by the front gate, and there 

is^a splendid one of the wash house, with its roof in the 
Chinese manlier, and one of the back wing of the big house with 
is nice, tod.
*

4s we undertook the present take, it seemed as though we 
weren t going to have many pictures. it now begins to look<as 
though we might have more than ample. ?But it is better to have 
some to discard than a want of them, don't you think.

 ̂ *
The mail today was faily heavy. You will love the gay note 

in the King Solomon eppstle. As for the Macmillian note from 
Gladys Sharpe, I take it this must have been tossed off after she 
had received a push from nelen. The Latham she mentions is an 
olo. friend of L le s, and it is possible that the 5th Avenue 
portal might swing-a little wider because of that and because of 
the natham-kaxon friendship dating over a period of years. Any way, we 
shall; at least have this little address to hand, should we finally 
decide we might drop the thing in the mail at Grand ^entral to be 
carried down to 5th ^venue when the thing approaches the boiling point. ‘ ^
, n seems to me that the last few Thursdays have been particularly 
nurly-burly and today was no exception, for while’everythin^ ran along 
ever so pleasantly, the inteiruptions wore so timed as to discourage
much effective progress in things X wanted to attack. I couldn t
resist a couple of hours at Arenbourg this morning, it was so  ̂
delicious there between 5:45 and 8. But it was the cool part of the 
day and a splendid ozone blowing up from the surface of the river 
that was invigorating. I saw the people -across the fence for a couple
of moments at 9$. mere seem to be lots of socialitems on the
calendar, but pa*Id no attention to the details, exceptng those which 
might effect my program* as for example., the impatience to get to 
Ifew -maria for several days around the. 30th when the Sugar ^estival is 
in full swing, dancing in the streets{ and the Lord knows what all 
*nd then there the Knipmeyers and Taffy's baby had to be buried, and 
some delightful people from ew Aork, and so on. I must beg your 
forgiveness for all this tittle-tattle which has no excuse except to 
give you a hint as'to how Thursdays are.want to unroll. But your letter 
made everything about the day worth while, and a billion thanks again....

» f
<G% >, l
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Friday, September 22nd, 1950,

Kenirabdum;

And so may I tell you that the nice fat envelope 
came to hand, Registered, in this morning’s post,, and 
while neither pf my wandering secretaries have turned 
up this evening, - what wit} cotton rolling, they must 
be jionkey-tonking at the moment, I still have the 
pleasure of the grand portrait of Madame de Pompadour 
which X can enjoy without any assitance on their part.

What a strange margin.... M ,  £  w

Knowing of my admiration for that lady, you will scarcely need 
be told how enchanted I am to have such a fine likeness of her 
which I have gracing my bookcase, along the shelf just above 
my pictorial nTel" of Marly. Somewhere or other I once ready of 
a remarakbly beautiful lace gown she once wore at Marly, so perhaps 
her present situation is homelike to her, and as for myself, 1 am 
delighted.

And may I tell you how a little bell in my memory was' struck 
today, - recalling your kindness last year about this time, if 
memory serves my calendar correctly, when you advised me that 
one novelist, named Kain, was doing a book about the Bed raver
campaign of General.Banks.

Well, I naturally thought of you instantly when in responding 
to a tap on my door, I found none other than Mr. Kain, - if that 
is the way he spells him name, b,ut regardless of the spelling, 
there he stood. «* *nd in manner and appearance he was no Barnet i., 
either, but rather vaguely suggestive of the late Bavid Beiasco, - 
dark suit, white hair and a very pleasing voice. My guess is that 
he is perhaps in his mid 60’s. It seems he i:s just getting 
around to do his field work, and this was his first visit to 
the Gane ^iver country. (^hat a lot of canes we re getting into 
this page).

Well, ■.anyhoo, it seeps he had been but scantly welcomed by 
the clerk at the store and it was only through AureIlia that 
he contacted me. I was to.learn later that he fared litble better
at Magnolia.

But naturally X was glad to welcome the man and broke the ice 
by laughingly remarking that in spite of his name, he was welcome,
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although another person hearing a similar sounding "handle"
was personna non grata in these parts. His response was immediate.
and brief;

ha7Q Heard so many unpleasant things of all sorts of things 
about-'’my name sake1, - I am almost embarrassed to pronounce 
mine for fear of the hearer being mistaken in the identity,”

Hofore we got through with our fitting, Mr. Kain decided he 
wanted to put Yucca in his book, as the Army passes along this way.
He hadn’t realized before that Banks had passed direotly'by the 
door ,t having' supposed that he, traveled along Hed Hiver in his 
retreat from Natchitoches to Alexandria.

He was as gracious as could be and seemed glad to let me 
know anything he had covered in the Hanks operations around 
Alexandria, 1 didn t mention letters, naturally, but I did make 
inquiry about the length of banks’ stay in that place. He told me 
the Union Army quitted Alexandria on May 15, — sooner than I had 
supposed. I asked him about military operations in that area for 
the balance of 1864, for 1 thought it would be nice to find out what 
was cooking there in,September and October when our A, S, Dupre 
letters were being penned. He told me that following the Yankee 
withdrawal, the Confederates in the Alexandira neighborhood 
immediately set to work building two.big forts to dominate the 
river, one on the Alexandria side and one on the Pinaville. It 
probably was in the construction of one of these forst, I assume, that 
our Mr. nUpre was engaged when penning his letters home.

I asked if men were impressed for this service, but Mr. Kain 
thought not. Hut he said there was a heap of chicanery that went on 
that sometimes got Southerners into work gangs withouth the 
men in cnarge being mindful of the status of the neople being employed 
It seems that bush-whackers or hill biLies, - and"the Lord knows Gorham 
and Montrose must have had their share, would frequently follow the 
passage of the Union Army, and passing as Government officials of 
the Confederacy, order men to proceed to the nearest city to work 
on {such things as fortifications. eThe planter would sometimes 

{ P^ess^t himself for work at the specified place without explaining 
how he felt impelled to place himself in such a position,and 
tne officials in charge of the project would put such people 
to work immediately, and that sometimes weeks or months would 
elapse before it was discovered that ?the men originally posing as 
officials when calling at the plantation had in reality been charlatans 
wiio merely wanted to get rid of the men for a few days so that they 
could better raid the place, drive off the stook and, if possible, 
plunder the residence and out-buildings.. Perhaps this*explains in 
P^rt tie take care of my little ducks” and have some of the 
Llorenz family take care of my horse'V

«■>
It was a profitable and pleasant meeting for me, and later 

I learned indirectly he told someone in the Magnolia area, where 
he was not received, that he ever so much hoped to express himself 
later for or by way of appreciation for his time at Melrose. And 
so, you see, your clipping served to bridge another gap as between
Melrose and Manhattan, and I

was tick 1®d ad

/

Sunday, September 24th, 1950.

Memorandum; *
Your nice letter, together with the Moore letters and the 

transcripts, arrived safely in SaturdayTsfpost.
- t

May I say thank you for all, and mostfespecially for your ;
grand letter, giving me a little glimpse of how things swirl in 
your neighborhood, "hat a pity you had to miss the First Bianon 
Quartet program, and~Tlet me pause for a moment to'feel sorry for 
myself, for now, after jockeying that excellent item around for 
a while, they .have, as you may have heard, put it slap in the most 
unfavorable hour of the week, «- 6:50 on Saturday evenings, - an 
hour, in spite of time differences as between Melrose and Manhattan, 
that will make it impossible for me to catch, and even for you,
I can well imagine that it may fall at a most unseasonable hour.
One nice thing about it when presented even rather late at night, 
one at least could enjoy it without the clatter of impending supper 
dishes, hard on the heels of the exhaustion that comes with every 
Saturday afternoon in town. But beating oneTs head 'against a stone 
wall is altogether silly, and so I shall desist after these first few 
knowks.

You ask about the "save” in the Madam’s letter wherein she refers 
to Lyle and the State Guides, I reckon this must refer to a hitch in 
the National program when, if memory serves, and it may not correctly, 
there was a change in polioy due to the cutting down of funds by 
Congress that made it necessary for the individual States to assume 
more financial responsibility to carry out the Writers Project to a 
successful conclusion. It seems to me that Lyle, as regional head, 
had to find someone who would pay all expenses except salaries, - 
office rent, stationary and so on. I believe it was then that |
through pressure put on Louisiana, —  and possibly some other States, - 
that Essae Mae, for this unit, succeeded in getting State 

appropriations for carrying on the work with funds advanced by the 
Library Commission. This accounts for the letter by Essae Mae as 
reproduced, if I remember correctly, in some lor possibly all of 
the Louisiana Guides when they were first brought out. I don’t 
seem to remember if other States were wheeled into line by the same 
or parallel means, and it is possible that the four guides mentioned 
had to do with other books the Louisiana project was working on, - 
including, no doubt, the one on New Orleans, for I believe there was 
one, and, — horror of horrors, possibly Gumbo-Ya-Ya, too.

And so you heard the rendition of our Overature, too, and how nice1, 
for about the same time, I was having a round of the same piece on 
our bacX gallery, and somehow feeling not quite alone in my enjoyment
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I was so glad I went to "Church" this morning on the 
terrace at Arenbourg. The river was all silve the sky blue 
with the peace of a delicious dawn permeating our little universe.

For the balance of the day, it has* been Grand Central at 
commuter time, for from 9:30 this morning until now (9:30),
I havenTt been alone a second and pilgrims, making the most of 
the fine weather, were busy all afternoon, one set treading on 
the heels of another. it would be interesting- to know
from how many States different ones came, - and I recall 
South Carolina, California, Nebraska, Florida, Oklahoma, Texas, 
Mississippi, Kentucky and Idaho, as I pushed the last group out 
at first dark, the Gordon Randolphs drove in, saying that 
they had come to pick me up to go over to the camp where 
the Hands were showing a movie of the baptisin’ and other local 
scenes, - Clemence busy at her paint pots and such like.

A screen had been set up on the fence, separating the 
1 wn from the dotton patch, the audience facing the East, toward 

* the gin. I suppose there we:re perhaps 100 or 150 of our 
friends quietly seated on benches and in rows further in front 
on the grasd. Gordon was the operator of the machine, and 
while the audience waited for him to arrive with me, Dr. Rand 
had entertained the audeience with gay records, mostly of negro 
folk tunes and spirituals. A big old moon was ris.ing over the 
gin, drapped just enough with filmy clouds to cut its maximum 
brilliance. After each record, the appreciative audience, from 
whom not a peep had been heard, would applaud politely. Then 
tue movie started and the silence continued profoundly until 
the first convert had been ducked beneath the surface of Little 
River and began flopping. Then the audience went into gales of 
laughter and hilarious’noises, and from that point on the audable 
response to the appearance of each familiar face on the screen was 
merry and exhilerating.

I suppose this is the first time any white people on the 
river hafe ever invited the colored folks to a movie covering their 
own activities and news of it will jar but prpbably not dent 
the Frudhomme-01outier-Eertzog plantations while the white folks 
Tn ti Ose quarters will look askance at thp Msf^ose doings which they 
never understood anyway, w&ile the colored people living 
beyond the^ confines of this bend in Gane River will be a 
little envious of their friends and kin folk living on a 
plantation where such gestures of good will are manifest.

Celeste and Madam Regard drove to ^he camp with the 
Randolphs, too, and after the baptisin' picture was over, J. H.
arrived from town while some bayou pictures were being shown.

For . . s benefit, the ba^tisin picture was shown abscond time
much to* the delight of the colored folks who seemed to get double* 

~~%tG PleasurQ out of the second go-round, and at its conclusion «the applause was doubled in enthusiasm. And now T fold, sleeuy 
enough, and h0pino your day was more' solitary......

Monday, Septamber £5th, 1950.

Memorandum: •
■ ' *3 »  ' - • . - ‘ s -; .. w  **• *• w v  ’ ■ ’ • '

A cool mass of air rolled in sometime between midnight 
and dawn, dropping the thermometer to 60 and exuding 
an energy for, gardening that might have had a mighty effect 
on my inclinations for gardening, had not an upset stomach 
slowed me up a little, perhaps the cool weather will 
last for a couple of days and the "tummy" trouble not that 

long so that I can swing my |ioe mightily on the morrow.
"p-vr; The sky is cloudless in these parts tonight and the 

atmosphere unusually clear, making a perfect set up for 
viewing- the current ellipse which apears to me to be 
almost total at this writing. I accompanied my secretary as 
far as the gate tonight, and chatted for a moment with two 
simple souls from kittle River way who told me they had heard 
there was to be a shadow over the moon shortly, - "collectin’ 
a heap, of water that would shut off the light" and within 
the next £4 hours the stuff would be spilled all over us, so 

there wont be much cotton picking for a day or two. Let 
there pe so much as a good heavy dew between now and Wednesday, 
and they will be convinced that the old water drawing 
concept is unquestionably fundamental.

Earlier this evening, when attempting to set my clock against 
radio time, I was shocked to hear of the death of Eugene 
O ’Reil, ^r. I listened to a couple susequent news casts of 
15 minute duration each, and the matter wasn’t mentioned, 
next to one Alexander Seorby, Eugene O’Ueil’, Jr.,’s performance* 
on Talking, Looks was my favorite. I appreciated his clarity of 
voice and the steady, unhurried pace he unfailingly maintained, 
the essays and philosophical things he did being particularly 
well performed. Perhaps you have heard him , too, on "Ingitation 
to Learning" . It seems to me it must have been along about 
1946 I last-heard him on that program, and Xenophon or some 
other classic was the subject under discussion. I guess 
the last thing I read through his lips was "The American Frontier" 
by Frederick Jackson Turner, or some such. It seems odd in a way- 
how one grows accustomed to readers to the point that they 
seem almost like personal acquaintances and one senses the 
passing of a friend in O ’Neil’s death, whereas in reality 1 never 
saw the man in my life. .....

»
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At the movies last night, Mrs. hand told me she had 
dined with ^ary $ Lambdin in Shreveport on xhursday and 
that the latter hoped to make a jaunt into the °ane ^iver country 
now that the heat is lessening’ and the countryside will shortly 
be putting on its seasonal pagent of gay color combination.
I believe ^ary was traveling with Joe Avails of Concordia who 
was giving some lectures on bulbs to several dnreveport 
groups. You will recall it was Joe ^vans who became personna 
non grata with Ifihe Madam when the daughters of both lacxies 'were 
room'mates at D. S. U. and Sister was approaching1 the time when 
she was to be bounced for outrageous doings. Both Mary and 
Blvthe always liked Joe and I always have gone on the assumption 
that she is alright. One in 1946 and once in 1?947 she passed 
this way, calling on the Madam for an hour , but each time it 
happened that she arrived just after 1 had left the big house and 
departed just before 1 returned, sp 1 never have met the lady.

Little MiSs lormon never liked Joe but it was never quite 
clear to me just what the reason for her dislike might have been.
I guess was that there might have been an element of professional 
jealousy in the b siness, kand< i suppose i got that idea because 
Lyle was forever telling Caroline she was a ’’weed snob’ , having 
succeeded in kidding herself into believing that uod had given 
her special jurisdiction over the Kingdom of Wild Flowers 
as her own exclusive province. I guess Caroline’s fulminations 
against- *̂ pe were the more impressive because Caroline scarcely 
ever has time to give much space to human beings, what with^ 

all her enthusiasms usualy swirling around ornithological and 
horticultural personalities.

another conversation at the movies amused me. When 
we were a out to leave, Blythe invited us to come to dinner at 
the camp one Sunday, especially did she hope J. B. would accept for 
once in his life, ne told her, he should love to make it some 
time, and she forthwith suggested next Sudnday, which certainly 
would be ideal, in one way, since the local ladies will be on 
a frolic in'South Louisiana over; the week end and J. H. and I will 
be alone. .But the wife let,out a wail, saying she hoped Blythe 
would'withdraw the invitation for this Sunday, since she always 
wanted to be included and able to apcept any dinner invitation from 
the Bands. And so the invitation for next Sunday was tentatively 
set aside, apd unless L am vastly mistaken, the week end 
frolic will not be exclusively b centered on South Louisiana,
, nd while I may dipe in solitary grandeur, or with the Bands,
Sa Majeste will not break bread alone.

Well so turns the world, and I must take one more glance 
at the moon and then stretch myself out for the night. 1 
shall read a page or two from Doctores Last, Doctors Vilest” by 

. ^dward Hume, or some such,^which seems to be a 20th century of 
medical doings in Jhina.....

i € f  I 4 4 3 0

Tuesday, September 26th, 1950,

Memorandum: hiYour fat envelop, Containing a billion things, 
and tlie package containing the Band letters to ihand, and 
bessings^on you for all.

four hriday letter tells of your illness. What a 
pity you had to be flattened out. I am hoping against hope 
that all your.labors while ill haven't slowed up your^re
cuperation, c ff only one cold would provide immunity for 
the balance of the season, how heartening it would be. 
perhaps in this instance it will. In any event, I’m going to 
clutch mightily to the thought.

I find the photograph of the ^adam at the loom came out 
wonderfully well, and how nice of you to send one along for my 
delectation. I reckon it wills require no caption if used 
in connection with Budolph’s article or the one possibly 
forthcoming |rom Benland. But 1 shall stir up a brief 
line and send it along later, in case one is need.

And now to the letters. I;agree with you they should not 
be permitted to ovqr-balanoe the others, One or two or 
three at most, I should,say, ought to turn the trick. If ̂ 
you feel that one paragraph or another could be taken up from 
one letter and fitted into another, that would be fine, 
for they are merely to demonstrate her interests and 
impulses, and it will make not the slightest difference if 
these sentiments are compressed under a single date line.

We must omit the reference to Borman cGunn.
He was Miss Sally's son-in-law, husband of T. .Sal, and 
father of the two-children who still live at Magnolia. He 
' drank himself to death. It was Mary Gunn, Borman’s daughter, 
of whom 1 wrote Dr.. ^olbrook which brought forth the unexpected 
epistle, addressing me as Father M., which was certainly 
an unexpected plaisir. - «■

Regarding the word * log’*, it should, as you assumed, 
be written ’’long". *

* ■ k

The other misspelled word, "ay something”, it should be 
made to read "they , - the sentence referring-to the white 
camelias, *

J
The photographs h^ve not as yet come through from 

Alexandria,‘and I am waiting to send some others in the same package
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wioh them. As I shall try dashing off some captions for each, 
a,,d as I am still uncertain when the photos themselves may 
reach me, it will probably be at least a week before I head 
them out in your direction.

My head ..having been a little woozey of late, I am 
not sure if 1 'made much reference to the three or four fine 

t portraits of mulatto types that I am sending. As one of 
the individuals is none other than Henry.Herztog (but not 
spelled precisely as I hava contrived it), I shall not 
name the people in the captions but shall rather refer to 
them ̂ individually as to the type of plantation work they 
perform, for half the -arish would be in an uproar if the name 

thf mulftt0» appeared in the book. I think, however,.-/hat by naming tne individuals such as,* in ^enry’s case, 
as the carpenter and loom maker”, the caption will be sufficient 
and~as reference is made to a builder of looms in Rudoloh's article the identity will be adequate. x /

The shadow you and I thought was of the earth over the moon 
last nignt was in reality nothing but the water, as reported 
by local rural sages, and to confirm the point, it.has 
drizzled all day long and is still gently pattering on the 
banana leaves like a muffled cannonade. An hour after the

arriv?&, and I had examined the contents of
n ldl^ J h0 A%nd l0tters y°u Had so deftly tied up withysllow ribbom, Maqam Band herself appeared with four 
on^their way to the camp, and thus I was able to hand 

. to th^ith. They had stopped off to invite me
Havin? witn one thing and another, I declined.

< , fa ^  dwaddled yesterday, I wanted to make up for lost time
\\ Sgrpb° as po Bi010 ana besides I thought banquets were not 
1 ?he past oo^lfofdris!r pUtUag myS9lf °n redu09d rations for

Then, too, I was hoping the rain might let up at anv moment
hSdr? . eoPld us S0mQ a°tton Hulls hauled to Arenbourg for 1

• r S n  °f °Uf PetTohildrsn for the winter. But therain never did stop, and so I. shall have to attempt that
exploit at some other auspicious moment. Before the
fr^end^nf pQ°pl|. * someShreveport friends arrived, -i- ids of .virs. and s, - and, so the morn ng turned out a 
hoage-podge regardless. 6 a

Ari ^Hank Heavens all the ^outh Americans are fairly well distribute*
US ?°pe there * * *  bQ ever 30 long a stretch before holidays or whatever toss them back into your midst again

f? wonder a cold should nave caught up with you what with all *
rfB.. onX?yrDUf H  SWirling ^ound your calendar of late P l e a s e  t a k e  lnt.cs o-p j  . . . _. •
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please take lots of oare of ran . lal;e- 0,, „„ B 0 1 0610 °t y°u a«a may" heaven prevent me from
Mauds are  b e i n - ^ f i h a S rg l0 S ’ and of a11 t im e s . when such de-
So slow ! 0n y° Ur Sh0U lders..f r ° n fa r  and

Wednesday, September 27th, 1950,

Memorandum:
I cannot tell you how indebted I am to vdu for your 

thoughtfulness in sending the l$.onday air mail that reached my 
true hand this morning.

Curiously enough, the thing for which I feel most appreciative 
is the unwritten message, for although you didn t so much as 
make a peep about the state of your health, I naturally assume 
that shine0 you made it to 908, you must be but definitely on 
the mend. May the good work continue and may y011 take every 
precaution to safegard what is most important to me. Please, 
please don’t ever let all the stuff I toss at you get into your 
perruque. ^Health and, conservation of it is the all important 
thing, let the manuscript fall where it may, just so long 
as the health continues to hold.

ItTs grand to know the week end was. comparatively quiet, and 
&ay there be lots of them slap ahead. I111 bet everybody we know 
thinks there“is something woefully out of joint with*our 
respective brains, seemingly always finding delight in what 
for'them appears to be solitude, which in reality, so far as we are 
concerned,"is nothing short of a hubbub of people and 
events galloping through .our moments not distracted by 
intruders and road runners. <

While it occurs to me, let me hasten to concur with 
you regarding the wisdom of omitting the line about loving the 
lime light'* from the uand letters, - the reference te Friend Miller. 
This was one of those phrases, penned in a moment of manual 
instability, and has no basis of turth whatsoever. Frankly it 
is an excellent ”straw in the wind" indicating a 'condition that 
few if any sensed as fisting. Ho one will ever imagine, and 
fortunately I have almost forgotten the vast totals of such quirks 
that came to the surface during the 1940*8 that had to be 
grappled with immediately on their appearance, treated as humorous 
gaieties intended as playful whimseies, and then eliminated from 
the mind by laughing them away sympathetically. It was such 
manif stations appearing during my absence on occasion for a week 
or so that confronted me on my return, making each absence the 
more hazardous for the ladyxs peace of mind and the solidity of 
friendships which, if not set aright with adrointness and speed, 
ended by such serious damage to relationships of long standing that 

life time associations were broken for ever. Forgive me if the above 
paragraph is vaguely chaotic 0in .construction. I have never spoken 
of this problem to anyone before and only you can guess the

r
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mental strain attendant upon such circumstances Sister, the 
mulatto nenry ^ertzog and the negro Sam -drown were especially adept 
in st^rripg up' these mentalcmal formations. I cannot"but 
smile^inwardly when 1 think how one or two members of the family had 
(have) told me how much they appreciate what X did for their 
Mother, for never will fes they so much as dream of the battles 
fought in behalf of their Mother’s peace of mind and their own 
pleasant relations with her during t ose years1 *they naturally took 
as matters of course.

But enough of all this, and I mention it merely because I 
was so s ruck by the splendid example the phrase offered, as it 
was penned to a friend of Br. Miner, so clearly does it demonstrate 
precisely the situation as it obtained uring those years.

But now to qther and pleasanter things. If you haven't 
already explored the same, n̂ ay I invited your attention to 
Friend Ppstell s letter.

J?he historical data it contains is so vital to any understanding 
of the local set up that a copy of this letter, it seems to me, ought 
uo be in all scrapbooks about Melrose. I shall first off write 
another caption for the picture (photogrpah( sent you recently 
of St. Augustin's reflected*on the surface of Cane Biver. Purely 
the 1829 date should be mentioned and the name of Father 

^QaiL..Ba~ptist Blanc, brother of Bishop Blano of Bew Orleans, who 
blessed or consecrated, the C frircF"in that year. (I might 
remark, in passing, that in reading the letter, my secretary invaribly 
pronounced the consecration phrase as "concentrated the church") 
which is Just fine, and goes nicely with his films as "films".

But while I kept my facial muscles under control * on the 
oonsecration seotion, I Just let myself roll on the floor when 
we got to the part where in 1805 the name of "Marguerite's" 
husband so unexpectedly popped on to the scene. Naturally ,
I thought of how the two of us would have roared in unison when it 
became evident that although Mr, Jefferson's purchase of Louisiana 
in 1803 had eliminated this neighborhood as any ’’coin de France", the 
name of one proprietor at least lingered on in 1805. Good
old Pierre, (not Antoine), how mused he would be with all this and 
to know his memory thus remains green.

I shall prooably refer to the contents of this letter at 
other sittings. 1'or the moment 1 want to remark particularly 
that this information, , while in no way lessening the prestige of 
Grandpere, it_most certainly accords the Uelrosa Louis a neater 
claim to distinction, sines he shared with his brother in tha 
astahlishmant of St. Augustin's. So many descendants of Giandpere 
nave always pointed with pride that St. Mugustin is "their"
Wiuroh because Grandpere stirred it up. ^eiioef0rt'h they can 
get prepared to snare honors a little, and you may be sure X 
shail see to it that Louis' offspring get a couple of"slices
of tneir just j?ie , too...... Again my thanks for your letter.
Lo, please, take good care of you......

Z IM

— - W -
i

Memorandum:

I wish 1 knew how to spell "klotch-bosse”, for I should 
love to pin 3it nn Mrs, Carles Wagner. And what impells me 
to be thus moved will be abundantly revealed by her letter,
arriving in'today's post, which I pass along to you, either 
in this envelope or an accompanying one.

If you don't die of exhaustion wading through the first 
two or three pages, you will "automatically be revived by the 
material covered by the middle and balance of the letter.

Bhe takes a book to inquire precisely what type of 
erudite, detailed and ponderous material we want, and then ends 
up by pretty much covering everything uesired in this epistle whiohk 
to her way of thinking is but the briefest of inquiries.

I shall acknowledge her letter tonight and try to 
set her straight. Let us hope that within a compaiatively 
short time, she may wirite another book of lesser bulk, devoted 
exclusively to the matter in hahd, but if not, it seems to 
me we have Just about what'we want any way, and, in a pinch, 
we can Just lift out whole sentences and paragraphs, tucking 
them under an appropriate title and opening sentence, and letting 
the thing speak for’itself. I reckon somecsuch sentence as 
this might do;

"Of the celebrated scrapbboks at ^elrose, compiled by 
Miss flammia, here is what Mrs. Charles Wagner, famous bibliophile, 
of I^ola, Kansas, has to say: -n (and then quote.

What do you think„of this idea, — (in case another panic 
in the Wagner household Should■prevent frer from ever making 
further deliveries. And what do you. say to arming yourself 
with a red or blue pencil, and slashing about madly with it as 
you wade through all the "adacadadabara", spilled out with such 
abandon by the Wagner pen.

I'did so much talking on other subjects in 1 st night's 
Memorandum, and traveled so far afield on extraeneous tangents that 
I failed to mention a couple of things that transpired during 
the 27th.

Along about one o'clock in the afternoon, one Irma 
Bomperyao Willard blew~in and migh‘ty elegant she looked,' in
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spite of an ankle in a plaster oast, "brought on by a slip on the 
Hew urleans pavements, - a handicap which did not prevent her from 
driving her fine new Oldsmobile, or some such. She is now 
with the or is the Louisiana Art Commission but the dual 
purpose of her visit was not concerned with Art. She 
first of all wanted to inquire of J. h . if he would rent the big 
house for a month or two to her millionaire mother-in-3,aw, 
who has the whimsey to flit from Park .avenue or Chevy ^hase or 
where .ever to abide a while in Louisiana. The elder Madam 
Willard would be entranced to send a crew in advance to effect 
whatever conveniences she might specify, and with her advent 
would appear a staff of servants to boot. In fine, she 
would be glad* to put everything in perfect arrangement, instituting 
whatever reparis or auditions or whatever might be required to suit 
her every need and wish, and she would maintain a flock of 
servants, the only thing asked of 'J. H. being that he "would 
accord her this right. Gan you imagine.

**ell, after a negative response, she asked for a conference 
with me. *>he wants to share some notes with he from the ̂ colonial 
__j2iiperŝ  and thinks I can set her straight on some people of the 
old days about whom i may have heard the ^adarn speak. I shall 
be glad to go through these with her. She has said I could have 
any 1 want, and of course 1 shall want them all. She plans to 
return on or about Cotober 11th, for” a prolonged sitting, - 
tmeaning most of a day, I suppose. She has' a sister, la belle 
■^unklemann, —  what* a name, - living' in town. She is a nice 
person and really has a stackv,of Gane ^iver and ^atchitoches lore 
up her sleeve, but, as you know, is just as unstable as she can 
be. her son, after graduating from Annapolis, is now in the 
Korea area. I suppose he is the elder Williard's only grandchild, 
and so probably cannot avoid millions if he survives his 
grandmother, *md Irma, as always, will naturally continue to flit 
about the world just as unuredioatable as a blind dog in a 
meat house. 1

» ~ ♦ « S |
I have been thinking of the Postell information regarding 

tiie July 16th, 1829 business, • the building of St. Augustin's,
I mean, and the provisions for the same in land and money as- 
contributed by Augustin and Louis.* Of course Louis of ^elrose, 
having died in 1832, 5 years prior to the painting of Grandpere's 
picture, was .definitely out of the running when that oil was 
stirred up* I must say it would have been more fortunate if 
the portrait could have included both brothers, and each pointing 
to the church, and not just Grandpere alone,-

Reverting to the Somperyac Willard visit, I neglected to say 
our conversation was cut short by the unexpected arrival of 
some Wisconsin and Indiana newspaper people who had journey far to hai 
a glance at ^elrose. As 1rmaTs visit was primarily intended for 
a real estate rig , and to make an appointment withme for a

+ ~ hence, she accordingly pulled out and that
was that, whereupon at this poi t, I fold....

8f

I

This missed Saturday1s out-going 
Oct. 2nd, 150.

V
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>  ^ l 0-W L - .

Caroline Dormon spells the last sylable with an "o".
I learned that by telling myself, after a few wails from her, 
that the bormons never ’’Ah’1 but forever n0h,T,

A

Friday, September 39th, 1950.

Memorandum:

*%at a fine fat post the mpll man tussled with today, and 
best of'all your two fat envelopes* ^

H-ow nice of youto present me with the dull finished 
enlargement of Aunt .Gammie. It seems to me it ought to 
be just the checker for the book section of the scrapbook. P 
shall tuck it in my scrapbook of immoveables, for there seem to 
be some gaps in the book I have been keeping,on the big house.

I think P shall have an opportunity shortly to run through (QMuvy)
the duplicates you so kindly sent along-, - the one from the Dallas
paper which we must use by all means, and the other from the pen
of ^ary,Belle McKeller. Since this is a scrapbook we are working
on, don t you think we might include the MoKeller opus, too,
just cutting out anything you find repetitous, - probably Spelled
rather oddly. Your own excellent judgement in such matters will
suit me to a T, and will be better than mine anyway, since

you have the advantage of a perspective qf which, because of my
situation I am entirely wanting.» *

You ask about the Journal, and I tdon*t mind telling you 
its existence w'as only a secret since it was contrived for the eyes 
of but one reader, - and I doubt if 1 need name the individual. 
Unfortunately it was swept away in the 1945 flood, and 1 say 
unfortunately not because it had any interest but merely because I 
had compiled it from day to day, feeling instinctively*as*I did that 
the chasm that yawned in#1939 forward for a somewhat prolonged 
period might eventually be bridged and that it might amuse you 
sometime in the' future to plod through those early impressions of my 

local surroundings. But I did not continue the Journal after contact 
had been established, for in reality, our little evening chats formed 
a Journal in themselves, providing you with a moving picture of 
daily doings so that no record was therefor needed. In view of 
travels to Mississippi I used to make in the.early 1940's, it seemed 
to rtie lest not to keep the Journal here, and so, for safety's sake,
I put it where the floods floated it off into oblivion. The ting 
began on'the lower level "of the Pennsylvania station and was a 
day to day business from that point forward. But at least 
Harnett f1. Kane didn t rifle it and nobody else, and now that 
we can busy our selves with contemporary doings, the early '40*8 don't 
count. _
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Of other incoming mail, the Sharp-Macmilfoan letter 
speaks for itself.

t T  *i shall attach an outline of a proposed letter to 
Mr._Lattom for your convenience, shouXdTyou care tcTestablish 
contact with that gentleman and at anyrold time in the 
future. I don t know Mr. ^atham, "but have heard Lyle speak 
of him so often, it almost seems to me i do. I "believe ^ary 
Rhodes used to mention him, too. If memory serves, I "believe 
he was once a Macmillan, scout in these parts and saw 
Lyle frequently in flew Orleans, I am wondering off hand 
why Macmillan didn’t publish Saxon books but perhaps Macmillan
doesn t go in for Southern books. I wouldn’t know/ 

o
In any eyent, it is possible we might want to nibble at 

them a little, and so the proposed approach letter will be 
attached to this Memo, and if you want to put it on 
plan abion satationary and sign my name to it, you are urged 
to proceed at any time the situation seems auspicious without 
bothering to advise me in advance*

0  : =■ . h  h. - ft - • -■ • ' ' *   ;

t  ̂ suppose it might be well to have the end papers and another 
Liht oh _of phonographs to hand before consulting the gentleman or 
any one else. The ones taken here two weeks ago haven't come 
to hax̂ d as yet. I am somewhat foolishly trying to remember 
what each .covered, with a view to stirring up captions without 
having them before me. Just as soon as they do reach me, 1 shall 
send the whole shooting match, together with the larger ones 

referred to recently, — mulatto types, etc., and thus armed, I 
reckon preliminary explorations might be a little closer to hand.

Of the other enclosures, both from negroes. I thought you 
would enjoy, although they aren’t important. The heyerend'
P. ii. Gillie was the presiding diety at,the St. Augustine baptising! 
which the hands recorded in film. Lon t you like ”P. MV 
.x-or tne initials of a dark preacher’s name, I am sorry to say his 
name really isn t lost Meridiam or even for funerals, post Mortem 
but merely Porapey, and £ompey, to my way« of thinking' if a mighty 
fine name for a nggro,preacher regardless.

^  §hpper tonight, h, mentioned thatSi star telephoned 
him last night, asking him to come up, - it was after 9 
to give her . sympathy. It seems Tr. nQnk had been to visit his
family and one children were upset. Imagine. Well, he told her 
to could run up this morning early, it’s only a 200 mile round 
trip, but being .in the midst of ginning, he couldn't get away 
at tne moment she telephoned, he further recommended she come 
down her Monday for Sympathy, he looked at me and grinned, and 
i said Nothing doing, - she ain’t no kin of mine and I done run 
out of that commodity so far as she is concerned, don't you think sol....- ^

11
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Sunday, October 1st, 1950*

Memorandum:
0 -  *** ' i ;  >  f ’ . '  . , ^  ,, ;

The fat enclosures', as you may have already noticed, 
is the quotation from behind the pulpit of St. 1s-on-the-
Bayou. If memory serves, we ended the tentatTve~caption 
fOf “the sketch $ina did, leaving the final lines to be 
filled wi th this quotation.

t

It has been a hurly-burly week end,rbut in spite of 
that, I did manage to get a few things done, - mostly cpations 
for pictures already to hand that are to accomj.any the ones 
from Alexandria, - if an when, they ever come.

Saturday morning 1 had a couple of lovely ladies from 
Knasas ^tiy, Mesdames ^err±mim arm a. I have a feeling 
we shall be hearing from them, they enjoyed their little visit 
so much. Mme. de ^ontesnan^ etait ici chez moi apres deneuner, —  
deux hours a sept heure et demi. C-1 e^t bein incorydble, mais 
elle etiat avec 3a **ajeste chez lui heir au soir, apres 
diner a la grande malson avec le mitron et moi. Tla 2 petite 
domastique de 3a Uajeste trouve tous'ca etonante. Moi aussi.
Ce 3oir a six heures et derail, 8 a. jeste, &Q kontespan et
moi avons faites uh voyage a la petite riviere. A cause de 
travaille, j'ai fait mes excuses pour souper chez Sa Majeste. 
Quelle affaires alors, et la Reine continue a "frolicker" au sud 
de la Louisianno*. ” -

* The Bands came this afternoon between 3 and 6, - at least 
Br. ^and, his daughter, Frances u c.. and a couple of Shreveport 
friends of hers. -̂ r. "“and named me his manager to consult
with the ^everend ^ompey ^illie!. I think it very kind of 
hr. Aand to offer to* present the show at St. Augustine's or 
St. Gary's any Wednesday night to suit the Reverend's con
venience, suggesting that the Reverend, if he cared; to, —  migh 
charge admission and thus net the church some profit. *s I
write these lines, .however, it just occurs to me that Aittle 
River has no electricity, - a fact Dr. Rand, 1 am sure, didn*t 
take into consideration, and 1 guess that will hold up the 
movies out yonder for a while. But"I think I shall use that 
inconvenience as a wedge to drive through the wiring of that 
community, - a blessing that has been long over due, and 
perhaps this will provide precisely the motivating push to put 
the thing over.

— *
• • • • • * *

»
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8

A lady from Raton Rouge who gets up this way once in a 
while, passed this why on Saturday afternoon, calling on 
friends in the ©night) or hood, as a gesture of good will, she 
brought long something for my delectation, - not as a gift 
tut as a loan. If you guessed a million years., you would 
never hit at such an un elieveatle oubject, - an el^otria 
typewriter. Row if you don't mind, I need an electric typewriter 
fully.as mu3h as Grandpa needs a pocketbook, and I shall 
use the machine jus exactly as much as ^randpa will use the 
pockettook he doesn’t even possess. As a gesture of 
politeness 1 knocked off a few sentences whill the lady 
was here, tut fortunately a ddzen people from various camps 
in this vicinity, invited, I suspect, ty J. H. without my 
knowledge, began blowing in, and from then on everything was 
hurly burly until supper time, after which I said goodnight 
to all and folded up my beard. I have already parked 
the electric in an axraoir in the room opposite the ^hapel on 
the tack gallery, and there it will remain until the lady decides, 
if ever, she wants it tack.

X * t

I guess I forgot to mention 0n Friday night that at Supper,
« J. , in his usual, casual way, remarked;

”Qh, by the way, all the folks are coming down to see you 
next week. She Louisiana Junior Chambers of Commerce, oonverg- 

* ing on %tchitoches this coming week end, want to visit the
old plantation.5 They want to come on Friday afternoon, October 
\7th. ”

Well, that's a pretty nettle of fish, and besides 1 shiuld 
like to know if-they are coming on Friday, the 6th, or Saturday 
the 7th, but J. ^..assured me that it was Friday, the 7th, which is 
cert inly inaicatie of v,hat kind of a week end he was contemplating.
I believe the convention is a 3 day business, Thursday through 0atudah 
and I hope it is Saturday, the 7th, the ^elrose thing is scheduled, 
for that means there wont “he so many, since half of them will have” 
headed bjsfiar for home before Saturday.

< I«called Lr. Rand's attention to another pehnomenon on the 
front‘gallery this afternoon, after flooring the Kansas 9ity 

kO >iU pilgrims with it yesterday. * big old biinch of bananas have
.| • unexplainably started unfolding the lovlies blossoms, one each at

the end of eaoh. banana. Nobody ever seems to have heard of such 
a thing and I most’’certain never did. Sometimes the pear trees, 
a ter blossoming' in the Spring ana putting out fruit in the 
summer j put out another set of blossoms in the fall, but 
these appear on the branches and not on the end of the fruit.
Rut here the thing unfolds. — A blossom on “the stem, bunches of 
bananas on the stem, and a whole flock of other blossoms slap on 
the end of each banana. What a curious lot of things transpire 
on that front gallery, hope X can get a pictures of this latest 
twist in horticultural1 handsprings of 1960......
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Monday, October 2nd, 1950,

Memorandum; .

The persimmons go forward to you in the same post with 
this Mem or andum;

I packed the fruit rather loose, thinking it might travel 
better, but a paper sack is on the top so you may put the fruit 
in it and throw the square box and packing trash away in the first 
ask can you encounter. There are two little paper sacks in the 
same package, the■larger one containing the narcissus, embedded in 
dampened cotton hulls To keep them from drying out -coo much, and 
the smaller sack containing three hyaohinthe bulbs, left in soil 
to keep them from drying out too muTrPklyu*J 1 * 11111 mmm

As you know, these bulbs will make more sturdy stems if permitted 
to grow where it is fairly oool. They thrive in these parts unless 
a severe frost sets them bac£. I think they should begin growing 
3Kx right away in your latitude, although the radio spoke yester
day of a thermometer reading of 88 in your neighborhood which was 
probably in the 90’s on the street,, but suoh flights into summer 
probably will not last long.

My morning and afternoon was convulsed by the advent of that 
Shreveport number. She brought me many garments from Rina, 
most of which are too small for me, but they will do ever so nicely 
for some of my friends.

Rince i have never been able to tell when*XLsj^gr was telling the 
•truth, I don t p̂ut much stook in anything she says. She was quite 
sober for a wonder and rattled along at a great rate, saying among 
other things that because of the peculiarity of Louisiana laws, she 
couldn t hope to get any "matrimony” out of her husband. (Smile)

And then with the alimony out of the way, she went on to 
explain her other financial difficulties and said she was signing 
away her rights to the Estate to prevent her husband from being- 
able to attach anything. She told me she was stopping in town 
on her way back home, stopping off to sign away her claims, which 
certainly seems unexpected and landing her, - if true, right where 
15always expected she would end up, but never did my imagination 
penetrate such a ourious route. She says it is impossible to live 
on the $300.00 a month she is currently receiving from her 
husband and is Round to have the few thousand her part in the 
Lstate will fetch her, I advised nothing except when she said J. H. 
recommended she take a small house in Natchitoches, whereupon I 
stuck out my neck sufficiently to sing the praises of Shreveport.
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I got in a few good licks at arenbourg early this morning.
It was pleasantly oool until 8 o ’clock, and I had planned to devote 
the balance of the day on this machine, but after the tempest in a 
teapot blew in, - and finally blew out around 2, I decided I 
would do better to return to Arenbourg than attempt anything 
else. fie^vinews had tangled up some of the Gardener's Garfier, 
and by snipping the vines, the big old plumes, bent over by 
the weight of the. tangle, straightened up automatically when 
released, and now are waving proudly on high, looking more than 
ever like the great fans depicted by Gustave Dore in his Bible 
illustrations of Bharoh’s Court. *

Except for a flock of unteresting stuff, today's post held nothing 
save the enclosure. I guess it is of no particular-interest but it 
keeps you abreast with things. You will recall Joe ^vans is the lady 
who got no thanks for trying to contact the mother of a girl who was 
a room mate of her own daughter, with a view to saving Sister from 
getting' bounced out of 3. U## but received saant thnaks for 
her efforts, and in the end, circumstances proved that the lady's 
predictions were correct and with Lyle covering the retreat, Sister 
ended up by getting bounced regardless. LyleSs account of 
the final fling that caused Bister to be expelled was one of the most 
vulgar and effectively done things he ever retailed to me. I 
may have mentioned it beffore, how Sister, already on probation, 
attended a dance in one of the University buildings, and etting 
high early in the evening, .absented herself from the party and 
sought seclusion in the office of the Mean of Women where she proceeded 
to sit down in the lean’s imposing leather chair and vomit all over 
the "eat s desk* ,According to lyle ’ g version of college life, this 
was one ei ^ister s least objectionable doings, but somehow it always 
seemed to me a high point in something or other.

The red Guernsey lilies encircling the African house are 
particularly lovely today, what with myriades of ordinary yellow 
butterflies weaving zig-zag sunbeams in and out above the -̂ reat 
cerisse elipse. Without knowing anything about it, I have always 
assumed these butterflies have something to do with the caterpillars 
that used to descend on the cotton leaves about this time ~of the 
year, - or earlier, and perhaps they are,<although we have no 
caterpillars any mo^e. It seems those insects are migratory, coming 
from Mexico in early summer,and arriving at this point along 
in late July or early August in .the old days. But now the °
Federal Government sprays the border with D. D. T. ‘about the
time the migration is due to get under way and so forestalls
the advance before it gets well under way on this side of the
"i° Uzande. For harvesting cotton with a mechanical picker the
leaves must be disposed of before the machine starts, and that is
now accomplished by some kind of acid distributed by air planes. I’m
glad we doh' t have a mechan cal picker, - the little feathered
friends have had. a Lard enough season with the anti-boll weevil
spray.. f r * f * <. . •' - t______ _______ ____ -—

Memorandum:
Thirty billion times would not suffice to re-tell you how 

enchanted Arenbourg and  ̂am with all the nice things coming to hand 
by registered ^ail today;

Arenbourg was much on my'mind, -- or ear, —  as I headed 
for the Post Office this morning* I had been tidying up around the 
luxuriant box“(yew) on the terrace when, LoJ shay we say, a big 
old hornet sailed out of the'thing and gave me a clip on the ear.
The latter at present enchances my beauty no end, with something 
resembling a cauliflower sticking out on the right side of my head.

I had been dreaming dreams before folding up my beard last night, - 
contemplating' things for this season s planting at arenbourg, and 
again may I say Lol the birthday party was all in the making and 
I had never dreamed of it when talking things over'with our little 
•floral friends at sun up* There is always an impulse to make such 
nlans a§ the full heat of summer eases off and times become auspicious 
for such business. I shall'continue to contemplate the catalogues 
and do some of my planning out loud a subsequent letter.

t < . n

Your letters of Tuesday, V/ednesday and Thursday, all rolled into 
one were a joy to my soul and while T shall probably forget 
to mention half the thin s you inquired about, I shall hit at them 
as they,flit through my mind, regardless of the loss of coherence, 
should  ̂be speaking of other things as they come to the mental 
sufrace; '

© ' _ ■ j

You inauire about the factor employed by the publishers in 
reproducing"illustrations. The film is not required, but rather 
a glossy print only. I never did understand why the thing had to 
be glossy, but so it'is, and that'is all I know about it. But the 
film is not required.

.•■•V:, , ' ■= - fj i
I shall be looking forward with infinite pleasure to reoeipt of 

the photographs you are forwarding, and I suppose they will be 
here on Saturday. I shall look these over and return them to you 
when I forward the photographs 1 am hoping to have to hand before 
long plus those which I have already tussled with in making captions.
The ilexandria^photographer must be dwaddling, for the ones I was lookin 
for from day to day haven't arrived yet. But as he is scheduled to 
be up this way Saturday or Sunday,. I am sure they will arrive either 
before that date or he will bring them with him.
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You ask about my c;.mce( concept) as to what format the 
Scrapbook should ̂ take. I agree with you that it should at least he 
as large as the Gilmore opus. The reason why it seems important to 
me to drum up a publisher in advance, if possible, is so we may 
decide on some size or other, - or acdept~the dictates of the Editor, 
for in that way the f nal arrangements covering preparation of material 
may be the more readily contrived. As the t ing takes 
shape in my mind, it seems to me the book wouldirt have to be very 
thick but might make up in length find breadth what it lacks in 
thickness.^ If, as you suggest, we use full page pictures, with 
an accompanying text facing each, then the so-called captions 
could be a littlfc longer and carry more details, and all heap of 
the stuff that would otherwise go into the text could be broken up 
into f>ages facing the pictures, —  which I should like best.

Vaguely in my mind the thing begins to suggest some such arrangement 
as to content:

The first half or three quarters of the book devoted to Melrose 
afid the Madam, with a kind of introductory text on whioh T son currently 
struggling, but keeping it down to 15 or 20 pages at most. Then 

would come a photo of the big house with a page of particulars, Then 
would follow two or three pages of related buildings, - The Studio, 
the nog abin, saving ^ouse, etc,, all with a page of text facing them. 
Then might come the Diary, Then Budolphs' piece, Caroline DormonTs 
article with photos in each, - the Madam Weaving, the Madam gardening 
in her perruque, etc,, and the Wagner business with the scrapbook 
illustration. This would just abbut cover the first section of , 
tne book, except for the Letters which T forgot to mention, - perhaps
after the Wagner'article, or any other place that seemd adviseable.(

ihen would come the second part of the book, centering about 
Yucca and the African House, This section might be started off 
with the Gane River s Ghildren of Strangers article, for word bulk, 
and the rest following in picture form with facing text. The 
story of Aroma, with the picture of L<5g stanging by the picture 
would appear in this section, particulars,‘either in caption or in 

couple page spread of words, ĉoverin̂ ; about 3 or s6 of the fucca 
portraits, Josephine Monette, ^lemence and her doings, and everything 
we want to toss in aoout the colonial period and ante bellum years,
-- everything prior to *unt °Emmie's bow.

How does this strike you. Of course this would make the thing 
backwards, chronologically speaking, but since the emphasis and 
gieater wrrs tben material is on the Madam and the public likes the 
personal appeal of the individual story, it seems to me that Melrose 
and tne aaam should cdme first, with Yucca following after,

t,So much mdre to talk about and yet I see I am running toward the 
end oi this page, I shall attempt a rough ’’table of wontents” as 
a^ rV US?!Sti2n \ but mQrQlV a suggestion, to which you might

i n c l u d i i ^ \ t rw tthat L rm ^ u -c r fp taL Ŝ r Ŝ ?tha* With & VieW t0^ <,no manuscript it nr. ^atham or someone condescends.,

a m

Wednesday, October 4th, 1S50,

4445

•j-

Memorandum:

Y^gterda^. was j . H.1s birthday'and today is Madam iegard's, 
wO tne cake must be piling up high next door. — ~

t ' ~ ; -
% fJh0Mlocal radio station broadcast a quarter hour of 

Stephen Foster melodies this morning, including My Old 
nentucky home, in Madam Regard’s honor, fOr she is a native
^ 4 ^ h ^ 01?,Qk? v UGky, 1 SU6SS ShQ mUSt haVe a niCQnn^Oane't-! f thlS and was Invited to accompany her

Ql®ste a musicals this afternoon in her honor, but I
ii..-eQ, preferring to near the clatter of this typewriter instead don’t you think so. (Smile( •. instead,

That (Smile) ousiness is just about breaking me down. I had
0f nl 0he ls t t e r s  fo r  lo o a l awShB d S  thepast 24 hours, - one last night about 9 and the other this 

morning’ at a quarter of 5,, and both of them used the same
insertin^tbe 1 *?76 l011S pondQXed 03a this custom ofit W°x& and can t ever remember having run across
ll t L  fiS?°ndT !  0VQr exPd0xed- Perhaps I wasn’t looking
« f0li0  ̂ .?ut naturallY 1 ^  wondering.if it is exclusivelya local useage, ana if so, who and how started, ^

c ’ *'} • . '/ ; ■
A*ld while on the subject of writing stuff. I also was asked

a nat0 t0 the looal St* ^ t h a w ’s School, giving the teacher the names and dates of hirth of the oarents of an

a a s  s s j r Brown ana wile/tha ohiidO •
Thf mot]:iex of the c hi Id is dead and her VitatM statistics 

r? unknown, but the particulars about the father were 
available, and, astonishing they*were# I quote:
’’Dear Teacher,

,,,a ■Sn L H ttle^ 2 y,f papa is fibrosa Peaoa, He was horned the 301jh day of September, 1829." 4

if th® tW° final dlgits* 1 paused to inquire< tnere oouldn t be some error but was assured that the date 
was correct, as "Brosie" had jAst "told 'em o?f" thL morning And
so X wrote as directed,-marveling that a 121 year old parent fhoutd have an 8 year old ohiid (3mile) 1 parent should
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I think, wa should use Princess Planitarium correspondence, and 
I reckon we should write for her permission to do so shortly. As 
you knows letters remain the property of the writer until the latter 
dies, after which its ownership passes to the individual to whom 
it was written, or his heirs* This point always seemed a hit 
"round about”, but is probably about as good a handling of the 
matter as could be contrived, in view of all theconsiderations 
covering such matters.

9 «

I believe the ruling is comparatively recent, following a 
decision made by BritishkCourts in the 1930’s perhaps. The 
matter^ came up for settlement when the heirs of Ellen Terry, the 
English actress, -proposed publishing their motheTHT”!ofe” letters 
and epistles she had renefcived from various eminent lovers in her 
time, including none other than George Bernard Shaw. That 
gentleman didn t want his love letters to Madam Terry published, 
and thus, - an® perhaps for the first time, - the matter came 
up for Gourt decision* *

/  1 wish somebody would do an article for headers Digest on the
i ownership, custody and control of correspondence, I believe 

hL t #*jru&Arthere are m0re halte:i:s attached to letters tjian any other form of 
\ , personal property. For example an individual writes a letter

*Jj-| and it ishisto do with as he pleases. But once he drops it 
i  ̂  ̂ the mail box he thereupon looses all{rights to possession and 
\jJAjU a . has no right to pick it out of the box or inter sept it while it is

in the custody of the Post uffice department who $ust, without 
vast formality intervening, deliver the item to the person to 
whom it is addressed. The lattef, on receiving it from the 
Postal officialf enjoys exclusive custody henceforth and may not 
be forced to give it back to the writer. But still the writer 
is the legal owner and thus enjoys the exclusive rights to any 
disposition that may be made of it, and so can deny the 
right of publication on the part of the individual in whose custody 
it rests. The heirs of the individual to whom it was addressed may 
if so minded, retain possession of the item and can or but can claim 

sole ownership for publication purposes only after the death 
oi the writer of the letter, -“-nd, naturally* in the case of G, B. S. 
he just isn t ever going to die.

I sent Madam Marco the little snapshot of the gallery which
came irom the embryo film from which the enl&gement was made. Prom 
ner enclosed letter, 1 take it she enjoyed seeing it. Her astonishing
interest in things is a constant Source of inpiration, don't you
think. Bhe mentions not having heard of the" Whiskey Rebellion but
perhaps her school ‘books referred to it as Shay’s Rebellion as’it 
is sometimes called, when mentioned in difficulties be-setting 
George Washington's administration. I had forgotten old Wilkinson's 
w u e  was a Biddle* Really, somebody ought to do that family as 
James J-, Adams did the Adams Family. A poor letter, scribbled 
while awaiting a secretary who never showed up. Well, perhaps better 
luck on the morrow. (Smile)..... .

Thursday,' October 5th, 1950.

Memorandum:
To begin with, would you mind expanding your chest to its 

maximum while I prepare to pin on citations uncounted and 
accompanying oak leaf clusters without end.

* c

After all, your letter of the. 29th^has come to hand and 
contents noted. And I shall f or getlio1 * * * Respond to hif the observations 
contained therein, what with all the admiration for your hanidwork 
that consumes me. - - — -

t ? t ' a

And ill today’s post comes the scrapbook, together with the 
splendid enlargements,5 —  all safe and unwrinkled. I have not as 
yet had an opportunity to examine the individual notes attached to 
the enlargements but X shall get to them shortly. In the mean
time, they are gracing my somewhat over sized" bed, along with a 
flock of enlargements reaching me 'today, too, - the ones from 
Alexandria, on which X have been stirring up captions.; The 

whole shooting trap will eventually be put to rights and 
sent forward a few days hence.

X think 1 mentioned that the 'postman had a stroke the other day 
and remains in'the hospital. In consequence thereof,' the mails 
have been in the nature of the much advertised Italian trains prior 
to their autocratic operation by the date but not lamented 
Benito Mussolini* The substitute postman makes his rounds every day, 
and everything arrives in good order, but the time schedule has 

gone completely, out of whack. It has been 9 a.m. that the 
mails were want to come, but now if they get here at 5 p.m., 
we consider ourselves lucky. And a 3 p.m. train that used to take 
the out-going stuff still takes it at that hour, but, I conclude, 
about 24 hours later than before. I mention these facts slap off, 
so that if confusion reigns at your terminus, so far as slowness is con 
cerned, you wiGLl understand and rest assured that all goes well, 
albeit haggardly.

I find the material you copied concerning 1864 Natchitoches and 
the arrival of the Yankees., splendid, and equally so the particulars 
regarding the 1744 Invenotry. ’’Red brocaded shirt with silver , 
fringe bottora’r, --wnat a business, and what a picture that 
all presents. I think you are wonderful to have caught all this 
and transcribed the same, but my wonder and admiration are mixed 
with dubious thoughts about the way you are putting yourself through. 
Please, please, please,.....your health comes first, and please
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don't wear yourself out, - there are so many things in the years 
ahead* we want to pull thorough.

If we find we need filler for the Yucca section of our book,
X should think the Invenotry papers, plus other documents coming 
to hand, might be grouped into a section entitled something like:
"SIDE LIGHTS Oh THE BATOHI IQ UBS OQlIh'THY Of MARIE IHERESE MJ3T0YJSR? ■ •

Let * s keen-our minds open on such a possibility, for it 
is grand stuff'J, that* inventory stuff, and it may supply just the 
proper note, if, as we proceed, we discover we are lacking one 
convincing chord*

As for the.1864 fenion.quotation, that is wonderful in a flock 
of ways. Perhaps we shall-want to emply it, a°s filler, too, i 
slapping it in beside the Dupre letters or some such. It is a 
fascinating example of Yankee propaganda, among other things, and 
is as old ana* as modern as a Goeble s machine functioning at full 
capacity. I hadn’t realized it before, but from this report of 1864, 
it sounds as tliough the federal Army moved forth from Alexandria to 
take Natchitoches. I assume this preceeded the battle of 
Mansfield up Shreveport way, and that probably the ^rmy of Banks 
then retreated 'Bcfuth again, - Grande Ecore, latchitoches, Gioutierville 
Monette'*s ferry (skirmish there) and thence to Alexandria, when 
the last named was burned, heretofore I had supposed the Banks ^rmy 
moved only Southward, but from this it would seem to suggest they first 
moved un and then moved down, although it. is possible that in moving t 
Northward, they followed Red RiVer and not Gane, and thus skipped 
Melrose on the way up and so, in reality, actually passed this way 
but once, on the way down.

Thanks to your bright eyes, this manuscript offers fascinating 
reading as a potential section in the current opus. Let’s keep 
in on file menally, and in the event we don t use it in the present 
instance, it will make equally pertinent material for a volume on 
the Gane River Country,° or Eatchitonh.es or whatever. I am 
"bien tickle” a'b’out the whole thing.

V  -rf •

You ask about a title for the ^adam's Diary. It might 
Suggest more co pleteness and less abridgement if we avoid using 
■;he word excerpt”, don t you think, how about:

« & _________________

MISS GOLUB'S jjIaRY «
”few people, perhaps but two, ever realized that Miss Camrnie 

kept .a Diary, Every day of her life bubbled over V/ith such a 
profusion of physical and mental activities that it never seemed to 
occur to any one that she would think of taking time out to 
jot down her daily doings. Miss Gam* IV to as in her 60’s when her 
energies reached their maximum capacity.. Accordingly, it is 
random pages from her idary for that period that are reproduced here.”

Note: - Grandpere’s and Louis1 Roman Catholic Churoh on Cane River
at Melrose is St. Augustin’s (without the ©).. On the other hand, 

the colored (negro) Baptist Churoh of Melrose on Little River 
St, Augustine’s, with an ”e”) 4449

u
‘-A y *

friday, October 6th, 1950,

Memorandum: 'A ** , ’ ,T0 hand your, letter, read to me as of Gotober 4a5h, but 
which is proba ly thax^gt. what with the mails being so by sixes 
and sevens. It istheTFem enclosing copies of captions.

A billion interruptions while reading this letter, and the^ 
final absconding «of my*" secretary, whom D couldn’t blame, makes it 
uncertain if I shall be able to clarify the one-about my boudoir door, 
'but if it isn't attached to this letteu, it will be in an accompanying 
envelope and a succeeding one. ?

You can drop the Cassellmann name entirely. Harry Smith is  ̂
using it for some of his work but, as I have just ,1 earned, doesn t 
mind if his Smith name is used in this ̂ material.

I am glad you found the log cabin with the soaring African
roof so entrancing. -L thought it good, but that was merely
a thought without assurance, what with one thing and another.

Keep everything by way of matieral just as long as you 
please, so it'Will be handy by* if the publisher requires a second 
look at the stuff.

And thanks, too, for mentioning- the ’’corn” - ’’Wheat” business.
If you will be»so good as to adjust the thing to read as the 
document does, I shall be ever so in ebted to you. As you 
have often noted in the past, that ’’corn” - ’’wheat” business is forever 
a stumbling blook in American history. I guess it started over 
the word ’'maize”, which.in Europe meant weath and something else 
in the American'colonies where people talked of ”Xndian maize 
vs hi eh was corn. And then just to make things ever so simple,^ 
there was a vast to-do in the early 1800’s when England went to 
work on what Parlement was pleased to style ’’the Gurn Laws , 
which in reality, had nothing at all to do with corn, as we under
stand* the word, but dealt exclusively with wheat which is called 
corn in England. And long before I had ever reached that stage 
in my education, I was so hopelessly confused about what people 
really;meant when they spoke of ’’corn , that l never have untangled 
myself at thjls late date, and so-must^have used one word when 1 
should, of course, used the other*

While Louisiana isn't famous for its wheat, I supposed it may well 
have raised it during the colonial period, but since the 1770 census 
or some other, speaks of*a thousand mules in the "atchitoches, I 
assume corn must have been raised, too, since corn and mules seem to

»
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go together, Gorn being a staple food for those animals, I had 
always supposed the two primary, items, perhaps the three primary items 
in the slaves’ di,et was portf, corn bread and greens, but it is 
quite p.; possible corn, r ,al corn, for bread made its bow 
long after Governor G'reiley's day, and I doubt if there was much 
pork in their diet in those years, either, since the presence of so 
many predatory animals in this region would have made pig raising 
among <the more difficult accomplishments,

. I’m so glad you like the captions so far received, I shall welcome
it goes without saying, any sugg> stions you have concerning greater 
length of greater brevity, etc. It is possible I repeat myself 
in placing the same facts ip different ones, - what with so much 
that goes between the writing of one paragraph and another, find one 
caption ana another. t Bor instance, today, i did a few which, 
for the most prat, turned out alright, 1 guess, but first a newspaper 
reporter interrupted me, wanting a story about me and then a 
gentleman frqm the Historical Society.wanted me to give him, - 
dictating, - an article on Yucca, - and then another reporter who wanted 
to write up the- place, - lion -g o 'mention the usual dribble .of pilgrims 
and the interruptions of plantation people, accordingly the 
are sent batch of captions $ay be more hodga-podgey than usual but 
I try to ’’hold the thqught which sometimes eludes me,

1 think the pictures you sent are grand, I shall have to 
await another dawn, however, before going over them again undisturbed, 
i think the painting of Yucca, as photographed, is rand, and doesnTt 
require the frame, “ f

You mention the interior and exterior of TheJatudio and I 
must try to correct the errors in the caption, Something must have 
gone wrotg .with my typewriter, for either in it or the boudoir door, 
there seem to be curious combinations of letters in the transcript 
.just to hand. I shall .straighten these out. shortly. But returning 
to the Studio, exterior and interior, do you think both will rate 
a full page, or will the publisher be likely to print them facing each 
,other, - the great fan light window in full page, facing, say a half 
page of the exterior of the building, with the single caption 
covering both. It is good to have the caption c£ the fan light window 
to han$ in case you feel the exterior merits a separate caption, so 1 
may make the material not to identical, f *

In the case of Bog and in a photo coming forward or going forwaa
to you shortly, 1 assume Tt will illustrate the story, and so will re
quire no caption. Would you say th$ same for ^lemenca. or will the 
thing already written carry one i lustration, and another one or two 
be added with captions to accompany.

»

1 continue tq marvel at your remarkable mind, - your memory of 
the name of the actor in *aa Jaok’s. play and the remembering of it when 
you saw it in connection with'Souther ^xposure. How wonderful you are...

4451 h cGlaA,

Sunday, October 8 th, 1950.

Memorandum: c
-Celine died at\Hs3Q tonight and so Arenbroug looses its nearest 

neighbor on the opposite back of the river, and Heaven must be 
in a flurry at this moment, dusting off a seat about as 
close to God as anyone will ever occupy.

And so, at a later hour than usual, I realize the pleasantest 
moment of the day when I can chat a little with you before
drawing my curtains and calling day done.5..

Saturday's post was heavy, and best of all a niJce fat 
lette'r"IJrdnTyou which, along wdth the other t ings, I haven't, 
had an opportunity to run through as yet. The secretaries 
were b sy in the morning, I had the Junior Ohamers of Gommerce 
in the afternoon, et apres ca, la Montespan,

What with a couple little odds and ends to be attended to this 
morning, A didn't get to this machine before Hd Band and some 
of his friends arrived to invite me to the camp for dinner, 
which I, of course, declined. But they linger here until 

— — • it was time for me to break bread across the fence. On my ;
return, to Yucca I found _̂ r€. Holloman and *arrv r̂nith awaiting me, 
and I plunged slap into photographic stuff. I didn t take many 
pictures, but each of tose I did take seemed to require much 
time. Perhaps we shall use but two or three of them, but 
they may contribute something to the book. He had great 

- difficulty in taking a Clemence masterpiece which I tought
de inoluded, as much For"her story of the picture as for the 

design, although the later is alright. And Ifthought we ougnt 
to have a picture of the wooden bars still remaining in the 
windoww giving on the ^outh gallery? ‘I tried to rig up something 
that would give a little life to such a dull subject, and 
believe we succeeded. I also thought 1 had better get a shot 
at the cannon, since the Rand likeness of the same doesn't seem 
to come to hand as yet, and then, too* I tought it would be 
nice to have a picture of the desk in the Madam's room, as 
an illustration facing the list of books which you have already
contrived, as running across the top of the desk.

•

Pil; rims arrived before the Bmith-BollOman contingent had 
departed and before the pilgrims had gone, hr.‘Rand arrived 
with a flock of people. He,brought me an elegant supper from 
Madam Rand, - which"! haven t tasted as yet, and probably shall not,
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but it turned out that I had to accompily -̂ r. hand and his guests 
back to the camp to see Mrs. Band about something or other 
which wasn’t clear to me at the time, but which got no clearer 
after my visit. Perhaps she merely wanted to talk with me on 
general subjects to get back into the swing of things, anyway 
we left her guests and sat alone out under the cedars and chatted 
about her mother who isn’t so well and about a dozen people 
of mutual acquaintance.

JJr. B&nd brought me home and Celeste hailed me to have supper 
with her and Madam Begard. "ut 1 declined. Sam A‘eace was 
waiting for me on my gallery'when I finally got to Yucca at 
first dark. wanted to talk about some of his marital 
problearns, and we disolved them in a glass of wine. Then, as 
Sams left, Celine’s great grand nephew .appeared, saying that • 
"Ian”, as he calls her, who had had a mild stroke on Friday, wasn’t 
doing so good. Would 1 go over. X would, fhe poor dear was 
unconscious, and it w s evident she wouldn't last 'long.
I heel so sorry for poor old Joe, her husband, now in his 
90’s, I guess1’, although 7 years Celine's junior. He had always 
loved her so ciearly, now that she was dead, he wanted ever so muc& 
to be close-close to's her for the last time. But the Led was 
so high, he conlan t*get close enough -to her corpse to see it well, 
and he coul n t find anything to crawl up on to satisfy his 

wish to hoik her once more in his arms, and his shakey, rheumatic 
old legs would support him to stand long by the bed. It was 
all fso pitful and not a soul in the place to think of poor old 
Joe, what with all the tears being sued over Ueline. 'it seemed 
so imperative that Joe should amke it, and make it he did, nis 
worn old body across the foot and side of the big old bed, his 
ira e convulsed with grief aBC he pressed his facedown against 
Celine's cooling hand and wept like‘a child. I don't know if 
there could have been anyone in the room not crying? for my own 
ayes were to misty to have toldr JaadTI <B7e.n c&red to glance about.

And so Celine, departing from a circle of friends who 
loved her much, has moved on to grelter glory, her pathway lighted 
by a constellation of good-ddeed stars whose, brilliance is unsurpassed 
by any gone t>efore. Already she has undoubtedly been greeted by 
those already proceeding hex, and, if my guess is right, sue 
will not nave to waft long before welcoming good old Joe who 
will not tarry long behind^ now that, she has gone bn before.

But the hour grows late and X had better break off for now.
I regret I forwarded the caption for my boudoir door without 

having gone ovef it a second time. I think I could make the 
papargraph about the door ..way, and especially the gun above it 
much less cluasey. if yon would care to return it, I shall be 
glad to have another g6 at it. In the opening sentence, too^ 
we might say that the Grandf at her. clock"still ticks..off the hours'’ 
instead of using t e dull verb stands”? don t you think, and if * 
any word or phrase in any of the captiens should be altered, do bounce 
them Deck as they have been forwarded without having been read after 
being written.....

Monday, October 9th, 1950.

Memorandum: ? . '
The postman outdid himself today by arriving at 2 o’clock 

instead of 4 or 5, as opposed to 9 a.m. deliveries of • 
the regular mailman who remains in the bed as a result of his 
stroke. The nicest thing about the ’’early" arrival was 
not the time element but the fact that he brought me your 
grand letter. hjL. k O L a > g u  OuuuA. £V

It was so good of you to acquaint me with what goes on in 1
the metropolitan theatre, and I am so glad you had an opportunity j
to see such interesting doings at Carnegie. tSurely ButhSt.
Den i a ls remarkable, thus maintaining first place in the 
rSSTmof the Dance in spite of her 70 years. I have often 
thought one of the great compensations of Art to the artist, and 
especially in the field,of the theatre, that age seems to. 
increase the popularity of the individual proportionately I
with the flight of the years, — so radically the opposite 
of the fate of oldsters in Business. Perhaps the actor j
is proof-positive that practice tends to make perfect, or is it, j
perhaps,"that the audience tends to educate itself in matters j

of appreciation with the familarity that developes for one J
personality or another and so comes to realize and recognize 
the talents of the individual which might be brushed aside 
unnoticed, were the personality of the individualunknown to 
the audience.

> t  1

On another tack, X am reminded, too, as I read your 
account of la, belle 5t« benis’gifts, - I am reminded, X intneded 
saying, of an impressive list ,of theatre people with greatest 
box office pulling' power in the 1930’s. With a few notable 
exceptions, - Garbo, Metrich, etc., the most popular personalities 
were the very young, -.Shirley Temple, etc., and the definitely 
mature, - George ^rliss, Marie uressler, Edna May Oliver, and so j
on. It must bee condeded, of course, that all were talented artists, 
but in the case of the older ones in particular, X always 
suspected that long famalliarity with them on the part of the 
audience had somehow made the performers a part of each personality 
of every individual in. the. audiernSe, and no matter what
parts were being played out on the stage, the peformer somehow j
projected that feeling ofcomfort and relaxation that is inherant, 
say, in immeasureable depths in an old-pair of slippersor 

a favorite chair which tend to become a part of us, and we of 
them, so long 3qas each tended to adjust itself to the other.
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And thanks, too'4. for giving me such a comprehensive account 
of Sout he x n MXp osure. I a sure it will serve me well, as did 
your 'excellent account of The Wisteria frees which interested me 
so much and provided me withso much better understanding of 
what was being said when passing pilgrims mentioned the play.
Wasn't it interesting that certain lines of the play brought 
to mind the Pilgrimage article itself. And you, in turn, 
in giving some of the details, recalled to my own mind a quirk 
of certain pilgrims„that I had forgotten, - a rather rare'ro- 
Action, duz one tnat comes to the surface onee in a great while. 
The manifestation was best expressed by the wife of a Dallas 
banker who was brought hare to look over Melrose last 
Sr ping* flier e were six people in the party, a banker and his 
wife from Natchitoches who are friends and who love Melrose for 
what its stands. The two Dallas bankers and their wives were 
invited to make the tour by their Natchitoches hosts who had 
asked me about doing so months in aayance. The Louisiana 
husband and wife, long familiar wit what Melrose stands for, 
exuded delight with all they saw, but the.Dallas couples 
tended to be rather frigid and slow to respond to anything 
much. In the midst of things, the wife of one of the Dallas 
gdntlemen broke in on my rig-a-marole, saying:

"I'll take all those solid (popper pots. You can 
send them directly to ray ijome and the bill to my husband’s 
bank.

m
The Natchitoches host and hostess were covered with 

confusion but I bridged thedifficulty byassuming I thought 
she was being playful and said 1 would wrap up Gane Aviver and 
send it along, too, as a lanyap. A few minutes later 
while the two ladies remained on the inside of the African house 
and the rest of us were on tne outside, observing the curious 
construction of the building, the voice ctf one of the ladies 
seeped through the iron bars of the samll window. The .one had 
apparantiy admonished the other, whereupon the other defensively
countered with: >

%

■ ' i  - h  h i  h :'' V  f  h  |  M 5 . *  ' (  ' V; ’

"’’Well% so f ara as It am concerned, I dji't see any reason 
why I-should allow'myself to be dragged through an old place 
like this just to look at antiques. After all, I think its* 
a waste of time to look at anything I want if I can’t buy it 
for myself." ?

If God would only stencil the cost on a sunset and hang 
a price tag on the Evening, Star.••••••••.. •• a ” x- _  _

^t was so kind of you to send along a clipping for Eugene 
O'Neil, r., obituary. 1 am putting it in my Thursday morning 
folio. * Kow can,1 begin to thank you for all the million 
things you do in preparing a table before me”.......... .

ifciM 4455 t M m  ’k * *

Tuesday, October 10th, 1950,

Memorandum:
Miss Gammie .loved to tell about the time, during the 1920's, 

when she had her fingers in a dozen pies all at once, old Miss 
Leiudivine said late one afternoon: *

"Daughter, the reason you don’t accomplish more is because 
you don‘t plan your days ahead.”

And so the Madam, well aware of the probable eventualities, 
sat down with her?M0ther, and together they laid out plans for 
the entire day'to follow.

Game the day, came a hundred unexpected circumstances and 
about as many unbidden people. And so that day came to a close, too, 
and both ladies, embracing each other in merriment, laughed as they 
considered their schedule, formulated the day before, and realized 
they hadn't been able to undertake a single, solitary item on the 
docket.

Today was rather that way with me.
Just as I was closing my door early-early this morning to 

march up the road to arenbourg, one of 2eline's grand nephews 
appeared out of•the dawn, he laid the family had been talking it 
over and wondered if some notice could be inserted in the 
Natchitoches paper about ’’nan’s" passing, and th^t if it could 
be managed, they would be glad te pay whatsoever it would 
cost. :.

My guess was that it could be inserted and thatfthe cost 
wouldn’t weight too heavily 6n them. And so I didn t go 
to Arenbourg before breakfast as planned, but rather^took the 
well worn trail to the Under ood. A little later I cranked 
up the telephone and talked with Natchitoches, and then, what with 
the mail runnin. g so by sixes and sevens,'I made arrangements to 
eet the copy to town —  without ever finding anybody to run through 
to script. Lon^' since the grand nephew had returned home to tell 
good old ^oe and the kin folks that "Nan’s” name would be in 
tne paper ‘alright and so the day- got started. Under the 
circumstances, 1 t; ought Arenbourg could well afford to await my 
tardiness and as for myself, 1 was enchanted at the opportunity 

> to pluck such a tiny rose to lay on the' bier of such a great 
heart.'

»
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« Wts. -i.
Mther in this letter or under separate cover, t shall enclose 

one or two pieces of correspondence of no special interest but which 
b always like to share. The one from “rs. ^avis made me 
realize it might be nice, if the photo turned out nicely, to have 
a few small pictures of the Chapel that could occasionally be 
sent to one person or another from time to time, - I suppose 
the ordinary film size would be fine, - whatever that is, 2 inches 
by'3, or some such, just something that could l̂e tucked in with 
an ordinary letter. !If such reproductions don t cost much in Rew York 
rerhaps a dozen or so might do nicely, and if^they are inclined to 

be rather high in price in Manhattan, y0u might .send the film and 
I could have ^arry smith. ‘knock off a few for me. Oddly enough, 
the ^hapel seems zo appeal to people who are primarily interested 
in the ante bellum aspects of Melrose, and in view of what 
Mrs. havis has to say about her reaction, what Mr. stern had to 
say, and so on, it seems to me*it might be nice to be able to 
send them -long the likeness of the sketch, assuming the it 
came out satisfactory. But 1 pray you not to burden yourself with 
all this business if circumstances at your local photographic 
shop'are difficult, for the whole idea is but a whimsey on my 
part, and time doesn't enter into consideration, of the business 
and under no circumst nces do 1 want to add additional burdens to 
the billion items already balancing on your shoulders.

In a recent “letter, you were so kind as to express interest 
in the balance of the Sir dalter boott poem about 8t. Cloud.
Lon't bother to look i t up, if you haveh‘ t aixeaCLy'; TlTTIgually
doesn't appear, I think; in his collected works, Rever in 

my life did I ever know anyone-who had ever heard of it. I 
stumbled across it in a little old book in our library and 
loved the poem, I suppose, because I loved 6t. Cloud. It 
was written, I~ think, in 1614 when Boott was-* in Bar is- at the 
time the combined forces of Britain. Prussia and Russia had 
occupied the place during ^apeoleon s first downfall. I guess 
nobody ever liked it much, since it-never got into many collections 
of his works, but it does seem a little odd that no one with 
whom 1 ever talked, including Lr. Butler, knew anything about 
it. .At' the first opportunity, I shall find the little volume and 
'send it along, for I have a feeling you .will like St. Cloud, too.

Within the next two or three days, I shall send along some 
of the photogrphs with attached captions,.together with the 
flat sketch on cardboard that Rina made for the end papers. I 
had hoped to send all the photographs outstanding, but as I 
am still waiting for some, perhaps it will be just as well to send 
these few along, thus providing you with succeeding shipments, 
which will undoubtedly be just as easy to handle, and T111 follow 
up this shipment with another shortly. Locally the weather is 
all bright, blue and beautiful and may you be able to say as much 
for your own i mediate surroundings.....

Wednesday, °ctobar 11th, 1950.

Memorandum:

And so there sat three of us in St. *ngustin's Church. - 
n +.?QT’̂ li9 S ûnQ;c'al» - three of us in the same pew, - a Latiiolic, a Protestant and a Jew. 2eline would have 
lixed^that alright, and although the mourners would have

C92 s? and fainted» bad a o joined Celeste,Joe Levy (Miss MtteTs brother) and me, still that would 
have been fine, too, and Zeline would have looked down from 
Heaven, chucklbd a little and nodded her approval.
inv_ ** was a 'beautiful morning, warm and all blue and gold. ihe ohuren was filled to capacity, . all mulattoes except

were bots of babes in arms who livened things us conside.abiy by their antiphonal whines. Rather Callahan, once 
oi -uuquesne, celebrated the Mass. My mind wondered back to 
Mr. Bachelier and Rather Becker saying Mass at that funeral.
, s?QSed curi°us parallel* - thetone priest I ever
d9frL _ r* ^achlfer. oal1 a r0£ue saying his funeral service, and the only priest or human being I ever heard Zeline speak of
Tt Sf?ine *er fiGal serviG®* in neither case did
of ?>« f0r both SQarcelY seemed present or the object
a ,reatefoaeroHShighIinS P“ Md fr°m~0ne Sl°ry °” 6arth t0

?dn5 VJand9!r,9i throughout, what with none of the doings
for whfnh n B VpimU°? relationship to the memory of the person f°* tne charade was being oonducted. I thought of those
t o Doofc„ that appeared in. France or Germany, or oossibly both
o ^ e f Y X n u  II F3MGAIS L d  theT . . * . hOU tXL &ST ahljiiliAhfill, For all the hokus-pokus of the
I douhflTf?116' ™°2ld 09rtainly have left Zeline cold, andif t h e r e !!“  anything to anyone in the audienoe, ..even 
forsottar, °* V °  present who might have understood the
doefo't ,f?d L'wondsIad ™hy int he world the Ohuroh
in^lish ln lts.skift and put the business into
said for Qan understand what is beingf • f°| ®ffly ?od mdst understand English as well as poor 
vf f  D* ?ut then it ooaured to me that perhaps half the 
ev"fhni-US sff8?t ''out1! be lost if spoken in some tongue
hIaoyofdadd^?ontiC°Uld understand, and that might impose aof additional reposponsibilities on the clergy so uerha-s
?t Lo, Uh f  V SSt roe11 with them- at least, t ough Fbrought a bngnter glimpse of aeayen to their flock ud
o u W d SesiV4 s ^ f Pf  f r8d al026«. and before X knew it? ihe 
morning selvLelplorerlllll^ e b l * t f e ,  that

&XA % :
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this Wednesday morning hell ringing and holy smoke didn’t 
make much difference either way, so far as Zeline was con
cerned, for most certainly she had taken he rightful place 
in Heaven last Sunday night at the hour she quited her 
friends on Oane Hive*.

as for the balance of the day, I felt determined that 
Arenbourg deserved some of te attention denied it yesterday, 
and so I spent the major portion of the afternoon in that 
section, reserving tonight for work on the Underwood, for x 
, 11. and Geleste have gone to 'Alexandria where Singlings 

circus is holdiig forth as it .meanders in *a somewhat circuitous 
rou e tow rd its winter home in Florida, and once in a while 
during the waking hours between 9 and midnight, I shall mosey 
past Madam -Regard’s habitation for no other reason than to 
let the lady sp&eep in greater peace', perhaps, knowing that 
t]iQ silent Hightwatoh passes her way without* troubling to 
awaken the neighborhood by screaming "All’s well" or whatever 
those disturbers oft the peace in the old days used to proclaim 
every 60 minutes from dusk ’til dawn.

And speaking of one thing reminds me of another, - which 
I may or may not have mentioned in recent sittings. J*or one 
thing, passports, used a year or two ago by la fillinghast 
and friend, have recently been renewed and I heard" talks of 

• Paris and heaven knows what all for subsequent use before 
1950 plays out, -̂ aris qn December seems a little odd for 
an intial visit but then for some people one time is as good as 
another. And in the same vein a Saturday visitor of last week and 
ihe week before asked'me if 1 wouldn’t like a quantity of 
paint with a view to giving a coat to alj, the chairs, benches, etc. 
on the gallery facing the white garden, I demurred, expressing 
a preference for the natural wood, fsankly thunderstruck 
at tne thought of daubing them up qn gay modernistic hues. Perhaps 
the sugar pot in a dull silvery aluminum paint, sitting on a 
sickly lav end ar painted ™qqi stone might be striking, - or 
would one say killing* .Tell, anyway, I ain’t going to paint*

h "  < •

You will find the Overdyke letter as hilariously paraxdocial 
as I did; - to wit Hurry and get your book out and in the 
midst of making the effort, may I drag in 50 people for 
a tour. I shall write him I am forced to receive the new 
faculty members of the local college s methime within the 
month, and he^can drag his road runners at the same time 
and thus permit me to concentrate my distraction on the same 
afternoon. I am disappointed with his synopsis of Orandpere’s 
inventory and while I shall be glad to assit him with particulars 
a go a g the ol_d house, built for the grandfather of the mulatto 

- bearing the same name, I shall refer him to 
the parish priest for a synopsis of the Ohurch records, don’t you think so....  ~ ’

Pane River Souvenir_______

Persimmons from Melrose

larger paper sack,

— narcissus from Arenbourg

^mailer paper sack,

— 3 hyacinthes from Grmdpere’s garden,

\\

.." ukill
L

»
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Uto, OJom*u ( zaM)
* ' f.V».

iiiSi Thursday, October 12th, 1950,

MR

fiif

VV 1 p : ‘-

Memorandum: '

It is^obvious that beginning Su'hda, , the 15th, and lor 
the ensuing week., we have to roll up our sleeves and go to 
work, lor I saw a Government poster tacked up bn the Post 
Office today, proclaiming the week of October 15th as 
National Letter Writing Week, and everyone is urged not to let 
the 7 days go by without writing a letter. *

Inthe morning I must remember to ask the clerk if he hasn’t 
an extra one which I can fold up neatly and place In an evenlope, 
addressing the same to one 0. Ramsey and one 0. Lormon, 
both elusive as' sprites and notoriously poor at pen- 
push i&gd speaking1 of letters impells me to refer to the 
enclosure from Georgetown. At the same' time I forwarded the 
bulbs to 908, I sent a few to Georgetown, too, - a couple of 
the tiny hyacinth bulbs from Grandpere’s garden, and some 
narcissus, not from Arenbourg as to you, but from Y cca for her, 
since they were from the same bed that flowered here when Joe 

was dwelling under this roof. *nd now it turns out that the 
lady never knew this place as Yucca, which probably isn't so 
odd, since nobody in those years ever concerned themselves with 
the original status of the place, I thought the Yucca busness 
both as an early impression on the baby's mind and her discovery 
of old Abraham's handiwork a coincidence, --What she doesn't know, 
living in Connecticut, is the further coincidence that the 
same family she mentioned not only lived in Holloand for a while, 
to escape the rigors of the religious wars of the 1500's, but 
that early in the 1600's, some of them r turned to the 
"old country", as Mr. ^achelier used to call it, while others 
hazarded the sea, and landed, of all places, slap in Connecticut. 
Wasn’t that odd.

But what as always seemed a little more remarkable to me 
wafe the fact that a little later, one member of'the clan still in 
the "old country", headed out with QlA  ffrontenao to Quebec, and 
accompanied5him through thb mid winter snows in his campaign into 
what Was late* to'become hew York State, and somehow during the 
American sojourn, got tangled up with a daughter oi the 
Connecticut branch that was some kin or other, thus uniting 
thQ Ym c a  painting strain with the'more military minded branch, and 
effecting a union ̂ hatwe~so often associate with the Prudhomraes 
and the like who would have done just as well had they not stuck 
so close to the sa~ e family tree.

.
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< It required the greatest fortitude on my part to "stay put” 
this morning from 5 until 10, hammering away at this keyboard 
instead of marching up the road to have a go at the Arenbourg 
pre-planting preparations, I seem to have picked up a 
vague stuffiness in the head, - for colds seem to he making 
their rounds, and what I actually accomplished on the Underwood 
wasn't of much moment, X fear, hut X shall check on that at 
my next sitting with one or the other of the meandering 
secretaries, ^But after I had discharged.' the Knipmeyer amenities,
1 couldn t resist to delve and dig in the soil a bib, and 

in spite of the 85 degrees by afternoon, X get quite a few 
things done, although I must <say I did quite a bit of dwaddling 
on my own hook, e

I had a telephone from Ora at supper time. I hadn’t 
heard from her in quite a wEileand she wanted to report from 
her* sick bed that she really wasn’t so bad, but merely sagging 
from the excitement of school getting under way and from 
g heavy chest cold, plus the strange drugs given her to counter
act the same. But even as Oeleste braved her ailment to 
go to the' circus', so Ora plans to disregard the sick chamber and 
head out for some kind of a football game in hew Orleans this 
week end. And the* killing part of it is that such jaunts seem 
to cure some people on the verge of illness or even with sickness 
already upon them. 1 never could comprehend such physical 
reaction to physical stimulent, what with my own slothful nature 
forever wanting to stay put when I am below par, and having scant 
urge to travel much further afield when bursting with vigor.
X suppose the marvel of medecine is that everyonce in a whle 
Science stumbles over something like asperin that seems to 
suit the needs of all individuals, for surely there seem to 
be might few impulses to return to health that follow identical 
or even parallel patterns, and in my own case, I know perfectly 
well that it would never occur toeme to make a hundred mile round 
trip to a circus or a 600 mile round trip to' a football game to 
cure’the sniffles. But as the famous %s; Kelly of Chicago 
remarked on kissing the cow*

"There’s no accounting for taste" —  and cure-alls.
« Brora the Wagner enclosure, we may gather, X suppose, that
old ^ansas will start perking any moment, if, indeed, she hasnH -—  • 
already. Apparently my last letter to her c nveyed the desired 
impulse, and shall acknowledge the present one with another 
pep note to spur her on, which 1 might make in triplicate, I guess, 
sending one copy each to 0. Dormon and X», Trichell. Well, let 
me get at that*right now, and thus save you from further dullness..,.

\

m il
Mrs. Vernon Cloutier, 
Beaufort Plantation, 
Natchez, Louisiana.

r*
Friday, October ̂ th,

Memorandum:
May I tell you that your elegant package with photographs and 

letter and transcript came in today’s post and that I am tickled 
from top to toe.

I think you are to receive many citations with oak leaf clusters 
for the excellence of your photography, and I think your idea 
of sending a likeness of the ^hapel to Nina and of M. et Mme. ^arcisse 
Prudhomme^ excellent. But X think the gensture of the latter to Beth, 
coming from your true hand, as a surprise party, following your 

call at Beaufort one day last June would be stunning, although the 
lady might never write to acknowledge the same, as she seems that way 
about writing. Once, years and years ago, as I recall, Beth tried 
to get a likeness of M. Qt Mme., iiarc^sse from the Madam but the latter 
being out of sorts at the time, didn t effect the matter. Personally 
I think she would be entranced at having the likeness, but whether she 
should be or not, it seems to me the picture ought to be in Beaufort.
And so X leave the matter to your own decision, to be acted upon at any l 
old time *; ou might feel the impulseJ - if any. Sometimes it seems 
wise to hold such items for trading purposes, but in the present 
instance I have no inclination for such business, although I never 
wnp -i van our of her old coats of arms, and she never did let the 
Madam andme see~heF~dTd ^rudhomme ;ge neology. But none of that, in my 
opinion, counts. The thing is,, as X see it, that the photographed 
should be at the ante-bellum home of the Narcisse Prudhorames, and 
the gift, coming to Beth from such an unexpected quarter, ought to 1
afford her such a pleasure on its receipt, and in speaking of it a 
billion times in days to come when visitors have it called to their
attention and you are named as the surprising donor.< *

As for Nina, I am qite out of touch with her, and I should have 
written ever so far back. But each day I have half felt she might 
pass this way, without proclaiming her intentions in Shreveport. She 
gave me an address of 1240 Third Street, Corpus Christ!, Te^as, but 
•Hster gave me another address subsequently, and that X don t seem to 
remember. But X shall drop a card to 1240 - 3rd, asking if**she is 
there, and shall then write her. . . .
__- .. -Ae you have already received Anne Parrish’s letter aavsing of the rec
oeipt of the persimmons, and as a larger box went forward to you on
the same day, you will concur with me in bel&iving that your
ship ent mu t have dwaddled along the way. If the package is
lost, it would be of no moment, for more Arenbourg narcissus can be sent,
although the persimmons have about played out, so far as being in a state
for shipping, but if something had to be lost, thank heaven it was

z d OLUA UtMo/ I'
aowicj^R. n/,0

1950.
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a paca ge suoh as this, being purely sentimental, and not one of 
photographs and pictures and things that couldn’t be replaced and 
might be <of permanent ralue.

You ask. about Helen. I haven’t heard from her since the 
last letter I passed along to you.- I figured she must be waiting 
to hear from Houston before taking pen in hand, 9  perhaps she already 
has received a ”Uo Tnank You” from that quarter and accordingly has 
felt inclined to put off breaking the sad news as long as possible.
If she only knew how galvanized we are against depressions arriving with 
rejeetiongx slips.

But here in the same post with your letter of inquiry about ^slen, 
comes this equally unexpected letter from Carolyn- herewith enclosed.
Today is Friday, and I don’t recall the date of her letter, but 
it is too late for me to get a letter of response to her that could 
be delivered before early next week. It seems to be slightly confusin 
to me, - what she has to say, but I guess it means she is passing this 
way this week end or'next, and that she ife coming with Helen and 
Lucille, and husband, or is coming wit Helen alone, or perhaps 
is coming all by herself. She tegrets Having consumed her vacation 
of 3 leaks without establishing contact with ^elrose, but I don’t 

regret it, for 1 have been too busy to bother'with anything but - 
stuff to hand, and besides, —  I didn t even remember, - if , indeed, I 
ever knew, that she was fixing to have a vacation.

I’m glad'you found the Latham letter alright. And don’t you 
worry about "my associate” , for nobody in this world could-so nobly 
tos$ the manuscriprt and photographs at lower 5th Avenue. And besides, 
don t ever establish direct contact with Editors if you find the contact 
in the slightest way objectionable, for you must never subject yourself 
to that, but r ther just send the stuff my messenger and let the Hditor 
return the same to yoni with appropriate comments. But if you should 
like to chat a bit with the Editor, and since you do know the subject 
better than* anyone, I am sure it would afford any gentleman or lady 
a special pleasure to know you and to talk about old Louisiana a bit, 
regardless of'w ether the manuscript and pictures are of any commerical 
a p p,e al.

* I have hesitated about sending along the package of photographs 
with the end paper illustration this week, the mails have been so confusing 
during the substitute postman s regime. But I shall send the package this 
coming week regardless. I think you might tentatively include your 
copy of ’’Cane *iver s Children of Strangers” along with the photographs 
of Cane ‘'“iver types $ - includisd in the pictres being sent, and 
explain to the editor, if I dwaddle too'long, that the part about 
Melrose and the Madam will be of about the same nature and extent as 
the °ane ‘Hver article and will be forth coming shortly. There is 
no rush about any of this business of submitting the script to -Kntham 
or anyone, but I mention the possibility, so you mav be guided accordingly 
should a rare opportunity of absences and contact \the one in your immeidf 

vicinity, the other from down 5th avenue' wajA make the time seem
oonyenient for y°u ia advance of receipt of final pap8i»papars 

1 ““ so n :'*°y to nuve y°ur setter and the pioures, they are all so nice..!

mm
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Sunday, October 15th, 1950.

Memorandum:
Hot a lick on this typewriter until this'moment, 

which is(1ong paso dark. Ho.......hum.
Instead of getting up early and hooking myself to 

the old Underwood, I foolishly got up early and marched up the 
road to Arenbourg. The rest of the story is obvious, what 
with the weather fine and interruptions before I arose from 
my’9to’clock bath.

Linner across the fence, and your friend. Irm Soiapexyac 
Willard, floating in just as we sat down. She wanted to 
consult with me abvut the operation of her Department of Art
which ŝ ie seems to head for the Statb of Louisiana,, and 
accordingly followed me to Yucca after dinner. But our 
conference was brief, what with half of Michigan barging 
in shortly after our arrival, followed by some Colorado numbers, 
on whose heels followed Lr.Hand, bearing a huge supper tray 
and asking me if I would show him where dwells the Reverend 
Gillie. It was 4 p.m., and I would. After all, it was in 
r~Tood~cause, for Dr. Hand proposes to show the baptisin’ 
pictures in a Baptist Church with a view of charging a small 
'fee for the benefit of the Reverend Gillie’s flock. The 
Reverend was wonderful, his expression that of a complacent turtle, 
obviously puzzled at this new manifestation on the part of white 
people, filling- him with wonder about the Hand suggestion, 
but*’somehow, apparently because he knew me, accepting the 
proposition as honest and disinterested, although still 
amazed that such things, after all these years, should actually 

be. (
The Reverened-lives up 'the road not too far from 

Redt River,, not too far from the Montgomery ferry. He introduced 
us to a neighbor. I understood him to say the man’s name
was ’’Holy, Laisy”, but it turned out; to be Harvey Lavis,
which is alright, but not* nearly so exciting.

Back at ^elrose, the doctor wanted me to drop by the camp to 
get a clipping he had for me. Most of the crowd had gone. We
had a highball, sitting on the gallery above the water. The
surface of the river was like a tarnished mirror, what with 
the first stars begining to reflect in its smooth surface,

, . the svelt likeness of the new crescent moon, hanging low
‘ over* the Montrose hills. I thought how much you would
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would have loved the peace and the 18th century provincial 
atmosphere.

During our rid®, ■hr. Hand had told me several interesting 
things. une was that ham Jones, while Governor, had appointed 
him a member of the 12 man State Board of ^ealth. When’
Long went into office, Dr. Hand"promptly' sent in his resignation, 
the only member of the Board who did. Promptly Govern Long 
fired the 11 members who hadn't resigned, and telep< oned 
Lr. Band, asking him why he had resigned, hr. Hand told him 
that he had resigned because he had been appointed by 
a political‘power opposed to the Long maoh ne, that he 
himself had not voted for Long and did not care to function 
on a Board he understood ?>/Quld be expected to bow to the judgement 
of others than their own viewpoint.t Gov. Long told him that 
was just the kind of people he wanted on the Board, and asked 
him to continue to sit so long as he felt free to exercise his 
independent judgement. And so Lr. Hand remains, and I suppose 
there is some advantage in being on the inside, but sometimes 
voting negatively while the other 11 vote in the affirmative.

Back to Irma, she saw the portraits of the Cane Biver types 
spread out on my bed. She found them splendid. She 
asked raesif I knew the Qgeigers (Basement Bookshop) who were 
re-publishing Lyle s books. I said I didn't. 3Iie~said she 
was having lunch with me the week and asked if she might 
mention tne ^elrose book to them. I told her she might, 
explaining to them that she knew nothing about any 
commitments or plans I might have, which she doesn't, of course. 
She was enraptured at the prospect of the- publication. I 
wonder, in, a pinch, if her enthusiasm might counter-balance 
any adverse ^ane opinions.
V I ; ; f * - ' * . - :- t v

The paucity of secretarial assistance hr s impelled me to 
strike out at another approach to the opening pages of the 
Scaxpbook, but I shall omit reference to the new idea until 
my next sitting when I may be able to send along a sample. 
Momentarily I toy with the idea of having the 35 first printed 
page devoted exclusively to the Madam’s obituary, reproduced, say, 
from the ShreveporfTIll'aTWlKiQh. 1 haTi -
This wouldoarry out the scrapbook feeling and give the casual 
reader a brief account of the lady's career.? Then, with a 
picture in between, would come what I? am pleased momentarily to 
entitle: "Melrose Pime-fable/^giving a 5 a.m. to 10 p.m. 
account of a day In the Madam's life? at plantation mistress, 
breaking the thing into paragraphs, marked off by the several 
hours of the day. I have reached? 10 a.m., and am hoping 
a break tomorrow may enable me to round out the day/ Ihen I’ll
send it along for your consideration, wit appropriate notes.

-

Am enjoying, the Blessed ^artin and M. et Mme ^araisse 
so ueh. They are certainly lovely reproductions.......
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Monday, October 16th, 1950.

Memorandum: « . .... •:

I had such a nice time at arenbourg this morning, 
tucking big old basketfuls of* coTton trash and hulls about 
the footsies" of the Portunis, gaandifloras and camellias.
This^is similar to the stuff the ^renbourg narcissus were 
packed in, which may, or may not mean anything, since it is 
possible the ^package has never reached you. It is splendid 
for most of the? ^renbourg items, and particularly now during 
this exceedingly dry period, for it tends to retain the moisture 
that drains down nightly from the leaves of the plants. And 
at the same time it is a fine fertilizer, soaking gradually into 
the ground to enrich the soil when Lpxing feeding time rolls 
'sound. ■ • ■ -- t

I am? having Peter and Log take us several truch loads to 
Arenbourg so there may be an ample coverage for the roots 
of the orepe myrtles, nandinas, pears and persimmons, not
to mention the* "tiny mimosas.o - -

= I feel ever so noble when eventually, I force myself to
* march back to?¥ueca and the Underwood, for that operation 
requires vast fortitude when the alternative of fussing around 
at Arenbourg supplies such a definite excuse for remaining in 
that neighborhood. But I don t try doing much outside in the 
mid-day sun, for the thermometer continues to "hoover” between 
85 and 90, although it plumets to the 50's during the«night.
Phis alternating heat and chill of course produced a heavy dew 
nightly, and thus the z absence of rain doesn't matter so much.

f
■̂ Ue Qisterns- of drinking water have long since been emptied, 

and we are hauling drinking water from town in big olcTlsb gallon 
* glass bottles.

<On the home front, the laggardly postman arrives and departs 
at such curious hours that communication^ ffOtn here must reaoh 
you on quite a different schedule. The regular postman made 
his round in such a time limit as to get out-going' mail to 
the railroad in time to'Catch a 3 p.nu train, traveling either 
toward Mew Orleans or Shreveport, I know not which* But 
I believe it was a mail train, and so now everything must be 
departing from £ 12 to 24 hours later, since he sometimes doesn't
leave here before 3 or 4 o'clock in the afternoon. Naturally

'f

V i f l ’l*
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I have accordingly been able to formulate but the vaguest notion 
as to wh'en might be best to send the photographs so they would
reach you at the most convenient time, as indicated in your recent
letter.

A batch has gone forward today, together, with the end paper 
sketch^ In view of the lost persimmon package, it seemed to 
me well to insure the present package for a hundred dollars, - just 
to' encourage gar eater care. I made the thing just as small
as possible, the thicknessJbeing not greater than a magazine,
Life ox Saturday Evening Lost. It probably measure about 
18 by 24 inches. I hope it will not be difficult to manage.
The phofos are flying around "fancy free, for what with 

the clips attaching the captions to each, I thought if 
distributed over the surface of the cardboard of the 
sketch, they would be less Likely to crease and crack the surface 
of the individual print. The package will go forward at 
the same time this letter does and will arrive at the 
appropriate time, —  let us hope. I had a large envelope for 
the portraits of the Lm e  “iver types but at the last moment 
misplaced it, and so just let them slide along, equally 
"foot loose".

I have no duplicates' of the captions. -̂ ut in onQ or two 
instances have 1 been able'to have them read back to me.
There are many errors and several will have to be edited, I 
presume But I'' send them along as they are, - regardless, thinking 
it is better that you have the ictures to hand and some notion 
of the captions, so that they may be to hand, in spite of the 
need for editing, when the time seems appropriate for tossing 
them at ^r. ^atham or in whatever direction. I believe I 
included the1 picture of Madame Aubin-Hoque, Lenny and Lyle in the 
shipment. I suppose thi's~oMTBay^avit1o"be 3£e-pho logra hed 
to obtain a glossy print. And I don't r e c alii? ! j ot ced down 
precisely what the ^adam wrote on the back of the picture, 
which needs to be added to the caption, including Franz and Mary 
Blum's name as photographers, 1 believe I also left attached 
a slip of paper giving particulars about Madame Aubin-Boque.
Mrs. Holloman is vastly interested in Lenny's granddaughter at 
the moment, hoping to do a magazine story about her, and naturally 
would s be elated if she knew tnis item existed, and for 
that reason it seemed better not to ask Harry Smith to execut it.

As heretofore, I have noted, at the beginning of each caption 
the place, - either Melrose or Yucca, where each picture seems 
most related. Lo feel perfectly free to use your own judgement in 
making any alterations as to placing the things for your 
sense of interest is much freer of warp than mine, so close to the 
things; Once i had thought it might be nice to scatter the 
mulattoes through the_Qhildren of Strangers articleT but l am not 
sure. It is an interesting collection, probably never before 
sssemlbed. Forgive tnis mighty dull communic tiori.....
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Tuesday, October 17th, 1950.

Memorandum:

. , A heavy*mail today which I may and may not get around to explore 
w.itiiin the next 24 hours, but T don t care, for I have read your 
elegant letter of J1r_idayJ last past, together with the announcement
concerning Maaam hbosevelt's broadcasts, and I am completely satis-
X 1 Q Q.# C 5"k-'

• t

I'm glad the package, "at long last" reached your true hand. It
l0+g enough on'the road. It is surprising the persimmons 

nadiijt all gone to glory during the interim. I reckon the ones that 
didn-t start oozing will start ripening any old time.

I laughed at your account of your planting operations, for 
m  the case of the pebbles, you got your "cart before the horse" so to 
Sp!akI1„ 1 ’b?,1JQVe th8 Point of pebbles is that in the bottom of,the 
pot, they -will provide room for excess mositure so the roots of t:.e 
plant will not decay ;from too constant moisture. But I'll bet 
your brood will grow just as lustily if the pebbles remain on top 
and particularly so if there be a hole in the bottom of the pot 
so some of the water, - excess, - will run out.

I think you were so right in disdaining the advise of your 
seed man. It seemed to me all the bulbs with few exceptions 
nad started growing a little. Butting them in the Ice box under such 
circumstances,- 1 think, would have chilled them unmercifully if 
not disasterously. H  is true that while dormant,' some plants thrife 
on an interim of cold, - lilacs, for example and peonies. For all

might do better down here if a cold snap intervened between 
tne bime oi their- flowering and the following year's re-birth. But 
down this way the bulbs begin putting out flowers in November, and 
continue blooming through January and February, so that their leaves and 

thei:r blossoms are at their height during the coldest season 
?“ year. The leaves begin dying down in May or June and they 
sleep tnroughout the summer heat, and thriving on it, apprantly, since' 
ty the ensuing November they are all up and doing again.‘ X am sorry 
I had so few hyacinths to send, ihere-are more all over the place 
bpt x could, under existing circumstances, track down but 6, the ’ 
larger 3 oi which r sent you and the others to *nne. . The always 
surprise me for producing- such an imposing blossom from Such a wee-tine

A?d ?ay 1 say Jl0w enchanted I am that you and the girl friend are both 
gomg to have a hand in trying- to bring forth an in-door garden. So 
let me hear how your respective efforts succeed. '
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- With4 characteristi'o "beating of the scoop", you advise 
me regarding the appearance of The Black Swan in the Degro Digest,
Do I understand you to say the business is already in general 
circulation. Haturally I should have had this news from Alexandria, 
since Mrs. nolloman was supposed to advise me when the t ing was 
or had appeared. Well, perhaps she will eventually, I suppose 
authorship is listed under the name of whatever the pen name was that 
she selected, f have'forgotten, it has. been so long since I heard.

I want to return, momentarily to the subject, touched upon 
in last night1s Memo,, - the Time"Jable. In spite of hurly-burly,
I have gone forwardwith the fiiThg* today, and shall probably be able 
to nut it in the mail in a day or two. Bvery so vaguely, I begin 
to sense how da Vinci must have writhed when the idea of flying 
dawned in his mind but not the ability to take wings. As the 
Time-Table progresses, the idea grows apace, and I am expanding each 
hour to include little sidelights on the Madam and the pattern 
of plantation life during her prime. cBut the interruptions and my 
‘inability to glance back at what I have written and to substitute 
words for the'chance ones thrown in but temporarily, — well 
as in the present instance of this sentence, I loose track of 
my subject and verb, and the thing is a fine mess, hut still 
the idea behind it is in the right direction. At your convenience, 

you will glance it over and see .how it strikes you as a chapter.
At the beginning- T had contemplated but a sentence or two for 
each hour noted. But as the thing advanced, it seemed a perfect 
medium for putting in a lot of stuff that might be pertinent and 
interesting^, and a place for setting down some of the points that 
cou 1 dn t be inserteoTTn'"other pTace¥T r~s.uppbse, ~ b u b  ft Is 
'merely®a guess. T  may have to expand^he opening Jiour s to conform 
in space to the* ones of greater"space' as~TEp aay advances. You 
will bb able to judge this better than I. If a solitary soul were 
about to run <pver the thing with me, I could rig it up in a jiffy, 
butJthere isn t anyone, and so there is no point in wring hands over 
that. If smart, we may be able to work it out this way: - when 
you have read the thing through, it might be possible to 
double spaoe the thing on separate pages, - a separate hour being 
attaohignnreaQh succeeding letter from you. This semming 'brevity. might 
enable me'to kee p' my s'ecretaryr s *" "paddles nil led to the f 1 o or ” 1 ong 
enough to‘make corrections. Perhaps I shall think of some other 
means, but I offer this one as a suggestion while I think of it, and 
shall‘dish up other one&, should.be come to mind at subsequent 
sittings.

*

But let me get on to hatching my eggs instead of making so much 
racket about sitting on them or rather setting.

* dour letter fills me with the greatest inspiration to drive 
ahead, for somehow" it seems to put you slap along side and 
I know the balance of the evening will sail ± along as smooth as 
silk. Again my thanks and my blessings......
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Wednesday, October 18th, 1950,

Memorandum:
Your x and letter of Friday and 5atud&y.,.,.lfist .past, together 

Nit transcripts covering Open Door poem and all,,came through 
woSntly in today’s post! I join youTn wondering hov, it is that 
sith the local shcedule of tha postman so topsy-turvy, everything 
except the persimmons seems to carry throughas formerly, us 
so long as the schedule is maintained, I am indifferent to now it
works.

I must pin a large cluster of oak leaves^on_your person for 
the masterful paragraph in your-letter, speculating on tne 
written admonition in the Solomon letters to smile* My 
secretary ran through the entire passage withoutnever sensing i - 
import. For one thing, as in the case of films , tne body 
ofPwater you mentioned was read as "Shakespeare Bay and certainly 
there is nothing about that suggesting either ^olomon or aryland.

But sneaking of bouyies of water, I must-report, and 
especially on beholf of the -renbourg children, that a pin
point mist began formin g about first aark last night, an 
after increasing to a slow drizzle, has continued all m eht 
and % all day, and the Weather Bureau promises it will con
tinue throughout tonight and much of tomorrow. I suppose 
this must be some fringe of the hurricanes twisting around
in the Gulf, for the Florida one, now moved to ueorg a must bo 
too far to the Bast to effect local conditions. As between kittle 
Hock and ^ew urleans, the current moisture has centered most- proiusely 
over central Louisiana, with*Alexandria wetted down to the tuiib or 
3.90 inches in the last 24 hours, withTthe drizzle still going^on.
I suppose WTare recipients of most of this ?ince, m  yon might say, 
Alexandria is but a suburb of Arenbourg, don t you think so and
TSmTIiT). ^ ” ' , ■ ~~ ” ° ;

The thinness with which the water descends from on high, gives 
the parched earth its maximum opportunity of absorbing it without 
muohPof it running av»ay. I felt a twinge of conscience ^Monday 
in spending so much time piddling - about with the cotton hulls at 
Arenbourg, but now it is good to know the fortuninis and maganolias 
and all have this coverage, for it will retain the moisture 
now falling and we shall not have to give thought to the children 
getting- thristy from here on through the balance of the autmn and
winter.
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a striking thing about the ppern you so kindly sent along from 
the Open Door "is the statement that there is no key, for̂  this 
is precisely the case, as you know, at ^elrosel fire member 
some uninitiated ^elrosean asking theT^adam , 'as she was starting 
out for ^atchez or St. ^rancisville if she didn’t intend looking 
the front door.

"My land, no,” was her response. "When I earn to ^elrose 
in the Gay ’§0’s I never saw a door key, and there certainly hasn’t 
been one added since.L first set up housekeeping.” OHiyx

' 6nly little "Sweet Alberta Ben Bolt” ever did anything 
about security measures'in the little end room she occupied next 
to yours But, —  and to her vast disappointment, I suspect,—  
nobody ever fiddled with her nice new shiney bolts she had dragged 
slap through from ^ew ;rleans. I have spoken of this business 
befroee, and what was the magical figure she trumped up as 
an incentive for murder and robbery;

< « «Oh, yes;
"If those young colored boys thought you might have eighty 

five s cents...... ”
<r *  «

I never have figured out how she arrived at that magical quantity.
You ask about' ̂ harlesl.... and I must say i have neglected sending 

along a couple of letters, holding one until I'could have somebody 
run through it a second time to get his telephone number for me, and 
holding the other to oall Blythe Band1s attention to one paragraph 
wherein he had some lovely things to say about heir call on him and 
Ida. He is getting along nicely, I believe, and has given up 
his bathrobe for .a pair of pants, and th6se pants seem to represent 
a, vast symbol of improvement to the end that I have heard J. H.
twice ask if Charles is still able to stick to his pants. •*«

Celeste tells me:the Melrose reception for the faculty of 
the Natchitoches college is scheduled for Saturday, % ,  4th, but 
she £T*^distre"ssM“̂ 8 T^bh Saturday she and Dee xxertzog atwhys like 
to play bridge in town on that day of the week. Naturally I told 
her to keep her 52 a year record unbroken and I shall be glad to 
receive them on my own hook. In the group will be a lady who asked 
me a couple of years ago if my mulatto son in the portrait with me 
lives here on Melrose, accordingly I am draping a fchee-t- over 
tne portrait above the fireplace in my boudoir, leaving only the 
old gold frame showing. Don’t you think this will be much more 
effective and bristling with-rebuke than were I to remove the 
picture temporarily. I shall invite the Overdyke contingent for 
Sunday, the 5th, and that will take care of that, ^nd so 
things turn, and I smile when I think of Miss Dormon telling me 
about enervation due to the influx of pilgrims at Briarwood.....

Thursday, October 19th, 1950.

Memorandum;

Another Thursday, and Thursdays were never too productive,
what with the Knipmeyer mornings and the pilgrim' afternoons,» , ■ * «

And I don’t have much to report as to gardening, so far 
as my activities go, for the is elements took over again 
tbday, and splendid thin drizzles kept going all last night and 
intermittently all day today. And Arenbourg continues to lap 
it up and horticultu ally speaking, the "children” are in
the best of' all kinds of worlds.
* «

During these past couple ;of days I have been reminded of the 
old adage: ”If you want something done, give it to somebody who 
is already busy”. !

f  1 ■

What with nobody in the fields, the cotton gin silent and 
the season too early for peaane .gathering, all the plantation 
people find themselves with time on their hands. Dow the natural 
conclusion would be' that this interim would provide me with much 
additional secretarial assistance .but that is where Logic flies 
out the window, for with no schbddle at all, the secretaries get 
lost in the highways'and byways, but mostly in'the highways, 
what withevery family making two or three hundred dollars on cotton, 
every family has naturally dumped their or its money into new 
second hand cars,,and the sailing up and down the road, heading 
out for no where fast, is the order'of the day, —  and as some 
of the proud new owners have no idea of how a car might be operated, 
the secretaries, who do know how, are in the reatest demandl And 
this only goes to show that if  ̂had any sense at all, I would long 
since have begged, borrowed or stolen an ancient'gylopy and put out 
the word that I was in want of someone to operate the thing for me, 
where upon I suppose the ranks of the secretariat would have swollen 
alarmingly. ' ' ' . . .

Quite seriously, I often ponder on who best financial 
assistance by the Government can best be doled out, what with 
examples of ”spentthrift-ery” that invariably Come to the surface 
at this season of the year. 'Her is a case in point: - A widow 
with six children, living on kittle BiVQr f iS on the Welfare roles 
at $90.00 a month. She owned three cows which meant much, I suppose, 
in providing- food for herself and her offspring. When the 
car-buying- fever struck the cotton pickers, the ldy herself succombed, 
and not having cotton money, she £old her three cows and purchased 

‘ dtetrserif a #250.00 wreck of a car, having no place on earth to go, 
and all day to get there They ask for relief but really want 
a car* their need is for food but they exchange it for gasoline.
It is all so confusing.
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But let me respond to your question ±b regarding the use 
of the WonjQQtt letters, which x intended mentioning yesterday.
i agree with you they should go in the Correspondence chapter, 

even though they are not particularly interesting, There is 
just one point: - H am wondering if we should leave in or 
take out, — and 1 am merely asking your opinion, - the phrase 
in the one that speaks of his adopted son as having something to 
do with ac newspaper. Your decision in this matter is all that 
matters, and if it adds interest, it might as well "be left in, 
hut the thought strikes me thatwith the flight of Time, the 
son might not want to stress, this phase of his existence.
Legally the letter is ours to do with as we please, so either
used or discarded, the phrase •can excite no legal objection. It
was only the vague doubt arising in my mind concerning that brief
reference to early beginnings that moved me to inquire as to
your own re-action, and whether it .is left in or out is all 
b e same to me.

As for the Hose Franken Meloney letter, I think it well 
to include that,'"'and particularly since she refers to Claudia. But 
I had better write her a letter, asking fox permission, since legally, 
in that instance, the right of publication, as discoursed upon at 
length of late on my part, still remains in her xh hands. I shall 
in the next few days write her and the Indian Princess, - either 
directly, or sending the same along to you for posting' in 
Manhattan. Ihe last I knew, the Hose Franked s city address was 
in Washington"Square where they had bought one of those old houses 
on the orth side along by the Hodman Wanamaker home. On second 
thought, if you don't mind, perhaps I would do well to send both 
letters to you, since chance may toss their addresses in your lap 
unexpectedly as between now and then.

Ed Hand telephoned this morning, asking if 1 would take a flock 
of his California friends under my wing this afternoon, and I was 
glad to do so on his account, but not particularly so on ours, for 
it pretty well cracked up my efforts to get far in the Time-fable.
But I am hoping Friday may be more favorable, and as I have advanced 
as far as 1 p.m. in the Time B’able, I may be able to put it 
several hours further on the next go round. In attempting to 
give little side lights on the Madam's personality through this 
medium, the writing requires more pra-scribbling thought ‘than 
would be called for in a mere jotting down of mere physical 
occupations would seem to do, Ho first class mail today, perhaps 
something from the Negro Digest, Waco, etc., on the morrow......

2714
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Friday, October 20th, 1950.

Mamor an&umj, .

Ho mail yesterday, and not so much today, but from -the 
enclosure, which I got around to read rather late this evening 
was in the nature of a surprise.

The day had started off alright with a good workout at 
Arenbourg early this moning. But from, then on it was one 
great big carryings-on, and I was frankly tired before I got 
to the mail.

The nenrys had Ohio guests whom they wanted me to take 
under their or rather my wing. Before I was finished, the 
morning was, too. •

.. . — » _ < ■ t

And no sooner was dinner done than Mesdames 
Olotilde and Julie Brudhomme of Natchitoches bounced some rather 
nice people,'- the'"'̂ niingliams, of all names, into my lap, —  
from Evanston, Illinois. And in the midst of that Mrs. Coombs 
passed.by to inquire if she might do anything for me, and she 
might, in putting some kittle ^iver people on the most favored 
Welfare list. And then came some friends of the Hands, and 
the next thing I knew darkness was heading in#

But before continuing this harangue on the present subject,
I don't want to fail again in thianking you'for your kindness 
in your recent letter, offering to secure some small snapshots 
for me other than those you have already offered- covering the 
Chapel. I could use one or two subjects of. which you already 
may have films. »A oase in point, for example, demonstrating the 
possible use of an occasional snapshot in ordinary size, is the 
request for such from the Central Louisiana Historical association 
which is about to bring ouIP dos'G cards of historic places in 
this area. They have passed this way with a view to taking 
pictures but the photographer, whom I chanced to know, isn't so 
good, and as the weather was unfavorable on the day he^ came , 
it seemed to me better if we supplied the^pictures. I have to 
east about so long to get anything out of ^arry Smith that if you 
should chance to have a few films that could be printed within 
the month, that would be fine, I think it would be nice to 
have several ’sufcje.cts, induing you and the Sobelin, if you don't 
mind, and <£.hey:J:oan select what they please.

■v
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fherte was some kin£ of a frolic going on next aoor which 
I not only declined attending, hut honestly forgot to covey an 
invitation to Carolyn ana ^elen when they finally reached here 
between 9 and"TCn Just why anybody should want to attend, or assume 
any one, after a trip of several hundred miles want to attend 
such a business I cannot imagine. As for myself, I have- 
been so sleepy all evening I*m afraid I haven’t been much of a 
host, and so I. skipped discussion of the ril^-rim article and 
shall take that up in the morning. It is interesting that 
Helen1s suggestions are precisely along the lines you suggested,
I am hoping we can stave off people long enough to pry open some 
of the sentences and paragraphs to pour in a few bits of historical 
data, Land thus rigged, trie thing, may get by some Editor’s desk, II

While awaiting their arrival, I daeddin my chair while 
reading from ”In Search of a future” by Morris or possible 
Maurice Hindus. It has to do with a subject which never intrigued 
me much, but the book is written in such a manner that I find 
myself' enjoying the survey it makes of life,in such 
co ntries as Iran, Iraq, Palestine and Turkey. 5he picture the 
author paints of the immediate future of all except Israel is 
gloomy enough. While all kinds of reforms are needed, he makes it 
plpin that the vast ignorance obtaining in the Mohameden countries 
makes even an attempt to start things in the opposite direction 
an almost impossible job.
X .. ■ . v _<■ "M , i f

1 was struck by an example cited by the author of the rsgressio 
of the inhabitants of the figris-^up rates Valley. He remaks 
that in the museum at *erespolis there is an iron ploughshare, used 
by farmers 2^600 years ago when that valley was one of greatest 
productivity. Today the fields in the same place are being 
ploughed with a stick that sometimes nas an iron point on it, 
stirring the gound not at all, and producing such a meager crop 
that whether it is destroyed or not before reaching maturity 
doesn t seem to make so very much difference.

Well, so much for a "literary evening”. The Weather Man, in 
spite of mid-night stars, says there will be variable cloudiness 
and scattered showers for the impending 24 hour period, I 
certainly hope the variation includes a few gleams of sunshine, 
for an imposing battery of cameras are here and ought 
to secure a flock of interesting shots, - weather cooperating.

*nd §o I fold, beaming with anticipation for Sunday when 
I hope it rains all day, drowning out ail thought of pilgrims and 
providing me with hours of interrupted labor on this keyboard....

Sunday, October 22nd, 1950.

Memor andum:
How nice, —  just to be alone and able to relax and 

chat a little after a busy week end.
Thq weather for the most part was not cooperative, 

what with much cloudiness, considerable fogginess and 
a few sprinkles. But al̂ L in all, I think this was just as 
well, for it enforced a measure of rest on the Texas numbers, 
and I think they needed it. It seems that the Time-Herald has 
been movning of-l^te, and I can imagine nobody knows better than 
you yourself as to what that means, what with the number of 
times you have had to undergo that ordeal,. That, 
undoubtedly, aoco unts for the prolonged silecne from Helen, 
and it seems that the special crate containing her personal 
papers, including the Pilgrimage article, was somehow mis
placed in all the exci tament, and Ha a n ft turns d up as yet. I 
reckon she was hoping against hope, as^I have done on occasion, 
that the thing might turn up befo.re she wrote reporting 
its temporary absence, and so the days sipped by, - busy days,
I imagine, and she looked terribly tiered on reaching here.

as the cloud coverage preclude,d picture^taking on Saturday 
morning, I sent them a message, recommending that remain in the 
bed, - which they did, until 11,

Deborah with a Miss Helm arrived here at 1:45, .and 
after saying howdy to them, G{arolyn and Melon retired 
again, while I had a session with the Baton Bou e numbers, who
were followed by some other people. I was,, sorry the cloudiness
continued for tne balance of the day, but I am always glad when 
people can get caught up on rest, - and of courtse, when 
I was done with my pilgrims, I made the most of the freedom 
that was mine.

This morning the weather continued hazy, but everybody 
was astir by 7:30, and in spite of somewhat boggy roads, being 
newly graded, we made it to kittle Bjyer. a big old 
willow had snapped off like a splinted pencil just at the
endt of the little foot bridge crossing the bayou to. St. ^ar.v1 s.
but'by some miracle of arrangement, there wasr^just the 
right opening among the branches to get a couple of good 
perspectives of the tyiurah, and then, as thought to assist 
in the business, the% clouds thinned had the sun almost shined 
for a few minutes, ^ut that was enough, and * believe
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Caryony gofc some good likenesses of our favoritp negro 
Church.

Between 10 and 11, the girls had headed back for Texas 
and so I dined across the fence and was glad to hear such 
pleasant reports from Celeste and J. u, about their Saturday 
evening, for the girls had accepted their invitation for 8' 
o'clock last night, .although I declined, and it seems 
they had a pleasant sitting* 1hey passed this way afterward 
for a little chat covering half a dozen points, and I 
dictated a young article about the African House and Harie 
flierese before calling cit a day.

• The uncertain we ther this afternoon must have contributed 
to the discouragement of raod running, - or perhaps 
everyone on wheels was going to the State Hair in Shreveport. Be 
that as it may, 1 didn't have any white pilgimrs, and the Hands n 
never came(to their campthis week end. fhe Hoverend 
Pompsy “h *illie_ came by this afternoon, saying there will 
be‘a special meeting at St. Augustine's Church on Little Biver 
on.November 18th, with several goups of boys for special 
sohgs7V.no. asking me if i would care to be their guest, and if 
I should care to^do so, a talk on my part would please them.

I half agreed I should like to hear the singing and 
be with my friends, but 11 o'clock on Sunday morning is not a 
very good hour for me, what with the thing probably lasting 
tnree or four hours.. Her aps X shall see the ^everend when I 
go with the Hands to the movies on Wednesday night, and shall 
arrange to attend the Sunday business later in the afternoon when• 
the middle of November arrives.

Helen and her husband, Lucile and hers and somebody else 
are converging on Carolyn's Old Bonita Hanoh on the 18th of 
November, too, and I am to let them know later if I shall 
put in an appearance. Something tells me that if 1 * go 
anywhere, Little ^iver wi.il be more to my speed and range, 
but it will be time enough to acquaint the ladies with that 
detail sometime between now and then.

I seem, to have misplaced a letter from Mrs. Holloman in
Saturday's post, I had written her asking about the Swan article 
to which she responded that although the Digest had told her she 
would be sent a copy on publication date, she has never heard from 
them. There was also an envelope in Saturday’s post, containing
small prints of the pictures taken here two weeks ago. I have
lined out the extraeneous edges and returned the prints to him for
enlargement. The one of Grandpa trying to scale the boudoir bars
turned out fine, I 11 forward them.with* captions as soon as 
they come to hand. -And so * fold, hoping you had a nice week end.

Memorandum: Monday, October ESrd, 1950,

How elegant is today's post.... how elegant always is one
whose head and heart contrives to make it so..5*.... 5

Two envelopes from Manhattan, the one containing the 
J^ia^el likenesses, the other containing a treasure house of 
nicsTthings as sketched by your typewriter. I have explored the 
contents of the letter, and am awaiting a second meandering 
secretary to continue with the balance. It is so grand>--all these 
things we are stirring up together.

But first off 1st me hasten to answer one or two of vour 
que-stions while fresh on my mind. Months ago I should have said 
Yes to your inquiry aoout using the Henry Chambers material, - 
GS» by all means, and a cluster of oak leaves for’your keeness in 
selecting them. Hor the life of me I can t remember'if ^enry 

chambers is alive or dead. If dead, we can go'slap ahead-without 
giving the^use of the things further thought. If still alive, 
i;̂ shall, of course, have to request permission. But I shall determine 
which is the case, and shall advise you shortly regarding the matter.

» You ask aboutwriting Beth Cloutier and Celesta- It is 
alright to mention anything coming to mind about our mutual efforts 
regarding the Scrapbook. Long' since have I told J. H. and Celeste 
ou are u.o.ing all the work, so any mention made in regards to our 

mutual efforts will be no news to them. In their minds, you are so 
much more a part of the Madam's patronage of the Arts and History that 
no tnought would ever arise in their minds as to what you and 
I might be using as materials for cooking up our brews, and since 
everything is left to us and as the treasures are in our custodv no 
reference is ever made to any of the individual items. It isn't very 
flattering to^realize they don't care to worry* about such details, but 
it is heartening to know at the same time that the confidence is such 
and so complete that no thought regarding them needs ever arise. I have 
always quite blandly pushed the stuff over the lost Office counter and 
because I push it and because you'are the addressee, that is all that
UlSlUGQXS# e

And as for geth. you Ga*i make any reference to anything you please, 
although not positive, still 1 think she never was able to get a

1jk'e^9sses °f lifts. flaroisse *ru dhomme,and X know she is going to he parfeotly enchanted. It is suoh a 
pity she never writes, —  she looses so ranch by not doing so. Her 
personality for some people is^almost as difficult as that of Sister's, but
suror?LSanl Iff It °n y01«  P«t will be a blessing that will both 
or it ,tn?llSh? nsr’ 1 f«el ’sextain, and whetner she acknowledges it
all good deeds^ ^  31101:1151 stae ln t>y the Recorder of

«



I wish ray. second sectretary. would hurry up and ;put in 
an apwearanc®. I am so anxious to run through all the interesting 
thirfgs you so nobly transmitted for my inspection, and'for possible 
sharing with Friend Postal!, I. S. Willlard and so on. I think: 
the ^rudhorame particulars may be of the greatest interest to 
iostell, - epitaphs, etc., and4they may well assist us in our 
enterprise of* ttiftilfajg out an eventual may of the Gane liver 
plantations. I am always being impressed by the unexpected bearing 
some seemingly unrelated fact, siich as particulars on a tombstone 
may have on determining something like the location of a plantation 
residence, or some such! The mere statement of such a thing sounds 
ridiculous, ana yet see how curiously thingb unrolled from Georgetown 
when the' lady ip yonder chahced to stumble across the name Yucca 
on the slip of paper about the narcissus bulbs.

And speaking of Friend Postell and the plantation map,
I a., reminded that early yesterday morning when the Texas ladies 
were"being shown certain foundations of old forgotten mansions, 
in this area, I mentioned the map that was in th& process of 
being drawn. They both were tremendously interested and suggested 
t at if I cared to have the thing effected, they could eventually 
take-over the map arid photograph it in sections, blowing up each 
individual piece into imposing' proportions, and so bring forth 

2 a glorified item that might bQ suitable for a deocrative screen 
or • $ wall hanging, as larage as the Gane -&iver Gobelin at least, 
bon t you think that might be a nice item for eventual incorporation
in gome such place as the library at ^renbourg or some such.

«  *
I must punch Friend Postall a little, and thanks to your 

thoughtfulness in providing In© with a stick, I shall use the 
epitaphs as the stick with whichatp prod*

I had ?to laugh about your account of the mix up with the 
bulbs. You are what the lata Mrs. Gammie G. &enry of Melrose 
might style a sightl The rain we had last week made the 
bulb things in this neighborhood Jump and already most of them are 
two or three inches high. And "every time I see them, I shall be 
thinking of you"hoovering” over your bulb garden like 
a MotheY ^en with her baby Chicks, and let us hope that in 
spite of their new environment, the Chicks will flourish mightily.

Monday got started off on. the worng foot, what with the 
Gasquets from Baton Rouge arriving Just after I had returned from 
arenbourg this morning. Gasquet is something' ox other for the 
«State Government and?does a heap of photographing and-has been here 
often before. X think he must have been doing pecans stuff today.
His wife who is. quite Lnte11igentwanted to'spend some time 
with me in the library. She is nice but her presence was no help 
in getting other things to going in the direction we would have them 
on this Underwood. They remained for dinner and so things turned.

1 ,am so glad to you you are going to take anti- Vnfluenaa shots. 
Don't forget to take a few nSk0ts" of rest s

$

i
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Tuesday, Octover 24th, 1950.

Memorandum:
. . .  . ■ • t =■* •«H-f

Pure Indian Bummer, all blue and gold during the day, 
all blue and silver at night. At the present moment, 
the moon as big and bright as a shiney new dish pan, is climbing 
oyer the African House, and as I glance toward the sun dial 
that snowy column gives the impression of moving ever so much 
closer in my direction as the > ark bamboo hedge retreats in 
the opposite direction behind.

I can't lay my today's procrastination on the weather 
or on pilgrims, for there weren t many, but rather on 
a wandering mind that too often* I fear, led me far afield 
from the keyboard that waited expectantly before me most of 
the day. But somehow a hundred little things impelled me 
to turn my thoughts Manhattanward so often, and it was such 
a pleasant sensation, I indulged myself in it considerably.

I tought of you when the post arrived, for example, for 
while it was all 2nd class, there was a package that recalled 
you to mind, what with the book in the package containing 
paper markers between* the pages, Just as you so thoughtfully 
arrange them for me time, time and again. The book 
was from Georgetown and entitled "TViq krt of r>«i
_.X1 lustration" by Wilfred Blunt &r some such name. In 
the front ^nne had written "For Francois because of pages 
so and so and so and so,,,,fw and when I noticed the little 
paper markers I discovered my thoughts weren't in the direction of Gojneoticut but Dew York.

I <have some of those little old.Insel books of the former 
25 cent variety around somewhere, and I shall bounce them in 
the Georgetown direction in acknowledgement in a day or two 
for while the text will probably not contain any references*to 
Parrish family connections, still there will be flowers and 
tre^s depicted, and perhaps that will entertain the lady, 
don t you think so.

f* ._ / J  • ‘ ... - ' ... : 0 ' 'i > , ; '■ ' .  V ' : \ V: ' '' . v* V  ' ■ _ [

hut before I lea’ve the subject of the post, I should 
remark that Monday's Memo was not mailed until Tuesday for* 
the unpredictable post rider did a Paul Bevere on Monday, 
putting in an apprearance*and disappearance two hours earlier 
than schedule insttead of five hour behind. I mention this 
in order you may understand the'apparant skip in the 
usual arrival of things. 4
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But Le^oxs leaving the subject of the mail, X want 
to say again how much I appreciate your Monday’s offerings, 
and how entranced I am to have the renrodncti on« of tVje 
Chapel to hand. I have already sent out several, and shall 
be sending more later. I thought Miss Kellie should have 
one, for any little suggestion from the outside world seems 
to entertain her as she sits a little ruefully off there in 
Atlanta. And I sent one to: Asian, explaining to her it was 
merely a prod at Carolyn to hurry up with the photographs 
• she took of St. "‘aryrs-on-the~Bayou on Sunday." Then 
I thought one should go to that Mr$# Davis of Kansas City 
who had sent the contribution toward the Station of the Cross 
thing wex^ are contemplating. *nd so your kindness 
spatters in all directions, bringing enchatment all over 
the place and withal so unexpectedly in so many quarters.

Br. hand telephoned me this evening, asking me to dine 
with them at the caifip tomorrow night along shout sun down, 
after which we shall go up the road to 3t. % t h e w 1 s where 
the baptising pictures will be shown.

■ t '5 '' ''v ' -  J

And that reminds methat according to the Bev. Gillie 
whose Church St. Mathew1s is not, that St. Mathew's 
feel constrained to rig-up their church with repairs and 
with paint because it stahds near Dr, Knlumeyer’s clinic 
and St. Mathew’s public school, both of the latter being- 
newly done over and touched up with Snerwin and Williams’ 
finest. I guess"keeping up'with the Joneses” is 
as good a reason for doing over St. .Mathews as any other 
reason, ut at the same time, I guess X like St. Mary * s-on- 
the-Bayou because the ladies keep the pulpit lace curtains 
startched up to a point of cracking in attempting’ to 
keep up with nobody but their own impulses.

X’rom the typed enclosure from Mrs. Baker, I find 
one paragraph, - the one about Melrose versus Hatchez as 
a point ot pilgrimage, that I should, perhans, have inserted 
in the Latham„letter. but since I didn’t, it is one to keep 
in mind whdn other letters on the same subject are written.
!j?i:e point is ohat the Scra'pbook is the only book of its type 
in the lower Mississippi Valley which concentrates through 
the medium of a single pictorial and written record, on the 
way of life in the Old Louth, not a vast survey of
a multitude of different plantation houses, but a concrete 
example of the whole subject through the medium of one 
of its best surviving types. Mover, do 1 recall, have I 
written such a chaotic sentence or paragraph, but in spite of 
tne clusey expression, I trust you can grasp the general idea. 
As confessed above, my efforts at composition aren’t much 
today, but the sentiments, although hodge-podge, are much 
to my s a t i s f a c t i o n . ...

- ? — — } . ~ ' :,;;
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Wednesday, October 25th, 1950.

Memorandums
A good day and a busy one and best of all a hpppy one, 

thanks to the arrival of your two grand numbers as of 
Saturday last past and Monday’s air mail, advising of the receipt 
of the photographs.

I have about a billion things to talk about, and so shall 
merely touch on one or two things probably at this sitting.

first off, X must take time out to pin several oak leaf clusters 
on your person b for all the particulars about Jules Lvomr 
Were you here, we should be seated on the gallery, drenched in 

* moonlight, comparing notes on a dozen different subjects all at 
once, and trying to figure out such extraeneous points as 
to how it is possible that the Metropolitan Museum is pretty 
much in the dark about J, Lyon while down 5th Avenue some 
40 odd blocks there are treasures about him buried in the 1. Y. £• 
Library which you have brought to li^’ht. Odd, isn’t it, 
and the more for ms to wonder at your splendid ̂ achievements.

e
Surely something should be done about Jules Lyon, for, 

if as is surmised, he is a native of Louisiana, he is certainly 
the State’s most distinguished artist, and not even its museums 
know anything about him and its artists have never heard his 
name. ThereYs so much to be attended to, even for tthose ladies 
whose lives are nothing but one great big game of cards after 
another.

And tafiks much for mentioning the Brudhomme letters which 
starts me to thinking in half a dozen different directions all at 
once.

I am convinced, as of the present writing at least, that 
we ought to hold them for a Pane giver bookr but that is a 
thought merely and I probably could be persuaded otherwise. Off 
hand, however, it seems to me that the Melrose.Scrapbook is 
going to be the better if it sticks pretty close to Melrose, and 
in view of all the photographs we have in?raind ^o use, I reckon 
it is better to concentrate the pictures on Melrose exclusively, 
and as they will take the place of much printed material that would 
go into a book with less photographic material, it seems to me 
better for us to hold the Xrudhomme letter* te/t.c. , for the 
Pane Biver opus.
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I find myself already thinking it wouldn’t he a had idea to. 
start a second folio along since the Scrapbook one, into which might 
he placed likely material for the Gane j-liver item, so that hy 
the time we have written ’’Finis” on the Gane HjrYwy-ytawiarY'vfc'Kr 
Melrose one, the Gane River one will he well under way.

iind another thought struck me as I read you account of the 
Prudhomme letters, - having little to do with them, and yet 

brought to the surface by what you had to say about their" usei -

Isn’t it possible that the publishers of The River Series 
could do-a fine stroke of business by’issuing a Biver Serie; pictures, ' '

Bow does the idea strike you.
»

I don t have in mind using the same identical rivers for 
photographic presentation as appeared in print for exclusively, but 
some of those titles might well be employed. For example, the 
Lower Mississippi that herr Garter did would be one type of 
thing, but supposing another Lower Mississippi Biver in Bhotograohs 
should be brought out, not only including a lot of stuff like 
the Laughlin Ghost book but also x reproducing one of the 1850 
maps of all the plantations along the river, business about 
steamboats included, pa ticulars from the pen of the early 
explorers, Civil War doings from the Gulf to Vicksburg and 
so on. I think it could be wonderful.

«-nd then in the same series might he included Forgotten 
Bivers in a series and in this.-group I should love to 
Join you in having a go at such ones as Gane Biver in scrapbook 
st,yle, and St, Catherine’s, which still puzzles me a"fe to why 
it was never included in the original Biver Series publications. 
Perhaps it was omitted because nobody ever heard t>f St. Catherine’s 
which drains all the Adams County plantations. . *

bomeunere along this stream a dozentales could be spun that 
ought to lend themselves nicely to set off the illustrations, 
fou know^ St. Catherine s for example, flows slap along the- 
iront o r ^ r ^ s ^ o u ^ w h e r e  the Slave Brincespent his American 
interlude of a life T̂fae. The old town of Washington, Miss, 
is also on its margin and I wish we had Miss Nellie’s histor of that place.

{, Wq11» ^0Td» how much ^ere is to contemplate and uhderstake.
Tne noward ^emoxial librarin, Mr. B. is dead. Robert Usher 
succeeded him, and now he is gone but 1 know Mrs, Usher and 
snail get In touch with her on the ^yon business. Thanks for such a lovely day..... .

(Juo
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Thursday, October 2.6th, 1950.

Memorandum; : . . .

One of the warmest days on record for this time « of the 
year, — theremometer around 90, —  with a promise for continued 
hot weather straight ahead. »

'i’he 'mail \$as fairly heavy ttoday, and I shall enclose one 
or two items herewith, or under separate cover. I would 
.invite your attention particularly to the Davis d tem. You w 11 notice 
I have checked a quotation from anatole Prance on the first page. 
Because of the bulk of stuff to hand, this letter was skimmed through 
speedily, but as we whizzed through it, I was struck by tne 
appropriateness of the idea expressed, as being suitable, possibly, 
for occupying a pag'e by itself as presenting t e best possible 
reason for publishing our opus about the ^adam and Melrose.

' If you will give the thing a once over with this thought in 
m,ind:, — acting according to your own reaction, either by setting 
it down on a p&ge by itself, — or, if not suitable, ignoring it 
completely, and either way will suit me just fine.

In yesterday’s Memor, I got to going at such reckless speed
about one thing or another that I found myself at the foot of the 
page before I had so much as mentioned any doings of the day, and 
I did want to touch on the movies at at. ^athew’s.

Dr. Band arrived at Melrose a little after 5 p.m. He called 
on J. l # who had had a couple of extractions and was demonstrating 
an inheritance from his Mother, - inability to contend with physical 
pain, - a parallel surprisingly like hers, since like her, he can 
manage mental worries without the vaguest suggesting he has a thing 
on his mind, and yet when confronted by physical suffering, seems to 
crumple almost instantly before its on-siaught.

About sun down, Dr. Band and 1 joined Blythe, the Gordon 
Randolphs and one ^rs. Bolton at the camp where we dined extravagant
ly. Lqrraps by 7;SO 6r 8, we headed up the Bermuda Road where 
at St. ^athew’s, we found-two or three hundred negroes awaiting our 
arrival. t

M »" v x _ - «

The evening V/as a great success, and everything in perfect 
harmony for the Baptisin’ Pictures being show. The meeting, - mind 
you for a movie, was opened by the Revend Bompey M # Gillie, 
who with mighty support from the congregation, surged forth a 
long hymn or chant or whatever that ran along uninterruptedly for 
at least 10 minutes. I couldn’t detect a single word, but the
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rythrae was wonderful and the volume "both fulsome and
At U  G°nGluslon. the preacher led us all in aaying 

•The lord  ̂rrayer. I have said the .lord's £rayer several times 
f f t . 7 8 * nteve  ̂ did 1 stumble around with it as I did in 

canco, h or 1 reckon the .Reverend knew his business 
and probably he knew full weel that most of his congregation 
eoula not manage more than two words at a time, - a whole phrase 
oeing too extended for their memory. *nd so he said;"Our Rther"
5S£ we ?Sid; and he said:"Who art” and we saidv/ho art , and he said 1 in heaven” and we said* ”In heaven” 
which went along alright, except for me, sitting in an aim chair 
up m_front, confused things by forgetting to stop after each 
second word. But then when he reached """came, Thy", it seemed like 
a curious combination of ,words, what with two distinctly different

~ the GonS'rQSati°n was repeating words and not 
alright ,d * ln S p l t 6  °f my mix UpS# eVQr^body else got along

, the prayer t/ie meeting- was turned over to Dr. Rand, who
maQe an elective statement: "Lights out", and immediately the 
show got under way. With the hymn-chant and the word’s Braver 
g0l?f before, the mood had. been perfectly established for the 
baptismg pictues, ot course, and so the evening- spun along, and 
ti;e reaction wa,s gieeful and spilling over with merriment, and 
u - 9 C0nGlusi0i1 °1 t h e picture, two Reverends, - Gillie5 and one

q ?, r ^ s L SPoffo^ddnr°f-ap|r+iCati0n ?nd t 0  back UP tlie sentiments ex rssed, offered Dr. Rand the receipts totaling $45.00. Dr
Rand responded appropriately and of course declined the purse and 
so t.ae whole evening was brought to a close much to everyone’s satisiaction, "

5 we drove back to the Rand camp where we sat beneath "our” 
C,ed?r-x0r a Pleasan^ hour. xuny and Zelma served delicious 
sandwiches and tall goblets- of spiked fruit punch. A full moon 
cast patterns of silver and black across the country side * and 
sav for some remote honking of geese far up the river beyond 
Arenbourg, the only spuld was the organ music of Jesse Cranford 
whose rendition of "In A -onestary Garden" issued forth from the
exchhn “̂ of^thn^0? J-in> th? °lci GQaar* '^ere -was an occasionalexchange of thought, but only occasionally, and it was ever so
Pci?cu11«t>t3n d L t° ir^ m aW?y a pPeasailt h0Ur m ^er such delightful 
thou" t f f i r  - ̂ a?arV9lyjJeed suggest in which direction my 
b?UfltS W8r? tiavelmg, although somehow, I must confess it 

uidii i seem to me that they had to travel beyond the adjoining 
space on the Dench beside me, what with "our" cedar over head* 
a almy night breeze, the lovely music and all, I never felt more 
completely in touch with all that matters most.

r, n n * - h?eveport enclosure, I take it we* may be expecting littl 
A,1SS Gillian s gardening- article shortly, wiiich is all to the -ood of 
course, and I shall respond to Bssae Mae that we shall require0 * 
th9 _labors of her pen on the third Monday or-the ensuing month,

t you think, so

i f .ii *«.

Friday, October 27th, 1950.

Memorandum;

now nice to have your air mail in today's post.

What a coincidence that just as we start talking 
about the Danish physician, the metropolitan papers would horn in 
on the same tune..

And thanks for sending a transcript of *the obituary. I 
shall run through it again within a day ox two, making one or two 
recommendations, perhaps, such as omission of one line about 
funeral plans, and correcting the unimportant error, - that 
Pat (Joe M. henry Jr.,) was a resident of Natchitoches. In 1948 
Pat was going to school at ■b. 8. U. , and his legal residence was there 
or at ^elrose, but certainly not at Nat chit ches.

It ip rather remarkable, I think, that this is the first time 
I had read the obituary. One insignificant detail is the date 
of the Madam’s birth which is given as 1871. So far as any one 
knows, that is correct, but none of us were ever quite sure about 
its exactness. Sometimes the Madam used to indicate she was born 
in ’71, and sometimes in ’72, J. -a. spoke to me of this matter 
a short time after her death, pointing out that considerable con
fusion had arisen from time to"time in legal matters, hinging on 
this matter. I recall in particular one. insurance policy, —  
perhaps it was hers, perhaps someone else’s, which went into quite 
a tangle, with payment refused because the mathematically and" 
legally minded moguls of the insurance«company would not admit 
that the tfaramie G. ^enry might be the same person who in one place 
as born in *71 and the other in *72.

So far as J. H. and I were concerned, we decided'that whenever 
the question arose in the future, - and it wasn’t likely to arise, 
we would always say she was born inl£72j and I selected that 
magical number for no other reason that the fact that 1872 - 1948 
seemed to suggest a n evenness and numberical harmony that the 
odd ’71 did nat possess. What a way-to determine anybody’s birthday]

There .seems to be vast doings about the plantation tonight, 
with one party going on at the camp behind Rugabou’s house, and
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Celeste having a flock of people at her house, including 
several Reverend fathers, and Joe and Juanita likely to make 
their cow momentarily. Pat came home for the week end, arriving 
in time for supper and jgaynie was all over the place, as he 
always is when members of the family are scheduled to be here for 
the week end. Paynie should be moving quietly to keep his 
blood pressure down, but although the most 5 cent of all the 
cigars, he invariably takes on the mannerisms of a mother hen 
fussing about for food for the baby chicks, and he usually 
ends up by disregarding preparations made by others and descends on 
the place with- tons of food that isn t needed or wanted.

A case in point transpired a year or so ago when the 
3. G. Henrys passed this way for supper. A turkey had been roasted 
and a flock of pork chops had been fried.. As I recall there 
were six or seven in the midst of supper when ^aynie arrived but 
belatedly, followed by two dusky helpers who were lugging a 
huge dish pan heaped up to the spilling point with fried chicken, 
not a drumstick of which was ever touched. c I haven’t the 
slightest notion as to how many chickens are requited to fill 
a huge dish pan, but unquestionably a. heap more than were required 
under the circumstances.

The weather bureau predicts fair weather^ straight anead, so 
I assume we shall have pilgrims over the week end, but I have 
nothing definite on the docket', and,am hoping to get quite a 
bit ol time to work uninterrupted, I feel inordinately noble for 
resisting the impulse to read a half,dozen books which have corns 
to hand in the last isw days, but 1. am leaving them unopened until 
a. headache or some such,impell^ me * to collapse for a,while. At 
night I try to do a bit of rad^o listening but it seems to me I
am forever falling asleep before I get more than a station identification,

! -*• - ■; ... • ' -v \  g  ■ “

. For a long time I have been curious to read Dpstievski’s 
Grime and punishment, what with my vast enthusiasm for his 
Brothers Karamazov, I notice among other .things arriving from 
the dew "rleans Public ̂ is - a somewhat bulky collection of records 

bearing bostievski’s authorship, but entitled "House of the 
bead , which I assume may be another title for the Grime and 
Punishment opus. r

t

, , j?1;Qre SQQm Be quite a few British recordings coming' to
liana o_l late, and most of these are interestingly done but none of 
ti.eii readers exceed a . Scourby in perfection. An annoying useage 
employed in British recordings is the phrase at the end of each 
page: - Hecorded for the sole use of the blind”. I find this 
inoridnately stupid, being thus constantly repeated, for it is at 
once distracting and an unnecessary reminder, and I shall fire 
a roadside in that direction shortly, -*nd so things turn, and 
your letter made my day but perfect,,..,.

P i*  1:,

Joe ^enry - a small uncle Israel
4488

!$[<L '°^

Sunday, uctober 39th, 1950.

Memorand m: ~ *

'To Hand in Saturday’s post your grand letter, together 
with al̂ L enclosures, including the clipping- about the death 
of Madam 4., which I return herewith, thinking- you might want to 
return it to your clippings.

And what a letter, every line of which .entranced and 
enchanted me.

I shall never cease to marvel at the birghtness of your eyes, 
for whhat person ever born would have discovered old Birgham 
Young’s granddaughter but you. t

Naturally I rolled on the floor at all you had to tell me about 
your search for particulars about the bidet in the -tew Yor^ Bublic -Lit 
brary. Everything you reported sounded to elegant and 
hilarious, and particularly the sofa contrived into a tub or some 
such, I have always considered the 18th century remarkable, but 
never did I have the slightest notion that it had really become 
so enlightened as your research revealed. I shall be consumed 
with impatience until.you have regaled me further with the 
results of your explorations.

It goes without spyingtthat I am delighted you like 
the pictures. Your arrangement of the portraits of the imkattoes^ 
will be perfect. I have never seen any“portraits of mulattoss * 
used in any type of book, although it would seem as though there must 
have been some. Be that as it may, whether these be the first or 
not, it strikes me they are likely to be .bout the finest one 
is likely to find anywaywhere, and it seems to me that when coupled 
with the article about Gane Hiver mulattoes, they ought to 
captivate any ^atham stumbling over them.

It probably seems odd to you, but I never think of the people 
in the portraits as anything but human beings and never as belonging 
to one race or another. And for this reason the question arises in 
my mind as to whether I indicated in each caption that the individual 
is a mulatto. I suppose ,1 did, but I mention it, just in case 
you care to keep the point in mind as you run through the individual 
captions.

I’m am naturally delighted that you, too, like the picture 
of ^adaiae, Lyle and ^enny Hoc^e”. There is somehow an 1870 
classicism about the'figure of the lady and the face of her son that 
is quite remarkable, I think.
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At the top of the. other side of this page 1 wrote Joe’s name 
and Uncle Israel’s. Joe ^enry came to visit with me yesterday and I 
saw the photograph of Jnole Israel here on my desk, before me. He 
was crazy about it and wondered if he could get a copy about half 
its size, - I suppose something like 5 by 7 ;or some such. If f
you should run across the film sometime and could, have it ’’struck” f
for him, it would be ever so appreciated. Joe, I might add, - 1
is entranced with the enlargements you had made,--- I showed 
him nothing else s/ive those enlargements. ^He asked me if 
I would like to use a picture of Lyle and I said I would. I |
have only one'in formal pose, but he says he has one of Lyle feeding
the chickens which is very gay and he is going to send it 
along, I think it might be just the thing to use in the Yucge j
section. j

Jpe’s interest in books and in ^elrose is more like his I
Mother s than anyone’s, apd while there is opposition from 1
some of the younger offspring about doing anything for the place, 1
Joe is hand in glove with J. &. about doing things to preserve the 1
place, ^e is entranced at the prospect of the book, of course. 1

And before leaving the subject of pictures, I think 
your idea of having the end papers photograaphed is excellent.
Somehow the iaea hadn't occured to me as to how it might 
photograph, Ii) the event it turns out nicely, I should be * 
glad to have some small ones the size of the Chapel. Eventually 
such a tiny reproduction might make excellent advertisement if 
slipped into a letter now and then to people writing in this 
direction. It occurs to me, too, that it might turn out nicely 
on a post card later, when I send the pictures to the Central 
Louisiana Historical society for that purpose.

I am hoping the Smith photographs, taken two week ago, may 
come to hand within the next day ox two. One of them has a I
caption that requires a little research if I succeed in getting |
it rigged up thp way I want it, — the one showing the canon used 
in the Colfax riots. Circumstances permitting, I shall write the 
captions before the pictures arrive, so I can attach them and 
get them headed in your direction without delay

9 I
I shall also send along other data, including the larger 

part of the ^elrose Lime-fable. I am hop ng against hope that 
by some' mi r acl e~ i may "get "a r ai ny day shortly, and that may enable 
me to secure assistance to run through some of these things j
before posting them. B*t in case I don’t, they still can be j
submitted with the photographs to form the basis of discussion as 
to treatment of the bopk as a complete entity and the individual 
items by themselves. At the moment I am wondering-if the captions 
can be used in their entirety or if, they will iiave to be enlarged 
or cut down. Your, letter was grand, - more about it on the morrow...

Monday, October 30th, 1950.
t <

Memorandum:
c

In todayJs post came the Ue.gro Ligest, and thank you much.
I am wondering if ^fs. Holloman ever heard from the publishers. 
Laturally I turned through the magazine immediately to note 
the layout. It seems to be alright, although by some miracle of 
printing they have the Black ^wan facing in the opposite direction 
from her pose in the original, which makes it seems odd at first,
I have so long been accustomed to seeing her the other way*

I am hoping eventually to get a look at some of the other 
material in the same issue, but the little time I had today 
with my secretary was all devoted to correcting the Children of 
Stranger’s article which will go forward with correction either 
in the next out-going post, or the following on®.

But definitely not for y publication, but with equal definiteness 
for your* delectation, I amT sending' along the ubelieveably bad 
business which came to hand today from Mate j'erkins.. I bad rather 
supposed she might do something quite nice by way of a Currier and 
Ives sort of impression of the Melrose she knew in 1905, the 
personality of the ^adam in her first years on this plantation and 
an^uBomething unique by way of the personality that was to identify 
itself so. intimately with the Cane -̂ .iver co ritry in the years that 
followed. And it is well, obviously, that we didn’t^count on 
this thing too much, for it is so dreadfully bad that nothing cane be 
done to save it.

I shall write Miss Kate tonight,«thanking- her for her efforts 
and expressing the hope that the Editor doesn^t do too many bad things 
with his blue pencil when he begins going over the material which 
will eventually be submitted from people such as herself and Caroline 
and ^udolph and Mrs. Wagner, and la belle Irichell and so on.
That-ought to leave an opening for all omissions when publication 
is finally effected and perhaps, out of kindness to Miss Kate, I 
ought to throw in a few extra names as probable contributors just 
so she will not feel quite so'lonely when her material doesn't find 
its way to print

Among the names I might tnrow i to give Miss Kate company, of 
coarse, will be_Buth Cross whose card. I am enclosing with Miss Kate’s 
contribution. I laugh when I stop to think how Buth Mountain labored 
and brought forth a postcard mouse. It certainly took her long 
F&nmiP’Tn *hn srmGP'zft mi*h n n e  1 i q nGi’Vnv - *» J n T v  t h r o u g h  UGto'hQT

t t
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and if it takes her that long to say she hasn t any of the Madam’s
letters, how long, dt> you suppose, we might have to wait for her to
stir up a symposium on any old subject. 1

£ find my thoughts turning in the direction of little Miss 
Alberta tonight. I am quite alone what with J. B. in New 
Orleans, Celeste and Madam Regard in ^ansura and the rest of 
the Henrys scattered heaven alone knows where* ho often when at 
Melrose, Miss Alberta is wont to ask me, and with much feeling;

"Aren't you frightened to stay alone way off there by yourself 
at night." |

Sweet Alberta Ben Bolt, tmd how Log and Carolyn and heien laughed 
When Log was helping take their' duffle into the big house Friday 
night aw week'ago, and 1 showed them the ^ew ^relans bolts Miss A. 
had installed and repeated her explanation that any of those little 
17 year old boys, if " they thought you had 65 cent's would more than 
likely murder you for it. Log liked that one particularly and immediate:
be-moaned that he had passed beyond the 17 year old group.

• ■1 • t ’ - ■ " ■■ • ■ ■ I

Lid I mention above that ^rs, ho11Oman telephoned me along 
about first dark tonight. Bhe.-was in Natchitoches, doing some I
work withers. Cooper, ..Huey P.'S sister, . some newspaper stuff 
about some kind of a bea tification week or some such .. the town seems 
to be putting on. She threiened to honor me with a visit shortly, but 
I told her I was "full-up” for the next several weeks.

I think I came to the foot of the page last night before mentioning 
that hr. Hand dropped by to. see me for a couple of hours in the I
' afternoon. He asked2me if knew any colored person in the Parish 
who has been in an Alexandria Hospital With a broken back for a time. I 
I didn't. Hr. Hand had been told by an Alexandria physician about the 
man on Sunday morning, - the subject coming up when Lr. Hand had re- j
marked he was:coming u£ Gane Hiver way for dinner at the camp. While
on his way up here, it occurred to Hr. *land that if the man is I
acquainted with some of the people in the baptising film, he might 
enjoy seeing it, and my thought about the matter was that the man \

• would enjoy the break in the mohotony of his prolonged hospitalization 
with any old film, and doubly so fo-r one in which his own r oe’ figured.

* And so ^r. HaY1d is going to'convert the hospital ward into a movie 1
, theatre one of these evenings, and 1 must say I thinu it is I
a remarkable thing when a person so busy and with indifferent strength { 
will go to so much trouble to entertain the poor negro whose identity j
is completely unknown to him. There are so many kind people in the |
world if one only has the Itiok to encounter them. 1

■
Just before she left, Jelsste told me she contemplated going up 1

Briarwood way on Monday, *- a week hence, - in the afternoon. I think 
I shall hfive her drive me to see the sisters Lormon, so that, armed 
with a stick, I can give Caroline a few punches, don't you think so.....

‘Tuesday, October 31st, 1950.

Memorandum:

"Un coup d'fleil sure Beloeil" —  "Un coin dq Melrose
sur le '•'oncourse .......

«  «
How perfectly enchanting and how glad my heart has been 

ever since the morning's post arrived.
•

"Plein de charme partout", —  and I simply must re-read 
the account of Peter Illyoviteh's visit in Florence to the drawing 
room of Madame von ^eck while the latter was out for a drive.
For now at long last I feel 1 can understand .perfectly how much it 
means to live in one's mind in the surroundings of one's better self, 
sensing' forever the intimacy that goes along with a perfect compre- 

.hension of the surroundings which,^in reality, are so much a part 
of the individual with whom a life time is shared, even though 
direct contact, seemingly remote to others, is actually omin- 
present.

And 1 gasp a little as I consider the actualities, - the 
veritable corner of Cane you have so marvelously created,
and the whole business open and above board for any passer by to 
view, and yet so marvelously clothed that the casual and 
unobservant glances at it a dozen times a week, never once sensing 
in the lovely lay-out a marvelous segment of * & x a & i s e t reserved ex
clusively for only those like the girl friend, who have eyes to 
see.

I need not go into details regarding my opinion of the creator 
of all this magic, for those ideas are already'too well known. But 
I do want to say how extravagantly I admire these souvenirs of a.v 
way of life that is so perfectly executed that my own days are ^ 
made the happier because of the realization they bring me of the 
exquisite artistry another has summond up to make a remote corner 
in a hurly-burly civilization so pleasantly remote and beautiful.

I scarcely need add that these lovely remembrances of the k6th 
will .find a place along side some other treasured items, Greenwood, 
the Cloisers, ^outh of the border and beneath the Gob lin, —  
pages frQm the book of life of yesterday, today and tomorrow which 
nightly x like to turn through as 1 sit in my corner, reading 
by machine and absorbing along with the spoken words the pictures which 
will forever mean so much to me.'

And in the'- same post comes the transcripts which I shall 
run through at a subsequent sitting. Shanks so much for touching on
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these in your Saturday letter and its post script.

You ask. about what prints are desired for the Historical
If I might have one each of the small size, I shall send 

them all, with captions of two or three sentences, to the Society, 
for by providing the Society with such an extensive assortment, it
is quite possible tnis bend of the river will receive a greater 
allottment of cards than will be printed for other,sections which 
supply less subject matter. In the event you care to have 
a few extra small sized ones printed for me after the manner of 
the Ohapel, I should be glad to have Yucca, the Sun Dial, the bach 
gallery, a few more of the ^hapel, *frh<=f seTe*ga*nt one of the Big house 
with the oak. and from the films of your own camera taken in June, 
a few of you with the Gobelin and one or two of me in the chair, for 
I think Miss ^ellie and Rudolph might like one of the latter.

I think the exterior and Ulterior .of the African nouse would 
be good for the historical Society, too. I am not sure 
about the quality of the several of the exterior of the African house 
already sent. It. seems a difficult building to take successfully.
I am rounding up a couple more exteriors of the African house 
which ^elen or '^arolyn took, and shall send them along shortly, leaving 
it to. you to decide which likeness of all in your true hand seems to 
be tne best.f

~  ; ' ' ' 1
I am so glad your experience with the influenza shot has been sur

mounted satisfactorily, and 1 am going to hold the thought it 
will-w^rd off all kinds of things during the ensuing cold months.
And thanks, too, for telling me about the arrangements of -the moment 
that will not require a ohange of horses in mid stream. Let us hope 
that nagle may be maintained for ever so long until personal projects 
can be disposed ,of.

08M

ames Aswell* telephoned me this $orning to say he had just 
run adross the article about "Serline . I am enchanted with what 
you had to pass along about ^eobra’s rendition of the word, and how 
it summoned up a whole parade of delightful memories from the un- 
ex/Qcted "on uiovanni section. The a,ia is grknd and henceforth will
always be the more precious.

^ ernes says wolliers will shortly publish an article of his on
"ouisiana "ottery. The ^adam used to talk so much about that busi

ness and how Governor Nichols eventually quashed it.

J. a s w q II also had an old, old formula to run.through. Ha 
said he twas recently in a*qw urleans in the library, chatting with 
thQ*.hefa$ librarian and a "r. ̂ eurah who is engaged in doing a very 
notable study of John HacBonoumh. as they chatted, ^arnett ^ane 
breeze tnropgh the place, waving airily to James ana speaking to him 
by name but ignoring the others. James asked them about this snub, and 
was told that ^r. ^ane borrowed material from Br. Heurah, approrpiated 
the whole business, and rushing madly into print, incorporated much 
oi ■Vr-, * surah s material into his own book, as though it were his.
I take it mr. *\ane runs true to fofcin.*;. ....Again ray thanks for another 
grand day. It’will be so pleasant to read ■nother page tonight....

(ftfcduui V

4494

Wednesay, November 1st, 1950

Memorandum;
From the enclosures, you will note we may use the 

Chambers letters without further ado, for actually they don 
belong to “f. Chambers any more, —  not since 19ky0

Ih&t’s one point settled.
And so things run along, and.imagine my surprise this afternoon

after talking with James ^swell yesterday, they .sh0^ rsa_ 
drop bv for an hour or so this afternoon. I enjoy ames con versa j 
tion if he doesn*t switch off on to sex, as he is inclined to d ,
and today he kept to the straight and narrow path without slipping
but once.

I didn't hear any news of particular interest except that * .

that ^xs Gfeiger ox whatever her name is who has the Basement ook. 
Shop in X*ew urleans, and is a friend of A iss Alberta, works han 
in glove with ~arnett ^ane and gets an extra rake of of an adaition* 
10 per cent onfall the’books of his sue gets rid of. I think t * 
is an interesting point to keep in mind as time .jogs along.

I heard five minutes of news this evening at 5*30, 
but as all the talk was about a couple of numb skulls w n o _  
tried to shoot up -^afayette Square and ^r. iruman, not a pe p 
Was8mentioned about Geoige Be^nard^haw, so 1 take it tne latter
yet lingers on.

9 I am glad I read the biography of him, entitled " u. 3. S. 
a couple of ye- r hoick. I liked the hook. Sometimes I thought ,
Mr. ^haw paid too high a price for some of his effects, hut .9 
was always interesting and a force for the good in society 
generally, I think.

I suppose there will he much in the obituary department 
ahouTlim-Within the immediate future, and should you ever 
notice a reproduction of Hodin s bust of him, - I shoula he 
glad if you would call my attention to it, for £ have neve
seen it.

' Perhaps ** l * * * * * *odin kept it in his *aris residence which I never 
'visited, but I thought it was executed at "eudon, although 
oerhaps it never remained on exhibition in either place. x 
used to go to the Loudon studio rather irequently and
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I liked the place, but 1 never did see the piayright’s bust during 
any of my visits.

ifhe Maudon Studio, subsequently converted into a Museum, I 
believe, is a little nearer Baris, .just above Meudon-Val Pleuri, 
than is the grand ten ace of the ^rand Bauphin where I used to 
liked to soend much time, The view across the Seine is as 
excellent at this place as at Bellevue or St. °loud or *%rly, I 
supnose, but somehow there was always so many interesting thing's 
going on inside the Studio 1 never got around to view the landscape, 
and now T rather regret it.

I have intanded for several days to th&nk you for--your .kindness 
*in telling; me of tile exhibition you saw recently at the 
lew ^ork *u:,lic library, - the negro items. Perhaps I did mention 
my appreciation, perhaps I didn t, but 1 did ant to mention it 
again regardless/ for it is so wonderful of you to keep me abreast 
with such matters which axe always of the greatest interest to me.

I might as. well confess my ignorance as to the divorce of 
p. p, H. 1 s daughter from her husband which somehow I had not heard 
about until the ex-hus and plummQted into heaven and the newspapers 
yesterday or the day before.' Perhaps the radio never did much 
about the divorce, ox perhaps 1 wasn't paying very good attention 
at the time, which must have been a year or more ago. Bid 
Anna *kposevelt ever marry again, and does she continue to live 
in Seattle or where ever, or did she return to the Bast coast.

And another thing while 1 think of it, I shall be delighted if y 
will keep fresh in mind long conversations we are going to have 
in days to come concern ng Sohwabia, and should the press of time 
permit in between, * should be dleig.ht.ed if you would touch on 
that subject, should it occur to you when writing. Once in 
the lute 1920's, I had a lovely old book made up exclusively 
of maps, published along about 1680 or 1690, an imposing business 
about' the size of the Blephant Edition of "udubon and 2 or 3 inches 
thick, with each map covering the entire page. There were 
some lovely, ones of various sections of the Holy Homan Bmp ire 
and some delightfully quaint ones of bchwabia, - little houses and 
castles and forests and people hunting and all sorts of things, 
and they were in color. I had to part with the item but 

I shall always have it in my memory and 'the Sohwabia ones still 
are ever so vivid in my mind, I had planned to drag the thing 
alon0 with me on a visit of exploration through that region one 
summer but a smash up in an attomobile acciden on the Place 
de la ^oncorde knocked that plan and my knee cap into smithereens, 
and so now 1 have the prospect of making an even better tour, 
thanks to your lighted lamp which.will make the prospect a 
hundred times more delightful to me ^ow ridiculous 
disappointments become when view in retrospect if, as in this 
instance, she ultimate realization is so irnmeasureably 
more precious to anticipate,••••••

4 4 9 6  J U »  \ %

fhur sday, Bovember 2nd, 1950. 150.

Memorandum: .
On the store gallery late today I met my^old friend, the 

Heverened Jesse Bavis, a Baptist preacner living just 
beyond St. Augustin's Church, across the river. He is on 
friendly terms with the neighboring priests, b.ut doesn't dis
cuss religon much with them, T believe.

When he saw me he said:
"I've been thinking about you since yesterday and wanting 

to ask your opinion about that latest business out of Borne.
Por a log time it has been seemin' to me that the *opes forgot 
all abouf God and Jesus in favor of the virgin ^ary. And now 
my radio say the Pope wants us to belive Mary made heaye, body 
and soul, and all in one leap.” t

*
Jesse is a sight.
The 1950 cotton cron was finally harvested today With, this 

year's prices or ingi ng the aver age bale to the value of about 
#150.00, the 525 bales produced ,on Melrose, plus the demand 
for cotton seed, must run the gross figure to quite an imposing 
iiguribursday is always inclined to be a little hurly-burly but 
in spite of the advent of the Knipmeyers, 1 managed to get in 
some" work at Arenbourg this morning early-early, The radio had 
predicted rain fox this afternoon and tonight, and it is pleasant 
to hear it cascading on the banana leaves along the gallery and 
to realize the Arenbourg children are quite prepared for it.

The Knipmeyers wefe going to Alexandria, after visiting 
me, to call on Miss bally who has been in the hospital down there 
for a few weeks, - taking a rest cure. lext to Miss bally's 
Magnolia plantation is the Gohen plantation, and one of the 
Cohen daughers-in-law is in the same hospital as Miss bally, but 
quite a different department, having,just begot herself a baby. 
Prom a nurse she learned some hospital news the other day and 
telephoned her husband's family to say that Miss Sally had just 
died. The Cohens immediately ordered an Alexandria florist to 
forward gobs of flowers to the hospital to accompany the body when 
removed to ***agnolia. They mourned the loss of their neighbor 
until the mail arrived on the following day with a letter 
penned by the "corpse", thanking them for tJjLeir lovely tribute.
I reckon thdt must have been a jolt, wouldn t you reckon.

m fJM M M ikm

♦
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. And .speaking of jotls, I just got one myself, for as 
I trunad this page, I glanced in the direction of the 
sun dial in the White Garden when a flash of lightning surprisingly 
outlined George standing on the gallery, calmly drinking out 
of St, Giggin's Founain. George, you may recall', the the Brahmin 
hull and while we are on the best of terms? I really had never 
invited' him to a tea party on the Yucca gallery. How he got 
in o the garden in the first place, only George knows, and what 
with the rain descending pretty briskly, he probably sought 
shelter here, having no parasol about his person. I 
think the rain will -slacken shortly, for it has been coming 
and going at odd intervals all evening, and when it lets us,
I shall go out and have a little chat with him, after which 
I shall grasp him firmly by the ear and lead him back to 
the outer world. I hope it continues to lighten until that chore 
has been accomplished. What a sight that ought to be, me leading 
George through the pitch blackness of a rain night, crashing 
through bushes and by some miracle, ending up at the right 
gate.I read a little last night before going to sleep. It was 
an all Russian evening, what with Tschaikovski1s 181£ Overature 
as a starter, with a couple of pages from Lostievski's House of 
the Read, followed by lenine $nd the Russian Revolution by Hill or 
some such, I like Bostievski s style although his intimate account 
of prison life in Liberia in the 18th century was dolorous enough. 
The book about Lenine is well contrived and its survey of 
economic and social conditions in Russia just before the Revolution 
of 1917 seemed sound, and its economic survey illuminating.
He did, however, what so many writers sympathetic to Renine seem to 
have done regarding ^enine's trip from Switzerland through 
Germany in a sealed train to Russia in the Spring of 1817; - 
dismissing it,with some such phrase as "People have suggested 
collusion between ^enine and the Kaiser in effecting this trip 
but there is no foundation whatsoever for such a supposition”.

■“•nd that is where those favorable to Lenine always fall down 
in my estimation, for I never could understand how a Russian, 
his country at war with Germany, would be shipped through Germany 
in a sealed train, - sealed meaning no communication en route, I 
suppose, without Germany having a pretty good knowledge of what 
t e trip was all about. Imperial Germany consorting witty 
anybody like lenine certainly makes ”strange bed fellows’ , and 
yet I cannot imagine the German Government permitting Ruesian 
revolutionishts to go sailing across the countryside in special 
trains without having the vaguest notion as to wh#t was probably 
cooking. I assume biographers have felt it didn t lo0k too well 
to present the lenine crowd being patted on the head by 
the leaders of the country at war with Russia, especially 
as .the Brest-Litov separate peace that followed the Russian 
revolution looked like fat payment by the Bolshevicks for that 
memorable train ride. -°ut here I am at the foot of the page and.
George is patiently waiting...... half hour later. I made it
alright and ^eorege is in the big road and I’m folding,

eeif 4498 QpmxS&J* ,0b
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Friday, November 3rd, 1950,

Memorand m:
How nice to find your letter in today's post, and 

how nice of you to send along the additional epitaphs and 
the letters regarding periqua tobacco.

You would have loved the nonchalance with which my secretary 
read the latter. It was obvious he was accustomed to hearing me 
use a word suggested by the adjective, for throughout he 
rattled along about the psrruque tobacco, Bon't you think that 
stacks up nicely along side Rebora's rendition of ualine*

You will enjoy turning through the BlunjL-ij^we^book. That 
your interest in it should have impe 11 ed you to make inquiry regarding 
it recalls my original impulse to send aloiqg the copy to you, but 
I dismissed the idea when, on a seoond look, I discovered Anne had 
written my full name in the front, and I thought this extraneous 
business might make the item a little, —  shall we say, - cumoersome.
If it wouldn't, I should be delighted to send it along forthwith.
Of course I have no idea as to the contents oi the printed material 
which may or may not be interesting, but probably may well be. ‘'ust 
let me know if you should find it convenient to manage this item or 
if I should reserve it for the -renbourg shelf, and I shall be 
delighted to accept your suggestions, understanding perfectly either way,

I am glad 1 sent along the little Insels which X had enjoyed so 
much these past ten years, for I feel "STttu They are just the type of 
thing she would get much from, in view of her interest in 
doing decorative things with her paint pots. I am wondering why 
I never visited the church she mentions, - St. Gregory, the Roor. I 
should certainly like to see the little dark angel who sounas ever 
so gay.

You speak of the prolonged Indian Summer you have been 
enjoying. -Ours came to an abrupt end this afternoon when the • 
thermometer begaii tumbling alramingly. I consulted the weather 
Bureau and was advised it was likely to go down to the 30 s before 
morning, which doesn't seem Imaginable after the unending-heat waves 
sweeping over us all during October. And so, just before dark,
I hurriedly harvested the better half of my banana crop,
hanging the bunches from the rafters of the Griapel. It was
almost dark and supper Imd already been announced, so 1 just suspended
them from any nails available, and fortunately there were a few old
hand made ones in the beaded4b earns. I am tempted to go out and
light the candles for a little while before fold ng up my ba^rd,
for the tall ones you sent me are now gracing the birthday hand wroght
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masterpiece? which are a part of you# The effect at night 
ought to he particularly striking,'and the more so because I 
left on the still lovely petals of the blossoms haning two or 
three feet below the clusters of fruit, and the whole thing looking 
in each case like a green goose suspended by tne feet, its long neck 
stretching so far down that the pointed head like blossom almost 
touches the tops of the pews. If oniy Beardsley could have had a 
quick look at the Ohapel in its present state, just before he took brush 
in hand to illustrate a tale from Boa.

• v/ "f ,J • v . .

I am glad to report that last night's rain continued intermittently- 
all night and a slow drizzle persisted all day, giving the ground 
plenty of moisture before tonight’s impending cold snap Plants 
seem to much more impervious to cold' if the ground be wet. I had hoped 
to get in a few whqoks at >renbourg this morning, but in view of 
the j:ain and the chill, plus a mild case of sniffles on my own hook,
It seemed to me better to remain ’’put”, to bang away on this machine and 
to straighten up a few odds and ends en my desk. The later is 
always disaster ous, for I am always putting away something I 
had no intention, and at the moment I seem to have shuffled up 
a letter to hand <from ^elen. advising that she had been slap happy 
when the janitor had surpri-sed her by putting a fine looking box on her 
desk, { - the lost one which had contained the manuscript and other 
papers which she had reserved from the gene rah excitement of moving,

I shall advise ■%len to advise Carolyn, .... who could ever get in 
touch with the latter, - that my chances of getting a look at 
Old Bonita nanch are mighty slim this season. I believe ^elen and 
her husband and Lucille and hers are going to Marshall for a pro
longed week end around the 18th, But I am not, altough if 
J. H. goes to Shreveport week after next, as planned, I-mi6ht ride 
that far with him, if Carolyn wants to meet me in Shreveport and 
whisk me up to see her place, which, I believe, is but 35~miles 
further along the. road, But i am bound to return here promptly and 
cannot dilly-dally -along:fthe way, I have no doubt the outing would 
do me no harm, but I don t want to make the jaunt at the present time, 
and should never want to? I guess, were it not that I should like to 
make a gesture of making a quick survey of Carolyn*s place to give, 
her some thoughts on solving some of her planting problems. In 
the first place, I can’t expect any one but you to'understand why 
I don t want to absent-ipyself from here at the present time on 
primary grounds, and secondly on"iy yô - can appreciate why _ quite 
aside from the foregoing reasons, * really prefer to remain here.
I must confess I/have been pretty successful during the past few years 
in staying put”, but 1 still-marvel that no one but you can understand 
that I am doing-so by volition. Well, we shall cross"the Marshall 

we 0et to it, and here s hoping the Si:ate neoartment or 
some ̂ such will assist me in calling ’’mine host” far afield long before 
any immediate plans can jell..,..

4500 c
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Sunday, Hovomber 5th,*IS50.

Memorandum:
Your letter and a bevy of others came in Saturday’s post

but the secretaries came.not. _  ' , . , .
That isn’t exactly true, for one of them did make it by 

supreme effort precisely at 1*30 this afternoon just a®JjI 2 , .
Centinary pilgrims arrived, which was not exactiy tne most auspiciousj 
moment. He promised to return a little later, but little nas |
expanded into "much'* and I find myself saying that all of God s 
children probably do the best they can, and I would be doing 
better if I would pracitce patience more assidulously. resides, 
today’s and yesterday’s unread-letters hold the promise, - tne guarar 
tee of tomorrow delights, so that today’s disappointment will oe 
neatly balanced with"the on-coming dawn.

Both yesterday’s and today’s schedules were considerably 
augmented beyond the anticipated, and so Doth last night ana 
tonight B indulged in relaxation between nods by doing a pit j
of reading. Bor one thing, I dipped into d y i n g DY
Willi pm Baaba and vjas enchanted to find the-volume has to do 
wTthan extraordinary spot but 15 miles from the native habitat of 
your foot-loose Yensuelana. I suppose they may have told you about 
the remarkable "Rancho Grande” which the dictator Gomez ~as 
building at the time of his be .th in 1^36 on a niche he scooped 
out of the side of a mountain such a comparatively short distanoe 
beyond their city.

About the second or third chapter- of ’’nigh Jungle has 
a heap to say about this remarkable, unfinished pile, and 
while there is much space in between devoted to butterflies, frogs 
and like cretures of primary Beebe enthusiasm, his occasional 
references to one feature or another unique jungle fastness 
somehow rolls all into one the transitory^elements of _ 
the Natchez Longwood, the vastness of Ghrisophe’s mountain 
fortress in Banto uomingo and all in a setting as fabulous 
as Ludwig’s linderhof or Reuschwanstein.

' Already half buried by landslides and encroaching jungle, 
this vast accumulation of concrete, steel and glass must be 
unlike anything elese contrived in the kOth century, and the_ 
architecture so odd, — rooms perhaps 8 feet wide, 60 long and 
54 feet high, - must be ever so*striking.

But my figures are only approximate and there is no need 
for me to make a transcript of “r• Beebe’s opus. I shal.1

I

..
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merely afd that if yon haven't exploed "High Jungle" as 
yet, you probably will find the details of this fabulous 
Beebe thumnail sketch as striking as did I.

And ,speaking of Beebe reminds me of Miss Bsstleman who 
accompanied him on one of his expeditions in the fest 
Indies where -she made tho- e remarkable color sketches of 
fish on the floor of the ocean, the ones later reproduced by 
the Hathional Geographic. I have lost all track of 
that lady, but for all I know I may catch un with her 
in "HighkJungle^before I Jam done with. it. \

following the unusually prolonged summer session, autumn 
seems to have really arrived and this morning I think I detected 
a few wisps of frost before sun up.. I didn't harvest all 
the.banana crop but I did hang up four green "chandeliers" 
in the Ghapel with the result that the pink mud walls 
look pinker than ever and ”us-es little boy” more colorful 
tnan ever.

'  * - ■ • v * ■ & -

. /fb? thermometer remains in the cool 60's during the day hut 
a brilliant sunshine yesterday and today made pilf?rima£in£r 
more pleasant. Saturday witnessed to assualts'by the road 
runners and three today, following the departure of the 50 odd 
Gentinarians this afternoon, and before I had reached the 
old magnolia, coming from tne iront gate, a flock of 
ladies from yesterday s on—slaught blew in, dragging their 
husbands with them. From this ! deduce their Saturday ■ 
tour was satisfactory, so far as they were concerned. I discovered 
that some of the group hailed from Iowa, a state which 
has always intrigued me much, and so instead of trying to 
sell them Louisiana, I pumped them for all they were worth 
about Les ^oines, Grenell, Sioux Falls and the rest of 
the country side, so in the end I perhaps got more out of 
the visit- than did they. ~

T Imustn t forget to regale you with one feature of
-tae larger tour that you would have found hilarious, h :.......  rw
fne business had progressed as far as the African House with

?a0k against thQ fall By the loom, haranguing' tne oG odd^numan beings crowded into the room when a 
frautic wail cut in on my rigamarole, as the crowd suddenly 
surged back frofh one of the doors, pinning me against the wall.
It seems that a couple of the ladies standing on the threshold 
and gazing in my direction, suddenly became conscious of 
something cJ°fe Behind them, and glancing around were
inathe^toSt9aA f ^ h9nSi®+J °f s°5d- old intent on joiningm  tne tour. Af t$r all, there was ho place for the human
the\oorSOWhat*aQt^mf i&id â h?aVy hand 0n' everyone nearest d0?rv *'nat a tline had extricating mvself and wading

97an ths gentlemen present
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Monday, November 6th, 1950.
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Memorandum; ~ *
And so, as guaranteed, I had a fine letter from you

for today's reading, yours of Hallow’s JS’en.
ik • %*;;'■.... —  V

And much it delights me, and well does it keep me 
abreast of what goes on in the world. And from the literary 
slant,: I am particularly indebted t, you for all particulars, 
none of which had-come to my attention, naturally.

I believe Mr. Gain must have forgotten to include 
the third page in his last letter. He is certainly the 
same man who did "The Postman Always Rings Twice" and a flock 
of other books, although don*t you wonder at his wide range 
of writing, and especially since he is so erudite in h^s 
grasp of the Civil War, one would almost suppose he -might 
concentrate on that subject exclusively.

I hadn't heard about the William Brown Maloney book. I 
have never read any of his things^*although he”~read a few 
chapters of one of his manuscripts to Lyle and me one night 
and’ it lasted much too long. Perhaps that was because I was 
sleepy, and perhaps it was because the subject matter seemed 
dull. I chatted with Lyle about it months later and Lyle, who 
could’ stand quite a bit of sex, surprised me by saying he 
felt Bill was always dragging in much too much sex in all 
the things he did. He is a much better conversationalist 
than Rose Franken. and yet it turns out that his wife is a better 
writer, and naturally the one seldom has much to do with the 
other, - that is to say, coversation as reflecting any parallel 
in the written word.

I am glad to know the Frank Yrby’s domestic surroundings re
flect his finanical success, -ais earlier years, I know not 
how many, were spent in Louisiana where he taught at the 
Uegro college at ^ew Scotland, just outside Baton Rouge,
I never met the man, but I occasionally see some of his * - 
former associates on that faculty and everyone seems to speak 
highly of him.

And how enchanted I am that you admivsed me of ^rs. Roosevelt's 
recording of page one of her last book. I shall order it 
immediately so a may receive it as soon as it is available.
I have forgotten how long the mechanical labors require 
for getting the records properly executed, - about 3 months,
•perhaps, to, perhaps by the time February arrives, I may be 
dipping into that item.
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I'm so glad you liked the Anatole France quotation, and 
I agree with you it is most pat to appear on.a page by itself 
at the beginning of the book. And speaking of early 
pages in the book, there is another which wilIrequire no 
discussion, - the one carrying the dedication, which, I think 
you will agree whole heartedly with me when I say it could 
bear, if not the actual name, then inevitably that of

"My Lady of the lamp".
And may I tell you tlnat when J paused in mid flight for 

a quick cup of coffee with Geleste this morning, by a remarkable 
coincidence,' — ' the first time it ever happened,' the clerk brought 
her a telephone*message, and in so doing, handed her the in
coming mail. Of course your letter t, her was slap on the top, and 
of course she had to open it and run through it immediately.
She s perfectly delighted and remarked that if she ever had 
a choice between having friends, - those with a head and those with, 
a heart, she would instinctively take tiie latter, but that she 
felt it was wonderful to feel she had acquired the two in one 
in your particular case, for sns is always declaring that Miss 
Lee has the finest mind of any one she ever knew, and withal 
the kindest heart. And if a rumble of thunder penetrated Manhattan 
from the great Southwest, then you recognized it readily as my 
own reverberating

We didnTt go to Briar wood this afternoon, as the Bed Biver 
bridge at Grand Bcore is tamperarly closed and I guess Celeste 
didn t want to use the Montgomery Berry, although as to the reason, 
I can't imagine, since She usually hops that obstruction with 
nonchalance. But in view of Caroline's letter in today’s post, 
it struck me that she is perhaps beginning‘to prod herself, and 
if that miracle should have transpired, it is just as well we 
didn't take up her evening.

mmt

The Postell letter, covering the Dr. Deurah matter, is 
interesting. I shall ask him to send me one of the publications 
he mentions as covering the Macdonough business. If it isn’t 
too fat, it might be that you might like to paste it in one - 
of your volumes by said Kane. Briend B0stell:was here in 
August when i was a little under the weather, which explains 
his reference to Dr. Band. I talied with the latter today.
He seems to be doing fine and is looking forward to next Sunday's 
movies at the negro chinch and reminded me again I am supposed 
to dine with them on Sunday night before going on to the 
baptisin'.

So much to talk about, so pleasant to re-read your letter.
We ought to be hearing from Wagner, frichell, et all shortly.
I'am doing a 4brief skit on the Yucca oil paintings....

45°4 KajufAU-
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Tuesday, November 7th, 1950.

Memor andum;
It

May I thank you no end for your grand letter of Friday, and 
for all the clippings and small photographs and at the same 
breath may I grab at handfuls of oak, leaf clusters to pin on 
your chest for, the elegance of the Cloutier letter which seems 
to me nothing short of a masterpiece. It was certainly 
thoughtful of you to send the copy, for undoubtedly I shall hear 
repercussions from the Joyeous Coast section almost any moment
now.;

And may I say how much I appreciate all your kindness in 
passing along so many interesting bits of news and the exerets from 
the various news items of late. I was particularly impressed by 
your two exerpts from the Shaw obituary.. It was, of course, the 
Terry-Shaw love letters thaF brought about the Court ruling- 
covering ownership of letters we have discussed before. It 
didn't seem pertinent to the writer of the obituary, 1 suppose, 
to get off on a tanget to the extent of explaining' that the book 
was immediately suppressed and that Mr. Shaw, if I remember 
correctly, handsomely reimbursed for the publisher's error in being 
too pre-mature. I have no doubt there will be a hurried issued of 
the letters, now that the Terry heirs at last own them.

And the other quotation regarding Mr. Shaw's only visit 
to the United States was a little bit misleading, - and I can't 
tell if I have -dwelt endlessly on this point recently or not.
Mr. Shaw's boat docked in the Bast Biver one morning and Mr.
Shaw immediately had all his windows or port holes blacked out, 
refusing to so much as glance at the Manhattan skyline or to 
step foot on shore all during the day. About half an hour before 
he was to appear at the Metropolitan, he had a taxi rigged up with 
curtains to cut off all view, and drove to the Onera Bouse and 
back in something like a black box on wheels. Ail of this 
and his succeeding speech seemed to me the ultimate in 
stupid frivolity and s ill becoming a man of his great 
intellect. It was just another case , - as in the relations 
of Joe enfy with *at, in that he sometimes paid too high 
a price "for his publicity or what he styled his jokes.

Be did get off his boat when it touched at California, long- 
enough to travel to San Simeon Banch to have luncheon with 
William Randolph Bearfet and $rion Davies. And I always assumed 
this was but another qf IS. By S.*s ideas of a joke or a slap 
at civilized Americans. Forgive me if 1 have done a 1 this before.

»
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I am so glad you ^ayo found the captions to he alright.
If 'old Alexandria will only send me the others he took 
three weeks ago, I shall get them going shortly. I thought 
I had the good luck of having a helper today to assist me with 
the Ppjptracts, hut it turned out ever so differently, Mrs. 
OoomEsd^oppea in and offered to run through a page on which 
I was struggling. But 1 immediately discovered*that she 
had in mind to correct any errors in typing, reading the 
manuscript to herself. Later, - tonight in fact, I had Mr.
Brew run through two or three pages with me, and I find several 
places that can he vastly improved if 1 can only find a suitable 
reader. It was interesting that ^rs. Coombs didn't even catch 
the h absence of one of- the verbs, and since you are quite capable 
of aL.uentiong to the spelling, her efforts in my behalf, while 
of the best of intentions, was absolutely worthless, so far as being 
of any help to me. I shall try. to finish the Portraits within 
a day or so, sending them along as soon as they are finished.

As for the Jfime-Iab 1 e, 1 am not going to finish it until 
I hear fr6m yo^ ^hat with the interruptions while contriving it, 
and no opportunity of getting it read back satisfactorily, I 
have fib idea if it is up to standard for printing, and so 
will ddpend on your impression regarding the first part, before 
going ahaad to finish the balance.

? * • v  i  ■ , .
t 1‘ w  ’’/ * * v  ~ • . - . - *

I like your "uortrait of the author? batter than any I have 
ever seen, but I fear the presence of any likeness of me in the 
Scrapbook would lend scant enchantment to the casual reader.
It is possible I may be forced to climb in, however, unless I can 
have better luuok’ than up to now if tracking down a good 
photograph' of G-randpere restored, in which I do not figure. I 
have a large glossy one similar to the one that appeared* in the 
Times "ficayune* in the Melrose article & year or two ago, but 
I did not send it along with the other illustrations, hoping 
that haxry Smith, whm I had photograph the picture two months
ago,   I have forgotten my verb, - but the point is that I am
hoping he may come across with, a clear photograph which I can 
substitute for the only other one I have of the*portrait, - the 
one in which I1 appear. The only advantage of the latter is the 
fact that the presence of a human figure~perhaps gives a clearer 
concept of the unusual size of the.Grandpere canvas. Perhaps 
I shall send this one'along anyway__sp that you may determine how 
best the business can be handled.’

I know the historical society will be delighted with the 
’photographs coming to~TTancrToaiay." I shall try to knock off 
appropriate captions for them, - about three sentences each, and 
gQt them off to tlie President shortly.

So many things to talk about, so little space provided.
Little King's letter seemed a little sad. ^e enclosed $5. CO for 
the little bank he is asking me to keep for him

Wednesday, November 8th, 1950.

Memorandum: ■ w
May I tall you that your nice big envelope containing the 

likenesses of the spepiak Cinderella came to hand in this 
, morning’s post and that I am "bien tickle1' with an accent on the e.

Both portraits are elegant and at the moment I know not 
how I shall employ them, but I am keeping them "unattached", as it 
were, for  ̂Know they are going to be put to some-particulax business 
before I get through with them. How nice of you to be so nice to me.
"** ' ‘ * * • t t ' " ' ---- 'V

And may I say how noble you are to bring up the matter of the 
several questions in the Diary that should be settled forthwith. I 
must apologize at the same time for the messy response I have made to 
your inquries, —  for, as you will note from the attached sheet,
I jotted them down in the order you asked them, with my secretary 
fiddling to fly out to a wake on Little Biver, so that the mistakes 
I made exceeded anything thus fax contrived, but I am hoping 
you may find the answers within your grasp, even though they were 
of necessity dashed off in a tempest. ’ f

I got off the smaller prints arriving yesterday, - off to 
the Secretary of the Historical Society today, writing captions for 
each and hoping' I didnT t “go^^oo^Tar^ afield in my efforts. I assumed 
the captions would, probably not exceed two or three sentences, and so I 
tried to jam inot that limited space the salient points concerning 
each of all you sent and one odd little one I chanced to find of 
the African House.

And before leaving the picture business, I am going to have 
the effrontery to state quits frankly that I should be glad to have 
some small pictures of Yucca, as sketched by Hddv Suydamf It seems to 
me, the end- papers inThe friends of Jos LSjMLmoate is the best, strongest 
reproduction I Lave seen, although it is possible that the 
fold down the middle where the two pages meet, - the last page and 
the cover, might make photographing"of that particular one" impossible. 
There is identical-sketch on a single page*inside the book somewhere 
but I don t know if that is too faint or not. Perhaps it could 
be photographed and if printed rather strong, wouldn^t be faint 
at all. L m - - i

■ Somehow I feel "shamed-faoed" or rather "shame-faced" to speak right 
out in such a bold fashion about-this item wnich is mors.ox less in 
unvarnished response to your kind inquiry of yestarcay as to any items 
X might have in mind. It seems to me that this particular sketch and 
possibly the pictorial map, - Hina1 s, if it comes out cle?1rly, might 
be excellent in a sige that will~go into a regtiular envelope, as 
subtle advertising, t;o be tucked «in to letters, so many of which go out of 
here daily.
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I thought there might be a clearer print in Old Louisiana, but 
I didn’t find one* And please don’t bother with this particular item 
at the* preseiit time if things are beginning to swirl too fast in the
pre-holiday merry-go-round (and parentheticallyt it just occurs to 
me the French ford for that contraption is "montagne russe" which is 
sort of funny now -a-days* * ;

It seems to me the Duydam item might be just right for 
this type of subtle advertising. What do you think* And if 
your local emporium is getting jammed up with pre-holiday1 business,

* let. the whole thing go and we can discuss it after 'the holidays, or 
I can eventually toss it in the narry Smith direction, although 
he has just gone up on his nrices and dowp on his deliveries, which is 

.humiliating*

And now to another note aside'from "me, me, me".,.
And so you perhaps got away to the up-lands of the Hudson for 

a Jlittle week end jaunt. I shall be so interested to learn how you 
made, it and if Egon was among those present, By-nof the countryside 
ott&Kt to be at it best and I hope everything united to make the trip 
delightful. 4 ’ '

Locally everythifu is alright except for a bit of hurly-burly about 
the plantation, - some kind^of scuffles with the master and the slaves, 
and I need scarcely identify'the one to whom the latter turn. At the 
moment x am try Lug to hold the lid on to"keep the ParK Du&e from 
shaking •‘'the local dust from his feet, but probably shall have scant 
success. The master’s patience is wonderful and departure on the J
part of the servant will be of his own volition, but f struggle to 
keep him from doing so, since this is home, and to his simple soul, no 
other place ever will be, and I hate to see him head out into un
happiness.'' . * ■ „ ;

And how about yesterday’s election wherein you did your duty as 
a citizen and then to'ok to the high hills. Lou should have encountered 
many Democrats on the run as you headed bac& toward town. I am 
glad the Senators from hew fork and Connecticut were re-elected, but X 
am sorry all the fafts, Milikins, Uixons and so on, - not to skip that 
Utah Sennet or whatever is name is, for now all social legislation must 
be definitely shelved for at least 2 years, possible 6. . There is 
but one ray of light, one promise for 1952, - and that is that if 
they are smart, the Democrats may be impelled to put forward their best 
man while the: Republicans, now so hopelessly in the hands of the 
reactionaries, may agfein fail to see anything but advantages for the rich, 
and so go down to defeat an another Presidential election. Katurally 
everybody I know in the financial brackets around here is perfectly 
entranced at the enormous Taft plurality, and along about now I reckon 
even little Miss Alberta must be doing vast songs and dances portraying 
her joy that Ohio's favorite son. I had hoped .that Health Insurance 
and mofje^Eair Practices legislation migBt result from a Lemocratic 
victory, bu't even though these must now wait, they are bound to be 
in the cards in the years to come. After all, neither the Rev. Taft 
nor any of his hill'billy Southern democrats can turn back the clock, even 
though they may slow down the pendulum fox a spell.... *
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Thursday, Mivember 9th, 1950.

Memorandum;
Lots of stuff in today's post, but only the enclosed 

notes of any interest.
I Jaha 1 write both la Wagner and Lora before folding up 

my beard, for I gather they both could stand a little up-lift, 
and I shall assure la Wagner that we shall hold open a space for 

her symposium when things in Iola have returned to normalcy.
There was a pleasant'surprise in the mail, pursuant of 

your recent report that Madam Ro<~>h a t. had recently made 
a recording of a portion of "Tpi« T ^̂ v fliA LiarTt | for here came 
the book, hot off the recording press. While awaiting my 
secretary 5I sampled a page or two. Mrs. Roosevelt reads the 
first chapter, - just awout ten years after she made an 
appearance on the first record of the first volume of her 
autobiography, I find her' voice seems to have deepened somewhat, 
and one of these days I shall try out the first pa6e of 
her original volume in comparison with the first p*ige of the 
present book.

Eventually, as you have suggested in the past, we must 
run through portions of this volume together. I read but a 
little, but sufficiently to discover the answer to what has long 
puzzled me, - the reason why Al Smith seemingly switched to the 
side of entrenched wealth in the 1930’s, after having for so many 
years seemingly been on the side of the under-privileged. I 
found Mrs. Roosevelt's few sentences concerning snobbery to be excell 
ent, - the cultivated individual disdaining all who haven’t 
had his cultural advantages, the financially successful 
self made man disdaining everyone who has had greater, 
cultural advantages than himself

You will recall that Mrs. Roosevelt recognizes Al Smith as 
being in the latter category, 'and in putting her figger precisely 
on the spot, she apparently, in so doing, caused a yell 
from other members of the same group, and notablyJim Earley 
who, I suspect, as ^hariman of uhe Rew Yor^ Democratic Gommittea,

( had the dominant say in selecting the Democratic candidate for 
Governor, and in selecting some third rate politician named 
Lynch to run’against Dewey, succeeded in loosing the Governorship 
for the democrats in 'Tuesday’s election
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Another cold wave rolled down from the JSorth this 
afternoon, driving the thermometer down to the 301 s and 
what with an occasional wisp of rain or drizzle, - wisp of drizzle 
is a curious phrase, made it seem just like a November day.

I should have inserted one of kittle King’s (Smiles) 
after the above sentence, for ’’just like a November day” is 
a phrase the Madam liked to quote on occasion, recalling 
a bag who was here from Hawaii one thanksgivingsDay who contemplated 
the our,side world from inside the house, remarking in apparent 
astonishment, that the weather outside should seem so much 
like a November day.

the advent of real autuijn seems to have induced a 
great impetus on the part of rodents to seek shelter inside, 
with the added appeal, no doubt, to Hattie's slovenly habit of 
leaving t ie dishes unwashed over night. A ’’Pied Piper” 
from the Uatchitoches Health -Department put-out some of 
that remarkable poison, known as ”1080"/ and while no mice 
were effected, the .harvest of rata was-impesing, c- some 18 
cluttering up the kitchen floor at dawn today. Knowing nothing 
of Chemistry, 1 c n ’t imagine of what ”1060” :m£y copyist, 
colorless and odorless as it is, and having-the*appearnace of mere 
water, hut it must be mighty powerful, since justtone lick of the 
stuff seems to knock any animal slap into Kingdom ^ome And 
any cat or dog taking but one bits of a rat thus killed, will 
instantly fall out, too, the Health department says. I certainly 
hope G andpa and Charlies don t make any mistakes during the present 
campaign, °

The Dean, of something oi other from the local college 
telephoned me t is noon, asking if a tour of some society or 
other might be arranged for tomorrow or oatu day, as might suit 
my convenience. It seemed that neither day suited my convenience 
and so I suggested, another contact be established sometime next 
week. What with the chill in the air, I figure it is an 
excelent time for me to ’’stay put” , devoting myself to'this 
machine and to the furthering of the designs we have currently to 
hand.A week ehcne, and the time will have arrived for the 
Marshall meeting, and naturally I am be-stirring myself to 
find some lame excuse to send along as to why I am not 
attending. Isn't it odd that the real reason of just not 
wanting to isn’t sufficient. *

* 1
juast week I wrote Helen, asking her to tell Garoly, should 

she contact her, to telephone me, at which time, if shd does,
I shall take myself out through that medium of contact. She 
(interruption) , - and so 1 fold forthwith.... ?

► » n  , * ;Silt fSSSSi
-

<_ «! ‘.’S
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Friday, November 10th, 19b0.

Memorandum;

May I tell you that your grand letter of Saturday came 
to hand in today's post, but come to think of it, the" 
date line was Sunday. ijL,

I ^
I snail be all ears to hear a report of your trip across 

the bay and all the particulars covering the European jaunt 
of your host. The social omssions in Dusseldorf were striking. 
Somehow the absence of one call on the agenda reminds me of 
the prominence cotton assumes in the 1776 inventory, - • 
the more striking because of its absence.

And I am indebted to you for giving me your opinion 
oi the lime-fable and the impression you expressed that it 
might be alright to include in the Scrapbook. I shall • 
forge ahead, therefore, with the balance of the day, filling 
in and correcting previous entries as they come to hand in 
their transcribed form. - t

In the same post came a few nther letters, some of which I 
shall send along under, separate cover, even though they turn out 
to be of scant interest, I have, up to this moment, read but 
the Overdyke one a phrase of which amused me, - the 
quotation by Zaline’s nephew, Tony, who is just a bit balmgiy, 
and who chanced to be present at one single time when Zaline 
honored me with a glass of wine.

Bersonally, I think the Overdykes were slightly out of 
order, descending unannounced on poor old Joe, 50 odd strong, 
but that is purely a personal opinion,'and for all I know,
Joe rnsiy have liked .all the excitement attending such a 
horde. But I guess I have always lacked whatever it takes to 
enjoy piloting more than two or three people 'at a time to
any place, probably because I don't qike mobs. I recall
--------- —  *.**..*. w  j «*»
her sister’s, to.Versailles. I-think, there were 7 in all. 
Eventually I took-four as a vast concession, and a few days 
later invited the remaining three to dine with me there, but 
it seemed both uncivilized and stupid to take 8 or 7 under 
my wing for a single fight, and in the end I’ll bet everybody 
had a better time by going in reduced -numbers, and of course 
I never could spend too much time in the lovely avenues of 
that lovliest of places.
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5At the moment the 'big topic of conversation locally 

is the weather. Usually we get a frost by the 13th of the 
month, but this year things are running ahead of time and 
26 degrees is forcast for tonight.

A cold Bast wind suspended all tractor operations today 
which enabled me to get quite a few things attended to, what 
with the availability of some dusky hands for piddling 
about in the gardens, tightening up faucets, re-enforcing fence 
post and so on. Peter passed by after noon to lend, me a 
hand in harvesting the balance of the banana crop and 
now the ^hapel looks as f gay as a fruit stand at at 
charity bazaar, I didn t realize movie cameras were ôinfi a 
mile a minute until after I had d e sc ende a from the ladder 
with the last big old bunch of bananas. It turned out ^
that;some joint efforts were being made by Texas and 
Caluf gpira organizations to record gdl Louisiana nlautations 
and^ that somebody at the Post Office hadfTurned ThomTolJss 
in the front garden before notifying me. a servant arrived 
to acquaint me with the business .after being lost 
for -half an hour, and so my performance as recorded on 
film ought to reveal me as beiijig not at all camera 
shy, - especially since I didn t know thj.re were any cameras 
this side of Hollywood. * ;

- t-< z

Little Miss Clsmence came by shortly after the film 
contingent had departed, bringing with her a bampitin1 

.mural she" had contrived for me on a narrow window shade- 
Kina had sent her, * '

Tr,e thing is about 12 to 18 inches ide and perhaps 
4 feet in length. Slap in the middle of the canvas is 
a white church dominating tne duelness. To the left run 
figures advancing down to Little Liver where converts are 

being immersed. To the rignt stretches the graveyard, 
with some £uite gay tooms and markers. I have set 
the composition just above the double doors at the end of 
the gallery, - the room to the West balancing the 
Chapel to the Bast. By happy coinicdence,.the .dominant white 
church appears immediately above the very center of the space 
and at precisely the point above the line made by the joining* 
of the double doors below. The green of the, grass in the picture 
and the blue of the water is sufficiently subdued to har- * 
raonize generally with the colors in the Gobelin on the 
South wall of the gallery, while the white of the robes of 
tne converts ana the pink parasols and yellow dresses of the 
initiated and interested spectators form just the proper note 
to enlighven the composition to tne point ofawakening passing 
interest. But how did I get off /the t acn to this extreme 
lengtn. But more off the track anon..,.
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Sunday, November 12th, 1950.

i;

Memorandum:

It's bitter, what with a frost last night and
another tonight, the banana leaves looking like saffron 

, ghosts and a steady shower of leaves sifting down through the 
golden sunshine all day long.

I have another death to report, —  grandpa. We were such 
staunch friends for such a number of years, we'had more o.r 
less merged our personalities, at least I had his. In casting 
about for some recompense, perhaps I shall discover it in the 
fact that Grandpa's mereged personality will depart as he 
wings his way to ven so that I shall be less" feline in my 
use of claws on occasion. On Saturday noon Grandpa caught a rat 
who had apparantly tasted of the poison, and so passed along 
the devastation his captor. Gladly would I have provided 
a fine funeral but my old friend crawled into the A,ole in the 
mud wall at the end of the house and lacked strength to 
respond more than with a faint cry to my calls. Something 
tells me Grandpa is going to linger long with me when the 
weather turns warm. Poor old Grandpa, he was such a ■ 
nice guy. .

In spite of pilgrims and the. undertaking of half a dozen 
things, I even found time to read a couple of pages from 
.Stephan SzeigVs Marie Antoinette, and I liked what I read.
I aorrt remember having read ft "before, although I t ought 

I had,- I suppose I had confused it with Hilaire Belloc1s or 
some such. It seems to me t?o catches the personalities especially 
well and although he seems a little off the track in 
some places about Versailles, what he has to say is well set down 
and worth reading. It mustt be I. had forgotten one point which ' 
is of no importance. Zweig says the Court removed to Marly 
or rather to Choisy on Louis XV1s death, but I had always 
supposed it was to Marly. He aoesn't mention the latter place 
but once, and then merely saying tne Queen once took the*'Court 
to M^rly because Mme, de Polignac 'was in the neighborhood during 
a pregnancy.

Surprisingly enough he has quite a business about the 
King's aunts at Bellevue, but aoesn't do anything bout the place 
by way of ae aripTIon piT history. I am surprised ht seems 
to speak of Mme. de Pompadour and Mme. du Barry as about 
the same type, which is probably mere over-simplification, for 
such an excellent historian couldn't b ve believed the two women 
were in any way similar, and somehow while praising the
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Petit Trianon as the finest example of 18th century Monday, November 13th, 1950.
architecture extant, he never mentions it as the handiwork I « •. '* ‘
of Mme. de Pompadour, hut somehow succeeds in giving the * ‘ ,r ; ’
impression it was a Du Barry item.

Well, so much for that, and I shall probably bore you 
with more a:, out it before I am aone.yf

Dr. hand came to see me this afternoon for a while, 
and I joined the family ana friends at the camp around first 
dark, after 1 had finished- some stuff I was doing on this 
machine. There wepe several guests there including the 
millionaire Growells of Alexandria and it was fun talking 
politics during supper with uLx. Crowell, an extravagant admirer 
of Senator Taft. The foffî b was heavenly and boundless as 
usual, including the most wonderful beefsteak I ever tasted', 
creamed chicken with much almonds'streaming through it, etc., 
etc., etc. .set.

Outside, the night \¥as .•-.wonderful*. the air so clear, 
the surface of ^ane River. so smooth, the svelt little mooon 
so gay. I guess there were ten or twelve for supper, after 
which we headed up the road,some Mrs. Blanchard with me on 
the bach seat with Blythe driving and Zelma to show the way.
We journeyed through the Joyeous Coast, past Beaufort and on to 
Bayou Datchez, where the 4 or 5 cars trailing us made 
a wrong turn nd after half an hour we had to go back 
a. few miles to find them. In the excitement, Puny backed up 
a little too swiftly and rammed Dr. hand’s car. It was 
hurly-burly in ,the dark. But we got the cavalcade going 
again, traveling for miles all rhe course of Ola River, 
west of the .cement highway, miles into the back country, 
wvantually we came to Rockford Baptist Church where several 
hundred negroes were awaiting Our advent. The movies 
aelighted the audience, and , as always there was a slightly 
different twist to the presentation. Dr. Rand had forgotten some 
gaget or other that supplies sound with the film, ana so 
the congregation undertook to .sing hymns during the show.
In view of the subject of the film, the singing seemed"”'" 
perfectly in harmony. But two or three places in the 
show the audience is inv riably moved to hilarity by the 
flopping around and swinging of hips by some of the 
new converts being dragged out of the water, so that the 
up-surge of hymn singing would,occasionally be broken by 
roars of laughter by the singers, inanei(lately after which 
they would pick up the hymn at the precisely the point 
where they had left off for tne temporary?digression into 
gales of laughter.' 10:15 and we were home again, oi at least I 
was and the Rand party must be almost bach to Alexandria by now. 
Bo goes the week end, a little sorrow, a little joy, and 
I hope yours was all the latter..,.

I

fI
I

Memorandum; . ' :
Indian Summer is'back a^ain and I couldn’t resist the 

impulse to spend much time this morning at Arenbourg where 
everything' looked so healthy and de-frosted, and tne soil 
so inviting to be worked over.

I must say the camellias don t look so very prosperous, 
but everything else appears to bepin the pink of condition.

JSitherwith* this note or in an accompanying envelope, I shall 
enclose the material for the Melrose portraits* You will 
note I omitted the street address of the Lion studio in Mew 
Orleans, I believe this was given in the Landsford letter which 
is here but a secretary wasn't when I was writing the thing and 
as none has subsequently showed up, it occurs to me you might 
chance to have a copy of said -^andsford item, and if you do, 
it might provide the street address of the studio. If you don't 
chance to hage the item conveniently to hand, we can omit the - 
street and merely use the word Eew Orleans and it wont matter much 
either way, although if the precise location is available without 
too much delving, it might be nice to include.

As in all manuscripts, I trust you will feel quite free to 
run through this material, fore-armed with a blue pencil, making 
any cuts or changes that seem appropriate. j

In the next batch of photographs to be sent you, I shall 
include the ones to be used with this material, - the two of 
Griandpere, one of the Black 5wan and one of father and Son. 1
Of course this chapter could readily be expanded, giving further 
details regarding the painter of Gran&pere’s portrait, and 
all the data from the ft. Y. p, J?rint Room, but it seems to me 
for the scrapbook type of thing we are in the process of contriving, 
the present tonnage is about right. Or do you think not.

If that trifling uarry Smith would only get a move on,
I might be able' to get some pertinent pictures going in your
direction shortly. And speaking furtner of pictures, I am
so glad I have an excellent reproduction oi the father and ^on
item, taken years ago by whom I know not. It should by
ail means, I think you will agree,-be photographed for you
and me, so that we may make use of small reproductions from time to
time, as it is probably the best one is ever likely to run across,



mummm

wh&t with the double difficulty of reproducing pastels successfully,
and particularly the ones that must he photographed through
glass^ast night, in spite of the advanced hour, I found I wasn’t so
very sleepy, and so -^read a couple of pages from two
different volumes, - "“rs. Boosevelt's and Sweig's
Marie Antoinette* Ooffle to think of it, there are a couple of
ladies who differened consider hly, even as to luck in getting
husbands. I read the paragraph in "This I Hemember” touching
on harry Hopkins which I found revealing, and particularly
the line indicating that toward the end, Mr. Hopkins tended more and
more toward the social side in ^is personal contacts. Lyle
had often told me me of somewhat sumptuous public dinners he
had had with the Hopkins, —  husband and wife, - during the
Washington interlude of the Uaxon final years. He mentioned
the. swank element in some of these gatherings, but somehow I
had forgotten all about it until I stumbled over ^rs, Roosevelt's
line regarding this phase of the Hopkins career.

I recall a prolonged sitting Wherein clothes were discuss ed one 
night before a friendly fire here at fucca in which Lyle, Howard 
Hunter and I speculated on What extent clothes reveal tlie 
personality of the wearer. I illustrated some point or other 
by remarking that I couldn’tfrecall ever seeing Harry Hopkins in 
a photograph that indicated he inclined toward conservatism in 
'his garb and►that the pictures remaining most clearly in my memory 
were those suggesting the somewhat flashy finery one associates 
with habituees of race tracks. I can remember how heartily Howard 
laughed at this and declared he was going to tell ^arry what I 
had said the next "time he saw him.' ^t that time they were quite 
close, H0 ard having but recently, if L remember, having succeeded 
narry as head of WPa . Howard inclined toward ultra conservatism 
and somehow recalled to mind the stereotyped Wall Street broker 
in his black suits or ahis Oxford 6rays. Lyle, too, leaned 
toward the conservative side, and while his white linen summer 
suits and enormous Panama hats, especially on such a huge frame, were 
not always inconspicuous, still ‘Lye did ,tind toward coservative 

blue merges for business and usually neckties of solid subdued 
hues. Somdhow I always think of ^arry as in blazer jackets for 
sport wear, ana golden brown serges for business, and yet why I 
have this so indelibly impressed oh my mind, I cannot say, unless 
I have superimposed the race track tendencies on to the figure 
of the man who so much liked to frbqu nt the track.

Hut what fine feathers —  or gaudy ones —  have to do 
about- indicating which way the human being tends and trends, I don't 
know, and for the life of me, I can’t shy how 1 got so far off 
on the present tangent.

the promise is for fair wsather ahead, and I snail devote more 
time tomorrow to this machine than 1 did today, but I am.not 
sorry I did nave some time in the open at Mrenbotirg.......

Pci
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Tuesday, November 14th, 1950.

Memorandum:
'\\

How nice to find your grand letters as of fhursday and of 
iriday, last past, together with attached transcriptions. How nice you are to me.

First off, let me take up the matter of your inquiry regarding 
my wish concerning the dedication. It must be "To My Lady of the Lamp,

T„  ̂ ^ i m p o r t a n t  that this book should have been contrived. 
Without it, the understanding of the South, —  of the United 
States, would be incomplete. So far as I am concerned in the 
matter, it never cou^d have been done without you. I constantly 
j-ind myself saying your name as author rather than mine should be 
given as the author. Under such circumstances, frankly even the 
dedication seems woefully inadequate. But all that matters is 
tuat you know how I feel about the matter and it will always be our 
book, regardless of what the printed page may read. —  Ours'only 
and that s why I shall always cherish it with all my heart. *

I am so glad the mulatto pictures cams out so nicely, but it’s 
odd,^is# t it, that they took on such a different tint from the 
originals, still, this factor will perhaps make them the ' 
more striking as the reader ponders on the question of 
100 per cent purity and makes up his own mind as to what should if 
anything, be done about it,

*> •

- . ^intended saying a few days back that the matter of the number 
inters we use from any particular individual I leave entirely 

c.0 your own good judgement. The fact is that we have pushed this 
chapter to about the greatest bulk of any, i believe, and for that 
xeason thought perhaps we might keep down the number of those 
like *ose ^ranken, who was no particular friend of the Madam and whose 
let oars are perhaps mors of interest because of her name than 
because of their contents.

And before leaving *the field of correspondence, I mi ht add that 
a telegram came along .about “first dark from Rlanzo Lands ford 
crying he. xioped to be in Hatch.itocne-s, on Thursday, or* Irid&v and 
noped he night be able to get down to* see me. I shall h-e -
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MonCandn i ̂ 9^ t o ° i 9?  ^  he h?s to say -^lesaa try to stir up some enthusiasm on his nsrt
? ? h b?.,aad« birring, perhaps, with adown some more -Lion canvases, It is

transcripts you mad® for He from'the Prit°SoM' oTthfl. y P 
Library, and these will he helnful, too' in going- ov^r tL subject with Herr ^andsdorf. * ’ ln g0ins 0VQr the Mon

Ji?is at Melrose., this afternoon at Arenbourg I
goo quite^ lot of things done. J. H. gave me a iialf dolen men 
is morning and what with fche thermometer at .80 it seemed *

odd enough to be contending with plants which had been cooked to 
a Shriveling brown by tha heavy frosts of last weak end in
^olia^a8i °n,ti»taa??aS but>terfly UliM, the frogt bitted
are H to-H feer  l o v e l v ^ ^ ^ ’ H ’̂  s J 9 a t  f9Stoons  of banana loaves  H i  ° , or f0V8ly, a pinkish tan, looking as thoughoî ey were less the resulsts of a contact with *£&ck I’rost than 
with some conservative Picasso or some such. ' %

Shooting” tndVo-^v«ir5St'la things 8outh American, I listen to a|? ;h°t ?,,/ ;iUH a. e*»«en«nd nothing as to what it is
« i tr^ot lt has 110 significance,;* so far as the s-e-aral

it oou-M-flikeShrh^ Ŝ P--a+d Ûmp artistS;you know. lone of^±Ti fi” r; -d90bo Gut there seems to be lots of "high jungle”m  political qircles regardless. • -  Ĵ ngie

any^ofSh& dî Qreut no*9 tnanQanything°i re^a^^the^oSt^fMS

s:L=“irsy%"sts;d,°;”i.ri«„!s±* “ ,k? » » ■  sin October 1 7C9 seems „ r̂aniciip UP t° now, and we are
of the popularity of Dr. franklin wlth^h^ameen^fve^an ?h0ufht to republicanism in iSruone that « f  ntlf! jeeen gave an Impetus
direction much faster than it ever wool W? H zi?8 in thatnn "merrv~fro**r mind q" .r Vav& *-j ■> " i „ .lav., had there been
on board. But perhaps oerhaps "the fir»t civhf^ tomette"
being saved to make L s  bow in a iatero.fpterf * I18“  is

t-J’ h u8h!d at your suS6®etion that Mr. “ane be tarred 0„a feathered and chased out of -Lo-ni <*1 ova  ̂ Z *'arrQa and
would be so unohristain foist?^ to mQ thatsomebody else, and what in fĥ  fnr?^ loutish person off on to 
used for in this tar l  £rld d° yOU SuPP°SQ feathers were
about that? ‘u ' s a t s t  L ^ f e ^ ^ o u l d ^ n ^  I” 4— * 
fSrt^,” 4̂ *  ?" d*-ta” 4  lltllllln easie^rfrYff the* "P
really*ought*to°inve8tig&tedtnat°anoient S f f i  XSk s^..

Wednesday, November 15th, 1950.

Memor anduij: /o

/

now nice to find you? letter in this mornings frost, 
together with the frig envelope of returned photographs which 
dame through nicely, and along with them, the extra envelope
you so thoughtfully enclosed. t

Mail time was .the one moment of the day that has seemed 
real. I’he rest has been all hurly-burly, a flock of people 
working in the gardens to scant point, and pilgrims starting 
at 9, just after I had returned from Arenbourg, and this and 
that for the balance of the day, including 50 bags at one gulp 
'during the afternoon* not to mention a flock from. Savanah,
Georgia, arriving after 4.

What with a nice fat moon dreaming hazily in a 
summer’s night skjr, and a big wake going on at St. Augustine's 

! Church.on Little Bfver, the night ought to be a big success, 
too, but LitVle River will not miss me, for a billion people 
will be milling about, what with such favorable atmospheric 
conditions, and I reckon I'll scarcely need Herr "Zeeweeg" to 
rock me to sleep.
' I am so glad you mentioned all the things you did 
concerning the Scrapbook. 1 want to run through your letter 
again to be sure I caught all the points as I raced through 
it between on-slaughts of pilgrims.

Your selection for the Guest ^ook sounds excellent.
In the event the chapter needs additional padding, we can 
take in any others you may feel inclined to consider, excepting 
but the two previously mentioned as being completely out. 
hr( Rand was supposed to supply me with his page for that 

"item, dented some time previous to 1948, but it hasn’t
come through as yet. L hesitate to chunk at him about this 
but X*shall certainly drop him a note regarding the matter 
before folding up my beard tonight.

I think it would be nice to ask Lor a about the matter,' 
and I shall write him about his entry forthwith It seems 
to me he must .be a little distracted at the -moment for two or thr 
'three things 1 have touched upon recently in letters to him have 
brought forth no response, - subjects which generally be-get 
a pot-shot, - such as the Maadonough business of Hr. "surah, which
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< I thought might cal 1 forth at least a vagus salvo, — what 
with his usual eloquence in the Hana department usually.

It -would seem as though a little introduction might 
he in order regarding the Guest Book. I shall afcte pt to fashion something shortly*

And thanks for mentioning the originals of the 
correc noudeace Mhich are nere, I shall .include them in the 
next,.package with the photographs, should the latter ever come to hand, I hope.

,tnd f1;30 thanks for sneaking of the Cane ^iver article. 
frankly* 1 bhought had sent it with the^TastTatch of 
photography hut I assume I did not. I tnink I have it rigged up 
alright, and so 1 shall get that off to you^shortly, too.

hoping I may get quite a few things done this week end. At 
least I^am going to he here*, and if any one who can spell out 
the letters of the alphabet comes to hand, I shall prise said 
"unsuspecting person into service.

Carolyn telephoned from Har shall this morning, asking if 
sue might pick me up on ffra&ay. I, naturally demurred. I told 
ner eventually k would pass hy when things are a little less 
pressing in these parts. I, want to give her whatever assistance 
I can concerning her planting, hut k can't see speniding 
friaay and Saturday up yonder at.the present time. Some day 
^e-dste or somebody will he going to Shreveport, and I can 
nave uLarolyn run down there to pick me up and bring me hack

Q p iaGQ * and wdll he amply long for me to acabmpjtsihanything i can undertake in the horticultural department.
tlefsa^  wifch nQlen, Carolyn and Lucille for aneven! agbut I ̂ should r at her ,qpn serve my....encrgiQs at the
2 -*nd thQ ^Gkaphook when so many things are ^cooking Added to this is.the factor that Lucille is a grand

l !ntrmiGQd t0 hear what helen, Carolyn and I have tot0 contribute observations and aontrihutions of
thfit m V r m w  viie on a va&uely different vibration sothat one must he charitably inclined conversationally to
y0^  's'°ins ri§ht when she is present, and frankly, if
L  lf'J tone time out to he with the other two, I should like 

•b00ks, ̂  pictures and publications going full tilt without havng to he courteous to Xucille andkeep 
swiiciiing to rnor. purely social stuff. ’ J' .

ar9 still plenty of weeds at Arenbourg, hut the - -
looii 80 e*y ^ d  sat sfied-and prepared for the 

c atnofrftfirrjb?X> tn&t ie refreshing to begin the day in
Oath k^ione-i-h atata t°W lsUsrs. uur«ad, from the Mwtylaad , f lo s l-h, hut X suppose ail seoretaries are at the wake
d am almost asleep, and so I shall fold herewith.....

4520 AajwUib. "
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Thursday, November 16th, 1950,

Memorandum:
An elegant rain came rolling in about an hour before 

daylight, with much flashes and rumble cf thunder. It 
kept going intermittently until noon when the clouds gave way 
'without any change in thermometer readings, ^nd so the after
noon was as flooded with sunshine as the morning had been 
with water, and tonight the moon rides on high in a 
marvelously clear, new washed sky.

I didn t get any gardening done, but I did round up 
a few odds Snd ends before the Knipmeyers arrived with 
t ree guests.

This afternoon came Mr, and Mrs, Landsdorf. I liked 
them both. In stature and crispness of perruque, he rem nded 
me a bit of Mr. Belle. The smoothness of his skin and 
the dark liquid of his eyes- suggested the same smoothness and 
depth of coloring so frequently found in certain semetic 
types. Mrs. -uandsdorf put me in mind a little of Dorothy 
Berhends, - was that the name, - and what ever happened to those 
people.

They were congenial and, of course liked everything they 
saw and seemed floored at_the extent of it. . The father and
Son exceeded Mr. handdorf’s expectations, ue thiriBTs"" ."
"it One of the finest he ‘has ever seen. He thought it dated 
from the ldte 1840's or early 1850's. What struck him 
especially was the unusual strength of character as reveled 
by this composition in pas-tel which, he thinks, as a medium doesn 
usually lend itself to force so much as does oil.

'truck by the portraits of Grand-ere1 s son and
i t nr,P. 'Aorifil  ̂ Y\& i n t . h p 1 i trincr r  nnm or  cat: Y i

j -  U . W 1U  V ^ o . -A  U

a couple of :̂vonsT which see
knew ab'out the. latter artist, I

He was s'
dau&hker gracing the paneling in the living room here at Yucca. 
ALthough they are not, signed, he had nohdoubt they were from 
the brush of Lyons, and so it appears we have both a Lion and

odd. uu.s I. already knew wliat. I 
let him tell what, he knew.

’he; said he was. both a sap. ip tor and painter Living in H&tchez 
In' the 18.50‘ts.' ’Ho far as I know, I have never seen any of the 
oils by Lyons, bub I do bow, one or two of. his.marbles. But 
we'passed oil to ' another, ^sub ject . ana X . didn t mention the 
litil’e bust of nebs oca Gustine at Oakland, thich I suppose was 
sold with thê hou'srf when Misg Jeanne died, and I didn11 mention 
the old_ pravate graveyard ô  one of the Conner plantations down 
on the Lower Woodville Hoad, not far from •‘-aurel Hill where
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a side view of the face of a girl buried there is arved 
* in rouble. ,

fhe sculptor Lyons inserted notices in the Natchez newspapers 
as was the custom for artists to do in the ante be H u m  period, 
and eventually when we read through our collection, we* snail 
run across him and be the happier for the acquaintance.

The ^andsfords have bought an old house in Jew Orleans on 
Bayou 5t.-Jean and are all wrapped up • ith plans for its 
restoration. They are a charming couple and the house will 
blossom delightfully'under their enthusiastic care, I think.

* ' ' "  A : 1 . ^ * ■■ ... • * .

They are on our side as regards the humfen side of things 
r id tnat leads much to the pleasure of conversation Tney 
tried to extract a promise out of me to come down to hew -Orleans
as their guest for over the holidays or whenever after t 
x • . r. uo. hr: ' - -a . picture of me he di ;jut i
t fc recti on, 1 i . o e, bub m, as ba. o' tnem to be so 
coi dal.

hat
n

that

Friday, November 17th, 1950.

Memorandum: rto
Your perfectly elegant letter of Sunday lafet past reached me 

today, and as I read it tonight, I laughed to myself as I recalled 
how you always disagree with me when B write ”Bo good” at the 
bootom of my letters, and how violently I disagreed with you in 
this instance when you tried to write the same thing without 

convincing me one whit, —  whatever a whit may be.
. I am perfectly enchanted with all the news and like Oliver 

Twist, am eager for more. Of the Staten island report, I am 
particularly curious to know something about Aunt Ella, I don’t 
know ,why, but somehow without knowing much about her, Aunt Ella 
has always appealed to m© and I am always delighted when you mention 
her. i hope the poor soul is making it alright.

* Just.one mors item from the conversation that will 
amuse you. They said Weeks mall moes on the water wagon regularly 
now during the Lenten season.• They were over at his place 
in Jew iberia the other-night and as things progressed, Weeks 
felt an impulse go contact Vatican Jity without delay, and 
a telephone connection was established without delay.* Do 
you reckon his Hilqness gives Papal Blessings by transatlantic 
telephone now. If so, how the world does move.

I

I finally got around to read the Gain letter and I find 
it a remarkably fine account of how the military moved up and 
down-the Jane Biver country. Mr. Gain's grasp of all this de
ployment is wonderful and certain points, such as rthe skirmish 
;in-which several boats and a hundred negroes were-'scalled 
to death was never known of to anyone in this immediate 
region whom I ever met. B'he contact or rather the conflict 
thus mentioned must have taken place on Bed xiiver just a 
little below the present Southern extremity of the Melrose 
holdings on Bed Biver,. I think this data may be of the 
greatest value for our scrapbooks covering the Gane diver country 
during the Civil War period. It represented a military 
operation lending distinction to* neither side and for that 
reason probably never got into history books, for I assume 
Mr. Gain must have reconstructed these' details from endless 
labors in the War ^apartment or where ever the more 
confidential data covering these operations may have been 
iiled. How nice to be able to discuss all these things with 
you and how glad I am you are acquainted with the neighborhood 
knowing so;much better than those living slap on the river...,*

^nd thanks for particulars regarding Lusseldorf. It must 
be evter so. difficult to purvey a pep talk in that direction, what with 
the possibility of .a censor: prying-through every word and phrase.
Eow lucky are we, and how nice of you to have made possible -the 
directness with which we can compare notes and share in our V 
mutual joys and sorrows.

and tlianks endlessly for telling me of the film of Baris 
in the 1800's. .1 didn't know ^.t^ooley was doing presentations for
that type of thing and^he must be splendid. And how nice you could 
get a fleeting glimpse of the *eine from the meudon heights in the 
Bodin sector. What a map, in the manner of the Gane River plantation 
one being planned, would one of the Seine from Baris to Marly be* 
Starting with La Muette, Chateau de Madrid, B&gatella, - but what’s 
•he use.*.,*.. t

And to see so many of the distinctive and distinguished personal 
i£ies of the period, and I am sure their Gay *90 costumes must have 
been something out of a super annuated Godey. You mentioned 
Debussy among others, and it strikes me just now that I always 
-onfuse his portraits with, those of Cezanne; and -*■ wonder if they 
were a bit alike, or if perhaps I am merely guilty of having super
imposed the one on another. What a pity they didn’t catch 
good old Peter Illyovitch on one of the ancient films, too, for he 
must have been flying around Par s about the ti ..e of the Exposition' 
and if he and Debussy, as friends of Frau von ^eck would have bee 
wonderful .to see together. ' *

And thanks for telling me of the Boble riize for _̂ r. Faulkne 
That was news to me, and of. I am wondering if there can’t ‘
be some good reason for the appointment. Personally Mr. Faulkner
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is oo oarativel,y vague in my mind, since X have never explored his 
°tuff very far, w|sLfit with trie few things of his I have read having 
enchanted me no^ at all. Mr. Faulkner, I got the impression, is 
p Mississippi hill hilly, and probably is a great artist who 
honestly portrays the hill hilly life he knows, which is fine, 
hut if he will just reserve the same for himself and those who 
like to learn about it through his 'books, that will he fine, and 
save me a great deal of wasted time in not having to try to ahsorh 
the stuff on my own hook.

And thanks, too, for the details regarding Mr. 6haw. I love 
the picture you presented of tne wreath of Mossmary from Allen Terry s 
garden as being the only floral offering^ appearing on the casket,
I think that is ever so nice. It will he interesting to learn 
something of the details of his will when it becomes available.
1 suppose he will disappoint everyone by .having contrived one that 
is so^proiaic that everyone will remark upon its dullness. Still 
it will he interesting to learn what such an ecc ntric <man, and 

one so imaginative, may turn out when it comes to drawing up a 
document that will dispose of such a large fortune as he probably 
died possessed of.

Ana thanks for the clipping about the new Earrisk item. I am 
3*lad Vou puoted the lines and I shall, 1 hope, before the night has 
gone, be able to run through the clipping you sent concerning the 
Publication. *nd what with *nne owning the Boswelll chair, it is 
heartening to learn that publication of tjie first volume of the 
unsnsfli l Journal has appeared. The year 1762 ought to offer much. I 
dont recall if Boswell ever graveled on the continent, but since 
nearly everyone of th t era did, it may be that a Journal for 4 such4 
a jaunt will turn up. bet us hope he did go to Versailles and 
wrote down much about what he saw.

And speaking of Versailles recalls to mind,that I read a little 
More last night from the Zweig volume. 1. am so glad I am reading it, 
for thanks'to it, - and I know not precisely how, the,whole business 

of the Queen and her sen comes so much better into focus, and at long 
last 1 am quite capable of appreciating her last years and how she had 
all the courage to carry through her super-huipan task of living, - 
and dying, for now, and almost for the first time, I fully realize 
that all this was possible because she really had one person in the 
world who loved her, - and she knew it, - and thus all things were 
possible, and the hprfors didn’t count, what with the most important 
thing1 in life always and forever in hea; heart, - knowing always, as 
she must have, that there was one who understood and loved her whole
heartedly, !
u1'-- Well, bora, hers it is Friday night .w&taa fine moon, and a bevy 
of Texas numbers all sitting up in Marshall I reckon. All I know is 
that 1 am itting down here in ^ucca, chatting with you, and 
entranced with the whole business......

Sunday,'November 19th, 1950.«- -'*■j *

Memorandum;
How nice to have your elegant letter in Saturday’s post, 

and first off let me thank you for having pruned the Chambers 
letter. You were quite right in questioning the adviseability 
of including this material, and I think it would be best to

The thought occured to me the o Met day that some nub1lofty 
in the Times Picayune :azine se colon might be desire a ole tchlLsep 
the Melrose name'green in the"minds of the general public and to 
contrive a few articles that would give just enough particulars about 
one subject or another that would, it is to be hoped, whet the 
apetite of the readers for more information. And :so I contacted. 
hrc. Hoi oman who came Saturday afternoon and I dictated two 
articles for the Picayune and one for the Negro Digest, and shall 
dictate another article for the Picayune within ano“tner week or 

ten days.' ‘I have insisted that she present these to me after 
transcript from her notes so that I can properly correct them 
and get the slat in just the proper fashion for the purpose we 
have in mind. ' She wanted to send them to the Picayune all in 
one batch, but’it is better, to my way of thinking, *to let 

them have them one at a time 'and at definite intervals, for 
the filing* system of the Picayune might be of such a nature as 
to swallow up the whole business, were three submitted at the 
same time. Another consideration, of course, is the fact that 
ail three will revolve about Melrose, 'and if sent together, 
the subject matter might seem too concentrated, don t you think.

I dictated from 1 until 5 and was taking off my beard just 
before the supper bell when the most sintered party 'dropped by 
to advise me that Miss ‘Ijllin^h&at was on the river and was 
expressing the desire to pa ss this' way within half 'an hour.
After supper I w scalloping along on this machine when the same 
informant""returned, - about 8 I guess, saying there were a 
couple of other ladies and gentlemen at one of the camps just 
below Clemence’s, and would .1 care to entertain them if they passed 
this way, I would not. And so my informant bowed and drove me 
to the camp where conversation was brisk but dull1 and where 
supper was being prepared for 10 o’clock. At 9:30 1 announced 
it was time for me to withdraw and-so my informant drove me back 
bo the front gate. I like the idea of being able thus to divest
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one's self of dull people at will, and it will always he 
my policy, not* always'possible t effect, of keeping such 
gatherings where they originate and not transferred to this 
place at least for I like the freedom of being- able to pull out 
at random, which is so much easier than pushing- out others to 
.effect peace.

i dined with Qeleste and Madam Regard this noon,'' They 
expiaiirlad rthat" .had.had---to 'go--to .Mew, Hii©&ns. this morning

Ihe Weather continues too wain.'with high winds from the. 
direction ‘of ' the .Gulf 'blowing all day, and i pregnated with, 
dust and dried leaves and reminding me of the appearance of “the 
metropolitan sky a few weeks back when the dust bowl was 
blowing in your, direction.

fhe /pilgrimage 'business Was-fairly active, —- a-group - • 
of 'Southern telephone officials, Southwestern State Oollege 
and .two ’'diff ereh't group of youths and maidens from the 
local'college. ' «'!* v '

a ' p a r t y  g o in g  on across the fence, -  “ 
to n s  from town anda- d,i.spl-aoed n .• 
u se and heaven who all, p r o b a b ly ,

aovye v/,i,. coma t,ox une ■uoiy ‘Ghosts 'from across . the river, ,5 ... 1 
/as hidddii to the uartv-with the explantation that the people

sially anxious to see me, but naturally 
I declined. From dawn to dusk I .am pretty much available, when 
once the curtain of night descends,5 my day is done sd far as 
bending biscuits with the socially minded white folks.

R i g h t  now. th e r e  i s
ludihgl the  'G00 x0u - u
i s h  p h y s i c i a n au a s p
e.vs,r, some o f tKe

bidden., to  tne p a r t y
i c a t e d  above we r e  es

’'kweweeg

■w— - i&ttwr -withdrawing; -from-the ^illinghast deprartmeiit-, i- 
was glad to call it a day, collapsing in the 'corner aha 
operating my Reading Machine until I had completed Mr.
"opus Even though Dr. Franklin didn't get mentioned and 
nothing, was said about-Mr. Jefferson and his Declaration of In
dependence, - two elements, it seems to me having a profound 
influence on the histroic trends carrying Marie Antoinette to 
the scaffold, still I think in spite of these silences^ it is 
the uest biography of the Queen l ever read, I had rather expected 
2welg to tell the story of the ring given Fersen by the Queen, - 
tne ring he was Wearing at? the time of his mu*rder when his 
hand was lopped off by a fisherman ana carried aboard his fishing 
smack. You recall a tempest arose shortly after: tne fisherman 
put out to sea, and the hand bearing the*ring was toshed into the 
ocean, since it was thought to be its presence ih the boat that 
had begotten the storm “that was likely to sink the boat, and 
ho\\ a little later a citizen of bcockhom, or was it Christiana,
^after taking home a fish purchased on the opeb market, had 
discovered the ring s inside the firsh. fhe ring was eventually 
turned over to tne proper authorities and today is a prized item 
in one of s a 1 'weden s m u s e u m s , »•

Monday, November 20th, 19501

Memorandum:

May I tell you that the package came today, containing 
the double sets of everything* so typical of your thoughtfulness 
and kindness for me. Joe isn't going- to be more tickled than 
am I with the dncle Israel, nor is — eveh though the 'English 

be quaint, the historical--Society with its elegant assortment, 
having made these' in sizes approximating the average

post card gives an example equally characteristic of your 
thoughftfulness and thereby provides me with an excellent 
idea of what the eventual., card may suggest. I am especially 
delighted to see sow nicely the end paper turned out, for 
it seems remarkably- clear .and the charm of the original is 
just as delightful in this samll reproduction.

A nice little shower this morning sent me scurrying 
back to ^ucca from Arenbourg and the sultriness of'early morning 
changed into cooler atmosphere as tne rain ceased and the

unfortunate chan e in 
up through the floor and 
owl of narcissus were 
ce suwgestivs of ths 
aurdng the funeai services 
Idi/ng her entrails .

conbents all over 
who described it as 
know precisely what

sun came out around 10 . $ o n ig h t th e 3
s p l end i d I f e e 1 almo s t  ternp te a to typ
I a had ed i n t h a t d i r e ! * l»io n  3not onl;
o f the n i g h t  b"Ik u a l  s 0 be?iau se  1sy some
air cur re n t s  i: . e l l s Gx 8,1aipa to  s Q  AT)
the atrnos If V\ P> "Y A > in  s p ic e 0f  th e  0i g  b

on :my d e s in Uvl or 9 me > i s f  a : 6 r v, rv O ̂  wv yf
w H e x p e l  a t V ers a i l i e s on 1th
0 X In a  1  ande M emoi s e l l - : '* til© ■ U '£n ho

(i Q HX £/■ ; - ;exp l o d  e d ,  s 06  WX t a g V 1 A V Low .

i i Q cs o’oprria O W w iiib l y . I th i 'nk i 1L n. \ 3a i n t  S:
11 a s ta n c h t e r r if i c  a*nd i 3i t

CD
r€|
O i b l en ,

he 'was taIking bout 0

For w Q iiiv/ tim e I 7 3 been p i a y  i  n
ins v i  t a b l e  -vis i t of one of th e most i;

M MS

possum, awaiting the

the college faculty to pass this way uninvited, he and

He has been instrumental in initiating cei 
in college ciricula, and casually enough I set 
he was exploring a new path into which I had la 
him realising that I had set his feet down t, 
choice.

.n new twist!
believ; 
VJi thou t

irtMt

»
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* My iaea is this: - "since everybody graduating from 
the local coliegQ ought to have some vague grasp about the 

. hborhood in which they pass 4 to 6 years of study, and 
since I think, all of the students ought to get a glimpse, 
sooner or later of Melrose, and since I have to contend with 
quite a number of them regardless during the year anyway,
1 ought to sell the ^resident of the College, and members of 
t :d t'.-atanother item should be included in-the
sc ool Calendar. X proceed on the theory taut while

. -ola days, sxplo ers of a scientific cent used to 
undertake to examine a whole jungle, experts like Mr. Beebe 
take but a limited'acre or two of said jungle, and by concentrating 
on it, succeed in comprehending "the entire expanse more throughly 
by merely exaniming a limited area than would ever be 
assimilated, were all their energies dissipated by attempting to 
swallow the whole mass at a single gulp.

With this as a pattern, not only the local college, but 
every college in the country ought to insist upon students 
before graduating assimilate a .little section of the neighborhood 
in which they pass at least 4 years of their student lives. Melrose 
locally, of course, would serve as the acre, and I would serve as 
the instructor. I suppose there are about 30 weeks during the 
school year and$00 or 500 graduating each samestre. By limiting 
my weekly class to 10 or 15, I could give them a couple of hours 
once a week, - but only one attendance at this particular class 
for the entire samestre.

Dr. ICyser jumped at the suggestion, declaring forthwith 
it woul j be mss one of the most beneficial courses of 
instruction that could possibly be presented, since it would 
give all granduates a glimpse at a way of life and a hint 
at a variety of means of.happiness that ought to be but usually 
isn t up in front of the reasons for formal education.

fhe idea of a college having a course requiring attendance 
by the students to but a single lectur*e in the 4 or 6 years of 
their studies sounds revolutionary that it may well not be 
grasped by those in control, although if the pedagogues can’t put 
it over under their own steam, it is quite possible the policitians 
could be brought in to line to impose the thing from the outside.
I^should prefer to have it put over, however, without the aid 
of the politicians, and so we shall see what we shall see, and 
after that will take the next step. It seems to me It ought 
to give the college its money1s worth, so far as value to the 
students are concerned, and since I am bound to contend with 
some of these people any way, I think it an excellent idea as 
a means of receiving a professors salary without ever having to 
become a professor I s n ' t  it remarkable what things people can 
think up, and yet I hope this one doesn’t seem too crack-pot.

what you say............

^Historical Quarterlies was intended in the 9*46 fime fable*
' Perhaps "Historical Magazines” or publications" or some such 
would be better. Your own excellent judgement will determine, 
"Historical Qualities" must have certainly looked hilarious.
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Thuesday. November Elst, 1950.

Memorandum:

So many blessings all Jin one post, - and how can I say Yhank You.
I opened the package when I r turned from the Post Office.

What a wealth of advertising material-for ouy side, and how nice
? ° L to ’bounQ9 thQm 80 generously and with such amplitude in my 

direction. I think you were so right about the sun dial shots, 
fii't frame seems to do something about it that is good and T donft think
the margin matters a whit, ... how ever much that may be. as
xor the likeness you took of the author, I like it and the light side 
balances so nicely with the shadows on the,..opposite, that I think the . 
whole t ing is just perfect. '

And thanks endlessly for your grand communications of F r i d a y  and • 
Saturday. It is nice to 'have news all ’round, both of your doings 
and those of your neighbors. It is curious how the narcissus act up

part** Some of them arst in bloom, and t ose surrounding the
oun aial haven t even push ed up 2 inches as yet. Why some should 
pe so far out in front and others so inclined to dilly-dally I can’t 
imagine, uon t you love that word, *- "dilly-dally”. *

hAm, h H  i5 thatny°u aren't to get -all of the Southernhemisphere on i-op of you Thursday. Thank heavens some of them 
are going to stay put or wander in other directions, for even so 
*vnat with the crowd you will have, your wrestling with the turkey will be wearing enough. • ^

And what 
Thank heaven 
It isn t a b 

from petng ra 
window, frames 
modern metal 
are available 
be pocked at 
after such an 
that partieul

a business tnat was about the night prowler next door, 
it ended as it did with nothimg more than a fright, 
ad idea to nave those gagats on the widows Miaf  prevent t 
ised beyond a certain poifct. They used to work on 
of the old variety, but perhaps they don t on the 

ones. t would be nice to know y0u all h«td them, if they 
, —  some g&get screwed in on the frame inside tnat can 
any point aesired. Another reassuring thing is that 
unsuccessful attempt, the prowler will probably never tr ar aadress again. ^

ackiB w ' b laf W I*?'1 1 dr°PPed *arii8h a note last night,
I thieve it is f  r r h 8?? f°°d a?are8Sas in the 603m  department. 7+.° 7 cirper Carolyn, re commended, but x thought
io mighb be nice to contact la Georgrfcown on the matter, too since
shoulf-rrf! I8 0lah h per Stand-'by> aai Perhaps if somethingsnoula xreeze in lower J’lfth avenue in the natham section it mipJt
te nice to have another interesting ‘approach fur^her up“ own. §
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A note from ^arry Smith indicates I may expect to receive the 
tvvo or three things he still has to send me, and I shall have the
captions pretty well ready so they may go forward without delay ...
once they are here. There may he a hit of hurly burly, what: with 
the holiday interlude just ahead, hut with the Wanks arriving on 
the morrow and the Gene al on Saturday, at least the visit of 
the iormer will not extend more than two or three days.

I am glad you found the portraits alright, - X mean the 
article. If yop. feel, on re-reading, a tew extra phrases should 
he adaed about either Lion or Feuville or Serville or whatever 
you will, of course, feel perfectly free to do so. As I"recall*
Mr. Lanasford s letter of some time hack, gave some particulars* 
about the address of hoth men, and indicated the brother of the 
man who painted Gxandpere was engraver in the Hew Orleans Federal Mint 
out aside^ from,enehancing interest in the painter, that really a i sn!t * 
of prime importance, since it is the history of that portrait rather 
than data concerning the painter that is primary, I suppose the 
mix up̂  in names is due oo the restoration when probably the 
restoring artist didi^t know the actual name of the original painter.
I m glad you liked what I had Mme. Aubin-Rooue say regarding Gxandpere *s 
alar i;ug speed of disi^ergration. I think She '
would nave liked tjmt line, too. ^

JgT?M » of the Baton fion̂ e office of the State library 
telephoned me this morning,, sayipg she would love to oome by to 
r®® f| to*nprrew for rely social chat. I recommended today 
1 “tSad, anat with Shreveport moving in this direction £4 fours hence 
- ]* s°^9,0S™, ««»* * »«h her mother and sat untU wnich was ’lou.i enough, u*t it uas pleasant.. She said issue „I;iS is miite
•li!8S'/1.?i:iaa »£**, wnet she has been doinu on*ths artiole" a', out the

• - . It o . in
For fir ' r1; ;p ‘'a i • S* fh oarreepouaent in the enclosed letter
f T  i 1 "  counting on items from such quarters.
corrected!17® irapsndin-i «*. the resent fade out be

,-f the fon^avoi'woKt nave particulars regarding the yaripua member®
briS me n r ^ 1! J y 11? ' u y0U W?IS E0 kiH- lS to pass along to bring me up to date on such personalities. I want to talk furtv»r
go-round* C"° P t® ia 1 hut I shall do sfafa ubsegue t

, , .^ou ^ould see my bed from where I sit. i have all
1. 11:1 v,s ^ge^tly received from your true band, scattered 
1.?, f̂r0ra n?lQ Isradl slaP on around the personalise and

tnat ^  s° ^ *  -  *******
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Wednesday, Hovember 23rd, 1950.

Memorandums * •
The advent of one bag with three offspring and a dappled 

daxhund seems to have tipped the scales against the appearance 
of any secretaaies whatsoever.

But the mail was light, save for the Smith photos, - five' 
in number, X guess, and so I have done the captions for them 
but sha 1 hold them until Friday, hoping to be able to run 
through the captions before putting the package in the
post for you.

I neglected to say in my last letter how glad I am you 
had such a pleasant contact with Agon. Surely the group he 
spoke to on. the Island on the subject*of birds was fortunate.
I can just imagine how delightful he must have been, and 
especially so if he just let himself go, for his enthusiasm is 
always as arresting and entertaining has whatever subject on which 
he may touch.

Of late, as you may have noticed, I have been reading a page 
from one book and another from another, so that only last 
night did I finish "High Jungle0'by Hr. Beebe, which has somehow 
been sandwiched in between Mrs.-Roosevelt and Marie Antoinette.

I thought? you might like to recommend the "High Jungle”
business to Egon if, indeed, he hasn’t already read it. There 
are some fascinating stories about birds and insects shortly after 
the opening chapter or two, and the insect business in particular 
grow more fulsome as the volume approaches it finish.

In the latter part, the author speaks of insect migrations of 
which 1 had never thought much until I learned a few months back
that the United States this year by its D, T. program
down Mexico way stopped the migration of the caterpillar so 
that there were none in this region at all? this year, dx,
Beebe doesn’t go into such matters at all, but he does remark 
upon the migrations, as observed at.Rancho Grande some 15 
miles from Maracaibo, or however one spells the name of that 
Venzuelan city.

€

My guess is that Agon might find much material for regaling 
his youthful audiences in such a volume, and I- think it ereat 
fun to be able to pass data covering such it eras along to people 
who might find some data for everybody’s ultimate enjoyment*

\ , S 88 :
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.long about supper time, 
for the BouSton area .ng . Une 1 q Isr ae 1 wi th 
so fond of good old 

gift on your part, reminds 
a peep out of Beaufort as 
cratah from Beth’s pen, I

am not surprised if she dwaddles about making acknowledgement 
of your ift to you. I never cease to be amazed at the fun 
people wilfully throw away by neglecting to take pen in hand.

Pat got oiac; XXom Law is G il0ol a:
lid Mm i 1 &  CZV0 O'* yr 1id jjx ida17: ' m 0 :X■ *t,o

to. viidIG Mj U H, Gni8t '£ma Jo0 . ■H tak
him .id tiiat 1Vi Xii .TO J.wase Joe wh0 w as
Uncle isrei a 1. iillCi ■ s Cl king of tnat i
me to r era?irk 4* V* Uli.Cl v X haven’t X1Q cxrd a ;
yet. But nevor; h€ivinQ received a sc.

Tonight’s_ broadcasts from Texas and Louisiana are busy 
warning go-away- week-enders that a mighty blast of cold 
is advancing mightily in this direction. Iowa is down to the 
zero neighborhood and the Texas Panhandle will start shrivelling
tonight, with freezing conditions reaching us on Friday. I 
have in mind to use this information to wedge out the 
Shreveport contingent, for it would be too bad if their water 
pipes should burst during their absence, don’t you 
yoh think so.

In the Smith photon, going forward in a day or so,
I have made a note on the caption sheet covering the
illustration showing the wooden bars at Yucca, As
suggested on the reverse of the page, it would seem the quotation
from the Chase niary would be most illuminating with this
picture. 1 suppose, however, that unlsss a finer type is
used in printing the exerpt fro.:: the Diary, some of it
will irave to be cut. If such be the case, perhaps the
part about the difficulty of obtaining drinking water should
be marked for elimination. It is possible, however, that'
an enterprising Editor can figure some means of including
the whole thing.

^nd you mention trie wisdom of identifying the Madam’s 
correspondents, and I think this' an admirable suggestion.
■She idea of doings so by means of an asterisk with a footnote 
of explanation would probably be the most satisfactory.
On the morrow, if not too gummed up by all the doings around 
here, T shall jot down some particulars about Mr. Bachelier 
and others, I' suppose these footnotes might be clipped to 
the first age of the respective letters, even though 
footnotes are usually put in with the .text immediately after 
the asterisk, - the printer knowing to properly place them at 
the bottom of the page. An hilarious case in point where 
some untutored type setter didu’t know about this custom 
appe rs in that volume of ^eedames Marshall and Mvans:’’fney 
Bound It In "atchez", where the footnote were put slap 
into the text, if mermory serves, and the effect was miserable.
Lo hope your turkey doesn’t get you down....

Thursday, November 23rd, I960*

Memorandums 
You see..«.««
Jfcnd it was so kind of you, and yet my face is so enflamed.
It’s a bit humiliating, too, in coming to the evident con

clusion that 1 am again loosing my mind* My only hope is that since 
the letter was dated on Saturday, I did not, perhaps, do any switching, 
for 1 usually do not write letters on that date*

I had a letter the other day from Shreveport, perhaps I 
sent it along, wherein the lady remarked she would be glad to take 
oare of "the matter" for me, and 1 assumed she referred to the 
ribbon. MIqw I am wondering if she got the letter intended for her 
and if she did not, what I might have asked her to do for me. Perhaps 
it was something about giving Miss Lillian a chunk, or some suoh, - 
I hope. a ini

But how terribly nioe of you to send this ribbon a-jumpin*, and 
how nice of your to send along the little note with the enclosures.
I can readily imagine >ow difficult i't may be to attempt correspondence 
with q dragon "hoovering" about. Still 1 did appreciate ;your 
message for Thanksgiving whioh reached me slap on the precise date.

As 1 try to figure out how I went wr ng with the address, I 
assume I had you in mind as I went into suohaendless detail about 
Mr. Caine, and Mr. Landsford, - two subjects that would be df 
scant interest to ^obina, except tfcat she might get a glimmer of 
interest because of her acquaintance witr* this neighborhood and the 
pictures ^r. ^andsford examined. But t reckon my thoughts must 
have been turned in your direction as I wrote, and unquestionably 
they were when 1 made out the envelope.

I am sorry your week and provided little opportunity for doing 
the billion things 1 know you should have liked to do. And I 
reqkon today h^s been scarcely better ,t assuming ftoday is really 
Thanksgiving, as I guess it is all over the nation. r a t e

We dined across the fence, and the food was marvelous and 
ths company dull as oould be. Everyone, save one, deolined a highball 
before dinner, and that one requested a second, which seemed a 
little out of order. The 3 offspring and the 2 nephews ate 
in the living room, leaving the grownups for the dining room, and 
everything went off nioely. X oatapaulted right after dinner, however,

»



as I had a -oouple of men to help me at Arenbourg and I didn't want 
to dwaddle over coffee naturally.

About supper time Irma Somperyao passed by to say happy 
Thanksgiving!and to ask: if she might see me sometime before 
Christmas* She was driving a new Oidsmobile which she had 
acquired while visiting her mother-in-law in ^ew York.. It 
seems some of the servants were selling chances *o»<€*.oar, and 
Irma won. Twenty seven hundred dollars worth of oar sounded 
lifce a lucky lottery that time, so far as she was concerned. But 
wouldn't a Louisiana number win a car thus raffled off in Manhattan.

« *
Had a note from Budolph who was driving 570 miles on 

« Wednesday to be with 'his parents in ^ew Mexioo for Thanksgiving.
He will make the “return drive on Sunday, - and he can have it all, 
for I should not relish such a jaunt all in a single hop.

.. -- f *;>v  *■ *  £ -i  Z v j  j  V J, f i S)£kt 1

The weather is wonderful, all sunshine today with the thermometer 
in the 7Q's, and tonight a full moon dn a perfectly cloudless sky.
The radio continues to threaten us with showers before morning and 
a drop in the temperature to some 20 odd degrees, which seems to be 

‘ 'so unlikely, what with all the doors and windows open tonight 
and a lovely gentle breeze stirring from the South.
« Another side light on local Welfare may be cited in the

• case of a lady on the rolls, possessed of 6 children, a oar and 
a "hleper" as unmarried spouses are styled. The Welfare checks 
usualy arrive on the 21st, and aa her birthday is the 23rd, she

* has taken over Alfred Horens's honkey-tonk, just above Arenbourg 
for tonight where she is throwing a birthday party for herself and 
inviting numerless local gals and swain. A gramaphone supplies the 
music, and the giver of the party' provides the beer, wine and whiskey. 
I t s  a curious commentary on the times in which we live. I still 
believe in Welfare with all my heart, and I don't know the answer to 
its proper administration, but, even as t any Governmental form,
one would have to be blind indeed if unable to recognize flaww 

along the line. *
e w w v w ' \j «* k/ U  -V It ©1* 3 © j ■ HV 3 - 3

The attached sheet of suggested footnotesdoesn't cover the required 
list, but I forget the others, and so if you will kindly mention 
them, I shall send along the balance. I began by making the 
individual notes, too long,* so the Bachelier item, especially, will 
need to be cub as appears proper to you. < '

I cannot close without apologizing for my efror con
cerning the ribbon, and at the same *time I want to tell you 
how much I appreciate your kindnesses in taking care 
of the whole business for me, once it had fallen into sympathetic 
hands. Somfcow your kindness makes me almost not regret I was 
guilty of suQh clumsiness....... .

injthe Southern Historical .Collection, 
>R REFERENCE ONLY: PERMISSION TO 
ARE PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT.

Friday, November 24th, 1950.

Memorandum: ;
And so the thermometer went tumbling down from 74 to 

26 along about first day. Ice developed suddenly in all the 
bird baths and early daw saw overcoats .covering yesterday's shirt 
sleeves. Tonight the weather man prmfcfces a low of 20, whioh means 
the water system is cut off, and tl̂ at is always a bore, Put 
I have already splashed through a bath and drawn a tub full of 
water on the assumption I may neqd some before morning. But let 
us hope a rise before another dawn may set the water system in 
functioning order again.

.It is said Miss Make jerkins is coming tomorrow, which will 
make a full day of talk, and in the evening the General will 
arrive. 3,t is pleasant to report that the Shreveport con
tingent left for home this morning at 9, and so, what with 
the cold to ward off road runners and the resulting quiet after 
yesterday, Peace reigned and I was able to get a ,lot of stuff 
attended to. , - ,

3 ‘tv LSI v •: - 3  , . J . V ±  .La* ̂  .1 -■

The batch of photographs will go forward, either in Saturday's 
or Monday's post, depending on a flock of circumstances, so you 
should have them by the end of this coming week. .

The coJLd brought plantation operations to a standstill, of 
course, and x can't remember seeing such a vacant store as I 
witnessed two or thre times today. Where all "God's ohillun" were 
hiding, I know not, but I imagine they were somewhere in-doors, 
hugging the fireplace, or out-doors, weiling an axe.

y/Oi ■ « *
I got off a. letter to ^r. ^andsford and I am hoping it may 

bring forth a prompt reponse covering some of his knowledge on 
a point or two for the Picayune article and the Portraits we are 
contriving. In re-reading one of his earlier letters today, - 
October 29th,, 1949, I believe it was, I notice he states two 
facts about, iion that seem to be at variance with some of our knowledge 
obtained from other quarters. In his letter he says H o n  was porn in 
Paris in 1810, which si definitely at variance with the Tinker 
article from the Print M0om. And, if memory serves, the Metropolitan 
stated he had three pictures in the T’ayis Salon of 1825, which 
would seem odd, if the 1810 birth date is correct, and I doubt if any 
15 year old younster had three pictures in any Sal0n. And so 
I shall try to swuare some of these points with Herr, landsior4, 
and I shall of course pass along what ever come to hand.
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Theother day while doing the footnotes, I recalled 
an old couplet as I wrote Bachel Field's name. It had to 
do with her great unole, the inventor, and ran like this;

"Old Gyrus Field, says he,
I have a funny notion;
I think I'll lay a telegraph 
Across th' Alantic Ocean,"

Wasn't that silly.
As I turned this page, I sampled the air waves to see 

what I could find about the forward surge of the cold wave.
Of places in the Gulf States, the thermometer readings for 
tonight sound odd, as for example, New Orleans will touch but 34 
while Mobile will sink to 14 and Atlanta will slip to 4, 
indicating, I suppose, that the intensity of the on-slaught 
will pass to the East of Louisiana, -I^have known Mobile, as - - 
have you, in summer, and it is difficult to picture 
the plaoe suffering from such a frigid complex.

It is equally difficult for me to picture the state 
of mind of 8,000 people whose voices I could hear issuing 
from the lomd speaker, - 8,000 people in a 26 degree 
thermometer reading, disporting themselvew in the 
grandstands at L, S, U, observing the local football 
team contend wit some place called lilla Nova, or some 
such. Surely the licqor business must have been good 
in that neighborhood tonight, or the hospitals will be 
busy enough on the morrow with pneumonia patients.
Isn't it wonderful to what lengths of physical inconvenience 
people will put themselves in the name of enthusiasm for sports,

c *

As I ran through the .photographs going forward to you 
shortly, 1 thought of how much fun it^would be fitting 
them into the proper places in the manuscript.

It seems to me the Madam's activities ought to fall 
pretty radily into the general section of the big house 
along with the Weaving House, Bindery and Studio,< 
with that section of the book being the main bulk, I suppose.

If Glemenee and her doings and the story of. Emma are 
placed under the African House that ought to give that 
sedtiop a modest layout, and I suppose the sheer photographic 
material wilib represent Yucca, There are one or two photographs 
to go intp that section, which, of course will include the 
Portraits, that I am not certain about. There is a little 
one shpwing the sunken garden at the West Hnd of lucca which may 
or may not be used, but I shall send it along regardless, and 
your own expert eye may determine, after you have been 
able to weight the stuff already to hand,,,,,,,
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Memorandum’;
How nice to have your Tuesday letter in Saturday's post.

In' response to your inquiry regarding the use of the July 
4th entry, regarding table cloth and all, - Yes , —  use 
the whole thiing as is.

I am glad you mentioned Children of Stranger's article,
I shall check up on it and see it goes forward immiedately. Frankly 
I thought it had, but it must be I switched it into my folio.
r Under separate envelope I am sending the Trichell article.
It seems to me just the type of thing we want. The personal touch 
gives it a liveliness that is breezey, while thehumor concerning 
the first white iris is perfect. If little Migg Dprmon does half 
as well, that will be splendid.

I have already; advised that the photographs are going forward 
in the same mail with this letter, so you should have them to hand 
forthwith,
< In Saturday's post came a copy of the Appleby Gappel book from 
Anne, Had she not penned my name in'the front of it, I should 
responds to my immediate impulse to send it along to you. But 
as 1 am not certain about the wisdom of so doing, under the 
circumstances, perhaps I had better hold it. In all such matters 
it would afford me so much pleasure to share these items with you,

, and building our Arenbourg library both in Manhattan and Melrose 
seems quite logical. But I realize that in cases where too 
much is written in the dedication, it is perhaps*easier all around 
for such items to be placed on "the holding shelf" at 

«- this point, ~ .....
As we contemplate the format-for the Plantation Scrapbooks 

we are bound to take especial interest in everyKcohtempoary volume 
coming to hand, and'I must say the latest Farris opus appears quite 
grand. What with the wealth of illustrations scattered through it, 
I take it the printing'job must have been quite expensive, I 
envision the Scrapbook as somewhere between the Appleby Gappel item 
and say the Hastings House Natchez item, and would not, I should 
imagine cost nearly so much to print.

i have no idea of the Parrish item's cost, but imagine it 
is rather on the up and up, and of course it is to be hoped the Scrapbook 
may be set forth at a comparatively moderate figure for greater sales.

a *  *  *  *-
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It goes without saying, of course, that my thoughts have 
been constantly'with you this week: end, as the raio has so vividly 
described the high winds of hurricane dimensions that swept your 
area. I am hoping you didn’t have to be out in any of it. I 
shall be so glad to he re-assured by your next letter.

On the home front the cold continued, but has slightly 
warmed. In the visitor’s section, the General and spouse came 
for Saturday night supper and left this Sunday afternoon.
At dinner I was midly shocked when Dan proposed all the library 
be given some Institution. He had found a book in his' room that 
sometime during the past couple of years had been gnawed on one 
corner by a rat. He seemed to convince the General the library 
should be disposed of, possibly to L. 3. U. After the matter 
had bben pretty much agreed on by the two of them, my opinion was 
askhd. I need not say X did not endorse the plan. I further 
pointed out that as X saw it, the library fell into three parts, 
the Louisiana publications, the general subject matter and 
the Scrapbooks. Ah regards the latter X stated frankly and with 
some vigor that I felt they were in quite a different class from 
the other items, in as much as the others were items written and 
published by others nd collected*by the Madam, while thb 
Scrapbooks had been compiled by her and represented her own creation an 
accordingly so long as ^eirose remained as suggestive of her 
life and activities, I thought they should not be included in the 
gift but should remain here.

• 0 .. - .* .i ■ ...

I think this,may have made some impression on the General, but 
it certainly didn t on Dan, Daynie or paynie s wife or the General’s.f n ~ *

J; a. wasn t presnt, but. I shall sing my song again for him 
on the morrow. *

In view of these circumstances, I think any items not at present 
on the ^elrose shelves should remain indefinitely where they currently 
find themselves. €

In the material which has gone forward to you by today’s post,
I have been unable to go over but one or two of the captions, but 
I hope you will feel quite free to alter, revise or correct any 
pdints that seem out of line. I have also included the correspondence 
pages, leaving everything intact as received, without taking 
out the second sheets, fearing I might make and error and what with 
the hurly-burly obtaining about the place, X have been unable to 
get any assistance, and so I feel more secure knowing that you 
are getting both originals and duplicates rather than taking the 
chance thdt one or another might be entirely missing.

It was good to see the Hands this afternoon. They came for 
an hour just befofe sunset, affording me a fine opportunity to 
blow off steam. There was humor in the sourest of the library 
business, but X shall save that for another sitting. and 
Melrose, like Liberty, is something which must every day bef fought for 
and it’s worth it.....

Monday, Bovember 27th, 1950.

Aouuu ,

Memorandum: 7
It was SO GOOD, receiving your Wednesday letter in this 

morning’s post. I was taken completely by surprise*, for I had not 
supposed circumstances immediately during and following the 
Thanskgivign Day period would permit you to take pen in hand.

' 7 . ' 7* \ ♦ ■

« Dy ohance* Log had dropped in to see me just before my 
secretary arrived, and so, on reading your letter, I was able to 
hand him his own likeness, and he asked me to say "Thank you, Ma'am 
and many howdies” on his part. He was tickled that you remembered 
him and to receive such an unexpected present. * It is such a 
recompense to witness the pleasure, expressed by the enormous grin and 
the instant response of appreciation. If only Madam Gloutier 
might take a page from Log.

And for myself, may I say "Thank you, Ma’am and many howdies” 
for the Yucca prints. Frankly., I think the little shadow of 
light or shade down the middle ls< of no consequence. I like it 
just as it is, and since the illustration on the inside appears to 
me ever so much fainter in the Gilmore opus, I think the present 
one may be considered as probably by tfcx far the best to be 
obtaiiedertainly own you an apology for the hodge-podge contents 
of the package forwarded to you in today’s post. But in spite of 
the hurly-burly condition in.which*things went forward, they are 
at least on the way, - photographs and captions. In a separate 
gob is sufficient material for a scrapbook on this region generally.
It has no bearing on our present efforts and may be pigeon-holed 
until sometime in the future, when the pre-holiday season has long since 
passed and we all can relax a little. At the last moment this 
opportunity to forward the material presented itself and I 
accordingly made the most of it, feeling that you, as always, 
would understand and forgive the messy conglomeration. It seemed to 
me, in view of ye ±d*dayYs rumblings, it would be an excellent 
opportunity to guarantee- the material for our side.

In all the excitement, I think I did not attach the 
photographs of Uncle Israel, Josephine Monette and Yucca, the middle 
period, to the elongated caption or &rief article devoted to 
Yucca during that phase of its developement, but perhaps you 
will readily understand that those three pictures go with 
said Yucca, the Middle Period. I was interrupted twice while writing 
the thing and as I never had a chance to have it read badk, I suppose 
it may be pretty wooden. Still, I thought it better to let it slide 
for later editing either by you or me, so that you may have the 
original draft to hand, should you care to have it to hand when 
disuussing the book with .some*Latham or other.

p
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Itfs always doubly interesting to be listening to 
programs when one sense a kindred soul is also tuned in.
And last Tuesday's Bob Hope and Fibber McGee and Molly 
were a case in point. I found the Molly lines for the 
efforts of her husband in conducting the "Aunt Helen" column 
hilarious, and the way the whole piece .came to an end was 
perfect.

last night I spoke of the element of humor in the 
unpleasant discussion that clqsed Sunday's gathering at 
dinner. After having speculated on giving away one hundred 
thousand dollars worth of priceless volumes* the General, on 
quitting, the dining room, asked ple if he could see me for a 

moment on the front gallery. He .led me to the room on the 
5 groundfloor of the West towey, —  opposite that to the summer 

dining room. . It was always used by the boys as an airy 
lounge in summer, and for the past 10 years, Bat has always 
stretched out on the opmfortable swing in the room, and 
read himself into an half hour's, siesta at noon, what with 
trashy cheap boy's books in a slatternly old bookoase the 
Madam had always kept there for just suph a purpose. 'The 
General pointed to the bgokst, - and I phanoed to notice one 
entitle^ "The Hover Boys , - saying that he thought they 
would be better preserved if installed in the, tower room above the 
summer dining rpom, and if I thought of it, would I ask three 
or four men to take them up there sometime before the damp 
weather set in.

.Don't you love that...... tossing a hundred thousand
dollars worth out of the window for nowt apparant reason, and 
breaking down over the more sacred preservation of a 
flock on dishy old Hover Boys. When I saw the ladies 
across the fence at first dark,* they were inclined to be mildly 
upset about the table conversation, but when I sprung The 
Hover Boys on them, even Celeste laughed.

I have waited until rather late before starting this 
letter, thinking my second secretary would be passing this 
way to give me a hand in a couple of items I hoped to enclose 
in this letter. But from other "passenger pigeons" I learn 
a oarnaval is going full blast at the local honkey tonk, - 
some kind of a tent show at Alphone's, hard by Arenbourg, and 
so I assume the secretary must have been fascinated by all 
the bright lights and gay music. And so I shall adjust 
the two items appearing in the portion of the t anscript 
attached in your letter of today, sending them along at 
my next sitting. ^

e *I oannot close without telling you again how grand it was 
having your unexpected letter today,,and how it made 
may day so very, very happy.........

Memorandums
« fhe weather is marvelous, and accordingly I couldn't 
resist the temptation to spend a while, both this morning and
this afternoon, at Arenbourg., »

Besides, I’.found an exouse for myself in not devoting all 
my time to the Underwood on the grounds that I couldn't write worth 
sour apples today anyway. And in proof thereof, I send along 
the attached transcript to the General, which,1 although I haven t 
read it, is probably about the worst piece of composition I 
ever growned out. But I sent the thing along to Baton Hou e 
regardless, for in spite of its outrageous English, mixed metaphors 
and heaven knows what all, I think it,.conveyed just the right 
kernel required at the present season. I remarked *to H. that 
I had written his brother and'since he is on our side, and accordingly 
sensed the burden of my message, he expressed his heartiest sympathy 
with my efforts but said he feared it was a loosing battle. But 
it takes more than one battle to make a war, and I have just 
begun fighting.

_  - ' - . .. H,: '• -----  - - ' ' ” *
t t

What with the weather being fine, pilgrims were to be expected, 
and if I had to have any, I was glad they came when my brain was 

wool gathering. There were the Sharps, - husbandrand wife, - but 
aotually their name was Harp, - bankers or at least he is, from Fort 
Worth, and although they came with the Hands, it turned out that 
they knew Mary Dagget iake, and so that great waltz went off swimming
ly* Dr. Rand seemed better than on Sunday but I must say, Blythe 
looks a million years old. She has developed that tell-tale neck 
curve, or shoulder curve or whatever it is that Glemence caught so 
masterfully in some of her major creations. I suppose Blythe 
is perhaps 20 or 30 years younger than Madam Regard and looks old 
enough to be her grandmother It's a pity she never has learned to 
slow down, - up at 5, no mid*time relaxation and a dozen irons in 
the fire whennot flying up and down the road, and entertaining at 
cares or some kind of a frolic until midnight, - and the impress of 
exhaustion is unmistakable, but still she neither wishes nor wills to 
slow up. It seems such a pity, for so often such people don't have 
the luck to drop dead but rather to fall out half dead,*and so 
languish on for years.

« •
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It seems that Lucille’s gilt for the chapel came at just 
about the right season, fT5T~~ just before dawn today old Duncan

died at the age of 87* And it was Dunoan who 
owned the Stations of the Cross business I have long hoped to 
add to the Chapel. And so'I sent for Sam Beaae who is a great 
cronie of Duncan* 1s son, Charlie, and commissioned Sam to under
take some kb negotiations on our behalf, promising him a pretty 
commission if he successfully concluded the business. Duncan’s son 
lives in Alexandria while one of his two daughters lives in ^ew York 
and the other in Shreveport or some such strange plaoe. I am 
sure the Stations of the uross means nothing to any of the ohildren, and 
it would:be a g^eat pity for it to leave the Cane Hiver country, if 
they really don t treasure it. Th&n, too, there is a charming 
portrait of one-of the eafly Metoyers, - a boy of 10 or IS, with a 
butterfly poised on his finger, which is altogether charming. Lyle 
was always wild to have the picture, but Duncan , while oaring nothing 
for it sentimentally, had some grossly exaggerated idea as to its value, 
and so Lyle got no where, as did the Madam, and the picture went 

from bad to wrosd, I suppose, in as much as it got scant consideration 
by Duncan. And soJ in spite of the fact that I know nothing about 
its present condition I appended that item as something'to work on
for Sam’s program, and so we shall see what we shall see. I am« *
fiddling, too, on a long range line, for an oil of Granduere’s 
brother, 'Francois Gassion Metoyer, but the likelihood of a oatoh seems 
remotif ̂ wd land none of these items, we shall have hazarded none of 
Lucille*s gift. But if we gain Any one of them, it will be in 
the nature of an historic prize that one day will * lend a pleasing 
not to Arenbourg. I'guess the Stations of the ^ross thing is 
the most remarkable. Perhaps L hage spoken of it *before, - a mahogny 
carved wall bracket, perhaps 8 or IB inches in height, with a 
little handle at the base by which one may turn the revolving disk 
above, so that, as I recall it, the individual station comes to the 
fore dn the arrangement that vaguely suggests some sort of a 
sacred'merry-go-round, if you oan iidagine such a thing. In 
any event, it is delicious, and let*8 "hold the thought".

I had to give an eye to some re-arrangements being made a°t 
the wash house and between Harps and Hands, Robert Deblieux (nro- 
nounced W.) the young Natchitoches artist, put in an appearanoe with 
a request to be permitted to draw the African House. He worked 
until dark, left his unfinished work witiTine, hoping to return 
some time next week to go further ahead with it. I may have 
mentioned as having passed this way a week or,so ago with some 
other youths, when I asked him if he would name his first be-gotten 
son Ailhaud* He knows the old Allhaud Prudhoome family on the 
Joyeous Coast, but 'somehow had never thought how delightful 
it would be to have a child whose first name was Ailhaud(pro
nounced I. 0.), so that in maturity, the child might out 
his signature from Ailhaut Dellieux to just#plain I. 0. W.

Well, so much for such tomfoolery, and my headache has evaporated, 
and it has been nice having this little chat with you......
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Wednesday, November 29th, 1950.

Memorandum: ~~ «
? '-v*; c

I thought of you so often last night as I giggled through 
the Fibber ^cGee and Molly program, hoping you might be having 
the good luck to be listening to the nonsense. Surely there must 
be dozens of differefcng contributions to make a success for an half 
hour program. But in their oase, while the musical interludes are 
pleasant, it seems to me that quite often the script is unusually 
good, as for example, when one is presented with the ultra silly 
notion that McGee would insist on sitting in his'oar until the 
full hour for which he had inserted his t±x dime in the meter 
had run out. I suppose what makes that additionally funny is the 
fact that probably all of us have known some individual or other 
who has been just that determined to get his money*s “worth.

I heard part of the Bob Hope show, - the first part, whioh 
as all of his performances of late, was transcribed. I was 
impressed by the introduction when if was stated the braodcast 
transcribed was from some place or other *in the State of Washington, 
and this was the more pertinent, I suppose, because during the 
afternoon two or three people had remarked that Bob Hope was 
appearing for his braodoast last night at Barksdale Field, some 
90 odd miles up the road on the Southern outskirts of Shreveport.
I suppose we shall be favored with that entertainment next ‘.Thursday, 
or Tuesday, rather, along about 5th.

r On fhe local scene, the street fair or whatever they call the 
thing i« going full tilt at Alphonse’s. There seem to be about 
8 or 10 trucks, each rigged up so that the side lets down 
making a little booth from which the games of chance are 
operated. The scoundrels were smart enough to tempt the local 
Holy Ghosts to endorse the fair, promising St. Augustin’s 10 per 
cent of the profits. As all the business is conducted by charlatans 
who handle the money individually at each booth, I know not how 
the Reverend Fathers are going to find out what 10 percent of 
any sum would be. Of course the whole thing is a flim-flam from 
beginning to end, and while the poor negroes and mulattoss are 
fools to be taken in by such chicanery, still it is an outrage 
to»permit such outlaws to practice their arts on these simple 
minded folk.

The reason 1 missed part of the Bob Hope show was beoause 
Jolly-Boy, one of my Little River friends, tapped on my window.
He had a problem he couldn’t solve and so had'turned to me for 
advise. *
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It seems he had come out from his home to the store, bearing 
ten dollars in all, honey belonging to his stepmother and 
one or two neighbors, with a list of things to buy at the store 
for them. But the store had closed when he arrived, and as 
everybody was heading toward the gay lights, he went along, and 
the first thing he knew, — the gambling looked so easy, as 
he explained, the hill billy had all the money, and then he didn’t know 
what to do.

Smart me, I reoommended that he go home and tell the 
people exactly what had happened, but that, of course, is easier 
said than done. I have no doubt the lesson may or may not have 
a salubrious effect, and he can eventually pay back the money, but 
nevertheless it’s a shame that such business oould operate, and 
of all things, with the blessings of the Church, for aftef all, 
when, —  as has too often happened since the world began, the 
Holy Ghosts, knowingly or in stupidity, begin working hand in give 
with the Devil, the results have always been lamentable to say 
the least.

I learned of an old man who had been saving his cotton money 
for Qhristraas, but the street fair fleeced him of his entire wealth, 
totaling fifty dollars, - arid so they flick to the shearer and 
thus are they sheared. Poor lambs...

Today's post wasn’t^of ̂ uc'h interest, although I did 
appreciate a little note from the Hoverend Bompey M. Gillie, 
askirfg me to transmit a message to Dr. Band on his behalf. The 
note was an appreciation of our visit to Rockford ^huroh, and 
I thought of white folks who might take a couple of instructions 
in polite manners from the* dusky Baptist preacher. *1 sent the 
note along to «̂ r. xtand, and probably shall not see it again, but 
if it comes to hand, I shall pass it along for our file.

I slept but indifferently last night, although a little 
tired physically after flying up and down the road yesterday. But 
I had a couple of unopened Talking Books and so I sampled them.
One is an item entitled "Young Bess^by JSrwink or Irwin, or some 
such, - the childhood of Queen Elizabeth ancL seems as entrancing 
and colorful as! the Luaghton pr sentation of Bess’s papa, old 
Henry. And the other thing.is called "The Pree Man,« by Richter, or 
some such, being an account of the oolenial advent of the 
Palatinate Germans in Pennsylvania during the colonial period.
It is novel in style, and short, but up until I began to nod, it 
seemed pretty good. *

The sky was overcast today and the air just cool enogh to 
make physical labor a bracing business, and efforts at the 
Underwood alright, wh&t with the butaine along side, I do 
hope your hurly-burly week-end has played out, now that $he week
has again reached a middle, and myy the impending one be all quiet and nioe.....  ^

JlkfXjL
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Thursday, .November 30th, 1950,

Memorandum:
A week ago we were freezing and tonight a.l\ the doors 

and windows are open, —  and poor old Grandpa, he lingers on 
so mightily. According to Shreveport, today’s thermometer reading 
was the highest in Shreveport history for November 30th. The 
promise for tomorrow is Pair and Warmer, and today it was in 
the 80*s, - and I must say I like it, - if only 1 njight give 

poor Grandpa a fine funeral. :
And, as perhapa already noted, Essae Mae has at long last 

come across. It seems to be better than Miss Kate’s effort, but 
scarcely up to Miss Lillian. Still, I think we oan use it, 
although if you feel it requires editing a bit, I trust you will 
swing the blue pencil about with abandon, and anything you may 

• do will be an improvement.r
I have appended a brief line or two by way of introduction.

The picture which we apparantly aren’t going to get from Caroline Rams 
sey, — the Madam, book in lap, sitting before the book case, would 
be just the checker for the Essae Mae opus. But ^ince we can’t 
count on that, perhaps we may‘use both the one you had enlarged with 
her sitting at her scrapbook table, and the other illustration 
showing the case of scrapbooks. I tried to make the attached 
introduction a little different from the captiQn, as I recalled it, 
covering the scrapbooks in their cases, but if I repeated myself 
in these, you will of course feel quite free to strike out in which 
ever seems better th.e stuff that is re-hashed.
• * ' ' - •' ■ , _

I am glad Essae Mae and Lois got to see little Dr. Miller, 
for I kirow <their visit did her a world of good. I gather from 
Essae Mae’s note that she is threatening to pass this way before 
long, and I shall be glad to compare notes with her once more.

j X v.- • - p W j . W  ~ _r £.. . ,v .. , 3 F:T ffJO *£3 '

As for the other enclosure from la belle Holoman. it is 
certainly a masterpiece. I shall take Underwood in hand shortly 
to tell her that Rebecca Gustine Minor was no Lintot, but I shall 
be careful to omit the name Gustine, just to apuoy la Holoman, since 
by telling her whom the lady was not but failing to acquaint her with 
her true identity, she will be slap up a tree.

And by the time I get through telling her that Lyle ^axon didn’t 
.write Hatchea-on-the-Mississippi, I’ll bet a dollar she will 
never again try to pin that book on him. Then, too, there is 
a marvelous opportunity for me to restrain myself in not going in to

> 5 £ 1 / ' ' « ' ;

lil
■
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strange family relations, since she, herself is her own sister's 
daughter-in*, law by marriage, and since her sister married her 

father-in-law, la Holoman’s son turns out to be and at the same 
time, his aunt's grandson and her son, to boot, sinoe during the 
late summer, the grandfather took out apoption papers for his 
grandchild, *nd if that weren't enough of a mess, she has the 
nerve to tell me that Bebeoca Lintot who married a child of 
Stephen Minor, was sister of the Yellow Duohess, who was Stephen 
Minor s wife It may be that some people 'are brothers-in-law to 
their grandfather, but that is a new one on me, — and in spite of 
her marital distinctions, to Ethel Holoman, too, 1 fancy.

Well, Lord, all this tomfoolery, and it all boils down to ~~ ~ 
the old adages "One's a fool to fool with a fool*, therebve 
letting me slap out, /  *
d ‘ * > l » ■ - - -■ > ■ - • '■■■ t '• 1 « '

, Celeste honored me with a visit today at the “same moment 
the, knipmeyers arrived, and her presence here gave me an opportunity 
to devote a couple of brief seconds with some love y people from 
Denver who had arrived at the same moment the ^nipmeyers came.
The ^saver people are the type from whom we shall hear, I feel sure, 
and tnerefore i regretted the pile up and resulting brevity of the greeting,

t^ On the home front, the local street fair or carnaval as it seems 
to be called, jogs along merrily, I was unkind when I denounced the 
endorsement of the dirty business by the Beverend Fathers, 
for Qeleste bristled when* I expressed regret that from the pulpit or 
altar word should be annunciated recommending such entertainment 
to the faithful. Last night in one of the games of chance a ~ 
member of St, ^ugustin s Church got hooked for sixty dollars,
* is trying to keep the home fires burning, after

his rather, Jodey Boque"got his head out off a year or so ago.
Thus the boy who is running his father's garage is a great
ii*Tto°Lyle Madam® Aubin *0(lu® an^ grandso of Denny, —  but no
„ „  ^ y?™,d,rB^ 9za9l9(f wiahTX kne™ to spell that name( oame to see me early this morning, I believe he was wasting J. H, *s return
mho111! ? ° 4.?afsed by bo aaught up on conversation,
Tbe bad kim was at the air port in town
where *r, elie and 1 passed by one dajT when the latter wanted to rent 
a plane xor a little spin around. But somehow Baymond keeps up with 
ft “ d ^ ine?» - Probably in part at least because he ls sometimes 

°ne ?*+3hs brushinS ° «  the Yucoa roof at cotton dusting
I thought the opportunity an exollent bne to inquire about 

aerial photography. Something tells me it wouldn't be bad to 
have a shot of the gardens from the air, don’t you think so.... .

r / W w
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Friday, December lpt, 1950,

Memorandum:
I cannot tell you how delighted I am to have your 

Monday letter, HL/j
Faith helps out much when one's thoughts dwell.constantly with 

those far away when the radio screams disaster, and I must confess 
that I have thought of you constantly since the big wind began 
blowing a week ago. Other distractions, such as Sunday's library 
talk, seemed important, but not at all so important as other things 
on my mind, and. how impressed I was by the realization bearing 
down on me that after all is said and done it isn't things, even 
when they are symbols, that count for anything when contrasted 
with people,

Lexington Avenge must have been a sight. 1 hadn't heard about 
store windows being smashed, although there was some account 
of the Empire State building being effected.

If memory serves., I,believe I was here when the big wind of 
1928 carried on so high in Hew York and Hew England, How much 
nearer all that seems than it does now. Isn't,it wonderful how 
circumstances can eliminate all feelings,of distance*

Of thfl ftnnVognregT the Anne Brrish number may be nice to 
preserve for a bit with a poTsible view to future reference. I 
think, should a Harper contact seem adviseable, should the 
Latham business lag, we might suggest a Georgetown note with 
a view to cseating interest in the item in advanoe of 
a preliminary view, should we need to tap on that window.

i
From Sarah's letter, it would seem that J, H# ig on some 

library board or other, but he is such a sight, he never mentions 
such matters. A supper tonight he remarked that he had dropped 
in to see Earle «*-ong at his shack on his Winfield farm this morning. 
He said the Governor is always the same, incapable of ever saying 
anything but always ready to grunt about anything. He thinks he is 
possessed of about the worst disposition of anyone he knows. He 
said Earle showed him how arthritis was enlarging the joints of 
his fingers and was complaining about things and people«in general, 
and particularly about ^niggers" whom he uses only for political 
purposes. He said that while Earle has a fine house in Audubon £ark 
in Hew Cleans, he lives in a wacky old cabin when on his Winfield 
farm tfyit looks worse than any between the ^elrose store and the 
bridge The latter is played u-p at voting seasons but the

O X
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Hew urleans residence, naturally, is never mentioned.
This morning I did some gardening at lucca just before 

mail time when I heard an old airplane buzzing around quite 
high overhead. I threw down an oversized white handkerchief 
beside me as I tussled with some banana,plants I was getting 
ready to transport to Arenbourg. I don t know if my gesture was 
timely or not. Later I had a telephone^saying thephotographic 
mission was carried out to the satisfaction of the people in 
the plane, and so, eventually, perhaps, we shall have an 
opportunity to judge for,ourselves.

r

In the odds and ends department of the news, my agents 
report that one of the holy Ghost fathers lent his blessings to 
the local carnival by attending in person last night and trying 
his hand at gambling at bit. ha ran up a loss of one hundred 
dollars in a jiffy, but the kind hearted operators of the shadey 
business mtinificiently handed back the money, so it appears 
there is honor among thrives and the,clergy in this instance anyway. 

• •
I was supposed to have a flook of people this afternoon but 

nobdy showed up, which suited me to a T. Log dropped by for 
a few minutes and said he is moving just up the road a piece from 
his present house, but on.the opposite side of the road. There is 
a little strip in there, run by some of the mulatto Borins, for 
a Natchitoches banker, and how it ever escaped being absorbed 
by the ever expanding Melrose, I never did understand. And 
so while striokly speaking the ■‘■'ark Luke will not be on Melrose, 
he will in reality have moved a little closer in this direction, 
and probably next year will be back on ^elrose again. I may 
have mentioned the site of the old francois Gassion Metoyer 
house one dusky evening in June when an automobile was kicking up 
dust in passing, about 500 yeards before reaching the spillway, and 
that is where Log .will take up his residence.

At 7:15 tomorrow night, the seasonal electrical decorations 
are turned on in town. There have been the usual invitations to 
dine in town and the usual regrets . I am going to make it a 
point to dash in to view the business so etime during the holiday 
period, for much thought and time during the year are devoted to 
this annual effort, and people come from lots of Texas cities, 
Oklahoma, Arkansas, Mississippi and from as far South as Lew Orleans 
to view the spectacle. The official pressing of the button is 
prefaced on this Saturday by a huge display of fireworks, which may 
be a little dampened this year, what with the promise of rain for 
to orrow afternoon. But while the fireworks are imposing, it is 
the eleotriQ lighting, and especially along Gane Hiver where the 
lights are doubled by their reflections in the water, that is really 
the big thing. I remember it rained last year, for the Whinteys of 
Hew Cleans were here for the occasion and well do

•;W$:7S§r ___ X_ r  Q Clu. -i*--.—
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Sunday, December 3rd, 1950.

Memorandum:

I'm wondering what luck you are having in trying to 
keep up with those four pianos that seem forever to be flying 
around the days of the week and the hours of the clock.

It is precisely 2 minutes after 9 p.m., and quite by 
chance at 8:30 I stumbled over tbs quartet going a mile a 
minute over the national station of W H 0, Des Moines. I 
thought the thing was not a re-broadcast, but I am not sure, for 
I missed both the opening and closing announcements. If,

? through all the excitement of the Thanksgiving holiday, you 
lost track of that eiusive foresome, or should I say foursome, 
perhaps you will catch up again with them on Sunday evening 
along about 9:30 your time, if, indeed, they haven*t flitted on 
to some other day and hour by the time this note reaches 
your true hand.

And while another matter is on my mind, may I tell you 
that at the same time I post this letter on the morrow, I 
shall also send along a parcel post package in the nature of 
a Christmas gift. The box isn*t too heavy,, and I have inserted 
a couple of paper bags, so you may the more readily transfer 
the contents to same, if that sterns desireable. It certainly 
seems to be rushing the season to launch this item at this 
early date, but I take a word of precaution from the radio 
admonitions to mail thin s early, and as the package contains 
something that might dampen things a bit if crushed, it 
seemed a likely time to get ahead of the rush, and so I 
am doing so, with apologies for having spoiled Ghristmas 

' by getting so far ahead.

Saturday was cloudy, warm and humid, with the usual 
amount of pilgrims that invariably put in an appearance 
on the week end in which the Hatchitoches fireworks and 
holiday lighting features are inaugurated. I enjoyyed 
j)r. and Mrs. Sitkin or however they spell their names, most.
He is the head of the History department of L# s. U., a 
native of South Carolina while his wife is from Virginia, 
naturally they were entranced with what they had to see at 
Melrose, as were some other historians, Bill (Adams, and
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other historically minded people passing this way. '.There 
were several groups who were turned hack, at the gate after 
3:30 or 4:00<whenMme, de Montespan arrived, honoring 
Yucca until supper was served in the big house.

I had one or two last minute telephone calls from 
town, urging me to join in whatever forlies were on the 
docket, but naturally 1 declined. Celeste had urged me 
to accompany her and I-believe she was in town by 3:00 
to be an early participant, It seems there were bands playing 
all afternoon on the margin of the river in front of the 
town, with the adjoining thoroughfares roped off to all 
traffic* The fireworks were at 7}15 and were finished 
before a 9 o'lcock deluge set in. iSugene told me he 
took his father back to Cloutierville during the rain, and 
the stream of cars and buses on the Alexaadria-ftatchitoches 
highway was constant. ..... *

It is my understanding that the carnival folds up its 
traps and leaves from the ^renbourg area on the morrow, and 
good riddance of bad rubbage. J. s. told me at dinner today 
that the sharpers had apparently done quite a brisk business 
on Saturday night and they fleeced some of the ladies to 
such a point that some <of the latter threatened to telephone
the Sheriff, and so some of the money was handed back.

*  ■■

Cane ^iver took another victim on the Joyeous Coast 
last night,-too, - some youth from ‘“‘atohitoches, I believe.
As I understand it a oar in which four college youths were 
riding failed to make the abrupt turn on to the bridge 
at Bermuda,f there almost in front of *Uncle Phanor's, 
and plunged' into the water. Three youths extricated themselves 
but the.fourth drowned. So many cars in a period of years 
go over that embankment, it seems odd nothing is done by 
way of concrete balustrades to discourage the plunges.

I cannot tell you how delighted I was on Saturday morning' 
when askqd by one of my secretaries if it were possible 
for me to write a letter on behalf of one of his friends, 
for it is always such a pleasure to assist in such matters.
The paper was semi-legal in nature, and so I have no dofct 
the particulars dictated by the youth who had been presented 
to me were more or less factual.

I tought, ,X had caught the name correctly when he was 
introduced, but 1 couldn t believe my ears,’ but confirmation 
came wh„en the letter had to be typed.

I think you will be enormously impressed by tfie 
name, too, for it is so unexpected that few if Any people, I think, 
would ever conjure up anything quite like it. And so 
here it is, —believe it or not, —Saint filderberry.
As for me, I give up right there.....,, ||

Monday, December 4th, 1950.

Memorandum:

And so, from the enclosure, you will note that your 
friend, little Miss I*ucy, came across with fa page for our 
impending opus.---—...

<*■

• I think it is alright, although if you feel on reading 
it that a phrase in the first sentence would olarify the 
thing, you will of course feel free to make such an addition.
As I ran through the thing, — and X did so rather hurriedly it 
seemed to me that some such phrase as *as far away from Melrose 
Louisiana as Penland borth Carolina- might add additional 
light, although it is quite possible that since the horth 
Carolina Address will be included at the beginning of the article 
such a phrase as suggested is not at all required. *

As between you and me, and nothing need be done about this 
** seems to me that greater emphasis might have been given * 

the Madam s actual contributions to Penland other than the 
sending of Egyptian cotton and wool. The way the sentence 
in the article is rigged up seems to indicate that somebody or 
other gave a memorail room and that the Madam gave the 
cotton and wool, whereas in reality X myself expressed (shipped 
by express, that is) one or two looms, a like number of lovely 
spool beds, a flock of books constituting a yountf library 
on weaving and so on, - chairs, rugs and the like. And 
the furnishing of such a room by one who never was interested in 
going to see the place I thought was quite interesting. I know 
not who may have given the money for the building of the '

tiie room figured, but it was my understanding 
that the entire f room, or at least the major portion of it 
was, so far as furnishing were concerned, were shipped from ' 
kere. ^ oh a faGt deluded in our Scrapbook would underline 
the Madam s charitable impulse, of course, but I d’onM; care

wit£ Lucy» and so * guess we Should just 
let the article stand as it is. ■ * J

In the.mean time, I shall acknowledge reoeipt of her letter 
and perhaps inquire about what type of bed or loom or whatever * 
that the Madam provided lor the establishment, and perhaps that 
will bring lorth a response which, il it proves interesting 
may be inserted in the body ol the enclosed article. But 
let's not count, of that. <
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The carnival pulled out from the honkey-tonfc this 
morning and ac ordingly I spent some time looking after our 
interest® at adjoining 4renbourg. Log passed this way 
just as I'was leaving Yucca, and he accompanied me and lent me 
a hand. The sky was overcast and the wind chill, but 
we were sufficiently busy jumping about so we didn't mind the 
weather.

Two things the hill billies of the carnival left behind 
were a ooupfc of negro boys. Where they had picked them up 
on their tour, and how they happened to leave them, I have 
no idea. I suppose the youths are perhaps, 14 and 16 or 
thereabouts. My attention was directed toward them by Log who 
asked me, to notice them in particular. As bog put it, "Me, I 
sure ain t no lily white nigger myself, but one of those 
little o$d boys is so balok that I’m bound to look Like 
a fresh new snow flake along, side him".

Around 4 o’clock, 1 encountered Celeste coming from the 
store as I was heading in that direction. She invited me to 
drive in to town at first dark, as she was taking Aurellia 
and “‘attie in to see the lights, her thought was that 1 would 
enjoy the opportunity. My thought was that I don't want to 
start any such jaunts bent on sight-seeing, for the next thing 
would be somebody inviting her'and me to a party or supper or 
some such, and X want nothing along that line. I declined, according 
ly, and she seemed disappointed. She urged, but I, to avoid saying 
I just didn t want to ‘(period) , remarked that I had several 
things x fe£t bound to do. She countered that she, too, is 
mighty busy, —  to which, of course, there, might have been 
several observations, including the business about the squirrel in 
his cage. * ,■ . .......

The* plantation purchased pecanes for shipment to political 
and possibly personal friends, and although the supply ran out 
before the list did, it is quite possible you were in the 
early brackets and therefore may or may not receive some. In 
case you should, acknowledgement phould go to J. and Celeste.

I read a little more from the Micy Corokett book about 
Japan, - "Popcorn onf the Ginza" or some such title. I liked a 
couplet in the p&rt about social readjustments in the island,
American G. I ’.s paying a 30 yen or a pack of cigarettes for 
the pleasure of spending a night with a Japanese girl in the old, 
old profession, etc., eto. According to Miss Crockett, the 
somewhat popular, bawdy words, learned by all "gay" girls of 
the island, and set to the tune of Clementine, runs somethin# 
like this: * ^
"Qhooolato, chewing gumo, cigarette, 30 yen;
All night sleepo, no presento; Ah. regreto. - Gome again."

Don’t you love that.....

Tuesday, December 5th, 1950.

Memorandum:

Thirty millin times wuld not suffice to tell you 
how happy your message of Friday, the 1st, rqaching me today, 
made me and Arenbourg, whose birthday 1% is, thanks to you.

I think I mentioned in my yesterday’s Memo that I 
had spent some time at Arenbourg yesterday and what with 
the birthday following so soon after, I envision more 
sweet olives and Chinese magnolias, don’t you think so.

It has been misting all day, and the thermometer will 
tumble from 70 to 22 tonight, so that bright and early, - 
and early, if not altogether bright, I shall be marching up 
the road again in the morning to dislodge any ice that may 

have formed on the leaves of any of our "children", and 
convey my plans to them for additional little playmates.

It is so kind of you to be so kind to us, and it is 
so much worth while, feeling that we are sharing so whole 
heartedly in the creation of our little Paradise.

I am glad the sections from the Time Table seemed alright, 
and as I#ran through the transcripts, it sounded as t ough 
it was conveying the desired impression^

I am glad, too, that the Portraits in Color are shaping up, 
too. As for the LJron ^ew Orleans address, it seems to me he 
must have had at least three, - one on Boyal, one on Exchange 
Alley, and4one on Canal, . probably occupying each successively. 
Surely the Tinker information would be oprreet for one of 
these, and perhaps Mr. ^andsford will come through with 
further particulars about the one he occupied with. Ganova.
I had supposed I might have heard from XLerr Landsford before 
now, but perhaps my request for additional information not only 
about Lion of Dew Orleans but Lyons of Natchez, as well, may 

have impelled him to place the answer in a folder for 
subsequent answer when the desired-.particulars come to hand.

I’m glad ypu liked the Triohell item, and that you 
found it as much to your liking as I did to mine. Somehow 
I must confess that I never doubted you would, for .instinctively 
I always tfeel our reactions are identical.
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Under separate cover I am sending some Iris publicity 

that Sister sent Geleste. I don t know if her name appears 
as author, hut from the paragraph or two I heard, it is 
obviously from little Miss Dormoan’s facile pen. I 
thought it an excellent opportunity to write to congratulate 
her on hi handiwork, not mentioning whence had come the 
publicity. It was the fcest form of a subtle taunt I 
could think of. But after writing the page, something 
unexpectedly transpired that made the whole business perfect.
A "mouche d 1 autumn alighted on the page as I was just 

beginning the final paragraph, and picking up an envelope,
I took a crack at .the fly which escaped, but the swat 
.tore the letter almost slap in two, * from the top to 
within an inch of the bottom, both pieces falling out of 
the machine and leaving only the paragraph at the end in the 

. roller. And so I finished the sentence, folded up the 
two separate pieces, and posted them to Briarwood. I don’t 
reckon the punch will be very effective, but the trouble 
little Miss Dormon may have in fitting the two pieces together 

.will be enough to make her furious, which will be gratifying, 
so far as I am concerned.

Celeste and “‘■adam Regard are .fixing to take off for 
South Louisiana at tomorrowls dawning, for a two day folio. 
It's wonderful how the promise of a sleet storm during the 
night holds no terrors for them whenever the prospect of 
flying up and down the big road it to the fore.

Thus far X have been lucky in avoiding any wild duck supper 
which usually start turing up about* this* time of^yearl The"'— ~— 
season opened* on Friday or Saturday and everybody seems to 
feel bound, to head out with a gun to knock down a few unsuspect
ing mallards or whatever the poor things are. The wild duck is 
much too gamey, X think, and on occasion when I have 
swallowed buck shot mixed in with* the hip of a diminuntive 
swan, my relish for the bird has not increased. "Little”
Robert shot one before the season opened and has promised to 
bring me the band, which, according to report, bears a 
Uew 1ork State address. If I can sedure the band, I shall 
write the Raw xork State bander, if such is the name, and 
I shall perhaps learn something about duck migrations I didn’t 
know before. I had always supposed that Hew fork State wild 
ducks would follow along the Atlantic Coast when heading 
Routh instead of stepping over into the Mississippi water
shed. I shall be surprised to learn if it turns out it is from 
Greenwood -Lake, or some such. There were 5 or 6 on the water 
in front of *rengourg yesterday, and tomorrow I shall look for 
more when I go to o&lebrate youB and Arenbourg‘s and my birthday

s »

Wednesay, December 6th, 1950.

Memorandum: ,

Here’s a lot of tittle-tattle that is of no interest but 
which illustrates now neatly one can get into a false situation 
without any apparant means of guiding no account circumstances 
that jockey one into such a situation.*

Dr. Rand dropped in unexpectedly at 4j30* bringing me 
several papers of interest he wanted to run through with me and 
a bottle of Taylor's port which I like but which he cannot 
imbibe because of his,diabetis. Miss Tillinghast arrived at 
4:32. I made the presentations and we chatted * aimlessly, for 
a few minutes when Dr. Rand, assuming I suppose that the lady 
was visiting me instead of using Yucca as a waiting room, invited 
the two of us to supper at the camp. .Miss Tillinghast made some 
approving gesture but of course looked to me for a decision. I 
declined, lying by saying I was expecting people, but that I 
would make it a little later. Miss f. remarked that she would 
be glad to drive me over.

< It seems that when the ^ands had arrived, Dr. Rand had come 
here and ^lythe had gone to the store where she was engaging 
J. H. in conversation. Dr. Rand finally withdrew about 5, and 
J. 11. came to Yucca announcing supper, after which the lady 
would wait for him at Yucca. It was accordingly plum dark before 
I was rid of time-marauders, whereupon I galloped across the 
cotton patch in the direction of the Hands. I reached theire 
side gate just, as they swung their car around and headed toward home 
through theitr main gate.

I guess an apology is in order on my part for standing them up, 
and yet perhaps everybody was a little out of order, they for having 
arrived so late with their invitation, univited guests being 
too loath to linger and so on and so forth.

In fine this afternoon was a mess.

I had fallen down while crossing the cotton patch and 
a mountainous furous, suddenly coming into contact with my 
chest just about knocked the stuffing out of me, and as I was 
cold to boot, - the thermometer never went about freezing today,
I was glad to fallow a trail toward Puny's lighted windows and 
sit for a while, before his nice wood fire before heading 
back here. If this Memo seems unusually incoherent, just
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charge it off to the day's hurly-burly*

Under separate cover T am sending along some snapshots 
which cake from Joe today* I was under the impression he had 
a picture of Lyle with a pet chicken sitting on his shoulder 
but apparently Joe couldn t find it* The pictures of the 
Madam, - one on the big wagon and one by the buggy appear to be 
clear, although I leave it to you to decide if we can use any 
of them. It is Charles Mazurette with her* I took the 
pictures in 1940 or 1941.

/The picture of Lyle by the side gate seems alright as a 
possible illustration, and of course the one with the goats 
has its touch of informality which makes it nice for 
a scrapbook illustration. I think the bag in the same picture 
must be Sister, and so thought Dr. Hand, but still we might use 
it, with a caption that mentions but Lyle by name. If you 
find the picture good for reproduction, —  we need but one of 
Lyle, I think, - you might select it instead of the slightly more 
convential one tanding by the g$te.

I shall write Joe, thanking him for sending them, and telling 
him I shall return his prints sometime after the turn of the year 
so you may not feel rushed about deciding on these items.

Today’s post was rather heavy but I got an opportunity 
to read but a couple letters which are enclosed. Carolyn is 
guilty of raising a question without any hint of the answer, and 
so often in such instances, one tends to over estimate the 
answer in trying to figure out wha.t the. subject can be about, 
her' reference to a surprise in May is a case in point. If 
I am in any way concerned with what is pending, I hope she doesn't 
make the mistake of banking too heavily on what my reaction may 
be and thus find herself disappointed over some failure to 
realize something which taking me into account, at the same 
time has denied me an opportunity to dampen expectations as 
she mentally contrives whatever it is she is "studying up".
I am glad to know I am not likely to be honored by a visit prior 
to January, save for a possible afternoon's call with the man 
xrom ^aine. from now until afterjthe holidays, I shall not 
be searching for visitors with eyes of yearning.

As regards the ot^er enclosure, I think the writer, as 
often in the past, has struck a particularly fortunate co parison 
and in the presnt instance I refer to the removal of the statue ’ 

from the pedestal, a phrase which I suspeot I shall feel imrelled 
to borrow before the business is done. P

And now I must call it a day, hoping the while that Manhattan 
is ever so much more Spring-like that us-es.....

Thursday, December 7th, 1950.

Memorandum:
How nice to find your Sunday, the 3rd, letter in today's 

post, together with the Portrait in Color And while 
mentioning the latter, I must remark how grand it looks so 
nicely typed, and somehow it seems rather longer than I 
had anticpated.

’It was so kind of you to write me, even though your 
week end was not too convenient for effecting such contacts.
Perhaps the impending one may be more favorable, although I 
suspect with all the hurly-burly of pre-holiday doings, your 
time may scarcely be called your own from now until *51 gets 
well under way. * c

As Time goes along, the more I incline to feel that the 
ideal Christmas might be found somewhere or other, in a place 
one might limit one’s self to seeing just the persons one really 
cherishes. I suppose that is what the Madam really had in mind 
when she used to propose she and I go to spend the holidays at 
Charlie Taylor's. Perhaps I have mentioned Charlie Taylor's 
house before, but x shall repeat myself, because you have 
subsequently g.one over the Hclnhess pictorial map, and to this 
day Charlie Thylor's house still stands atop the Indian Mound 
back on a remote stretchuof Little Aiver not too far from 
St. ^arys-on-the-Bayou#

I can imagine how impatient you were to have the pictures 
and captions over the week end, but under the circumstances, since 
you wouldn't have had much opportunity to spend much time with them, 
perhaps you got a break early in the week when they actually 
did come to hand.

I feel sure you have found the father and Son photograph 
an excellent likeness. I am under the impression it must have 
been photographed at some time when the glass was removed, it seems 
so remarkably clear. Sometime, after the holidays, if we|could 
have some little ones made, I should be delighted. I don t 
know by whom this particular photograph was "struck", but^
I rather assume it may have been taken in Lew Orleans prior to 
its advent Into this section.

As always when the mail arrived I set your envelope aside 
for my most confidential secretary, but turned loose the rest

I  t  t * / * ...... ••«<»«.'
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on poor Dr. Knipmeyer, and' a flock, of stuff it was, none of 
it of much interest save, perhaps, the harness letter, covering A 
his Alaskan trip. I shall send it along under separate cover,r 
hut I feel impelled to ask you quite frankly if I would do better 
to avoid sending you quite so much correspondence for the time 
being, at least. Naturally I love to share anything that has 
even the scantest interst if you enjoy keeping up with the trends, 
but if at certain seasons the pressure of your own correspondence 
plus the multitudinous other demands on your time make these 
a bit unweildy, I hope you will signify such pressure, and 
I shall understand perfectly and side track them to the 
trash basket. Please feel quite frank about expressing yourself 
on this point, and 1 shall gladly be guided accordingly.

Yesterday's oold wave continued today, with the 
thermomenter touching 14 last night and not getting much 
above' freezing all day. There is cloud coverage tonight, however, 
and 20 will be the low tonight, it is said, and then tomorrow it 
may start rising, - I hope. It has been snowing ^n various 
places, and if it will only keep on snowing any place but here,
I shall be enchanted, for while 1 vastly enjoy Bing ^rosby, I 
am not as one with him as he begins about this time of year 
"dreaming of a white Christmas". By the way, I saw the picture 
that song appeared in, - but years ago in Natchez, and I thought 
it was among the Hworser“ pictures I ever saw. Bow the song 
ever survived such a beginning is a mystery*.

Pf cpirse u was emcjamted tp ;earm tjat upi sti^b;ed 
rber tje *oamp Quartet on Sunday afternoon, just as I had done 
the same thing later the same day. I am glad you mentioned the 
Manhattan hour in the afternoon, for l shall sample my air waves at 
that hour, although I reckon National stations within my reach 
so early in the afternoon out of ^an.yattan may be too elusive.
*ut by 8;30 p.m., if the weather is not too stormy, I can 
leach out and grab off Des Moines without any difficulty, and 
so if I do not seem to be precisely in step with you around 
2;30, there is little doubt that I will be in stride alright 
at least 5 hours later.

*  * .

On Monday night I stumbled on to the very end of the 
Dupont program, - I believe it was Monday night, and I 
regretted I had missed everything, for from the final sentence,
I gathered it was devoted to Major Denfant about whom I know too 
little and should have enjoyed hearing what the Wilmington 
Department had to offer on the Subject, If somebody would only do 
M^he -̂ ife and Times of Pierre Denfanf or whatever his name was, 
wouldn’t that be wonderful' ' ** !' v v. v a* t v *■* •*•••.« ̂  v c* it 1 XilOw Util 1 C

Mrs. Holoman writes to ask whom she may contact in 
Hathcez on December 23rd for information regarding the Priest's 
House_s_ Can you imagine contacting anybody for anything^orT 
Saturday, December 23rd....... (Smile)

4558 l<Loî
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Friday, December 8th. 1950.

Memorandum tYlf v
Eow nice to find your Monday and vrednes^ay letters in 

today's post, together with the Time Table transcript^
I am glad you enjoyed turning through some of the 

pictures and I hope the captions, • the p rt I did, - turned out 
alright, and I apologize for having rigged them up so that 
they require extra labor for your own true hand in filling in 
some of the quotations. If any or all of them seem too 
wooden do please send them back and I shall be glad to have 
another "go**at them, for some of them were contrived under 
adverse circumstances and might well have made me blush, should 
I have run through them when finished.

■ * ?

It seems so odd about the "Children of Strangers" article, 
but I shall continue my search for my*second copy. And in the 
mean time, if you care to include the copy you have in the 
manuscript to be submitted to ^r. ^atham, that will be 
alright; for it is being submitted; of course, with the 
understanding that it is subject to additions and corrections.
As I recall, the only changes I made were on pages 4 and 5, —  
if memroy serves, and it may not in this instance, - at the 
point where formerly 1 had supposed Grandpere built Yucca and 
the African House, where in reality I should have ascirbed them 
to **arie Therese. I feel certain I shall run up on this 
elusive item shortly, and shall naturally’ send it along in 
a jiffy,.but in the mean time, the article as is might go along 
as a sample of the article which is ubjeot to eventual 
alteration on one or two pages.

The enclosure from Bill "aloney gives the; green light to 
the Hose Franken correspondence. How if little Miss Theata or 
however will lust take pen in hand, all should ^o swimmingly in 
the correspondence department. As for getting Caroline's 0. Kay, 
I propose to leave that just as long as possible, and it would 
seem to me I might perhaps guarantee no argument with her on 
the point by merely saying that unless I hear“from her to the 
contrary, I shall put the thing through. That migh}; impell 
her to write, but X doubt if even that will, and so we shall 
proceed on the assumption that 11 silence does indeed give approval
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~ Imagine my surprise this afternoon when X found myself 
in town. The proofs taken from the air had never come 
to hand and*it struck me I had better pass by the 
photographers to see if they had ever been forwarded. They 
had not. I squinted at the negatives and was vastly 
disappointed because the h shots taken were just about 
the coverage that Nina had included in her pictorial map 
and not a concentration on the gardens, as I had 
requested. But re-takes are impossible at the present 
time, and so I shall have an over-all picture printed 
and perhaps at some other time I shall be able to get a 
limited likeness of just the gardens.

All in all, ten minutes must have elapsed between 
the time I struck the limits of the city and the moment 
I was beyond its..confines again which was plenty long for me.
But although the air remains cold, the sky was cloudless
with a chance of warmer weather on the morrow. It will
be nice if it does warm up a little fbr I have a flock of
people coming Saturday afternoon, the Mayor of -Lafayette and
a party, and some others from Baton Houge or some such place
and the latter group will, include Governor Long's sister-in- /
law or some suoh bag. Surely she can't be more^baggish
than Earle's sister which is something to be thankful for.

I saw Mrs. Gbombs for a few minutes this noon. She 
says there ib much activity in the legal department of the 
Welfare Lepartment, but she doesn t quite see how some of the 
attempted re-adjustments in handling the need are going 
to pan out. A case in point, for example, is that of Clyde 
Claude Emmett Davis. He is the father of Jackie, Clemence's 
daughter. He left her for another lady living on Little Hiver 
a year or so ago. The 4 children by ^ackle have been drawing 
relief checks but now those check havb been stopped and 
Clyde Claude Emmett Davis has been called upon by the Court 
to support the same. But that, of course, leaves the new wife 
and^children, - two and a half offspring, to be assisted 
financially, and while two and a half would require lesfefe 
money than 4, still it would seem odd for a man's wife 
ana children to be on relief while he is shelling out money to 
support those other offspring begotten by an earlier liason. Its 
all very confusing and obviously the wisdom of another 
Solomon is required, —  or birth control, - or sterilization 
or Heaven, — not 1̂  - alone knows.

I'm so glad $ou heard the Lenfant business. 'X remember so 
well the modest flat slab of his white marble tombstone 
lying flat in the grass immediately in front of the Lee mansion 
at Arlington.......

Sunday, December 10th, 1950,

Memorandum: , t

Jirst off» a o°uple of references to material for the 
the^crapbook01 perhaps' m0re Pr0cisely, a couple of things about

• either herewith or under accompanying envelope are ' 
L^ UplQ,0i °omimioations of equal interest. The letter from 
Helen, always interesting, bears on the Scrapbook pertinently 
where it touches upon her conversation with the Dallas bag who 

Hasn t written anything about Macmillan being 
not the proper house for our budding manuscript. You of 
course, have had whatever has come to hand from Dallas, and if 
memory serves, there hasn t been a letter from that direction in

month?» and 1 certainly recall nothing by way of discourage- 
ment in any of those as regards Herr Latham and his emporium - 8
in fact, if memory serves, it was old Dallas herself that 
recommended ^atham to our attention. Well, anyway you will 
note what *elen has to say about the lady, and we shall eventually
tima I1 fQ\ from 'low0r Avenue, and at the sameshall feel just as happy that we did not confine our 
aspirations exclusively in that direction.

COr̂  rnat’tQr dealing with the Scrapbook is the 
advent of little ^iss Dormon's contribution, - albeit at long 
last. Hut it appears to have been worth waiting for. for 
generally speaking, it seems to be an excellent likeness' of

at Qlro?e» unrolled on^a film heavily trade marked by the,Dormon seal.

through the article but once, and then ever so 
hurriedly, but right up to the last page it soundedeo good,
I was somewhat knocked off center when I unexpectedly stumbled

omatioally my first impulse . naturally, was to 
eliminate the sentence, but my reader casually observed that 
under the peculiar circumstances, it might be better to let it stand.
and I m?St h?ve worked miShty Hard on that paragraph,l W?S PleasQd at Her forethought or was it absence^ of thought, that she spoke of the sons but skipped mention of 
the daughter. Instead cf having me treading paths all 'over the 
place, we may substitute some line such as‘ "continue’B* W  
nurture (or foster,) the aspirations so lavishly implanted at 
Melroseby Miss Cammie's loving care". In the mean time, feel free
as s e e T s ^ e s ^ L 0^ 101 8̂17^ 01 let the thing g0* or substitute change as seems best to you, ana things can be adjusted later if desired. &
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Tow other points, that just occurs to me. If Dr. Hmall 
is not identified, - and vaguely it seems to me he was not, perhaps 
a phrase should he added, - something like "Director of the 
Brooklyn Botanical Gardens", immediately after his name. I 
shall probably have no one to check on this before I send the 
manuscript on the morrow, and so if you will advise me on this 
point, I shall ask Caroline his presise title.

And finally, we might suppress the word "cabin" in the 
paragraph wherein I figure, "Cabin" like "lake" seems to add to 
confusion in these parts and for that reason it seems well to never 
use -those two words. JPor example, and I may have mentioned this 
before, people occasionally say something like this to me: -

"We have always been told that there is no place for fishing 
like Cane Biver Lake but we can't believe it, for we have had 
wonderful luck in the river, but some of our friends want me to 
inquire the way to the lake so they can say they have really fished 
in it."

- *  t ' *

And ever so often I have pointed out the various buildings 
here and after the tour has been completed, someone will say, pointing 
to the Studio, that it must be the cabin where Lyle Saxon did his 
writing. When I wave them back to Yucca, they never seem quite 
.onvincd about it, seeming to believe that he actually lived at 
Yucca but since it is the size it is, it must have been in a smaller 
place where he did’ his actual writing, since he refers to his 
"workshop" as a cabin. perhaps for "cabin", we might 
substitute the word "Yucca or "Melrose", or perhaps leave out 
the phrase completely. Your own good judgement in this matter 
will be perfect.

tr
v  -f ~ . . r 9

Well, Lofd, what a lot of talk t r

And speaking of the Lord retails that I dipped into T. V.
Smith's "Philosophic Life in America" last night and was 
much interested in some of the chapters, espeically the one devoted to 
Dr. Montague whom I dsed to know pretty well. The account of 
Santyana's concept of life was arresting, too. In speaing of his 
doubt as to the existence of God and yet his inclination to cherish 
certain religious trends, a wag is quoted as having siad of Santyannaj

"That philosopher doesn't believe in the existence of God and 
swears that Mary was His mother."

But what with the enclosures and the accompanying Briarwood 
manuscript, both of which are interesting, I wll do better to break 
off slap......

Monday, December 11th, 1950.

Memorandum:

And so I chanced to be at the Post Office this morning when 
the Postman arrived, bringing me, curiously enough, not 
a 1st, 2nd or 3rd class piece, which means tomorrow's batoh will 
be a bumper crop, I suppose. «

But he brought Celeste a letter from Sister, saying 
that she and Gene and the children were having Sunday (Dec. 24th) 
dinner with Gene's parents and "we would love to come to ^elrose 
for Ghirstmas and the children wouldn't mind sleeping in Mother's 
room".

,. prom that, I take it, a patch-up must be in the offing.

I assume the "we" means the five of them, but that is merely 
an assumption, although there was reference to several gifts 
from husband to wife and splendid advice given the husband by 
the Shriners, the latter being some Sliety Gene has but recently 
joined.

I can't believe Shriners would mess into a man's»domestic 
affairs to start with, but since Dr. Yaeger and one or two 
Natchitoches physicians have reoently reoeived draft summonses,
I can imagine that old Uncle Samuel might be shuffling up the 
cards of physicians who didn't participate in the last scuffle, and 
for all I know, one doctor who escaped that go round may have 
in mind that a wife and three children might offer some kind of 
a nice bulwark. But that, of course, is sheer speculation on my 
part. «

And so things swirl toward the holiday season and if five 
Wenks suddenly catapault themselves into the Melrose brew along 
about Christmas iSve, the stew really ought to reach the bubbling 
over stage. -...

What curious patterns those people can stir up for themselves.

But I might do better to mind my own business and attend to 
problems falling quite outside the Henry category, and one of 
these is the fact that I am bound to give thought to some new 
posts and a portion of fence at Arenbourg, This morning I found 
a cow grazing on the terrace. I am glad to say she had
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Tuesday, December l^h, 1950*

paid no attention to the Eortuuis, but I don t like to 
leave such luck to repeat itself too often, ~The Dig wind of 
last Spring, in knocking down some of the black locusts, tossed 
them slap across the fence which did it no good, and what with 
time and xdite attendant circumstances, our little province 
really requires some repairs to its defenses,

J. H. returns from Dallas on the morrow and I shall ask him 
to negotiate for some creosote posts which he can order in 
quantity for the plantation, including some for our territory.

These will come by Christmas, I suppose, and during the seasonal 
lull before ploughing' starts, Arenbourg can get its new frontiers 
in order and all will be in order whenever Spring makes its bow,

I called on ^adam Regard just after supper. Dhe is staying 
flat on hr back for a day or two, - lumbago. She said the juady 
Doctor came to see her this noon and she found her looking so 
well, even though her life continues strenuous enough, I gather.
Miss Bally, back from the Alexandria hospital, entertained 
the Worsleys yesterday and then telephoned the Lady Doctor between 
5 and 6 this morning to come to give her a bit of attention. Miss 
Sally is senile, but attention she must have. and so the Lady Doctor 
had Breakfast at Magnolia, flew up and down the road, on other 
calls, dined at Melrose and was supposed to have another patient 
on the Joyeous Coast that would require her presence there at 
supper time. How she continues to look well under such a regime,
I cannot imagine, but perhaps it is the variety of places she 
breaks bread at, as between jumps. Madam Regard said she seemed to 
enjoy just relaxing during the little visit she made on her, and 
I hope she didn't try to find me at *ueca, as I was at arenbourg 
at the time.

A telephone from Alexandria this morning afforded me an opportun
ity to talk with Herr und i’r;u Band, ^he former Ridded me about 
failing to put in an appearance for supper the other night, assum
ing, naturally, that the Aillinghast number was my guest. Imagine. 
Blythe was happy on two counts, for her Mother had been well enough 
to get out for a ride yesterday and secondly, because Paul King 
Hand flies down from Hartford this week end. I suppose Paul King 
will come up to see me on Saturday or Sunday. I like him but 
he is cursed with the family failing, - writer's cramp, - and 
so I never hear from him between his semi-annual visits, although 
I occasionally drop him a note regardless.

The weather remains chill, but the promsie for balmy breeaes for 
tfrom) the Gulf tomorrow impells me %o be-stir myself early in the 
morning with a view to setting out some switch cane at Yucca 
which affords me an excellent excuse for folding up my beard forth with 
just to anticipate the dawn......

I

1

Memorandum: 5

Here I find myself at the close of this Tuesday feeling 
as though last Sunday and Monday were weeks back. I have 
sometimes pondered what conjures up such a sensation for it 
doesn t necessarily^seem based on fatigue following unusual 
exertion, although it isp possible some unconscious increase 
in mental activity is what ^eems to have spun the world faster 
at some moment when we weren't watching.

Well, anywqy, it has been pleasant enough and active enough 
today and the mail, as anticipated, was fairly heavy but nothing 
of unusual interest, except the nice letter from the Princess 
Te Ata which you may have already discovered enclosed*

Her inclination to use the double dating system is rather 
a pleasant whimsey, I think, and her habit of tossing in 
an occasional Indian expression, literally translated into 
English tends to be arresting, and somehow a little suggestive 
of that Briarwood gal whom I have always expected to tear off 
a piece of white birtch bark and skribble an epistle in 
charcoal,

Caroline doesn't know Te Ata but I guess I had better 
get the two acquainted for it would seem they could rattle off 
a primordial lingo that would enchant each other no and,

I saw Celeste momentarily today and in line with nothing 
at all, she casually said:

Oh, did you know that Mrs. Wagner/s mother died several weeksago."

, Well, that was news, and before folding up my beard tonight.
I had better tak® Underwood in hand to pen a few lines to Iola 
Kansas, don't you think so. ’

*

It has always been my understanding that Mrs. Wagner 
lingered on in Kansas merely because of her Mother's advanced age, 
and so now that she has gone, pehaps the lady will dispose of 
her property there and pack up her traps for the country of 
the Hatchitoches where she also has a home.t And, perhaps, 
after all the excitement is over, she will pen us a couple of 
volumes about Scrapbooks, anyway, a letter seeps in order so far 
as I am concerned.
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In today’s post came an article for the Hegro .Digest which 
Mrs. Hoi Oman and I had worked on a while back. I detec tea 
the fine legal hand of her husband on or rather througnout 
the first two or three pages, which would delight a Blackstone, 
perhaps, but would not particularly fascinate a black reader 
of the Digest. Then, too, she had slapped in some stuff 
that I had dictated to her for another article, quite separate 
from the over-all Melrose thing, which would have taken the 
fundamentals out of the second said article, which would he 
a form of slaughter that would be quite senseless,

‘•Chen, too, there were other far-afield material that had 
no place in the business anyhow, and
I stared to write lastly, but on second thought shall qualify
by saying another thing, - she twice used ,a new phrase in
referring to the mulattoes which she must have picked up in some
Kane opus or whoever is constantly tossing in some iJreach wor s
to what point 1 know not. Her marvelous contribution was
"creoles de couleur”, which certainly ought to make the
Madam turn in her grave, for the Madam didn t mind
she was a creole, and I think old Webster defines tne same s
the descendant, born in Ameica, of Suropean ancestry of tne
Caucasian raoe. In short, little Mrs. HoiOman must
not use the words "creoles de couleur" but if she must go
French for a gasp or two, I shall not object if she
employes something like "blanos de couleur , Don t> you
think so.

In her accompanying note, she said she was holding 
the .article until receiving my approval. I shall write her 
tonight that she doesn't even have my disapproval ana that 
under no circumstances can the thing be forwarded unuil we 
have had a re-hash of the business, and that I suggest she 
shelve the whole business until about February.

Under separate cover in this morning’s mail, I 
forwarded the picture of Clemenoe for whichyou asked, _ it was 
one taken by nelen Baldwin orignally,^and with the same, 
the view of Melrose from the air was included.

111""     "11,1   '' ' 'a_ • t

I shall be glad to have your opinion of the latter.
Some sort nf a oaption was attached, if case you find it of 
sufficient interest to include in the Scrapbook. If not, 
just keep the picture for yourself. I couldn t detok the 
white handkerchief I had tossed out on the morning the 
plane was around,, but with his bright eyes, Peter says he can  ̂
see me in front of the banana plants at Yucca where I was wording 
that morning. But please don’t try to write really until all 
the current hurly-burly of the impending holidays are behind.
Your own conservation of self is the most important thing of all.

Wednesd y, December 13th, 1950,

Meoorandumr
How nice to find your elegant letter with enclosures 

in today’s post,
I am indebted to you for bringing up the several points 

regarding the Old Plantation Scrapbook., and for sending 
along the two captions,,, so much approximating each other, 
covering the 1st and End St. Augustin’s Ohurch. I have 
stirokin out all save the opening sentence of the 
one caption, —  covering the present Ohurch, substituting 
another slant, typed on the page you sent, and it seems to 
me this may cover the illustration very nicely and at the same 
time pack in a few thoughts {that will breathe interest and 
perhaps excitement to the reader.

As indicated on the same sheet, perhaps both of these 
illustrations may e used in the chapter on Dane River 
Children of Strangers, I had envisioned doing a chapter 
on Melrose Religion into which I thought these and the 
pictures of St. Mary’s might be incorporated, but circumstances 
have been such that toss ng pff such a chapter has seemed 
difficult to the point of impossibility what with other 
distractions. Accordingly let us tentatively use them 
in connection with the Cane Biver Children of Strangers thing, - 
the St. ^ary’s in contrast to the St. Augustin’s, with the 
hope that later we may lift them from that position if I have 
success in hammering out the Religion thing.

In response to another question, - the final use of 
the obituary, I leave it to your judgement, botfr as to 
form and position in the volume. I had thought of it as 
being in the font, but as the thing falls into final form, 
perhaps it would be equally striking at the end. This,

I suppose, depends much upon what I am trying to do in regard to 
a chapter on the Madam and Melrose which I have undertaken a 
billion times, only to go haywire on two or three different 
tacks, not the least of which was the constant wonder in my 
own mind as to what would be covered by people like 
the Trichell, Dormon outfit. How that these thing are come 
to hand, perhaps I shall feel the chapter in question will be 
easier-to knock off, and if so, —  and this answers your
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other question, — the chapter will provide a place for the 
Kinsey-Williams opinions*

The secretarial problems being what they axe, I have
* ?been most dissatisfied with my reoent endeavvori, and the more 

striking is this condition as one approaches the holiday season 
when "all God's ohilfen" incline to flounder about more 
unpredictably. I guess.this is another reason why the 
Madam used to be glad when December was done, for not only 
in the secretarial field but in domestic and plantation 
operations as well, the unpredictable is a major consideration, 
but the domestic and plantation spheres have always had the 
advantage of being possessed of a vast surplus of potential 
workers which, as you know, is not the case in the secretarial 
field. But abroad I shall charge and eventually something 
will issue forth from the mill.,

I , r l ; - e /, ■ - - , I
»  ^  v - •' ’ 4 ~ ■ - ' -  • ;  ̂ • v ... ■ |

There was a telephone for Celeste from Shreveport last 
night. Sifter called to say that her husband4had moved back home, 
and that they will all be enchanted to spend Christmas at 
Melrose. What a spectacle to contemplate and how peaceful 
should seem the aftermath, assuming there is anything left 
when said aftermath arrives. But the presence of 
such a mob of unsympathetic souls should provide me with 
rather more peace .than otherwise, what with everyone having so 
much material to work on by way of getting into each other's 
perruques i Humiliation, I suppose, takes into account 
that somebody or other must be off on the wrong foot, and 
since everybody concerned apparently feels that he or she is 
never the one out of step, no such sensation can develops.
Bach will denounce and complain about the other to me and 
I shall sit tight on the side lines and listen to both the 
moans and the roars, trying to tell myself there w never 
was sp.ch a cockeyed set up but trying to kid myself into 
believing that in reality it is the most natural and matter of 
fact sort pf th ng trnspiring in every family.

And all of~t^iis, of course, calls to mind that hilarious 
line in one;of Oscar Wilde's plays whereip he speaks of 
some lady's gown which,gave the impression it was conceived 
in a fury and put on in a tempest, or some such.

»
But there are the nicer prospects to contemplate and 

the hurly-buxlies will be met and contended with as they arise, 
and a couple of weeks hence we shall glance back and 
wonder why we made such a racket about them. An$ besides 
there is always the Romeo Overature at the close of 
day and the promise of felicity that comes with loosing 
one's self in it and the happy thoughts t of things fundamental 
and those, —  or one who really^matters........

Thursday, December 14th, 19500.

Memorandum:
I attach King Rand's page from the Guest Book.
And, aside from that, there is nothing of interest 

to report, so if you skip the balance of this letter and 
thus save a segment of energy at a time when life must be 
terribly rushed, you will have missed nothing at all.

As I wrote the date line, the thought came to me 
that for some time I had been intending to mention a matter 
about determining dates that I fin£ ever so useful.

Twice before during the present month, I have started 
to mention it, and then it suddenly seemed so trite that 
I skipped it, for I have no doubt you have employed the 
system all your life which my dull brain has but lately 
evolved for my convenience. But because you are always so 
charitable with my repetitions, I am going to mention the 
system regardless.

I guess I always knew that any multiple of 7 during the 
30 odd days of the month invariably fall on the same day of the 
week, as for example, this present December when Knipmeyer 
Day is bound to be the 7th, 14th, 21st and 28th. That 
certainly can't be news to anyone, and yet,, for myself,
I-never before considered the matter at all. The result 
has always been that if somebody said something about 
an appointment on the 15thior the 29th or when ever, my midd 
never automatically uiiroiled the four 7*s of the month automatically 
so that 1 might readily establish which day of the week the 
date would fall. But now, and henceforth, whenever a new 
month starts, I shall „ote on which day the 7th appears, 
and so will easily determine any dates in between in establishing 
which day of the week they will appear, for, example, as 
in January, 1951,'the 7th will be on Sunday and all the 
following multiples of 7 will fall slap on Sunday, too, so 
that when someone telephones from town to ask for an appointment 

. as, say on the 13th or the 22nd, I shall instantly realize 
they are talking about a Saturday or a Monday without any 
floundering around for a ’cafendar, as in the past.

Frankly, did you ever hefts so much .talk about anything 
so kindergarten-ish.

JL« .
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When I went out the front gate around 6:30 this 
morning, I was impressed by the spectacle of 30 or 30 
negroes scuffling about a tractor in front of the old 
store and what is the gray of the morn, - for it was cloudy,
I couldn1t make out what all the excitement was about. But 
it turned out the tractor was on fire, and -every few seconds 
a huge sheet of flame would flare up# The negroes were 
scooping up water from a mud puddle’ and generally carrying on, 
unti finally they hitched a bull doozer on to the thing and 
dragged the flaming monster down to the brink of the 
river. J. B, and Bugene seemed to be somewhere in the 
milling crowd, and so B Just kept on going toward the 
store where  ̂remained until three quarters of an hour later 
when the fire had finally been extinguished Why nobody thought 
of the simple expedient of merely pouring water into the 
gas tank instead of sprinkling the outside of the contraption,
* I wouldn11 know, and didn*t inquire, for I never make any 
observations whatsoever on matter concerning strickly plantation 
doings. e ; : . • i ■ - -' v‘ '

Mr. Brew had been filling up the tractor while the 
engine was still running, and 1 suspect he had let the 
thing run over. His face was scorched a little, but 
otherwise he wasn't effected, and since the doings provided vast 
entertainment for the others fighting the flames, I guess 
everybody was pleased with the doings and later Napoleon 
Bonaparte Carter examined the thing and found that in spite 
of all the flares, little damage had actually been done.

. the 1st of the year we are to have another, - additional 
voerseer„ filling out the role in labor at least, that was 
once assigned to Teddy Baranouski. A’he new man's name is 
McKinney, is an L# S, U. graduate of the Agricultural School, 
tI believe, and hails from some such place as Uorth Louisiana 
or Fort ^orth or some such.

On the social side, a* letter came for J. H. and Celeste 
from their physician brother-in-law, contemplating the 
impending joys at being with the family at Melrose on Christmas, 
From here on put, he's a lost soul, so near as I can figure it 
out, and he must be a fool to boot, but nevertheless I am 
glad he is, for it certainly releives pressure from the 
Wenk section to know that business has been patched up

It is rumored the 3. G. Henrys may remain in Baton 
Hoqge as the Junior S. G.'s may get away from where ever 
they are in Kentucky to spend the holidays with Papa and Mama, 
which means, I assume, they may all four make a round up here 
between Christmas and hew *ears *

Bo the holiday picture approaches a focus, and so I 
prove my earlier statement that there was nothing to gain in
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Friday, December 15th, 1950.

Memorandum:

?  ̂ Mya I tell you that an elegant great big old package
awaited me at the Post uffice this morning ̂ together with an 
equally elegant fat envelope.

And may I tell you further that the elegant big old 
package in the corner at the end of my armoir where X 
can glance at it from this vantage point as I am doing 
slap now, while nestling safely within the armoir is the 
equally elegant fat envelope, awaiting the eventual pleasure 
of opening date which, for the latter, will be on {the morrow, 
along about, noon, it being Saturday, and for the package.
along about first dark when it will be the hour when 

invariably alone. am

ior wnile both secretaries arrived at the same time last 
night, both of them failed to show up at all tonight, and 
so ± practice patience, drum up excuses of inclemency of the 
weather and health, and, on the side, even though Grandpa 
may not be listening, blow off a bit;of steam at the trifling 
ways of my secretariat.

view of the snarl into which postal deliveries have 
oeen effected by the current wild cat railroad strike, I 
guess we both did well this year to get parcel post business 
taken care of well in advance of the holiday peak. As for 
myself, I felt I was rushing the season a little when I 
forwarded my package to you, but now I find myself ever so 
glad that the matter was achieved whendit was.

Some of the larger school children hailed me this 
morning as I was marching to Arenbourg. They were quite a 
piece behind me when I heard them calling. They wanted to 
tell me that yesterday in their school, - St. Mathew *s, 
their teacher had taken time out to read them the story 
of The Black Swan from The Hegro Digest. • They asked if 
it was a really true story and if, as the teacher had said, 
a picture of the lady hung at Yucca, and somehow seemed a 
little surprised when I assured them that it was verily so.

« There were four in the group and I told them when they came 
(baok from school this afternoon, I would be at home and 
they might drop in to see the picture if they cared to. They 
beamed and flew on up the road.

>out 4 o °loofc w m
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About 4 o’clock this afternoon, their number swelling 
'from 4 to 12, they tapped on my portal. I suppose they were 
about fourteen years old but seemed rather older, what 
with the youths wearing long trousers and the girls obviously 
done up for a special occasion, which led me to believe they 
must have gone home before coming this way. ^nd so they 
had a good look at The Black Bwan and some of the other 
objects about the place which seemed to interest them, 
after which, the weather being humid but mild, we sat on 
the back gallery long enough to have a coke together and 
to finish off some cookies la Knipmeyer had brought me 
yesterday.

It was all very pleasant and when they departed, I sent 
a little note along to their teacher, inviting the teaching 
staf from the school to pass this way during the holidays, 
when, you may be sure, they will all appear in their best 
"bibb and tucker" and I shall listen with interest to 
what they have to say about one or two educational points 
X shall bring up for discussion after we .nave made a 
litte tour and sipped a little glass of wine.

I heard Mr. Dewey's pseech last night and was quite 
surprised at his delivery which seemed so mucfc more vigorous 
and inspiring than his ^residential campaign orations.
Among other things', I gather he painted the picture with 
unusually dark colors or else I fcave not yet grapsed the 
impending peril which he pictured with such force. I couldn’t 
help smiling to myself as he committed the blu der of 
underlining the fact that while greater taxes must be 
imposed, they must not be levied on the excess profits lists, 
frankly I haven't the vaguest means of determining if 
those 50 million dollar melons the u. S. Steel Company 
have been cutting are already over taxed or not, but 
I suspedt U. s. Steel hasn’t yet reached the point where 
it is necessary to start jingling a tin cup. But whether 
that be the case or not, it seemed to me Mr. Dewey again 
demonstrated what the members of his Party are always 
stupidly setting forth, - the rigors of great fortunes and 
while little incomes must bear greater and greater burdens 
'in taxes, we mustn’t so much as glance in the d reotion of 
the "big boys”. -

At this moment there is a Christmas tree trimming party 
going on next door.' I was invited of course and of course 
declined. 1 also took the opportunity to decline another 
invitation that I knew would be forthcoming on the 27th, - 
which, according to my formula, would be on a Wednesday, 
when the gentry of the 'lower ^oast" will Assemble for egg nog 
ahd a heap of no account chatter Like early deliveries 
of Cnristmas packages this year, it is pleasant to realize 
a negative response to such parties is transmitted well 
in advance of the magical hour for assembling.....

w
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Saturday, December 16th, 1950.

Memorandums

And so the Italian Doge, prevented by law from ever leaving 
his city, was asked, after his tour of Versailles, where he 
had been brought by the order of Louis XIV, was asked what 
miracle had impressed him most in the palace and gardens, to which 
he blandly replied;

"Finding myself here."

And the same goes for me under such an unexpected date line.

But I have had such a splendid late afternoon and early 
evening, I feel impelled to break custom and give up my role 
as The Saturday flight Trappist.

For this afternoon I had the triple pleasure of reading your 
two last letters and, after doing a modest bit of decorating for the 
holiday season, I opened the big box and distributed all the 
pretty packages about, compromising with curiosity in but 
two instances, — the little boxes, so light in weight and so 
intriguingly wrapped in white tissue paper and tied with silve 
cord. Somehow there was something about them that reminded 
me of the gay silvered cones that have continued throughout 
the year to grace my desk lamp, and I had a feeling there 
some something akin inside.

And so you may picture the setting, for I explored the contents 
of each box, and the carillon entranced me to the point I 
had to do something about them forthwith.

And so I banked the big old fireplace in my living room 
With branches of magnolia leaves, twice as shiney the surface of 
their waxytdark green leaves with the black soot of the back of 
the fireplace. And with such a back-drop I suspended the 
lovely collection of.silvery bells, swinging from their scarlet 
ribbons,5from the iron "L" and "S" atop the gudrdian andirons.

The effect is marvelous, and I need scarcely recall the 
setting to which these gay numbers £ give such a marvelous note, - 
the great mirror above, with the fireplace below, its white bricks 
outlining the cavern below, black i<n the farthest recesses, the 
explosion of green magnolia leaves, the sturdy andirons, set off 
with their respective c arillons. i'ne bookshelf filling in 
the balance of that end of the room seem to lend just the
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proper subdued color note so as almost to echo the gleaming silver 
and scarlet dominating the entire color scheme, with the gay 
blues and whites and red striped packages grouped on each 
side of them on the brick floor of the fireplace itself.

I cannot tell you how entranced I am at the whole business and 
how happy my entire holiday is going to be, thanks to your 
delicious gifts. I seem a little puzzled that I seem to have 
the fortitude to leave the other packages unopened, but I 
attribute this to the fact that because the decorations you orovided 
are so complete in making a Joyeous setting, I seem to find contentment 
and complete satisfaction just in contemplating the whole scene as 
it is, knowing full well that if I ever started prying into the 
othet beautifully wrapped packages before Christmas Eve, I 
should never be able to get them back into the lovely shapes they 
now present and make glad my heart every time I glance in their 
direction • *

As for your letters, I concur with everything you say, and 
subscribe but completely with everything you suggest regarding 
the layout. °

I attach the requested continuity for the two articles on 
Weaving and hope it is about as required, although 1 hope"you 
wiXT m£ke any additions or subtractions or alterations that seem 
pertinent. X think mentioned I wrote Lucy Morgan requesting 
some particulars about the loom assuming she might respond by 
mentioning- not only this one and others, but also some of the 
other i ems sent from ^elrose to furnish thq Qammie G. Hennry xtoom 
including beds, books, chairs, etc. Possibly we shall receive 
a letter covering these, and if so, I th, . we may lift out the 
sentences or paragraphs and insert them AfiSre ever you think nroner 
in the original article we are reproducing. P p

Under separate cover, I am also sending back the copy of 
the Laiie Q XL, of - trang Q r s article you so thoughtfully
enclosed in your letter. X have corrected it. so that I hllieve it is 

u® to publication standard now. Beginning on page 4 I have 
written a paragraph that will replace the one on that page - 
the name Augustin being replaced by that of Marie therese ’and 
together with a few other words written in between the lines o,, 
the balance of the page and the succeeding one, together with ” 
a phrase added on the next to the last page to bring the looal sugar 
production into line with the present, I believe the thine 
can-boused. It goes without saying that together vou and I

a mll“£ b! ^ er JfJ. but 1 ^ink that with the few corrections added today, the thing will pass.

, 1 aSree you that this article should fall into the
part °f ^00]L* Perhaps immediately after the ^elrose,

'the Madam and outbuildings and all, and just at the beginning of 
Yuoca. ihe portraits should be in the Yucca section, too, of course.
It has been such a happy day, thanks exclusively to you and now I 
must go and contemplate my carillons some more 7 1

i c
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Sunday, December 17th, 1960.

Memorandum:

3 And so I shall make three strikes on the envelope con
taining this Memo, and. you will be muttering in your beard;

"fhere ought to be a Law..... n

f But it’s a lovely Sunday night, with a nice fat moon, 
and although I haven’t anything in particular to say, I 
cannot resist the impulse to chat a little, according to 
Sunday night “custom.

My day was consumed with a flock of callers, half a 
dozen negroes at random hours, a flock of half grown black 
hogs sampling all the bulbs in the garden®, a dribbling of 
pilgrims and Blythe, Paul King down from Hartford and Blythe1s 
sister, Willie Wynn White. Dr. Rand is in Suro Hospital,
Hew Orleans, for a check Up, and so ;he copldn't be here today.

The Rands were entranced with the appearance of my festive 
fireplace and the carillons were new to the#, and they were 
delighted with them, -They brought packages wrapped in red 

f Christmas paper, wh ch make a very nice .addition to those already 
clustered about the fireplace, - and I think ,rnu would like 
It, too. • yo

I dined across the fence, and we were nine at the board, - 
five of Celeste's kin folks from South Louisiana , pleasant
enough and dull" as could be. * v

Of local hews, there ©oean't seem much, although I 
think I did not mention in my Saturday Memo that on Friday 
night or'Saturday morning at 2 a.m. St. -augustine's school on 
Little River burned down. From her o~on ouFTor" fThe~EaTance 
of the school year, St. Agusutine’s Church will be pressed 
into service as an educational make-shift.

I must refer to your recent letter making acknowledgement 
of the snapshots Joe Henry sent. You ask if anyone ever remarked 
there was something abont Lyle's appearance that resembled my 
own. It is curious you should have noticed it, for while 
no white person has ever referred to the b ? coincidence, 
several of the old negroes have, and for a while I used to 
suspect good old Zaline wasn't sure always if it was to 
Lyle or me she was chatting. Resourceful woman that she was,

i 
- 
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she finally simplified the matter hy calling both of ns 
"Papa”, although it always seemed to me Lyle's unusual 
height, - I e.uess he must have been 6 feet 3 or 4 inches, 
should have made identification easy for her.

And may I congratulate you on the birghtness of your 
eyes in detecting the tell-tale belt log was wearing. In 
reality it was mine at one time, and he loved it as much as 
I was indifferent about it. Mr.-^arness made one for me which 
I kept for sentimental reasons but those people in Austin 
whose name eleudes me® the moment, presented me with one 
that was almost a duplicate, with much silver buckle, hand wrought 
and all the other trappings, much too b flambouyant for my 
conservative inclinations. And so I was entranced when the 
lark Duke viewed it with eyes of yearning. I did not know 
that he was still wearing it at the time the photo was "struck'11, 
for that must have been months if not a year since he had 
acquired it.

t

It goes without saying that I hope the ensuing week will 
not be too much of a bang-up on your time and energies. I 

f even go so far as to hope you*may get a few moments of 
relaxation or, if not that,tat least a few moments just for 
yourself, although 1 suppose that is in the class of miracles.

I d on * t know how things will shape up here, but I intend 
grabbing off a little time to myself, - on Christmas £ve$ if 
none other time. The kleisers, or how ever they spell their 
name, are to spend Tuesday here, he is doing some painting 
in town, and one or two people have come up from -̂ ew Qlreans 
for portraits. -But he wants to take one day out to absorb 
this bend of the river, and as both he and his wife are charming 
people, it will be pleasant to have them.

I shall have little time for reading, I reckon, for 
what I want tto do on Arenbourg and the Underwood will make my 
eye lids heavy when night closes down. Besides, I am in the 
literarv doldrums at the moment, with nothing save "Bichard 
Carvell by the American Winston Churchill to read at the 
moment,-although I am hoping that*"The Brothers Karamazov" may 
come this week, as I find that volume a good sermon to run through 
at this season of the year* i

une of Celeste's friends in town, a Mrs. Millspaugh whom I 
have but twice met,-sent me an elegant big black chocolate cake 
today, and as it acproaches the hour for Des ^oines to turn on the 
Piano Quartet, I am about to plunge through a shower, cut myself 
a couple of slabs of cake, round up a bumper glass of cold milk, 
and so flatten out, —  after one goodnight look at my gay 
carillons.....
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Monday, December 18th, 1950,

Memorandums
It was a lovely sunrise this morning, with much ozone in 

the air and the thermometer at 31 as I headed up Arenbourg way.
But it must have been ever so much oolder, —  nr hotter, —  next 
door and over the fence, for the butaine tank serving that residence 
ran out of gas during the night and I reckon the ensuing wailing 
must have been impressive.-

t guess the Post Office Department must have experienced 
a froit, top, for the postman traveled mighty light today,
I don't know why I assumed the annual flood of Christmas cards 
would start spilling over the dam this early but there was 
a paucity even of that element. One thing is certain, no postman's 
back will bend by any load of holiday cards sent out by me.
Selfishly enough, I seem to like receiving them but somehow never 
get around to send any. In fact it just occurs to me this 
year that there, is a definite parallel between the exceedingly 
plain sheets of paper I send out and t̂  ose famous "garments" 
which, according to the old children’s tale, were supposed to have 
been fashioned for some potentate, - how was the title of the 
story, - "The JSmpoeeor’s Bew Clothers" or some such. In 
both instances, a heap of imagination seems required to conjure 
up anything that suggests anything approaching tinsel.

With all the talk these days about the Chinese delegation at 
the Waldorf, I frequently find myself trying to recall another 
old children’s jingle that used to run something like this:

"There lived a sage in days of yore,
-And he a handsome pigtail wore,
But wondered much and sorrowed more
Because it hung behind him. t

"Be mused upon this curious case <
And said he’d change the pigtails' place,
And have it hanging at his face,
Not dangling t ere behind him.
"So 'round and ’round and out and in,
All day this puzzled sage did spin,
But still it mattered not a pin, - . <

, ;The pigtail hung behind him."
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Beally, you know, it seems to me I ought to he proud 
to demonstrate thus how profound my thoughts are as we head 
down the home stretch toward the holidays. And oddly enough 
I haven’t uncorked a sniff of "schnooze" in anticipation of 
impending festivities* hut the tenor of.my subject matter must 
certainly suggest some indulgence.

But my guess is that this ^emo will reach your true hand 
either on Saturday, the 23rd or Tuesday, the 26th, and in either 
case the impending orr depending activities of the week end will 
be such that ponderous profundities will scarcely he in order 
from thhs quarter. ■

Celeste tells me there is a new hook out, - "Grand Bouquet”, 
or some such, by somebody named Stahl.. published in Los Angeles, of 
all places, and is a novel about Natchitoches. She seems to 
know said Stahl who lives at Bobeline or some such place, a few 
miles west of Natchitoches in the hill billy section. She says 
he is very nice and Bugene says when he knew him before the war he 
was very roustabout which gives me a very hazy concept of the 
gentleman,, since the opinion of either cuts scant ice in my pond. 
From what I hear of the book, it seems to be one of those things 
I frown mightily on, - a novel that tossws tosses in the names of 
real people as a kind of filler for the stage on whichathe 
fictional character perform. As I understand it? in the presence 
instance, the characters will be up s to something or other, and 
"then when we were down with J. and Celeste ^enry on their 
plantation” and so on and so-forth. This puts me in mind of 
my stupidity in once hav ing read something by Arthur Train, about 
a New York lawyer who entertained people I had known or known about, 
and dunce me, * read the thing, thinking it a biography whereas 
in reality it was pure fiction.

X
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sunken garden picture not sent
excellent idea about use of photos, Lyle at gate for his article 
and with goats in diary and also Chrles with madan for diary, 
all excellent suggestions but feel free to alter if you please
filing idea with notation on Memos excellent

*

use of Little King with Blephant Ear in Mormon article excellent
gunning short of pictorial sketch or map of 
Melrose (end paper one) a few more would be handy

Tuesday, December 19th, 1950o

Memorandums
Forgive the hodge-podge above, but I have jotted the things 

down in response to your letters of Wednesday and Saturday last 
past while a secretary was to hand, thinking this concentration 
of responses to questions might be the easier handled in this 
fashion for you, and at the same time guaranteeing that I 
would not forget half a dozen of them when getting through 
with the avalanche of other mail that cascaded in upon me.

And while I think of it, I want to say how glad I am 
that you, too, heard the iSdward Mur row radio hour. . I hea^d it, 
too, and naturally was thinking of you every second. Isn t
is a splendid program and how nice to know we were sharing it.

I’m so glad you liked Caroline Dormon’s article, for I 
liked it, too, and thank you much for providing me with a 
transcript.

All in all, Herr Stahl and his book occupy a curious jumble 
in my mind at present, - nice and roustabout, Lose Angeles s and 
Natchitoches, fiction and fact, and I’m curious to see the 
gentleman and hope he doesn't come by to honor me.

I caught up with Des Moines*and the Piano Quartet last night 
and particularly liked the Mendleson item. The Bach Fugue was 
pleasant, too, and although I wasn’t much impressed by the balance, 
being unfamiliar with it, still I frankly don’t care mucfc what 
their program embraces, it is such a pleasure to hear them 
scamper up and down the keyboard with such adroitness and 
artistry. I should like to heaa; them do Tchaikovski’s Dance of 
the Fowers or Waltz of the Flowers or whatever that tuneful ditty 
is called. Their perfect synchronization ought to make it 
splendid. *

And so, for the moment, I fold, hoping the impending or 
depending holiday doings may hold a .heap of happiness for youl....

And that reminds me of another question you asked which 
was not answered above. I agree heartily with you that 
the "club house" should be altered to some standard word, such 
as "Lyle’s residence" or perhaps "Yucca", as that name will be 
established in the reader’s mind by the-time it is encountered 
in that article; or perhaps "the home Lyle occupies".,or 
any such word or group'of words. I have always marveled that 
Lyle seemed so indifferent about one of the most interesting 
buildings on the place, but so it was. Jokingly he and the Madam 
sometimes referred to *ucea as "the club house" at such a 
time as mulatto nobility were invited to view Grandpere’s picture 
or some such. °I always suspected Lyle conjured up the word 
in the beginning to break down any possible latent eye
brow raising by local white people, so that the impression would 
be made that the gathering wasn't so much in a home as in a semi
public gathering place, but such, details have no place 
in our book and what was a utilitarian catchword required for the 
moment should not have been incorporated in the newspaper article, 
of course.
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The Kleisers came this morning a little after 10, and 
although they had hoped to spend the day, found that some engagements
required them to xx he hack, in town hy 2. And so they spent the
morning with me, dined across the fence and so departed. They 
are charming people and altogether on pur side.

I think they astonished, and perhaps pleased their dinner host 
and hostess hy saying there was just one picture they felt impelled 
to paint while in .Louisiana and asked if they might come hack 
on January 2nd to begin the study in oils. Everybody thought 
the hig house or the African ^ouse was what they had in mind, but
it .turned out is was the* Shape 1 of the Blessed Martin. Before
leaving, - and they were hehind schedule, they asked if they might 
have just one quick look at the place again to confirm the impression 
they had had some time last summer, - the only time they had 
seen it. They said they found it more than a Chapel hut 
something in the nature of a pivotal point around which 
more than formal religion swung. And so they looked and so they 
emerged, declaring they were more enchanted not only with 
the place hut what it stood for, even more than their initial visit 
had led them to believe. And so they will return on January 
2nd to do an oil of the place, and 1 have promised that some of 
the negro worshipers will pass this way to grace the Chapel and 
add an exi-ra splash of ebony to the pink walls and the white acoourtrements

You ask about the location of the new banana planting at 
Arenbourg. . They are at the axis formed by the'juncture of the 
drive from the Bermuda Hoad where it meets the driver from the 
Alphonse gate, the latter running Uorth-SOuth, you will recall, and 
the former Bast West. The soil is very rich there and they will 
provide a lavish fountain of green vegetation as one looks down 
either or each allee formed by the fruit trees bordering the drives 
I am hoping they will look ever so nice.

„ .J0™  wish that the weather might favor such doings has been
realized, ±or today it got delightfully warm in the afternoon 
and this was terribly important to me, and 1*11 tell you why/ 
his morning came a flat package from Lydia but by somemiracle 
of sel^ control, plusk* the fact that the Kleisers were here in the 
morning and idttie King in the evening, - just home on furlough from 
aryland, and thus I awaited until the moon had flooded the 

waits garden. I cannot tell you how wonderful it was, and just
S ii<?0nli^ t Sonata began first, marvelously 

fusing with God s over ^ane ^iver. And then came Mozart's 12th which 
was never rendered under happier circumstances. My aunt was forever reoiti 
ltijj tns legend that Mozart conceived it at ietlt Trinon in 1778 
where he was supposed to have been admitted by Marie Antoinette his 

during his *aris visit when the Queen, formerly having 
as invited him to Trianon where in the late 1770's

? ^  spenaing so much time. Be that as it may, I love the reoerd,

on the pock nfT?frl6K1-i al°n° aB-the tink:lQ of Mr. norowitz's rendition on tae back gallery brings so close one who means all that 
is best to me.... .

(JL&Us&Z— y
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Wednesday, December 20th, 1950.

Memorandum:
t . • .

First off, while I think of it, Iwould apologize for an 
error in yesterday's top-page notations. We should, I think, 
give the Madam 7 sons and 1 daughter. That is on the assumption 
the children are not named' Put merely" lumped into a number.
Yesterday I forgot Srwin who died, and BObert is still in the asylum.

And secondly, while I think of it, I think we should say in 
regard to Lyle's article about Melrose, something along this line;-

When the present century was moving from its late teens into 
the early 19201s, Lyle Saxon, then a feature writer on the êw. Orleans 
Times Picayune, made his first visit to Aunt Cammie and Melrose,
Here are his first impressions of the lady and the place, as 
published immediately after; " (then let tne article follow.

In today's- post came *tw<$ notes, as of the 15th, referring 
to the Dormon article, and as the latter has already arrived, I 
shall start off by sayi© how I laughed when I read your lines 
about Miss Dormon being a bag for having had me spending my time 
galloping cup and down the paths of the ^elrose bardens from dawn to 
dusk. But you are perfectly right as to that phrase showing how 
little she understands about the local set up#, and is too hard 
headed to pay any attention to hwhat I have to tell her about 
how wrong she is in wringing her hands before the "fn-laws” and 
giving them miore ammunition in their campaign to scuttle the 
pi:oe which they lack both the intelligence and culture to 
comprehend.

By the way, Miss Dormans address is

Caroline Dormon, .
Briarwood,
Saline, Louisiana.

Briarwood is the name of her property, while Saline is the — 
name of the nearest Post Office. 5

I must congratulate you, too, on the adriotness in which you 
fixed up the paragraph in question, and thanks to your artistry, 
it now" seems to run along shssi smoothly enough.

•*«** To be quite fair to Gasoline, she is so wrapped up in her
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plant business that she never has actually seen the Melrose you and 
I know, carries nothing about its history, and is a little resent
ful the matter of color should ever be mentioned in connection with 
the place, I think, and disapproves, I believe, of the portraits 
gracing Yucca. It must be said that Miss Dormon is exceedingly
kind to birds and aniihals and negroes, but, so far as she is con
cerned, I think, all three are in the same class, worthy of one's 
kindness but.not to be classed as human beings. Memorandum;

Thursday, December 21st, 1950.

A copy of Mr. Latham's letter to you reached me in today's post.. 
It appears the initial approach was alright. If it turns out, 
as Helen's quotation from the Dallas number regarding Macmillan's 
lack of interest in such a piece, I suppose Harper or Hastings House 
should be next on our list. In view of past performances of a 
personal nature, perhaps the Hastings would be the easiest nut to 
crack; but we shall soe. It has always been my undrstanding 
that the Sola Hanes opus made money for Hastings. I wouldn't 
know about the Gilmore item, but when it comes time to tap on 
the Hastings door, we shall not, at least, be Unknown.

I wonder if you had the luck to hear little Miss Bankhead 
on Bob Hope's show read ®My country, 'tis of thee", - and if yOu,
*did, you found it as inspiring as did I. In the fibber McGhee 
show, I liked the rendition to music of "'fwas' the night before 
Ghristmas", - a seasonal poem I have 'always liked but never heard 
before with a musical accompaniment.

From talk and from various other reaction coming to hand following 
the Dewey speech, I conclude that gentleman did the country a 
distinct dis-service for it appears everyone listening, including 
myself, got the impression Mr, Dewey was pointing out to us 
that old Uncle Joe might be hiding behind every door, ready 
to spring out on us. I think that was an over statement, and 
what is more, I am inclined to think Uncle Joe hasn t any atom 
bombs up his sleeve either. Had he had any, I think, he would 
already have loaned a couple to the "volonteex" Chinese armies, 
and my guess is that Uncle Joe while anxious to push people around 
as much as he can, hasn t the slightest h intention of opening 
the way for anb"over rife egg" on his own dome'.1 Surely, if things 
look as frightening as Mr. Dewey pointed out in his scare speech, 
then in that same speech he should have cfcled on certain Congress
men, including Senator Taft, to stop attempting assination of 
the character of the Secretary of State, for were Uncle' Uoe 
actually Riding behind the door, it would be no time to tr*y 
scuttling the Administration through such a high official as 
atchinson who, so far as I know, has always been alright.

But if the political boys are just having fun, slinging 
custard pies at each other, and' I hope that was what the last week 
business was mostly concerned with, I, personally, will drown them 
out, for thanks'to the Heading Machine I nightly can have Mozart and 
Beethoven and whoever wants Dewey and Uncle Joe can have them......

May I tell you that little old Banache is sitting here 
slap under the pine cones suspended from my desk lamp, and 
that none of Rojankovski1s children ever looked more gay 
and transmitted the*same sensation to me more completely.

And so, as Panachefs presence indicates, your thoughtful 
air mail arrived this morning. It goes without saying that 
not only do I love every bristle in Banache's svelt fur coat, 
but every word in your accompanying message.

One of my secretaries arrived just two minutes before the 
Knipmeyers, and so I let them entertain themselves in the drawing 
room while Murrell and I, behind closed double doors, skipped 
through your grand letter. It is possible Mr# Brew may 
pass this way later tonight, but I am not waiting for a second 
reading before chatting with you.

^t was so kind of you to give me the details of your 
appointment at Macmillan's, and I take it you were favorably 
impressed by Mr# Latham. It muet be allowed that as a rule 
publishers of that stamp are almost invariably pleasant and 
I am glad it proved so in the present instance.

nnd although the pressure of time must have been an 
enervating element, still you may find some compensation daring 
the holidfxys that momentarily, at least, someone else is having
to struggle with the business, thus giving you a much deserved 
opportunity to forget "the child" temporarily.

b " v .

tfhen Hastings House is eventually encountered, I think you 
will find Walter 42razee pleasant, too, only let us hope there 
will be a restful interlude during the Macmillan examination 
so that you may have just a little chance to catch your breath,

I am only doping. the "excuse" cold has not in reality 
progressed in the wrong direction and that by now it may be 
all gone. And at the same time, I hope your belated arrival 
at the office, following the lower* 5th Avenue excusion, did 
not find too many long faces and too much work piled up as 
a consequence of your absence. It is' impossible for me to tell 
you how noble; B think you are to have engineered all this business 
slap at the businest time of the whole year, and I am
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holding the thought that what with all the other demands, 
domestic and business, it hasn't been too much*fox you. Please, 
please give a thought to yourself sometimes, for all the books 
on earth don't amount to a pinc$t of bug dust as compared with 
your own good health,

I subsecribe wholeheartedly to your treatment of the 
.obituary in fixing up the one version by transposing from 
the other to make it jibe properly. So far as the newspaper 
from which it is taken gones, it doesn't make a particule of 
difference how the matter is handled.

♦ .
I hope you may be able to contact the. same young man 

with whom you spoke when the manuscript is returned, for it 
is possible he may have some valuable suggestions to make or 
some reasons for rejection. It seems to me it is extremely 
difficult for those of us living so close to a thing to hope 

to get a detached viewpoint, and thus we often skim over or 
totally omit all reference to one salient element or other 
that may be imperative for the casual reader's understanding of
the 'business at hand.

* #

Somehow I am especially 'delighted to learn that 
the sea-faring man will be able to spend this Christmas season 
at home. It is by such evidences as these that the full 
import of the new world in which we ifiind ourselves comes into 
our consciousness, it seems to me. £or while all of us have 
known all about the cutting down of time as between here and 
there, it awaits some example such as this to ^ring home the 
possible blessings of speed when employed for the happiness of 
so manyt My ® own Christmas will be the happier because 
you toll me of this episode, for when one realizes the 
tremendous happiness it must mean to others, one's own happi
ness cannot help but glow the brighter.

Pat came home at supper time to spend his Christmas 
vacation here. He said he was at the General’s house last 
night and that Junior had already arrived, so the General 
will rpbably not come to Melrose for ^hristmas, which is 
perhaps just as well for our plans in-la ^ataille de la ^ibliotheque. 
■̂ at knew nothing of the business, and so I laid down my next 
barrage in that direction, both for his consideration and with 
the request, when 1 saw he was on our side, that he use his 
good offices on Joe when he arrives on Sunday I /night add that 
as a Christmas greeting, I sent the General an air photo, with 
some reference to the ^adam's love for the place, ^ut don't let 
me^deceive you or me, for come to think of it, it Wasn't as 
a hristmas greeting, although in that guise, but merely subtle 
propaganda in the battle being waged.. But it is time for me to 
break off, 1 see. Panache is so nice, - not to mention Lydia, t • • • •

•**44 f-4 .« .4 4 ♦<‘•4 4 . . .4 ^4. . 4 .♦ 4 ► 4 * #■* -4 4 4 i
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Friday, December 23rd, 1950.

Memorandum:

How nice to find your lovely Hoel card by air in today's 
post, and now nice to know all memoranda and items of bulkier 
nature have reached your true,hand.

*  : - U/V:/..

It is so much like you to be so thoughtful, and my only 
hope now is that from here on out until Christmas has passed, 
you may find one or two little moments to just do nothing but 
relax.

The more I think of the adroitness with which you handled 
the Macmillan appointment, the more masterful I think your 
execution of the time element. If Mr. nart will only give 
us some of his own ideas regarding the manuscript, how helpful 
it is likely to prove.

• . t [ '  ■ U-: v’:

Today's mail was fairly heavy again but made up primarily 
of cards from various quarters, including many a name I don't 
recognize, - probably pilgrims in some cases who were forgotten 
before they got well beyond the front gate. But it is nice 
to know they remembered their visit.

Among today's visitors were a couple delegated to 
petition me to speak at the college early in January. What
ever the conclave, is.-about", I am uncertain, as 1 had two sets 
of people going at the same time? - one inside and one on 
the back gallery, and I didn't a$k details. They explained 
that it is the custom to cast about-Louisiana or Texas to 
secure someone of distinction to deliver the address, but 
they didn't explain what had happened this year that their custom 
had been altered and they had turned to me. I wouldn't 
give them a definite answer before early next week, and 
in the mean time I may see somebody from the allege, - perhaps 
Dr. Coombs or Dr. *»yser or some such, and shall then determine 
if my response will be affirmative or negative.

A little note on a Christmas card from M n a  demonstrates 
that I must have been talking through my hat in a letter to her 
a month ago, or possibly the doings in Corpus Christi where 
she now finds herself has her in such a tizzy she misread 
my letter, for in the note she expresses her condolence over 
the death, - not of Grandpere, - but of Clemence, saying how 
gifted she always felt she was, etc, Isn't that a sight.
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, In your last letter you mentioned your inability to 
find candles for the Chapel but you will be glad to 
know that the lovely white Christmas tree candles of 
a former Hoel are still mighty in their potential light 
giving flames, and they will grace each end of the altar 
0n Christmas ^ve, with the taller tapers in the wrought iron 
candleabras towering above them. I put aside the taller 

tapers during the summer so the heat would not wilt them, and 
whenoooler days came in uctober, 1 returned them to their ~ 
original position, so that.both they and the Christmas tree once 
will unite their farces tomorrow night and Christmas night 
and Q n  Sew fear’s eve as well.

'£he Chapel looks unusually lovely tonight for the 
waxing moon is rising over far off -kittle Biver and its oblique 
rays shimmer with unusual mellowness through the- stained 
glass from the top point down three quarters of the way where 
the intervening pointed roof line of the African House, 
between the Chapel and the rapon add a second . eometrioal design 
of darkness that is weird and lovely.

Aast night I listened to my, favorite Christmas story, - . 
"Miracle on 34th Street , and although the script seems to 
be s ' ightly altered each year and even though Margaret O ’Brian 
didn t have the juvenile part, I still found it my favorite 
radie play. Afterwards I had a little mid-night supper all 
by myself, T some crackers and Bocquefort which Budolph 
had sent some little sausages one of my negro friends had brought 
me and a can of chocolate matted milk, iced. When I was done,
I plunged through a quick shower, drew back .the portieres 
on the White Garden side and with only the moon to light 
tHe scene, listened for anthour to Beethoven and Mozart, .
In the midst of the-first go-round of the 12th Bonita I 
noticed a cotton tail; £f dicing half-way between the ’gallery"' 
and the sun dial, - the rabbit's tail and the column of the 
sun dial seeming so bright in the moonlight. The first 
rabbit was joined by a second and smaller one, hopping about 
over the Giant's ^aard and stopping occasionally to point 
their ears skywayrd. I don t know if this was their'first 
acquaintance with Mozart, but be that as it may, they seemed 
bo respond to it wtith delight. Abruptly they scampered and 
a minute later the bamboo parted and the ■‘'ark "“uke crossed the 
garden. Hq said he had heard some pretty'tinklin’ music and 
thought he would come and listen for a while, thinking he would 
sit on the gallery without "worryin1" me, for I suppose he 
had assumed the portieres would be daawn, «and so'he finished 
the little sausages, and a glass of wine and he. seemed fascinated 
by the tinklin’”, blanks to various circumstances but 
mo st osB all to you, it-was a lovely evening % ...... .

t
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Sunday, Christmas five, 1950.

Memorandum:
And so here we are, after a cloudless, warm, summer-like day, 

with a full moon rising behind the African House, equaling the 
:light on boh sides of the staind glass window in the Chapel where 
the tall white tapers and the squat Christmas tree candles are all 
aglow,

■Thanks to you, it has been such a lovely Christmas eve.
About an hour ago, ^after all the hubub of the day had vanished,
I opened all your Chirstmas gifts, and each has delighted me more 
than the proceeding. I was alone in the living room sitting 
in front of tBe fireplace where sthe double sets of carillon lent 
enchantment to t,he d'afk recesses of the chimney and its heavily 
banked cavern of dark green magnolia leaves. First off, I 
suspended all' operations to hang the gay gold bell in the 
fat envelope just at the center pane 0f the window along side 
my desk and immediately above the aquarium, so that every time 
I glance toward the sun dial, splashed in moonlight, I see it 
through the frame of the big Liberty number. I ’m crazy about 
it, and I know full well it is going to excite all kinds of 
interest, * and, I fear, a desire to fiddle with it, on the 
part of many of my colored callers on the morrow.

Hext I opened the flat handkerchief box and I shall 
bless you more than once for that' timely gift, for I had somehow
run low on that item, and one of these will be so gay the next
time I make a public appearance in my "Sunday clothes”. The 
coloring of the design of all is so perfect that it yvill harmonize 
nicely with any color suit I may chance to get rigged up in, be it 
blue or gray or brown, but in the initial instance I think I 
shall wear a gray with a fain't blue stripe, for 1 seem to have 
inherited a flock of such lately.

And at this moment I pause to sample another^Hestle’s Grucnch 
which have been sampled so often during the past hour, for that box 
I opened next and was altogether delighted, for as you know, chocolate 
is my favorite flavor, and while, in line with your suggestion on 
the wrapping, I may share a nibble or two with friends, I don’t mind
confessing that these are so very special, one will grace my
night table every time I get around to folding up for the day, 
and I shall absorb Hestie’s and radio programs all at the same 
sitting, with thoughts naturally concentrating, as usual, in a 
very particular direction, I declined a high ball at Celeste’s where 
I dined today, and haven't had a sip of wine in days, so that 
my impulse to consume candy is beyond repression, and I must 
pause for another bite as I turn this page.

»
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The marvelous scarf came next, together with the lovely 
card dominated by little colored angels* To me, both are so 
delightful to contemplate, I think. I shall just keep them both 
for a while so that on dark, days, I can draw them from the armoir 
and thus discover sunshine spilling all over the place at their 
appearance. :

As for theccigarettes, I have one of the packs in my pocket 
right now and don't intend lighting it for another half hour yet, 
at which time I am repairing to the back gallery where the
reading machine is already awaiting me. There, as Mr. Hnewitz 1
fills the White Garden with tne- tinkle of his Mozart1s 12th 1
and nerr von Beet oven's moonlight, I shall light my first cigarette j
as my gaze travels from the moonlit garden to the taper^lighted 
Chapel and back again perhaps a Pestle's Gruch or two along j
side, just to make everything complete. *nd completeness will 1
be even more impressive because I shall be wearing, as I am I
bight now, the elegant shirt ....pardon me, ....I just dropped 
a piece of Crunch on to the bank where rest 'the little hammers
one which the individual letters are attached.... ..the shirt is J
so elegant, and fints so perfectly. I love the material, the out, 
the color and its short shirt-tail, and not the least, the double 
buttons on the cuffs, ,so that, when I go put to spend a 
pleasant half hour or so on the gallery, 1 can wear the sleeves 
buttoned tight or loose, as the night air•seems to recommend.

If your Christmas ^ve has had but half the q-iet ahd? happiness 
that haT,e been mine, then you, too, at this moment, are as filled 
with gratitude to God that his blessings have been so rich and 
that by having given, as to me, one friend who means everything, 
then He is to be blessed forever and forever,.

As for yesterday, the weather was much like today and 
a few people, of both races, passing this way to make things pleasant.
Mrs. Boombs dropped hy for a moment in the morning to drop a 
little gift, - after shav ng lotion, and then to breeze on, her 
oar heavily laden with Christmas toys for poor children scattered * 
along -Kttle *iver, and particularly to the home of 4 children whose 
mama died yesterday. At 11, Bli(Edith Mahiers) came by on her 
way from ^orman, uklahoma to Baton -ouge. She had Miss noover with 
hex, some kin of Herbert's, - niece or some such, and it was good to 
see both ladies who staid to dinner. Eli said she seldom sees 
Mr. £.ipes hut that he seems to like his work which has to do with 
films at the University, but I know .not what.

r  w  V  * • -  *- e ■' ^ . /  V  . c . v

The Joe Bsnrys came from Texas along about first dark and 
came over to get me, after a little chat, to have a highball at 
Celeste19, I like.them both, and what with Pat here, too, it was 
all very pleasant.

But I notice it is time for me to be-take myself to 
mein lieber Wolfgang, and that means somebody else in spirit, somebody 
who has made my Christmas so happy........
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Christmas light, 1950.

Memor andum:

The thermometer didn't harmonize with the date line.
All day the sun shone bright and it was so warm sitting on the 
gallery was ever so pleasant. It is cooler- now that the 
moon is up but still amply warm enough for me to enjoy an 
open air musical a little later.

I breakfasted with.Joe and Juanita for perhaps an hour or so.
It was all very pleasant, and on finishing we all laughed at our 
concerted efforts to sell Melrose to each.other, what with all three 
of us having always been so thoroughly sold on the place.

The Wenks came at 11, and everything was gushing in 
the love department, only they knowing how genuine it might be, but 
to an innocent bystander like myself it all seemed ridiculously over
played. A Christmas tree at Celeste's at 11, and dinner at noon.
An hour's talk with Sister after dinner and they returned to Shreve
port. Supper at the big hô ise and rather unpleasant, Ban being 
hilh and determined to be unhappy and to make everyone just as much 
so as possible. Joe walked as fa* as my gate with me just as-the ' 
moon was rising. He had many kind things to say to me, and from what 
points he touched on, 1 gathered there had been a discussion about 
the'library, and that he and J. H. are determined nothing is going 
to be moved.

Luring their stay the Wenk children were busy in the gardens, - 
Lloyd, 11, and John 9, and both of them receiving from their ’parents 
a 22 rifle for each Shreveport has a law against permitting" 
children to have fire arms*? I think a rifle for a 9 year old is 
dangerous business. There was much cannonading but they only 
killed a few robins.

Irma Somperyac Dillard and. Miss Juifcie Brudhomme, Lestan's niece, 
came to see me this afternoon. Just as they arrived, a message 
came from Little King, inviting me to his wedding to take place 
within the hour at Buny's and Zelma's, next house adjoining the 
Hand camp. Ho others outside the families of the bride and groom 
were invited and 1 was sorry, in a way, I couldn't get away.
It is interesting when after a two year period of-"companionate marriage” 
during which two daughters have been begotten that-a legal marriage 
should be consummated. Little King, I believe, returns to Maryland 
on Thursday.

This noon a telephone call was put through to Laton Houge to 
give everyone heat an opportunity to chat with the S. G. *s - seniors 
and juniors. But only the wife of Junior chanced to be at home 
as4 the rest of the family were attending a funeral. It was 
one of the Mclnness boys, about Bat's age.**I think he is or was 
an L. 3. u. student. I have no particulars about his death.
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He is the eldest son of Nina's husband by his previous marriage,. , .
What a Christmas for that family.

* As invariably happens at this bend of the river, everybody I 
expected to come to see me did not appear, and everyone I didnft, did.
I sometimes think: that as in Humor, so Christmas, if successful, 
is bound to have a telling element of surprise in it, and while 
most of the colored friends passing this way were of long standing, 
they Just chanced to be ones I hadn't seen in quite a while, so 
we all had much to talk, about, getting caught up on much 
long neglected gossip,

. Last night's radio* mentioned holiday deaths at the rate of 
5 per hour, but as up to now I haven't heard of the Grim Beaper 
appearing along this stretch of the river. About 3 o'clock: this 
morning on the road just this side of'the spillway a ear 
turned over three times, and late today it was still resting 0n 
it top and its four wheels high in the air, but somehow or other 
none of the Bed Biver occupants were scratched.

As for myself, it has been one of the pleasantest Christmas days 
I can remember. The inevitable gathers haven't been prolonged and 
can be disposed of as those necessary requirements which are the 
better if discharged 'with all possible dispatch, with the balance of 
the day left for real Christmas spirit. I wonder, and yet I have no 
doubt that you can understand my feelings when I say to you that 
in spite of the pretty presents coming my way they all seemed incidental 
and by the way, following my own little Christmas party last night.
It seems rather odd to me as I turn the matter over in my mind, and 
yet in all truth I must confess to you that after oepning 
Lydia's gifts, all my sensations had reached the saturation point and 
it was they that matter, and everything coming after them, either 
last night or today, while pretty, somehow just didn't seem to 
count. . ,

It goes without saying that I wore -my new shirt which goes so 
nicely with kaki trousers and it felt so good for in such an instance 
it is impossible to separate the gift from the giver. And it was nice, 
each puff of my own cigarettes, and for the identical reason. And 
this morning while sipping my coffee, it was equally pleasant 

* to let the toast and bacon and eggs go bye, for I had already 
sampled another ^estle’s at dawning and I knew I houls want another 
before noon so that coffee would be all I wanted to get the day going.

I cannot help pondering on this attitude and after wondering what 
is wrong with me, coining to the conclusion of most simple minded 
people that I couldn t possibly be wrong in this particular matter.
For reduced to the essentials involved, I gue*ss it comes down to 
the fact that we are 'inclined to feel that whatever come-s to us as 
fXQiB—khe heart of another outweighs everything; else in the w"brTd 
J7hat-~iiiaŷ  come xrola~aXl others, many of whom we may love, but~slnce 
that degree of affection cannot be measured in terras of the other, 
nothing from tne others can possible ever mean so much as that from 
the particular one.... .

Tuesday, December 26th, 1950.

Memorandum: • <
How nice to have your air mail Currier and Ives in this 

morning's post^ 7
I am so glad everything to through alright and that 

you found it alright. After 1 had shipped the package,tit 
occured to me you might be prepared, on receipt, to open up 
a cotton exchan..e of your own, but I hope the stuff could somehow 
bd absorbed into a convenience disposal unit without too much 
excitement. Jbf years that bale of yellow cotton has 
been "worrisome" but two more shipments, and 1 guess it will 
be just about non-existant.

The mails continue rather; heavy and there seem to be flocks 
of be-l'ated Christmas cards coming from expected and unexpected 
Quarters. I-was glad to have a line from the Hills in Hong Kong, 
for I think they have been un^er the ijpression I have had their 
Asiatic address which 1 haven t, and so have felt a little cut off 
from them. It just occured to me as 1 made out an envelope, on 
receipt of theirs, that there was nothing on their return addres, 

B&ve "Hong Kong", and I suddenly wondered if that place is 
currently considered a part of China, or is it completely 
British, or what, Isn t it odd how tings like that rock along 
for years without one giving it a thought until some such
occasion to use the name arises.,

< ' * r , , J '• . , ,  , . .

Today's pilgrims included some people from Denver, - 
not the Gar rolls,'who oamf a month or so ago, but some other 
people whose names I don' t recall at the moment. It isn t 
quite oifar to me, either, just how they got the idea, sitting 
off in Colorado, that they ought to pass this way but such seemed 
to be the ca*se. They were interested in two raaj.or concerns, - 
one was to see this place and the other y/as to get me to do some
thing about saving fr-om destruction some of the. few, early 
granite made mansions of the early mining millionaires of 
that city. It seems they are threatened with anMlation by 
the more "progressive" elements in the Denver Chamber of Commerce, 
and somebody directed them to take up the matter with me.

Just how X got ixed up in the business isn’t clear 
as yet, but I shall probaby eventually f nd out. in the mean 
time i shall take a few shots in the direction of * the ^ockies 
and see what reverberations are forthcoming. Of course

~ , % ’' * ^  X  l  * A  t ’h ,, ' " 4*
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the Denver mansions are comparatively new so far as your point 
of view and mine are concerned, for none of these old 
homes are probably much more than 65 or 70 years. And 
it must be admitted that they were built when the world was 
at one of its most lamentable low ebbs architecturally speaking 
when the great Silver Kings of the 1870*3 and 1880*s 
were intent in squandering fortunes on jim-crack residences 
in granite, more or less imitating Carpentry Gothic.

And yet it seems to me these buildings, although pretty 
nideous architecturallyf merit^preservation as monuments 
to the way of life that flourished in such a florid manner when 
Denver came into being, and I shall try to do something about 
it,,eventually

. ■ « v *
If memory‘serve? me, Gunther in his "Inside U. S. A." says 

the Denver press isn t on too high a level, but I shall be 
able t get somebody^to put me in touch with some Kdith Wyatt 
■oore of the Rockies, and I shall send her a pattern to 
follow in writing up the old homes, together with much doings 
about the families of the builders, and eventually through such 
a medium, and a bit of drum-beating on other fronts, may eventually 
stave off the use of the pick axe.

Perhaps you had an opportunity to hear the Bob hope show 
with Big Crosby as guest. I .-.don't know as it as particularly 
<hilarious but I found in it that nicety of balance between
the serious and the gay that made it unusually inspiring. Sometimes 
I.vam inclined to think that the best sermons are not those droned 
out in a cathedral, bogged down with vast and serious profundities 
but rather are they those little paragraphs, pearls'of wisdom, 
that are seemingly tossed in without intention between the 

laughing linq„s of the radio-comedians, and all the better 
entertainers seem to be those whose scrip contains 
the solid bits along with the lighter stuff.

Somebody once remarked about the difference between 
Melrose and Batches^tours as stemming from the fact that 
in Natchez they got an ante bellum oharade only. Well, from 
where I sit, they don't get many hoop skirts paraded before their 
unimaginative minds. But all such questions are for others 
to solve, but there must be some parallel between mirth and 
thê  serious aspects of life, and if they can discover it in George 
pushing down a fence to come to grace my gallery, that is 
fine, and I shall Abe glad to reoeivei.instruotion.

T0ur grows late and I have a couple of things 
to so before I call it a day, and begin reading one page from
n L f aI ^ ite 90IQ\ $ f forQ going t0 bod* Fox ThQ Brothers Karamazov
for mv rrefnr r « / j ^ ? Uf t8lat8dly > 1 still read about themtor my preferred.Christmas sermon....
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Memorandum:

Wednesday, December 27th, 1950.

It*s bitter; after all our summer weather, for a 
breeze came out of the Bast during the night and all day 
the thermometer havered around 32 and tonight it will 
go down into the 20-fly' t

And from all this, you may imagine I was up and abroad 
at an early hour, putting some extra duds on the Arenbourg 
"children", for while their "footsies'5 are cosey enough 
in their cotton hull bedding, their arms might get a little 
chilled, and so I was as busy as a chicken on a hot griddle 
for a while this morning.

•The holiday continues, so far as non-occupational pursuits 
go on the plantation, for nobody wants to labor out of doors 
in obtaining temperatures.

When I got back to Yucca I fqund 3eau, Log, Puny, Peter and. 
Little King awaiting my coming, •‘■t was aoo& to see them all and 
to hear how things turned on ^hristmas. -Little King could only 
stay a few minutes as he had to catch a plane to fly frim back 
to Maryland, but it was pleasant all the boys could be togeher 
for a nip of belated Christmas wine and cookies.

I missed Lowell Thomas tonight but £ did hear a five 
minute news cast which gave the name of the new Ambassador to 
Spain, i had intended asking you if you recall the name of 
the actress who figured in Kr. Griffith’s yachting parties 
in the 1930*s. She was a big girl, as I recall, verging on the 
Kthel German type, and I have heard her on the radio a few times,- 
the last time in the role of Becky Sharp in Vanity Pair, but her 
name eludes me. It is sheer idle curiosity than impells me to 
want to recall her name, but if I ever do or not matters not 
a whit.

I remember her apartment on the South West corner of 
5th avenue and was it 11th Street, - the Boith West Gorner 
or the w ole block being occupied by that nice dingey old 
stone chuvoh, - an Episcopal one, as I recall. It's so 
odd the name of that bag has eluded me.

But in speaking of one aotress recalls the favorable

Itl

.
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comment*I have stumbled over on the  a i r  about  Anne warding 
i n  the new f i lm  about J u s t i c e  W. W. holmes,  -  something 
about  eome kind of a Yankee, but the  e x ac t  t i t l e  e lu d e s  me, 
too ,  I  suppose the  premiere w i l l  be g iven  s h o r t l y ,  or perhaps 
t h e * p i c t u r e  has  a l read y  been r e l e a s e d ,  and I  know w i th  what 
a n t i c i p a t i o n  you must be looking  forward to  see ing  i t ,  and 
p a r t i c u l a r l y  l i t t l e  ^ i s s  Harding

And e ing i n  such a fo rge t fu l )  mcpod, X don t  even r e c a l l  
the  t i t l e  of K a ther ine  d r in k e r  ^owen s biograpfiy  of J u s t i c e  
Holmes, -  "Yankee from Mount Olympus3 or some such, but  
I r e c a l l  how Mrs. J u s t i c e  Holmes f l i t t e d  th rough  t h a t  
d e l i g h t f u l  book, and e s p e c i a l l y  the  pa rag rap h  d e s c r ib in g  
how Madam Holmes i n  l a t e r  y e a r s  had a l l  even ing  gowns, cu t  
w i th  low neck l i n e s ,  so r ig g ed  up w i th  whale bone and n e t t i n g ,  
so t h a t  she must have been something of a s i g h t  when 
appea r ing  a t  formal f u n c t i o n s ,

I  am wondering whatever happen to  ^ r s .  Boweri and the 
b iog raphy  she was doing of old John Adams, I  h a v e n ' t  heard  
anyth ing  about t h a t  l a d y ’ s e f f o r t s  s ince  h e r  l e t t e r  r e f e r r i n g  
to  the  Adams b iography ,  and X am wondering i f  she ever  f i n i s h e d  
i t ,  or i f ,  p e rhaps ,  i t  went s t a l e  on her  hands ,  For the   ̂ l i f e  
of me I  could never  imagine how' she could 'ever b r e a th e  l i f e  
i n to  such a c h a r a c t e r  who somehow always impressed  me as  having 
had  s c a n t  warmth while  a l i v e ,  fo r  s u re ly  i n  a l l  American h i s t o r y ,  
nobody was ever  q u i te  so low tem pera tu red  a s  b o th  o ld  Joh^ and 
h i s  son, John <*uincey

How p l e a s a n t  i t  i s  to  chat  w i th  you as  u s u a l  a t  t h i s  
hour while  a c r o s s  the  fence  the  g e n t ry  of the ^ower ^ ° a s t  a re  
s ip p in g  egg-non and f r u i t  cake and c h a t t e r i n g  l i k e  a n e s t  of mag
p i e s .  X guess  the  n i c e s t  a r t  about i t  i s  t h a t  they  a l l  a re  having 
a wonderful  time and I  am wb ien  t i c k l e "  to  be th u s  ab le  to  
s e t t l e  a f f a i r s  of the  world on the  old Underwood, a f t e r  which, 
i n  l i e u  of egg-nog, I s h a l l  have a round of ch o co la te  milke and 
a s lab  of* f r u i t  cake w hi le  Alexander Bco rby  w i l l  take  over to  
r ea d  me a page or two from the D o s t i e v sk i  o-ous. C e le s te  d id  
h e r  b e s t  t h i s  morning to ge t  me to  promise I  would break  my 
o u s t  m and a t t e n d  the  f u n c t i o n ,  which was c e r t a i n l y  kind of h e r ,  

while  a t  supper to n ig h t  Joe and ^ u a n i t a  t r i e d  t h e i r  hand a t  th e  
b u s i n e s s  but  d i d n ' t  ge t  to  f i r s t  b a se ,  but  we had fun i n  the tug 
of war which came to  n o th in g .  But t h e r e  w i l l  be so many people  
p r e s e n t ,  X s h a l l  ^ever be missed,  bu t  a t  the  same time X 
know t h a t  Herr Scoupby And Herr Mozart would b o th  be t e r r i b l y  
u p - s e t ,  i f  * were a t here  to  commune a b i t  w i th  b o th .  Hon t  
you t h i n k  so. ’ * ' _ ~ ~

And so, f o r  t h i s  s i t t i n g ,  I fo ld  up my b e a rd .  I t ' s  been 
n ice  c h a t t i n g ,  and I s h a l l  f e e l  the  happ ie r  because in  p lay ing  
the 12th  H0n o t a ,  I s h a l l  not  seem to be a lone  a t  a l l ............

e T h u r s d a y ,  December 28 th ,  1950.

Mem or and urn:

F o r t u n a t e ly  the  p o s t  was sca rce  to d a y ,  g iv in g  me an 
o p p o r tu n i ty  to c a tc h  up on some of the  s t a c k s  of c a rd s  and 
n o te s  coming to  hand d u r in g  the  h o l id a y s .

The e n c lo su re  from Madam Hake he ld  something of a s u r p r i s e ,  
s ince  1 had never  dreamed she would s l a p  p e rso n a l  correspondence  
i n to  p r i n t  w i th o u t  a "by your l e a v e " .  I t  i s  q u i te  t r u e  t h a t  
what she quoted was ob v io u s ly  from my pen, b u t  the p re fa ce  
was a b i t  on th e  h i l a r i o u s  s i d e ,  as  I  th in k  you w i l l  r e a d i l y  
a g re e .

And, i f  you don ' tem ind  my i n c l i n a t i o n  to  po in t  out such 
an obvious t r u t h ,  the  a r t i c l e  j u s t  goes , to  show t h a t  whatever  
im press ion  i s  c r e a t e d  i n  the  d a i l y  p r e s s ,  s c a n t  credence can be 
p lac ed  on the p r i n t e d  word.

t

i t  i s  p l e a  an t  to  r e p o r t  t h a t  the  thermometer began r i s i n g  
around 10 o1 c lo c k  t h i s  morning and the  promise of a low of 40 fo r  
t o n ig h t  im pel led  me to  remove the  garments  from the  Arenbourg c h i ld r e n  
a few hours e a r l i e r .  The s h e e t s  and p i l lo w  cases  I  had used  to  
enshroud them were ench an t in g  o b j e c t s  when I  removed them, for  
the  t h i n  c o a t in g  of i c e ,  -  i t  had d r i z z l e d  a l i t t l e  e a r l y  l a s t  
n i g h t ,  had conver ted  th e  s h e e t s  i n to  huge b a lo o n - s^ aPQ<̂ o b j e c t s  
whi le  the p i l lo w  oases looked l i k e  somethough out of  the 
wardrobe of a Ku Klux member. The thermometer  never got  above 
45 a l l  day, what w i th  a heavy cloud co v erag e ,  but  a g a in  t o n i g h t  
the  weather man a s s u r e s  us  i t  w i l l  no t  vary 5 degrees  during  the  
n i g h t ,  and so a l l  i s  w e l l  on bhe Freeze F ro n t  t o n ig h t .

The r e p o r t  of l a s t  n i g h t * s  p a r ty  was f a v o ra b le  on a l l  s i d e s  
ex cep t  t h a t  Hat remained i n  bed u n t i l  r a t h e r  l a t e ,  and Joe 
d i d n ' t  get  out of bed un t i l )  supper t im e ,  bo th  of them exper ienc ing  
u p - s e t  stomachs. I recko^  i t  may have been th e  f r e s h  pork r o a s t  we 
had fo r  supper r a t h e r  th an  the  egg-nog t h a t  fo l low ed .

And speaking of egg-nog,  I  must say I  d o n ' t  care  much about  
th e  type C e le s t e  u s u a l l y  s e r v e s ,  which i s  more or le<ss i n  the n a tu re  
of a sea foam or f r o t h  t h a t  " s t a n d s  on i t s  own f e e t "  and i s  
e a t e n  with a  spoon. P e r s o n a l l y  I  l i k e  the  k ind  t h a t  can be 
s ip p e d .  I used  to make them every  day i n  the  e a r l y  1940 's  when 
every a f t e rn o o n  th e  Madam and I  would, have a go a t  the  s t u f f ,  but  
pe rhaps  I put  too  much whiskey i n  mine or ^00 mu°H cream, bu t  
be t h a t  as i t  may, my s p e c i a l t y  was the  type t h a t  poured r a t h e r  
than  the type t h a t . s t o o d  s t i l l .  I  have r e c e n t l y  heard  t h a t
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a good grade.of ice cream well beaten, with the whiskey pour 
in as the beating is in process makes an excellent egg-n og, 
but I never tried it# But if it ever fell to me to stir up such 
a concotion again, I think B should like to try the ice cream 
idea, for it would cerainly save a of excitement that 
always goes along with beating the white separately from the yokke, 
and after the latter has been beaten, the cream, and then the whole 
beaten into one great big business as the whiksey is being added.

Mr. McKinney, the new overseer, arrived this afternoon 
and will take up his residence here forthwith, I suppose. Joe 
-and. -Juanita will leave tomorrow, if Joe feels equal to the 
drive to houston or Conroe and on Saturday the S. G. Henrys will 
arrive from Baton Bouge for the'week end. And speaking of 
the o. G . ’s, the enclosure came to hand only today, although from 
the cancellation,* it was obviously mailed on the ,24th. I 

find no reference to the air shot of Melrose which/should have reached 
their true hand about December 18th. Berhaps the post was 
delayed in that direction*, too. Then, too, since the little S. G.'s 
were already arrived, perhaps papa was too busy playing ^anta to 
get more than a scrawl into the mails.

.In. spite of the cjamy weather, pilgrims braved^ the- elements 
but I left -word- at -the Bost vflic'e^^'-bhairTVeouId see^'no-one, for 
Arenbourg had first claims today, and I wanted to see some people 
on the place tis afternoon about giving me a hand to do some things 
there when the atmosphere and .the holidays nave altered themselves. 
Hast night 1 fe.lt noble bout confining myself to only a .couple 
of pages of reading, thinking it would h e well to flatten out 
at a resrectab&a hour and do a little radio listing, ^ut the radio 
was clogged with veritable trash and I finally ended up by listening 
to some ^ible slapper who went to great pains to prove that 
Christmas should fall September instead of December since Christ 
must have been born around Aabor Day, which wasjust about the speed 
those Kansas bigot usually sftjfarBut I must say-I'laughed'at myself 
for being just about in their class the other day when In reading 
Mr. Churchill's "Bichard Carvel” I found myself complaining because 
the author has a character in 17b9 remark that the Pool on a 
Maryland estate was after the manner of the little lake at Pet t 
±Yianon which, of course, was never dug until, the l7g0,s» " as 
though 10 or 12 years either way made the slightest difference.

J-t just occurs to me to ask you if you think the air view of 
Melrose, reduced (reduced to the size of the pictorial map small 
ones, would slow anything at all. If they or it would, it might 
be nice o employ the two for porgaganda purposes, but if it 
would merely be a blur with a white smudge where the bfg house 
is, it would be useless, of course. Your opinion will set me 
straight and I shall vastly appreciate your advice. But I see 
I, am getting to the end of thi sheet so £ had better fold. Aittle 
old ranache is bobbing approval, too......
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ffriday, December 29th, 1950.

Memorandum: , -
Cool, damp and cloudy, and the holiday s ason continues 

to bring forth the pilgrims in increasing numbers, with 
many of them, I suppose, heading for a big week end in hew 
Orleans to view the Sugar. D q w I game, especially the Texas and 
Oklahoma sections, and most the (of the) football enthusiasts 
are bound to be wrong when they include both A,i;e^rose and the 
pig skin players on their agenda, for there isn t really so 
much relationship, the one with the other. *

One such /.roup came under the personal aegis of Kiss 
Tillinghast .this afternoon, her mother, her daughter, her uncle 
and aunt and the pilgrims ere more or less bored and those 
in authority not too entranced, seemed like rather too
vast a concourse for such a guide, it seemed to me, at least, and 
so it seemed to another, 1 think.

~ut some of the .parsers-bye have been pleasant, and migrants 
from the Dorth, —  the White floated Sparrows, - have arrived 
in force during the past few days. I don't recall having seen 
so many in years gone bye. Perhaps there's so much racket going 
on at Briarwood in contriving the new house that those usually 
making their winter home there have honored me.

Be that as it may, a perfectly elegant feeding arrangement 
has just reached me by post and the White Throats are making 
the most of it. In the past, it hasn't been easy for me to 
catch U tq with the individuals for a close contact, but now 
that this new feeding arrangement is to hand, at least a half 
dozen are taking breakfast and dinner from morning to dusk 
J!,, t.ho w-inrlrniu nflriG hQTQ  hv  mV d e s k .

In view of all the packages Uncle ^am has to handle during 
the rush season, i reckon it is wonderful so few get lost and 
that no more of. them get squeezed. In the present instance, 
however, all that came to hand was a fine sack of seeds, 
including sunflower seeds, which the White Throats seemsdx to 
love, plus the three parts making up the lantern shaped feeder, 
including the top, the glass globe center and the base, designed 
to let the seeds feed down inot the circular troth. The circular 
bar for the birds to perch on also accompanied the p 
shipment, but it had been wedged off but not otherwise damaged, 
and on Tuesday I shall have Hapoleon Bonaparte Garter weld the
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circular bar back* on again and it 'will be just as good as 
when it started out. A battered box which had been obviously 
tied up hy some weary postal clerk between its place of 
origin and here, pluse a label beearing my name, attached to 
the string, was all that came to hand, and as the package 
had not been insured, no claim could be made, although, 
in reality, there was no need for making a claim, for the item 
was in no way damaged, save for the little circular bar being 
in need of- re-soldering,

- -- ■ B  ̂ ~A; ■ « -* t
And l am.glad it arrived thus, for had it carried the bar,

I might have hung up the feeder by the circular opening rising 
above the top, and not have placed it here on t W  gallery shelf,
.just beyond my window, as ,it is now, the White fhorats and I 
are not more than a foot a part, with only the pane of glass 
separating us. Ana by the time Monday has arrived, the birds 
will ,be so accustomed to the object that when I hang it from 
the ceiling just beyond the door§ to the ^hapel, chey will 
be so accustomed to their jolly new restaurant that they will 

not be at all hesitant about making endless rounds,
Curiously enough, there is something at once to Chinese and so 

ifiarly American about the lines of the item and it seems as 
thought .expressly made to harmonize with the simple architecture 
of Yucca and «to fit in with the quaint whi~ne$e hats decorating the 
Hast wall of the gallery. »

I presume the original package may have contained a card, 
but it must have become lost when the carton was broken up in 
transit, but actually, of course, no card is needed, for 

only one person in the whole world could have sent it and that 
person scarcely needs me to say how entranced I am with the 
whole thing and how indebted I am for this billion expression 
of thoughtfulness and kindness for me,

*

Little or nothing is done on the plantation about hew Years,
I reckon, in fact, that seasonal work will start on Monday morning. 
And so the holiday frolic is getting under way tonight, with 
a big siwng-out at the local honkey-ton^ and much flying up and 
down the road Several of my friends have passed this way en route 
to the dance, and it was pleasant to share a glass of wine all ’round

, If I can make the hurdle between now and Tuesday without 
too much interruption, I ought to ;be into the accustomed, 
post holiday pace forthwith. One or two gaps in Christinas greetings, 
as, for example.., from the Overdfckes, impels me to. hazard the guess 
t’nat they .may be passing this way before college- begins again 
I am hoping you may be having Saturday off and that the succeeding 
two days may provide a few minutes for you when nothing is 
required and nothing undertaken, save a bit of rest and relaxation, 
ho tyy to be thoughtful to you...... ..

H r

New Year’s 3ve, being Bunday, 
December 31st, 1950,

Memorandum: «
The hew Year is about to begin perfectly, thanks to your grand 
letters of the 26th and 27th,. reaching me on Saturday, and 
held until this evening.

I am so glad to have particulars regarding your Christmas Day, 
and I like the candle light dinner which sounds so charming.

I have another air photo of Melrose which I shall put in
the out-going mail. I think the General did not receive the one
I sent him on the 11th either, and. this afternoon . h, told me a 1 
special delivery.let ter, posted in Baton Bouge on the 20th had reached 
the Bayou ^atchez Dost °ffice today, so apparently mails are 
running far behind in seme instances whether passing through the 
pro-Christmas strike zone or not. The more I think about it,
t h © - j n a x - 4t  — i —can—b o  ~ b  o l i r r ©  ■ ^ I r n r b —'tr iiC  i l ' I l T  ~ p h  ^  U 0  L i l l y  ""‘ f  1  l -
nicely with the other illustrations, and may, - or possibly may hot, oe
the one we shall want to use up in front of the book for a piece i 1
am belatedly doing for that section. The photo will go forward 
immediately, the article a few days later.

In the original shipment with the air photo was the one of 
Clemence for which you asked and, if memory serves, some bit^ of 
manuscript, although about the latter point I am hazy. In the mean time 
perhaps the original photo may arrive, but to insure against absence 
of the air view, I shall send along my extra copy.

The week end vhas been ever so pleasant. Dan went to the Dallas 
footballl game, scheduled for tomorrow, and the General and lady 
arrived on Saturday evening. Dinner at the big house today was 
pleasant all around, with the food excellent and the conversation 
entertaining. I must pass along one story to you which the general 
told me, illustrating the exalted opinion General McArthur ̂ has of 
himself. Perhaps the s.tory is an old one for you, but it is new for 
me, and since I think you might be able to bear it a second time, and 
probably there, are variations, I shall run the risk of boring you 
with it:.

It seems that following the cessation of koe’tTlities, Admiral 
Nemitz and General McArthur took a much needed vacation, which 
they spent together in some coastal -town* ih the Phillip ■ nes. One 
afternoon they went out alone in a sail boat which foundered or 
turned over or $ome such, and the Admiral and General found themselves 
struggling in the water, for it was difficult to right the boat 
and Admiral Aeraitz couldn t swim. In due time, however, they both

/
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got the boat righted and were once more safely aboard. General 
len&tz reparked. that it might be just as well if nothing ever leaked 
out about the experience, since the newspapers the world over, and the
in particular, might make a great noise about the Admiral of the I’leet 
being .almost drovmea because of his inability to swim.. General 
McArthur concurred whole he&rtedly as to silence regarding their 
experience, saying: . . •

"Most certainly I wouldn’t want the military ever to suppose 
I couldn’t wall on the water*"

So much for the McArthur MeasialLnoraples:*-.—
hasn’t it nice that the telephone convexsatiolu from 

Detroit and Illion suggest that ail goes well in those quarters, and 
how nice to know something about some of the guits old Santa put 
in your stocking* I . am rather..surprised ' the Congressional library 
hasn’t,done anything about tk®oChurchill Memories, £ think A shall 
put'a bee in their bonnet!onuthat subject, —  whether it produces 
ang results or not.. Apd I . am- so' giad to know about the additional 
data covering the "G. B. S." volume, Ihat should be entertaining 
and I think 1.shall buzz a kittle on that score, too.- -

My day-h$s • b . ® W i ' W s y #‘...,tam-i3byj' - pilgrims and friends passing 
this way, Since 4, this morning I haven’t had a minute to myself, 
and it was only at 11:35 that I found myself alone and could begin 
this little chat with you. It is nice to think that about the 
time I have concluded, it will be time for us both to raise a glass 
to Lydia and •‘-estan respectively as the little new comer makes it's bow 
I had guests at 11 o’clock Central Standard -‘•'ime, find I withdrew for 
a few moments to raise my glass. I shall gladly repeat the gesture 
at 12. t,, 1 ,.

aAmong today’s visitors were Phil Johnson, a negro, and his son, 
perhaps 13,. yearns old. The., lafetos- Is -the--boy-so- adept in wood carving, 
■‘•’hey brought soije .samples, -—  all automobiles, the boy ahd created.
As autuombilies do not particularly inspire me, 1 was not especially 

movea by the items as automobiles, but X must say they were remarkable. 
Mach one was so complete, - perhaps 18 inches in length, with little 
doors that functioned perfectly, rumble seats, tops and hoods that 
openeded and closed with preciseion, little engines that seemed perfect 
reproductions of real ones, and even little batteries that turned on 
headlights when the. proper gaget i.as touched. The boy was 
entranced with much he say here and thinks he can stirrup the African Hoi 
the sun dial- and so on along the lines of the original. He is really 
â  wonderfully gift@&>,,child and X shall be so interested to see what he 
has to bring back when he returns, ne lives off on Little Hiver 
somewhere or other, - a little beyond St. Mary’s on the Bayou, I 
believe. Wont it be fine if his gift takes a turn for re-creating in 
miimture s me of the nicer things hereabout. •

But let me start folding up at this point. It has been such a 
pleasant week end and ending of the current year, - thanks to just 
one person who radiates everything th. t is wor 4

• >*
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